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Foreword

Bjorn Ibsen, an anaesthetist and intensivist who practiced for most of his career in Copenhagen, Denmark, died on 7 August 2007. Ibsen is widely regarded as the father of Intensive Care Medicine, the nativity of which occurred in his home city in 1952 during a polio epidemic. Ibsen had trained in radiology, surgery, pathology and gynaecology before travelling to Massachusetts General Hospital in 1949 to gain specialist experience in anaesthesia. He returned to Copenhagen in 1950 and assumed a leading role in managing one of the world’s worst polio epidemics that started only two years later. Some 2899 cases developed among the population of two million. Too weak to cough, many patients succumbed to secretion retention with associated carbon dioxide retention. Negative pressure ventilation was effectively the only form of support then available, but Ibsen found that tracheostomy, or endotracheal intubation combined with the careful application of intermittent positive pressure ventilation administered by relays of doctors, medical students and others, was an effective means of overcoming the devastating effects of the disease. In the end, over 1500 practitioners aspirated secretions and performed manual ventilation in shifts. Mortality fell markedly. As a result, the idea that critically ill patients should be supported in centralized facilities by individuals experienced in their care was adopted worldwide.

The new specialty emerged in varying phenotypes according to the history, individual preferences and expertise of those driving the change. In the United States, physicians trained in pulmonary medicine have traditionally also provided critical care. In the United Kingdom, the base specialty of anaesthesia has borne the brunt of intensive care provision over many decades. Only in recent years has the value of bringing varying expertise to intensive care management (ICM) from different clinical base specialties been recognized more formally. Thus in Australia a joint intercollegiate faculty of ICM has been developed, a model that was to an extent copied in the UK. Formal training programmes have been developed, culminating in the UK in ICM being recognized as a specialty in the year 2000. The emergence of diploma and other examinations designed to test competencies in intensive care has been rapid. The strength of national and international specialist societies has grown, with associated academic advancement publicized through congresses and increasingly in highly cited journals.

Against this background, it has given me great pleasure to write the foreword for this exciting volume, expertly conceived and edited by Dr Iain Mackenzie. The contributors to this book come from a wide range of clinical and national backgrounds, thereby reflecting the heterogeneity that is in many senses the strength of the specialty. Moreover, the content reflects the staggering advances that have been made during the past 50 years in the delivery of mechanical ventilatory support. Even those phenomena which would have been
easily recognizable to Ibsen, such as the delivery of oxygen therapy, have been subjected to scientific evaluation and technological development. Tracheostomy, used widely in the 1950s polio epidemic, is now performed at the bedside, an innovation of which I suspect Ibsen would have approved. The content of chapters dealing with sedation, paralysis and analgesia might have been more familiar to him, but the agents now employed, the increased understanding of their properties and the clinical benefits attributable to their avoidance, where possible, are evidence of the advances made in this area of pharmacology. The outreach of expertise into the wards in pursuit of the ‘intensive care without walls’ has been greatly facilitated by the advent of non-invasive mechanical ventilatory support.

Finally, the scientific advances in our evaluation of the effects of mechanical ventilation, the recognition that it can do harm if applied inappropriately and the evidence base concerning its use in patients with a wide variety of primary and secondary lung pathologies is a truly outstanding achievement that intensive care medicine can be proud of. I suspect that Bjorn Ibsen, were he privileged to read this volume, would feel the same.

Timothy W. Evans, BSc DSc FRCP FRCA FMedSci
Professor of Intensive Care Medicine
Imperial College
London
Consultant in Intensive Care Medicine
Royal Brompton Hospital
London
Respiratory support is recognized to be a key component in the resuscitation of acutely ill patients and, as such, the basics are taught to all those who seek to acquire life support skills. Following stabilization, the continued provision of respiratory support, be it in the emergency department, respiratory ward or intensive care unit, is largely taken for granted. However, as the ARDSnet study has recently reminded us, the way we manage mechanical ventilation in the medium and long term actually has a significant impact on patient outcome. Although the literature is full of the evidence necessary to provide optimal respiratory support, synthesizing this evidence into a cohesive and logical approach would be an enormous task for one individual. On the other hand, excellent sections on respiratory support can be found in the major textbooks on critical care and indeed the ‘principles and practice of mechanical ventilation’ is the sole subject of Martin Tobin’s authoritative tome of that name. However, these large reference books are expensive and less than suitable for those who need a more concise and practical overview of the subject. This book therefore seeks to fill the gap between the journals and the major textbooks by bringing together clear, concise and evidence-based accounts of important topics in respiratory support, together with, where necessary, explanations of its physiology and pathology. It is hoped, therefore, that this book will appeal to a very wide audience, and will make a substantial contribution to the interest in, and teaching of, the art and science of mechanical ventilation. In addition, since many of those who work with patients who require respiratory support do not have an anaesthetic background, knowledge particular to this specialty has not been assumed.

I would welcome any feedback so that future editions of this book can better meet the needs of its readers.

My colleagues in Cambridge, both nursing and medical, must be credited with persuading me of the need for a book such as this, and for that I am grateful. I am also indebted to the contributors from around the world who responded so favourably to my request that they contribute, and then followed through with their chapters. Frank McGinn (GE Healthcare Technologies), Dan Gleeson (Cape Engineering) and John Wines (Cape Engineering) kindly supplied me with information about the histories of their respective companies. I have received assistance in sourcing some of the images from Mr Pyush Jani and Dr Helen Smith. I am very grateful to David Miller for checking the correctness of the English, but must accept any blame for any errors that crept through. Finally, I would like to thank Diane, my wife, and Katherine, Rebecca, Charlotte and Amy, my daughters, for their unfailing support over the last two years while this book was in production.

Iain Mackenzie
Physiological notation

Those with a dislike of mathematics will be pleased to know that none of the equations in this book need to be memorized. Having said that, though, understanding the concepts that are encapsulated by the equations presented will help the reader enormously in achieving a significantly deeper level of understanding. As many of the terms in the equations refer to physiological quantities, physiological notation is used, and therefore being able to decipher physiological notation will be helpful (Figure 1). The reader may be relieved to hear that formal physiological notation has been completely avoided in the text because it can sometimes extend significantly below the text baseline, as in, for example, the notation representing the partial pressure of oxygen in arterial blood:

\[ \text{PaO}_2. \]

However, some quantities are mentioned so often in the text that to refer to these in words would hinder, rather than help, the flow of the text. Therefore, for the most common of these quantities, non-physiological notation has been used for

---

### Table 1 In-text notation for commonly used physiological quantities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Correct notation</th>
<th>In-text notation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fractional inspired oxygen concentration</td>
<td>( F_{\text{I}O_2} )</td>
<td>( \text{FiO}_2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partial pressure of carbon dioxide in alveolar gas</td>
<td>( P_{\text{ACO}_2} )</td>
<td>( \text{PaCO}_2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partial pressure of carbon dioxide in arterial blood</td>
<td>( P_{\text{aCO}_2} )</td>
<td>( \text{PaCO}_2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partial pressure of oxygen in alveolar gas</td>
<td>( P_{\text{AO}_2} )</td>
<td>( \text{PaO}_2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partial pressure of oxygen in arterial blood</td>
<td>( P_{\text{aO}_2} )</td>
<td>( \text{PaO}_2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partial pressure of carbon dioxide</td>
<td>( P_{\text{CO}_2} )</td>
<td>( \text{PCO}_2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partial pressure of oxygen</td>
<td>( P_{\text{O}_2} )</td>
<td>( \text{PO}_2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haemoglobin oxygen saturation in arterial blood</td>
<td>( S_{\text{aO}_2} )</td>
<td>( \text{SaO}_2 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2 Pressure conversion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Conversion Factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mm Hg</td>
<td>1.3595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kPa</td>
<td>10.197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kPa</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atm</td>
<td>101.325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bar</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 Convention for the use of compound units

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Common clinical notation</th>
<th>Correct scientific notation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Millilitres per kilogram</td>
<td>mL/kg</td>
<td>mL·kg⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microgram per kilogram per hour</td>
<td>µg/kg/hr</td>
<td>µg·kg⁻¹·hr⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millilitres per minute</td>
<td>mL/min</td>
<td>mL·min⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Litres per minute</td>
<td>L/min</td>
<td>L·min⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milliequivalents per litre</td>
<td>mEq/L</td>
<td>mEq·L⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millimoles per litre</td>
<td>mmol/L</td>
<td>mmol·L⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kilocalorie per milliliter</td>
<td>kcal/mL</td>
<td>kcal·mL⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millilitres per hour</td>
<td>mL/hr</td>
<td>mL·hr⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milligrams per kilogram</td>
<td>mg/kg</td>
<td>mg·kg⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kilocalories per kilogram</td>
<td>kcal/kg</td>
<td>kcal·kg⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grams per kilogram</td>
<td>g/kg</td>
<td>g·kg⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grams per deciliter</td>
<td>g/dL</td>
<td>g·dL⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micrograms per minute</td>
<td>µg/min</td>
<td>µg·min⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millilitres per kilogram</td>
<td>mL/kg</td>
<td>mL·kg⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millilitres per day</td>
<td>mL/d</td>
<td>mL·d⁻¹</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

in-text references, as it is in many other publications (Table 1).

Units

The European convention on units has been maintained throughout, using kilopascals (kPa) for gas pressures rather than millimetres of mercury (mm Hg), but the conversion factors can be found in Table 2. However, for clarity the symbol for the litre, which is usually abbreviated to the lower case letter ‘l,’ has been substituted by the North American convention of using the capital letter ‘L;’ thus ‘ml’ becomes ‘mL’ and ‘dl’ becomes ‘dL.’

Compound units in clinical practice commonly use the forward slash ‘/’ as the delimiter to denote a denominator unit. For example, ‘millilitres per kilogram’ would be written ‘mL/kg’. In compound units with only two components, this usage is not subject to misunderstanding, but in those with more than two components, the use of the forward slash is potentially confusing and should be avoided. The convention in this book, therefore, is to use the more correct scientific notation. In this form, the relationship between units is indicated by the superscript power notation, as shown in Table 3.
Among its many functions, the lung has two major ones: it must harvest oxygen to fuel aerobic respiration and it must vent acid-forming carbon dioxide. This chapter will offer a brief overview of how the lung fulfills these functions. It will also discuss some of the mechanisms through which adequate oxygenation can fail. A secure understanding of these principles allows an insight into the way in which mechanical ventilation strategies can be altered in order to enhance oxygenation and carbon dioxide clearance.

Functional anatomy of the lung

The airways

During inspiration, air is drawn into the oropharynx through either the mouth or the nasal airway. Nasal breathing is preferred, as it is associated with enhanced particle removal (by nasal hairs and mucus-laden turbinates) and humidification. However, this route is associated with a fall in pharyngeal pressure. Just as Ohm’s law dictates that voltage is the product of current and resistance, so pharyngeal pressure is the product of gas flow and pharyngeal resistance. A ‘fat apron’ around the pharynx because of obesity may lead to increased pharyngeal compliance, and thus increase the risk of dynamic pharyngeal collapse in such patients. In adults, when pharyngeal flows exceed 30 to 40 litres per minute, the work of breathing becomes high and the fall in pharyngeal pressure too great for the adequate intake of air: the mouth then becomes the preferred route for breathing.

The larynx remains a protector of the airway, with aryepiglottic and arytenoid muscles able to draw the laryngeal entrance closed like a purse-string and the epiglottis pulled down from above like a trap door. In addition, the arytenoid cartilages can swing inwards to appose the vocal cords themselves, thus offering an effective seal to the entry of particles or gases to the airway beneath. Meanwhile, tight occlusion can be achieved during swallowing or to ‘fix’ the thorax during heavy lifting, allowing the larynx to resist internal pressures of some 120 cm H\textsubscript{2}O. Laryngeal sensitivity to irritation, causing a cough, makes the larynx effective at limiting entry of noxious gases or larger particles, while more intense chemoreceptor stimulation can cause severe laryngeal spasm, preventing any meaningful gas flow. In the anaesthetic room, this can be life-threatening.

When air enters the trachea, it is supported by anterior horse-shoes of cartilage (Figure 1.1). However, these are compliant, and tracheal collapse occurs with extrinsic pressures of only 40 cm H\textsubscript{2}O. Ciliated columnar epithelium yields an upward-moving mucus ‘escalator’. The trachea then divides into the right and left main bronchi (generation 1 airways), and then into lobar and
segmental bronchi (generations 2–4). The right main bronchus is wider and more vertical than the left, and is thus the ‘preferred’ path for inhaled foreign bodies. Cartilaginous horse-shoe supports in the upper airways give way to plates of cartilage lower down, but all will collapse when exposed to intrathoracic pressures of >50 cm H₂O (or less in situations in which the walls are diseased, such as in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease or bronchomalacia).

Successive division of bronchi (generations 5–11) yield ever-smaller airways (to about 1 mm diameter), all of which are surrounded by lymphatic and pulmonary arterial branch vessels. They are supported by their cartilaginous plates and rarely collapse because intra-bronchial pressure is nearly always positive. So long as there is patency between alveoli and bronchi, even forced expiration allows sufficient gas flow to maintain intra-bronchial pressures to a level above intrathoracic pressures.

Bronchioles (generations 12–16) lack cartilaginous support, but are held open by the elastic recoil of the attached lung parenchyma, making airway collapse more likely at lower lung volumes. The cross-sectional area of these very small distal airways, and their very thin walls, makes airway resistance at this level almost nil in the absence of contraction (bronchoconstriction) of the wall’s smooth muscle cells. Subsequent respiratory bronchioles (generations 17–19) have increasing numbers of gas-exchanging alveolar sacs in their walls; these bronchioles are anchored open under tension from surrounding parenchyma. Each of 150 000 or so ‘primary lobules’ represents the distal airway subtended by a respiratory bronchiole. Distally (generation 20–22), alveolar duct walls give rise to some

---

**Figure 1.1** Gross and microscopic anatomy of the respiratory tract.

Inset i: Conventional microscopy view of the surface of the ciliated epithelium of the trachea showing cells bearing cilia adjacent to cells which appear flat, but which in fact bear microvilli. Photomicrograph courtesy of the Ernest Orlando Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, California.

Inset ii: Transmission electron microscope image of a thin section cut through the bronchiolar epithelium of the lung showing ciliated columnar cells (a) interspersed by non-ciliated mucous-secreting (goblet) cells (b). Slide courtesy of Dr Susan Wilson, Histochemistry Research Unit, University of Southampton.

Inset iii: Section of bronchus lined with pseudo-stratified columnar epithelium (a), and surrounded by a ring of hyaline cartilage (b). The presence of sero-mucous glands (c) differentiates this from a bronchiole. This section also contains an arteriole (d). Bar = 250 microns. Slide reproduced with permission. Copyright © Department of Anatomy and Cell Biology, University of Kansas.

Inset iv: Tiny islands of hyaline cartilage (a) confirm that this is bronchus rather than bronchiole, and adjacent is a pulmonary vein (b). Bar = 250 microns. Slide reproduced with permission. Copyright © Department of Anatomy and Cell Biology, University of Kansas.

Inset v: The absence of cartilage and sero-mucous glands means that this is a bronchiole, with a surrounding cuff of smooth muscle (a). Bar = 25 microns. Slide courtesy of Dr Susan Wilson, Histochemistry Research Unit, University of Southampton.

Inset vi: A small bronchiole (a) surrounded by smooth muscle (b). Bar = 25 microns. Slide courtesy of Dr Susan Wilson, Histochemistry Research Unit, University of Southampton.

Inset vii: An alveolus lined by thin flat type I pneumocytes (a) and cuboidal, surfactant-secreting type II pneumocytes (b), with an integral network of fine capillaries (c) embedded within the alveolar walls. The lumen of the alveolus contains a large alveolar macrophage (d). Bar = 25 microns. Slide courtesy of Dr Susan Wilson, Histochemistry Research Unit, University of Southampton.

Inset viii: Scanning electron microscope image of the alveolar honeycomb. Photomicrograph courtesy of the Ernest Orlando Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, California.

Inset ix: This photomicrograph shows the fine network of capillaries that enmesh the alveoli.

Inset x: Transmission electron microscopic image of alveolar cells, showing large cuboidal type II pneumocytes (a) packed with vesicles containing surfactant (b). Nearby alveolar capillaries containing red blood cells can be seen (c). Photomicrograph courtesy of the Rippel Electron Microscope Facility, Dartmouth College, New Hampshire.
20 alveolar sacs, containing one third of all alveolar gas. The terminal alveolar sacs (generation 23) are blind-ending.

**The Alveoli and Their Blood Supply**

Each lung may contain up to half a billion alveoli, which are compressed by the weight of overlying lung and are thus progressively smaller in a vertical gradient. Alveolar gas can pass between adjacent alveoli through small holes called ‘the pores of Kohn’. The pulmonary capillaries form a rich network enveloping the alveoli, with the alveolar epithelium closely apposed to the capillary endothelium. The other surface of the capillary is embedded in the septal matrix.

Blood delivered into the pulmonary arteries from the right ventricle flows at a pressure less than 20% of that of the systemic circulation. With near identical blood flows, one can infer that pulmonary vascular resistance is correspondingly five- to sixfold lower than systemic. Working at lower pressure, the pulmonary arterial wall is correspondingly thinner, while the pulmonary arteriolar wall contains virtually no smooth muscle cells at all. Capillaries in dependent areas of the lung tend to be better filled than areas higher up (due again to gravitational effects), while lung inflation compresses the capillary bed and increases effective resistance to blood flow. Blood flows across several alveolar units before passing into pulmonary venules and thence to the pulmonary veins.

**Pulmonary mechanics**

Air enters the lung in response to the generation of a negative\(^1\) intrathoracic pressure (in normal ventilation, or in negative pressure and cuirass mechanical ventilation), or to the application of a positive airway pressure (in positive pressure ventilation modes). Work is thus performed in overcoming both resistance to gas flow and elastic tension in the lung tissue during the thoracic expansion of inspiration. A small quantity of energy is also dissipated in overcoming lung inertia and by the friction of lung deformation.

**Elasticity and the lung**

The lung’s elasticity derives from elastin fibres of the lung parenchyma, which accounts for perhaps one third of elastic recoil, and from the surface tension of the fluid film lining the alveoli. When fully collapsed,\(^2\) the resting volume of the lung is considerably smaller than the volume it occupies when fully expanded in the chest cavity. Fully expanded, the elasticity of the lungs generates a subatmospheric pressure in the pleural space of about \(-5.5\) cm H\(_2\)O (Figure 1.2). At peak inspiration, when the thoracic cage is maximally expanded, this pressure may fall to nearly \(-30\) cm H\(_2\)O.

It is worth giving some thought to the issue of surface tension forces within the lung. The pressure within a truly spherical alveolus (\(P_A\)) would normally be calculated as twice the surface tension (\(T_s\)) divided by the alveolar radius (\(r\)):

\[
P_A = \frac{2 \times T_s}{r}.
\]

(1.1)

This equation tells us that if surface tension were constant, the alveolar pressure would be inversely proportional to the alveolar radius. In other words, alveolar pressure would be higher in alveoli with a smaller radius (Figure 1.3). If this were the case, it would mean that smaller alveoli would rapidly empty their gaseous content into larger adjacent alveoli and collapse. Taken to its logical conclusion, all of the alveoli in a lung would empty into one huge alveolus.

Fortunately, surface tension is not constant because of the presence of a mixture of phospholipids\(^3\) and proteins\(^4\) that floats on the surface of

---

\(^1\) Also referred to as subatmospheric.

\(^2\) For example, when removed from the chest at autopsy.

\(^3\) Mainly phosphatidylcholine, commonly referred to as lecithin.

\(^4\) Surfactant proteins A to D, often referred to as SP-A, SP-B, etc.
Figure 1.2 Negative pleural pressure.
A: The respiratory system can be compared to a rubber balloon (the lungs) placed inside a glass jar (the chest cavity) with the space between the outside of the balloon and the inside of the jar representing the pleural space.
B: The opening of the glass jar is sealed over by the rubber balloon, sealing the space between the outside of the balloon and the inside of the jar from the atmosphere.
C: As residual gas in this space is evacuated the pressure in the ‘pleural space’ drops below atmospheric and the balloon expands.
D: Once all the gas in the ‘pleural space’ is evacuated the ‘lung’ is completely expanded to fill the ‘chest cavity’. The pressure inside the ‘lung’ remains atmospheric while the pressure in the pleural space is subatmospheric (negative).

Figure 1.3 Alveolar instability with constant surface tension.
A: With constant surface tension ($T_s$), the alveolar pressure in the smaller alveolus is $\frac{2 \times T_s}{r}$ and the pressure in the larger alveolus is $\frac{2 \times T_s}{2r}$, which means that whatever the values of $T_s$ and $r$, the pressure is only half that in the larger alveolus.
B: Under these circumstances, gas flows from the smaller alveolus (higher pressure) to the larger alveolus (lower pressure).

tends to flow from larger to smaller alveoli, producing homogeneity of alveolar volume and stabilizing the lung. One other major advantage of this effect on fluid surface tension is that the lung’s compliance is significantly increased, reducing the negative pressure generated by the lung in the pleural space. This consequently reduces the hydrostatic pressure gradient between the inside of the pulmonary capillaries and the pulmonary interstitium, minimizing the rate at which intravascular fluid is drawn from the capillaries. Lack of surfactant, for instance in intensive care patients with acute lung injury, thus tends to cause alveolar collapse and reduce lung compliance, which substantially increases the work of breathing.

As the chest expands during inspiration, intra-alveolar pressure falls to little more than $-1$ cm H$_2$O, causing the air to flow down a pressure gradient from the nose and mouth to the alveoli. It is notable just how modest the intra-alveolar pressures have to be to cause gas to flow in and
Figure 1.4 Surfactant.

A: Surfactant phospholipids are composed of two hydrophobic fatty acid tails joined to a hydrophilic head via glycerol and phosphoric acid. The most common phospholipid in surfactant is phosphatidylcholine, while the hydrophilic head is choline. Fatty acids in which all the bonds between adjacent carbon atoms are single are said to be 'saturated', and are physically flexible, allowing the molecule to pack in closely to its neighbour. Fatty acids in which one or more of the carbon–carbon bonds are double are said to be 'unsaturated'. These double bonds impart an inflexible angulation to the molecule, which prevents it from packing closely. The most effective phosphatidylcholine molecules are ones in which both fatty acid tails are saturated ('di-saturated'), such as dipalmitoyl-phosphatidylcholine.

B: The surfactant phospholipids float on the surface of the fluid lining the alveoli, with their hydrophilic heads in contact with the aqueous phase and their hydrophobic tails sticking in the air.

C:Expiration reduces the surface area of the alveolus, squeezing the bulkier and less effective phospholipids into the surface-associated phase. The remaining phospholipids, being predominantly disaturated, are more effective at reducing the surface tension and, as their concentration is increased, the surface tension is reduced further.
out of the lung during normal breathing, a factor to be considered when comparison is made with mechanical modes of ventilation. Of course, much higher pressures can be achieved. Straining against a closed glottis, for example, can raise alveolar pressure to 190 cm H₂O, while maximal inspiratory effort can reduce pressure to as low as −140 cm H₂O.

Transmural pressure is defined as the difference between the pressure in the pleural cavity and that in the alveolus (Figure 1.5). To remain open, alveolar pressure must be greater than that of the surrounding tissue. During inspiration, intra-pleural pressure falls to a greater degree than alveolar pressure, and the transmural pressure gradient thus increases. Over the range of a normal breath, the relationship between transmural pressure gradient and lung volume is almost linear. This relationship holds true for the alveoli, but the lower down in the lung the alveoli are, the more the distending transmural pressure gradient is counteracted by the weight of lung tissue compressing the alveolus from above. For this reason, dependent alveoli tend to have a smaller radius and are more likely to collapse.

The ‘expandability’ of the lung is known as its compliance. A high compliance means that the lung expands easily. The compliance of the normal respiratory system (lungs and thoracic cage) in upright humans is about 130 mL·cm H₂O⁻¹, while that of the lungs alone is roughly twice that value, demonstrating that half of the work of breathing during health simply goes into expanding the rib cage. When a positive pressure is applied to the respiratory system, such as during positive pressure ventilation, gas immediately starts to flow into the lungs, which then expand. However, while gas is flowing,
the proximal airway pressure must be higher than alveolar pressure,\(^5\) and the steepness of this pressure gradient will depend on the resistance to gas flow. Therefore, during inflation the ratio of volume change to inflating pressure (known as \textit{dynamic} compliance) is lowered by the effect of resistance to gas flow (Figure 1.6). At the end of inspiration, the proximal airway pressure immediately falls as gas delivery ceases (and with it, the resistive contribution to airway pressure) and then falls a little further as gas is redistributed from low-compliance proximal airways to high-compliance alveoli. There is also an associated small increase in total lung volume. The percentage of \textit{total} change in lung volume

\(^5\) Otherwise gas would not flow.
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Figure 1.7 A pressure and time profile during volume-targeted constant flow mechanical ventilation.

For a delivered tidal volume of $V$ mL, dynamic compliance is given by $V/P_{\text{peak}}$ and static compliance is given by $V/P_{\text{plat}}$. The difference between $P_{\text{peak}}$ and $P_{\text{plat-i}}$ is due to airways resistance, while the difference between $P_{\text{plat-i}}$ and $P_{\text{plat}}$ is due to inter-alveolar gas redistribution (pendelluft) and hysteresis.

when held at a set pressure is known as the lung’s static compliance. Put another way, if a set volume of air is used to inflate a lung, pressure will rise accordingly, but (with lung volume held) will then gradually fall by some 25% or so (Figure 1.7). This effect is one of the contributing factors to a phenomenon known as hysteresis in which the lung traces a different path on an expiratory plot of lung pressure (x-axis) against volume (y-axis) than it does during inflation (Figure 1.8). Other contributors to hysteresis include the opening of previously collapsed alveoli during inflation,6 displacement of lung blood at higher lung volumes, ‘stress relaxation’ of lung elastic fibres, and perhaps most importantly, the surface-area-dependent effect of surfactant in reducing surface tension. In practice, what this means is that at any given inflation pressure, lung volume will be greater during expiration than inspiration because the lungs are resistant to accepting a new higher volume, and then resistant to giving it up again.

LUNG VOLUMES

Total lung capacity (TLC) is the volume of intrapulmonary gas at the end of a maximal inspiration. Functional residual capacity (FRC) is the volume remaining in the lungs at the end of normal expiration that rises with body size (as determined by height) and on assumption of the upright posture. In mechanically ventilated subjects, FRC is also known as the end-expiratory lung volume (EELV). FRC is reduced when the lung is extrinsically compressed (from pleural fluid or abdominal distension), when lung elastic recoil is increased, or when the lungs are fibrosed.

Gas exchange

OXYGEN UPTAKE

Oxygenation is accomplished through the diffusion of oxygen down its partial pressure gradient (Box 1.1) from the alveolus, across the alveolar epithelium, and thence across the closely apposed capillary endothelium to the capillary blood, a distance of $<$ 0.3 $\mu$m. The capacity to transfer oxygen from alveolus to red blood cell is determined by (1) the surface area for diffusion and (2) the ratio

6 Commonly referred to as alveolar ‘recruitment’.
**Box 1.1 Diffusion and partial pressures**

Diffusion describes the passive movement of a substance from an area of high concentration to one of low concentration. Diffusion also applies to gases, but in this case the motive force is the differential partial pressure of the gas. Partial pressure simply refers to the proportion of the total gas pressure that is attributable to the gas in question. As an example, if you have a 1-litre flask containing 800 mL of helium and 200 mL of oxygen at atmospheric pressure (101 kPa), the partial pressure of oxygen in the flask will be

\[
\frac{200}{800 + 200} \times 101 = 20.2 \text{ kPa}.
\]

between the speed of diffusion and the alveolar contact time, which is the length of time the red cell remains in contact with the alveolus (Figure 1.9).

The speed of diffusion is determined by the partial pressure gradient of oxygen between alveolar gas and capillary blood, the thickness of the barrier between alveolus and capillary, and the solubility of oxygen in this barrier. Because there are no factors that influence oxygen’s solubility under physiological conditions, the only sources of variation in the speed of diffusion are the partial pressure gradient of oxygen and the barrier thickness.

The partial pressure of oxygen in alveolar gas is not the same as the partial pressure of oxygen in inspired gas because alveolar gas contains two other constituents: carbon dioxide and water vapour. Therefore, breathing air at sea level, the alveolus contains four gases: nitrogen, oxygen, carbon dioxide and water vapour. The total pressure of these gases must equal atmospheric pressure (101 kPa):

\[
P_{\text{N}_2} + P_{\text{O}_2} + P_{\text{CO}_2} + P_{\text{H}_2\text{O}} = 101 \text{ kPa}. \tag{1.2}
\]

*Figure 1.9* Factors that determine the capacity to transfer oxygen from alveolar gas to capillary blood. Oxygen diffusion (blue arrow) proceeds from alveolar gas (shown on the left) to capillary blood (shown on the right) across the intervening barrier of the alveolar epithelium and capillary endothelium, with capillary blood shown flowing away from the observer (red arrow). The capacity to transfer oxygen to red blood cells depends on the surface area for diffusion, and the ratio between the speed of diffusion and the length of time that the red cells spend in contact with the alveolus (referred to as the ‘contact time’).

The speed of diffusion is determined by the (1) initial partial pressure gradient of oxygen between alveolar gas and capillary blood; (2) the thickness of the barrier constituted by the alveolar epithelium, capillary endothelium and any other intervening tissue; and (3) the solubility of oxygen in this barrier.

The contact time is inversely proportional to the cardiac output and at rest is normally 0.75 seconds. Breathing air at sea level, red cells passing the alveolus are normally fully saturated after only 0.25 seconds, leaving a ‘reserve’ of 0.5 seconds. Diffusion limitation to oxygen transfer is therefore only seen with conditions that reduce the speed of diffusion (low alveolar partial pressure of oxygen or increased barrier thickness), reduce the contact time, or both. In trained athletes at maximum exertion the contact time falls to just over 0.25 seconds.
The saturated vapour pressure of water at body temperature is 6.3 kPa, leaving 94.7 kPa of pressure for nitrogen, oxygen and carbon dioxide. Because nitrogen is not exchanged in the alveoli, it continues to occupy 79% of the remaining gas mixture, and so has an alveolar partial pressure of 74.8 kPa. This leaves the remaining 19.9 kPa for oxygen and carbon dioxide:

\[ P_{A_{O_2}} + P_{A_{CO_2}} = 94.7 - 74.8 = 19.9 \text{ kPa}. \] (1.3)

Alveolar carbon dioxide diffuses from mixed venous blood into the alveolus until the partial pressures in the two compartments are the same. The partial pressure of carbon dioxide in arterial blood, about 4.5 kPa, therefore serves as a good estimate of the partial pressure of alveolar carbon dioxide. However, because the metabolism of fats produces less carbon dioxide than the metabolism of carbohydrate per unit volume of oxygen consumed, the alveolar partial pressure of carbon dioxide must be corrected for the respiratory quotient (RQ) when substituted into Equation 1.3:

\[ P_{A_{O_2}} + \frac{P_{A_{CO_2}}}{RQ} = 19.9 \text{ kPa} \]
\[ \Rightarrow P_{A_{O_2}} + \frac{4.5}{0.8} = 19.9 \text{ kPa} \]
\[ \Rightarrow P_{A_{O_2}} = 19.9 - 5.625 = 14.275 \text{ kPa} \]

In general, therefore, the partial pressure of alveolar oxygen is given by the equation:

\[ P_{A_{O_2}} = \left[ F_{IO_2} \times (P_b - 6.3) \right] - \frac{P_{a_{CO_2}}}{0.8}. \] (1.4)

When \( F_{IO_2} \) is the fractional concentration of oxygen in the inspired air, \( P_b \) is the barometric (atmospheric) pressure, and \( P_{a_{CO_2}} \) is the arterial partial pressure of carbon dioxide, all measured in kPa. Oxygen partial pressure in mixed venous blood is roughly 5.3 kPa and, as calculated above, in alveolar gas is about 14.3 kPa. A diffusion gradient of about 8 kPa thus drives oxygen across the alveolar surface and into the blood under normal conditions.

The thickness of the diffusion barrier between the alveolus and the capillary is largely determined by the combined thickness of the alveolar epithelium and capillary endothelium, which is usually less than 0.3 \( \mu \)m. Increases in barrier thickness can be caused by the accumulation of fluid in the space between these two layers of cells, or by the accumulation of other material such as collagen (lung fibrosis) or malignant cells (carcinomatosis). Increased barrier thickness can also be caused by the accumulation of material on the alveolar surface itself, including fluid (pulmonary oedema), blood, pus or protein.

As the blood transits the capillary, it absorbs increasing amounts of oxygen, and the gradient-driving diffusion falls. However, haemoglobin’s affinity for oxygen has unique characteristics (Figure 1.10), and blood oxygen tension nearly matches alveolar by the time that only a third of the capillary has been transited, which occurs in about 0.25 seconds at rest. The alveolar contact time is inversely proportional to cardiac output, and in trained athletes can fall to as little as 0.25 seconds, the time normally required for full saturation. Under these conditions, small decreases in the speed of diffusion, such as by exercising at altitude, can result in significant arterial desaturation.

Even when all the blood leaving the alveoli has an oxygen partial pressure that is the same as the alveolar partial pressure, the partial pressure of oxygen in arterial blood leaving the left ventricle is slightly lower because of the presence of an anatomical shunt. This shunt is caused by the dilution of arterialized blood that has come from the alveoli by true venous blood that drains into the pulmonary veins from the bronchial circulation (supplying the airways rather than alveoli) or from the left ventricular endocardium via the tiny thebesian veins. Such effects are normally only minor, causing a fall in anticipated arterial partial pressure of oxygen of just 0.5 to 0.8 kPa.
Figure 1.10 Intermolecular co-operation and the oxy-haemoglobin dissociation curve. A haemoglobin molecule consists of four chains, each with one binding site for molecular oxygen (O₂). When a molecule of oxygen occupies its binding site on any one of the chains, it provokes a change in the shape of that chain which increases the affinity of its neighbouring chain for oxygen (shown here in amber), making it easier for that chain to bind oxygen. This intermolecular co-operation accounts for the non-linear relationship between haemoglobin oxygen saturation and oxygen partial pressure, often referred to as the ‘oxy-haemoglobin dissociation curve’ (shown on the right). Haemoglobin’s affinity for oxygen can be either increased (blue interrupted line) or decreased (pink interrupted line) by other factors, effects which are often referred to as ‘left-shift’ or ‘right-shift’, respectively. Increased temperature and acidosis decrease haemoglobin’s affinity for oxygen (right-shift), while decreased temperature and alkalosis do the reverse. Fetal variants of haemoglobin bind oxygen with greater affinity than do adult variants, making it possible for oxygen to be transferred from maternal to fetal haemoglobin in the placenta.

Causes of low arterial partial pressure of oxygen

As described previously, the arterial partial pressure of oxygen is derived from the mixture in the left side of the heart of blood having a range of partial pressures of oxygen, depending on its source. Blood leaving normally ventilated alveoli with optimal oxygen transfer will have a partial pressure of oxygen that is determined by the alveolar partial pressure of oxygen, as shown in Equation (1.4) above. This tells us that under these conditions, the principal variables involved in determining PO₂ are (1) the fractional concentration of oxygen in the inspired gas (FiO₂), (2) the barometric pressure of the inspired gas and (3) the alveolar partial pressure of carbon dioxide.
Figure 1.11 A fall in barometric pressure with increasing altitude.

The barometric (atmospheric) pressure falls non-linearly with increasing altitude. The highest permanent human habitation is believed to be La Rinconada, Peru, at 16,700 feet (5100 metres).

\[ \text{FiO}_2. \] Low fractional concentration of inspired oxygen is not usually a problem in patients receiving mechanical ventilation, though it did cause the death of a child in the UK as recently as 2001 when they were ventilated with a hypoxic gas mixture from an old anaesthetic machine. Modern anaesthetic machines and intensive care ventilators are designed to be incapable of delivering hypoxic gas mixtures, though old machines which can do so remain in use in many countries.

Barometric pressure. Low barometric pressure is never a problem in Europe except during aerial transport (see Chapter 16), but in other parts of the world this may be a significant factor (Figure 1.11).
**Hypoventilation.** If oxygen consumption in peripheral tissues remains constant, so too must the quantity of oxygen extracted from the alveolus. In profound hypoventilation, the amount of oxygen being delivered to the alveolus will fall, as will the ratio of delivery to extraction. As a result, alveolar (and thus arterial) partial pressure of oxygen will fall. This phenomenon will be compounded by a rise in alveolar carbon dioxide tension due to failure of clearance, which will cause a further fall in alveolar PO$_2$.

**Diffusion limitation.** The three factors above have all assumed optimal oxygen transfer between alveolar gas and capillary blood, but as discussed above, this assumes a normal ratio between the speed of diffusion and the alveolar contact time. A reduction of contact time (with an increase in cardiac output) or reduction in the speed of diffusion caused by an increased diffusion distance can also cause a low arterial partial pressure of oxygen.

Besides the normal ‘anatomical’ shunts that contribute venous blood to the arterial pool described above, two other sources of shunt can contribute to arterial hypoxaemia: pathological and alveolar shunts.

**Pathological shunts.** These are caused by abnormal connections between the right and left sides of the heart, allowing venous blood to join arterial blood in the left ventricle without passing through the lungs. When arising during fetal development, these shunts are usually situated within the heart itself and are caused by failure in the development of midline structures such as the septa between the atria or ventricles.

Similar defects can occasionally arise in adulthood following infarction of the septal tissue or as a consequence of cardiac trauma. Even less commonly, a right-to-left shunt can arise in adulthood when either surgery or pulmonary disease allows blood to pass through a patent foramen ovale. Congenital intra-pulmonary shunts are rare and are usually associated with massive intra-pulmonary arterio-venous malformations. Intrapulmonary shunts acquired in adulthood are also very uncommon, but can occur in patients with severe liver disease.

**Alveolar shunts.** So far, the discussion has assumed that blood draining from the alveoli has come from alveoli with completely normal ventilation and perfusion, and is therefore optimally oxygenated. In reality, both alveolar ventilation and perfusion can range from normal to none (Figure 1.12). Thus at one end of the spectrum there are alveoli with normal ventilation but no perfusion (so-called ‘dead space’), and at the other end there are alveoli with normal perfusion but no ventilation (a so-called ‘true shunt’). With respect to oxygenation, it is the perfused units with markedly reduced or absent ventilation which are important, as these act as ‘shunts’ through which blood can travel from systemic veins to systemic arteries without becoming oxygenated. The impact of a shunt on arterial haemoglobin oxygen saturation is directly proportional to the size of the shunt in terms of blood flow. So, for example, if 80% of pulmonary venous blood comes from ventilated alveoli with an SaO$_2$ of 98% and 20% comes from non-ventilated alveoli with an SaO$_2$ of 75%, the resulting SaO$_2$ is calculated as

$$ (0.8 \times 98) + (0.2 \times 75) = 93.4\%.$$  

This calculation allows the size of the shunt to be estimated (Box 1.2). It is also worth noting that because the blood coming from ventilated alveoli has almost the same PO$_2$ as alveolar gas, there is almost no capacity for these alveoli to absorb additional oxygen in order to compensate for blood coming from alveoli that are poorly ventilated (low V/Q) or not ventilated at all (a true shunt). In contrast, venous blood only loses 10 to 15% of its carbon dioxide content in passing through ventilated alveoli. In this case, failure to clear carbon dioxide from blood passing through unventilated alveoli is easily compensated by an increase in carbon dioxide elimination from blood passing through ventilated...
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Figure 1.12 Spectrum of alveolar ventilation (V) to alveolar perfusion (Q).

The graph on the left represents the possible relationship between ventilation on the y-axis and perfusion on the x-axis for pulmonary alveoli and for convenience identifies five colour-coded zones. These range from alveoli with normal perfusion but little or no perfusion (blue), through those with normal perfusion and normal perfusion (blue-green), to those with little or no perfusion but normal ventilation (green). Using the same colour-code, the distribution of these V/Q ratios is shown on the right for a subject with normal lungs (bottom), a patient with a small pulmonary embolus (middle) and a patient with severe hypoxaemic respiratory failure (top).

alveoli. This explains why patients with acute lung disorders develop arterial hypoxaemia long before developing hypercarbia, if indeed they ever do.

Even in healthy lungs without alveoli that are either unventilated or unperfused, there is a natural variation in ventilation and perfusion due to the effects of gravity.

Ventilation inequality. Prior to the onset of inspiration, alveoli will have varying end-expiratory volumes depending on the local trans-pulmonary pressure. Because of the weight of the lung parenchyma and the blood contained within it, the pleural pressure becomes progressively less negative in a vertical gradient from top to bottom.7 Consequently the trans-pulmonary pressure, which is the difference between alveolar and pleural pressure, also declines in a vertical gradient from top to bottom. Alveoli in the lowest part of the lung will therefore have the smallest end-expiratory volume, while alveoli in the highest part of the lung will have the largest end-expiratory volume. The relationship we see between pressure and volume for the whole lung also applies to each alveolus. This means that at the start of inspiration there is a vertical compliance gradient, with the most compliant alveoli above and the least compliant below, which means that for a small change in pleural pressure the alveoli above will increase in volume the most, while those at the bottom will increase the least. In the middle of inspiration, with each alveolus having moved up its own volume/pressure curve, the alveoli at the top of the

7 This applies whatever the position of the subject – erect, supine, prone or lying on one side.
Box 1.2 How to estimate total shunt

Total shunt assumes that arterial blood is composed of a mixture of blood from only two sources, blood from ‘perfect’ alveoli and shunted blood never exposed to alveolar oxygen. If $\text{CaO}_2$ is the oxygen content of arterial blood, $\text{C}^{\circ}_\text{vO}_2$ is the oxygen content of mixed venous blood and $\text{Cc}'\text{O}_2$ is the oxygen content in end-capillary blood from ‘perfect’ alveoli, which can be estimated from Equation 1.4 and the oxy-haemoglobin dissociation curve (Figure 6.1), then

$$\text{CaO}_2 = x (\text{Cc}'\text{O}_2) + y (\text{C}^{\circ}_\text{vO}_2)$$

where $x + y = 1$.

This equation can be re-arranged and solved for $x$:

$$x = \frac{\text{Cc}'\text{O}_2 - \text{CaO}_2}{\text{Cc}'\text{O}_2 - \text{C}^{\circ}_\text{vO}_2} \quad (1.6)$$

With a patient breathing 40% oxygen at sea level, a $\text{PaO}_2$ of 8 kPa, $\text{SaO}_2$ of 90.6%, $\text{PaCO}_2$ of 6.4 kPa, mixed venous $\text{PO}_2$ of 5.2 kPa and mixed venous $\text{SO}_2$ of 73.6%, we calculate the shunt as follows.

First, we calculate the alveolar partial pressure of oxygen from Equation 1.4:

$$P_{\text{A}O_2} = [\text{FIO}_2 \times (\text{Pb} - 6.3)] - \frac{\text{Paco}_2}{0.8}$$

$$P_{\text{A}O_2} = [0.4 \times (101.325 - 6.3)] - \frac{6.4}{0.8} = 30.$$  

From the oxy-haemoglobin dissociation curve, the estimated saturation of this blood would be 99.9%, and therefore the oxygen content (Equation 6.5) would be

$$\text{Cc}'\text{O}_2 = (15 \times 1.34 \times 0.999) + (0.0225 \times 30) = 20.75.$$  

Then we substitute this value, and the other calculated values, into Equation 1.6:

$$y = \frac{20.75 - 18.39}{20.75 - 14.91} = 0.404$$

This, based on the assumptions outlined above, puts the shunt in this case at 40.4%.

Meanwhile, a number of factors can also cause variation in perfusion. On a macroscopic scale, blood flow turns out to be relatively homogeneous throughout the lung, but will always tend to be greater per unit lung volume in the more dependent part of the lung. This, of course, tends to lead to better ventilation–perfusion matching during spontaneous ventilation as dependent areas also tend to be better ventilated. On a smaller scale, microvascular or macrovascular thrombotic occlusion of vessels, or vasoconstriction as a response to regional hypoxia or to endothelial dysfunction, may all cause regional falls in blood flow.

---

8 These are sometimes referred to as West’s zones after Professor John West of the University of California, San Diego, who first described them.
Figure 1.13 Vertical ventilation inequality.

A: Prior to the onset of inspiration, alveoli in different parts of the lung are on different parts of the volume/pressure curve because of the vertical gradient of trans-pulmonary pressure. Alveoli in the highest part of the lung (red), exposed to the largest trans-pulmonary pressure, have the biggest resting volume, with alveoli below (yellow and green) having progressively smaller volumes. At the beginning of inspiration, and following a modest increase in trans-pulmonary pressure, which is the same for all alveoli, the alveoli undergo a volume change that is determined by their position on the volume/pressure curve. Poorly compliant alveoli at the bottom (green) and middle (yellow) of the lung undergo small or moderate increases in volume, while alveoli near the top (red) undergo a significant increase in volume.

B: As inspiration progresses, the compliance of alveoli near the top of the lungs starts to fall, while the compliance of alveoli below starts to increase. Now with a uniform increase in trans-pulmonary pressure, alveoli near the top increase by only a small amount, while alveoli in the middle undergo a much larger increase in volume.

C: Towards the end of inspiration, the compliance of the lowest alveoli now starts to increase while the compliance of alveoli near the top continues to decrease. Now the largest volume changes are in the middle and lower parts of the lung, with only very modest increases in lung volume at the top.

Together, regional differences in the ventilation and perfusion of lung units will lead to some variation in $V/Q$ across these units, with values being higher towards the apex, and lower towards the bases. However, the fact that nearly all perfused lung units are also ventilated means that there is no significant alveolar shunt, and arterial oxygen tension, when allowing for anatomical shunt, is close to that predicted of a ‘perfect lung’. While $V/Q$ matching may prove near ideal and homogeneous across lung units in health, this is not the case in disease. Here, vascular occlusion, vasoconstriction, endothelial dysfunction and vessel compression by greatly expanded alveolar units may all cause marked inhomogeneity in $V/Q$ matching. This may cause marked hypoxaemia. Strategies for improving oxygenation are discussed in Chapter 3.

Carbon dioxide clearance

Like oxygen, carbon dioxide, which is continually produced in the tissues and in the lungs, diffuses down a partial pressure gradient but in the opposite direction, from pulmonary arterial blood to alveolar gas. As with oxygen, the blood leaving the alveolus will have the same partial pressure of carbon dioxide as the alveolar gas. In the absence of alveolar ventilation, carbon dioxide accumulates in the blood, with a concentration rising by the rate of production divided by the volume of distribution. To prevent the accumulation of carbon dioxide and maintain a steady arterial concentration, alveolar clearance of carbon dioxide must match systemic production. So, for example, if the body is producing 200 mL.min$^{-1}$ of carbon dioxide, alveolar ventilation must also eliminate 200 mL.min$^{-1}$ of carbon.
**Box 1.3 Calculation of total dead space**

As dead space, by definition, does not contribute to the elimination of carbon dioxide, its volume in proportion to the tidal volume can be calculated because we know that

\[
\text{CO}_2 \text{ eliminated in alveolar gas} = \text{CO}_2 \text{ eliminated in mixed expired gas}
\]

In other words

\[
P_{A\text{CO}_2} \times \dot{V}_A = P_{\bar{E}\text{CO}_2} \times \dot{V}_T
\]

which can be rearranged as follows:

\[
P_{A\text{CO}_2} \times \dot{V}_A = \frac{\dot{V}_T}{\dot{V}_A}
\]

but

\[
\dot{V}_T = \dot{V}_A + \dot{V}_D
\]

so

\[
\frac{\dot{V}_D}{\dot{V}_T} = \frac{P_{A\text{CO}_2} - P_{\bar{E}\text{CO}_2}}{P_{A\text{CO}_2}}.
\]

However, because we can assume that the arterial partial pressure of carbon dioxide is a reasonable approximation to the alveolar partial pressure of carbon dioxide, this becomes

\[
\frac{\dot{V}_D}{\dot{V}_T} = \frac{P_{A\text{CO}_2} - P_{\bar{E}\text{CO}_2}}{P_{a\text{CO}_2}}.
\] (1.7)

dioxide, and the volume of alveolar gas used to do this determines the alveolar concentration of carbon dioxide as well as the arterial partial pressure of carbon dioxide (Figure 1.15):

\[
\frac{\text{CO}_2 \text{ Production} (\text{mL/min})}{\text{Alveolar ventilation} (\text{mL/min})} \times 101.325 = P_{A\text{O}_2} \approx P_{a\text{O}_2}.
\] (1.8)

However, not all of the inspired gas contributes to the alveolar ventilation. Some of the inspired gas may ventilate alveoli that have no perfusion (that is, physiological dead space), some will occupy parts of the respiratory tract that do not...
participate in gas exchange\(^9\) (anatomical dead space), and, in patients receiving respiratory support, some will occupy the airway interface (equipment dead space). Because only the alveolar volume \((V_A)\) contributes to carbon dioxide clearance, the tidal volume \((V_T)\) required will be determined by the size of the total dead space \((V_D)\):

\[
V_T = V_A + V_{DA} + V_{D\text{anat}} + V_{D\text{eqpt}} \tag{1.9}
\]

but

\[
V_{DA} + V_{D\text{anat}} + V_{D\text{eqpt}} = V_D;
\]

therefore

\[
V_T = V_A + V_D. \tag{1.10}
\]

\(^9\) That is, the nose, mouth, pharynx, trachea, bronchi and all the bronchial divisions down to the bronchioles.

Equation 1.10 applies to each breath, but expressed as a rate, both sides of the equation must be multiplied by the respiratory rate:

\[
fV_T = fV_A + fV_D, \tag{1.11}
\]

subtracting \(fV_D\) from both sides of the equation:

\[
fV_T - fV_D = fV_A \tag{1.12}
\]

but

\[
fV_A = \dot{V}_A
\]

therefore

\[
fV_T - fV_D = \dot{V}_A. \tag{1.13}
\]

\[
f(V_T - V_D) = \dot{V}_A. \tag{1.14}
\]

A number of important observations can be made from these results. First, from Equation 1.8
we can see that the greater the systemic production of carbon dioxide, the greater the alveolar ventilation required to maintain a constant arterial partial pressure of carbon dioxide. Second, from Equation 1.13 we can see that the greater the dead space ($V_D$), the greater must be either the tidal volume ($V_T$) or the respiratory rate ($f$) so that constant alveolar minute ventilation will be maintained. The ratio of dead space to minute ventilation can be estimated from the $\text{PaCO}_2$ and the partial pressure of carbon dioxide in end-expiratory gas (see Box 1.3). Strategies for improving carbon dioxide elimination are discussed in Chapter 4.

SUMMARY

1. The airways must humidify inspired gases and remove particulate pollution.
2. The lungs have a dual role in clearing carbon dioxide and providing oxygen.
3. Lung compliance represents the ‘distensibility’ of the lung and alters in disease.
4. Compliance may also differ between lung units.
5. Homogeneous and matching ventilation and perfusion of all lung units would offer perfect gas exchange.
6. There is a heterogeneity of ventilation/perfusion matching in normal lungs, and this may worsen in disease.
7. Poor $V/Q$ matching causes hypoxaemia and may also increase the minute ventilation required for carbon dioxide clearance.
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Chapter 2

Assessing the need for ventilatory support

MICK NIELSEN AND IAIN MACKENZIE

Intensive care medicine has its origins in the successful use of positive pressure ventilation to treat acute respiratory failure associated with the poliomyelitis epidemic in Copenhagen in 1952, and mechanical ventilation remains a cornerstone in the provision of modern life support. This chapter will focus on assessing the need for ventilatory support in seriously ill patients in acute wards, emergency departments and critical care units; it will not consider ventilatory support during anaesthesia and surgery.

The need for ventilatory support is probably the commonest reason for patients requiring admission to critical care units, and the provision of mechanical ventilation has major resource implications. It also carries significant complications in the form of ventilator-associated pneumonia, ventilator-induced lung injury, barotrauma and adverse circulatory effects, all of which can contribute to both morbidity and mortality. Any associated requirement for sedative drugs has additional undesirable effects. Although a patient may appear to ‘need’ ventilatory support, it must also be considered whether, for that individual, it would be appropriate.

Besides those who work in intensive care, there are many others who encounter patients who appear to ‘need’ mechanical ventilation, such as ambulance crews or staff working in emergency departments, respiratory wards, or acute medical or surgical wards. However, with the exception of those who work in intensive care, none of these other groups will appreciate the consequences of instituting mechanical ventilation in a patient for whom this option was inappropriate. For those not involved in intensive care, insight into why early involvement of an experienced intensive care clinician is vital will be provided by a brief discussion of the factors that contribute to the decision to offer, or withhold, mechanical ventilation. This insight is important not just for identifying those for whom mechanical ventilation is not an option, but also because early, appropriate intervention may actually avert the need for ventilation entirely. In an emergency situation when there is doubt about the need for ventilation, treatment should be started and then the situation reviewed once the patient is more stable.

The principle of reversibility

For a few patients in a few countries, long-term mechanical ventilation is a service that can be provided either at home, or in an appropriate care setting. When available, it is then up to the patient to make an informed decision and accept or decline this option (see Chapter 19). For the majority, however, long-term ventilatory support is either unavailable or inappropriate, and under these circumstances...
Box 2.1

A 23-year-old female presented to the haematology ward with severe and rapidly progressive stridor 6 months after a bone marrow transplant for acute lymphoblastic leukaemia. Plain radiography and urgent computed tomography showed massive upper mediastinal lymphadenopathy with severe compression of the mid-portion of the trachea. Although the most likely diagnosis was recurrence of her original disease, it was felt that this could not be confirmed or refuted before the airway compromise became fatal, and a decision was made to intubate and ventilate the patient. Within 48 hours the diagnosis of recurrent leukaemia was made, which was, in the opinion of her haematologists, untreatable and inevitably fatal. Following discussion between the intensive care team, the haematologists and the girl’s family, her sedation was lightened. Her prognosis was explained to her by members of the haematology team that she knew and trusted. The patient then requested to see certain members of her family and wrote letters to her friends. After a further 48 hours, she declared that she was ready to die. She was sedated, extubated, and died peacefully.

In circumstances mechanical ventilation should be instituted only if the condition precipitating the need for mechanical ventilation is reversible.

The principle of quality and length of life after intensive care

A prolonged period of ventilatory support, with all its discomforts and complications, is a price that many, but not all, patients would find worth paying if at the end of it they are able to return to a quality of life that they would find acceptable. A minority of patients have the foresight to make their wishes in this regard known, either in the form of a living will, or by making their opinion widely known among their friends and relatives. As quality of life is a uniquely personal experience, it is impossible to make a judgement as to whether someone else would find a particular set of circumstances acceptable. Therefore, in the absence of clear indications from the patient, or absolute certainty about the ultimate extent of a patient’s disability, few clinicians would withhold mechanical ventilation purely on the grounds of ‘quality of life’. A closely related, but quite distinct, issue is the question of ‘quantity’ of life, or an estimation of the patient’s chances of actually surviving her period of mechanical ventilation and thereafter. For those with an inevitably fatal disease and a short life expectancy, there are very few circumstances in which mechanical ventilation is appropriate (Box 2.1). More challenging situations occur when mechanical ventilation is deemed futile because the chances of survival are very low. The questions arise, for example, as to how low the chances of survival have to be for mechanical ventilation to be considered futile (under 5%? Under 1%?) or whether it matters that the patient is only 25 years old, or that his injuries are self-inflicted.

The principle of availability

When more people need to travel on a bus than there are seats to accommodate them, there is always the option to stand for the duration of the journey. When there are more patients who need mechanical ventilation than there are mechanical ventilators, someone must go without. Of course, the situation is rarely quite as stark as that, but the principle nevertheless applies. Inevitably, therefore, the intensive care clinician will be, to some extent, balancing the needs of her existing patients with those of the patient for whom mechanical ventilation is being considered.

Which patients need ventilatory support?

Patients requiring ventilatory support fall into two broad categories. First, there are those with
### Table 2.1 Indications for mechanical ventilation other than respiratory failure

1. Patients following major surgery with whom:
   a. issues relating to circulatory instability, metabolic acidosis, or hypothermia may need to be addressed.
   b. intra-operative bleeding can only be controlled by physical tamponade with large packs or dressings and who will need to return to theatre for these to be removed.
   c. a number of operative procedures are required over consecutive days.
2. Patients in whom mechanical ventilation is required to assist with the control of raised intracranial pressure, such as following traumatic brain injury or severe hepatic encephalopathy.
3. Patients whose airway needs to be protected from the following:
   a. aspiration, usually in the context of a diminished level of consciousness, such as following deliberate overdose, or who have received large doses of benzodiazepines or barbiturates to control seizures or agitation.
   b. obstruction from soft tissue swelling in the structures that constitute the upper airway or adjacent structures (for example, facial trauma, acute epiglottitis, laryngeal tumours, acute bacterial pharyngitis, compression from an enlarged thyroid or lymph nodes in the upper mediastinum or throat).
4. Patients who need to be kept motionless when:
   a. they are too agitated or confused to co-operate with critical diagnostic imaging (usually computed tomography or magnetic resonance imaging) or diagnostic procedures (for example, lumbar puncture).
   b. they have unstable fractures of the spine prior to surgical stabilization.
   c. in the rare situation a surgical repair is too delicate or could be compromised by coughing or movement.
   d. the even rarer situation of tetanus occurs.

established or impending respiratory failure. This may arise because of failure of the ‘ventilatory pump’ or of intra-pulmonary gas-exchanging mechanisms, or, more frequently, of both. These will be discussed in more detail below. Second, there are those who need support for reasons not directly related to the respiratory system (Table 2.1).

Figure 2.1 summarizes the mechanisms by which acute respiratory failure can develop. Failure of the ventilatory pump – essentially, the bellows mechanism responsible for moving air into and out of the lungs – causes alveolar hypoventilation and thus hypercapnia and hypoxaemia (type II respiratory failure). Acute respiratory failure can result from interference with any part of the chain of events involved in normal tidal breathing. This may occur in the respiratory centres in the medulla (where respiratory drive originates), in the motor pathways in the spinal cord and lower motor neurones, at the neuromuscular junction, in the inspiratory muscles themselves, in the chest wall or in the airway.

If alveoli collapse or fill with cardiogenic oedema (as in left ventricular failure), or non-cardiogenic oedema (as in acute lung injury or acute respiratory distress syndrome), ventilation-perfusion matching in the lung fails and hypoxaemia results (type I respiratory failure).

In the critically ill, one rarely sees either of these types of respiratory failure in their pure form and patients most often present with a combination of the two. For example, unless rapidly treated, the patient with pure respiratory depression and hypoventilation from an opiate overdose will develop alveolar atelectasis, sputum retention and possibly pneumonia, and hence elements of type I respiratory failure. Correspondingly, if a patient with type I respiratory failure from pneumonia fails to respond to treatment, the reduced lung compliance and increased work of breathing may lead to inspiratory muscle fatigue and elements of type II respiratory failure. In extreme cases, the work of breathing may become unsustainable and, if
not rapidly relieved, this will result in respiratory arrest.

Muscle fatigue is defined as a condition in which there is loss of the capacity to develop skeletal muscle force or velocity resulting from muscle activity under load and which is reversible with rest.\cite{1} The ability to recover with rest distinguishes muscle fatigue from muscle weakness, in which the capacity of a muscle to generate force is impaired even when rested. In the clinical setting, especially in patients with neurological disorders, it can be difficult to distinguish between respiratory muscle weakness and fatigue because weak muscles are susceptible to fatigue. Both weakness and fatigue may cause respiratory muscle failure.

Patients with chronically high respiratory loads, as well as those with asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) who can experience a sudden increase in load, are clearly at risk of respiratory muscle fatigue. In others, fatigue may
result from failure in the delivery of oxygen and substrate to respiratory muscles, as in septic or cardiogenic shock.

It is important to appreciate that while supplementary oxygen may treat the hypoxaemia associated with either ‘pump failure’ or ‘lung failure’, it does nothing to relieve the increased work of breathing in type I respiratory failure or to correct the hypercapnia in type II respiratory failure. The latter can only be accomplished through an increase in alveolar ventilation.

The aims of ventilatory support

In the clinical settings described above, the aims of ventilatory support can be summarized as follows (Table 2.2):

- To improve oxygenation and carbon dioxide clearance through preventing and reversing alveolar atelectasis, reducing venous admixture and enhancing alveolar ventilation.
- To reduce, or eliminate entirely, excessive work in breathing by off-loading the respiratory muscles. This may be achieved by improving lung compliance through alveolar recruitment, by reducing airways resistance with bronchodilators or by assisting or substituting mechanical support for spontaneous respiration. In patients with respiratory muscle fatigue, this off-loading, with a period of rest, may allow time for recovery of function. Whereas normally, at rest, the work of breathing accounts for only around 2% of total oxygen consumption, in some patients with severe lung pathology, the respiratory muscles may account for as much as 50% of metabolic requirements.\(^2\)

In such situations, in which oxygen delivery is compromised, mechanical ventilation may also release significant amounts of oxygen for use by other tissues by reducing the oxygen cost of breathing.
- To minimize the risk of complications, such as ventilator-induced lung injury, ventilator-associated pneumonia, the side effects of sedative or relaxant drugs used to facilitate ventilation, or equipment failure.
- To use, when present, an endotracheal tube or tracheostomy to maintain and protect the airway and allow more effective clearance of secretions.

Clinical assessment

It is impossible to define exactly the point at which ventilatory support should begin. A wide variety of factors must be taken into account, and there is no substitute for an assessment by an experienced clinician. An element of anticipation is important, and the decision to intubate and ventilate should be made before the patient is *in extremis*. Early intubation is preferable to an emergency intervention when the patient will be less stable, more vulnerable to serious hypoxia and hypotension, and more likely to aspirate. If in doubt, the patient should be moved to where he can be closely monitored and where staff with the necessary airway skills are immediately available.

If the patient needs to be transferred between hospitals for further management, then consideration should be given to intubating him/her beforehand rather than having to do it urgently, in transit, in less than ideal circumstances. Similarly, if the patient is due to undergo imaging in an x-ray department, which means rapid access may be difficult, then the case for early intubation is again strengthened.

Given the mechanisms which underlie the two types of respiratory failure, assessment of the need for ventilatory support will focus on the two corresponding areas: the functioning of

---

**Table 2.2 The aims of ventilatory support**

- Improve oxygenation and carbon dioxide clearance
- Reduce or eliminate excessive work of breathing
- Minimize the risk of complications
the ventilatory pump and the efficiency of intrapulmonary gas exchange. This part of the chapter will therefore concentrate on those aspects of the clinical assessment which identify actual or impending respiratory muscle fatigue or weakness and which assess the adequacy of ventilation and gas exchange.

General. When available, the patient’s history should give some idea of the underlying pathology and therefore its likely course and rate of progression. Speaking directly to the patient contributes substantially to the assessment by clarifying features such as the level of arousal, cognitive function, the pattern of respiration and the patient’s ability to answer in sentences, short phrases, single words or perhaps only non-verbally. Changes in the capacity for speech can be a useful objective sign of improvement or deterioration. Listening to the patient is not, of course, restricted to speech; the sound (or lack) of his breath sounds should be noted. For example, a high-pitched inspiratory noise suggests extrathoracic airway obstruction, while an expiratory wheeze is a sign of the narrowing of the small airway often, but not always, due to bronchospasm. The patient’s physical appearance may also contribute to the assessment. Deep central cyanosis is difficult to miss, but a more modest degree of central cyanosis is an unreliable clinical sign. Tremor or involuntary twitches of the hands and arms might suggest hypercapnia, especially if the patient’s hands are warm and sweaty. The pulse and its character provide additional information. A rapid, bounding pulse would be consistent with either hypercapnia or sepsis, while a thready or impalpable pulse might suggest shock; with gentle pressure, a pulse that becomes impalpable during inspiration indicates significant respiratory paradox, a sign of severe bronchospasm. The fingers might reveal clubbing or nicotine stains, and evidence of chronic lung disease can be confirmed by a barrel chest, cachexia and signs of premature ageing.

Inspection also reveals the effort the patient is making to breathe and can give the clinician a very good idea of whether he is near, or indeed has reached, his physical limit. Signs of significant respiratory work are easy to spot, with flaring of the nostrils, the use of accessory respiratory muscles, a tracheal tug and marked intercostal recession. As a patient approaches the limits of his respiratory capacity, his behaviour may be influenced by his age and previous experience. Younger patients, for example, may tend to become agitated and combative, while older patients are more likely to become progressively more obtunded.

Respiratory pattern – rate and tidal volume. Respiratory rate is easily measured, and tachypnoea has long been recognized as an extremely sensitive marker of a worsening clinical situation.[3, 4] However, it is a very non-specific sign and other evidence of a respiratory cause should be sought.

Rapid shallow breathing, characterized by a high respiratory rate and low tidal volume, is common in the critically ill and, while it may reflect respiratory muscle fatigue, this is not invariably the case. Such patients are susceptible to many factors simultaneously, and rapid shallow breathing may result from various mechanisms including increased mechanical load, chemoreceptor stimulation, operating lung volume, reflexes originating in the lungs and respiratory muscles, altered respiratory motor neuron discharge patterns, sense of effort and cortical influence.[5] Nonetheless, although the pathophysiology underlying rapid shallow breathing may be uncertain, this does not detract from its value in clinical decision-making.

Using a suitable respirometer, tidal volume can be measured to quantify rapid shallow breathing more accurately. However, such devices, and the associated use of a mouthpiece or facemask in non-intubated patients, can artifically alter tidal volumes and respiratory patterns, and non-invasive methods such as inductance plethysmography are not widely available. This complication detracts
from the value of such a formal measurement, and a simple clinical assessment of tidal volume is normally sufficient.

**Respiratory pattern – thoraco-abdominal motion.** The analysis of respiratory movements can provide information about the activity of respiratory muscles, particularly the diaphragm, the rib cage’s inspiratory muscles and the abdominal muscles. Two abnormal patterns are most commonly seen. First, with abdominal paradox, there is inward movement of the abdominal wall during inspiration, the reverse of the normal pattern. This reflects inefficient, weak, or absent contraction of the diaphragm to the point that it is unable to withstand the negative inspiratory pressure developed in the thorax by the rib cage muscles. The second pattern, respiratory alternans, has breaths with the rib cage clearly predominating, alternating with other breaths in which abdominal movement predominates. Because the diaphragm and rib cage muscles may become separately fatigued,[6] it has been suggested that this pattern of breathing may delay the onset of respiratory muscle failure.[7]

Close observation and palpation for several minutes by an experienced clinician should be sufficient to reveal these abnormal patterns, especially with the patient recumbent. Despite being associated with an increased likelihood of needing ventilatory support,[8] these abnormal patterns are not specific for respiratory muscle fatigue and can appear in healthy subjects immediately after increasing ventilatory load. They are perhaps best regarded as a reflection of increased ventilatory load, which may or may not induce respiratory muscle fatigue.[7]

**Lung volumes.** In the past, vital capacity measurements have been suggested as an objective indicator of the need for mechanical ventilation,[9] although currently they find limited application. They may be helpful, however, in progressive neurological conditions such as Guillain–Barré syndrome[10] in which, as vital capacity falls, the ability to generate an effective cough and take deep breaths to prevent progressive collapse of dependent lung zones deteriorates. A value of less than 15 mL.kg\(^{-1}\) should strongly suggest a possible need for ventilatory support. In these circumstances, respiratory rate and tidal volume are highly variable, except during the few hours preceding intubation, when rapid shallow breathing occurs.[10]

Repeated measurements of vital capacity are less helpful in predicting the need for intubation and ventilation in myasthenia gravis.[11] This may be due to the more erratic course of this disease, which sometimes involves sudden deteriorations.

Vital capacity measurements can be made using a close-fitting facemask or mouthpiece and a suitable respirometer, but care is needed to ensure accurate and reproducible values. The patient also has to be encouraged to make a maximal effort.

**Maximal inspiratory pressure.** Maximal inspiratory pressure has long been used to assess inspiratory muscle strength in the clinical setting. It requires a maximal inspiratory effort against a closed airway and is highly dependent on patient co-operation and coordination. Inspiratory pressures are most easily measured in intubated patients and therefore have mainly found use in the context of weaning from mechanical ventilation when, in the past, the ability to generate a pressure of –25 cm H\(_2\)O has been taken to indicate that a patient could be considered for weaning and extubation.

Phrenic nerve stimulation and sniff manoeuvres can be used to assess diaphragmatic function independent of patient volition, but require oesophageal and gastric balloons to measure transdiaphragmatic pressure. These techniques, and measures such as pressure-time indices, maximal relaxation rates and electromyography of inspiratory muscles, are available, but not generally applicable in a clinical setting.

**Pulse oximetry.** The ability to measure haemoglobin oxygen saturation non-invasively at the bedside is now available in most acute care settings,
either from dedicated hand-held units, or as part of a monitor that can measure other physiological variables such as blood pressure, the electrocardiogram and the respiratory rate. Although convenient, the interpretation of peripheral saturations can be dangerously reassuring to the unwary in three regards.

First, although the partial pressure of oxygen, and therefore the haemoglobin oxygen saturation, falls with hypoventilation when breathing air, this is easily compensated for by very small increases in the fractional inspired oxygen concentrations (FiO₂, Figure 2.2). If a patient hypoventilates on room air, this is likely to cause alarm when the saturations fall below 90%, at which point the alveolar partial pressure of carbon dioxide (PaCO₂) will be high (8.8 kPa), although not dangerously so. In contrast, if the alveolar hypoventilation goes unnoticed and the patient is given supplemental oxygen with an FiO₂ of only 28%, the alveolar minute volume would have to fall to 1450 mL per minute before the saturations fell to 90%, by which time the PaCO₂ would be just under 14 kPa. This degree of hypercapnia would be very likely to cause carbon dioxide narcosis, putting the patient at risk of either airway obstruction or aspiration. It is important to realize, therefore, that just because a patient has a reasonable haemoglobin oxygen saturation, if she is receiving supplemental oxygen, she might still be in considerable danger from hypoventilation.

Second, the haemoglobin saturation should always be assessed in the context of the FiO₂. For example, a patient with a haemoglobin oxygen saturation of 88% might in fact not be as much a cause for concern as another patient with saturations of 94% if the former is breathing room air and the latter is breathing 60% oxygen.

Finally, the clinician should beware the patient who has carbon monoxide poisoning. Pulse oximeters are unable to distinguish between

![Figure 2.2 Relationship between alveolar minute volume (x-axis) and the resulting arterial partial pressure of carbon dioxide (y-axis, left) and haemoglobin saturation (y-axis, right) when breathing gas with a fractional inspired oxygen concentration between 21% and 50%.](image)
carboxy-haemoglobin and oxy-haemoglobin, which can only be assessed in blood gas analysers equipped with multiple wavelength spectrophotometers or using a co-oximeter. It is therefore quite possible for a patient to be critically hypoxic with oxy-haemoglobin saturations of less than 75%, but to have an apparently normal haemoglobin saturation on a pulse oximeter. Nonetheless, as a general rule, a saturation of less than 90% in a patient breathing 60% oxygen strongly suggests the need for intervention.

Arterial blood gases. The measurement of arterial blood gases plays an important part in assessing these patients. As always, when interpreting the results, it is essential to take into account the inspired oxygen concentration. An arterial oxygen tension (PaO₂) of less than 8 kPa on 60% oxygen strongly suggests the need for ventilatory support, as does a PaCO₂ of more than 8 kPa or hypercapnia with an impaired level of consciousness. However, blood gas results on their own are rarely the sole indication for mechanical ventilation. When deciding what action to take on blood gas results, it is important to take various other factors into consideration (Table 2.3). For example, many patients with severe, longstanding respiratory disease are chronically hypoxaemic or hypercapnic, or both, and lead surprisingly normal lives with blood gases that would cause serious concern in someone previously fit and well.

The values must also be taken in the context of the effort being expended to achieve them (Table 2.4). The harder the patient is having to work, the more urgent the need to intervene. A patient with normal blood gases but who is working to the point of exhaustion needs prompt, active intervention far more than someone with abnormal gases but who is conscious, orientated, speaking full sentences and not distressed. The signs of increased respiratory work described above are important in making this assessment. In general, because of the various compensatory mechanisms that come into play, an increase in PaCO₂ is a late sign of respiratory muscle fatigue.

The likely course of the underlying pathology and the intensity of current treatment provide a very good indication of whether the situation is likely to improve or deteriorate. The possibility of a significant improvement within a short time may encourage one to ‘watch and wait’ rather than intubate and ventilate immediately. Similarly, one might intervene earlier if the patient has an ineffective cough and is likely to deteriorate further through retaining secretions.

The degree of cardiovascular stability is also an important consideration because respiratory muscles are dependent on their blood supply and oxygen delivery for continuing function. If these are jeopardized, respiration is likely to fail rapidly. Also, along with the respiratory system, the cardiovascular system is the other major determinant of tissue oxygen delivery. If the circulation is inadequate or unstable, it is preferable to establish ventilatory support early.

For given blood gas results, one might actively intervene earlier in an agitated, toxic, febrile patient

---

**Table 2.3** Factors to take into account when considering blood gas results
- Normal blood gas values for that patient
- Work of breathing
- Likely course of the disease process
- Degree of cardiovascular stability
- Metabolic requirements
- Presence of any bulbar involvement

**Table 2.4** Signs of increased work of breathing
- Increased respiratory rate
- Abnormal respiratory patterns (abdominal paradox, respiratory alternans)
- Use of accessory muscles, intercostal recession
- Reduced capacity for speech
with increased oxygen consumption and carbon dioxide production than in one whose metabolic needs are low through perhaps mild hypothermia and inactivity.

In patients with neurological disorders, one should intubate and ventilate earlier in the presence of bulbar involvement along with a likelihood of problems maintaining the airway and protecting it from aspirated gastric contents.

Conclusions. In general, when assessing the need for ventilatory support, clinical symptoms and signs are more useful than arterial blood gases or other physiological measurements. There is no substitute for an assessment of the overall clinical picture by an experienced clinician. Nonetheless, some findings strongly suggest a need for ventilatory support (Table 2.5). Any additional evidence of increased respiratory work makes the need for further assessment and possible intervention even more urgent.

Other considerations

Depending on the circumstances, rather than intubating and ventilating a patient, it may be worth undertaking a trial of non-invasive ventilatory support (see Chapter 3). In the situation in which, despite a high inspired oxygen concentration, the patient is hypoxaemic but has not tired to the point of exhaustion, continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) may be tried and can be applied with a tight-fitting face mask. By recruiting collapsed alveoli and increasing functional residual capacity, CPAP improves arterial oxygenation and also reduces the work of breathing. If the patient is also hypercapnic, non-invasive positive pressure ventilation (NIPPV) may be tried as this will also enhance alveolar ventilation. NIPPV may also have a role when, for whatever reason, invasive ventilation is deemed to be inappropriate.
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Oxygen therapy, continuous positive airway pressure and non-invasive ventilation
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It is not surprising, to anyone trained in anaesthesia or critical care, that ventilation can be successfully maintained by non-invasive methods. Following induction of anaesthesia, patients are routinely ventilated non-invasively, using an anaesthetic facemask and ‘bag’ system before intubation. It is also well known that modern critical care units originated during the paralytic polio epidemics of the 1950s and 1960s (see Chapter 20). Prior to these pandemics, patients with respiratory muscle paralysis were successfully ventilated for prolonged periods using negative pressure non-invasive tank and cuirass ventilators. However, during these particular pandemics the incidence of bulbar paresis was unusually high, and it was the introduction of tracheal intubation and positive pressure ventilation that resulted in a dramatic reduction in mortality. These events, together with the smaller size and lower cost of ‘iron lungs’, heralded a marked decline in the practice of non-invasive respiratory support during the 1970s.

Interest in non-invasive methods of support was rekindled in the 1980s by the discovery that the beneficial effect of positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) could be reproduced using non-invasive delivery systems. The development of more comfortable masks as a result of improvements in plastics technology should also be acknowledged as significantly contributing to this change. It was then a logical, but nevertheless very innovative, step to use the same interface to attempt to deliver ventilatory support.

Successful case reports, followed by case series, began to appear in the literature as it became clear that non-invasive ventilation (NIV) could support certain groups of patients with acute respiratory failure. The 1990s saw a number of important changes to NIV provision. These included the development of improved patient interfaces, the design and manufacture of dedicated NIV machines, and the reporting of several randomized controlled trials (RCTs) on the use of NIV in acute respiratory failure.

NIV is now a standard of care for some patient groups with acute respiratory failure and a number of national and international bodies have produced guidelines. Novel uses of NIV continue to be explored, although not all trials have demonstrated successful outcomes when compared with traditional alternatives. Research in the field continues at a pace with recent reports including possible use in severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) and motor neuron disease.

This chapter will present in three parts an overview of three related fields. The first part will discuss the issues of oxygen therapy both alone and in conjunction with non-invasive support. The second part will survey the use and role of
continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP), which remains a valuable alternative to ventilation in some situations. The final part will focus on NIV and will include a summary of the available evidence base and cover some of the more practical issues of machine and patient interfaces.

Oxygen delivery

Since its discovery, supplemental oxygen has been used to alleviate tissue hypoxia caused by respiratory or cardiac insufficiency and is one of the most frequently administered substances in the hospital environment. Tissue oxygenation is dependent upon adequate oxygen delivery and extraction, with early detection and correction of tissue hypoxia being essential if progressive organ dysfunction and death are to be avoided. Supplementary oxygen can be life-saving in some situations, but it cannot reverse the inadequate oxygen delivery caused by a low cardiac output or impaired ventilation. In patients receiving supplemental oxygen, the presence of a normal arterial haemoglobin oxygen saturation (SaO2) does not exclude the presence of either significant ventilatory failure or tissue hypoxaemia.

Fractional inspired oxygen concentration (FiO2) and the arterial partial pressure of oxygen (PaO2)

Room air contains approximately 21% oxygen and therefore has an FiO2 of 0.21. It is therefore possible to deliver any range of FiO2 from 0.21 to 1 depending on the air/oxygen mixture used and the characteristics of the delivery device and interface. The relationship between FiO2 delivered and the PaO2 achieved cannot be realistically predicted in the ill patient. Oxygen uptake by haemoglobin is determined by the alveolar partial pressure of oxygen (PaO2), which in turn is determined by the FiO2 and the barometric pressure. This is summarized by the alveolar gas equation (see Equation 1.4). In health, the PaO2 is about 14 kPa with a resulting PaO2 of between 12 and 14 kPa, which demonstrates the normally very low alveolar–arterial gradient and the efficiency of gas transfer. In lung disease, this efficiency is reduced, mostly by increased shunting of deoxygenated blood through lung units with a reduced capacity for gas exchange. In clinical practice, FiO2 is usually titrated against the peripherally measured arterial haemoglobin oxygen saturation or against the PaO2 measured in a sample of arterial blood.

Interface

Oxygen is usually administered by face mask or nasal cannulae, and it is essential to appreciate that neither device will deliver 100% oxygen. Nasal cannulae consist of two prongs that sit at the nostril, providing a convenient method of administering pure oxygen at between 1 and 4 mL.min⁻¹ (Figure 3.1). However, the resulting inspired oxygen concentration will vary: the higher the patient’s inspiratory flow rate, the lower the resulting oxygen concentration because of its dilution with air (Box 3.1). The main advantage of nasal cannulae is their comfort and the ability of patients to tolerate them for long periods of time while still being able to eat, drink and talk. Disadvantages include the inability to deliver high concentrations of supplemental oxygen, the unpredictability of the FiO2 and the necessity for the patient to breathe through their nose.

Face masks come in numerous designs and are either variable or fixed performance devices (Figure 3.1). Simple variable performance masks may deliver oxygen concentrations between 35% and 70%. To achieve an oxygen concentration towards the higher end of the spectrum, it is necessary to use a device with an attached reservoir bag. The reservoir acts as a ‘store’ of 100% oxygen and needs to be of sufficient volume that it does not completely empty during each inspiration. It should also be completely filled before the system is attached to the patient. This will be the device of choice in all situations when critical illness is suspected, such as
shock, burns and severe hypoxaemia. In the absence of a pressurized circuit, it will deliver the highest oxygen concentration possible to the spontaneously breathing patient. However, in practice it is difficult to achieve oxygen levels close to 100% because, even in a perfectly working system, the interface between device and subject is a source of entrained air. These masks also use relatively low flow rates (4 to 15 L.min$^{-1}$) to deliver oxygen, and there may be an element of carbon dioxide retention within the mask.

Variable performance face masks are satisfactory when it is not necessary to determine the accuracy of oxygen concentration being delivered, but in some patients it is important to precisely control the $\text{FiO}_2$. Fixed performance devices, whose designs are based on the Venturi principle, will allow for the oxygen concentration to be more specifically controlled. Devices delivering an $\text{FiO}_2$ of 0.24, 0.28, 0.35, 0.4 and 0.6 are available. The oxygen enters the mask through a narrow jet and as it does so entrains air in a fixed proportion that is determined by the specific dimensions of the device (Figure 3.2). When supplied with 4 to 15 L.min$^{-1}$ of oxygen, a total flow rate of approximately 35 to 45 L.min$^{-1}$ of oxygen-enriched air is delivered to the patient, effectively eliminating the risk of re-breathing. In contrast to variable-performance masks, these devices deliver oxygen concentrations within 2% of their expected concentration, providing they are supplied with the correct oxygen flow rate. A disadvantage of a fixed performance device is often the noise the jet of air creates; however, many patients report that the noise doesn’t bother them and they enjoy the ‘breeze’ from the jets.

**Oxygen-induced hypercapnia**

Controlled low-concentration oxygen has become an important treatment in the management of patients with acute hypercapnic respiratory failure secondary to chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). Critical care has correctly focused on the dangers of untreated hypoxaemia. However, uncontrolled oxygen therapy continues to

---

1 The required oxygen flow rate is specific to each particular Venturi device and is usually marked on the device itself.
Box 3.1

Although nasal cannulae or a face mask are connected to a supply of pure oxygen, they can only deliver a relatively low flow rate that is set at the flow-meter, typically up to a maximum of 10 L.min\(^{-1}\). However, even during normal quiet breathing, the peak inspiratory flow rate, which occurs at the beginning of the breath, can be as high as 20 L.min\(^{-1}\); when respiratory drive is increased, the peak inspiratory flow can rise to 60 L.min\(^{-1}\).

Assuming, for the sake of argument, that all of the oxygen supplied to the patient is inhaled, the concentration of oxygen in the inspired mixture of air and oxygen will be determined by the ratio at any one instant between the oxygen flow rate and the total inspiratory flow rate. Illustrated in the graph is the resulting inspired oxygen concentration (y-axis) shown for the inspiratory flow rate (x-axis) when inhaling air supplemented by pure oxygen at 5, 10, 20 and 30 L.min\(^{-1}\).

Even when supplied with pure oxygen at 20 L.min\(^{-1}\) (which is unusually high), the graph shows that a breathless patient with a peak inspiratory flow rate of 60 L.min\(^{-1}\) will be inhaling gas with an FiO\(_2\) that falls to as low as 47%. 

---

![Graph illustrating the relationship between peak inspiratory flow rate and fractional inspired oxygen concentration.](image-url)
be a problem in some patients with chronic respiratory failure. This was readily confirmed in one large trial of NIV in patients with COPD.[5] In a significant number of patients, hypercapnia was reduced when uncontrolled oxygen therapy was replaced by controlled oxygen therapy.

Oxygen-induced hypercapnia may be caused by increased dead space due to ventilation/perfusion changes resulting from the release of hypoxic vasoconstriction or loss of hypoxic respiratory drive. If the hypoxic stimulation of peripheral chemoreceptors is removed by supplemental oxygen, then the level of ventilation may fall, resulting in carbon dioxide retention. It is important to balance the avoidance of severe hypercapnia with the maintenance of adequate oxygen delivery, and aiming for a haemoglobin oxygen saturation of 88% may be appropriate for these patients.
Target saturations
As with any drug, oxygen should be prescribed, and it appears that target saturations rather than specific oxygen concentration may be the most appropriate route to take. In the past, oxygen was prescribed at a fixed concentration or flow rate. However, several audits have shown that many patients do not receive the prescribed dose of oxygen. Furthermore, a patient’s oxygen requirement may vary over time, so the prescribed dose may be too high or too low for a patient even a short time after the prescription is written. For this reason, prescribing a target saturation range rather than prescribing a fixed dose of oxygen may be more appropriate. This method also has the advantage of being safer, because it will give non-medical practitioners the autonomy to alter oxygen therapy as the patient’s requirements increase and decrease. Primarily, this will avoid a delay in increasing the FiO₂ when the patient is deteriorating and ‘at risk’. Staff on the ward can prevent worsening hypoxaemia while simultaneously informing the relevant clinical team of the patient’s deteriorating condition. This has been shown to be an effective strategy in small-scale local audit reports and is likely to be the approach proposed in future national oxygen guidelines.

Safe use of oxygen
High concentrations of oxygen over a prolonged period may damage the lungs, although it is difficult to determine the specific effects in the human population.[6] Progressive decrease in lung compliance can occur, along with haemorrhagic interstitial and intra-alveolar oedema that results in pulmonary fibrosis. Precise details about safe concentrations and acceptable periods of exposure to oxygen therapy remain unknown, and toxicity may occur. While it is important to avoid oxygen toxicity when possible, the resulting hypoxaemia can only be resolved by increasing the oxygen concentration; therefore, being caught in a precarious cycle. Dangers of oxygen therapy should always be considered but should never prevent oxygen from being given. These issues are considered in more detail in Chapter 14.

Oxygen delivery summary
The ready availability of oxygen in the hospital setting may have led to a degree of complacency in terms of oxygen prescribing. Excessive as well as insufficient uses of oxygen continue to be issues. Many hypoxic patients benefit from high-flow oxygen and, in the emergency situation, high-flow oxygen should always be given initially. However, some patients do develop hypercapnia due to high-flow oxygen and will require more precise titrating of oxygen.

Continuous positive airway pressure
Staff working in anaesthesia and critical care are very familiar with the use of PEEP in patients receiving mechanical ventilation via an endotracheal tube or laryngeal mask airway, referred to as CPAP in patients who are not mechanically ventilated, and expiratory positive airway pressure (EPAP) in patients receiving non-invasive mechanical ventilation. Regardless of nomenclature, the principle in each case is the same – namely that between breaths the pressure in the patient’s airway instead of being allowed to return to atmospheric pressure, as it would normally, is maintained at a pressure above atmospheric pressure of up to 20 cm H₂O (Figure 3.3). This section examines the role of CPAP as a therapy in its own right.

In the hospital setting, CPAP is generally administered via a full face mask, which is closely applied to the patient’s face to minimize leaks. CPAP can also be applied via a nasal mask, helmet or in invasive airways using an endotracheal or tracheostomy tube (Figure 3.4). In addition to the patient interface, a circuit and a high-capacity gas supply are also required. The simplest circuits take the form of a ‘T-piece’ with a pressure relief valve on the end that maintains the pressure in the circuit and allows...
Figure 3.3 Airway pressures measured just above the larynx before and after the application of PEEP or EPAP (Panel A) or CPAP (Panel B).

A: Pressure profile in the upper airway for a patient receiving pressure-targeted (rather than volume-targeted) mechanical ventilation that can be delivered either invasively (via a tracheal tube) or non-invasively (via a tight-fitting mask). On the left, the airway pressures can be seen to return to zero (atmospheric pressure) between breaths, but following the application of 5 cm H₂O of positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP, invasive ventilation) or expiratory positive airway pressure (EPAP, non-invasive ventilation), the airway pressure remains elevated between breaths.

B: Pressure profile measured just above the larynx in a patient breathing spontaneously before (left) and after (right) the application of 5 cm H₂O of continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP). The use of the terms PEEP, EPAP and CPAP are by convention, rather than signifying some subtle distinction in mechanism.

These circuits are simple to set up and use, but they suffer a drawback in that a drop in pressure of some degree within the circuit is inevitable during inspiration, particularly in the hyperventilating patient. High gas flows are required to reduce this effect (Figure 3.6). An alternative system incorporates a large set of bellows into the circuit to act as a reservoir, thus minimizing the fall in circuit pressure during inspiration (Figure 3.7). The ventilators used for invasive or non-invasive ventilation can also provide CPAP.

Because CPAP, in contrast to NIV, does not require a ventilator, it can be provided more cheaply and with relatively little training. However, the types of patient who may require CPAP are likely to need to
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Figure 3.4 Interface devices for the provision of CPAP.
A: Nasal mask.
B: Traditional ‘face’ mask that covers the mouth and nose. Note the forehead support that reduces the pressure that the mask exerts on the skin over the bridge of the nose.
C: A true face mask that covers the entire face.
D: A hood which covers the patient’s head and that seals around the patient’s neck. Note the circular access point on the front of the device. This can be opened to allow the patient to eat, drink, or receive mouth care. Note also the pressure gauge which can be seen lateral to the patient’s left ear.

Figure 3.5 Typical circuit arrangement for the provision of CPAP.
Gas is delivered to the circuit at A at the desired oxygen concentration and spills out of the spring-operated airway pressure-limiting (APL) valve at B, which is normally held open by the escaping gas (B1). As the patient inhales, there is the potential for the circuit to lose pressure, especially if the patient’s inspiratory flow rate approaches the flow rate at which gas is supplied to the circuit. If the patient’s inspiratory flow rate matches or exceeds the flow rate at which gas is supplied to the circuit, the pressure in the circuit will fall, and the APL valve closes (B2). If this is happening, either the flow rate at which gas is supplied to the circuit must be increased, or the circuit must be changed for one that has a reservoir.

Physiological effects of CPAP
The application of CPAP to a patient will result in an immediate increase in functional residual capacity.
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Figure 3.6 Pressure fluctuations within the mask of a CPAP circuit.
A: In this ideal (and non-existent) system, the mask pressure remains constant throughout the respiratory cycle.
B: In practice mask pressures fluctuate during the respiratory cycle, falling during inspiration and rising during expiration. The green shaded areas represent the work performed by the CPAP circuit on the patient; the red areas represent the work performed by the patient on the CPAP circuit. The sum of these two areas (green and red) is always the same, because no net work is performed. However, the work performed by the patient on the CPAP circuit adds to the overall work of breathing. The larger the pressure fluctuations are in the circuit, the higher the additional work of breathing is for the patient.

Figure 3.7 CPAP circuit incorporating a reservoir.
These circuits are much less likely to become depressurized even with high peak inspiratory flow rates, and therefore represent less of a burden to the patient in terms of the work of breathing.

(FRC). This may subsequently lead to recruitment of collapsed lung units and a reduction in shunt. This is one reason why CPAP is seen primarily as a treatment for hypoxic (type I) respiratory failure. CPAP may also improve ventilatory mechanics and thus be of some benefit in hypercapnic (type II) respiratory failure. In patients with air trapping and high intrinsic PEEP, the application of CPAP reduces the pressure difference between the proximal airways and the alveoli. This may reduce the work of inspiration and can allow some improvement in ventilation (Figure 3.8). Even in patients without intrinsic PEEP, the increase in FRC may increase pulmonary compliance and reduce the work of
Figure 3.8 The effect of continuous positive airway pressure in reducing the work of breathing in patients with intrinsic positive end-expiratory pressure (intrinsic PEEP).

A: In normal lungs, the pressure all along the airway down to the alveoli falls to atmospheric pressure (a1, a2, a3 and a4) at the end of expiration (green line). This means that a relatively small drop in intrapleural pressure can easily generate a negative pressure gradient between the alveoli and upper airway to draw gas into the lung (blue line).

B: If a patient has significant intrinsic positive end-expiratory pressure (intrinsic PEEP, also known as auto-PEEP) as a result of narrowed airways and gas trapping, the alveolar pressure does not fall to atmospheric pressure before the start of the next breath (b1, b2, b3 and b4). This means that a very significant negative intrapleural pressure must be generated before being able to establish a similar negative pressure gradient between the alveoli and upper airway (blue line).

C: By applying CPAP to match the intrinsic PEEP the end-expiratory pressure gradient between alveoli and upper airway is significantly reduced (green line). This means that a much smaller negative intrapleural pressure has to be generated before gas starts to flow from the upper airway to alveoli, reducing the work of breathing.
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Clinical uses of CPAP

CPAP therapy has been described in a variety of conditions leading to either acute or chronic respiratory failure. The largest body of evidence in support of a role for CPAP exists for its use in acute cardiogenic pulmonary oedema. There may also be a role for CPAP in chest wall trauma, de-compensated or chronic obstructive sleep apnoea hypoventilation syndrome (OSAHS) and in patients developing hypoxaemia following major surgery.

Figure 3.9 Effect of CPAP on lung compliance.

The relationship between intrapleural pressure and lung volume is shown for inspiration (blue) and expiration (green) both before (light) and after (dark) the application of CPAP. Compared to the inspiratory/expiratory loop at baseline the application of CPAP has shifted the loop to the right, has increased the end-expiratory lung volume (FRC), and has increased the height of the loop (tidal volume) for the same inspiratory pressure gradient, reflecting an increase in pulmonary compliance.

Breathing (Figure 3.9). However, the application of CPAP inevitably adds dead space at the mask, and depending on the type of circuit may add substantially to the work of breathing. For these reasons, the benefit of CPAP therapy in type II respiratory failure is unpredictable and NIV is now the preferred treatment option in these patients.

CPAP has a number of haemodynamic effects. The increase in intrathoracic pressure leads to a reduction in both venous return and left ventricular after-load. This probably explains some of the beneficial effects seen from CPAP in cardiogenic pulmonary oedema. In patients who are hypovolaemic, these same effects can lead to profound hypotension.

Clinical uses of CPAP

CPAP therapy has been described in a variety of conditions leading to either acute or chronic respiratory failure. The largest body of evidence in support of a role for CPAP exists for its use in acute cardiogenic pulmonary oedema. There may also be a role for CPAP in chest wall trauma, de-compensated or chronic obstructive sleep apnoea hypoventilation syndrome (OSAHS) and in patients developing hypoxaemia following major surgery.

CPAP in cardiogenic pulmonary oedema

Numerous studies have been performed comparing the effects of standard therapy with and without CPAP in patients with cardiogenic pulmonary oedema. One of the earlier studies assigned 39 consecutive patients to receive oxygen therapy alone or oxygen with CPAP via face mask. The CPAP group showed significant improvements in a number of respiratory parameters at 30 minutes including respiratory rate, arterial pH and PaO₂:F òO₂ ratio. The pre-defined end-point of the need for intubation also yielded a significant result, with 7 out of 20 patients requiring intubation in the standard group and 0 out of 19 patients in the CPAP group (p = 0.005). This study was not powered to detect a mortality effect. Subsequent studies have yielded broadly similar results with few demonstrating a statistically significant effect on mortality.

Studies have also looked at the role of bi-level NIV in cardiogenic pulmonary oedema, both in comparison with standard therapy and with CPAP. It has been argued that NIV may reduce the work of breathing more effectively than CPAP alone, and that this may confer additional benefit in cardiogenic pulmonary oedema. The studies comparing NIV with standard therapy alone have generally reported results similar to those from the CPAP studies. A reduction in the need for intubation is
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readily demonstrated, but effects on mortality are less clear cut. Interestingly, a study comparing CPAP with NIV reported more adverse effects in the NIV group, including a higher incidence of myocardial infarction.[8] However, it has been noted that more patients in the NIV group had chest pain at the time of randomization.

In light of these studies, the British Thoracic Society guidelines recommend the use of CPAP in acute cardiogenic pulmonary oedema and suggest that NIV be reserved for patients not responding to CPAP.[3] A recent meta-analysis has helped to clarify some of the issues.[9] Stringent quality criteria were applied to select studies for inclusion in the analysis. The mortality data comparing CPAP with standard therapy were based on 269 patients in 11 studies. A statistically significant reduction in mortality associated with CPAP was demonstrated, with a number needed to treat of 11. The mortality comparisons for NIV versus standard therapy and NIV versus CPAP were both non-significant.

In summary, the published data on the use of CPAP in acute cardiogenic pulmonary oedema show a definite reduction in the need for intubation, and when considered together suggest a worthwhile reduction in mortality. Bi-level NIV appears to offer no further advantage.

**CPAP in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease**

There are no randomized controlled trials comparing CPAP with standard therapy or NIV in acute exacerbations of COPD. There are theoretical reasons for believing CPAP may be beneficial in treating type II respiratory failure secondary to COPD by off-loading the inspiratory muscles and so reducing the work of breathing. Case series have been published showing improvements in oxygenation and PaCO₂ associated with CPAP in acute COPD. However, there is a well-established evidence base for the use of NIV in this situation (see below).

**Trauma**

A randomized controlled trial studied 69 patients with 3 or more fractured ribs, hypoxaemia and only mild or moderate lung injury.[10] Patients were randomized to either CPAP and regional analgesia or intubation and ventilation. Reduced ICU and hospital length of stay was demonstrated in the CPAP group. However, a higher overall injury score was noted in the intubation group despite the randomization. The British Thoracic Society recommends that CPAP be used in patients with chest wall trauma and hypoxaemia despite adequate analgesia. These patients should be monitored in a critical care environment because of the risk of pneumothorax.

**Obstructive sleep apnoea**

De-compensated OSAHS has been shown to respond to both CPAP and NIV. Again, no major studies comparing the two have been published. Where facilities for NIV exist, it would be logical to offer it, particularly in the presence of a respiratory acidosis. In patients with chronic stable OSAHS, long-term domiciliary CPAP plays an important role and has been shown to reduce daytime somnolence and improve symptoms of cor pulmonale.[11] A recent study looking at domiciliary nasal CPAP in patients with chronic stable OSAHS and co-existing left ventricular failure demonstrated reduced left ventricular dilatation and increased ejection fraction.[12]

**Pneumonia**

There are numerous reports of the beneficial effects of CPAP in acute hypoxaemic respiratory failure caused by pneumonia. In particular, CPAP has been widely used in immunosuppressed patients with pneumocystis pneumonia in an attempt to avoid the infective complications of prolonged invasive ventilation. Dalclaux and co-workers randomized 123 patients with hypoxaemic respiratory failure (of
which 51 had pneumonia) to either standard therapy or CPAP.\cite{13} Improved oxygenation and dyspnoea scores were evident at one hour, but there were no detectable differences in mortality, intubation rate or hospital length of stay.

Post-operative patients
Hypoxaemia occurs in 30% to 50% of patients following major abdominal surgery. Pulmonary atelectasis occurring in the intra- and post-operative period is probably responsible for this. Although oxygen therapy and incentive spirometry are frequently effective, a recent randomized controlled trial has demonstrated a beneficial response to CPAP therapy.\cite{14} In this study, 209 patients who developed hypoxaemia following major elective abdominal surgery were randomly assigned to receive standard therapy alone or with CPAP. The CPAP group had a statistically significant reduction in the need for intubation (1% versus 10%), pneumonia (2% versus 10%), infection, sepsis and ICU length of stay. The study was not powered to detect a difference in mortality, although a trend favouring the CPAP group was evident.

Continuous positive airway pressure summary
There are theoretical reasons for considering CPAP to be of potential benefit in a number of conditions. Good evidence exists for its efficacy in acute cardiogenic pulmonary oedema. The use of CPAP may also be justified in other situations but the evidence is less clear-cut (Table 3.1).

Non-invasive ventilation (NIV)
It is important to acknowledge the lack of high-quality evidence for the use of invasive ventilation before reviewing the substantial evidence base for the use of NIV in acute respiratory failure associated with COPD. There are no randomized trials of conventional ventilation in COPD which have taken survival as the trial target. It is always assumed that without invasive ventilatory support, death would be inevitable. However, the variable indications for intubation in COPD coupled with reports of very different survival rates suggest that this assumption may not be correct. Invasive ventilation is associated with significant morbidity such as increased risk of hospital-acquired pneumonia, loss of respiratory muscle strength and general ICU-related problems, including those associated with the need for sedation. It therefore cannot be assumed that invasive ventilation will always improve survival.

There are also no RCTs comparing NIV alone to conventional ventilation in COPD. The majority of RCTs had protocols in which patients who ‘failed’ NIV were intubated and conventionally ventilated. However, the definition of failure varies from trial to trial. Also, in some studies the outcome of patients who failed NIV and were subsequently intubated was very poor. It therefore remains possible that NIV
alone would result in the best outcome for severe COPD exacerbations, but it must be acknowledged that such a study would be difficult to conduct on ethical grounds.

**NIV in acute exacerbations of COPD**

In 1993, Dr J. Cordell Bott and co-workers at King’s College Hospital, London, published a groundbreaking RCT on the use of NIV in patients with COPD.\(^{15}\) They recruited 60 patients with COPD and respiratory failure (\(\text{PaO}_2 > 6 \text{kPa}\)) and randomized them to conventional treatment or conventional treatment with NIV. The majority of NIV was delivered on a general respiratory ward rather than a specialist area or HDU. NIV was better than conventional treatment in improving pH, reducing \(\text{PaCO}_2\) and improving breathlessness. When analysed on an efficiency basis (i.e. on which patients actually received each treatment), mortality in the NIV group was significantly reduced (1/26 versus 9/30). However, on an intention-to-treat analysis, the differences were less marked and did not reach conventional significance levels. The study was criticized on a number of grounds. The mortality in the conventional group (30%) was felt to be excessive. However, subsequent comparisons with UK data from COPD patients with similar admission severity suggested that the mortality was not unrepresentative. The very low intubation rate in both groups was also controversial. This undoubtedly reflected the nihilistic view of prognosis in COPD that was current in the UK at the time of the trial. In addition, the care input received by the two groups was different. The intervention group received frequent visits from the trial physiotherapists while the control group received standard ward nursing care. Finally, it is perhaps surprising that the efficacy analysis was given preference, although the trial was clearly underpowered.

Another major RCT, reported by Brochard and his group, was based on NIV performed in critical care facilities in five university hospitals on the European mainland.\(^{16}\) Entry criteria differed from those adopted in Bott’s study. Eighty-five patients with known COPD and acute respiratory failure (pH < 7.35) who had been admitted to critical care were recruited and randomized to either conventional or NIV treatment. NIV significantly reduced the need for intubation (26% versus 74%), hospital length of stay (23 versus 35 days) and hospital mortality (9% versus 29%).

This important study was the first to show that NIV significantly improved outcome in COPD patients with severe exacerbations on an intention-to-treat basis. However, it should be recognized that the patients in the trial differ from the majority of those admitted with COPD. All patients entered into the study were drawn from an ICU population of 275 patients, of whom only 85 actually entered the study. Therefore patients who were not deemed ‘suitable’ for critical care were excluded. This contrasts with the Bott study and others that were based on patients receiving their care in a general ward. Therefore these results may not apply to patients who are not felt to benefit from conventional ventilation if they fail NIV. The location of care received should also be considered when interpreting the trial results. The critical care environment chosen for the study would give all entrants a much higher level of medical, nursing and physiotherapy care than was available on the wards. NIV is at least as time-consuming as conventional ventilation for nurses. It cannot be assumed that such good outcomes from NIV would be achieved on less well-staffed wards.

A number of these issues were subsequently addressed in an important multicentre study conducted in the Northern region of the United Kingdom in 2000.\(^{17}\) This was a ‘real world’ study on NIV in severe COPD in 14 UK hospitals. Over a period of 22 months, 236 patients were recruited who were then randomized to either standard therapy or standard and NIV treatment. Entry criteria included evidence of respiratory failure with pH 7.25 to 7.35,
Despite controlled oxygen therapy, NIV was better than standard therapy in improving pH, respiratory rate and breathlessness. In-hospital mortality was also significantly better in the NIV group (10% versus 20%). The need for intubation was also reduced by NIV, although this was a post-hoc analysis based on theoretical intubation criteria. In reality, many of the patients died without intubation, presumably because the clinical teams thought that this intervention was not appropriate.

The study demonstrated that the significant benefits of NIV, observed in a critical care setting, can also be reproduced on general medical wards with less intense input (median nurse to patient ratio was 1:11) and monitoring.

The efficacy of NIV in different locations is further strengthened by the publication of an RCT conducted in 19 hospitals in mainland China in 2005. Three hundred and forty-two patients with respiratory failure and COPD were recruited into standard or NIV groups. As in other trials, NIV was better at improving physiology than conventional treatment. The need for intubation was significantly reduced and there was a trend to lower mortality with NIV (5% versus 7%).

The randomized controlled trials of NIV in respiratory failure associated with COPD have been subject to a number of systematic reviews and meta-analyses. The most recent, and probably definitive, analysis was published in 2003 by the Cochrane collaboration. They identified eight published studies (including the Bott, Elliott and Brochard studies) that fulfilled their criteria. Not surprisingly, they found good evidence that NIV was superior to standard care. NIV was associated with a lower mortality (relative risk 0.41), a lower need for intubation (relative risk 0.42), better improvement in physiology and reduced hospital length of stay.

The substantial evidence base for the use of NIV in severe exacerbations of COPD has led to its becoming a standard of care in several national and international guidelines. For example, in the UK, NIV is endorsed by the British Thoracic Society, Intensive Care Society and the Department of Health. These endorsements, which imply the availability of a continuous acute NIV service in all acute provider units, have significant resource implications. Elliott and co-workers have provided an estimate of need based on a one-year point prevalence study of COPD conducted in the North of England. They concluded that a typical UK hospital (serving a population of 250 000) would expect to treat approximately 70 COPD patients per year with NIV. This figure indicates that, if properly resourced, an acute NIV service will be ventilating at least one patient at any single time and will often need to cater for two or three patients.

Despite improved hospital survival for COPD patients who receive NIV, longer term outlook remains poor. In a longer term follow up of patients who received NIV for acute exacerbation of COPD, median length of survival was only 16.8 months (mortality rate at one year was 38%) and was not significantly different from patients receiving conventional care alone.

Remaining issues in COPD

The potential use of NIV in stable, severe COPD remains unresolved. A number of uncontrolled trials suggest possible benefit but, as yet, no RCT has been conducted to examine the hypothesis that NIV would improve long-term outcome.

A number of issues also remain in the acute use of NIV. Many of these focus on the lack of simple, ward-based systems for monitoring ventilation. The gold standard method of assessing adequacy of ventilation remains the arterial PaCO2. However, this usually requires an arterial puncture. Repeated sampling is therefore time consuming and uncomfortable for the patient. The lack of real time information on PaCO2 has led to little or no adjustment of ventilation in ward-based environments. It remains possible that acute outcome might be further improved if ventilation is adjusted to...
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Figure 3.10 Typical circuit and mask for non-invasive ventilation.

Unlike ventilator circuits used for anaesthesia or critical care which have two limbs, one taking fresh gas to the patient and a second returning expired gas to the ventilator, breathing circuits for non-invasive ventilation (NIV) only have one limb for taking fresh gas to the patient. The patient’s inspiratory effort is detected by a fall in circuit pressure measured at the patient end of the circuit via a separate pressure monitoring line. The patient end of the circuit also has a small hole designed to provide a constant leak. At the onset of inspiration, the circuit pressure rises from the baseline pressure, called the expiratory positive airway pressure (EPAP) to the inspiratory positive airway pressure (IPAP), until the criteria for cycling into the expiratory phase have been met, which may be based on time or flow. During the expiratory phase, the circuit pressure falls to the EPAP, and expired gas escapes from the circuit through the fixed leak. Ventilators for NIV are designed to accommodate both the fixed leak at the patient end of the circuit, and a variable and almost inevitable leak between the patient’s face and the mask.

The optimal target oxygen saturation or PaO₂ is also unknown. Conventional teaching targets an SaO₂ of 90% or greater in exacerbations. However, this is not based on evidence and in one trial of ventilation in acute lung injury, patients who received low tidal volume ventilation had paradoxically poorer SaO₂ in the first 24 hours, but a better survival rate.[23] In COPD patients with chronic hypoxaemia, it is likely that a SaO₂ significantly less than 90% would be acceptable.

It is well established that conventional ventilation can cause a form of acute lung injury, identical to that reported in the acute respiratory distress syndrome.[24] It is therefore likely that NIV can also cause lung injury, although the relatively low tidal volumes and airway pressures usually generated probably minimize this risk.

Weaning and NIV

While NIV will reduce the number of patients with chronic respiratory disease who require tracheal intubation during exacerbations, a significant number will continue to require invasive support. Traditionally, these patients would mostly receive a tracheostomy followed by a conventional weaning programme of gradual reduction in support. NIV provides a possible alternative that, in selected cases, may enable a ‘fast track’ weaning process to be successful. Following a number of reported case series of NIV use in weaning, three RCTs of modest size have been conducted.[25, 26, 27] The first, published in 1998, recruited mechanically ventilated patients with COPD who failed a T-piece trial of weaning.[27] Patients were then randomized to receive either a conventional, pressure-supported, weaning strategy or extubation with NIV. Fifty patients were randomized in the study with 25 patients in each section.

At 60 days following study entry, 88% of the NIV group had weaned successfully compared to 68% in the conventional approach group. Mean duration of ventilation was also shorter for the NIV group. In
addition, survival rates at 60 days were significantly different, with 92% of the NIV group alive while only 72% of the conventional group survived their admission.

A second study with a similar design was published in 1999.[26] From a population of 53 consecutive patients who were mechanically ventilated because of acute or chronic respiratory failure (mostly COPD), 33 who had failed a T-piece weaning trial were randomized to either conventional weaning or NIV. Unlike the first study, however, NIV did not significantly increase ultimate weaning success (NIV 76.5%; conventional approach 75%). NIV weaning also did not reduce the period of ICU or hospital stay and the three-month survival was similar in both groups. On a note of caution, patients receiving NIV had a greater total duration of respiratory support compared to those receiving a conventional approach.

More recently, a further trial involving 43 mechanically ventilated patients was reported.[25] Again, the majority had underlying COPD as the cause of their respiratory failure. These patients were selected from a large group of patients by the fact that they failed a trial of conventional weaning on three consecutive days. Despite this, weaning onto NIV reduced ventilation time, ICU and hospital length of stay, and the need for tracheostomy (5% versus 59%). Both ICU and 90-day survival were significantly increased. Using a multi-factorial model, the use of a conventional weaning strategy was associated with a 3.5-fold decrease in 90-day survival.

In otherwise stable patients who have been ventilated for exacerbations of COPD, it would therefore seem reasonable to attempt a trial of extubation onto NIV if they fail a conventional weaning attempt. However, it should be acknowledged that the numbers in the trials were relatively small and one trial did not show a significant improvement in outcome on NIV. It must also be recognized that re-intubation carries some risks (see next section, ‘NIV and re-intubation’) and there is a fine dividing line between a reasonable trial of NIV and a delayed and potentially life-threatening need for re-intubation.

**NIV and re-intubation**

If NIV is successful in weaning patients from intubation, it would seem likely that it would also prevent the need for re-intubation. However, recent RCTs suggest that this may not be the case and even support a view that NIV may be harmful in post-extubation respiratory failure.

The first RCT comparing NIV with conventional management in post-extubation respiratory failure was published in 2002.[28] Eighty-one patients were recruited from a single tertiary care centre. These were a heterogeneous group and only a small number had COPD. Comparing NIV with conventional treatment, there was no difference in rate of re-intubation (72% versus 69%) or hospital mortality (31% in both groups). There was also no difference in length of stay.

A much larger multicentre study was subsequently published from 37 international critical care units.[29] From a group of 980 at-risk patients, 244 developed respiratory failure following extubation and 221 of these were randomized to NIV or standard treatment. The patients were heterogeneous and once again few patients with COPD were recruited. There was no difference in rate of re-intubation (48% in both groups), but the mortality rate was significantly higher in the NIV group (25% versus 14%). The cause of this is uncertain, but the authors noted that median time to re-intubation was considerably longer in the NIV group. They speculated that this delay may have resulted in the poor outcome.

The most recently conducted RCT randomized 162 ventilated patients with increased risk of post-extubation respiratory failure to immediate NIV or standard treatment.[30] This design therefore differs from the other two studies that randomized only on the development of respiratory failure. Both the development of post-extubation respiratory failure
(16% versus 27%) and ICU mortality (3% versus 12%) were less in the NIV group. A post-hoc analysis based on the presence of hypercapnia during the pre-extubation spontaneous-breathing trial found benefit from NIV only in the hypercapnic group, who predominantly had COPD.

The conclusion from both the post-extubation and weaning trials of NIV seem clear. Elective extubation of COPD patients using NIV is beneficial in terms of reduced need for re-intubation and probably overall hospital mortality. However, the use of NIV in other patient groups is without benefit and, in patients failing after extubation, may be harmful.

**NIV in acute asthma**

The effectiveness of NIV in acute exacerbations of COPD has led a number of groups to examine its use in acute asthma. Several case series have reported apparent success in reducing the need for conventional ventilatory support. However, a Cochrane collaboration systematic review on the topic found only one well-conducted RCT. This randomized only 30 patients with acute, severe asthma to either standard treatment or standard treatment and NIV. The major benefits of NIV included reduced need for hospitalization and more rapid improvement in physiology. No patient required intubation and no patients died during their admission.

The evidence base for using NIV in severe asthma is therefore very limited. The fact that most asthmatics rapidly recover with standard treatment and the fortunate lack of ‘hard’ end-points of either intubation or mortality makes the conduct of NIV trials in asthma difficult. In addition, the suggestion that delayed intubation may harm patients also gives some grounds for concern in using NIV in this situation. Finally, NIV has the potential to worsen hyper-inflation and therefore increase the work of breathing.

NIV cannot therefore be recommended as a routine part of severe asthma treatment. If it is to be used, then limiting it to an HDU or ICU environment with staff with full airway skills present is recommended.

**NIV in other causes of acute respiratory failure**

NIV has been used in the treatment of a wide range of respiratory problems including pneumonia and acute respiratory distress syndrome. Although case reports and series tend to focus on successful use, there is little evidence in terms of RCTs to back up this view. Many RCTs that report successful results have included a significant population of patients with COPD.

One small RCT of NIV versus conventional ventilation was reported in 1995. Forty-one patients with acute respiratory failure (some from cardiogenic pulmonary oedema) were randomized to either NIV or conventional ventilation. No significant difference was found in rate of intubation, length of stay or hospital mortality. NIV was associated with a trend towards a worse outcome. NIV should therefore be considered as a trial therapy in most cases of acute respiratory failure, not associated with COPD. In view of this, it should only be commenced in areas where there are the staff, equipment and monitoring available to rapidly move to intubation if NIV fails.

NIV may have an important role in the treatment of respiratory failure in the immunosuppressed patient. In one important RCT, 52 patients with immune system failure (non-HIV) who developed respiratory failure were randomized to either early NIV or standard treatment. Historically, the outcome in those with immune system failure has been very poor and this was confirmed by the mortality in the standard group in which 81% died in hospital. However, NIV significantly reduced hospital mortality to 50%. It should be stressed that NIV was electively started at a relatively early stage of disease progression. This is likely to be a key to success in
all forms of NIV given the need for an awake, co-operative patient.

The renewed interest in pandemic flu and the recent severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) outbreaks have raised issues about the possible role of NIV in highly infectious respiratory pathogens. Descriptions from the Toronto SARS outbreak suggest that SARS is a major threat to ICU workers. In particular, close contact with airway secretions appears to be a major risk factor for disease transmission in staff. This would suggest that NIV is contra-indicated in SARS-like outbreaks.[34] However, a case series drawn from the experience of hospitals in Hong Kong during their SARS outbreak concluded that NIV could be successfully used without exposing healthcare workers to increased risk.[35] The role of NIV in SARS and other highly contagious respiratory pathogens needs further research and clarification. However, current UK guidelines suggest that it should not be used.

**Practical aspects of NIV delivery**

A wide and increasing range of ventilators suitable for NIV delivery are available. The British Thoracic Society (BTS) standards document lists both essential and desirable features.[3] Essential features include a pressure-generating capability of at least 30 cm H2O, the capability to support inspiratory flows of at least 60 L.min⁻¹ and 40 breaths.min⁻¹, sensitive flow triggers and a disconnection alarm. Although these are fully functional ventilators, most are not suitable for intubated patients or those with tracheostomies. This is mainly because of the lack of occlusion alarms.

A wide choice of mask interfaces is also available (Figure 3.4). In the acute situation, full face masks are preferable. These need to be individually fitted and adjusted. One common problem is over-tightening of the masks (to avoid leaks), leading to pressure sores and occasional severe nasal bridge necrosis requiring skin grafting. Some alternatives to conventional masks are available, including full head helmet-style interfaces. It should be remembered that in almost all NIV systems, expiration occurs either through a simple valve or via a small hole in the mask or tubing interface. Without this in place, the system is essentially sealed and potentially dangerous. As a safety measure, some circuits now have built-in expiratory valves that cannot be removed.

The best location for the delivery of NIV remains uncertain. It has been shown that NIV requires very significant amounts of medical and non-medical time to be successful. It is also clear that NIV should be periodically adjusted, depending on patient response and monitoring. NIV will also fail in a significant number of patients. In some of these, intubation will be appropriate. All these considerations suggest that NIV would be best carried out in an HDU type of environment. There is also some indirect evidence by comparison of outcomes in different RCTs for a benefit of NIV for patients located in HDUs and ICUs.

However, limitations on resources in many countries prevent HDU access for all potential patients and, for example, in the UK many patients are cared for on general medical wards with apparent success. One approach is to triage patients based on whether NIV is to be the limit of interventional treatment. Patients who are to be intubated if NIV fails are then placed in HDU. While pragmatic, this approach could be challenged as not providing the best care for all patients receiving NIV.

The hospital-wide organization of an NIV service is vital for success. All acute hospitals should offer a continuous NIV service. Many different models are available, including physiotherapy, nurse, technician and doctor led and delivered. Protocols are very useful for all concerned in delivery, particularly when the responsibility for immediate care is given to relatively inexperienced practitioners. Good links with critical care services need to be put in place and early decisions about treatment escalation if NIV fails need to be made. It is
essential to have structured, ongoing educational packages, particularly for ward staff who are left to care for the patient once the initial setting up has been made.

**NIV summary**
In the last 15 years, NIV has moved from having an interesting niche role to being a standard of care in acute medicine. It is of proven benefit in COPD and can be successful in a range of other acute respiratory problems. Service provision and the interface with critical care are key determinants of the success of any programme.
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Management of the artificial airway

PETER YOUNG AND IAIN MACKENZIE

Introduction

In this chapter, endotracheal intubation will refer to trans-laryngeal intubation (that is oral or nasal intubation of the trachea), and tracheal intubation will refer to either endotracheal intubation or intubation via a tracheostomy (Figure 4.1). A supraglottic airway is an airway that does not pass across the vocal cords, such as an oropharyngeal airway or a laryngeal mask.

Intubation of the trachea with a cuffed tube is the only way to simultaneously provide a secure airway, repeated access to the trachea and ventilatory support. Unfortunately, the placement of an artificial airway, be it a supraglottic airway or an endotracheal or tracheostomy tube, will bypass many of the patient’s natural defences and thus increase the risk of upper and lower airway colonization, aspiration and infection.[1,2] To enable the patient to tolerate the airway, the use of sedative, analgesic or muscle relaxants may be required with the resultant risk of cardiovascular, respiratory and neuromuscular complications. Therefore, unless absolutely necessary, it is desirable to avoid the use of artificial airways, for example, by using face mask oxygen or an external airway interface to achieve non-invasive ventilation. Indeed, it has become clear that non-invasive ventilation as opposed to tracheal intubation can, in some circumstances, reduce morbidity and mortality in the critically ill (Chapter 3). When an artificial airway is required, it is the clinician’s responsibility to minimize the complications consequent to its use.

The quality of care of the artificial airway is critical in preventing these complications, which are discussed in Chapter 14.

Supraglottic airways

Oropharyngeal airways

The oropharynx becomes occluded in the obtunded patient when the tongue falls posteriorly. An appropriately sized oropharyngeal airway (Figure 4.2) may be required when standard airway positioning manoeuvres (head tilt and jaw thrust) fail. The oropharyngeal airway is of the correct size when it reaches between the front incisors and the angle of the jaw when placed against the patient’s cheek. The oropharyngeal airway is an anatomically contoured rigid plastic device designed to displace the tongue from the posterior pharyngeal wall. It offers no protection against pulmonary aspiration; on the contrary, it can stimulate the gag and vomiting reflexes and can only be placed and tolerated in patients with a depressed conscious level. The oropharyngeal airway is inserted into the mouth with the concave surface towards the patient’s nose and, when half-inserted, is rotated 180 degrees and gently eased into place (Figure 4.3). Normally, the oropharyngeal airway
is used as a temporizing measure in two situations. First, it is used for patients whose conscious level is improving and an artificial airway will soon no longer be needed, such as during recovery from anaesthesia or awaiting reversal of an opiate overdose, and second for immediate assistance in ventilation and oxygenation while making preparations for a more definitive artificial airway.

**Nasopharyngeal airways**

Nasopharyngeal airways are commonly made of soft plastic, with a trumpeted end through which a safety pin is usually placed to prevent the airway slipping into the nose (Figure 4.4). The appropriately sized airway is lubricated with water-based gel and inserted perpendicularly to the face with a pill-rolling movement. There is a risk of trauma and bleeding, and if resistance is felt, then the other nostril or a smaller diameter airway should be used. Placing the airway in hot water for one or two minutes softens it considerably, and can make it easier and less traumatic to insert. Laryngospasm and vomiting are stimulated if the nasopharyngeal airway is too long or if bleeding has been provoked. If correctly placed, nasopharyngeal airways are generally better tolerated than oropharyngeal airways in conscious patients. Although the nasopharyngeal airway will provide a temporary airway, it is also useful as an aid for secretion clearance from the hypopharynx. It is useful immediately after extubation in the critically ill when swallowing and coughing are impaired, and flexible suction catheters can be passed to the distal end to assist clearance. Nasopharyngeal airways carry the risk of erosive and infective complications.
The oropharyngeal airway is inserted upside-down with the concave surface to the patient’s nose, and when half inserted, the airway is rotated 180° and gently eased home so that the straight portion of the airway lies between the patient’s teeth.

**Laryngeal mask airway**

The laryngeal mask airway (LMA) is placed into the pharynx without the need for direct visualization (Figure 4.5). The insertion technique is easily mastered, and because of the rapidity of placement, it can save vital minutes. It is commonly used in the operating room for routine general anaesthesia and allows effective ventilation of the lungs to a pressure of about 20 to 30 cm H₂O. The LMA appears in the American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) Difficult Airway Algorithm and is a first line airway for rescue ventilation in the ‘can’t intubate, can’t ventilate’ situation. It does not, however, provide sufficient protection from aspiration in non-fasted patients and should be replaced with a definitive airway as soon as possible. The ProSeal™ LMA¹ and the Supreme™ LMA² are newer designs of the LMA with an oesophageal drainage tube to permit venting of regurgitated fluid away from the laryngeal inlet. A gastric tube can be passed down the drainage tube to the stomach, if desired. The Fastrach™ or intubating LMA and the CTrach™ LMA³ allow tracheal intubation and may be particularly useful when difficult laryngoscopy is anticipated, or if the neck needs to be immobilized in the midline position.

**Combitube**

The Combitube is a double lumen, double cuffed tube that may be inserted blindly through the mouth (Figure 4.6). The distal end normally passes into the oesophagus but occasionally enters the trachea. A large proximal pharyngeal balloon and a distal balloon are inflated. Depending upon the placement of the distal end, ventilation can be achieved through one or other lumen. It has been used successfully in the pre-hospital setting and in ‘can’t intubate, can’t ventilate’ situations. The Combitube is not a definitive airway and should be replaced as soon as possible.

---

¹ Laryngeal Mask Airway NV, Jersey, UK.
² LMA North America, Inc., San Diego, California, USA.
³ Both made by LMA North America, Inc., San Diego, California, USA.
**Placement of the artificial airway**

In the short term, the airway can be secured in most patients with the use of simple airway adjuncts, as described above, with artificial ventilation provided manually with supplementary oxygen. For anything other than immediate life support, however, the airway needs to be secured with a cuffed endotracheal tube, or in some circumstances, a tracheostomy (Table 4.1). Endotracheal intubation in the critically ill patient carries challenges over and above those encountered during routine anaesthesia airway management because of a number of additional complicating factors (Table 4.2).

The time taken to achieve a secure airway, oxygenation and ventilation may be critical to survival, but endotracheal intubation, by whatever method,
### Table 4.1 Indications for endotracheal intubation

- Need for assisted ventilation (failure of ventilation)
- High oxygen or positive end-expiratory pressure requirement (failure of oxygenation)
- Protection against pulmonary aspiration
- Central airway secretion clearance
- Upper airway obstruction

### Table 4.2 Complicating factors in endotracheal intubation in critically ill patients

- In relation to the patient
  - Pre-existing hypoxia or hypercapnia, or both
  - Haemodynamic instability
  - Agitation or restlessness, or both
  - Potential for a full stomach
  - More likely to be elderly and edentulous, making airway control more difficult
- In relation to the environment
  - Less than ideal patient positioning (patient on the floor or in a confined space with poor access to the patient’s head)
  - Reduced staff familiarity with either the equipment required (including drugs) or the procedure itself because of infrequent exposure
  - Higher risk of equipment failure (e.g. flat laryngoscope batteries, mismatch between laryngoscope blade and handle, mis-assembled bag and valve, empty oxygen cylinder)
  - Reduced availability of equipment required for difficult circumstances (e.g. a polio laryngoscope handle, a McCoy laryngoscope blade or a bougie)
  - Potential for unfamiliarity with the location and function of essential ancillary equipment (e.g. bed controls, suction, oxygen outlets)

is a skilled procedure that takes a full-time trainee in anaesthesia no less than three months to acquire in straightforward patients and no less than 12 months in more challenging ones. Complications are reduced when a junior physician is supervised by a senior colleague. The critical care team should therefore have immediate access to personnel with advanced airway skills and to appropriate monitoring and difficult-intubation equipment. When help from those with more experience is not immediately available, the non-anaesthetist is faced with a dilemma: sedate or anaesthetize the patient and risk losing the airway, or struggle on until help arrives or a cardio-respiratory arrest makes the patient easier to manage? Clearly the most appropriate course of action depends on the skill, confidence and experience of the attending clinician and the potential for someone more skilled in airway management, such as an anaesthetist, to attend. However, if the chance of experienced help arriving is low, a delay in controlling the situation merely postpones the airway management to a time when the patient is physiologically most vulnerable and least likely to do well. Details of the technique of rapid sequence induction, laryngoscopy and endotracheal intubation are beyond the scope of this chapter and readers should consult an appropriate anaesthetic text. However, familiarity with the minimum equipment requirements for acute airway management (Table 4.3) is a fundamental part of the safe and effective management of mechanical ventilation.

**Oxygen supply**

A primary goal of airway management is oxygenation. Many, but not all, clinical areas in an acute care setting will have a piped supply of oxygen. This is usually delivered to self-sealing wall outlets\(^4\) at a pressure of 420 kPa (Figures 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9). The sockets for oxygen, like the sockets for other medical gases, are designed with a collar-indexing system that is gas-specific and will only accept the right probes. This means that only equipment designed for the delivery of oxygen, such as the single or double flow meters, can be plugged into these sockets. The sockets are designed to lock the probes in place.

\(^4\) Referred to as Schraeder sockets.
Table 4.3 Minimum equipment required for acute airway management

- Oxygen supply
- Physiological monitoring equipment
  - Pulse oximetry
  - Electrocardiography
  - Blood pressure
  - End-tidal carbon dioxide analysis
- Airway equipment
  - Supraglottic airways in a range of sizes
  - Two laryngoscope handles (with one set of spare batteries)
  - Standard Macintosh laryngoscope blades in sizes 3 and 4
  - McCoy laryngoscope blade
  - Gum elastic bougie
  - Malleable stylet
  - Scissors
  - 10 mL syringes
  - Endotracheal tubes in a range of sizes
- Tilting bed
- Suction apparatus
- Drugs
  - Hypnotics (propofol 1%, etomidate, midazolam)
  - Opioids (alfentanil, fentanyl)
  - Muscle relaxants (suxamethonium, atracurium)
  - Pressors (metaraminol, ephedrine)
  - Anticholinergics (atropine)
  - Ventilation equipment

and will only release the probe when the locking collar is depressed. In the absence of a piped supply, oxygen can be delivered in the short-term from oxygen cylinders. In the UK, these were traditionally identified by a black body with white shoulders and are available in a variety of sizes (Figure 4.10). Newer carbon fibre cylinders are designed to be lightweight for portability, have integral valves and gauges and have a higher capacity for a given size, but do not conform to the traditional colour coding, instead being white with ‘Oxygen’ printed on the cylinder in large black letters.5

5 BOC Medical, Manchester, UK.

Monitoring

Both the ASA and the Association of Anaesthetists of Great Britain and Ireland have published minimum requirements for monitoring during anaesthesia and these should form the basic bedside monitoring in acute care areas, such as the emergency department and the intensive care unit (ICU) where the requirement for urgent airway control is likely. Of particular importance are continuous pulse oximetry and bedside capnography for rapid verification of satisfactory airway placement and both blood pressure and electrocardiogram (ECG) monitoring to recognize the instability commonly encountered during and after intubation (discussed later).
Figure 4.8 Medical gas alarm panel.
The alarm panel warns of a system failure, either of the panel itself or of the medical gases being monitored. This particular panel for an intensive care unit has alarms for the piped oxygen supply and the piped vacuum, with four condition indicators: ‘normal’, ‘reserve in use’, ‘reserve empty’ and ‘emergency’. Loss of pressure in the main hospital oxygen supply, which is normally drawn from a tank of liquid oxygen, triggers a switch to a bank of back-up cylinders. Activation of the ‘reserve in use’ alarm should prompt senior staff to move oxygen cylinders to each bed-space where oxygen is being used in order to be prepared to switch to cylinder oxygen in the event of the piped supply failing.

Airway equipment
In addition to a range of supraglottic airways, the person performing the intubation will need access to standard equipment (Table 4.3). Vital items such as laryngoscope handles and blades should be available in duplicate in case of equipment failure. A selection of additional equipment for the management of the difficult airway should be available separately. A review of the vast array of difficult intubation techniques and associated equipment is beyond the scope of this chapter.

The importance of skilled assistance cannot be overemphasized. Correctly applied cricoid pressure reduces the risk of gastric regurgitation (Box 4.1), a likely complication in the un-fasted patient, especially when the stomach has been inflated by over-enthusiastic bag and mask ventilation. Simple aids to laryngeal visualization, such as external laryngeal manipulation and backwards upwards and rightwards pressure (the BURP manoeuvre\textsuperscript{[3]}) are also useful. Intensive care nurses, however, are not only less likely to possess these skills than theatre-based staff, but are also less likely to use these skills on a regular basis. Calls for these skills to become a basic part of critical care nurse training,\textsuperscript{[4]} supplemented by regular refresher training, appear to have been largely ignored.

Finally, equipment and drugs for emergency airway management should be kept in a designated location and checked regularly against an inventory to ensure that items are not missing and that all
the equipment is clean, correctly assembled and in working order.

**Tilting bed or trolley**

Patients at risk of deterioration and who may need acute airway care should be nursed on beds capable of rapid positioning into the head-down position. This assists with the clearance of regurgitated fluid and also helps, in the short term, to deal with the haemodynamic consequences of mechanical ventilation.

**Suction apparatus**

Suction can be obtained from a wall or portable vacuum source. The apparatus should be easy to use, rugged and reliable. It should be able to both generate an appropriate maximal negative pressure (e.g., 500 mm Hg) and flow rate (e.g., 25 litres per minute). Both flexible catheters and rigid tonsillar tip (Yankauer) catheters should be available. The rigid catheter allows the rapid removal of large volumes of fluid and particulate matter from the oropharynx. The flexible catheter can be used for
suctioning of the tracheal tube or the pharynx, or to empty the stomach. Both types of catheter need to be used with care because they can cause mucosal damage, bradycardia, laryngospasm or de-oxygenation due to both the pause in ventilation and de-recruitment.

**Drugs and venous access**

The provision of intravenous fluid resuscitation and cardiovascular support is normally required during acute airway management. Haemodynamic instability can be due to the pressor response of laryngoscopy causing tachycardia and hypertension. A more common problem however is cardiovascular collapse resulting from the combination of underlying pathophysiology, hypovolaemia, the administration of vasodilator and cardio-depressant drugs and the change from a negative to a positive intrathoracic pressure which reduces venous return. If significant hypovolaemia is likely to be present, at
Box 4.1 Correct application of cricoid pressure

Application of two-handed cricoid pressure. With one hand supporting the cervical spine behind the patient’s head, the operator is applying pressure with the index finger and thumb directly over the cricoid cartilage (shown in red). The thyroid cartilage is relatively easy to locate, especially in males, as it forms the largest structure of the upper airway. Having identified the body of the thyroid cartilage, the cricoid is found immediately below, with the gap between the two being the site of the cricothyroid membrane. The cricoid is being used to occlude the oesophagus, which lies immediately behind it, in order to prevent the regurgitation of gastric contents.

the very least aggressive fluid resuscitation should be underway before the administration of any hypnotics. Compromised patients need significantly lower doses of hypnotic drugs than one might expect for a patient of the same age and weight, and frequently respond more slowly because of a slower circulation. This can sometimes tempt the nervous or unwary into giving further doses of hypnotic before the initial dose has had an effect, with catastrophic consequences. Combinations of a short-acting benzodiazepine, such as midazolam, with a potent and rapidly acting opioid, such as fentanyl or alfentanil, are potent, reliable and cause relatively little hypotension. This combination also has the advantage of being pharmacologically reversible. In the hands of anaesthetists propofol is a reasonably safe alternative, provided they are provided with the same concentration that they normally use in theatre (usually 1%). Etomidate, on the other hand, which is regarded as cardiovascularly ‘silent’, is associated with adrenal suppression but in the context of a single induction dose the relevance of this to outcome is unclear. Drug-related hypotension often responds to 0.5 or 1 mg of metaraminol and also produces a fall in heart rate. If hypotension is accompanied by bradycardia, however, 3 to 6 mg of ephedrine is preferable because this will increase both blood pressure and heart rate.

Ventilator

A minimal requirement for the critically ill patient is a mechanical ventilator capable of providing 100% oxygen, positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) and with appropriate monitoring and alarm functions. A simple self-inflating bag and mask system should be available in all acute areas of the hospital for temporary ventilation. The self-inflating bag should remain available in case the mechanical ventilator fails and it can be used as an aid to diagnose partial or complete airway obstruction.

Endotracheal tube

Oral or nasal

Orotracheal tubes should be used in the emergency situation as they are generally easier and more rapid to insert than nasotracheal tubes (Figure 4.11). In some units, particularly those
Although endotracheal tubes from different manufacturers will differ in detail, they all share many of the features that are shown here. The distal end is usually bevelled, and in some brands there is an opening on the right-hand side called the Murphy eye. This is designed to prevent occlusion of the right upper lobe bronchus, which can arise directly from the trachea in some people. The distal margin of the cuff is located approximately half a centimetre above the Murphy eye, and may either be ‘high-volume, low-pressure’ or ‘low-profile’. Proximal to the upper margin of the cuff, some brands have two black lines which indicate where the vocal cords should lie. Running up from the cuff within the anterior wall of the tube is a narrow duct that connects to the pilot tube, and pilot balloon. The pilot balloon has a Luer fitting with a spring-loaded valve that will accept a standard syringe for inflating the cuff. The proximal end of the endotracheal tube is loosely fitted with a standard 15 mm connector, which has to be seated firmly into the endotracheal tube before use.
caring for children, nasotracheal tubes are preferred because of the greater stability of fixation, protection from biting, improved comfort and swallowing and better access for oral care compared with orotracheal tubes. However, being longer and narrower than oral tubes, nasotracheal tubes result in greater airway resistance and are more difficult to pass a tracheal suction catheter through. They can kink easily and are often traumatic to insert, causing damage to the inferior turbinates and nasopharynx with associated bleeding. In patients with a haemostatic defect (therapeutic anticoagulation, thrombocytopenia, liver disease or severe sepsis) the risk of bleeding would be considered by most to be a contra-indication to the nasal route. In patients with basal skull fractures, it is even possible to intubate the cranial cavity during the insertion of the nasotracheal tube. Nasal tubes obstruct the normal drainage of mucus from the maxillary sinuses to the nasal space and significantly increase the risk of maxillary sinusitis, which in turn increases the risk of developing ventilator-associated pneumonia (see Chapter 15). Many critical care physicians avoid the use of nasal tubes because of this.

**Size and length**

Endotracheal tubes are available in a range of sizes given by their inner diameter (ID) measured in millimetres, with adult females normally requiring a size 7 or 8 and adult males 8 or 9 (Table 4.4). A larger ID tube provides better access for tracheal suctioning and easier passage of a fibreoptic bronchoscope. Tube blockage with secretions is common and occurs more quickly in tubes with a smaller ID (Figure 4.12). Tubes with a larger ID cause less airway resistance but are more likely to result in erosions of the laryngeal inlet. Increased airway resistance is less of a concern with more modern mechanical ventilators that can compensate for the increased work of breathing associated with the tracheal tube and breathing circuit. This compensation is less efficient if the tracheal tube becomes partially occluded with secretions, and can lead to weaning difficulties.

Endotracheal tubes are presented in sterile packaging in lengths of 31 to 33 cm. Whenever possible...
Box 4.2 Technique for cutting an orotracheal tube in situ

Step 1 Remove the tapes or ties from the tube and have an assistant stabilize the tube.
Step 2 Disconnect the endotracheal tube from the ventilator circuit and remove the 15 mm connector.
Step 3 With a pair of sharp scissors, cut 2/3 across the endotracheal tube at the desired length, about 1 cm away from the patient’s teeth.
Step 4 Holding the end of the tube firmly, bend it 90° at the cut so that the orifice of the distal end of the tube (which remains in the patient) is clearly visible, and then re-insert the 15 mm connector.
Step 5 Reconnect the patient to the ventilator circuit, and then cut across the remaining 1/3 of the tube to remove the unwanted section of tube.
Step 6 Re-secure the endotracheal tube with ties or tape, as before.

they should be cut to an appropriate length (Table 4.4) prior to insertion so that no more than 1 or 2 cm of tube remains outside the patient when the tip is correctly positioned mid-way between the vocal cords and the carina. Tubes cannot be cut below the point where the pilot tube joins the body of the tube, and the 15 mm connector should be replaced firmly by rotating into place without using lubricant. Cutting endotracheal tubes to the correct length after insertion is much more difficult, although it can be done providing the patient can tolerate loss of ventilation and positive end-expiratory pressure during the manoeuvre (see Box 4.2).

Cuff types
Since the late 1960s, the large-diameter high-volume low-pressure (HVLP) cuff has become the standard in intensive care. This type of cuff is essentially a floppy bag with a resting diameter larger than that of the trachea. When inflated, there is no tension within the wall of the cuff and so the entire cuff pressure is transmitted to the tracheal wall. This also allows the tracheal wall pressure to be kept at a safe level by monitoring and adjusting the cuff pressure. The introduction of HVLP cuffs has led to a reduction in the incidence of tracheal injury associated with intubation. Unfortunately, HVLP cuffs allow pulmonary aspiration to occur even when correctly inflated[5] (Figure 4.13), although the rate of aspiration is reduced by preventing unintentional falls in cuff pressure.

Endotracheal tubes with low-volume cuffs remain available and are generally for use during anaesthesia. When deflated, these endotracheal tubes have a narrower outer diameter at the cuff (low-profile) that may offer some advantages when negotiating a difficult airway, for use in certain surgical procedures or during nasal intubation (with reinforced tubes, oral and nasal RAE6 tubes, low-contour tubes, or double-lumen tubes). Therefore, a patient admitted to intensive care from the operating theatre may not have an appropriate endotracheal tube for prolonged mechanical ventilation.

Special tubes
Endotracheal tubes are available with an additional channel that opens above the cuff (to allow material lying above it to be sucked away), or with an additional channel that opens below the cuff to administer resuscitation drugs.

One lung ventilation is an established anaesthetic technique that allows surgical access to structures within the thorax, or even the lungs themselves, without the need for cardio-pulmonary bypass. The technique is made possible by the use of a double-lumen endotracheal tube that allows each lung to be ventilated (or decompressed) independently (Figure 4.14). At the end of surgery, these tubes are usually replaced by conventional endotra-
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Figure 4.13 Leaks in high-volume low-pressure (HVLP) cuffs.

Five common brands of high-volume low-pressure cuff were inflated to the correct cuff pressure inside the body of a 20-ml syringe to simulate the trachea. Above each was placed a small volume of methylene blue dye, which in each case can be seen tracking down grooves formed between the cuff and the inside surface of the syringe.

Cheal tubes. Occasionally double-lumen tubes are needed in intensive care, either to isolate the lungs from each other to prevent cross-contamination (for example, in focal hemorrhage), or for independent lung ventilation which may be required following single lung transplant or in the presence of a massive bronchopleural fistula. Unlike standard endotracheal tubes, the size of double-lumen tubes is given in French gauge.

Armoured or reinforced tubes are similar in shape to standard endotracheal tubes but are constructed of soft PVC or silicone and embedded within the wall of the tube is a spiral of wire, which makes them very resistant to kinking, although irreversible crushing can be a problem if the patient bites down onto the tube (Figure 4.15). The pilot channel exits the wall of the tube at the proximal end, rather than about 20 cm from the tip, making it impossible to reduce the length of these tubes without cutting the pilot channel and deflating the cuff. Many anesthesiologists favour armoured tubes for neurosurgery, surgery involving the mouth, neck, jaw or face or for nasal intubation. Many of these tubes do not have HVLP cuffs and are not suitable for prolonged use.

Care of the breathing system

Securing the tube

Orotracheal tubes are commonly secured using adhesive tape or cloth ties. The type of knot used does not appear to make a difference but the method of adhesive tape fixation does. Commercial devices specifically designed to hold the tube in place allow less movement and slippage, but some are better than others. In all cases, the fixation device or material should be inelastic, and firmly attached to the endotracheal tube as near to the front teeth as possible. If the tie is attached more than one or two centimetres from the front teeth, this allows extension of the patient’s head to pull the endotracheal tube down, away from the mouth and is a common cause of concealed extubation (Figure 4.16). This situation is often signalled by a ‘cuff leak’

---

7 External diameter in millimetres multiplied by three, also called Charrière.
Figure 4.14 Double-lumen orotracheal tube seen from the dorsal aspect, with 15 mm connector, swivel mount and Cobb connector already attached to the bronchial lumen.

Sizes are given in French gauge, giving the external diameter of a 35Fr tube 11.6 mm, which is similar to a conventional size 8 orotracheal tube. The distal lumen intubates the main-stem bronchus either on the right or left, with the shape of the tube and distal cuff designed specifically. Right and left tubes are therefore not interchangeable. The proximal lumen opens in the trachea just distal to the tracheal cuff. The Cobb connector attaches to the swivel mounts of each lumen and allows both lungs to be ventilated simultaneously. Clamping the soft clear section of the swivel mount and uncapping the o-ring orifice allows the lung on that side to collapse, as shown here for the right lung. Attaching each 15 mm connector to a separate ventilator with conventional catheter mounts allows each lung to be ventilated independently.
that cannot be eliminated by the addition of more air into the cuff. Cloth ties which pass around the back of the patient’s neck should be tied with the patient’s head resting on a pillow in a neutral position and slack enough to permit two fingers to slide between the tie and the patient’s cheek. In patients at risk of raised intracranial pressure,\textsuperscript{8} ties may cause cerebral venous engorgement and should not be used. Patients with significant facial or upper airway burns should also not have their orotracheal tubes tied or taped during the first two or three days. In these patients, massive facial swelling during this period can generate sufficient traction on a tied or taped tube to pull it out of the trachea. Tube fixation can be achieved by fixing the tube to healthy upper teeth, usually the front incisors, with wire. Unplanned extubation may be caused either by the patient (self-extubation) or the staff (accidental extubation), but the type of system used to secure the tube is not a factor in either.

\textsuperscript{8} Such as with traumatic or hypoxic head injury, fulminant hepatic failure.

\textbf{Figure 4.15} Armoured tube.

Softer and more flexible than standard tubes, the armoured tube is highly resistant to kinking because of the wire spiral within its walls. Note the low profile cuff and the position at which the pilot tube attaches to the tube wall. Armoured tubes cannot be cut, but must be used as presented.

\textbf{Figure 4.16} Position of tube tie and mechanism of concealed extubation.

Top: Correct tube length and tube tie position are interrelated. If the tube is cut to the correct length so that no more than 1 cm protrudes beyond the patient’s front teeth, the tube tie can be secured to lie over the 15 mm connector so that the tube is clamped onto the connector (inset, left). In this position, the tube tie can be tightened very securely. If the tube is too long, the tube tie has to be secured below the 15 mm connector, and in this position will expel the connector if tied too tightly (inset, right).

Bottom: If the tube tie position is too short, the patient’s trachea can become extubated by flexion at the neck or by tongue movement. This occurs relatively commonly, and often presents as a ‘cuff leak’.

Mechanical injury to the airway and mouth is also reduced by supporting the breathing circuit.

\textbf{Cuff pressure control}

Surveys have repeatedly shown that cuff pressures are not routinely monitored in the ICU, although the reasons for this are not clear. In the absence of direct monitoring, neither physicians nor nurses are
able to accurately estimate the acceptable range of 20 to 30 cm H₂O, with most tending to underestimate the pressure. Both over- and under-inflation are undesirable. Over-inflation can result in tracheal injury subsequent to a restriction in capillary blood flow, and in hypotensive patients mucosal perfusion pressure is likely to be even lower. An unrecognized fall in cuff pressure is equally problematic because it causes an increased rate of aspiration,[6] and a persistent cuff pressure below 20 cm H₂O has been shown to be associated with the development of pneumonia within the first eight days of mechanical ventilation.[7]

**MANUAL INFILATORS**

Handheld cuff inflators with integral manometers (Figure 4.17) are convenient for intermittent measurement and adjustment and are sufficiently precise for clinical use, but can cause temporary loss of cuff pressure when measurement technique is poor. The most important problem is the compressible volume within the device that allows cuff pressure to fall as soon as the pilot valve is connected. Unintentional depression of the deflation button on the inflator can also occur. If manual inflators are used, it is necessary for all operators to understand and be proficient in their use.

**LANZ BALLOON**

The Lanz inflation balloon is an integral component of a brand of tracheal tube incorporating a HVLP cuff (Figure 4.18). This is an ingenious constant pressure balloon combined with a pressure-regulating valve and protected in a PVC sleeve. The device maintains the cuff pressure in the desirable range, preventing over- and under-inflation.

**FOAM-FILLED CUFF**

An endotracheal tube with a foam-filled HVLP cuff is also available. Air is aspirated from the cuff to collapse the foam, which remains collapsed while the spring-loaded valve in the pilot tube remains closed. Following tracheal intubation, the cap on the pilot tube is opened, allowing the cuff to expand under the force of the expanding foam. Although this method of cuff inflation avoids accidental loss of cuff pressure, aspiration can still occur by the same mechanism as with conventional cuffs[5] (Figure 4.13).

**ELECTRONIC CUFF PRESSURE CONTROLLER**

The Tracoe¹⁰ cuff pressure controller is a portable electrical device with a battery back-up which is designed to be permanently attached to the pilot tube. It continuously and accurately maintains the cuff pressure at the target value set by the operator and has audible alarms for unintentional disconnections and power failure. Besides high cost, this device has two potential disadvantages. First, if the tube is unintentionally withdrawn into the larynx,

---

9 Hi-Lo® Tracheal Tube with Lanz® Pressure Regulating Valve, Mallinckrodt
10 See http://www.tracoe.com
the device will further inflate the cuff, preventing re-intubation (until the situation is recognized and the cuff deflated and the tube re-positioned). Second, the inflator has a standard Luer-lock\textsuperscript{11} connector. If this is accidentally misconnected to an intravenous line, a fatal air embolus will occur.

Failure to obtain an airtight seal immediately following intubation indicates either that the cuff has been torn during intubation, or too small a tube has been used and the tracheal diameter exceeds the diameter of the fully inflated cuff. In both situations the tube should be replaced, if possible (as will be discussed later). Cuff leaks that arise at a later date are usually caused by concealed extubation, although occasionally cuffs can become punctured during the insertion of central venous cannulae in the neck.

**Cuff deflation**

Routine intermittent cuff deflation is not required if cuff pressure monitoring is used. When deflation is required both oropharyngeal and sub-glottic suctioning (if available) should be performed before-hand to prevent the airway from becoming soiled with secretions pooled above the cuff. The use of CPAP during cuff deflation may further protect against pulmonary aspiration of these secretions.

**Sub-glottic secretion drainage**

Radiological studies have shown that secretions pool above the cuff of an intra-tracheal tube, providing a reservoir of infected material for

---

\textsuperscript{11} Named after the German instrument maker Hermann Wulffing Luer who made the first all-glass syringe in Paris in 1870.
micro-aspiration (Figure 4.19), leading to the development of early-onset ventilator-associated pneumonia. One type of endotracheal tube\textsuperscript{12} includes a suction channel that runs down the dorsal aspect of the tube adjacent to the pilot channel and opens just above the cuff to allow secretions to be suctioned from the sub-glottic space (Figure 4.20). A recent meta-analysis of five randomized studies which compared normal endotracheal tubes to those with sub-glottic suction showed a 50% reduction in early-onset ventilator-associated pneumonia and significant reductions in the duration of mechanical ventilation and length of ICU stay.\textsuperscript{[8]} However, the advisability of continuous suction has been questioned by animal data showing that this causes tracheal injury even at lower negative pressures,\textsuperscript{[9]} and intermittent suction is likely to be less effective in reducing the incidence of pulmonary aspiration. Whether this is relevant to the clinical situation is unknown. In the absence of continuous sub-glottic suction, the sub-glottic space should be suctioned prior to tracheobronchial suctioning, adjustments of cuff pressure, extubation, or any other manoeuvre that might facilitate the movement of secretions between cuff and tracheal wall. Finally, the addition of the suction channel into the wall of the tube increases its rigidity and is prone to blockage. This increased rigidity has been blamed for a fatal case of tracheal wall erosion\textsuperscript{[10]} and a case of tube displacement,\textsuperscript{[11]} although these are isolated reports.

**Oral hygiene**

In the critically ill, supine, ventilated patient, secretions pool in the oropharynx and sub-glottic space above the tracheal tube cuff,\textsuperscript{[1]} forming a reservoir of colonized, acidic, or bilious secretions that bathe the larynx and sub-glottic space, and which is known to be damaging. Unfortunately oropharyngeal hygiene measures normally cannot hope to reach the laryngotracheal area. Good oral hygiene can reduce the volume and bacterial load of these secretions. During critical illness there is a reduction in protective secretory substances such as fibronectin, and effective oral hygiene, despite the best nursing care, will decline with a rapid shift of dental plaque colonization to pathogenic bacteria.\textsuperscript{[1]} This increases the risk of ventilator-associated pneumonia\textsuperscript{[12]} (VAP). Oral chlorhexidine solutions have been used successfully to reduce oral colonization and VAP. Consideration of decontamination of the digestive tract is beyond the scope of this chapter.

**Management of the lower airway**

In health, ciliary beating on viscous mucus propels debris towards the larynx for expectoration, and inspired gases are warmed and humidified to prevent secretions from drying out. As well as providing a physical barrier to mucus clearance, tracheal intubation can reduce tracheal mucus velocity, abolish an effective cough and bypass the natural mechanisms for retaining heat and moisture. If the upper airways are bypassed by an artificial device, the inspired gases are heated and humidified by the lower rather than upper airway mucosa and this results in tracheal mucosal drying, damage to the respiratory epithelium and heat loss.\textsuperscript{[13]} This then impairs the function of the mucociliary escalator,

\textsuperscript{12} HiLo EVAC, Mallinckrodt, Hazelwood, Missouri, USA.
the degree of damage being proportional to the duration of ventilation with dry gases.[13]

With proper care of the ventilator circuit, the humidification device, and nebulizers, and with a sterile technique for tracheal suctioning, colonization of the lumen of the tracheal tube and breathing circuit is normally of endogenous origin. Sampling studies suggest that the oropharynx becomes colonized with pathogenic bacteria after only one to two days, followed by the stomach, the lower respiratory tract (after two to four days) and finally the inner surface of the endotracheal tube.[14] Pathogens may occasionally be inadvertently introduced if contaminated tap water is used in nebulizers, to clean respiratory equipment or to dilute enteral feed. The universal problem of aspiration past HVLP cuffs[5] leads to rapid tracheal colonization. Pneumonia develops if the pathogenicity of bacteria within the aspirated material is sufficient to overcome lung defences.[1,2] Once a biofilm has developed on the inner lumen, the bacteria are protected from systemic antibiotics secreted in saliva and tracheal mucus, and infected material can be repeatedly propelled into the trachea and distal lung by inspiratory gas flow and tracheal suction catheters.

Effective management of the lower airway therefore involves restoring as far as possible the compromised mechanisms for maintaining optimal mucous quality and quantity and replacing the absent clearance with tracheobronchial suctioning.
Humidification

A humidifier should ideally provide inspired gas delivered into the trachea at 32 to 36°C at 100% humidity without allowing condensate to form in the circuit, the tracheal tube, or in the tracheobronchial tree. This condensate may wash back into the patient, carrying biofilm with it. When an artificial airway is in place, inspiratory gases should always be heated and humidified. A number of systems are available, including heat and moisture exchange filters (HMEF), active HMEF and hot water humidifiers. Cold water humidifiers (CWH) are simple and cheap, but inefficient. Gas is delivered to the patient slightly below room temperature and they cannot provide adequate humidification for a patient whose airway is bypassed.

**HEAT AND MOISTURE EXCHANGE FILTER (HMEF)**

Heat and moisture exchange filters (HMEFs) have a condensation membrane and usually also a microbiological filter. During expiration, the warm moist gases condense on the membrane. The specific heat of expired gases and latent heat of water warm the membrane. During inspiration the cooler and drier inspired gas is warmed and humidified as it passes through the membrane. The expired heat and moisture is returned to the patient. HMEFs however increase both dead space and airflow resistance and should be used with caution, if at all, in weak or tired patients who are not receiving support with the work of breathing. Prolonged intubation results in progressive reduction of endotracheal tube patency to a greater extent with HMEFs than with hot water humidifiers (HWH) and this may lead to airway occlusion. Hygroscopic HMEFs are normally cheaper than HMEFs and can maintain clean ventilator circuits despite the absence of filtering media. Extended use of an HMEF is also safe and cost effective. Use for up to seven days does not increase resistance, affect circuit colonization, or increase the rate of ventilation-associated pneumonia. Therefore, the HMEF should not be changed unless visibly soiled or damaged.

**ACTIVE HEAT AND MOISTURE EXCHANGER**

In an attempt to improve the efficiency of passive HMEFs, active HMEFs have been developed recently. Water is added to an electrically heated hygroscopic–hydrophobic membrane causing evaporation and thereby increasing absolute humidity over a standard HME. There are insufficient data to recommend use of these devices at present.

**HOT WATER HUMIDIFIER (HWH)**

In hot water humidifiers (HWHs), inspired gas passes over or through a heated water reservoir producing gas at close to 100% humidity at higher than body temperature. The gas cools along the tubing and this results in an inspired relative humidity of 100% at 37°C. A heated wire is normally present in the inspiratory tubing to reduce gas cooling. HWHs provide excellent humidity and heat, but they increase nursing workload and the risk of bacterial colonization of the ventilator circuit. Accumulation of condensate in the circuit due to the cooling of gases can occur (rain-out). If this is not removed regularly, it can run down the tracheal tube. Wash back of this fluid into the patient commonly occurs with changes in the tubing or patient position. The condensate may have high bacterial counts. In one study, the median level of colonization at 24 hours was $7 \times 10^4$ organisms.mL$^{-1}$ and condensate can collect in circuits at a mean rate of 30 mL.hr$^{-1}$.[15] Even if the rain-out has not become heavily contaminated, it is likely to wash colonized biofilm from the inner lumen of the tracheal tube during its passage to the lungs. Other possible disadvantages include overheating malfunctions that may cause burns, a rise in core temperature and over-humidification. Patients at high risk for airway occlusion, with tenacious secretions, airway obstructive disease or hypothermia, are often...
considered more suitable for HWHs, although this view is not universally held.

HMEFs are passive and not capable of producing the same degree of humidification as HWHs, but they may have a protective effect through minimizing tubing condensate and colonization. Although there is disagreement among clinical studies, a meta-analysis of eight randomized controlled trials has examined the effect of the replacement of HWHs by HMEs in preventing VAP and shown a reduction in VAP in the HME group (relative risk 0.7), especially evident in ventilation for over seven days\[16\] (relative risk 0.57). HMEFs are convenient, reduce staff workload, reduce circuit colonization and should be used in the absence of contra-indications. A HWH should be considered in profoundly hypothermic patients in whom HMEFs may be ineffective and in patients with thick secretions.

**Tracheobronchial suctioning**

Airway suctioning is one of the most unpleasant experiences recalled by mechanically ventilated patients and is associated with a number of complications including hypertension, tachycardia, cough, hypoxaemia, cardiac arrhythmias, bronchospasm and both tracheal and bronchial mucosal injury. Poor aseptic technique can be a source of exogenous tracheal colonization and both movement of the tube\[17\] and loss of PEEP\[5\] may predispose to leakage of secretion past the tracheal tube cuff – all contributors to the development of VAP. However, few would dispute the value of effective suctioning in the proper management of the lower airway. In principle, the procedure is straightforward: a long flexible plastic catheter is passed aseptically through the tracheal tube into the large airways, suction is applied and the catheter slowly withdrawn. In practice, however, there is little high-quality objective evidence to guide practice in important aspects of the technique, so the following questions remain:

1. When should suctioning be performed?
2. What should be done to minimize hypoxaemia?
3. What diameter catheter should be used?
4. How far should the catheter be inserted?
5. What is a safe negative pressure to use?
6. How long should suction be applied?
7. Should suction be applied continuously or intermittently?
8. Should an ‘open’ or ‘closed’ system be used?

**WHEN?**

Given the potential for adverse effects, it is logical that tracheal suctioning should only be performed when indicated. Suggested criteria for identifying this include coarse or noisy breath sounds, a fall in pulmonary compliance,\[13\] a change in arterial blood gases, agitation, patient efforts at coughing, or if aspiration is suspected.\[14\] In the absence of unambiguous indications for suction, none of these have any particular value other than for a saw-tooth pattern on the flow/volume loop\[18\] and the presence of large airway sounds.\[18\] There are no absolute contra-indications to suctioning, although in some patients (with critically raised intracranial pressure, repeated suctioning-induced bradycardia or bronchospasm), consideration should be given to deepening the level of sedation beforehand.

**OXYGENATION**

In the vast majority of patients, the transient suction-related reduction in the arterial partial pressure of oxygen is of no consequence. This transient and modest hypoxaemia can be prevented by the administration of pure oxygen, before, during (with a closed suction system) and after, and for most, this too is harmless. This practice would be consistent with current recommendations but may, in fact, not be ideal, particularly in patients with a significant lung injury. High concentrations of oxygen are

---

13 Increased airway pressure in volume-targeted ventilation or a fall in tidal volume in pressure-targeted ventilation.
14 For example, after vomiting.
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Table 4.5 Percentage of cross-sectional area of an endotracheal tube that is occupied by a suction catheter. Suction catheters and endotracheal tube combinations with a yellow background are not correct

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suction catheter Size (Fr)</th>
<th>Colour</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>6.5</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Light green</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Green</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Red</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Yellow</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endotracheal tube size</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td>27</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td>35</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
<td>40</td>
<td>36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Toxic (see Chapter 14) and can promote alveolar collapse and atelectasis by displacing nitrogen from lung units with modest or poor ventilation. Complete absorption of the oxygen from these lung units then causes them to collapse, worsening the ventilation/perfusion mismatch, exchanging a short-term period of hyperoxia for a long-term requirement for a higher inspired oxygen concentration. It may be preferable, therefore, to combine a modest increase in the inspired oxygen concentration (10% to 20%) with manoeuvres during or after suctioning to prevent and reverse alveolar collapse and bronchoconstriction that the procedure can cause. For example, increasing the PEEP during suctioning and performing a recruitment manoeuvre afterwards have both been shown to help. This is of particular relevance to patients whose baseline inspired oxygen concentration is 50% or more and who should also be considered for a ‘closed’ suctioning system (which will be discussed later).

Catheter Diameter

The efficiency with which a suction catheter can aspirate secretions, particularly if they are highly viscous, is proportional to the diameter of the catheter and the suction pressure (which will be discussed later). Bigger is therefore better. On the other hand, if gas cannot enter the lungs around the suction catheter, then it will be aspirated from the lung, leading to lung collapse. This has been confirmed in a laboratory model in which the fall in ‘intrathoracic’ pressure was linearly correlated with the proportional occlusion of the tracheal tube. However, providing the suction catheter occludes less than 50% of the tracheal tube, the fall in intrathoracic pressure is clinically unimportant (Figure 4.21). The proportional occlusion of adult tracheal tubes is tabulated against a range of suction catheters in Table 4.5.

Figure 4.21 Relationship between proportional occlusion of endotracheal tube (ETT) cross-sectional area and fall in ‘intrathoracic’ pressure in a lung model of suctioning.
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HOW FAR?
Traditional teaching is that the suction catheter is introduced into the airway until it is met with resistance, and then withdrawn one or two centimetres before applying suction. This technique has been shown to cause significantly more mucosal damage than ‘measured’ insertion in which the catheter is introduced a predetermined distance and is particularly unpleasant for the patient because it involves striking the carina each time the procedure is carried out. In relatively short-stay surgical patients an even less-invasive technique, in which the suction catheter is introduced no further than the distal end of the tracheal tube, was shown to be no less effective and caused significantly fewer suction-related adverse events. While it would be premature to extrapolate this result to the wider population of patients requiring mechanical ventilation, the ‘measured’ technique is a sensible compromise when tailored to the needs of each patient. This is particularly easy in patients with a closed suction system in whom the correct depth can be marked by tape firmly wrapped around the outer sheath of the suction catheter.

WHICH PRESSURE?
For a given diameter of catheter (as discussed earlier), the efficacy and speed with which the procedure can be completed is proportional to the suction pressure and therefore, as with diameter, the greater, the better. However, it is commonly understood that the risk of causing mucosal damage is also related to the pressure used, leading many authorities to recommend pressures no greater than 20 kPa (150 mm Hg). However, none of the studies on which this recommendation is based consider the effect of pressure dissipation caused by the flow of material (gas, liquid or mucus) along the length of the system (Figure 4.22), and the potential harm caused by mucosal injury has to be balanced against the real harm caused by prolonged and/or ineffec-
tive suctioning. Until better information is available, a pragmatic approach would be to use no less than 20 kPa, but to use higher pressures for patients with viscous or copious secretions, or who require narrow suction catheters (<14 Fr).

HOW LONG AND CONTINUOUS OR INTERMITTENT?
The normal distance between the carina and the front teeth in adults is between 25 and 35 cm, and without making a conscious effort, it is hard to make the slow continuous withdrawal of the suction catheter last much longer than 15 or 20 seconds over this short distance. On the contrary, inexperienced caregivers tend to withdraw the suction catheter too quickly, making each pass less effective, and necessitating multiple passes to complete the task satisfactorily. The rationale behind intermittent suction is unclear and has been shown to have no advantage over continuous suction in terms of mucosal damage. As continuous suction is likely to be more efficient, intermittent suction has nothing to support its use and should be abandoned.

‘OPEN’ OR ‘CLOSED’?
In ‘open’ suctioning, the patient is disconnected from the ventilator by removing the catheter mount from the tracheal tube, and a sterile single-use suction catheter is introduced aseptically into the upper airway. At the end of the procedure, the patient is reconnected to the ventilator and the suction catheter discarded. With ‘closed’ suctioning the junction between the catheter mount and the tracheal tube is occupied by a re-usable suction catheter shrouded in a thin plastic sheath. During suctioning, the patient remains connected to the ventilator, without interruption of either ventilation or PEEP, and the catheter is simply fed into the airway without coming into contact with the caregiver’s hand. Suction is applied as it is for open suctioning, but at the end of the procedure the catheter is withdrawn from the airway and ‘parked’ back in its sheath, ready for the next
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Figure 4.22 Common arrangement for endotracheal suction.
Suction pressure is regulated at the wall-mounted suction unit (A) and transferred to the wide-bore suction tubing via a reservoir with a disposable liner (B). Negative pressure is dissipated in the system between the value set at the regulator and the tip of the suction catheter at (C) depending on the total distance between (A) and (C), the internal diameter of the tubing, and the viscosity of the material being aspirated.

time it is required. Closed systems allow multiple uses of the same catheter and do not require the circuit to be opened to the environment. Closed suctioning techniques are quicker and easier than open ones, thereby reducing hypoxaemia and derecruitment, and reducing contamination of the patient and the ICU environment. Closed suction systems are, however, more costly and can lead to circuit colonization.[24] Regular replacement is recommended by manufacturers although some studies have demonstrated that more extended use is safe.[25] The effect of closed suction systems on the risk of VAP is unclear at present and current guidance from the US Center for Disease Control does not recommend one technique over the other.[26]

SUCTION FOR AIRWAY OBSTRUCTION
An uncommon but potentially fatal problem may arise from bleeding into the airway, particularly as a complication of tracheostomy but also arising from airway trauma or pulmonary haemorrhage. Blood clots may be too large and solid to remove using suction catheters, and if they are obstructing or partially obstructing the upper airway, there may not be time to arrange for rigid bronchoscopy. In this situation, large bore suction directly in the trachea using either an endotracheal tube or the suction tubing with the end cut off may prove life-saving.

Mucoactive agents
Normal airway mucus contains viscoelastic glycoproteins that provide physical properties that are
important for airway defence. Airway inflammation leads to an excessive production of this mucus and also the accumulation of products of inflammation, including neutrophil-derived DNA, filamentous actin and bacterial and cellular debris. These contribute to the purulence of sputum increasing its viscosity and adhesive properties. Tenacious mucus is not easily mobilized by cilia, cough interactions or airway suctioning. Accumulation leads to airway obstruction, bacterial colonization and infection.[27] Mucoactive agents aim to facilitate the removal of mucus by decreasing mucus viscosity (increasing mucus water content, breaking down or interfering with polymer cross-links) or by decreasing mucus production.

**INCREASING MUCUS WATER CONTENT**

Mucus water content is regulated by the airway epithelium which balances sodium-mediated water re-absorption,15 chloride-mediated water secretion16 and evaporative losses minimized by the heat and moisture preserving properties of the normal upper airway. Ineffective inspiratory gas humidification can result in mucus desiccation and the formation of mucus plugs, with dramatic consequences. Humidification of inspired gas was discussed earlier. The attempt to deliver additional moisture to the distal airway in the form of nebulized 0.9% sodium chloride is common practice in mechanically ventilated patients, but has no demonstrable effect on mucus viscosity[28] and may actually reduce bronchial mucociliary clearance.[29] In contrast, aerosolized delivery of osmotically active agents, such as hypertonic saline, powdered mannitol, or powdered dextran, increases mucus water content and enhances mucociliary clearance. In the case of hypertonic saline, regular use in patients with cystic fibrosis has been shown to slow down the deterioration in lung function.[30]

Such agents deserve further clinical evaluation in the mechanically ventilated patient.

**REDUCING POLYMORPH CROSS-LINKAGES**

Mucolytics are able to break down mucus glycoprotein cross-linkages (classic mucolytics), DNA polymers (peptide mucolytics) or interfere with intermolecular ionic and hydrogen bonds (heparin), improving mobilization of secretions.

The classic mucolytics, such as N-acetylcysteine, have free thiol groups causing disulphide bond disruption to degrade mucin. In the UK, only carbocisteine17 and mecysteine,18 which are both oral preparations, are licensed for use as mucolytics. Parenteral N-acetylcysteine is available in the UK as Parvolex® or N-acetylcysteine injection, both with a pH of 6.5 to 7.5. Oral bioavailability of N-acetylcysteine is less than 10%, and in mechanically ventilated patients it is usually administered for mucolysis by nebulization, which should be in the air because the drug is inactivated by oxygen. In patients with chronic bronchitis, oral mucolytics, including N-acetylcysteine, significantly reduce the frequency of exacerbations and nebulized N-acetylcysteine has been shown to reduce sputum viscosity and improve both expectoration and oxygenation in post-thoracotomy patients.[28] However, no studies have been conducted on the efficacy of nebulized N-acetylcysteine in mechanically ventilated patients. Mucolytics may cause gastric irritation and should be used with caution in patients with active peptic ulceration.

Recombinant human deoxyribonuclease (rhD-Nase/dornase alfa) is a genetically engineered naturally occurring enzyme that degrades extracellular DNA that accumulates in sputum following infection and is responsible for increased mucus viscoelasticity and its purulent appearance. Dornase

---

15 Via the amiloride-sensitive apical epithelial sodium channel.
16 Via the cystic fibrosis trans-membrane conductance regulator (CFTR).

17 Initially, 750 mg 3 times daily, then 1.5 mg daily in divided doses.
18 200 mg 4 times daily for 2 days, then 200 mg 3 times daily for 6 weeks, then 200 mg twice daily.
Alfa has been used extensively as a mucolytic agent in the management of cystic fibrosis, improving sputum clearance and perhaps modulating the inflammatory process in the airways. Recent reports suggest that it is safe and efficacious in mechanically ventilated children, and its use has been reported in intubated patients with refractory asthma and with acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS). It is normally nebulized (with a dose of 2.5 mg every six hours) but has also been directly instilled into the trachea for the mobilization of impacted mucus plugs to facilitate bronchoscopic extraction. There are no large-scale studies in adult ICU patients.

There is some evidence, at least in patients with cystic fibrosis, that the combined use of classic and peptide mucolytics may be synergistic. Nebulized heparin has been advocated in patients with acute lung injury secondary to inhalation burns.

**DECREASING MUCUS PRODUCTION**

Basal mucus secretion is regulated by both neural and humoral control. Airway inflammation increases both the activity and number of mucus-secreting cells in the airway, while increased neural drive (induced by local inflammation and neural reflexes) only increases activity.

Anti-inflammatory drugs, particularly glucocorticoids, are effective at reducing mucus hypersecretion and have an established role in the management of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and asthma. Other drugs that may have useful anti-inflammatory properties include the macrolide antibiotics, particularly clarithromycin and erythromycin and non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, the latter delivered as an aerosol.

Neural control of mucus secretion is predominantly cholinergic acting at the M3 muscarinic receptor. Anti-cholinergic drugs, such as ipratropium bromide, are usually used for their bronchodilating properties but some of their benefit may derive from reduced mucus production. Fears that anti-cholinergic drugs increase mucus viscosity and lead to a reduction in bronchociliary mucus clearance are unfounded, probably because mucus hydration is also under the control of other mechanisms. Anticholinergics such as hyoscine butylbromide (buscopan), hyoscine hydrobromide (hyoscine injection) and glycopyrrolate are used in palliative care to control respiratory secretions. The most effective agent in this setting is hyoscine hydrobromide, but unlike the other two compounds, which are quaternary amines, the hydrobromide can cross the blood–brain barrier and may cause either sedation or agitation.

**Aerosol drug delivery**

In patients with pulmonary pathology, drug delivery directly to the lung through inhalation maximizes the effector-site concentration while minimizing side effects, or, in the case of some drugs, avoiding systemic absorption completely. Aerosol delivery is an appropriate method for a range of drugs (Table 4.6). Efficient drug delivery to the desired part of the airway depends on the physical properties of the particles in the aerosol, principally their diameter. Particles that are too large (>10 µm) settle in the tubing and upper airway, while those that are too small (<0.5 µm) do not settle at all and are exhaled. The length of time that particles in the target range (1 to 5 µm) can remain suspended, and therefore delivered, also depends on their size and the likelihood of impact against a surface. Both humidification and turbulent gas flow, for example, significantly accelerate their loss, the former by causing water adsorption, the latter by increasing surface collisions. For this reason, it is recommended that humidification be suspended before and during the delivery of drug aerosols, and that the aerosols should be delivered into spacers.

---

19 400 to 600 micrograms by subcutaneous injection every 4 to 8 hours, or 1.5 to 2.5 µg.kg⁻¹.hr⁻¹ by continuous subcutaneous or intravenous infusion.
## Table 4.6 Drugs for aerosol delivery

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indication</th>
<th>Drug</th>
<th>MDI</th>
<th>DPI</th>
<th>Jet US&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>VM&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resistant gram negative organisms</td>
<td>Amikacin</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Colistin</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gentamicin</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia</td>
<td>Pentamidine</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus</td>
<td>Tobramycin</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) infection, SARS</td>
<td>Ribavirin</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>Delivered with small particle aerosol generator (SPAG) only. Teratogenic in animals – exposure to aerosol must be avoided by women who may become pregnant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bronchospasm, oedema</td>
<td>Adrenaline</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bronchospasm</td>
<td>Anti-muscarinics&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bronchospasm</td>
<td>Short-acting β2-adrenergic agonists&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bronchospasm</td>
<td>Long-acting β2-adrenergic agonists&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inflammation</td>
<td>Corticosteroids&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sputum mobilization</td>
<td>N-acetylcysteine&lt;sup&gt;g&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>Inactivated in oxygen. Deliver by jet nebulizer as temperature increase with ultrasonic device may denature the enzyme.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction of sputum viscosity in patients with cystic fibrosis</td>
<td>rhDNase</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inhalation burn injury</td>
<td>Heparin</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient–ventilator dyssynchrony</td>
<td>Lignocaine</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulmonary hypertension</td>
<td>Prostacyclin</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute respiratory distress syndrome, meconium aspiration</td>
<td>Surfactant</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> US, ultrasonic.  
<sup>b</sup> VM, vibrating mesh.  
<sup>c</sup> Ipratropium, oxitropium, tiotropium.  
<sup>d</sup> Fenoterol, isoetarine, orciprenaline, pirbuterol, reproterol, salbutamol, terbutaline.  
<sup>e</sup> Formoterol, salmeterol.  
<sup>f</sup> Flunisolide, beclometasone, budesonide, fluticasone.  
<sup>g</sup> Preparations outside the UK not formulated for aerosol delivery may have a low pH and cause bronchospasm.
or chambers and (in the case of jet nebulizers) in the inspiratory limb of the breathing circuit. The particles in an aerosol will have a range of sizes, with the size distribution determined by the specific device. Devices that generate a larger proportion of particles in the appropriate size range will be able to deliver a larger proportion of the prescribed dose to the patient. In mechanically ventilated patients, the efficiency of drug delivery will also depend on other factors, only some of which can be adjusted in the patient’s favour. Of note is the fact that efficiency is increased by decreasing both the tidal volume and respiratory rate, increasing the inspiratory time, coordinating aerosol delivery to inspiration and suspending the bias flow. Two types of device are available for delivering drugs as aerosols—nebulizers and metered-dose inhalers.

NEBULIZERS
Nebulizers work by using a source of energy to break up a drug solution into very small droplets. Under equal conditions, solutions that are viscous and have high surface tension will produce larger droplets. Changes in the temperature of the solution also affect droplet size because of the inverse relationship between temperature and viscosity. The most widely used type, the jet nebulizer, uses a fine jet of compressed gas directed across the tip of a capillary tube. This draws the solution up into the jet by the Bernoulli effect, and breaks the liquid into droplets, the largest of which almost immediately settle following impact with internal surfaces of the device. The average size of the droplets is inversely proportional to the gas flow in the jet and the volume of solution in the device. Initially solvent is nebulized more rapidly than drugs, leading to a gradual increase in concentration and viscosity. In addition, there is a 10 °C fall in the temperature of the solution, which also results in an increase in viscosity. Jet nebulizers are cheap and disposable, but are unable to deliver all the solution placed in the delivery chamber and are slow.

Ultrasonic nebulizers use high frequency sound waves (>1 MHz) to break off small droplets from the surface of the solution. As with jet nebulizers, the larger droplets are deposited on the inner surfaces of the device, allowing the smaller ones to be released. These nebulizers have a high rate of nebulization and require a shorter operating time than jet nebulizers but they produce slightly larger droplets. In contrast to jet nebulizers these devices heat the solution being delivered by 10 to 15 °C during use, and are therefore unsuitable for delivering thermolabile preparations such as enzymes and peptides. Often bulky and expensive, these devices are infrequently used with artificial airways.

Similar in principle to the ultrasonic nebulizer, the vibrating mesh nebulizer is a recent development that uses the high-frequency vibration of a mesh. Actually, the device operates at a lower frequency than the ultrasonic nebulizer and combines a number of attractive features, including quiet operation, a small dead space, a high rate of nebulization and no temperature change during operation. Of the devices available, only one is currently configured for in-line delivery to mechanically ventilated patients and preliminary data are very encouraging.

With both jet and ultrasonic nebulizers, the efficiency of drug delivery to the end of the endotracheal tubes is proportional to the fill volume of the chamber. As many as 68% of in-circuit nebulizers used repeatedly in the same patient become contaminated with high levels of organisms (above 10^3 mL^-1). These bacteria are aerosolized to small particles capable of reaching the peripheral lung. Thorough cleaning of the nebulizers between treatments reduced this contamination to 20% and the use of modern disposable systems may reduce this further.

20 Aeroneb Pro®, www.aeronebpro.com
METERED-DOSE INHALER (MDI)

Familiar to most as ‘puffers’, metered dose inhalers (MDIs) consist of a small, pressurized, canister containing a mixture of drug, surfactant, stabilizing agent, flavouring and propellant. The canister is usually presented in a colour-coded plastic inhaler which delivers a ‘puff’ of medication from a nozzle placed in the centre of the inhaler’s mouthpiece when the device is actuated by pressing the base of the canister into the inhaler. For mechanically ventilated patients, the canister has to be removed from the inhaler and actuated through a specific in-circuit delivery device. Some ventilator circuits contain an integral MDI port in the Y-piece that connects to the catheter mount (Intersurgical, UK), but in-line adapters and adapter/chamber combinations are also available (Figure 4.23).

Which device?

Some drugs can only be delivered by one technique because of issues relating to drug stability, particle size or pharmaceutical presentation (Table 4.7), but for many drugs, a choice of delivery techniques is available. Some comparisons between jet nebulizers and MDI have either been imprecise or have used a poor MDI delivery technique. However, when optimal delivery methods are compared, the MDI is shown to be as efficient as jet nebulization, if not better, with the added advantages of a shorter delivery time. Under optimal conditions, ultrasonic nebulizers are more efficient than jet nebulizers, and on current evidence it is likely that the vibrating mesh nebulizers will be even better.

Tube exchange

The exchange of the endotracheal tube may be required urgently due to unplanned extubation or because of tube blockage. This is a clinical emergency in an often already hypoxaemic patient with an oedematous airway due to prolonged intubation. It requires a rapid response and the immediate availability of personnel with advanced airway skills. It is desirable to recognize partial endotracheal obstruction with secretions to pre-empt total obstruction. This is challenging in the clinical environment because it may be difficult to distinguish the increase in tube resistance and the artificial airway noises heard with bronchospasm.

Failure to easily pass a suction catheter may alert the clinician and indicate inspection (and possibly cleaning) of the tube with a fiberoptic bronchoscope. Tube exchange may also be appropriate for patients presented to the critical care unit with low-volume high-pressure cuffs in place or if a more advanced endotracheal tube is indicated. The procedure for tube exchange is as follows:

The gel-lubricated bougie or hollow tube exchanger should be passed through a pre-cut, prepared replacement endotracheal tube to ensure adequate lubrication and easy passage, then taken off. The cuff should also be lubricated with a water soluble gel. The distance that the bougie needs to be passed to reach the tracheal tube tip should be noted. Following pre-oxygenation, upper airway secretion clearance and emptying of the stomach, the bougie or exchanger can be passed down the in-situ tracheal tube that is then removed under direct laryngoscopy. The replacement tube can be passed over the bougie and should be visualized to pass through the laryngeal inlet. An assistant should hold the bougie to stop it from slipping proximally or too far distally during the re-intubation. Position should be confirmed by auscultation and capnography, followed by radiography.

Tubing

Contamination of the ventilation circuit can occur from exogenous sources due to the breakdown of infection control measures but is more commonly due to endogenous contamination from secretions returning from the patient. When using active humidifiers, unless scrupulous care is used, pools of condensate can collect in the circuit
Figure 4.23 metered-dose inhalers.

A metered-dose inhaler canister presented in hand-held dispenser commonly referred to as the ‘puffer’. B: In-line dispenser for MDI delivery to mechanically ventilated patients with one-way jet. C: Same as for B but with two-way jet. D: One-way in-line MDI dispenser with collapsible chamber.
Table 4.7 Factors affecting drug delivery via inhalation of aerosol

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Fixed</th>
<th>Variable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ventilator</td>
<td>Inspiratory flow waveform</td>
<td>Mode, tidal volume, respiratory rate, inspiratory time, triggering mechanism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breathing circuit</td>
<td>Tracheal tube size, density of inspired gases</td>
<td>Humidity of inspired gases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>delivery system</td>
<td></td>
<td>Type, position in circuit, presence of spacers, timing of delivery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug</td>
<td>Particle size, target site, duration of action</td>
<td>Formulation (for some drugs), dose, volume</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and be washed back into the patient. Not only can the condensate be colonized with pathogenic bacteria, but the wash back fluid can also carry biofilm from the tracheal tube lumen back into the lungs. The use of an HME reduces, but does not eliminate, the amount of condensate. Infrequent changes of the ventilator circuit tubing do not appear to be detrimental in terms of VAP acquisition and circuits should only be changed for new patients or when visibly soiled.
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Modes of mechanical ventilation

Introduction
Normal breathing is composed of an infinite range of breaths that vary in depth and timing to suit any and every circumstance from sleeping, yawning or coughing to singing or running. Mechanical substitution of the natural act of breathing could never hope to match what nature has achieved, but within the intensive care ventilator we do have at our disposal a range of breath types that are characterized by properties that fall into two principle domains, those of cycling and inspiratory motive force. The cycling properties of a breath describe what makes the breath start, what makes the breath end and describes the relationship the breath has with other breaths. The inspiratory motive force simply refers to the mechanism the ventilator uses to drive gas into the lungs. Mechanical breaths with specific cycling and inspiratory motive force properties are more suited to some circumstances than others. Ventilator manufacturers bring together one or more breath types, programme the rules by which the constituent breaths interact and thereby define a particular mode of mechanical ventilation. These modes, like the individual breaths, also may be more suited to some circumstances than others, and indeed may result in increased patient comfort, less requirement for sedatives, and even improved outcomes.¹ Understanding how a mode operates is therefore important because it allows the user to understand the physical properties of the constituent breaths, the physiological impact of the mode and allows the best mode to be chosen for the patient.

Defining features of a breath: cycling
The respiratory cycle is made up of two phases, active inspiration and passive expiration (Figure 5.1). The duration of inspiration is referred to as the inspiratory time (Ti, in seconds), the duration of expiration is referred to as the expiratory time (Te, in seconds) and the sum of these two define the duration of the respiratory cycle, also called the cycle time (Tc, in seconds):

\[ T_i + T_e = T_c. \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.1)

The respiratory rate (f) is simply the number of respiratory cycles per minute, and is therefore calculated as

\[ f = \frac{60}{T_c}. \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.2)

When equations (5.1) and (5.2) are combined, it can be seen that setting two of the three variables automatically defines the third:

\[ f = \frac{60}{T_i + T_e}. \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.3)

¹ However, there is currently little evidence for this.
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Figure 5.1 Respiratory cycle.

The inspiratory cycle is made up of two phases, the inspiratory phase and the expiratory phase, bounded by two phase transitions. The transition from inspiration to expiration is referred to as exhalation cycling, while that between the exhalation and inspiration is termed inhalation cycling. Inspiration can itself sometimes have two phases, an active ‘flow’ ($T_{flow}$) phase during which gas is being delivered to the patient, and an end-inspiratory pause ($T_{pause}$), such that the total duration of inspiration is made of the sum of these two:

$$T_I = T_{flow} + T_{pause}$$

When the ventilator has complete control over the respiratory cycle in a breath, referred to as a ‘mandatory’ breath, two of these three variables ($f$, $T_I$ or $T_E$) must be set on the ventilator, either directly or indirectly. Different ventilators use different combinations of these three as the independent timing variables. For example, on some anaesthetic ventilators the independent variables are $T_i$ and $T_e$, while on many intensive care ventilators the timing of the respiratory cycle is set by $f$ and $T_i$, or $f$ and the I:E ratio (Box 5.1). The duration of inspiration can also be referred to, and in some ventilators set, as the ‘duty cycle’, where it is expressed as a percentage of the cycle time:

$$\frac{T_I}{T_I + T_E} \times 100 = \frac{T_I}{T_C} \times 100 = \text{Duty cycle} \%.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.4)

Of mainly historical interest, the respiratory frequency can also be set indirectly as a derivative of other parameters. For example, if a ventilator is supplied with a flow of gas from an anaesthetic machine ($\dot{V}$, L.min$^{-1}$) and the user selects a tidal volume ($V_t$, litres), the respiratory frequency is determined by the following:

$$f = \frac{\dot{V}}{V_t}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.5)

Ventilators that worked on these principles were called minute volume dividers and were popular as anaesthetic ventilators because of their simplicity and reliability.3

Inspiratory time and inspiratory flow

In volume-controlled inflations the inspiratory time ($T_i$), tidal volume ($V_t$) and inspiratory flow ($\dot{V}_i$) would be set as follows.

3 There are still some of these ventilators in use, such as the Manley MN2, the Manley MP3, the Manley Pulmovent and the BM2 Brompton Manley, all originally manufactured by Blease. None of these ventilators is produced anymore and Blease itself has now been acquired by SpaceLabs.

---

2 Nuffield 200, Blease 2200, VentPac.
Box 5.1 Calculating inspiratory and expiratory times

Many ventilators ask the user to set the I:E ratio and respiratory rate and assume that the user can calculate the duration of inspiration and expiration for themselves. This is relatively straightforward.

First, you need to calculate the respiratory cycle time in seconds. If the respiratory rate is \( f \) breaths per minute, then there are \( f \) breaths in 60 seconds, and each breath must last \( 60/f \) seconds.

The inspiratory time in seconds is then given by:

\[
T_I = \frac{I}{I+E} \times \left( \frac{60}{T} \right)
\]

and the expiratory time in seconds is given by:

\[
T_E = \frac{E}{I+E} \times \left( \frac{60}{T} \right).
\]

are mutually interdependent:

\[
\dot{V}_I = \frac{V_T}{T_I}.
\] (5.6)

This is discussed in more detail in Figure 5.2.

Inspiratory cycling

The onset of inspiration marks the phase transition between expiration and inspiration, and is referred to as inspiratory cycling, while the phase transition between inspiration and expiration marks the onset of expiration, and is referred to as expiratory cycling. Exactly when a phase transition occurs can either be determined by the ventilator or by the patient.

Inspiratory cycling that is determined by the ventilator usually occurs because a certain amount of time has elapsed since the last breath (Figure 5.3, panel A), but may occur because the minute volume has fallen below a predetermined threshold. The time setting is usually obvious on intensive care ventilators because it is set directly as a respiratory rate or frequency (\( f \)).

Alternatively inspiratory cycling can be at the patient’s instigation. If the ventilator does not contribute to the work of inspiration, the breath is referred to simply as a ‘spontaneous’ breath (Figure 5.3, panel B). While not supported, the patient’s inspiratory effort may be accommodated if the patient can draw in additional gas, but in some (older) modes of ventilation, spontaneous inspiratory effort does not allow the patient to draw in more gas and is therefore not accommodated. If, however, the ventilator contributes partially or wholly to the work involved in the ensuing inspiration, the patient’s spontaneous inspiratory effort can be said to have triggered a supported breath, referred to simply as a ‘triggered’ breath (Figure 5.3, panel C). The two commonest signals that are monitored by ventilators to effect triggered inspiratory cycling are changes in breathing circuit pressure or flow (Box 5.2).

Expiratory cycling

Expiratory cycling can be based on either time or flow. With time-cycled expiration, the phase transition to expiration is determined purely by the inspiratory time (\( T_I \)), which is either set as an independent parameter or is derived from the respiratory frequency and the I:E ratio, depending on the specific ventilator. Flow-dependent expiratory cycling can only operate when inspiration is pressure-controlled. In this type of breath, inspiratory flow rises rapidly to a peak and then falls exponentially. When the inspiratory flow falls below a specific threshold, measured as a percentage of the peak...
inspiratory flow, the ventilator cycles into expiration (Figure 5.4).

All modern ventilators will also cycle immediately into expiration if the airway pressure exceeds the upper pressure alarm limit, as well as activate both visual and auditory alarms. This is to prevent dangerously high airway pressures from developing in the event of the patient resisting inspiration, coughing, or should the airway become occluded.

**Figure 5.2** Relationship between tidal volume, inspiratory time and flow in a volume-controlled inspiration.

A: Volume/time curve for a volume-controlled inspiration with a tidal volume of $V_{T1}$ litres and an inspiratory time of $T_{Ia}$ seconds. The inspiratory flow ($\dot{V}_I$) is the slope of the volume/time profile between the beginning and end of inspiration, and because flow is constant, this line is straight:

$$\dot{V}_I = \frac{V_{T1}}{T_{Ia}}.$$  

B: Volume/time curve for a volume-controlled inspiration with the same inspiratory time as in A, but now with either a larger ($V_{T3}$) or smaller ($V_{T2}$) inspiratory volume. As can be seen, inspiratory flow is increased (steeper) if the delivered tidal volume is increased and, conversely, inspiratory flow is decreased (flatter) if inspiratory tidal volume is decreased.

C: Volume/time curve for a volume-controlled inspiration with the same tidal volume as in A, but now with either a shorter ($T_{Ib}$) or longer ($T_{Ic}$) inspiratory time. Inspiratory flow is increased (steeper) if inspiratory time is shortened, and conversely inspiratory flow is decreased (flatter) if inspiratory time is increased. Note also that changing the inspiratory time while keeping the cycle time and respiratory rate the same necessarily means changing the I:E ratio.

D: In some ventilators, it is possible to programme an end-inspiratory pause that divides the inspiratory time into an initial flow phase ($T_{flow}$), and an end-inspiratory pause ($T_{pause}$). The total inspiratory time is now composed of the sum of these two components:

$$T_I = T_{flow} + T_{pause}.$$  

E: With an end-inspiratory pause, it is now possible to change the inspiratory flow rate by increasing or decreasing the duration of the end-inspiratory pause without changing the total duration of inspiration. If the total inspiratory time remains constant, an increase in the end-inspiratory pause causes inspiratory flow to increase, and conversely decreasing the end-inspiratory pause decreases the inspiratory flow rate.
Figure 5.3 Mandatory, spontaneous and triggered inspiratory cycling.

These graphs show the pressure/time profile for different patterns of inspiratory cycling, where M indicates mandatory inspiratory cycling, S indicates spontaneous inspiratory cycling and T indicates triggered inspiratory cycling.

A: In this tracing, the ventilator is delivering all the breaths with mandatory inspiratory cycling. The pressure profile indicates that these breaths are volume-controlled and are being delivered at approximately 12 breaths per minute.

B: In this tracing, the mandatory inspiratory cycling rate has been reduced to about 6 breaths per minute, and now we can see evidence of spontaneous inspiratory cycling at a rate of about 8.5 breaths per minute. We can tell that these are unsupported breaths because during inspiration the airway pressure falls. The proximity of the spontaneous breath and mandatory breath at 0.5 and 1.5 seconds and again at 14 and 15.5 seconds suggests that the mandatory breaths are neither suppressed by, nor synchronized to, spontaneous inspiratory cycling.

C: This tracing is very similar to B, but now the patient’s inspiratory effort is clearly triggering inspiratory pressure-controlled support. Note the difference in the pressure profile between the volume-controlled breaths (M) and the pressure-controlled breaths (T).

D: This tracing is very similar to C, but we can see an interaction between spontaneous and mandatory inspiratory cycling at 0 seconds and 14 seconds. In both of these instances, a spontaneous inspiratory effort occurred sufficiently close to the time that a mandatory breath was due to be delivered that the ventilator synchronized the delivery of these volume-targeted breaths to the patient’s inspiratory effort. Note that this tracing now has triggered breaths that are volume-controlled (Tsync), triggered breaths that are pressure-controlled (Tsupp), and one volume-controlled mandatory breath (M).

E: In this tracing, there is no evidence of mandatory inspiratory cycling and all the breaths are pressure-targeted and trigger inspiratory-cycled.
Figure 5.4 Flow-dependent expiratory cycling.

A: When inflation is driven by pressure, inspiratory flow rises rapidly to a peak, and then falls exponentially. With flow-dependent expiratory cycling, the ventilator monitors inspiratory gas flow as a proportion of the peak inspiratory flow. When inspiratory flow has fallen to a preset proportion of the peak inspiratory flow, the ventilator cycles into expiration. On many ventilators, this flow threshold for expiratory cycling is 25% of peak inspiratory flow, as illustrated here. The tidal volume is determined by the area under the flow/time profile and is indicated here by the dark blue hatch.

The duration of the inspiratory phase is proportional to both the resistance and compliance of the respiratory system.

B: The inflating pressure is the same as in A, but the respiratory resistance and compliance are both lower. Therefore, with the same expiratory flow threshold of 25%, the duration of inspiration is shorter.

C: in contrast, both the resistance and compliance of the respiratory system are higher, and so the duration of inspiration is prolonged.

D: If the patient resists inspiration by contracting their expiratory muscles, the criteria for cycling into expiration are met very quickly, resulting in a very short inspiratory phase and a small tidal volume. This situation most commonly arises if the patient is converted from a mandatory mode to pressure support when the respiratory system compliance is still very low. The small tidal volumes and rapid respiratory rate commonly lead to arterial haemoglobin desaturation. Occasionally, this situation can be managed by increasing the inspiratory pressure support and decreasing pulmonary sensitivity to the high inspiratory flow rates with nebulized local anaesthetic. Alternatively, the benefit of inspiratory triggering can be maintained by converting to assist/control in which expiratory cycling is determined by the ventilator and not the patient.

E: If the patient is making a significant contribution to inspiration, the augmentation of the peak inspiratory flow can result in a prolonged inspiratory phase and large tidal volumes. This situation can be improved by increasing the expiratory cycling threshold if the ventilator allows this to be set.

F: If there is significant airflow obstruction (high resistance), the inspiratory flow rate falls relatively slowly, leading to a relatively prolonged inspiration and a large tidal volume. This, in turn, prolongs the duration of expiratory flow to the point where the next inspiratory phase starts before expiratory gas flow has reached zero, indicated in A by the black circle. If the threshold for expiratory flow-cycling is reduced from 25% to 10%, which is only possible on some ventilators (F), the situation described above is exacerbated. Increasing the expiratory flow-cycling threshold to 50% (G) now limits the duration of inspiration allowing expiratory flow to reach zero (arrow) well before the start of the next inspiration.
Box 5.2 Inspiratory triggering

**Pressure triggering.** In this type of triggering, the patient’s inspiratory effort causes the breathing circuit pressure to drop, which the ventilator detects and cycles to inspiration. The sensitivity of the trigger can be adjusted by changing the pressure drop required for inspiratory cycling to be triggered, and this can be set to a value between $-1 \text{ cm H}_2\text{O}$ (very sensitive) and $-20 \text{ cm H}_2\text{O}$ (very insensitive). If the setting is too sensitive, minor fluctuations in breathing circuit pressure (e.g. from cardiac pulsations) can trigger the ventilator inappropriately. This is most likely to occur in young patients with a hyperdynamic circulation.

**Flow triggering.** With flow triggering, the ventilator delivers a constant background flow of gas into the breathing circuit called the ‘bias flow’. If the patient starts to breathe in, the flow in the return limb of the ventilator circuit immediately falls below the flow being delivered to the patient in the other limb of the circuit, and this flow difference causes the ventilator to cycle into inspiration. The reduction in return flow that has to be detected for triggering to occur can be adjusted between 1 (very sensitive) and 10 (insensitive) litres/minute. Flow triggering is considered to require less work from the patient to initiate a breath and therefore may enhance patient comfort and reduce the work of breathing.

**Other techniques.** Neurally Adjusted Ventilatory Assist (NAVA) is a recently introduced method of improving synchronization between the patient’s respiratory efforts and the ventilator. A modified nasogastric tube that contains two electrodes to record the diaphragmatic electrical activity is used to sense the patient’s respiratory efforts. As soon as the diaphragmatic electrical activity exceeds a threshold level, a ventilator breath is triggered, resulting in no delay between the patient’s inspiratory effort and the increase in airway pressure. Furthermore, the reduction in electrical activity signifying the end of inspiration can be used for expiratory cycling. Theoretically this method of triggering should improve coordination of patient and ventilator during support modes. Preliminary clinical experience is encouraging.

---

*a* Also called ‘flow-by’ (Puritan-Bennett).

*b* The efferent limb.

*c* The afferent limb.

**Breath types and ventilation modes**

The following classification system has been created by the authors to bring some order into what can otherwise seem a confusing subject.

When inspiratory cycling is determined by the ventilator, which is almost always on the basis of time, the breath is referred to as a ‘mandatory’ breath (Table 5.2). If all the breaths supplied to the patient are controlled in this way, then the mode of ventilation is also referred to as being mandatory (Table 5.3).

When inspiratory cycling is determined by the patient, and the ventilator provides assistance with the work of inspiration, expiratory cycling, by definition, is determined by the ventilator. These events appear to be ‘patient cycled’ because the resistance and compliance of the patient’s respiratory system determine when the flow threshold has been reached. As respiratory system compliance can be increased by the use of inspiratory muscles and decreased by the use of expiratory muscles, the patient has some influence over expiratory cycling. Ultimately, however, the precise time
Table 5.2 Classification of breath types based on the control of inspiratory and expiratory cycling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inspiratory cycling</th>
<th>Expiratory cycling</th>
<th>Inspiratory support</th>
<th>Breath type</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ventilator</td>
<td>Ventilator</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Mandatory</td>
<td>IPPV breath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient</td>
<td>Ventilator</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Triggered</td>
<td>Pressure support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient</td>
<td>Patient</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Spontaneous</td>
<td>CPAP breath</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3 Classification of mode types based on the type of breaths available within the mode

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Breath types</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mandatory only or mandatory + spontaneous</td>
<td>Mandatory</td>
<td>IPPV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triggered only</td>
<td>Triggered</td>
<td>Pressure support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spontaneous only</td>
<td>Spontaneous</td>
<td>CPAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandatory + triggered</td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>SIMV, Assist/control</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Breaths are referred to as triggered.\(^5\) If all the breaths are triggered, the mode is also referred to as triggered.

When both inspiratory and expiratory cycling are determined by the patient, the breath is referred to as spontaneous and, by definition, is unsupported. Obviously, patients who have the capacity and the desire to make an inspiratory effort, may do so at any time. The important point is whether the patient’s inspiratory effort allows gas to be inspired, in which case the spontaneous respiratory effort is accommodated. Alternatively, the ventilator may not allow additional gas to be inspired, and the patient’s inspiratory effort results in a fall in circuit pressure. This spontaneous breath is not accommodated. Spontaneous breaths are accommodated in some mandatory and hybrid modes.

If a mode allows a mixture of mandatory and triggered breaths, it is referred to as a ‘hybrid’ mode. At its most basic, two types of breath can operate together but without any interaction between triggered and mandatory breaths (Figure 5.3, panel C). More sophisticated hybrid modes have been made possible by the development of microprocessor-based ventilators that have allowed manufacturers to design and implement complex algorithms to control the interaction between breath types in a single mode. Nowadays a more common interaction is to allow the triggered breaths to take precedence over the mandatory breaths, either by suppressing them (Figure 5.5) or by synchronizing with them (Figure 5.6). Some ventilators will automatically switch between a triggered and mandatory mode depending on the patient’s activity (see automated modes below).

Triggered breaths in a hybrid mode may be of two types. Where the triggered breaths have exactly the same control parameters as the mandatory ones, these breaths are referred to as being of mandatory-pattern.\(^6\) In some hybrid modes, such as in assist-control, all the triggered breaths are mandatory-pattern, and when the patient’s spontaneous respiratory rate exceeds the set rate, the mandatory breaths are effectively suppressed. In other modes, such as synchronized intermittent mandatory ventilation (SIMV), mandatory-pattern triggered breaths are only delivered when the patient’s inspiratory effort occurs within a ‘trigger window’ that opens at which expiratory cycling occurs is determined by the flow threshold set on the ventilator.

\(^5\) Referred to as ‘demand’ breaths by Viasys.

\(^6\) These breaths are referred to by Puritan-Bennett as Patient Initiated Mandatory.
for a set time prior to the next mandatory breath. If a breath is triggered in this period, it replaces the mandatory breath that would otherwise have been delivered at the end of the ‘trigger window’. If the patient makes an inspiratory effort outside the trigger window, then the breath is ‘supported’ using a different set of control parameters.

When inspiratory cycling is entirely dependent on being triggered by the patient, the majority of intensive care ventilators will operate a back-up system. The operator sets the apnoea interval in seconds and if the delay between triggered breaths exceeds the apnoea interval the ventilator automatically switches to a mode with mandatory inspiratory cycling and sounds an alarm. The ventilator continues with mandatory inspiratory cycling until the alarm is acknowledged and re-set.

**Defining features of a breath: inspiratory motive force**

During inflation, a mechanical ventilator causes gas to flow into a patient’s lungs and it can only do so by creating a pressure gradient between the upper airway and the alveoli. However, there are two ways of generating this pressure gradient. Either the ventilator can cause the pressure at the alveoli to fall...
Figure 5.6 Hybrid mode ventilation: synchronization.

This algorithm is slightly more complex and may differ in detail between ventilators. In the example illustrated, the mandatory frequency (SIMV rate) is 6 breaths min⁻¹, with volume-controlled mandatory breaths and pressure support for triggered breaths.

The mandatory cycle time is divided into two phases. The first phase, which in the Puritan-Bennett SIMV algorithm is 60% of the mandatory cycle time,⁷ is the trigger window for mandatory breaths. If no breath is triggered during this period, the patient receives a ventilator-initiated mandatory breath, and for the remaining 40% of the cycle time, the patient may trigger supported breaths. In the sequence illustrated here, the first breath is a ventilator-initiated mandatory breath (M), and the second is a pressure-supported breath triggered by the patient. The third breath is also a ventilator-initiated mandatory breath because no inspiratory activity was detected during the trigger-window for mandatory breaths. The fourth breath, however, is a patient-triggered mandatory breath (TM) that was initiated early in the trigger-window for mandatory breaths, and the remainder of the mandatory cycle time now becomes a trigger-window for supported breaths.

Breath synchronization ensures that a mandatory breath, either ventilator-initiated or patient-initiated, occurs once during every mandatory cycle time.

by creating a negative pressure around the chest wall, which is called negative pressure ventilation, or the ventilator can increase the pressure at the upper airway, which is called positive pressure ventilation. Negative pressure ventilators, such as tank or cuirass ventilators, are rarely used in general intensive care practice and are discussed in Chapter 19.

As the respiratory system is elastic, it exhibits the property of compliance,⁸ which means that the volume and pressure of the system are interdependent.

⁷ Or 10 seconds, whichever is shorter.

⁸ Compliance = change in volume (ΔV)/change in pressure (ΔP).
Figure 5.7 Volume-driven or pressure-driven inflation.

Top: The desired tidal volume is set on the ventilator, and the resulting airway pressure excursion is merely observed. Inspiratory volume is thus the primary, or independent, variable ($\Delta V$) and the change in airway pressure ($\Delta P$) resulting from this is the secondary, or dependent, variable. The value of $\Delta P$ is determined by the compliance of the respiratory system, which is given by $\Delta V/\Delta P$. If the compliance of the respiratory system falls, $\Delta V$ remains constant but $\Delta P$ increases.

Bottom: The desired inflating pressure is set on the ventilator, and the tidal volume that this delivers is merely observed. The change in airway pressure is thus the primary, or independent, variable ($\Delta P$) and the volume change ($\Delta V$) resulting from this is the secondary, or dependent, variable. The value of $\Delta V$ is determined by the compliance of the respiratory system, which is given by $(\Delta V/\Delta P)$. If the compliance of the respiratory system falls, $\Delta P$ remains constant but $\Delta V$ falls.

Changing the gas volume in the respiratory system will result in a pressure change that depends on the compliance. Conversely, changing the pressure in the respiratory system will result in a volume change that similarly depends on the compliance. In each case, one variable is the primary, independent variable whose change in value is predetermined, and the other is the secondary, dependent variable whose change in value can only be measured. In other words, to effect positive pressure ventilation, we can either choose to deliver a predetermined volume and accept the pressure change that this causes, or effect a predetermined pressure change and accept the volume that this delivers (Figure 5.7). Originally, positive pressure ventilators were designed with one or more driving mechanism. Those in which the tidal volume was the set variable became known as ‘volume-controlled’ machines, and were preferred in Europe, while those in which the inflating pressure was the set variable became known as ‘pressure-controlled’ machines and for historical reasons were more popular in North America. Subsequent generations of ventilator designs combined the capacity to deliver volume-controlled or pressure-controlled breaths in the same machine, and the terms retained
value because they specified certain characteristics of the inflation phase (Table 5.1).

**Volume as the drive to inspiration**
With a volume-controlled inflation, the tidal volume is preset and the ventilator generates the flow required to deliver this volume in the available inspiratory time, with the airway pressure being entirely dependent on the resistance and compliance of the respiratory system. In its classical form, this is achieved by delivering a constant inspiratory flow for a fixed period of time (square wave profile, Figure 5.8), but some ventilators now
have the option of delivering the inflation with decelerating inspiratory flow. After an initial sudden rise in pressure, caused by resistance to gas flow, pressure increases gradually throughout the inspiratory phase to reach a peak at the end of inspiration (Figure 5.9). Lung volume increases progressively and uniformly.

Volume-controlled inflation has the advantage of a predictable tidal volume that remains constant with varying respiratory system compliance and resistance, thereby ensuring a stable arterial partial pressure of carbon dioxide (PaCO₂) and pH. The disadvantage is that maximum airway pressure is not directly controlled and the lungs may be exposed to excessive and potentially damaging pressures. The airway pressure alarm cannot be used to limit pressures on a breath-by-breath basis because whenever the high airway pressure alarm is activated, the ventilator immediately cycles to expiration. To address this problem, some ventilators now allow an inspiratory pressure limit to be set for volume-controlled breaths, which prevents the inspiratory pressure from exceeding the set limit without cycling into expiration and terminating inspiration prematurely.

The constant inspiratory flow rate that is associated with most volume modes may be a cause of patient discomfort and what is termed patient–ventilator asynchrony. In patients who are making spontaneous breathing efforts that trigger the ventilator, the inspiratory flow rate in a volume mode needs to be set to match the patient’s desired flow rate. If the flow rate is set too low, the patient will

---

9 This is done either overtly as an upper pressure limit that is set separately from the peak pressure limit, or covertly by never allowing ventilator-generated pressures to come within 5 cm H₂O of the upper pressure limit. Unless the user is very familiar with a ventilator that operates in this way, the latter can cause consternation because when the airway pressure reaches this unapparent ceiling, the ventilator issues an advisory warning that the pre-set tidal volume could not be delivered. However, inspection of the pressure/time profile shows that the airway pressure never exceeds the pressure alarm limit.

10 This is also referred to as ‘fighting the ventilator’.
experience discomfort because of flow restriction. The patient will respond by trying to increase inspiratory flow rate by generating a greater spontaneous effort, but as the flow rate is constant, the result is that a large negative pressure is generated in the airway without any increase in inspiratory flow.

**Pressure as the drive to inspiration**

In pressure-controlled inflation, the airway pressure generated during inspiration is set with the resulting tidal volume depending upon the respiratory system compliance and resistance. Airway pressure rapidly increases to a maximum and is then held at this pressure for the duration of the inspiratory phase. The initial rate of rise of the airway pressure to the maximum pressure is termed the *rise time* and can be adjusted on most ventilators. The inspiratory flow that results from the increase in airway pressure also rises very rapidly to a peak and declines in an exponential manner (decelerating inspiratory flow) as lung volume increases. The lung volume increases rapidly in the early part of inspiration when flow is high (Figure 5.10).

The advantages of pressure modes include that the airway pressure is limited because it will not exceed the set value. This may improve safety in terms of the risk of barotrauma. In addition, the flow profile of pressure modes is associated with enhanced patient comfort. Flow is not preset the way it is in the volume modes but depends upon the set inspiratory pressure, respiratory system resistance, respiratory system compliance and patient effort. If the patient makes a greater effort during inspiration, there will be a corresponding increase in flow rate. There is no restriction of inspiratory flow in pressure modes, which is in contrast to volume modes. Pressure control may be associated with improved gas exchange compared to volume control because there is more rapid filling of the lungs in the early part of inspiration.

The main disadvantage of pressure modes is that tidal volume, and therefore minute volume, are not controlled and will vary according to respiratory compliance and resistance. Tight control of PaCO₂ and pH may be difficult without a high degree of vigilance and frequent adjustment of the ventilator. In addition, it may be difficult to ensure maintenance of tidal volume within appropriate limits, particularly if the respiratory system compliance and resistance change rapidly. Thus a sudden improvement in compliance may result in the delivery of excessive tidal volumes.

Pressure modes of ventilation have become increasingly popular over the last decade although there is little evidence that the choice of ventilator mode has a significant impact upon patient outcome.

**Control, target and limit: multi-parameter breaths**

Modern microprocessor-based ventilators equipped with rapidly responding valves and sensors can not only mimic the characteristics of the original volume-controlled or pressure-controlled breaths, but can now use secondary parameters to limit or augment gas delivery either during a breath or in subsequent breaths. Most intensive care ventilators now offer dual parameter modes that combine the volume guarantees of volume-controlled ventilation with the pressure and flow characteristics of pressure-controlled ventilation. This additional sophistication means that to adequately describe the parameters that contribute to tidal volume and airway pressure in some types of breath, the original terminology is no longer sufficient. These more complex breaths are in fact best characterized by describing the parameter that is manipulated to drive inflation as the ‘control’ parameter, while the parameter that is measured to provide feedback to limit or augment the control parameter is described as the ‘target’ or ‘limit’ parameter, depending on whether the breath is pressure-controlled.
Figure 5.10 Pressure-controlled inflation.

Left: Pressure/time (red), flow/time (yellow) and volume/time (green) curves for pressure-controlled inspiration. The breath is targeted to a pressure that is set on the ventilator either as the inflating pressure \( P_{\text{inf}} \) or maximum airway pressure \( P_{\text{max}} \). The former is more useful because (1) it allows the user to set the pressure that determines the tidal volume as a primary variable, and (2) it allows changes to be made to the end-expiratory pressure \( P_{\text{EEP}} \) without affecting the inflating pressure. The inflating pressure, maximum airway pressure \( P_{\text{max}} \) and the end-inspiratory pressure are inter-dependent as follows:

\[
P_{\text{max}} = P_{\text{inf}} + P_{\text{EEP}}.
\]

Users must be aware that some manufacturers do not allow the same parameters to be set between mandatory and triggered pressure-controlled breaths. For example, one manufacturer sets mandatory breaths as \( P_{\text{max}} \) and \( P_{\text{EEP}} \), but triggered breaths as \( P_{\text{inf}} \) and \( P_{\text{EEP}} \).

Right: In pressure-controlled breaths, the user often has control of the time taken for the airway pressure to rise from the baseline to the maximum, known as the rise time. With a very short rise time (A), the peak inspiratory flow is very high, while with a much slower rise time (B), the peak inspiratory flow is much lower.

or volume-controlled, respectively. For example, a breath where the inspiration is driven by pressure but where this pressure is increased or decreased based on the volume of gas delivered would be called a ‘pressure-controlled, volumetargeted’ breath. This feedback can either be used

---

11 Also called inspiratory pressure (\( P_{\text{I}} \), Puritan-Bennett), support pressure (\( P_{\text{supp}} \), Puritan-Bennett), \( \Delta P \) (Draeger) and pressure support above PEEP (PSAP, Draeger).

12 Also, rather confusingly, called inspiratory pressure \( P_{\text{insp}} \) (Draeger).
Figure 5.11 Effect of a pressure-limit on a volume-controlled breath.

The figure shows the pressure/time profile for two volume-controlled breaths. On the left, the breath is not pressure-limited, and shows the expected profile. On the right is the same breath in terms of tidal volume and inspiratory flow, but now the activation of a pressure-limit has prevented the airway pressure reaching the previous peak value. This pressure limitation means that flow has needed to continue until the end of the inspiratory time, and it may not have been possible for the ventilator to deliver the desired tidal volume.

Classification of modes

Ventilation modes do not conform to any internationally agreed terminology, allowing ventilator manufacturers to use the same or similar names for modes that operate in quite different ways, or, in deference to trademark laws, to use completely different names for modes that operate in very similar ways (Box 5.3). Broadly speaking, modes fall into four categories, as described above: mandatory, triggered, spontaneous and hybrid modes (Table 5.3). Within these categories the wide and often confusing range of positive pressure ventilation modes offered by the modern intensive care ventilator can be understood by considering the following key elements:

- In mandatory breaths (if present)
  - What determines inspiratory cycling?
  - What drives inflation (control parameter) and what is the breath targeted to or limited by?
  - Is feedback intra-breath or inter-breath?
  - What determines expiratory cycling?
- In triggered breaths (if present)
  - What breath types are present? Mandatory-pattern, supported or both?
  - In supported breaths (if present), what drives inflation (control parameter) and what is the breath targeted to or limited by?
  - Is feedback intra-breath or inter-breath?
  - What determines expiratory cycling?
- Are spontaneous breaths accommodated and if so, when?
Chapter 5: Modes of Mechanical Ventilation

Box 5.3 What in a name?

Example 1: Pressure-targeted breaths with trigger inspiratory cycling are called ressure support by most ventilator manufacturers except one, which uses the term ssisted spontaneous breathing for its ventilators marketed in Europe.

Example 2: synchronised intermittent mandatory ventilation is now a dual-control inspiratory cycling mode in which the breaths with mandatory inspiratory cycling are either volume- or pressure-targeted.

- The classic description of SIMV in the literature describes a mode in which volume-targeted breaths are delivered either with mandatory inspiratory cycling, or synchronised with the patient inspiratory effort providing this occurred within a trigger window. Unlike modern implementations of SIMV, however, respiratory activity that occurred outside the trigger window was not supported.

- In one version of SIMV currently on the market, breaths that occur with triggered inspiratory cycling, which are pressure-targeted, can completely suppress mandatory inspiratory cycling which generates volume-targeted breaths.

Example 3: One manufacturer uses the term BiPAP and another uses the term BIPAP, and these are substantially different modes of ventilation.

Mandatory modes

Continuous Mandatory Ventilation (CMV) is the simplest mode of ventilatory support (Table 5.4). The tidal volume and frequency are fixed and there is no synchronization with the patient’s respiratory efforts. No additional breaths can be triggered. It is the mode of ventilatory support typically used during general anaesthesia when the patient has received a muscle relaxant. Intensive care ventilators can be made to function in CMV mode by disabling the trigger, although this would cause significant discomfort if the patient made an inspiratory effort. This mode is now rarely used in modern intensive care practice.

Intermittent mandatory ventilation is now of historical interest only and was developed from CMV to allow patients to breathe spontaneously in between the mandatory breaths. Initially, this was achieved by inserting a one-way valve connected to a simple breathing circuit with a reservoir bag to the inspiratory limb of the ventilator breathing circuit. IMV was developed as a method of weaning patients from the ventilator,[11] which would be achieved by progressively reducing the preset frequency while the patient increased the number of spontaneous breaths.

Pressure control is analogous to CMV, but an inspiratory pressure rather than tidal volume is preset (Table 5.4). Cycling is always by time, which may be directly set or derived from the set frequency and I:E ratio. Respiratory rate is set and there is no ability to trigger additional breaths.

Volume-targeted pressure control combines the benefits of volume and pressure control (Table 5.4). The volume is set, but rather than being delivered as a constant flow rate for a set period of time, it is delivered as a pressure-controlled breath with a square wave of pressure and a decelerating flow rate. Tidal volume is guaranteed with minimum airway pressure. The algorithm used varies according to the individual ventilator but typically the ventilator delivers an initial volume-controlled breath to assess the lung mechanics. The next breath is then delivered as a pressure-controlled breath to achieve the set tidal volume. The tidal volume is monitored on a breath-by-breath basis and the airway pressure constantly adjusted to ensure that the desired volume is delivered. If the compliance
### Table 5.4: Mandatory modes of ventilation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Mandatory breaths</strong></th>
<th><strong>Control</strong></th>
<th><strong>Volume</strong>&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th><strong>Target/Limit</strong></th>
<th><strong>Feedback</strong></th>
<th><strong>Expiration cycling</strong></th>
<th><strong>Types</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inspiratory cycling</strong></td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Control</strong></td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Target/Limit</strong></td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Feedback</strong></td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expiration cycling</strong></td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Time&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Supported breaths</strong></th>
<th><strong>Control</strong></th>
<th><strong>Target</strong></th>
<th><strong>Feedback</strong></th>
<th><strong>Expiration cycling</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Types</strong></td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Spontaneous breaths</strong></th>
<th><strong>During mandatory inspiration</strong></th>
<th><strong>Otherwise</strong></th>
<th><strong>Synonyms</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Not accommodated&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</strong></td>
<td>Not accommodated&lt;sup&gt;–&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Not accommodated</td>
<td>IPPV (Draeger&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Accommodated</strong></td>
<td>Accommodated</td>
<td>Accommodated</td>
<td>Intermittent Mandatory Ventilation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Synonyms</strong></th>
<th><strong>IPPV (Draeger&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;)</strong>, Controlled Mandatory Ventilation or (historically) Control Mode Ventilation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Notes**

a: Viysys default is for decelerating flow, but constant flow is an option.
b: Viysys offers an option for flow cycling (called Flow Cycle) with an adjustable expiratory cycling threshold of 0% to 45% peak inspiratory flow. The default setting is for this to be set to 0% (off) and for expiratory cycling to be time-based.
c: Accommodated with Viysys’ Intra-Breath Demand System that supports inspiratory effort from the patient and even provides inspiratory support.
d: With Flowtrigger OFF, AutoFlow OFF and pressure-limited Ventilation OFF. If Flowtrigger is ON, mode behaves as assist-control. If AutoFlow is ON, mode behaves as pressure-controlled, volume-targeted.
e: With Flowtrigger OFF, AutoFlow OFF and pressure-limited Ventilation ON. If Flowtrigger is ON, mode behaves like assist-control. If AutoFlow is ON, mode behaves as pressure-controlled, volume-targeted. If inspiratory pressure is limited, the set tidal volume may not be delivered, generating a ‘volume not constant’ alarm.
f: With Flowtrigger OFF and AutoFlow ON (pressure-limited Ventilation N/A). If Flowtrigger is ON, mode behaves like assist-control. If inspiratory pressure is limited, the set tidal volume may not be delivered, generating a ‘volume not constant’ alarm. Accommodated with Draeger’s AutoFlow that supports inspiratory effort from the patient.
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Changes, the pressure will progressively increase or decrease (usually in 2 to 3 cm H₂O increments) in order to maintain the tidal volume. With dual parameter breaths, there is a limit to which the airway pressure can be increased, which is typically 5 to 10 cm H₂O below the peak airway pressure alarm setting, but it varies according to the ventilator. Dual parameter breaths function well for most patients, although some may not cope well when there are marked changes in compliance between breaths. This may occur in the patient who makes occasional large respiratory efforts due to the respiratory depressant effects of opiates.
Triggere d modes
In pressure support, spontaneous breathing is assisted with an increase in airway pressure following each inspiratory effort (Table 5.5). The difference between the expiratory pressure and inspiratory pressure is the level of pressure support. The patient's spontaneous efforts set the respiratory rate so pressure support can only be used in patients with an adequate respiratory drive. Pressure support may be combined with a back-up controlled mode (either pressure or volume), termed apnoea ventilation, which will be activated if the patient makes no respiratory effort for a preset time (e.g. 15–30 seconds). Pressure support was introduced as a method of partial ventilatory support to assist with weaning but is increasingly used as a method of full support in patients with a normal respiratory drive.

In pressure support, expiratory cycling is primarily determined by the change in inspiratory flow. The pressure support is maintained until the inspiratory flow rate falls to a predetermined level. For most ventilators cycling occurs when the inspiratory flow rate falls to 25% of the peak inspiratory flow rate. Some ventilators allow the flow threshold for expiratory cycling to be adjusted between 10% and 90% of the peak flow rate rather than default to a value of 25%. Increasing the threshold may be appropriate in patients with high airway resistance such as COPD while a lower threshold may be indicated in patients with poor lung compliance. In COPD, the associated high airways resistance is associated with a low peak inspiratory flow rate that falls only slowly and is still above 25% of peak inspiratory flow when the patient starts to exhale. The patient therefore has to actively exhale against the pressure support to reduce inspiratory flow rate and cause the ventilator to cycle to expiration. Active exhalation may be detected by observing the patient during expiration or from noting an increase in airway pressure above the set pressure support level towards the end of the inspiratory phase. This is associated with an increase in the expiratory work of breathing and significant patient discomfort. Increasing the threshold flow rate for cycling allows expiration to occur at an earlier stage and avoids the patient having to actively exhale.

Expiratory cycling is impaired if there is a significant leak in the circuit as the inspiratory flow rate may not fall to the trigger level, with the result that the inspiratory phase could be extremely prolonged. For this reason, pressure support will also cycle to expiration after a default time that is usually between 2 and 3 seconds. Pressure support may be used as the sole method of ventilatory support or combined with SIMV to support additional spontaneous breaths. Inspiratory time is not set in pressure support, and when patients are changed from pressure control to pressure support ventilation there may be a deterioration in gas exchange due to a significant fall in inspiratory time.

Volume-targeted pressure support (volume support) is a modification of pressure support and can be considered a dual parameter mode applied to a support mode (Table 5.5). This is a triggered mode and the patient needs to have an adequate respiratory drive and be able to trigger ventilator breaths. Rather than set an inspiratory pressure as in pressure support, the minimum tidal volume is set. Whenever the patient makes an inspiratory effort, the ventilator will deliver a pressure-supported breath with an appropriate airway pressure to achieve the desired tidal volume. If in subsequent breaths the tidal volume is excessive, the level of pressure support will be automatically adjusted. Theoretically, this mode should automatically reduce the level of pressure support as the patient becomes more active resulting in automated weaning. However, there is limited experience in clinical trials to assess if this mode is effective in shortening the process of weaning.
Table 5.5 Triggered modes of ventilation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mandatory breaths</th>
<th>Supported breaths only</th>
<th>Supported breaths only</th>
<th>Supported breaths only</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inspiratory cycling</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expiratory cycling</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Triggered breaths**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types</th>
<th>Supported breaths only</th>
<th>Supported breaths only</th>
<th>Supported breaths only</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>Pressure&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>(Pressure&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;)</td>
<td>(Pressure&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target/Limit</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Volume-targeted</td>
<td>Flow and volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Inter-breath</td>
<td>Intra-breath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expiratory cycling</td>
<td>Flow&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Flow&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Flow&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Spontaneous breaths**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>During mandatory inspiration</th>
<th>–</th>
<th>–</th>
<th>–</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Otherwise</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Synonyms**

| Assisted Spontaneous Breathing (Draeger), Spontaneous mode (Hamilton, Puritan-Bennett), Pressure support (Maquet), CPAP (Respironics), Pressure Support Ventilation (Viasys) | Volume Support (Maquet, Puritan-Bennett) | Proportional assist ventilation, Proportional Pressure Support (Draeger), Proportional Assist Ventilation Plus (Puritan-Bennet) |

**Notes**

a. Set as $P_{ASB}$ (Draeger), $P_{Support}$ (Hamilton), $PS$ (Maquet), $P_{Supp}$ (Puritan-Bennett) or $PSV$ (Respironics, Viasys) relative to PEEP.

b. Pressure not set by user.

c. Threshold fixed (Draeger) or variable (Hamilton, Maquet, Puritan-Bennett, Respironics, Viasys). May also have secondary (pressure) and tertiary (time) expiratory cycling criteria.

---

Proportional assist<sup>13</sup> ventilation<sup>21</sup> is a triggered mode which is similar to pressure support in that each inspiratory effort is supported by an increase in airway pressure (Table 5.5). However, the degree of support varies according to patient effort such that with increasing patient effort more support is provided. It has been described as the ventilator equivalent of power steering. By contrast, pressure support is an all-or-nothing mode; whatever the patient effort, the amount of support in terms of airway pressure generated is identical.

For a given inspiratory airway pressure, the flow rate will increase if the patient’s inspiratory effort increases. During PAV, the inspiratory support that is delivered is in proportion to the inspiratory flow rate and therefore patient effort. There are two main forces to overcome when breathing in: the resistance of the airways and breathing circuit and the elasticity of the chest wall and lung. In PAV, the support that is applied at any time point during inspiration is

<sup>13</sup> Proportional Assist Ventilation<sup>®</sup> and PAV<sup>®</sup> are registered trademarks owned by the University of Manitoba.
in proportion to the work required to overcome the individual resistive and elastic forces. To offload the resistive work, pressure is applied in proportion to the flow rate \((\text{cm.L}^{-1}\text{s}^{-1})\), and to offload the elastic work, pressure is applied in proportion to the volume inhaled \((\text{cm.L}^{-1})\). To apply PAV correctly, the resistance and elastance need to be known. The degree of support applied is then set as a percentage between 0% and 90%. Levels of support above 90% are not applied due to the risk of amplification or ‘runaway’. This describes the circumstances when the support applied is greater than that needed to offload the work of breathing such that lung volume continues to increase uncontrollably even when inspiratory effort has stopped.

PAV has been associated with improved patient comfort when compared to pressure support. The main limitation has been the requirement to have an accurate estimate of resistance and compliance to ensure correct application.

**Spontaneous modes**

The only spontaneous mode that can be delivered from a ventilator is continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) which is discussed in more detail in Chapter 3.

**Hybrid modes**

In assist volume control the patient is able to trigger ventilator breaths (Table 5.6). Tidal volume and frequency are set as in CMV. However, the set frequency should be considered as the minimum or back-up rate that the ventilator will deliver if the patient makes no respiratory efforts when the mode is effectively identical to CMV. However, if the patient makes an inspiratory effort, the ventilator delivers a breath of the set tidal volume. The frequency is therefore dictated by the patient’s efforts as long as it is above the preset value. Assist control can therefore act as a fully controlled mode if the patient makes no efforts or a support mode if the patient has a normal respiratory drive. Assist volume control is the most common mode of ventilatory support used worldwide. When appropriately set, it will significantly reduce the patient’s work of breathing. In order to ensure patient comfort, the inspiratory flow rate needs to be carefully set to match the patient’s demands. The main disadvantage of assist volume control is that inappropriate hyperventilation may occur in patients with a high respiratory drive.

Assist Pressure Control is the pressure-targeted version of assist (volume) control. The rate, inspiratory pressure and inspiratory time are set as in pressure control. As in assist volume control, the set respiratory rate acts as a minimum or back-up rate. Whenever the patient makes an inspiratory effort, the ventilator will deliver a pressure breath, and if the patient’s own respiratory rate is greater than the set rate, all breaths will be patient-triggered. The duration of inspiration is dictated by the set inspiratory time.

Synchronized intermittent mandatory ventilation (Table 5.7) was the natural development of IMV and was designed to synchronize the mandatory breaths with the patient’s inspiratory effort, when this occurred within a trigger window immediately prior to the time the mandatory breath was due to be given. In the absence of an inspiratory effort from the patient, the mandatory breath is delivered to ensure the set frequency is achieved.

As originally described, SIMV was volume-controlled and inspiratory efforts that did not occur within the trigger window were unsupported. This is an important distinction to the modern implementation of SIMV, which is almost always used in conjunction with pressure support for inspiratory efforts outside the trigger window (SIMV + PS), which may have a significant bearing on the assessment of SIMV as a weaning mode.[3] More recently manufacturers have implemented a pressure-targeted version of SIMV.

The difference between assist control and SIMV is that in assist control there is only one type of breath delivered by the ventilator while in SIMV
Table 5.6 Hybrid mode: Assist control

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mandatory breaths</th>
<th>Time or trigger</th>
<th>Time or trigger</th>
<th>Time or trigger</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inspiratory cycling</td>
<td>Volume</td>
<td>Pressure$^a$</td>
<td>(Pressure$^b$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expiratory cycling</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Triggers breaths</th>
<th>Mandatory-pattern only</th>
<th>Mandatory-pattern only</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| Supported breaths | – | – | – |
|-------------------|-------------------------|-------------------------|
| Control | – | – | – |
| Target | – | – | – |
| Feedback | – | – | – |
| Expiratory cycling | – | – | – |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spontaneous breaths</th>
<th>Not accommodated$^c$</th>
<th>Accommodated</th>
<th>Accommodated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>During mandatory inspiration:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otherwise</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Synonyms**

- IPPV Assist (Draeger$^d$), Synchronized Controlled Mandatory Ventilation (Hamilton), Volume Control (Maquet), VCV-A/C (Puritan-Bennett, Respironics), Volume A/C (Viasys)
- BIPAP Assist (Draeger), P-CMV (Hamilton), Pressure Control (Maquet), PCV-A/C (Puritan-Bennett, Respironics), Pressure A/C (Viasys)
- Adaptive Pressure Ventilation CMV (Hamilton), Pressure Regulated Volume Control (Maquet), VC+A/C (Puritan-Bennett), Pressure Regulated Volume Control A/C (Viasys), IPPV Assist Autoflow (Draeger)

**Notes**

- $^a$ Set as $P_{\text{insp}}$ (Draeger) or PRESSURE (Respironics) relative to atmospheric pressure. Set as $P_{\text{control}}$ (Hamilton), $P_{\text{C}}$ (Maquet), $P_{1}$ (Puritan-Bennett), Insp Pres (Viasys) relative to PEEP.
- $^b$ Not set by user.
- $^c$ Accommodated in the Maquet implementation by switching to pressure support while the patient demand exceeds that predicted for the volume-control breath.
- $^d$ With Flowtrigger ON. With Flowtrigger OFF, mode becomes IPPV.

---

there are two types of breath administered: mandatory breaths (volume or pressure) according to the set frequency, and additional triggered breaths are either unsupported or supported with pressure support.

In its simplest form, bi-level ventilation can be likened to a form of CPAP in which the level of CPAP cycles between two different pressures with the phase transitions synchronized to the patient’s inspiration and expiration (Table 5.8). The patient’s spontaneous breathing activity is unsupported and the user simply sets the duration ($T_{\text{high}}$) and pressure ($P_{\text{high}}$) for the high-pressure phase as well as the duration ($T_{\text{low}}$) and pressure (PEEP) for the low-pressure phase. More recent implementations of the bi-level concept have added pressure support
Table 5.7 Hybrid mode: Synchronized intermittent mandatory ventilation (SIMV)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mandatory breaths</th>
<th>Time or trigger</th>
<th>Time or trigger</th>
<th>Time or trigger</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inspiratory cycling</td>
<td>Volume</td>
<td>Pressure</td>
<td>Volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target/Limit</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expiratory cycling</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Triggered breaths</th>
<th>Mandatory-pattern and supported</th>
<th>Mandatory-pattern and supported</th>
<th>Mandatory-pattern and supported</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Types</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supported breaths</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>Pressure</td>
<td>Pressure</td>
<td>Pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expiratory cycling</td>
<td>Flow</td>
<td>Flow</td>
<td>Flow</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spontaneous breaths</th>
<th>Accommodated</th>
<th>Accommodated</th>
<th>Accommodated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>During mandatory inspiration</td>
<td>Only if support is OFF.</td>
<td>Only if support is OFF.</td>
<td>Only if support is OFF.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otherwise</td>
<td>SIMV (Draeger, Hamilton), SIMV (VC) + PS (Maquet), VCV-SIMV (Puritan-Bennett, Respironics), Volume SIMV (Viasys)</td>
<td>SIMV(PC) + PS (Maquet), PCV-SIMV (Puritan-Bennett, Respironics), Pressure SIMV (Viasys)</td>
<td>SIMV + Autoflow (Draeger), Adaptive Pressure Ventilation SIMV (Hamilton), SIMV (PRVC) + PS (Maquet), VC+ SIMV (Puritan-Bennett), PRVC SIMV (Viasys)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synonyms</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:
- a: Set as PRESSURE (Respironics) relative to atmospheric pressure. Set as P_control (Hamilton), PC (Maquet), P_i (Puritan-Bennett), Insp Pres (Viasys) relative to PEEP.
- b: Not set by user.
- c: Triggered mandatory-pattern breaths do not increase the set frequency of mandatory breaths.
- d: Set relative to PEEP (Maquet, Respironics, Viasys).
- e: Threshold fixed (Draeger) or variable (Hamilton, Maquet, Puritan-Bennett, Respironics, Viasys). May also have secondary (pressure) and tertiary (time) expiratory cycling criteria.

The ability to maintain spontaneous ventilation throughout all phases of ventilation is claimed to improve comfort as it prevents the patient ‘fighting the ventilator’. Maintaining spontaneous ventilation is also associated with improved matching of ventilation and perfusion, particularly in the basal segments of the lung and has been associated with improved gas exchange compared to pressure control without any superimposed spontaneous breathing.

Airway pressure release ventilation is a variant of bi-level ventilation where a relatively high airway pressure is maintained for a prolonged period with brief episodes when the airway pressure falls to a lower value (Figure 5.13). Spontaneous ventilation is maintained throughout. APRV maintains a high mean airway pressure promoting lung recruitment and is an effective method of improving
### Table 5.8 Hybrid mode: Bi-level ventilation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Mandatory breaths</strong></th>
<th><strong>Control</strong></th>
<th><strong>Target</strong></th>
<th><strong>Feedback</strong></th>
<th><strong>Expiratory cycling</strong></th>
<th><strong>Time or trigger</strong></th>
<th><strong>Time or trigger</strong></th>
<th><strong>Time or trigger</strong></th>
<th><strong>Time or trigger</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inspiratory cycling</strong></td>
<td>Time or trigger</td>
<td>Time or trigger</td>
<td>Time or trigger</td>
<td>Time or trigger</td>
<td>Time or trigger</td>
<td>Time or trigger</td>
<td>Time or trigger</td>
<td>Time or trigger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Control</strong></td>
<td>Pressure(^a)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Time or trigger</td>
<td>Time or trigger</td>
<td>Time or trigger</td>
<td>Time or trigger</td>
<td>Time or trigger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Target</strong></td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Feedback</strong></td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expiratory cycling</strong></td>
<td>Time or trigger</td>
<td>Time or trigger</td>
<td>Time or trigger</td>
<td>Time or trigger</td>
<td>Time or trigger</td>
<td>Time or trigger</td>
<td>Time or trigger</td>
<td>Time or trigger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Triggered breaths</strong></td>
<td>Mandatory-pattern and supported</td>
<td>Mandatory-pattern and supported</td>
<td>Mandatory-pattern and supported</td>
<td>Mandatory-pattern and supported</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interaction</strong></td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Supported breaths</strong></td>
<td>Pressure(^f)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Flow(^i)</td>
<td>Flow(^i)</td>
<td>Flow(^i)</td>
<td>Flow(^i)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Control</strong></td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Target</strong></td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Feedback</strong></td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expiratory cycling</strong></td>
<td>Flow(^j)</td>
<td>Flow(^j)</td>
<td>Flow(^j)</td>
<td>Flow(^j)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spontaneous breaths</strong></td>
<td>Triggers support to PEEP + (P_{\text{support}}) if this is &gt; (P_{\text{high}}) (Hamilton DuoPAP), (P_{\text{low}}) + (P_{\text{support}}) if this is &gt; (P_{\text{high}}) (Hamilton APRV), or (PEEP_L) + (P_{\text{support}}) if this is &gt; (PEEP_H) (Puritan-Bennett)</td>
<td>Triggers support to PRES HIGH + PSV if (T_{\text{high}}) PSV is activated</td>
<td>Triggers support to PSV above (P_{\text{high}})</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>During mandatory inspiration</strong></td>
<td>Accommodated</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Otherwise</strong></td>
<td>Triggers support to PEEP + (P_{\text{support}}) (Hamilton DuoPAP), (P_{\text{low}}) + (P_{\text{support}}) (Hamilton APRV), or (PEEP_L) + (P_{\text{support}}) (Puritan-Bennett)</td>
<td>Triggers support to PRES LOW + PSV</td>
<td>Triggers support to PSV above PEEP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Synonyms</strong></td>
<td>BIPAP (Draeger)</td>
<td>DuoPAP/APRV (Hamilton), Bi-level (Puritan-Bennett)</td>
<td>APRV/Bi-phasic (Viasys)</td>
<td>Bi-vent (Maquet)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes**

a. Set as \(P_{\text{imp}}\) (Draeger) relative to atmospheric pressure.
b. Set as \(P_{\text{high}}\) (Hamilton) or \(PEEP_H\) (Puritan-Bennett) relative to atmospheric pressure.
c. Set as PRES HIGH (Viasys) relative to atmospheric pressure.
d. Set as \(P_{\text{high}}\) (Maquet) relative to atmospheric pressure.
e. The trigger window is adjustable in steps of 5% from 0% to 50% of \(T_{\text{high}}\) (expiratory cycling) and \(T_{\text{low}}\) (inspiratory cycling). If the window is adjusted to 0% mandatory breath cycling is not synchronized to spontaneous respiratory activity but occurs at interval set by \(T_{\text{high}}\) and \(T_{\text{low}}\).
f. Set as \(P_{\text{ASB}}\) (Draeger) relative to PEEP.
g. Set as \(P_{\text{support}}\) (Hamilton) or \(P_{\text{supp}}\) (Puritan-Bennett) relative to PEEP.
h. Set as PSV (Viasys) relative to PRES LOW.
i. Set as PSV above \(P_{\text{high}}\) and PSV above PEEP (Maquet).
j. Threshold fixed (Draeger) or variable (Hamilton, Maquet, Puritan-Bennett, Respironics, Viasys). May also have secondary (pressure) and tertiary (time) expiratory cycling criteria.
oxygenation in patients with severe acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS). Alveolar ventilation and carbon dioxide clearance occur from the unassisted spontaneous respiratory efforts augmented by the transient change in lung volume which occurs following the intermittent fall in airway pressure to the lower level, which increases minute ventilation. Theoretically, APRV should be a lung protective strategy as maximum airway pressure is limited by the upper pressure level and there are no superimposed large tidal volumes.

**Automation**

The sophisticated processing power within a modern intensive care ventilator has allowed the development of modes that automatically adjust a
number of ventilatory parameters to ensure optimal support to the patient. These modes tend to be specific to a particular manufacturer.

**Automode**

Automode\(^{14}\) allows the ventilator to switch automatically between a mandatory mode (volume control, pressure control and pressure-regulated volume control) and a triggered mode (pressure support or volume support). If the patient starts to make respiratory efforts the ventilator will change to the support mode as long as there is an adequate respiratory drive. If the respiratory effort subsequently becomes inadequate the controlled mode will be reactivated. When combined with volume support, the pressure support will be automatically adjusted to maintain desired tidal volume. Thus one setting can be used throughout, and the patient will theoretically be automatically weaned as they improve and their respiratory function returns. There is some preliminary evidence that this mode can reduce duration of ventilatory support post-operatively, but clinical trials are limited.

**Adaptive support ventilation**\(^{15}\)

This is a single automated mode that theoretically offers optimal ventilatory support throughout the patient’s stay.\(^{14}\) The target minute ventilation is set as a percentage of resting minute ventilation corrected for body weight. The ventilator is able to switch between a controlled mode and pressure support. The target tidal volume and respiratory rate is based on the Otis equation that predicts the optimal combination which should be associated with minimal mechanical work of breathing.\(^{15}\) As the lung mechanics are continuously monitored, the optimal tidal volume and frequency can vary as mechanics change. The applied inspiratory pressure is automatically adjusted to achieve the desired tidal volume (either in controlled mode or pressure support mode). The ventilator will change between controlled and support mode depending on the patient’s respiratory rate compared to the optimal respiratory rate. The mode functions within some preset safety limits for frequency (high and low) and tidal volume (high and low). Again, clinical evidence of benefit compared to conventional modes is lacking although there are some data to suggest that weaning may be more rapid following cardiac surgery than with the more conventional mode of SIMV.\(^{16}\)

**SmartCare**\(^{16}\)

This is a closed-loop, knowledge-based weaning system that automatically adjusts the level of pressure support. From continuous monitoring of respiratory rate, tidal volume and end-tidal carbon concentration, it is able to adjust the level of pressure support to ensure optimal respiratory function throughout the patient’s stay.\(^{15}\) The ventilator is able to switch automatically between a mandatory mode (volume control, pressure control and pressure-regulated volume control) and a triggered mode (pressure support or volume support). If the patient starts to make respiratory efforts the ventilator will change to the support mode as long as there is an adequate respiratory drive. If the respiratory effort subsequently becomes inadequate the controlled mode will be reactivated. When combined with volume support, the pressure support will be automatically adjusted to maintain desired tidal volume. Thus one setting can be used throughout, and the patient will theoretically be automatically weaned as they improve and their respiratory function returns. There is some preliminary evidence that this mode can reduce duration of ventilatory support post-operatively, but clinical trials are limited.

---

\(^{14}\) Maquet.

\(^{15}\) Hamilton Medical.

\(^{16}\) Draeger.
dioxide concentration, the pressure support is automatically adjusted to ensure the patient remains within a comfort zone. This is defined as a respiratory rate between 15 and 30, a tidal volume above a minimum threshold and an end-tidal carbon dioxide concentration below a maximum threshold. As long as the patient remains in the comfort zone, the algorithm will continually try to wean the patient by assessing the response to an incremental reduction in pressure support (usually by 2 to 3 cm H₂O). If the patient has signs of respiratory distress, the pressure support level will be increased. The aim of the system is to automatically reduce pressure support to a minimum level that is dictated by the method of humidification, type, diameter and length of artificial airway. If a spontaneous breathing trial at the minimal level of pressure support is tolerated, the ventilator will display a message informing that the patient is ready for separation from the ventilator. In a recently published multi-centre randomized controlled trial comparing this system to a nurse-directed protocol, the automated knowledge-based weaning system was associated with quicker weaning.[7] Applying guidelines to clinical practice is often difficult to implement and this knowledge-based weaning system effectively ensures compliance with a weaning protocol by making it integral to the functioning of the ventilator.

**Compensation for resistance from the tracheal tube**

The endotracheal or tracheostomy tube applies an imposed work to spontaneously breathing patients. This work is reflected by the pressure gradient across the tracheal tube which can be calculated from the airway flow at any time point together with knowledge of the resistance of the tube. If details of the diameter and length of the tracheal tube are entered into the ventilator, the pressure gradient across the tracheal tube, both during inspiration and expiration, can be estimated as flow within the airway is measured continuously. The ventilator can use the estimated pressure drop to adjust the inspiratory and expiratory pressures to minimize the work of breathing imposed by the tracheal tube. It is the equivalent to the patient breathing without the resistance of the tracheal tube and can be used during spontaneous breathing trials to assess readiness for extubation. This type of compensation is referred to as Automatic Tube Compensation (ATC, Draeger), Artificial Airway Compensation (AAC, Viasys), Tube Resistance Compensation (TRC, Hamilton), or Tube Compensation (Puritan-Bennett).

**REFERENCES**

Oxygenation

Introduction
Oxygenation is one of the primary gas exchange functions of the lung. Acute hypoxaemic respiratory failure is defined as an arterial partial pressure of oxygen (PaO₂) of less than 8 kPa. This specific value is to a degree arbitrary, but reflects the beginning of the relatively steep portion of the oxy-haemoglobin dissociation curve (Figure 6.1).

This chapter will briefly review how to assess the adequacy of oxygen uptake and, in the context of each of the mechanisms of arterial hypoxaemia, examine how this can be improved in the mechanically ventilated patient.

Is the patient adequately oxygenated?
The assessment of oxygenation has two facets, one pulmonary, and one extra-pulmonary. The pulmonary facet is asking the question ‘how well are this patient’s lungs able to take up the oxygen I am supplying?’ This is an important question to answer because it provides information on how sick the patient is, and provides an impetus for further action to improve pulmonary function. The extra-pulmonary facet is asking the question ‘is enough oxygen being supplied to the patient’s vital organs?’ This too is an important question, because inadequate oxygen delivery will lead to organ failure, but in the absence of arterial hypoxaemia the management of this problem cannot be addressed by ventilatory strategies.

From the pulmonary perspective the clinical assessment of the adequacy of oxygenation is deceptively difficult and most clinical signs attributable to hypoxaemia have many other causes. Mental status, pulse rate and breathing pattern are notoriously unreliable clinical indicators of hypoxaemia. Also the detection of cyanosis suffers from significant inter-observer variation, has other causes (methaemoglobinemia, sulphaemoglobinemia), and may not be present in patients with anaemia despite life-threatening hypoxaemia. As a consequence, if hypoxaemia is suspected, some measure of oxygenation is mandatory. In clinical practice, this usually equates to the measurement of the PaO₂ or the percentage saturation of arterial haemoglobin with oxygen (SaO₂), or both. It is important to appreciate that the PaO₂ and SaO₂ are not equivalent and provide different information.

Most oxygen carried in the blood is bound reversibly to haemoglobin, with only a small quantity dissolved in plasma (Figure 6.1). As each molecule of haemoglobin can only carry four molecules of oxygen, the maximum amount of oxygen that can be bound is determined by the haemoglobin concentration, not the PaO₂. Nevertheless, the extent to which the available binding...
sites on haemoglobin are occupied by oxygen, in other words haemoglobin’s oxygen saturation which is expressed as a percentage, depends on three things. First, and principally, it depends on the partial pressure of oxygen around the haemoglobin. Second, it depends on haemoglobin’s affinity for oxygen. Finally, it depends on the concentration of other molecules that can preferentially occupy oxygen’s binding site, such as carbon monoxide and nitric oxide (Figure 6.2). Once bound to haemoglobin, the oxygen molecules do not contribute to the partial pressure of oxygen within the red cell. Therefore, during the process of oxygen uptake within the pulmonary capillaries, oxygen diffuses down a partial pressure gradient from alveolar gas (P_{\text{a}O_2}) to capillary blood plasma to the inside of the red blood cell.

However, neither the PaO\textsubscript{2} nor the SaO\textsubscript{2} alone provide any information on how well the lungs are functioning in taking up alveolar oxygen. Thus a PaO\textsubscript{2} of 5.5 kPa might indicate mildly impaired lung function in a subject breathing air at an altitude of 3500 metres, but severely impaired lung function if they were breathing 100% oxygen at sea level. In order to incorporate the fractional inspired oxygen concentration (F_{\text{i}O_2}) into a single measure of oxygenation, clinicians frequently refer to the ‘PF ratio’. Rather confusingly, this is not a ratio at all,\textsuperscript{1} but refers to the PaO\textsubscript{2} divided by the F_{\text{i}O_2}, and has the units in which the oxygen pressure is measured – in this case, kPa. The PF ratio can take any value between 0 and 65 kPa. Thus, for the examples given earlier, the subject breathing air at altitude has a PF ratio of 26 kPa, while the individual breathing pure oxygen at sea level has a PF ratio of 5.5 kPa. The PF ratio is in fact the index of oxygenation incorporated in the definitions of acute lung injury (ALI) and the acute respiratory distress syndrome\textsuperscript{11} (ARDS), and by these criteria, our subject at altitude fulfils the oxygenation criteria for ARDS. This demonstrates the weakness of the PF ratio: it fails to account for either the barometric pressure or the alveolar partial pressure of carbon dioxide. A more sophisticated but laborious index of oxygenation is to calculate the difference between the partial pressure of oxygen in the alveoli (P_{\text{a}O_2}) and arterial blood (PaO\textsubscript{2}), known as the alveolar–arterial difference or the Aa

\textsuperscript{1} A true ratio is dimensionless; in other words it has no units.
Figure 6.2 Diffusion of oxygen across the alveolar-capillary interface and uptake by haemoglobin.

The upper panel of this diagram represents a red cell that has just come into contact with a ventilated alveolus. At this point, there is quite a steep oxygen partial pressure gradient between the alveolar gas, capillary plasma and red blood cell cytoplasm. Oxygen molecules (green) diffuse down this partial pressure gradient but once bound to haemoglobin the oxygen no longer exerts a partial pressure. Haemoglobin’s affinity for oxygen varies according to local conditions (see Figure 6.1). Each haemoglobin molecule can bind four molecules of oxygen, and as each binding site becomes occupied, the oxygen affinity of the remaining sites increases, a phenomenon known as co-operative binding. The saturation of any one haemoglobin molecule can only be 0, 25, 50, 75 and 100% as each of the four binding sites become occupied by oxygen. The molecule illustrated here already has one of the binding sites occupied by carbon monoxide.

The bottom panel illustrates the situation just before the red blood cell loses contact with the alveolus. At this stage, there is almost no partial pressure gradient between the alveolus and the interior of the red cell, and the illustrated haemoglobin molecule is 75% saturated with oxygen and 25% saturated with carbon monoxide.
Alveolar–arterial (Aa) difference $= P_{A\text{O}_2} - P_{a\text{O}_2}$. 

\[ (6.1) \]

The $P_{a\text{O}_2}$ can be calculated using the following approximation:

\[ P_{a\text{O}_2} = \left[ F_{\text{I}\text{O}_2} \times (Pb - 6.3) \right] - \frac{P_{\text{aCO}_2}}{0.8}, \]  

\[ (6.2) \]

where $Pb$ is the barometric pressure and 6.3 is the partial pressure of saturated water vapour. The Aa difference can take any value between 0 and 100 kPa. Using Equations (6.1) and (6.2), a normal subject breathing air at sea level with a $P_{\text{aCO}_2}$ of 5 kPa and a $P_{a\text{O}_2}$ of 13 kPa would have an Aa difference of only 0.6 kPa. The subject at altitude with the same $P_{\text{aCO}_2}$ has an Aa difference of 5.6 kPa, which is only very marginally increased. The Aa difference can also be adapted to account for the use of positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP), as follows:

\[ P_{a\text{O}_2} = \left[ F_{\text{I}\text{O}_2} \times (Pb + \frac{\text{PEEP}}{10.197} - 6.3) \right] - \frac{P_{\text{aCO}_2}}{0.8}. \]  

\[ (6.3) \]

Unfortunately, better oxygen uptake is indicated by a smaller Aa difference, while the opposite is true for both the $P_{\text{aCO}_2}$ and PF ratio. This problem can be corrected by simply subtracting the calculated Aa difference from 100, as shown in Figure 6.3. In paediatric practice, an alternative oxygenation index that is sometimes used incorporates mean airway pressure ($P_{\text{aw}}$). This is simply referred to as the oxygenation index (OI):

\[ OI = \frac{100 \times F_{\text{I}\text{O}_2} \times P_{\text{aw}}}{P_{a\text{O}_2}}. \]  

\[ (6.4) \]

From the extra-pulmonary perspective, neither the $P_{a\text{O}_2}$ nor the $S_a\text{O}_2$ tells us whether vital organs

\[ \text{footnote: PEEP has to be divided by 10.197 to convert cm H}_2\text{O into kPa.} \]
are receiving enough oxygen to meet metabolic demand. In terms of systemic oxygen delivery, knowledge of the arterial oxygen content is usually sufficient in patients with normal cerebral function and normal, or near normal, cardiac output. Both PaO$_2$ and SaO$_2$ are frequently used as clinical surrogates for the arterial oxygen content. The total oxygen content of arterial blood is composed of oxygen bound to haemoglobin and oxygen dissolved in plasma. When the blood haemoglobin concentration is known, total arterial oxygen content can be calculated as follows:

$$C_{aO_2} = \left( Hb \times 1.34 \times \frac{SaO_2}{100} \right) + (0.0225 \times PaO_2),$$

(6.5)

where the blood haemoglobin concentration (Hb) is measured in g.dL$^{-1}$ and the PaO$_2$ is in kPa.

The arterial oxygen content alone may be insufficient in circumstances where cardiac output is reduced, and in these circumstances, oxygen delivery should be calculated. The quantity of oxygen delivered by global arterial blood flow per unit time$^3$ is the product of total cardiac output$^4$ and the oxygen content of arterial blood:

$$\dot{DO}_2 = \dot{Q}_t \times \frac{CaO_2}{100}.$$  

(6.6)

Deficiency in oxygen content may be offset, to a degree, by a compensatory increase in the cardiac output and vice-versa. This compensatory mechanism may operate globally or within a regional blood supply.

In addition to oxygen delivery, we can also calculate how much oxygen is being consumed,$^5$ which is simply the product of total cardiac output and the difference in the oxygen content between arterial and mixed venous blood:$^6$

$$\dot{VO}_2 = \dot{Q}_t \times \left( \frac{CaO_2 - C_{\bar{v}O_2}}{100} \right).$$

(6.7)

However, to do this we also need to calculate the oxygen content of mixed venous blood. This can be done using a similar equation to that used to calculate the arterial oxygen content (Equation 6.5), but using the mixed venous oxygen saturation$^7$ and the mixed venous partial pressure of oxygen:

$$C_{\bar{v}O_2} = \left( Hb \times 1.34 \times \frac{S_{\bar{v}O_2}}{100} \right) + (0.0225 \times P_{\bar{v}O_2}).$$

(6.8)

This calculation allows us to assess the global oxygen consumption but does not reflect the oxygen consumption of individual organs. Specific organ hypoxia is usually recognized only after damage has occurred. This limitation is important, as some clinical conditions (e.g. septic shock) may result in selective organ hypoxia even though global oxygen supply is adequate.

Probably the single best measure of oxygenation in patients with impaired cardiac function or

$^3$ Oxygen delivery, $\dot{DO}_2$, in mL.min$^{-1}$.

$^4$ Total cardiac output, $\dot{Q}_t$, in mL.min$^{-1}$.

$^5$ Oxygen consumption, $\dot{VO}_2$, in mL.min$^{-1}$.

$^6$ Oxygen content of mixed venous blood, $C_{\bar{v}O_2}$, in ml.dL$^{-1}$; but what is mixed venous blood? Venous return flows into the right atrium from the superior vena cava, which drains the head and upper limbs; from the inferior vena, which drains blood from most of the rest of the body; and from the coronary sinus, which drains the heart itself. Each of these venous returns has a different venous oxygen content because of the difference in the metabolic activities of the organs that they drain. To get a proper estimate of global oxygen consumption, the venous blood sampled must be a thorough mixture of these three venous returns, which requires sampling blood from the pulmonary outflow tract using a pulmonary artery catheter. This sample is called mixed venous blood.

$^7$ Mixed venous oxygen saturation, $S_{\bar{v}O_2}$, in %.
haemodynamic instability is the mixed venous oxygen saturation. When cardiac output falls, or is unable to compensate for a decrease in arterial oxygen content, the mixed venous oxygen content and mixed venous oxygen saturation will fall. Normally, both cardiac output and the arterio-venous content difference can each increase up to three-fold (15 L.min\(^{-1}\) for cardiac output, and 15 ml.dL\(^{-1}\) for the arterio-venous oxygen content difference). Increasing the arterio-venous oxygen content difference is almost always at the expense of lowering the mixed venous oxygen content, thus mixed venous oxygen saturation generally reflects adequacy of oxygen delivery for the body’s needs. When mixed venous oxygen saturation falls below 40%, which is equivalent to a mixed venous oxygen partial pressure of \(\sim 3.6 \text{ kPa}\) at a pH of 7.36, the limits of compensation are such that any further fall is likely to result in lactic acidosis; this should be considered a pre-terminal event unless it is corrected rapidly.

While mixed venous oxygen saturation is a useful measure of oxygenation, it is not without its problems. First, its measurement requires a sample of blood from the pulmonary artery. Second, the interpretation of the resultant value needs careful consideration. Thus a low mixed venous oxygen saturation indicates inadequate oxygen delivery for the body’s metabolic needs, and the lower the value, the more severe the derangement. However, and herein lies the problem, a normal mixed venous oxygen saturation does not necessarily mean that oxygen delivery is adequate. This may be encountered in several different circumstances; for example, regional hypoperfusion may be masked by an adequate blood flow to the rest of the body resulting in an organ being oxygen deficient with its oxygen-poor venous blood flow being insufficient to cause a significant reduction in the mixed venous oxygen saturation. Similarly, peripheral arterio-venous shunts may have the same effect; such shunts have been described in septic and cardiogenic shock. Finally, consumption may be inadequate in some conditions despite an acceptable oxygen delivery because of the inhibition of mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation, a condition termed cytopathic hypoxia.\(^{[2]}\) Classically, this is recognized as the mechanism of cyanide poisoning, but may be an important contributor to the organ dysfunction seen in sepsis.

### Mechanisms of hypoxaemia and their management

Oxygen moves from the alveolar gas to the pulmonary capillary blood by diffusion. The rate at which diffusion occurs, and therefore the maximum rate at which oxygen can be taken up by the lungs, is dictated by the physical characteristics of the alveolar–capillary interface, and is described by Fick’s Law:

\[
\text{Diffusion flux} = \text{surface area for diffusion} \times \text{speed of diffusion} \quad (6.9)
\]

and

\[
\text{Speed of diffusion} = K \times \frac{(P_{A, O_2} - P_{a, O_2})}{d}, \quad (6.10)
\]

where \(K\) is the gas-specific diffusion coefficient\(^8\) and \(d\) is the distance that the gas needs to diffuse. In the context of oxygen diffusing across the alveolar–capillary interface, \(d\) comprises the thickness of the alveolar epithelium, the thickness of the basement membrane, and the thickness of the capillary endothelium. Substituting the speed of diffusion defined in Equation 6.10 into Equation 6.9 gives the following equation:

\[
\text{Rate of diffusion} = \text{surface area for diffusion} \times K \times \frac{(P_{A, O_2} - P_{a, O_2})}{d}. \quad (6.11)
\]

However, Equation 6.11 assumes an alveolus with two essential components: tidal ventilation and perfusion with blood. The ideal situation is where ventilation (\(\bar{V}\)) and perfusion (\(\bar{Q}\)) are perfectly matched;

---

\(^8\) For an explanation of the diffusion coefficient see ‘Diffusion Coefficient’ later in the chapter.
in other words, a nominal $V/Q$ ratio of 1. In alveoli where ventilation exceeds perfusion and the $V/Q$ ratio is greater than 1, the rate of oxygen uptake will be limited by perfusion. Conversely, in alveoli where perfusion exceeds ventilation and the $V/Q$ ratio is less than 1, the rate of oxygen uptake will be limited by diffusion. At one end of the spectrum of $V/Q$ ratios are alveoli with no ventilation at all, and these constitute a true pulmonary shunt. These two key components provide all the variables that contribute to pulmonary oxygen uptake (Figure 6.4), which not only lead to arterial hypoxaemia, but also provide means by which oxygen uptake can be improved.

**Surface area**

If one assumes, for simplicity, that the lungs are equivalent to a large spherical balloon, the relationship between the volume of the balloon and its surface area is obvious. The larger the volume of gas in the balloon, the larger the surface area. Measuring absolute lung volumes in a clinical setting is not practical, but because lung volume and airway pressure are related by the pulmonary compliance, we can use pressure as an index of volume. Of course, the volume of the lungs during normal tidal ventilation does not remain static, but alternates between the end-expiratory and end-inspiratory volumes. Thus the end-expiratory and end-inspiratory pressures may be used to mark the lower and upper limits of the pulmonary surface area, and the mean airway pressure is a useful proxy for the average pulmonary surface area.

It is now evident that any manoeuvre that increases the mean airway pressure will result in an increase in the surface area available for gas diffusion. However, in an alveolus in which the capillary blood haemoglobin is not diffusion-limited and already fully saturated with oxygen, this increase in surface area cannot increase oxygen uptake. Of course, the lung is not as simple as a single balloon, but actually consists of approximately 300 million alveoli. Again, for the sake of simplicity, we can assume that these alveoli fall into one of two groups: alveoli that are open and ventilated, and alveoli that are not ventilated (Figure 6.5).

With this slightly more sophisticated view of the lung, it is now apparent that increasing the volume of intra-pulmonary gas can have one of two effects (Figure 6.6). As before, the additional volume can cause the open alveolus to increase its surface area, or the additional volume can convert the previously closed alveolus into an open one. If it is assumed that alveoli are spherical, the difference between these two situations is quite striking. In the first instance, doubling the volume of

---

9 In fact, in some circumstances, the increased intra-alveolar pressure may actually cause the oxygen uptake to fall. See Figure 6.11, Panel B.
A proportion of alveoli are either open or closed.

In the lung model shown in A, it is assumed, for simplicity, that each of the lung’s 300 million alveoli is either open and ventilated, or closed and non-ventilated, as in A. For the lung as a whole, the alveoli can therefore be all open (B), all closed (C) or somewhere in-between. D shows the frequency histogram for a lung in which 25% of the alveoli are closed.

The open alveolus results in a surface area increase of $\sqrt{2}$, or approximately 1.26 times. In the second instance, converting a previously closed alveolus into an open one doubles the surface area. Moreover, the opening, or ‘recruiting’, of a previously closed alveolus has a big impact on oxygen uptake because the capillary blood to this previously closed alveolus can now be oxygenated. Alveolar recruitment also has an impact on the lung’s physical characteristics because the intra-pulmonary volume is now distributed across twice the surface area, meaning that the wall stresses are reduced. For the lung as a whole, this is reflected as an increase in pulmonary compliance. So far, only two alveoli have been considered in the argument: an open one and a closed one. The overall effect of increasing intra-pulmonary volume for all 300 million alveoli will depend on the proportion of these alveoli that are closed at baseline, and the proportion of the closed alveoli that are recruited. At present, it is clinically impractical to measure either of these things.

In practical terms, there are a number of ways of increasing the mean airway pressure, which is represented graphically by the area under the pressure/time profile (Figure 6.7). The most obvious way is to use a larger inflating pressure, but this inevitably increases the minute volume and without changing the ventilatory rate would result in a fall in the PaCO₂, which may not be desired. Alternatively, and much more effectively, mean airway pressure can be increased by adding PEEP. Finally, prolongation of inspiration at the expense of expiration increases mean airway pressure. This mechanism is used by two forms of mechanical ventilation, inverse-ratio ventilation and airway pressure release ventilation (APRV). Ultimately mean airway pressure, and therefore surface area, can be maximized by dispensing completely with a traditionally expiratory phase by using high-frequency oscillatory ventilation (HFOV).
Figure 6.7 Manoeuvres for increasing the mean airway pressure.

The mean airway pressure is given by the area under the pressure/time profile, as indicated by the blue hatch in panel A. This area, and therefore the mean airway pressure, can be increased by using a larger inflating pressure (panel B), by adding positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP, panel C), or by increasing the duration of inspiration at the expense of expiration (panel D). Ultimately, mean airway pressure can be maximized by dispensing completely with an expiratory pressure drop by using high-frequency oscillatory ventilation (HFOV, panel E).
Positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP)

In the critical care setting, PEEP is almost universally applied, although in general, increases in PEEP in response to worsening hypoxaemia tend to occur long after the fractional inspired oxygen concentration has been increased above 60%. While an increase in the fractional inspired oxygen concentration improves the PaO₂, this does not address the most likely cause for the deterioration in gas exchange and risks oxygen toxicity.

Physiological PEEP

Small amounts of PEEP (3 to 5 cm H₂O) are commonly applied to intubated patients to overcome the decrease in functional residual capacity that results from the bypassing of the glottic apparatus by the endotracheal intubation.

PEEP for hypoxaemia

There is now some evidence supporting the use of a limited tidal volume, limited airway pressure ‘open lung’ strategy in the mechanical ventilation of patients with ALI or ARDS (ALI/ARDS). As part of this strategy, the relative safety of permissive hypercapnia has been recognized, as have the benefits of incorporating spontaneous breathing efforts, where possible. From its introduction to clinical practice more than 40 years ago, the use of PEEP has been a cornerstone of ventilator management for this challenging group of patients. The rationale for its use in patients with ALI/ARDS is primarily to increase the aerated lung volume (i.e. ‘to open the lungs and keep them open’). In addition, its appropriate use is thought to be able to improve respiratory mechanics, reduce intrapulmonary shunt, stabilize unstable lung units and reduce the risks of ventilator-induced lung injury (VILI).

While the application of PEEP can undoubtedly increase end-expiratory lung volumes and produce varying lung recruitment, there are very large differences in its effects between individuals. This would suggest that in some subjects, PEEP can increase lung volumes without achieving recruitment (Figure 6.6), which can only occur by increasing the distension of previously normally aerated lung units. Such PEEP-induced distension has been shown in several studies, most of which show recruitment and distension occurring simultaneously rather than sequentially in different lung regions, challenging the view that a single value of PEEP might be ‘optimal’ for the lung as a whole. This phenomenon has been shown to be dependent on several factors including ARDS aetiology, lung and chest wall mechanics, stage of disease and lung morphology.

Despite the clarity of the aims of applying PEEP in ARDS and its widespread clinical use, no single method for determining the ‘optimal’ PEEP in patients with ALI/ARDS has proved to enhance any clinical outcome. The range of targets proposed to select optimal PEEP is extensive and includes achieving maximal oxygen delivery, achieving intrapulmonary shunt <15%, achieving a drop in mixed venous oxygen tensions, achieving adequate PaO₂ with minimal FiO₂, achieving the minimal end-tidal carbon dioxide gradient, linear airway pressure/time profiles, using ‘lower inflection point plus 2 cm H₂O pressure’ on the inspiratory pressure/volume curve, achieving maximal static compliance, among others. A more pragmatic approach to selecting PEEP was used in the ARDSnet trial, which was set empirically on the basis of a predefined table and PEEP being determined by the FiO₂ required to achieve an adequate PaO₂ (Table 6.1).

The second ARDSnet trial (ALVEOLI) attempted to compare the impact of ‘high’ and ‘low’ levels of PEEP on clinical endpoints; the low PEEP values were those used in the first ARDS network study. Subjects were randomized to high or low PEEP levels, while undergoing IMV with a tidal volume of 6 mL.kg⁻¹ (predicted body weight) and a plateau pressure of <30 cm H₂O. PEEP was titrated on the
basis of two pre-defined tables (high and low) of combinations of PEEP and FiO₂ to achieve identical goals. The trial was interrupted after an interim analysis showed no difference in any of the pre-defined clinical outcomes. This apparent null effect has been subject to considerable scrutiny, and post hoc analysis restricted to a subset of patients enrolled after a protocol amendment, that produced greater separation in the levels of PEEP used in each group, demonstrated a survival advantage in the high PEEP group. This probably means that the trial was interrupted prematurely rather than confirming that the high PEEP strategy was superior. It would also suggest that higher PEEP values are relatively safe.

The application of a pre-defined PEEP on the basis of the FiO₂ required to achieve adequate oxygenation has been investigated with volumetric CT scanning in ventilated patients with ARDS. These studies have confirmed that, in general, measured physiological variables (including oxygenation) are poor predictors of an individual’s response to a particular level of PEEP. They also suggest that again, in general, around one third of subjects with PEEP values selected on the basis of the ARDSnet trial table will sustain significant regional alveolar overdistension.\(^7\)

Where does this leave us when faced with a patient with ARDS requiring ventilation? Pragmatically, we would advocate the use of a low tidal volume strategy and the lowest PEEP–FiO₂ combination (based on the ARDSnet trial) that produces acceptable oxygenation as a starting point, particularly where an FiO₂ < 0.6 can be achieved. Beyond this, subsequent optimal PEEP might currently best be determined by a combination of clinical judgement (e.g. whether there is likely still to be recruitable lung) and a trial of higher and lower PEEP values; therefore, achieving an adequate mixed venous oxygen saturation would seem to be a reasonable goal. Volumetric CT scanning of the thorax would currently seem to offer an objective way to select optimal PEEP, but its limited practicality means this technique is unlikely to be adopted widely. The additional role of recruitment manoeuvres remains to be established (and will be discussed later).

### COMPLICATIONS OF AND CONTRA-INDICATIONS TO THE USE OF PEEP

The application of PEEP may have potential drawbacks; these need to be carefully considered within the clinical context. Complications are directly related to the level of PEEP applied (Table 6.2), and the contra-indications to PEEP are listed in Table 6.3.

#### Prolongation of inspiratory time

**INVERSE RATIO VENTILATION**

Inverse ratio ventilation (IRV) is the use of extended inspiratory times during mechanical ventilation so that the inspiratory period extends beyond 50% of the total cycle time. It was first described in the early 1970s in infants with ARDS\(^8\) and was soon being reported in many, predominantly uncontrolled, trials in adults with ARDS, producing improved indices of oxygenation.\(^9,10\) IRV can be applied in either volume- (VC) or pressure-controlled (PC)
Table 6.2 Complications of positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP)

- Pulmonary over-distension
- Barotrauma
- Ventilator-induced lung injury (VILI)
- Increased dead space
- Impaired carbon dioxide elimination
- Reduced diaphragmatic force-generating capacity
- Reduced cardiac output and oxygen delivery
- Impaired renal perfusion
- Reduced splanchnic blood flow
- Hepatic congestion
- Reduced lymphatic drainage

Table 6.3 Contra-indications to positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Absolute</th>
<th>Relative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hypovolaemic shock</td>
<td>Bronchopleural fistula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undrained tension</td>
<td>↑ ICP with reduced cerebral compliance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pneumothorax</td>
<td>Chronic restrictive chest wall disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hyperinflation with exp flow limitation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ventilatory modes, though more commonly referred to now as PC-IRV.

The rationale for the use of IRV again centres on achieving and maintaining an open lung in ALI/ARDS. The concept is that in the injured lung the spectrum of alveolar time constants (slower and faster alveolar compartments) is increased. Intrinsic PEEP is generated by deliberately shortening expiratory times, thereby preventing collapse of the slower alveolar compartments and improving oxygenation. This implies using regional gas-trapping to prevent alveolar collapse, with an inevitable increased risk of biotrauma. The delivery of IRV requires profound sedation and frequently the use of neuromuscular blockade. In addition, the technique inevitably raises mean intrathoracic pressures with potentially adverse consequences to cardiac output; any perceived benefits to oxygenation may well be offset by consequent reductions in oxygen delivery.

Overall, clinical studies have failed to demonstrate any benefit in outcomes associated with IRV. In addition, most of the claimed benefits of IRV can generally be achieved more safely with controlled mechanical ventilation and adequate levels of externally applied PEEP. Given this, whether there is any role for IRV in the mechanical ventilation of patients with ALI/ARDS is uncertain. In our own experience, alternative strategies, including the use of recruitment manoeuvres or the use of HFOV (where available), should probably be considered in preference to IRV as rescue therapy in such patients with persistently inadequate oxygenation.

AIRWAY PRESSURE RELEASE VENTILATION

APRV was first described in 1987[11] and is a form of bi-level assisted ventilation utilizing continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) with periodic pressure releases, either to a lower CPAP pressure or to atmospheric pressure. These periodic releases provide a background tidal volume and respiratory rate enabling carbon dioxide clearance, while the periods of sustained CPAP produce a high mean airway pressure resulting in lung recruitment and effective oxygenation. Unrestricted spontaneous breathing throughout the ventilator cycle also enables carbon dioxide clearance. Advantages claimed over conventional ventilation include superior lung recruitment, higher mean airway pressure but lower peak airway pressure, superior haemodynamic and renal/splanchnic perfusion, and the patient’s ability to breath spontaneously from the time of intubation to the point of separation from the ventilator. Protagonists suggest a theoretically lower risk of biotrauma and accelerated weaning, but these claims remain unproven.

In contrast to conventional ventilation, where short sharp breaths are delivered to cyclically inflate
the lung from a low resting volume to a higher volume with PEEP used to prevent de-recruitment and inspiratory pressures limited to prevent excessive tidal volumes, the sustained periods of CPAP maintain a high resting lung volume. The CPAP pressures delivered are dominant in determining mean airway pressure (determined by the CPAP value and the T_{high}:T_{low} ratio), which in turn essentially determines the lung volume and therefore governs oxygenation. Intermittent low frequency (<16 minute\(^{-1}\)) pressure releases produce an exhaled tidal volume resulting in carbon dioxide clearance; the fall in lung volume resulting from the pressure releases is controlled by the pressure gradient and the release time. Tidal volumes are limited by raising the lower pressure level or alternatively by reducing the release time, prematurely terminating expiratory airflow and producing intrinsic PEEP; in essence, excessive tidal volumes signify de-recruitment and small tidal volumes imply gas trapping.

When APRV is classically applied, P_{low} is typically fixed at 0, P_{high} at 25 to 30 cm H\(_2\)O with T_{high} being determined by the respiratory rate, typically 16 breaths min\(^{-1}\). The T_{high}:T_{low} ratio is adjusted to achieve tidal volumes of 6 to 8 mL kg\(^{-1}\) and a mean airway pressure of less than 5 cm H\(_2\)O below P_{high}. With successful recruitment over time, P_{high} should be reduced with improving PF ratios. Changes in PaCO\(_2\) should prompt review of T_{high} (respiratory rate). Typically, no pressure support would be offered to spontaneous breathing efforts, although this is an option with some ventilators.\(^{10}\)

When then should APRV be used? One of its key theoretical advantages over conventional ventilation is that it allows spontaneous breathing efforts and as a consequence does not impose the need for deep sedation and the use of muscle relaxants. Also APRV can be delivered by most conventional intensive care unit ventilators and does not require the use of special circuits or equipment. Given this, protagonists suggest that it should be seen as a ventilatory technique that should be considered early in the course of ARDS rather than as a method of rescue for those failing conventional techniques. They argue that its early institution will limit the possibility of ventilator-associated lung injury adding to the inflammatory cascade sustaining the pathogenesis of ALI/ARDS. As yet, this view is not supported by trial data.

Currently in the UK, as with HFOV (discussed later), APRV is typically used as a rescue technique for those failing to achieve adequate oxygenation with conventional ventilation. Its safe application requires considerable knowledge as ventilator adjustments may seem counter-intuitive. Familiarity with the technique is obviously important, and it seems that this is one of the determinants as to where and when it is used. There are currently no data available comparing the use of APRV and HFOV in this setting.

**High-frequency oscillatory ventilation (HFOV)**

HFOV is an unconventional mode of ventilation, but conceptually is seen as an extension of the open lung approach to mechanical ventilation. By eliminating the need for the bulk gas flow of tidal ventilation, it tends to avoid the potential problems of cyclical over-inflation and collapse in differing lung zones that may accompany conventional ventilatory methods.

In adult practice in the UK, HFOV is generally used as a rescue method for patients with ARDS failing conventional ventilation, principally because of poor oxygenation. Clinical trial data are accumulating supporting the contention that in ARDS, HFOV appears to be as safe and effective as conventional ventilation.\(^{12}\) To date, no adequately powered trial has been undertaken.

---

\(^{10}\) Supported spontaneous breathing during APRV may result in volutrauma, whereas unsupported spontaneous effort tends to improve the intrathoracic blood pump mechanism and limit the risk of volutrauma.
to explore whether HFOV, if applied as the primary ventilatory strategy in ARDS, might improve outcomes.

The principles of the technique are relatively simple. Oxygenation and carbon dioxide clearance are in essence disconnected, being controlled through generally independent mechanisms. Oxygenation is determined by the delivered FiO₂ and the degree of alveolar recruitment that is achieved, and maintained, by means of the mean airway pressure. This acts like ‘super CPAP’ with pressures of up to 55 cm H₂O and is controlled by the fresh gas flow into the circuit, the bias flow, and a variable resistance to outflow from the circuit (Figure 6.8).

Carbon dioxide clearance is managed principally through an oscillating diaphragm that has both active inspiratory and expiratory travel. The cycle volume delivered by the piston is referred to in the SensorMedics 3100B as the ‘power’ and can be varied from 0 to 10, representing displacements of approximately 40 to 300 mL. These cause symmetric oscillations of intrapulmonary pressure around the mean airway pressure (Figure 6.9) at a frequency of 3 to 9 Hz11 which equates to 180 to 540 breaths.min⁻¹. The amplitude of the pressure excursions generated is proportional to both the cycle volume, or ‘power’, and the inspiratory time – but inversely proportional to the frequency. This process, when applied at the airway opening, induces rapid gas mixing within the lungs with net gas transport occurring along the partial pressure gradients for oxygen and carbon dioxide.

At initiation, an FiO₂ of 1 is selected and the starting mean airway pressure determined by adding 5 cm H₂O pressure to the plateau pressures being generated with conventional ventilation. Sequential increases in the mean airway pressure, in 5-cm H₂O increments up to a maximum of 55 cm H₂O, are then applied to achieve alveolar recruitment. Successful recruitment is demonstrated by improved oxygenation and confirmed where necessary by chest radiography. Over-distension is usually accompanied by reductions in indices of oxygenation. If and when alveolar recruitment is achieved, the FiO₂ is sequentially reduced to achieve the target PaO₂, with the goal of achieving adequate oxygenation with an FiO₂ below 0.6. The time course of recruitment varies between patients, but in general occurs more rapidly when HFOV is initiated early.

Sequential reductions in the mean airway pressure, in 2-cm H₂O decrements, are then attempted to exploit the hysteresis of the lungs, with the aim of maintaining alveolar recruitment but at lower distending pressures. De-recruitment will occur if pressures are reduced too much (conceptually to a value beyond that on the deflation limb of the pressure/volume curve) and is generally evidenced by a fall in PaO₂. In this case, pressures tend to be increased transiently by 8 to 10 cm H₂O to achieve

---

11 Because HFOV uses such high ventilatory frequencies, these are measured in cycles/breaths per second (Herz, Hz) rather than cycles/breaths per minute as in conventional ventilation.
**Figure 6.9** Pressure oscillations in high frequency oscillatory ventilation.

re-recruitment, and then lowered again to an intermediate value.

The ventilatory costs of inadequate recruitment are reflected in atelectrauma, with pressure transmission (hence energy transfer) to the lung being sharply increased at low lung volumes; in contrast, volutrauma results from excessive recruitment. In general, investigation into the use of HFOV supports the use of a vigorous lung recruitment strategy, as accepting ongoing atelectasis tends to carry disproportionate risk.\[13\]

Arbitrary starting settings for the oscillating piston are usually selected at the initiation of HFOV. These values reflect the physical properties and dimensions of the piston and diaphragm used on the HFOV ventilator currently available in the UK (SensorMedics 3100B, see Figure 6.10), and may not be applicable to machines likely to become available in the future with differing characteristics. The frequency is usually initially set to 6 Hz and the ‘power’ to 6.

Unless hypercarbia and the resultant respiratory acidosis are extreme, adjustments to these controls are delayed until adequate recruitment is achieved; in general, if adequate recruitment is achieved, managing carbon dioxide clearance is relatively straightforward. To increase carbon dioxide clearance, power tends to be increased initially in steps that produce an increase in amplitude ($\Delta P$) of 5 cm H$_2$O. Power increments are generally halted when amplitude exceeds 100 to 120 cm H$_2$O or the power adjustment reaches 10. If these adjustments fail to produce adequate carbon dioxide clearance, then sequential reductions in frequency are generally undertaken, in 0.5-Hz steps down to a minimum of 4 Hz. For optimal lung protection, one should use the lowest power (equating to smallest tidal volume) and highest frequency that achieve
PaCO₂ elimination targets. The ventilatory costs of frequency reduction are generally disproportionally higher than increments in power, hence the hierarchy of adjustment recommended previously. In addition to these adjustments, carbon dioxide elimination can be enhanced by deliberately causing a cuff leak, exploiting the resultant bulk gas flow out of the lungs that will result. In terms of the position of this technique in the risk hierarchy, this is generally very safe and can effectively reduce the stroke volume needed to achieve relative normocapnia by up to 50%. As a consequence, the instigation of a cuff leak is now often undertaken at initiation of HFOV and certainly should be considered before reductions in frequency below 6 Hz are undertaken.

HFOV tends to be a sensitive detector of hypovolaemia; volume resuscitation and increased vasopressor support are often required at the time of initiation of HFOV. Concerns about an increased risk of air leaks with HFOV have, in general, been discounted; in experienced hands, the incidence of pneumothorax tends to be no higher than that encountered with conventional ventilation.

Most of the perceived limitations of HFOV currently reflect limitations of the machines available to provide HFOV rather than the technique itself. Such limitations include the lack of demand flow to augment spontaneous breaths, meaning that adults tend to have to be converted back to APRV or conventional ventilation for final weaning. Limited alarms and feedback from the ventilator, and its tendency to be noisy during use, also tend to put off novice users. Indeed, a major limitation to the use of HFOV is the need to develop and maintain HFOV skills in medical and nursing staff and allied health professionals; most encounter HFOV only rarely, and then only when it is being used as a late intervention or as a measure of last resort.

We tend to use HFOV when it is agreed by two independent critical care consultants that adequate oxygenation cannot be maintained in a patient with ARDS undergoing conventional ventilation at an inspired oxygen concentration of less than 60%, despite being appropriately resuscitated, sedated and expertly ventilated. Our own experience is that in the majority of cases striking improvements in gas
exchange are achieved as well as, in some, considerable reductions in vasopressor support, and that these improvements are often sustained. Whether these apparent benefits are reflected in improved survival in this group is uncertain.

As experience with the technique develops, the need grows for an adequately powered clinical trial examining the efficacy of HFOV relative to conventional ventilation as the primary mode of ventilatory support for patients with ARDS.

**Recruitment manoeuvres**

Recruitment manoeuvres (RMs) are techniques devised to improve the volumes of aerated lung and consequently hypoxaemia, principally in patients receiving invasive mechanical ventilation for ALI/ARDS. RMs generally involve the application of a static pressure to the lung that would generally be considered hazardous during tidal ventilation. Both the magnitude of the pressure and the duration of its application seem to be important in determining their effects.

RMs are seen by many as complementary to the process of optimal PEEP selection. Leading on from the discussion regarding the appropriate selection of PEEP in patients with ALI/ARDS, they argue that applied PEEP will be unable to ‘keep open’ any lung units that were not open at an earlier point in the respiratory cycle. They suggest that these refractory units of the acutely injured lung may require pressures considerably higher than 25 cm H₂O to achieve patency. Once opened, however, these lung units are believed to close at lower pressures, allowing ventilation to be achieved with the same tidal volume and PEEP, though in the context of a more open lung. Proponents argue that to consolidate the benefit of a successful RM, PEEP will generally need to be increased following a manoeuvre and otherwise potential benefits of an RM will tend to be short-lived if PEEP is returned to its original value.

Various techniques for RM have been described; one of the simplest is the static application of 40 cm H₂O pressure to the airway for 40 seconds which, if tolerated, is followed by the re-instatement of PEEP 2 to 5 cm H₂O higher than the initial value.

When sustained pressure is applied to the airway, mean and peak airway pressures are identical; this occurs through its effects principally on right ventricular after-load (and to a lesser degree its preload) which may produce significant falls in cardiac output and result in hypotension. In addition, barotrauma may be sustained. Clinicians performing an RM should remain vigilant to these effects and be prepared to both rapidly re-instate typical mechanical ventilation and perform resuscitation. Currently, no data exist to demonstrate clinical benefit from the application of RMs or to support the use of one manoeuvre over another. Similarly, no prescription for suggested timing and frequency of RMs is supported by outcome data.

So, should we be performing RMs? This remains highly controversial. Given the current state of knowledge, we believe the role for RMs should generally be limited to those patients with ALI/ARDS who require high inspired concentrations of oxygen (FiO₂ > 0.6) despite an apparently adequate level of applied PEEP (following a trial of various PEEP levels). It is probably prudent to attempt recruitment earlier in the course of these patients rather than later, and carefully monitor the ability of the patient to tolerate attempts at recruitment. Again, in general we suggest that if benefits accrued through recruitment are maintained, further attempts at recruitment should not be attempted. If initial benefits are lost (despite an increase in PEEP), then we would generally attempt further recruitment at that point, with further increases in PEEP, if successful. In our hands, failure to re-recruit or repeated de-recruitment, and the requirement for an FiO₂ > 0.6 to achieve adequate oxygenation would prompt us to consider alternative forms of ventilatory support, e.g. HFOV (as discussed earlier).
Sigh
Sigh is a ventilatory technique where ‘larger than normal’ tidal volumes/inspiratory pressures are delivered, usually in a predetermined sequence, interspersed with routine tidal breaths. A typical example would be the delivery of three consecutive sigh breaths, with inspiratory pressures of 45 cm H$_2$O, each minute superimposed on the regular pattern of delivered breaths.

The proposed rationale for the use of sigh is to try to achieve further recruitment of lung segments with unresolved atelectasis, similar in concept to the use of recruitment manoeuvres discussed previously, and then to ‘keep them open’. While conceptually this seems attractive, and clinical data reflecting respiratory parameters during the use of sigh tend to be improved, there is no clinical evidence available to demonstrate any benefit with sigh in terms of clinical outcome.

Whether sigh can in fact maintain recruitment in patients with unstable lung segments undergoing low tidal volume ventilation is not clear. Much as with recruitment manoeuvres, how sigh might best be used is unknown; also its relative benefit when adequate PEEP or manual recruitment manoeuvres are employed is uncertain. Given this, many clinicians have abandoned sigh in the management of patients with ALI/ARDS.

Diffusion coefficient
The diffusion coefficient for a gas is proportional to the gas’s solubility in the medium through which the gas has to diffuse, and is inversely proportional to the square root of the gas’s relative molecular mass. As these are fixed physical properties of a gas, they cannot be manipulated.

Alveolar partial pressure of oxygen
The factors that contribute to the alveolar partial pressure of oxygen are shown in Equation 6.1 and consist of factors that affect the inspired partial pressure of oxygen on the one hand, and the alveolar partial pressure of carbon dioxide, which contributes to the alveolar gas composition, on the other.

**Low inspired partial pressure of oxygen**
The partial pressure of inspired oxygen$^{12}$ is determined by the barometric pressure$^{13}$ and the fractional inspired oxygen concentration:

$$P_{iO_2} = Pb \times F_{iO_2}.$$  

At sea level, the barometric pressure is approximately 101 kPa, and the inspired fractional oxygen concentration is 0.21, giving an inspired partial pressure of oxygen of 21.2 kPa. With modern ventilators and anaesthetic machines that prevent the administration of hypoxic gas mixtures, low inspired oxygen concentrations should not account for hypoxaemia in ventilated patients or the critically ill. Prior to hospital admission, patients may be exposed to hypoxic atmospheres either where a fire in a confined space has consumed the oxygen or where oxygen has been displaced by other gases such as methane.

Low barometric pressure as a cause of arterial hypoxaemia is only a problem at altitudes of around 2500 metres$^{14}$ or greater and is therefore unlikely in a European clinical environment. This is not the case in other parts of the world where there are very significant populations living at these high altitudes.$^{15}$

**OXYGEN THERAPY**
Oxygen is the commonest and one of the most important drugs used in the clinical setting. It is unfortunately poorly prescribed and considerable misconceptions about its use remain. Oxygen should be administered to all patients who are

---

$^{12}$ Inspired partial pressure of oxygen, $P_{iO_2}$, in kPa.

$^{13}$ Barometric pressure, $P_b$, in kPa.

$^{14}$ 2500 m = 8200 feet.

$^{15}$ La Paz, Bolivia (population 1 million, altitude 3600 m); Mexico City (population 8.7 million, altitude 2240 m); Lhasa, Tibet (population 0.25 million, altitude 3650 m).
suspected to be, or who have been confirmed to be, hypoxaemic, with the goal of restoring normoxia. The inspired oxygen concentration should be titrated to response, in general ‘starting high and titrating down’ as the situation allows. In circumstances where hypoxaemia does not respond to an increased \( \text{FiO}_2 \), (as described earlier), the \( \text{FiO}_2 \) should be limited to protect the lung from potential oxygen toxicity. It is worth emphasizing that oxygen delivery relies, in all patients, on the maintenance of a patent airway. The administration of oxygen and the use of continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) in a self-ventilating patient is discussed in Chapter 3.

At the time of the initiation of ventilation, high concentrations of inspired oxygen are usually employed, and these are subsequently titrated downwards, based on the results of arterial blood gas analysis or \( \text{SaO}_2 \) measurements, or both, so that adequate oxygen delivery can be achieved with relatively modest inspired concentrations of oxygen. High inspired concentrations of oxygen have been shown to damage cells and may induce alveolar injury. The precise mechanism of injury is unknown, but oxygen is a free radical with the propensity to react with metals to form superoxide, which may attack double bonds in many organic molecules including the unsaturated fatty acids in cells. Under normal circumstances, the body has many defences against such damage (glutathione, catalase, superoxide dismutase), but with a high enough inspired oxygen concentration these defences are rapidly overwhelmed. Patients ventilated in intensive care units are traditionally considered to be safe from pulmonary oxygen toxicity if their inspired oxygen concentrations remain below 60%, although this assumption is open to question (see Chapter 14).

**Hypoventilation**

Hypoventilation alters the alveolar oxygen tension in proportion to the rise of \( \text{PaCO}_2 \). This may be an important cause of hypoxaemia, particularly when breathing room air.

**Reduced mixed venous partial pressure of oxygen**

Although a reduction in the mixed venous oxygen partial pressure increases the oxygen partial pressure gradient between alveolus and the pulmonary capillary, and would therefore increase the speed of diffusion (see Equation 6.11), this would only improve oxygenation in alveoli in which oxygenation was limited by the speed of diffusion. This improved oxygenation would be more than offset by the deterioration in \( \text{PaO}_2 \) that this low \( \text{PO}_2 \) blood would have from passing through alveolar units with a low \( \dot{V}/\dot{Q} \) ratio (Figure 6.11).

**Diffusion distance**

**Diffusion**

The importance of impaired pulmonary diffusion capacity for oxygen as a significant cause of hypoxaemia is disputed. Nevertheless, there are many clinical circumstances in which transpulmonary blood flow is accelerated and diffusion distances lengthened in which it is likely to contribute to hypoxaemia. In each of these situations, the relationship between \( \text{PaO}_2 \) and \( \text{FiO}_2 \) will be linear; that is, they will tend to be responsive to increased \( \text{FiO}_2 \).

**Ventilation/perfusion mismatch**

Imbalance between pulmonary ventilation and pulmonary perfusion (\( \dot{V}/\dot{Q} \)) is the most common cause of hypoxaemia and is discussed in Chapter 1. Its responsiveness to increments in \( \text{FiO}_2 \) is variable and depends on the distribution of
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16 Any condition, for example, that causes an increased cardiac output, such as anaemia or sepsis.

17 By material (1) lying between the capillary endothelium and the alveolar epithelium, such as fibrotic tissue, malignant cells, interstitial pulmonary oedema, or (2) lining the alveolar epithelium, such as inflammatory exudate, alveolar fluid, necrotic cells or proteinaceous material.
Figure 6.11 Effect of pulmonary venous admixture on oxygen content. Panel A: Pulmonary venous blood flow ($Q$ mL.min$^{-1}$) is divided equally between two alveoli: a ventilated alveolus with a flow of $\dot{q}_1$ mL.min$^{-1}$, and a non-ventilated alveolus with a blood flow of $\dot{q}_2$ mL.min$^{-1}$ such that

$$Q = \dot{q}_1 + \dot{q}_2.$$ 

To a very reasonable approximation, the saturation of the ‘arterial’ blood draining these two alveoli is given by the ‘flow-average’ from these two alveoli as follows:

$$SaO_2 = \frac{(\dot{q}_1 \times S_{1'}cO_2) + (\dot{q}_2 \times SvO_2)}{\dot{q}_1 + \dot{q}_2}.$$
Figure 6.11 (continued) If $q_1$ is 0.8 and $q_2$ is 0.2, $S_{c'O_2}$, the end-capillary saturation of blood draining the ventilated alveolus is 99% and $S_{Vo_2}$, the mixed venous saturation is 75% (i.e. normal), the saturation of the arterial blood would be

$$SaO_2 = \left( \frac{(0.8 \times 99) + (0.2 \times 75)}{1} \right) = 94.2\%.$$ 

Panel B: If the intra-alveolar pressure in the ventilated alveolus rises sufficiently, blood flow will be diverted to the unventilated alveolus which is not exposed to the increased intra-alveolar pressure. In this situation, the total flow would remain the same:

$$Q = q_3 + q_4$$

but $q_3$ might fall to 0.7, and $q_4$ might increase to 0.3. Under these conditions, and with the same end-capillary and mixed venous saturation, the arterial saturation would become

$$SaO_2 = \left( \frac{(0.7 \times 99) + (0.3 \times 75)}{1} \right) = 91.8\%.$$ 

Panel C: Alternatively, the mixed venous saturation might be reduced to only 50% but with the same distribution of flow:

$$SaO_2 = \left( \frac{(0.8 \times 99) + (0.2 \times 50)}{1} \right) = 89.2\%.$$ 

abnormal $V/Q$ units contributing to the problem. Shunting is an extreme form of $V/Q$ imbalance in which blood passes from the right to the left side of the heart without coming into contact with a ventilated alveolus. Under normal circumstances, a small amount of venous blood draining the pulmonary parenchyma (bronchial veins) and left ventricle (Thebesian veins) enters the left ventricle directly and constitutes what is referred to as the ‘anatomical’ shunt. Pathological right-to-left shunts usually arise in the context of congenital cardiac malformations which have been present for long enough to cause pulmonary hypertension and are very unlikely to be a cause of unexplained hypoxaemia. However, right-to-left intra-cardiac shunting can occur in the absence of longstanding pulmonary hypertension, or in patients whose pulmonary hypertension is acute.\(^{18}\) In these circumstances, care providers may not know about a septal lesion, which may be a simple patent foramen ovale or an atrial septal defect. These lesions can be very difficult to detect by trans-thoracic echocardiography in ventilated patients and where suspicions are strong should be sought using bubble-contrast echocardiography.\(^{14}\) True intra-pulmonary shunts are even more uncommon. These pulmonary arterio-venous malformations may arise in patients with severe liver disease,\(^{15}\) in patients with hereditary haemorrhagic telangiectasia,\(^{16}\) or occasionally as a complication of pulmonary artery catheterization. The hepatopulmonary syndrome is not amenable to any intervention other than liver transplantation, whereas other symptomatic pulmonary arteriovenous malformations can be closed by coiling. Hypoxaemia caused by shunting is unresponsive to increased $FiO_2$.

A low $V/Q$ ratio is much more common than any form of shunt. The obstruction to alveolar ventilation can occur at the alveolar level or more proximally. Proximal obstruction in the mechanically ventilated patient is usually accompanied by a sudden deterioration in gas exchange and rise in airway pressures, most commonly by mucus plugging of a bronchus (Figure 6.12), or inadvertent intubation of the right main bronchus. Occasionally, significant obstruction can be caused by blood from the upper airway which rapidly coagulates into bronchial casts. The absence of breath sounds over one side of the chest and a failure to respond to withdrawing the endotracheal tube 1 or 2 cm

\(^{18}\) Pulmonary thromboembolism, ARDS/ALI.
is strongly suggestive of bronchial plugging, which may require bronchoscopy.

Distal obstruction to alveolar ventilation may arise in a number of ways (Table 6.4). The most widely accepted cause in patients with ALI/ARDS is alveolar collapse,[17] which is managed by alveolar recruitment using PEEP and the techniques described earlier. The role of alveolar collapse has recently been challenged on the basis of animal data[18] that suggests that alveolar flooding and plugging with foam are responsible. In humans, it is likely that both mechanisms operate.[19]

Alveolar flooding may respond to a variety of therapeutic manoeuvres. The passage of fluid from capillary to interstitium and then from the interstitium to alveolar lumen is determined by the balance between the hydrostatic and colloid osmotic pressures in the three compartments (capillary, interstitium and alveolus), the reflection co-efficients of the interceding endothelium (capillary/interstitium interface) or epithelium (interstitial/alveolar interface), and the function of the drainage mechanisms.[19] Currently, nothing can be done to alter the pulmonary capillary endothelial reflection co-efficient which falls as a result of the relaxation of inter-endothelial tight junctions precipitated by inflammatory mediators. The alveolar epithelial reflection co-efficient has two components: the first is the inter-epithelial tight junctions (similar to the pulmonary capillary endothelium), the second arises from the effect of alveolar surfactant. As with the capillary endothelium, relaxation of inter-epithelial tight junctions is currently not amenable to intervention. Loss of alveolar surfactant occurs by a number of mechanisms which include the degradation of alveolar surfactant by plasma proteins that have leaked into the alveolar lumen, loss by alveolar surfactant ‘milking’ consequent upon large volume changes[4] and the loss of alveolar type II pneumocytes which synthesize surfactant. The administration of surfactant has been shown to improve lung mechanics, oxygenation and outcome in neonates with hyaline membrane disease,[20] but has yet to be shown to be of benefit in adults. Capillary fluid efflux may be reduced, or even reversed, by minimizing the pulmonary capillary filtration pressure, which in disease may not equate to the pulmonary artery occlusion pressure because of the presence of significant pulmonary venous

---

**Table 6.4 Causes of reduced focal alveolar ventilation contributing to a low ventilation:perfusion ratio**

- **Proximal obstruction**
  - Mucus plug
  - Blood clot
  - Aspirated foreign body
- **Distal obstruction**
  - Alveolar collapse
  - Alveolar plugging
    - Foam
  - Alveolar occupation
    - Fluid (exudate or transudate)
    - Inflammatory infiltrate and cellular debris
    - Blood

---

19 Pneumocyte abluminal Na⁺/K⁺-ATPase and pulmonary lymphatics.
flow restriction; in patients with ARDS, the resultant reduction of extra-vascular lung water has been shown to be associated with a better outcome.[21] Alveolar fluid reabsorption (but not interstitial fluid absorption)[22] may be promoted by positive end-expiratory pressure and results in improved oxygenation. Alveolar fluid reabsorption is promoted in animal models of pulmonary oedema by activation of the abluminal pneumocyte Na\(^+\)/K\(^+\)-ATPase by \(\beta\)-adrenoreceptor agonists,[23] suggesting that these agents may be helpful in promoting the resolution of pulmonary oedema in patients.[24] A preliminary study in patients with ARDS has confirmed that intravenous \(\beta\)-adrenoreceptor agonists reduce extra-vascular lung water,[25] but in this small study, this did not translate into a significant improvement in oxygenation. In contrast, a similarly small study investigating the effect of diuretic combined with albumin supplementation compared to diuretic alone did have a significant effect in improving oxygenation.[26] Interstitial fluid drainage through the pulmonary lymphatics may be encouraged by minimizing central venous pressures.

Loss of alveolar airspace by the influx of inflammatory cells, fibrin and cellular debris, resulting in pulmonary consolidation, is not amenable to any form of physical intervention and depends on the resolution of the underlying condition. Hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction, which normally operates to minimize blood flow to poorly ventilated alveolar units,[27] is attenuated by pneumonia[28] and systemic endotoxaemia. There is evidence that hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction may be compromised in some patients with ARDS.[29] Almitrine bismesylate, a piperazine respiratory stimulant, enhances hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction and has been shown to significantly improve \(V/Q\) matching and oxygenation in patients with ARDS.[30] Unfortunately, almitrine is not licensed for use in the UK.

Diffuse alveolar haemorrhage is a feature of a number of conditions (Table 6.5), and presents with severe hypoxaemia and bilateral alveolar infiltrates. The presence of blood in the lower respiratory tract may not be immediately apparent. Unlike focal pulmonary haemorrhage, physical isolation of the bleeding site with a bronchial blocker or double-lumen tube is of no help because of the diffuse nature of the bleeding. Management therefore relies on treatment of any underlying condition[20] and aggressive correction of any coagulopathy. Control of bleeding may require the use of anti-fibrinolytics such as tranexamic acid or aprotinin or, in refractory cases, recombinant activated human factor seven. Recruitment manoeuvres, not surprisingly, yield little improvement by way of pulmonary mechanics (Figure 6.13), but may yield surprising benefit in terms of oxygenation.

Under normal circumstances, variations in mixed venous oxygen content should not influence the arterial oxygen content. In the presence of a significant shunt or severe \(V/Q\) mismatch, venous

### Table 6.5 Causes of diffuse alveolar haemorrhage

- Vasculitis (Wegener’s granulomatosis, systemic lupus erythematosus, microscopic polyarteritis, Goodpasture’s syndrome, Henoch-Schönlein purpura, antiphospholipid syndrome, IgA nephropathy, Behcet’s, essential mixed cryoglobulinaemia)
- Coagulopathy (disseminated intravascular coagulation, thrombolytic therapy, therapeutic anticoagulation)
- Infections (leptospirosis, scrub typhus, Hanta virus, dengue fever)
- Bone marrow transplantation
- Drugs (propylthiouracil, diphenylhydantoin, penicillamine, platelet glycoprotein IIb/IIIa receptor inhibitors, infliximab)
- Envenomation (snake, jelly fish, bee)
- Malignancies (lymphangioleiomyomatosis, leukaemia, Langerhans cell histiocytosis)
oxygen content influence might become important. Because mixed venous oxygen saturation is influenced primarily by the ratio of oxygen consumption to oxygen delivery, hypoxaemia may be responsive to improving oxygen delivery or reducing oxygen demand.

**PRONE POSITION**

The goal of the prone position is to improve oxygenation in patients with ARDS principally by re-ordering V/Q relationships in previously dependent lung units. Improvements in gas exchange are observed in around two thirds of patients with refractory hypoxaemia when they are placed in the face-down position. While these improvements have been impressive, clinical trials have to date failed to demonstrate a survival benefit from this technique when it is used routinely, typically for a minimum of six hours daily.

Potential complications of the prone position include, among others, inadvertent extubation, loss of central venous access and chest drains, delayed cardiopulmonary resuscitation and blindness.

Given these potential complications and the lack of an evidence base supporting its use, we no longer use this technique routinely. We do occasionally resort to the prone position in patients undergoing HFOV when adequate oxygenation at an FiO\textsubscript{2} of <0.6 cannot be achieved or maintained, or when bronchorrhoea makes supine HFOV challenging. Our experience with this combination is limited, but unexpected survival of a number of patients has been observed.

**NITRIC OXIDE**

Inhaled nitric oxide (NO) is a selective pulmonary vasodilator that improves blood flow to ventilated lung units. When administered to patients undergoing conventional ventilation for ARDS, acute improvements in oxygenation are observed in around two thirds of patients with refractory hypoxaemia. Unfortunately, despite considerable early enthusiasm for the routine use of NO, clinical trials have failed to demonstrate any survival benefit from NO; on the contrary, three trials showed a trend towards increased mortality in patient groups receiving NO.

Our own practice is now to not use NO as routine or rescue therapy in patients with ARDS and refractory hypoxaemia. Currently, we tend to rely on HFOV, initiated relatively early where possible (plus the prone position in a very limited number of cases) in this group of patients.

**REFERENCES**
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**Figure 6.13** Effect of a recruitment manoeuvre (RM) in a patient with diffuse alveolar haemorrhage.

Recruitment manoeuvres were performed by ventilating in pressure-controlled mode with an inflating pressure of 15 cm H\textsubscript{2}O at 12 breaths.min\textsuperscript{−1} and an I:E ratio of 1:1 using 5-cm H\textsubscript{2}O increments of PEEP, starting at the baseline PEEP and increasing to a maximum PEEP of 35 cm H\textsubscript{2}O. Each level of PEEP was maintained for up to 60 seconds. At the end of the recruitment phase, PEEP was reduced to 24 cm H\textsubscript{2}O and withdrawn in decrements of 3 cm H\textsubscript{2}O. The top panels show respiratory system compliance (y-axis) against PEEP (x-axis) for each of the recruitment manoeuvres with the recruitment phase indicated with a dotted orange line and the down-titration phase with a solid orange line. These show sharp reductions in compliance with increasing PEEP and little gain in respiratory system compliance following the manoeuvre, suggesting little benefit from the manoeuvre. However, the –Aa difference, which is plotted in the bottom panel against time, shows that each of the recruitment manoeuvres was followed by significant improvements in oxygenation. The deterioration in oxygenation that occurred during the first night was caused by premature reduction of PEEP.
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Carbon dioxide is produced as a by-product of the Kreb’s cycle\(^1\) that links the metabolism of glucose, lipids and amino acids to oxidative phosphorylation and the aerobic generation of energy within cells. Carbon dioxide is excreted by the lungs. The partial pressure of carbon dioxide (PCO\(_2\)) in arterial blood (PaCO\(_2\)) can be viewed in reasonably simple mathematical terms as the equilibrium between its production and elimination, modified by the balance between arterial and venous carbon dioxide content (Figure 7.1). It is less subject to the confounding elements seen in oxygen physiology, namely the effects of shunt and the oxy-haemoglobin dissociation curve.

The basic physiology of carbon dioxide elimination has been considered in Chapter 1. In essence, since inspired carbon dioxide concentration is minimal and carbon dioxide production relatively constant over short periods of time, the PaCO\(_2\) depends on alveolar ventilation, regulated largely via central chemoreceptors sensitive to PaCO\(_2\) and pH that influence both respiratory frequency and tidal volume. This usually results in normocapnia and a PaCO\(_2\) between 4.5 and 6.0 kPa. Nevertheless, this balance may be stressed, and even overwhelmed, in unusual physiological states such as extreme exercise, although this is often limited by the onset of fatigue. In pathophysiological states, carbon dioxide production may be increased, elimination may be impaired, or frequently both aberrations may co-exist. Acute compensatory mechanisms, aimed at increasing alveolar ventilation, may be impaired centrally by sedatives or neurological abnormalities or may prove inefficient as a consequence of pulmonary or chest wall disease.

Irrespective of the aetiology, hypercapnic respiratory failure ensues. Hypercapnic respiratory failure, defined as a PaCO\(_2\) in excess of 6.7 kPa, is also referred to as Type 2 respiratory failure. It may occur in isolation, with normal oxygenation, or may co-exist with Type 1 respiratory failure in which arterial oxygen tension is less than 8.0 kPa. The more common conditions that may give rise to hypercapnic respiratory failure are listed in Table 7.1. The threshold ‘failure’ values for PaCO\(_2\) and PaO\(_2\) broadly indicate the need for medical therapy in acute respiratory failure but do not, per se, mandate the institution of either non-invasive or invasive mechanical ventilation. Other key clinical factors that influence the decision to initiate such therapy are listed in Table 7.2. This sometimes difficult clinical judgment is considered in Chapter 2.

---

\(^{1}\) Also known as the tricarboxylic acid cycle.
Carbon dioxide production

Carbon dioxide production is based on metabolic rate and the substrates that are being utilized to drive the Kreb’s cycle. Typically, an adult male at rest produces around 200 mL.min\(^{-1}\) of carbon dioxide. Many factors common to critically ill patients can influence this value (Table 7.3). The therapeutic administration of bicarbonate ions, in particular, may considerably increase carbon dioxide production in the short term.

Pulmonary elimination of carbon dioxide

Carbon dioxide is carried to the lungs in pulmonary arterial blood that in health has a mixed venous PCO\(_2\) of approximately 6.1 kPa. Since alveolar PCO\(_2\) is 5.3 kPa, the partial pressure gradient is only 0.8 kPa across the alveolar–capillary membrane, compared to approximately 8 kPa for oxygen. Despite this low gradient, the favourable diffusion constant for carbon dioxide allows 200 mL.min\(^{-1}\) of carbon dioxide to be cleared via the lungs. Typically, this equates to approximately 15% of the pulmonary arterial carbon dioxide content. The high solubility and diffusion constants of carbon dioxide mean that its clearance is rarely limited by diffusion and considerably more than 15% of arterial carbon dioxide content can be cleared, if required.

Factors that influence pulmonary elimination of carbon dioxide include the volume of dead space, tidal volume, respiratory frequency and positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP).

Table 7.1 Aetiology of hypercapnic respiratory failure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aetiology of hypercapnic respiratory failure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Increased airways resistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Asthma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Upper airway obstruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Airway tumours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Foreign body inhalation (uncommon in adults)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Airway infection (epiglottitis, paratonsillar abscess)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Pulmonary parenchymal disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Pneumonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Acute respiratory distress syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Pulmonary oedema</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Emphysema</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Non-traumatic pneumothorax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Fibrotic pulmonary conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Cystic fibrosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Abnormal chest wall mechanics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Kyphoscoliosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Obesity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Abdominal distension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Trauma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Flail chest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Pneumothorax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Haemothorax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Altered pulmonary blood flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Pulmonary embolism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Hypovolaemia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Depressed central respiratory drive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Central nervous system depressants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Brain stem disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Respiratory muscle impairment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Guillain–Barré syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Spinal cord lesions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Myasthenia gravis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Muscular dystrophies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dead space

A major influence on the efficiency of carbon dioxide clearance is the dead space. This refers to those compartments of the respiratory system which receive part of the tidal volume but do not contribute to gas exchange. The dead space is composed of the anatomical dead space, which includes the airways from nose and mouth down to the
Table 7.2 Clinical factors that influence the decision to initiate respiratory support

- Clinical history
  - Aetiology of the acute disease
  - Natural history of any underlying chronic respiratory disease
  - Assessment of respiratory and cardiovascular reserve
- Physiological assessment
- Mental state and degree of distress
  - Respiratory rate and pattern
  - Effectiveness of cough
  - Metabolic and acid-base status
- Therapeutic response
  - Response to immediate therapy
  - Direction of clinical vectors

Table 7.3 Influences on the production of carbon dioxide

- Factors associated with increased carbon dioxide production
  - Systemic inflammation
  - Sepsis
  - Burnt patients
  - Hyperpyrexia
  - Thyrotoxic crisis
  - Muscular activity (seizures, excessive respiratory work)
  - Predominance of glucose as metabolic substrate
  - Administration of exogenous bicarbonate
- Factors associated with reduced carbon dioxide production
  - Hypothermia
  - Hypothyroidism
  - Sedation and neuromuscular blockade
  - Predominance of fatty acids as metabolic substrate

terminal bronchioles (airway generation 16), and the alveolar dead space, which refers to that volume of alveoli that are ventilated but not perfused. The sum of these two dead spaces is usually referred to as the physiological dead space:

\[
\text{Alveolar} \ (V_{DA}) + \text{Anatomical} \ (V_{Danat}) = \text{Physiological dead space} \ (V_{D}). \quad (7.1)
\]

An additional dead space element must be considered in patients who are mechanically ventilated. The equipment dead space represents an extension of the anatomical dead space and represents the circuit sections which have bi-directional flow and from which re-breathing of end-expired gas from the last exhalation will occur at the commencement of the next inspiration. This equipment dead space extends from the point of fresh gas renewal, which is usually the Y-piece of a standard circuit, to the tip of the endotracheal or tracheostomy tube. Inappropriately sized catheter mounts or particularly large heat and moisture exchangers can adversely impact small patients with existing carbon dioxide clearance difficulties. The equipment dead space replaces some of the anatomical dead space of the upper airway in the intubated patient. The total dead space volume is thus composed of the sum of the alveolar, anatomical and equipment dead spaces:

\[
\text{Alveolar} \ (V_{DA}) + \text{Anatomical} \ (V_{Danat}) + \text{Equipment} \ (V_{D_{equip}}) = V_{D}. \quad (7.2)
\]

The total physiological dead space can be estimated using the Bohr equation if the carbon dioxide in mixed expiratory gases is measured (Box 7.1).

Dead space ventilation is effectively wasted ventilation that still requires its associated muscular effort. In health, anatomical dead space is approximately 150 mL, alveolar dead space is negligible, and the \(V_{D}/V_t\) ratio is roughly 0.3. As \(V_{D}/V_t\) increases, minute ventilation and hence the work of breathing must increase to maintain carbon dioxide clearance. When \(V_{D}/V_t\) exceeds 0.7 to 0.8, spontaneous breathing is usually no longer able to maintain carbon dioxide homeostasis.

Changes in physiological dead space that occur in disease are usually due to variations in alveolar dead space. Notable exceptions include the variation of anatomical dead space that occurs with varying air
Box 7.1 Estimation of total physiological dead space using the Bohr equation

The Bohr equation for estimating physiological dead space is

\[
V_D = \frac{PaCO_2 - P_{\bar{E}CO_2}}{PaCO_2},
\]

where \( V_D \) is the physiological dead space (anatomical + alveolar + equipment), \( V_t \) is the tidal volume, \( PaCO_2 \) is the partial pressure of carbon dioxide in arterial blood (used to estimate the partial pressure of carbon dioxide in alveolar gas), and \( P_{\bar{E}CO_2} \) is the partial pressure of carbon dioxide in mixed expiratory gases.

flows through chest drains in pulmonary leaks and in equipment dead space when errors in recent circuit changes have been made. The gravitational distribution of pulmonary blood flow has been discussed in Chapter 1. The least dependent parts of the lung, which are apical in the erect patient, and anterior in the supine patient, are often referred to as West’s Zone 1. The alveoli in this zone exhibit end-inspiratory alveolar pressures greater than pulmonary capillary inflow pressures. Thus, these alveoli are ventilated but unperfused and represent alveolar dead space. If the volume of Zone 1 increases, as may occur with higher PEEP or lower cardiac output, then physiological dead space will increase, and carbon dioxide clearance will be impaired in the absence of compensatory measures.

Tidal volume and frequency

When ventilating healthy lungs, normocapnia is often achieved with a tidal volume of 6 to 8 mL.kg\(^{-1}\) and a frequency of 10 to 12 breaths.min\(^{-1}\). Hypercapnia can often be reduced by a simple increase in respiratory rate. This holds true while the \( V_D/V_t \) ratio is not excessively high. When the ratio exceeds 0.6, a simple increase in frequency will have minimal effects on carbon dioxide clearance. The \( V_D/V_t \) ratio may be high if either the dead space volume is high or the tidal volume is low. Low tidal volumes are frequently employed in the critically ill, since there is good evidence that they prevent ventilator-induced lung injury. Thus, it is important to recognize that the increase in ventilatory frequency that corrects hypercapnia when ventilating normal lungs is not always the answer to carbon dioxide clearance problems in pulmonary disease. A recent study investigating the effect of increased ventilatory frequency in acute respiratory failure showed that while \( PaCO_2 \) did not change, adverse changes were observed in the \( V_D/V_t \) ratio and haemodynamics, consistent with the development of end-expiratory gas trapping.\(^{1}\) Unfortunately, the alternative approach of increasing tidal volume may risk further lung trauma and exacerbate ventilation perfusion matching.

Positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP)

Positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) maintains alveolar stability at end expiration, enhances lung volume recruitment in lung injury and pulmonary oedema, reduces intra-pulmonary shunt and improves oxygenation (see Chapter 6). However, the application of PEEP may also affect carbon dioxide clearance.

Low levels of PEEP (3 to 5 cm H\(_2\)O) have little effect on carbon dioxide clearance in normal lungs. Higher levels of PEEP (8 to 15 cm H\(_2\)O) applied to diseased lungs may increase the \( V_D/V_t \) ratio by increasing West’s Zone 1 volume and reduce the efficiency of carbon dioxide clearance. This is particularly evident if low tidal volumes are used. By contrast, in patients who display recruitable lung volume, PEEP may enhance carbon dioxide clearance by improving pulmonary compliance and alveolar ventilation. Patients who show limited or no lung recruitment potential are more likely to display reduced carbon dioxide clearance with high PEEP levels. PEEP may also increase
Figure 7.2 Carbon dioxide transport in blood.
Carbon dioxide diffuses into the red blood cell where the majority is converted to bicarbonate by the enzyme carbonic anhydrase, which is then exchanged for plasma chloride. A small fraction (5% to 10%) binds to uncharged amino groups (-NH$_2$) on the globin chains in haemoglobin, with a similarly small fraction (5% to 10%) remaining as dissolved carbon dioxide.

the Vd/Vt ratio by its effects on cardiac output, since PEEP-induced increased intrathoracic pressures may impair right ventricular function and retard venous return, resulting in a net reduction in pulmonary blood flow.

Ventilatory protocols that employ short expiratory times, whether by inverse ratio ventilation or high respiratory rates, may result in the generation of intrinsic PEEP or may limit delivered tidal volume in pressure-limited modes. These effects will also limit carbon dioxide clearance. Nevertheless, intrinsic PEEP may be beneficial,$^{[2]}$ and indeed, intrinsic PEEP may have averaged around 6 cm H$_2$O in the ARDSNet study of lower tidal volumes.$^{[3,4]}$ Intrinsic PEEP is likely to be less beneficial in conditions such as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease when it is the result of airway collapse. In this scenario, application of extrinsic PEEP that closely approximates the level of intrinsic PEEP may splint the airway open, favourably influencing expiratory mechanics, and enhancing carbon dioxide clearance.

**Arterio-venous carbon dioxide balance**
Carbon dioxide is transported in arterial and venous blood predominantly (80% to 90%) as bicarbonate ions, produced by the action of carbonic anhydrase on carbon dioxide and water in erythrocytes (Figure 7.2). A further 5% to 10% is dissolved in plasma, and 5% to 10% is bound to haemoglobin. Haemoglobin has a lower affinity for carbon dioxide at high oxygen tensions (the Haldane effect) promoting its unloading from blood as it passes through the lungs. By contrast, the affinity for oxygen falls when carbon dioxide tensions increase (the
Bohr effect) promoting unloading of oxygen in the tissues.

The balance between arterial and venous carbon dioxide is based in part upon cardiac output. While low perfusion states are associated with higher veno-arterial PCO₂ differences, this is primarily due to venous hypercapnia. In the setting of severe lung disease limiting carbon dioxide elimination or causing significant intra-pulmonary shunt, then low cardiac output states may exacerbate arterial hypercapnia.

Effects of altered arterial carbon dioxide
A PaCO₂ below 3.7 kPa is referred to as hypocapnia, whereas a PaCO₂ in excess of 6.7 kPa is termed hypercapnia.

Hypocapnia
Hypocapnia results in systemic vasoconstriction and thus may be associated with reduced organ blood flow, notably in the brain and placenta. By contrast, in the pulmonary circulation, hypocapnia attenuates hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction and increases intrapulmonary shunting. Hypocapnia also produces an increase in blood pH (alkalosis) and leads to hypokalaemia, ionized hypocalcaemia, neuronal excitability and leftward shift of the oxy-haemoglobin dissociation curve. The latter effect reduces unloading of oxygen in peripheral tissues. Ionized hypocalcaemia results in the classic symptoms of acute hypocapnia that include perioral tingling and paraesthesia of the hands and feet. Finally, it is important to note the susceptibility of the brain to ischaemia in the setting of hypocapnia with its reduced cerebral blood flow, poor unloading of oxygen, and increased neuronal activity. This is particularly true in the setting of neurological injuries and explains the detrimental effects of prolonged hypocapnia on outcome in these patients.

Hypercapnia
Hypercapnia typically causes systemic vasodilatation, notably of the skin and cerebral circulation. Increased cerebral blood flow increases intracranial and intraocular pressures. Once more, the effect of hypercapnia differs in the pulmonary circulation which is characterized by vasoconstriction and increased pulmonary arterial pressures. Hypercapnia results in an acidosis and thus impaired myocardial contractility and rightward shift of the oxy-haemoglobin dissociation curve. Stimulation of central chemoreceptors in the brain stem by carbon dioxide increases ventilatory drive and sympathetic outflow resulting in sweating, mydriasis, tachycardia, hypertension and arrhythmias. Finally, marked hypercapnia results in neurological depression, somnolence and coma, an effect often termed CO₂ narcosis.

Manipulation of arterial carbon dioxide
Typically, mechanical ventilation is applied to maintain the PaCO₂ between 4.5 and 6.0 kPa. Hypocapnia can be controlled relatively easily through adjustment of ventilator settings to reduce minute ventilation in the sedated patient. In the non-sedated patient with high respiratory drive, such as those with a metabolic acidosis or following some brain injuries, sedation may be needed to normalize the PaCO₂. This is unlikely to be appropriate in the setting of a metabolic acidosis since it will exacerbate arterial acidaemia.

Hypercapnia may be difficult to manage, and this clinical challenge forms the basis of much of the discussion that follows. Techniques include general measures to reduce carbon dioxide production, manipulation of mechanical ventilation, adjunctive pulmonary therapies and extracorporeal removal of carbon dioxide. Alternatively, it may be appropriate to allow a degree of hypercapnia (permissive hypercapnia), cogniscent that it may be beneficial.
per se, or at least that therapies aimed to reduce it have significant adverse effects. Finally, the effects of hypercapnia and the associated acidaemia may be mitigated through the use of buffering agents.

**General techniques to lower carbon dioxide production**

The causes of altered carbon dioxide production presented in Table 7.3 suggest some techniques that could be used to reduce carbon dioxide production and thereby reduce PaCO₂.

Increasing body temperatures are associated with greater resting energy expenditure, oxygen consumption and carbon dioxide production,[10] although this is not universal.[11] Thus, avoidance of pyrexia is a simple strategy that may limit carbon dioxide production. Techniques include the control of sepsis, anti-pyretics such as paracetamol, and external cooling. By extrapolation it may be possible to reduce carbon dioxide production further by inducing hypothermia. Indeed, in a study of fifteen brain-injured patients, induced hypothermia to 32 °C was associated with resting energy expenditures of around 85% of that predicted by the Harris-Benedict equation.[12] Interestingly, most of the benefit was accrued by about 34 to 35 °C, suggesting that moderate hypothermia is sufficient. Such levels of hypothermia are easily induced during extracorporeal haemofiltration and are well tolerated in patients with multi-organ failure. There are no data to support profound hypothermia as a method of carbon dioxide control. Alternative cooling techniques include the use of intravascular cooling catheters, cooling blankets, cooling mattresses and the application of ice packs.

Lowering the respiratory quotient (see Chapter 1) will result in less carbon dioxide production for a similar rate of oxygen utilization, which is a surrogate for the metabolic rate. The respiratory quotient can be lowered by encouraging the use of fatty acids as metabolic substrate through the use of enteral feeds that are low in carbohydrates and high in lipids. Indeed, studies have demonstrated that this approach does lower total body carbon dioxide production in both ambulatory patients with respiratory disease and the critically ill.[13] Interestingly, this reduced carbon dioxide production does not always translate to lower PaCO₂ levels when compared to standard enteral feeds.[13] To date, two studies have examined the effects of a commercial low-carbohydrate, high-lipid enteral feed (Pulmocare: Ross Products, Abbott Laboratories) in 20 and 32 mechanically ventilated patients.[13,14] These studies provide contrasting results with one study demonstrating accelerated weaning from mechanical ventilation and no change in minute ventilation, while the other study demonstrated reduced minute ventilation but no reduction in the time taken to wean. While the studies were too small to come to any conclusions about the effects of low-carbohydrate, high-lipid feeds, they do suggest some moderate effect that may merit further investigation. Undoubtedly, the total amount of energy supplied in a feeding regimen as well as its composition will influence carbon dioxide production. This is of particular relevance if nutrition is supplied parenterally since this route of administration is predictable by comparison to enteral feeding, which is often limited by gastrointestinal function (see Chapter 9).

Sedation and neuromuscular blockade reduce metabolic rate by around 9%[15] and can result in a moderate reduction in carbon dioxide production. Although minimization of sedation and paralysis has been associated with improved outcome,[16] these agents are often necessary in patients with severe hypercapnia in order to facilitate mechanical ventilation.

**Conventional mechanical ventilation**

The basic ventilatory modes in modern ventilators have been discussed in detail in Chapter 5. With respect to carbon dioxide clearance, alveolar ventilation is the key variable. It may be increased
by increased respiratory frequency, tidal volume, or endeavouring to lower physiological dead space (as discussed earlier).

There are no data to suggest that one mode of mechanical ventilation has a more favourable outcome than any other. However, the decelerating inspiratory flow pattern typical of pressure control ventilation may increase carbon dioxide clearance due to the longer inspiratory dwell time\(^2\) allowing greater cross ventilation among alveoli and better mixing of expiratory gases. This mode is favoured often in hypercapnia complicating pulmonary air leaks. The theoretical advantages of constant flow patterns are fewer than the decelerating inspiratory flow pattern. Nevertheless, the choice of ventilator mode is based frequently on available hardware and individual or unit preference.

**Adjunctive pulmonary therapies**

Nebulized bronchodilators such as \(\beta_2\)-agonists are often used to treat bronchoconstriction in mechanically ventilated patients. In patients with severe acute asthma, effective bronchodilator therapy allows greater tidal volumes for similar peak airway pressures, and hence increased clearance of carbon dioxide. Beta-agonists also stimulate apical sodium chloride channels in the alveolar epithelial cells and appear to reduce extravascular lung water.\([17]\) There are no data regarding how this influences carbon dioxide clearance (personal communication, Dr DF McAuley).

Physiotherapy is also seen as an essential component of the care of mechanically ventilated patients. Techniques undertaken include positioning, manual hyperinflation, percussion and vibration and suctioning. The rationales for these techniques are outlined in Table 7.4. Physiotherapy may cause a transient rise in oxygen consumption and carbon dioxide production\([18]\) which may result in increased arterial carbon dioxide tensions in the most severely hypercapnic. However, this occurs rarely and hypercapnia is often seen as a trigger for physiotherapy if it is due to conditions such as pulmonary collapse or sputum retention.

**High frequency ventilation**

High frequency ventilation (HFV) refers to the use of ventilatory frequencies above the physiological range (i.e. over 60 breaths.min\(^{-1}\) in adults) with small tidal volumes near or below the volume of the anatomical dead space. High frequency techniques are commonplace in neonatal critical care but have not been widely adopted in adult critical care. HFV is particularly appealing because smaller tidal volumes and lower peak airway pressures may limit lung injury while maintaining end-expiratory volumes and preventing cyclical collapse of alveoli. As such, it represents a potentially lung-protective ventilator strategy. High frequency oscillatory ventilation (HFOV), a form of HFV that employs even higher respiratory frequencies and lower tidal volumes, utilizes an oscillating diaphragm to

---

\(^2\) In pressure-controlled breaths a much larger proportion of the tidal volume is delivered in the first half of the inspiratory time than in the second half. This is not the case with volume-controlled breaths which have a constant flow. To get around this, some ventilators offer volume-controlled breaths with a decelerating flow-time profile.

---

**Table 7.4 Rationales for use of physiotherapy techniques in the care of mechanically ventilated patients**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual hyperinflation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percussion and vibration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rationale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve ventilation perfusion matching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhance mucus clearance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhance mucus clearance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduce work of breathing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhance mucus clearance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhance mucus clearance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhance mucus clearance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
provide active inspiration and expiration, as opposed to older HFV versions with passive expiratory phase. HFOV is now available for adults (Sensor Medics 3100B, Viasys Healthcare, USA) operating at a frequency of 5 to 20 Hz. It has been the subject of several small studies which have demonstrated its efficacy at maintaining oxygenation in severe lung injury.19,20 The bulk flow of expiratory gases containing carbon dioxide does not occur during HFV. Indeed, the physiology of carbon dioxide clearance during HFV is far from fully understood. Additional clearance mechanisms include bulk convection, asymmetric velocity profiles, pendelluft, Taylor dispersion, cardiogenic oscillation and molecular diffusion.

A striking observation in the use of HFV in patients with lung injury is that lung volume and thereby oxygenation can usually be maintained with normal or even low carbon dioxide levels. This suggests that HFOV, the currently favoured version, may find its niche where permissive hypercapnia is contraindicated such as in severe pulmonary hypertension. This theoretical advantage has not yet, to the authors’ knowledge, led to widespread application of HFOV in such conditions.

Caution should always be applied when considering HFV in patients with obstructive lung disease or increased airways resistance. HFV can be considered analogous to pressure-limited inverse ratio ventilation extended along the frequency spectrum. Both techniques maintain lung volume by generating significant levels of intrinsic PEEP, although in HFV, carbon dioxide clearance is almost always superior. In chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and asthma, active expiration during HFO may be less effective and substantial gas trapping may occur. It is very difficult to accurately measure distal airway pressures with HFV, and indirect and reasonably unsatisfactory measures such as changes in thoracic circumference or haemodynamic indices have to suffice. HFV has been reported in paediatric acute severe asthma with a favourable outcome,21 but the risks of occult gas trapping with HFV render it a considerably more dangerous option in this condition than controlled, low-frequency ventilation combined with haemodynamic support and patience.

**Tracheal gas insufflation**

On each inspiration, end-expiratory gases from the previous breath that are present in the anatomical and equipment dead spaces form a significant portion of the alveolar ventilation. The carbon dioxide present in these gases reduces the diffusion gradient between blood and alveolar gas thereby reducing carbon dioxide clearance. Tracheal gas insufflation (TGI) reduces this effect by flushing the expiratory gases from the dead space with fresh gas delivered proximally into a central airway.

Gas can be delivered close to the carina using dedicated apparatus such as special endotracheal tubes with separate channels or (deflated) bronchial blockers. Alternatively, and using more readily available equipment, oxygen can be delivered continuously (1 to 5 L.min\(^{-1}\)) down the catheter of a closed endotracheal suction system. The catheter is advanced to the region of the carina and the valve taped open to allow gas to flow. Gas may be delivered throughout the respiratory cycle or timed to occur only during expiration. Optimal gas flow is determined by capnography, which demonstrates progressive dilution of expiratory carbon dioxide to near zero (Figure 7.3).

There are several drawbacks to TGI. First, insufflated gas is typically cold and dry and may result in inspissated secretions and mucosal damage: the bubble-through humidifiers often used only generate, at best, a relative humidity of 40% at body temperature. Second, the additional gas flow and physical size of the catheter can generate resistance to flow during expiration and inadvertently generate intrinsic PEEP. This may be lessened with bidirectional catheters which deliver the majority of flow in a retrograde manner. Finally, delivering...
additional gas into a ventilator circuit may alter performance of the ventilator particularly with respect to flow triggering, the measurement of inspiratory and expiratory volumes and the measurement of intrinsic PEEP. Typically, alarm conditions are generated unless pressure-based modes are selected. TGI integrated into ventilators could minimize this problem but none are presently available.

The reduction in arterial PCO₂ depends on the catheter flow rate, expiratory time and underlying disease process. TGI is most efficacious in the setting of hypercapnia and a high anatomical and equipment dead space. By contrast, it is less efficacious when anatomical and equipment dead spaces are relatively small or there is substantial alveolar dead space. This is borne out in studies that demonstrated that a continuous 5 L.min⁻¹ reduced the arterial PCO₂ by 1.0 to 1.5 kPa in acute lung injury,¹²² and that this increased to 2.5 to 3.5 kPa in patients with significant hypercapnia.¹²³ TGI has little efficacy in hypercapnic tracheostomied patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease,¹²⁴ presumably at

---

**Figure 7.3** Effect of tracheal gas insufflation on the partial pressure of carbon dioxide in exhaled gas.

A: Normal exhaled carbon dioxide trace.

B: Low-flow tracheal gas insufflation.

C: Optimum flow tracheal gas insufflation.

D: High-flow tracheal gas insufflation.
least in part due to their substantial alveolar dead space.

**Extracorporeal gas exchange**

Traditionally, extracorporeal gas exchange (ECGE) has been utilized in patients only as a rescue therapy. Extracorporeal support can range from a pumped veno-arterial device which supports and oxygenates the entire cardiac output to lung assist devices that are veno-venous or arterio-venous and which process only a limited proportion of the cardiac output. Lung assist devices provide partial oxygenation and carbon dioxide removal, augmenting what can be achieved by mechanical ventilation.

Cannulae for blood flow to and from such devices are now almost always inserted percutaneously. Cannulae for veno-venous systems are usually anatomically distant from each other due to the cannula dimensions and in order to minimize recirculation. Recirculation refers to the scenario where a proportion of oxygenated and carbon dioxide depleted blood from the outflow cannula immediately returns to the device and not the patient since the inflow and outflow are so close to one another. In the setting of haemodialysis, this can account for up to 20% of flow in the extracorporeal circuit. Arterio-venous devices are usually pumpless with the flow dependent upon systemic arterial pressure; such devices require the patient to have sufficient cardiac reserve to provide the flow through the device.

Extracorporeal gas exchange devices that return blood to the venous system are limited in their ability to increase the content of oxygen in arterial blood because they usually do not support a major proportion of the cardiac output. Although the outflow cannula from the device contains fully oxygenated blood, this is immediately mixed with other systemic venous blood creating an effective right-to-left shunt. The characteristics of the oxy-haemoglobin dissociation curve and the shunt effect seen in mixing a higher proportion of de-oxygenated venous blood with a low volume of device-oxygenated blood renders such a system poorly effective in improving venous oxygenation. In addition, an inherent mechanical inefficiency exists in that any proportion of the resultant, mixed device-oxygenated and venous blood that passes through a normally functioning alveolus will be fully saturated in the pulmonary vein regardless of the mixed venous or pre-pulmonary saturation. Thus, a considerable volume of any calculated oxygen transfer from the device will be rendered irrelevant by pulmonary physiology. Systems designed to support arterial oxygenation by delivering oxygenated blood to the venous system need to have the capacity to increase the mixed venous oxygen saturation to a level that will substantially reverse the adverse effect of intra-pulmonary shunt on arterial oxygenation. This mandates that they achieve mixed venous oxygen saturations preferably in the high eighties and this usually requires a flow in excess of two thirds of cardiac output. This limited oxygenation capacity is the main reason for the failure of innovative devices such as the intracorporeal IVOX miniaturized multifibre oxygenator which was the subject of multicentre investigations in the 1990s.25

This physiological inefficiency is not seen in relation to carbon dioxide clearance in the performance of extracorporeal gas exchange devices. Carbon dioxide clearance is a net effect and indeed can be reasonably measured by measuring gas flows and exhaust gas content from the device. Thus, recently developed, simply inserted lung assist devices are more effective at carbon dioxide removal than oxygenation and these systems are often designated as providing extracorporeal CO$_2$ removal (ECCOR). Pure oxygen is still employed as the sweep gas to enhance carbon dioxide removal by the Haldane effect and for its moderate effects on oxygenation.

Currently only two, relatively old, randomized studies of ECGE have been undertaken.[26,27] Neither demonstrated any mortality benefit.
Haemorrhage and coagulopathies are the most significant complications of ECGE, occurring in up to two thirds of adult patients.[28] By contrast, in uncontrolled studies greater success has been reported.[28,29] While the lack of control groups prevents critical evaluation of the data, it is possible that newer extracorporeal circuits that do not stimulate the coagulation and complement cascades as much, together with improved anticoagulation, non-occlusive roller pumps, and better mechanical ventilation explain this difference. This hypothesis formed the basis of the UK CESAR trial which compared pumped veno-venous or veno-arterial extracorporeal oxygenation to conventional therapy in patients with severe acute respiratory failure. This study has recently completed recruitment and is presently in its follow-up phase.[30] Success has been reported also with the pumpless arterio-venous Novalung (Novalung GmbH, Hechingen, Germany) lung assist device.[31] The Novalung has been described in the settings of bridge-to-recovery, bridge-to-transplant and facilitation of inter-hospital patient transport. The device is licensed for 28 days of use and is reported to be able to eliminate up to 200 mL.min⁻¹ carbon dioxide with a blood flow of 1.5 L.min⁻¹ through 15 Fr (∼5 mm diameter) cannulae. Heparin-bonding on the cannulae and membrane aim to improve biocompatibility.

**Permissive hypercapnia**

Traditionally, mechanical ventilation was applied with the aim of normalizing blood gas values, particularly PaCO₂. However, it is now appreciated that hypercapnia is often well tolerated and possibly advantageous in patients with pulmonary disease. Indeed, survival following arterial PCO₂ tensions as high as 30 kPa has been reported.[32]

A potential advantage of permissive hypercapnia is that it allows deliberate hypoventilation and a reduction in tidal volumes and transpulmonary pressures. Indeed, application of mechanical ventilation with high tidal volumes increases mortality in patients with the acute respiratory distress syndrome,[4] and is associated with elevated levels of circulating cytokines that may propagate both pulmonary and systemic inflammation. It is this theory that underpinned the original clinical study that suggested that permissive hypercapnia may be beneficial.[33] It is also possible that hypercapnia, per se, may limit pulmonary injury. In vitro, hypercapnia reduces the activation of NF-κB, intercellular adhesion molecule-1 (ICAM-1) and interleukin-8 (IL-8) in human pulmonary endothelial cells.[34] NF-κB is a key regulatory molecule in the activation of many pro-inflammatory genes, including those that produce ICAM-1 and IL-8, molecules that trigger the movement of leukocytes into the inflamed lung. In vivo, studies have demonstrated that hypercapnia may reduce inflammation in experimental lung injury.[35] Finally, hypercapnia may improve ventilation perfusion matching[36] and intestinal and subcutaneous tissue oxygenation.[37]

Hypercapnia is associated with a respiratory acidosis. The resulting acidaemia and associated cardiovascular instability are the limiting factors on ever-increasing elevations in PaCO₂. Therefore, permissive hypercapnia is often titrated to a target pH rather than a specific PaCO₂ threshold. A commonly selected target is pH 7.20,[38] above which cardiovascular disturbance is minimal. The threshold of 7.20 is at least in part based on data from animal experiments which demonstrate profound myocardial dysfunction below this level.[39] The target has never been subjected to formal study[4] in humans and specifically not in the ARDSNet study[4] of low tidal volume ventilation in ARDS. The acidifying effects of carbon dioxide can be mitigated by the use of buffers, or by inducing a metabolic alkalosis. Such a metabolic alkalosis can be a welcome side effect of furosemide administered to counter fluid overload, a frequent intercurrent pathophysiological entity. Other adverse effects of hypercapnia include impaired neuromuscular
transmission, impaired diaphragmatic function and an increased need for sedation and pharmacological paralysis. All these factors may prolong weaning from mechanical ventilation.

Hypercapnia is poorly tolerated in the settings of a concomitant metabolic acidosis, pulmonary hypertension, or intracranial hypertension. A mixed metabolic and respiratory acidosis often results in severe acidaemia and cardiovascular instability. Hypercapnia results in elevated pulmonary pressures and can exacerbate right ventricular dysfunction. Indeed, in the setting of lung injury, right ventricular failure is associated with a particularly poor outcome. Finally, hypercapnia is associated with cerebral vasodilatation and increased intracranial pressure. In patients with significant neurological injuries, the rises in intracranial pressure are associated often with a prohibitive reduction in cerebral perfusion pressure, thereby preventing the use of even moderate permissive hypercapnia in these patients. Indeed, intraventricular haemorrhages have been associated with hypercapnia in neonates.

Permissive hypercapnia has been the subject of several clinical investigations in adults with ARDS. In the original study by Hickling et al., 50 patients treated with lower peak inspiratory pressures and permissive hypercapnia had reduced mortality with respect to an historical cohort. In randomized studies, hypercapnia was part of a lower tidal volume strategy in three studies. Only in one study was mortality reduced and the interpretation of that study was complicated by an unusually high mortality and significant incidence of barotrauma in the control group. Hypercapnic acidaemia was limited in the ARDSNet study of lower tidal volume through the use of increased respiratory frequency or the use of sodium bicarbonate (discussed later). Nevertheless in a post hoc analysis of that study, hypercapnic acidaemia was associated with a lower mortality in those ventilated with larger tidal volumes (10 to 12 mL·kg⁻¹). It had no additional benefit in patients ventilated with lower tidal volumes (4 to 6 mL·kg⁻¹). In patients with acute severe asthma, hypercapnia was associated with increased mortality, although the confounding effects of more severe disease may contribute to this observation. Thus, although the evidence for permissive hypercapnia is limited, its use is common because it allows easier application of lower tidal volume and lower pressure mechanical ventilation with only minor disadvantages.

Buffering agents

SODIUM BICARBONATE THERAPY

Intravenous sodium bicarbonate is the most commonly employed buffering agent used to counteract acidaemia. It is usually administered in a millimolar 8.4% w/v solution via a central vein. Enteral bicarbonate has high bioavailability but is generally not used outside the setting of chronic renal impairment due to the unreliability of this route in critically ill patients.

The administration of sodium bicarbonate generates large volumes of carbon dioxide (see Figure 7.2), which must be cleared. If they are not cleared then intracellular carbon dioxide levels will increase and there will be a paradoxical exacerbation of intracellular acidosis. The acute effect and time scale of a bolus of sodium bicarbonate can be observed during cardiopulmonary bypass. A bolus of 1 mmol·kg⁻¹ sodium bicarbonate results in an immediate doubling of carbon dioxide concentration in the oxygenator exhaust, reflecting the marked rise in carbon dioxide production. This persists for 10 or more minutes. An analogous situation can be inferred in a patient not on bypass, when the extra carbon dioxide must be cleared via the lungs. In patients with impaired carbon dioxide clearance, the time scale of clearance may be considerably prolonged. Large rises in myocardial and vascular smooth muscle carbon dioxide production can result in a paradoxical intracellular acidosis and thus have negative inotropic and vasodilatory
effects respectively. Other adverse effects of sodium bicarbonate administration are the associated sodium load (1 mmol.mL$^{-1}$) and volume of fluid required for its administration.

The administration of sodium bicarbonate in a pure metabolic acidosis is controversial, though only really in terms of degree and threshold for treatment. In the presence of a metabolic acidosis, it is essential to correct causative factors such as hypovolaemia and address the need for inotropic support. If metabolic acidosis persists and is associated with haemodynamic compromise, many physicians would consider administration of bicarbonate if the pH $< 7.20$ and the base excess lower than $-10$ mEq.L$^{-1}$. Individual treatment thresholds vary considerably between clinicians since there are no data that demonstrate improved outcome with the administration of bicarbonate in this setting. If it is decided to administer sodium bicarbonate, then a typical dose aims to half correct the metabolic acidosis and can be estimated using the following formula:

$$\text{NaHCO}_3 (\text{mL of 8.4%}) = 0.3 \times \text{lean body weight (kg)} \times \text{base deficit (mEq.L}^{-1}). \quad (7.3)$$

The dose is administered over 30 to 60 minutes with appropriate adjustments of ventilator settings (within safe limits) to allow for the increased need for carbon dioxide clearance.

The administration of sodium bicarbonate to counteract a pure respiratory acidosis is the subject of considerable debate. The therapeutic generation of the resultant rise in carbon dioxide production appears counterintuitive in a situation when intracellular and extracellular carbon dioxide levels are already high. Many clinicians regard the effects of sodium bicarbonate as undesirable and inappropriate in this context, although others consider it as part of their therapeutic approach to respiratory acidosis. Proponents of sodium bicarbonate therapy in respiratory acidosis tend to regard a pH $< 7.20$ from whatever cause as undesirable and are prepared to accept the risk of a transient increase in intracellular carbon dioxide production in order to achieve an eventual increase in total body bicarbonate. Indeed, such an approach was adopted in the ARDSNet study of lower tidal volumes.$[4]$ Slow administration$[44]$ or manipulation of ventilator settings in the short term to deal with the obligatory excess carbon production may overcome the perceived disadvantages. In acute severe asthma, however, manipulation of ventilation may not be possible. Those who do not support the use of sodium bicarbonate in this context note that permissive hypercapnia and respiratory acidosis are usually well tolerated (as discussed earlier) and that the paradoxical intracellular acidosis is undesirable. This approach advocates that if renal compensation mechanisms are intact, bicarbonate ions will be retained by the kidney over a period of a few days resulting in a more balanced acidosis. Sometimes this group of clinicians may administer bicarbonate if the pH falls below threshold levels, for example, 7.1 or 7.0, in the belief that the benefits may outweigh the risks as acidaemia becomes more extreme. Ironically, the potential adverse effects of a paradoxical intracellular acidosis inevitably increase as pH falls. While there are no studies that provide definitive evidence supporting either approach, the authors do not generally administer sodium bicarbonate in this setting.

Mixed metabolic and respiratory acidosis are more common in the acute setting, and modest derangements of both components can profoundly affect the resultant pH. Again, there is limited evidence to guide decision making. Hypercapnia is less well tolerated in the setting of a metabolic acidosis. This is typically the case in patients with severe acute asthma. These patients often present with respiratory exhaustion, profound hypercapnia and carbon dioxide narcosis, and a severe metabolic acidosis. The latter is typically the product of prehospital hypoxia, metabolic demands of respiratory
muscles creating lactic acidosis and severe hypovolaemia due to fluid losses associated with tachypnoea and adrenergic stimulation. Typically, PaCO₂ levels may be as high as 15 to 25 kPa and a base deficit more negative than −10 mEq.L⁻¹, resulting in a pH of 6.8 or less. In these patients, primary emergency treatment entails ensuring effective oxygenation and circulatory resuscitation with fluids and inotropes. Mechanical ventilation can be extremely difficult in this situation and a substantial degree of hypercapnia must be tolerated (see Chapter 10). Indeed, carbon dioxide clearance is so limited that the administration of sodium bicarbonate could not be justified during acute resuscitation.

In acute renal failure, it is not possible for the kidney to retain bicarbonate ions and a metabolic acidosis may ensue. If renal replacement therapy is instituted, bicarbonate is often administered separately or in the dialysate solution. Lactate-buffered solutions indirectly administer bicarbonate since the generation of glucose in liver from lactate consumes energy and hydrogen ions. Haemofiltration itself alleviates some of the difficulties encountered with bicarbonate therapy as the excess sodium load and potential fluid overload can be regulated by filtration settings. In the presence of a respiratory acidosis, doses of sodium bicarbonate, however administered, may need to be adjusted to create an artificial form of metabolic compensation for respiratory acidosis. An initial target approach might be to achieve a pH > 7.25, but in more chronic situations, and particularly during respiratory weaning, it may be appropriate to ensure that titrated bicarbonate therapy during renal support achieves a near normal pH.

Alternative buffering agents

An alternative buffer is tromethamine or THAM. THAM is a biologically inert amino-alcohol that is a more effective buffer than sodium bicarbonate at physiological pH. Moreover, THAM is particularly appealing since its administration does not increase carbon dioxide production and is not associated with a large sodium load. Following its administration, THAM distributes primarily to the extracellular compartment, but also intracellularly in erythrocytes and hepatocytes. It is eliminated by the kidney in its acidified form and should be used with caution in those with renal insufficiency. Negative aspects of THAM include the large volume of fluid within which it is administered and the induction of hypoglycaemia. Small studies have demonstrated benefits in physiological indices following THAM administration to adults with permissive hypercapnia.[45] However, no study has investigated the merits of this buffer rigorously. In general, it is more often used in the paediatric arena.

Finally, Carbicarb, an equimolar mixture of sodium carbonate and sodium bicarbonate, is theoretically advantageous to sodium bicarbonate since it is a better buffer at physiological pH and does not result in the production of carbon dioxide. Despite experimental data confirming these characteristics in animal models,[39] only a single small study has examined its use in humans.[46]

SUMMARY

The clearance of carbon dioxide is a vital function of the lungs. While in health, the lungs achieve this role with considerable reserve, clearance is often impaired in diseased lungs. In mechanical ventilation of patients with severe pulmonary disease, normocapnia may not be achievable simply by alterations in respiratory frequency. Alternative interventions include induced-hypothermia, manipulation of the cardiovascular system, optimization of PEEP and tidal volume, high frequency ventilation, tracheal gas insufflation, extracorporeal gas exchange and buffering agents. None of these therapies have proven benefits. Although the evidence is not clear, it may be appropriate to accept a degree of permissive hypercapnia in the knowledge that techniques to lower the PaCO₂ further may be detrimental. In practice, clinicians adopt a technique somewhere
between optimal carbon dioxide clearance and more liberal clearance targets, based on assessment of the severity of lung disease and the risks and benefits of ventilatory manipulations or associated interventions.
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Sedation, paralysis and analgesia

RUSSELL R. MILLER III AND E. WESLEY ELY

Introduction
The benefits of therapeutic interventions among critically ill, mechanically ventilated, intensive care unit (ICU) patients must outweigh the risk of adverse consequences. The art and science of medicine converge when selecting medications to bring comfort to, and ensure the safety of, mechanically ventilated, critically ill patients. Evidence for improved care of ICU patients has expanded significantly in the last twenty years in this regard. For instance, new data favouring low tidal volume ventilation in acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS), recombinant human activated protein C (drotrecogin alfa) for severe sepsis, and conservative fluid management in ARDS have all been proclaimed, if not widely adopted, for their ability to impact both morbidity and mortality. New agents to ensure adequate sedation, paralysis and analgesia of ICU patients are being investigated. The Society of Critical Care Medicine’s (SCCM) 2002 guidelines for the use of sedatives and analgesics\(^1\) and for the use of neuromuscular blocking agents (NMBAs)\(^2\) are the most recent consensus recommendations. In weaving art and science together, critical care practitioners constantly seek to improve the quality of life for patients who are frequently unable to relate their anxiety and pain.

Because of the ubiquity of discomfort or pain among mechanically ventilated patients, sustained analgesia is the foundation of therapy. Oftentimes, two or more sedatives (as opposed to analgesics) are used concurrently to diminish anxiety and facilitate positive pressure ventilation. Unfortunately, the additive or synergistic effect of multiple sedatives applies not only to therapeutic benefit but also to adverse effects. Occasionally, though perhaps less frequently than necessary, has enough attention been paid to adequate sedation, analgesia and paralysis as is required.

This chapter will include a discussion of sedation, analgesia and paralysis for mechanically ventilated, adult ICU patients and attempt to highlight the central role of analgesia. Each of these three topics will be formatted as follows: overview and general discussion, monitoring and medications used (including mechanism of action, adverse effects and common adverse effects for each). Also, because of the likely aetiologic connection, the related topic of delirium will be included. This chapter is not intended as a summary of guidelines for clinical practice because the SCCM task forces serve that function; nor will we discuss costs of medications because these are fluid in today’s ICU practice and often vary by institution.
Sedation

Overview

In addition to pain, critically ill patients constantly and uniformly are exposed to other noxious environmental, human and emotional stimuli while in the ICU. Unpleasant experiences such as pain, sensory overload or sensory deprivation, tracheal suctioning, isolation, immobilization, physical restraint, noise and sleep deprivation provoke anxiety, fear, anger and agitation. The resultant stress response leads to increased myocardial oxygen consumption, dys-synchronous mechanical ventilation, accidental removal of either endotracheal tubes or large intravenous lines and immunosuppression. Sedation is primarily intended to prevent and treat unpleasant experiences, provide comfort and ameliorate the stress response; in so doing, it also facilitates treatment of critically ill patients. Yet anxiety in the ICU is complex, and sedation also serves other functions. For instance, acidosis, hyperventilation and institution of mechanical ventilation may cause patients post-operatively or with sepsis, stroke and cardiogenic shock to become more tachypnoeic, tachycardic and diaphoretic. Such autonomic hyperactivity is the hallmark of both anxiety and critical illness. Sedation helps to reduce complications generated by both anxiety as well as the underlying medical condition.

Sedatives are therefore used nearly ubiquitously in mechanically ventilated patients to lessen the unpleasant experiences of the ICU stay, the underlying medical or surgical condition and the complications of critical illness. Among the forms of sedation used in critically ill patients, benzodiazepines have been studied most extensively. Newer agents may prove safer and more effective in preventing long-term complications of critical illness.

Monitoring

Sedation in the ICU involves selecting appropriate agents and giving them to a patient in the right amount. Early incorporation of spontaneous breathing trials into management of ventilated, critically ill patients reduces the duration of ventilation\cite{footnote1} and attendant risks and consequences. Preparation for a spontaneous breathing trial in patients frequently receiving continuous sedative infusions requires appropriate tools for monitoring the effect of sedatives in the form of sedation scales and guidelines.

Subjective sedation scales provide standardized methods for the assessment of a patient’s level of arousal or consciousness. Use of such validated sedation scales allows the multidisciplinary ICU team to use a succinct, common language when discussing goals and treatments for patients. Examples of adult sedation scales include the Riker Sedation-Agitation Scale, Motor Activity Assessment Scale and the Ramsay scale. Each has been validated in ICU patients with good, and sometimes excellent, inter-rater reliability and has been tested to identify sedation endpoints. A sedation goal is established by the multidisciplinary medical team and regularly refined according to changes in a patient’s course of illness.\cite{footnote1} Although the Ramsay scale has been criticized for lack of clear differentiation among the various sedation levels, it has been shown in a randomized, controlled trial to shorten the duration of mechanical ventilation as well as ICU and hospital lengths of stay.\cite{footnote4}

More recently, the Richmond Agitation Sedation Scale (RASS)\cite{footnote5} (Table 8.1), has been validated to detect changes in sedation level over consecutive ICU days and correlates with doses of sedatives and analgesics. Validated use in medical, surgical, cardiac surgery, coronary and neuroscience patients and excellent reliability among physicians, nurses and a pharmacist enhance its value. It is equally valid among verbal and non-verbal patients, highlighting its utility among ventilated ICU patients. Two unique features of the tool serve to objectify the level of sedation: (1) verbal and physical stimuli are separated so that the patient’s arousal may
be graded according to stimulus potency and (2) the duration of eye contact serves as the principal means of quantifying arousal.

The bispectral index (BIS) monitor, potentially an even more objective tool for monitoring wakefulness, mathematically analyses the electroencephalogram and provides a discrete number corresponding to the level of consciousness. Worn on the patient’s forehead, the BIS monitor has historically been used in the operating room to ensure adequate suppression of consciousness. While a number from 0 (deep sedation) to 100 (awake) is reported as a marker of consciousness among anaesthetized patients, distinctions between wakefulness and sedation are not as clear as one might hope in the ICU. The confounding impact on BIS of metabolic brain abnormalities and muscle activity makes determinations of level of consciousness less clear. It is not known whether the BIS can perform better than sedation scales, and determination of its validity in the ICU is needed.

The value of guidelines for sedative use in the ICU cannot be overstated. A protocolized approach to the management of sedation in preparation for weaning from mechanical ventilation improves patient outcomes. As such, multidisciplinary ‘buy-in’ of sedation scales enhances the compliance with and success of guidelines while minimizing adverse consequences of sedative use.

### Sedative medications

Sedatives are generally thought to be helpful in prevention and treatment of anxiety. Yet absolute indications for their use are not evidenced-based, except in specific circumstances such as alcohol or other drug withdrawal syndromes and in the event of neuromuscular blockade, when amnesia is essential. Frequently reported indications include a desire to potentiate analgesia, anxiety, patient–ventilator dys-synchrony, or poor oxygenation, or the need to perform a procedure. In some cases, treatment of the underlying condition may suffice. Sometimes an assumption, such as one that sedatives improve sleep quantity or quality, is unclear or probably wrong. In addition, overuse of sedatives can lead to prolonged ventilation and its attendant consequences (e.g. ventilator-associated pneumonia, delirium, increased length of ICU stay, increased cost and even death). Clinicians also cannot prevent some patients from developing increasingly apparent long-term neurocognitive impairment. For all these reasons, appropriate selection of sedative is important.

Three categories of intravenous sedative (benzodiazepines, propofol, and central $\alpha_2$-agonists) will be discussed and are compared pharmacologically in Table 8.2. Currently, etomidate is used for rapid sequence intubation rather than sustained sedation and so will not be discussed. Likewise, diazepam

---

**Table 8.1 The Richmond agitation and sedation scale (RASS)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+4</td>
<td>Combative</td>
<td>Combative, violent, immediate danger to staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+3</td>
<td>Very agitated</td>
<td>Pulls or removes tube(s) or catheter(s); aggressive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+2</td>
<td>Agitated</td>
<td>Frequent non-purposeful movement, fights ventilator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+1</td>
<td>Restless</td>
<td>Anxious, apprehensive, but movements not aggressive or vigorous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Alert and calm</td>
<td>Not fully alert, but has sustained awakening to voice (eye opening and contact &gt; 10 sec)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−1</td>
<td>Drowsy</td>
<td>Briefly awakens to voice (eye opening and contact &lt; 10 sec)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−2</td>
<td>Light sedation</td>
<td>Movement or eye opening to voice (but no eye contact)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−3</td>
<td>Moderate sedation</td>
<td>No response to voice, but movement or eye opening to physical stimulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−4</td>
<td>Deep sedation</td>
<td>No response to voice or physical stimulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−5</td>
<td>Unarousable</td>
<td>No response to voice or physical stimulation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
is not routinely employed in ICUs for general sedation and will not be included. Ideal sedatives in the ICU would have rapid onset, predictable duration of action, minimal adverse effects on cardiovascular stability and respiratory function, easy administration, available reversing agents, no active metabolites, a favourable therapeutic index, minimal or no withdrawal syndrome, and favourable cost.

**Benzodiazepines**

By binding to a specific, high-affinity receptor in the brain that facilitates $\gamma$-aminobutyric acid (GABA) neurotransmitter activity, benzodiazepines hyperpolarize (and so prevent depolarization of) central neurons, resulting in non-specific central nervous system depression. In addition to sedation-hypnosis and anxiolysis, benzodiazepines cause varying degrees of anticonvulsant effects, antegrade amnesia, muscle relaxation and potentiation of analgesic effects. Furthermore, they are central to treatment of alcohol and certain other drug withdrawal states. Benzodiazepines commonly used in ventilated patients include midazolam and lorazepam. Their use should be guided, as discussed previously, by frequent monitoring of the patient’s sedation level and by titration based upon clinical parameters (e.g. ability to ventilate or oxygenate for a given level of sedation) rather than in an undirected manner or based on ease of patient care.

Popular because of their familiarity, benzodiazepines are widely used for sedation in ventilated ICU patients. In 1998, 39% of American critical care physicians interviewed used lorazepam, while 25% used midazolam at least 70% of the time in their critically ill patients.\[6\] Less than one third of hospitals (including academic hospitals) had sedation protocols in place by that time. In a multicentre survey published in 2005 of 5183 adult patients that were ventilated for >12 hours, 68% received sedatives for a median of three days (interquartile range, two to six days).

Midazolam, a short-acting benzodiazepine, has a rapid onset of action, owed in part to its high lipid solubility, and is useful for short-term sedation, amnesia and as an anticonvulsant. Midazolam should be used short term (up to 72 hours), titrated to a defined end-point according to sedation

---

**Table 8.2 Pharmacologic properties of sedatives commonly used for continuous sedation in mechanically ventilated ICU patients**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Midazolam</th>
<th>Lorazepam</th>
<th>Propofol</th>
<th>Dexmedetomidine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bolus dose (70-kg man)</td>
<td>1–5 mg</td>
<td>1–5 mg</td>
<td>2 mg.kg$^{-1}$</td>
<td>0.2–1.0 µg.kg$^{-1}$.hr$^{-1}$*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermittent dosing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onset</td>
<td>2–5 min</td>
<td>2–20 min</td>
<td>10–40 h</td>
<td>1–2 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elimination half-life</td>
<td>1–5 h</td>
<td>Hepatic</td>
<td>Hepatic</td>
<td>Hepatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metabolism</td>
<td>Hepatic</td>
<td>Renal</td>
<td>Hepatic</td>
<td>Renal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excretion</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Respiratory suppression</td>
<td>Hepatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lipophilic</td>
<td>Respiratory suppression</td>
<td>Long elimination</td>
<td>Respiratory suppression</td>
<td>Hypotension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complications</td>
<td>Long elimination</td>
<td>Withdrawal</td>
<td>Longer elimination</td>
<td>Hypotension ± Bradycardia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active metabolites</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Dexmedetomidine may be initiated either without a bolus (maintenance dose 0.2 to 0.7 µg.kg$^{-1}$.hr$^{-1}$) or with a small bolus (1.0 µg.kg$^{-1}$.hr$^{-1}$) and careful haemodynamic monitoring. See text for further details.
guidelines or for rapid sedation of an acutely agitated patient[11] (although antipsychotics may prove more helpful in that circumstance). The declining use of midazolam among some ICUs is undoubtedly multifactorial. However, biologically plausible explanations suggest that midazolam results in proportionally greater adverse effects because as fat becomes fully saturated with the drug, the sedative properties are exaggerated, leading to less predictable extubation times and higher cost than lorazepam. Central nervous system depressants, ethanol and barbiturates potentiate the sedative effects of benzodiazepines.

For years, lorazepam has been the sedative drug of choice in ventilated ICU patients in North America. As an intermediate-acting benzodiazepine, lorazepam requires several hours to reach maximal effect. Intermittent bolus dosing is generally preferred over continuous infusion to minimize over-sedation. Lorazepam is the least costly of intravenous sedatives, and its safe extensive use suggests its effectiveness.

The benzodiazepines are theoretically reversible. Flumazenil is approved for reversal of benzodiazepine-induced sedation in the ICU to enable neurologic evaluation, hasten preparedness for extubation or treat overdose. However, routine use of the competitive GABA-receptor antagonist can increase myocardial oxygen consumption or induce withdrawal symptoms after administration of only 0.5 mg.[7] It is not indicated for routine use in ICU patients who have been on continuous benzodiazepine infusion.

Propofol
A general anaesthetic with sedative and hypnotic properties at lower doses, the isopropylphenol, propofol, causes GABA-ergic central nervous system depression. Like benzodiazepines, propofol has additional properties, including anxiolysis, anti-convulsion, antiemesis, reduction of intracranial pressure and potentially dose-dependent antegrade amnesia. Its rapid onset and offset[1] are particularly important qualities during endotracheal intubation and occasionally other bedside procedures such as bronchoscopy. Length of recovery on discontinuation of infusions appears to be dose and time-related, where higher or longer dosing predict longer recovery (as with lorazepam).

Parameters for cost-effective and reliable use of propofol are being evaluated. Historically, short-term use of sedation (under 72 hours) most frequently prompts consideration of propofol. For use under 24 hours, propofol may offer cost savings over benzodiazepines. Also, propofol allows more rapid and more predictable recovery than lorazepam (or midazolam) beyond 72 hours (provided that sedation is targeted to a specified goal) among ICU patients.[8] When used for more than 48 hours, propofol appears to result in fewer ventilator days when compared with intermittent lorazepam.[9] Finally, although benzodiazepines largely remain the historical standard of care for alcohol withdrawal, propofol may treat delirium tremens equally safely and equally well.

Dexmedetomidine
A combined sedative-analgesic with properties of anxiolysis and sympatholysis, dexmedetomidine is a highly selective $\alpha_2$-agonist. Sedation appears to be by $\alpha_2$-adrenergic receptor-mediated inhibition of noradrenaline release in the locus coeruleus of the brainstem. The inhibition of noradrenaline release subsequently decreases concentrations of GABA, serotonin, histamine, and orexin, resulting in its sedative properties. Concomitant analgesia may occur via spinal cord nociceptors.

Dexmedetomidine is approved for use in North America for up to 24 hours in ventilated patients, although data on use of the drug beyond 24 hours has been equally encouraging when administered

1 Offset following a bolus dose occurs because of drug redistribution rather than metabolism and elimination, so does not depend on hepatic or renal function.

2 This drug is not licensed for use in Europe.
without a loading dose. Additional randomized, controlled trials of the proposed safety and efficacy of dexmedetomidine beyond 24 hours have recently been completed.

Where the benefits of dexmedetomidine have been studied, most are in post-surgical patients. In post-surgical patients, where the goal is sedation and analgesia that does not interfere with respiration, dexmedetomidine has been shown to enable both easy arousability and sleep. Importantly, dexmedetomidine has not yet been shown to enable better sleep quality or pain relief compared with propofol. Another potential benefit of dexmedetomidine is a decreased incidence of postoperative delirium, but here, too, the evidence to date is mixed; additional study is warranted. Dexmedetomidine has been confirmed as needing less supplemental propofol, midazolam or morphine when used alone or with these agents, thereby exposing patients to fewer adverse effects. The drug appears relatively safe and may have a better safety profile than once feared when routinely administering loading boluses. As such, its incorporation into the sedative armamentarium of intensivists awaits further study.

**Adverse effects**

Sedative medications have been demonstrated to result in prolonged ventilation, longer lengths of ICU and hospital stay, longer exposure to ICU complications (e.g. nosocomial pneumonia or deep venous thrombosis) and sometimes death. How these adverse events come about is less clear, although oversedation can attend all sedative medications. Acutely or chronically, oversedation is associated with hypotension, arrhythmia, gastrointestinal hypomotility, inhibition of cough, excessive loss of spontaneous ventilation and risk of withdrawal. Other adverse effects of sedatives by drug class are discussed later. Unknown risks assuredly exist.

Benzodiazepines are frequently the cause of haemodynamic and/or respiratory suppression. Acutely, venodilatation and impaired myocardial contractility can result in hypotension, especially in hypovolaemic patients. Benzodiazepines are distributed into fat, but once fat stores are saturated, sedative effects are enhanced. Delayed awakening, particularly with midazolam and its metabolites when compared with lorazepam, leads to prolonged ventilation. Also, paradoxical excitation and tachyphylaxis can occur, prompting additional benzodiazepine use. A unique adverse effect of lorazepam is propylene glycol (or polyethylene glycol) toxicity associated with serum propylene glycol concentrations > 18 mg.dL$^{-1}$. This toxic level can be achieved either by prolonged use (perhaps for weeks), high doses (>25 mg.hr$^{-1}$) or both, and appears to predict a syndrome of metabolic acidosis, lactic acidemia, acute tubular necrosis and hyperosmolality. Finally, exposure to benzodiazepines for as little as one week at high doses can cause physiologic dependence and thus precipitate withdrawal if discontinued abruptly. Characterized by tremor, nausea, diaphoresis, anxiety, agitation, muscle cramps, sleep disturbance, delirium, seizure, headache and dysphoria, benzodiazepine withdrawal results in reinstitution of therapy (not necessarily as an infusion), longer ICU stay, longer duration of mechanical ventilation and higher total doses of drug. Liver failure inhibits the metabolism of midazolam but not lorazepam, because the glucuronidation process for lorazepam is commonly spared in liver failure. Finally, in addition to neuroexcitation, benzodiazepines may be causative in agitation and delirium (which will be discussed later).

Propofol, as with the benzodiazepines, is associated with myocardial suppression, tachyphylaxis and paradoxical neurological excitation (as myoclonus). Many of these effects can be averted by using small boluses and either intermittent administration or low-dose continuous infusion. With prolonged use at high doses, physiologic dependence may cause a withdrawal syndrome similar to that seen with benzodiazepines. Other adverse
effects, especially related to use over 72 hours, include hypertriglyceridaemia, nosocomial infection (perhaps due to contamination of the lipid diluent) and the propofol infusion syndrome. Hypertriglyceridaemia occurs in up to 10% of patients and may prompt discontinuation, in part because the phospholipid emulsion provides 1.1 kcal.mL\(^{-1}\) from fat. Adjustment of caloric intake (including parenteral intake) should be made for the emulsion. Nosocomial infection, presumably due to contamination of the lipid emulsion, has been reported although not proven, and is retarded by additives in the preparation. The propofol infusion syndrome is characterized by hypertriglyceridaemia, rhabdomyolysis with metabolic acidosis, hypotension, and bradycardia leading to fatal arrhythmia. Precipitating factors are unclear, but use of >65 mcg.kg\(^{-1}\).min\(^{-1}\) for ≥48 hours is likely to be harmful.

Dexmedetomidine, the newest of the sedative agents, appears to cause bradycardia and hypotension. When used with a loading dose, bradycardia occurs in a small minority of patients and hypotension in nearly one third. However, the haemodynamic effects of dexmedetomidine are complex. Initially, the drug can cause transient hypertension when given as a bolus. Bradycardia and hypotension can occur during the first four hours after administration and then stabilize. Use in hypovolaemic patients, or those with known bradycardia or low cardiac output, may exaggerate these effects. The bradycardia, while potentially life-threatening, may also be cardioprotective – for example, in post-operative patients. Moreover, using a low-dose bolus (≈0.4 µg.kg\(^{-1}\).hr\(^{-1}\)), or none at all, may avert adverse haemodynamic effects. The impact of adverse effects when using dexmedetomidine for more than 24 hours requires additional study.

**Management of sedation**

The balance between art and science is perfectly exemplified by the desire to sedate but not overse-date critically ill patients in the ICU. In fact, as compelling as avoidance of undersedation may be in preventing unpleasant experiences that might lead to post-ICU emotional distress in some and post-traumatic stress symptoms in others, avoidance of oversedation has proven beneficial in enabling earlier liberation from ventilation. Two principles of sedation in the ICU aim to tip favourably the balance of risk and benefits, namely intermittent administration and daily interruption of sedation. Intermittent dosing of sedatives prevents exposing patients to risk unnecessarily, as is the case of continuous infusion. Continuous sedative infusions prolong mechanical ventilation and length of stay in the ICU, prompting recommendations for intermittent use, whenever possible.\[^11\]

Daily discontinuation of sedatives has proven effective in improving clinical outcomes among medical ICU patients. In a seminal paper by Kress et al.,\[^12\] daily interruption of sedative infusions (so-called ‘spontaneous awakening’) reduced duration of mechanical ventilation by 2.4 days (p = 0.004) and ICU length of stay by 3.5 days (p = 0.02). Follow-up analysis confirmed decreased incidence of complications of prolonged intubation and mechanical ventilation in the intervention group.\[^13\] The authors concluded that a ‘strategy of daily sedative interruption allowed a focused downward titration of sedative infusion rates over time, streamlining administration of these drugs and minimizing the tendency for accumulation.’\[^12\]

In fact, protocolization of sedation in the ICU may alone be partially responsible for beneficial outcomes. For example, compared with standard care, a nurse-implemented sedation protocol conveys a nearly 50% reduction in duration of ventilation and about a 25% reduction in duration of ICU and hospital lengths of stay.\[^4\] Regardless of whether the effect is mediated by protocolization alone or by spontaneous awakening, the new standard of care for ICU patients is protocolized sedation with spontaneous awakening. A
forthcoming trial will investigate the impact of combining daily spontaneous awakening and spontaneous breathing trials on clinical outcomes among a cohort of medical and surgical ICU patients.

After ensuring adequate analgesia, choosing the ‘best’ sedative agent ultimately depends on balancing the risks and benefits. Pharmacologic properties of sedative drugs, intended duration of use and clinical factors, such as presence of renal or hepatic dysfunction, are all important. One adverse event associated with sedative use, delirium, deserves further consideration.

Delirium

Definition
A form of acute organ dysfunction much like acute renal failure or acute respiratory failure, delirium originates from the Latin word, delirus, meaning ‘to be crazy, deranged, or silly.’ Although the medical community has historically reserved ‘delirium’ to describe agitated, confused patients and has used ‘encephalopathy’ to describe lethargic, confused patients, the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition (DSM-IV) does not make this distinction. It defines delirium as a confusional state characterized by acute onset, fluctuating level of consciousness, inattention and disorganized thinking. Disruption of the sleep-wake cycle and psychomotor or perceptual disturbances (e.g. hallucinations) are associated features of delirium but are not required for its diagnosis.

Attempts to characterize delirium according to motor subtype have led to characterization of hyperactive versus hypoactive subtypes, with the distinguishing feature being the level of activity observed. Patients with hyperactive delirium demonstrate psychomotor agitation, semi-purposeful activity and emotional lability, while those with hypoactive delirium demonstrate decreased responsiveness, inactivity and lethargy. Although certain aetiologies are commonly associated with a particular subtype of delirium (e.g. alcohol withdrawal and anticholinergic toxicity tend to cause hyperactive delirium, whereas hepatic insufficiency and traumatic brain injury tend to cause hypoactive delirium), patients frequently develop mixed delirium, exhibiting features of both hyperactive and hypoactive subtypes during the course of their illness. Hypoactive and mixed delirium are more common than isolated hyperactive delirium, as determined by the Confusion Assessment Method for the ICU (CAM-ICU). In a study of 307 medical ICU patients, persistently hyperactive delirium is uncommon in both mechanically ventilated and non-ventilated patients (<2%), and most ventilated patients have either mixed or hypoactive delirium. Regardless of subtype, delirium is clearly much more than psychomotor agitation and confusion, as has been historically assumed.

Diagnosis
Routine assessment for delirium in all ICU patients is warranted. A well-validated, reliable, brief assessment tool to easily equip critical care practitioners in monitoring both level of arousal and content of consciousness is ideal. Such an instrument would allow for goal-directed titration of sedatives and analgesics as well as rapid recognition of delirium. Two tools for monitoring delirium in ICU patients include the Intensive Care Delirium Screening Checklist[14] and the CAM-ICU.[15] The Intensive Care Delirium Screening Checklist is an eight-item checklist with a reported sensitivity of 99% and specificitiy of 64% and excellent inter-rater reliability ($\kappa=0.94$).[14] Each of the eight items is scored as absent or present (0 or 1, respectively), and the item scores are summed for a total, in which patients with a score $\geq 4$ are considered delirious. The CAM-ICU was adapted for use in non-verbal ICU patients from the original Confusion Assessment Method[16] and includes a four-feature assessment (Figure 8.1), the results of which yield a dichotomous result for delirium: present or absent. The presence of
Figure 8.1 Diagnosis of delirium with the Confusion Assessment Method for the Intensive Care Unit (CAM-ICU). Used with permission, copyright © 2002, E. Wesley Ely, MD, MPH and Vanderbilt University, all rights reserved.

Feature 1: Acute onset of mental status changes or a fluctuating course
and
Feature 2: Inattention
and
Feature 3: Disorganized thinking
or
Feature 4: Altered level of consciousness
= Delirium

Figure 8.2 Lorazepam is an independent risk factor for transitioning to delirium in ICU patients. Used with permission from Marinelli WA, Leatherman JW, Neuromuscular disorders in the intensive care unit. Crit Care Clin. 2002.

Additionally, in a cohort of 198 mechanically ventilated medical and cardiac ICU patients, Pandharipande et al.\textsuperscript{[17]} found that lorazepam had an independent and dose-related temporal association with delirium with the adjusted odds for daily transition to delirium increasing by 20% per milligram of lorazepam (p = 0.003) in a multivariable model (Figure 8.2). Delirium may represent an idiosyncratic reaction to psychoactive medications, and it is not clear that all psychoactive medications present an equal risk. Novel sedative agents

Risk factors
Proven or potential risk factors for delirium include: (1) host characteristics, (2) features of the acute illness and (3) environmental or iatrogenic factors (Table 8.3). The accumulation of risk factors appears to portend the development of delirium, and the cumulative prevalence of myriad risk factors in ICU patients relates to the high occurrence of delirium in the ICU. Probably the most universal and potentially modifiable risk factor among critically ill patients is exposure to sedatives and analgesics. Pethidine\textsuperscript{4} and morphine have separately been shown to predict delirium occurrence.

Table 8.3 Risk factors for delirium

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Baseline characteristics</th>
<th>Iatrogenic/environmental factors</th>
<th>Disease factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Sedative medications</td>
<td>Sepsis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive impairment</td>
<td>Analgesic medications</td>
<td>Hypoxaemia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-morbidities</td>
<td>Use of bladder catheter</td>
<td>Metabolic derangements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anticholinergic medications</td>
<td>Severity of illness score</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sleep quality or quantity</th>
<th>Probability of developing delirium</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lorazepam dose (mg)

\textit{Lorazepam is an independent risk factor for transitioning to delirium in ICU patients. Used with permission from Marinelli WA, Leatherman JW, Neuromuscular disorders in the intensive care unit. Crit Care Clin. 2002.}

\textsuperscript{3} A complete description of the CAM-ICU and training materials including several language translations can be found at www.icudelirium.org.

\textsuperscript{4} Called \textit{meperidine} in North America.
Outcomes

Delirium is associated with numerous, independent adverse outcomes. An altered level of consciousness complicates bedside monitoring, drug delivery and life-supporting therapies, raising the risk of aspiration, nosocomial infection, self-extubation and air embolism. Using the CAM-ICU for diagnosing delirium in ICU patients, additional untoward outcomes independently associated with delirium in multivariable models include increased mortality at six months ($p = 0.008$, Figure 8.3), longer duration of hospital stay, failure of extubation and probably long-term cognitive impairment. In a multivariate model intended to evaluate the relationship of delirium to hospital length of stay, each of delirium, severity of illness, age, gender, race and duration of sedative and analgesic drug administration were found to be related, with delirium as the strongest predictor ($p = 0.006$).[19] The increased risk has been subsequently confirmed using multivariate analyses among large cohorts. Extubation failure (i.e. the need for re-intubation within 48 hours) exposes patients to risk of prolonged ventilation or of re-intubation, such as nosocomial pneumonia and death. Delirium specifically (and abnormal mental status more generally) may increase the need for re-intubation within 48 hours of extubation three-fold. Chronic complications may be as consequential to ICU survivors as acute events, even if less well-described in the literature. Nearly 50% of all acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) survivors, for example, exhibit neuropsychological impairment up to two years following their ICU stay.[20] Given the high importance many place on cognitive abilities and the independence derived from them, the presence of long-term cognitive impairment among critically ill patients represents a potentially devastating, lasting burden for patients, their families and society. Future study of long-term cognitive outcomes in survivors of critical illness is warranted.

Prevention and treatment

Ultimately, prevention of adverse events requires careful consideration of how resources in the ICU are used. The pharmacology of sedative agents combined with medical co-morbidities of an ICU patient may direct, for instance, the selection of a narcotic alone over a benzodiazepine. Likewise, prevention of delirium requires contemplation of both pharmacologic and non-pharmacologic options for addressing potentially reversible risks. Employment of standardized intervention protocols for delirious patients outside the ICU has resulted in significant reductions in the incidence and the duration of delirium. Although unproven to date, such strategies may portend improvements in ICU delirium as well. Early treatment of hypercapnia, hypoglycaemia, hypoxia, shock and other metabolic derangements may prevent the occurrence of
delirium altogether. Also, careful selection of sedative and analgesic agents may prevent delirium. For example, while benzodiazepines are the drugs of choice for the treatment of alcohol withdrawal, this class of drugs is not recommended for the routine treatment of delirium because of the likelihood of promoting confusion, oversedation and respiratory depression. For the prevention of delirium, as well as beneficial clinical outcomes mentioned earlier, goal-directed sedation protocols are crucial.

A general lack of awareness of hypoactive delirium and its risks, as well as the absence of clinical trial data, have resulted in medical indifference regarding ICU delirium and wide variation in pharmacologic treatment strategies. Antipsychotics such as haloperidol and the ‘atypicals’ (e.g. olanzapine, risperidone, ziprasidone, aripiprazole and quetiapine) are thought to exert an anti-delirium effect by ‘normalizing’ cerebral function via disinhibition of acetylcholine, blockade of dopamine receptors and activation of serotonin receptors and, for haloperidol, by antagonizing the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines. Unfortunately, atypical antipsychotics do not have intravenous formulations. Therefore, despite the absence of randomized, placebo-controlled clinical trials or FDA approval, haloperidol has been recommended for treatment of ICU delirium.

Haloperidol is a butyrophenone with neuroleptic and purported anti-inflammatory properties that may work by stabilizing cerebral function via dopamine blockade and acetylcholine disinhibition. Data supporting the use of haloperidol either alone or versus other medications for the treatment and prevention of delirium are limited. Among elderly, non-ICU hip surgery patients, prophylactic treatment with low-dose haloperidol reduced the duration, but not the incidence, of delirium. Retrospectively, critically ill patients who received haloperidol within two days of initiation of mechanical ventilation had a significantly lower hospital mortality when compared with patients who did not receive haloperidol. How haloperidol works in this regard is unknown.

The pharmacokinetics of haloperidol, as with sedatives, reflects its risk. With a half-life of about 21 hours, haloperidol reaches peak plasma concentrations within 2 to 6 hours of enteral administration, or under 20 minutes of intramuscular or intravenous administration. Most commonly, the drug is administered intravenously in the ICU to patients with hyperactive delirium at a dose of 2 to 10 mg followed by higher doses as needed and then switched to dosing every 6 hours once stable.

Haloperidol use in critically ill patients appears safe, although adverse effects do occur. These can include hypotension (antagonization of adrenaline when given intravenously), dose-dependent QTc prolongation (possibly resulting in tachyarrhythmias such as torsades de pointes in those with pre-existing cardiac disease or those receiving cumulative daily doses >35 to 40 mg), extrapyramidal symptoms (e.g. rigidity), neuroleptic malignant syndrome and akathisia. Patients should be monitored for these signs and symptoms while receiving haloperidol. Importantly, haloperidol is not sedating, does not suppress respiratory drive and has, not surprisingly, been shown as superior to lorazepam for treatment of delirium. It is recommended for treatment of delirium in the ICU, although the optimal dose, formulation, and timing of administration as well, as any difference between hyperactive and hypoactive delirium, are all unknown.

The atypical antipsychotics may also be helpful in treating delirium. With half-lives typically of at least 20 or more hours (ziprasidone is approximately seven hours), the atypical antipsychotics usually reach peak plasma concentration within 5 to 8 hours following enteral administration (shorter for risperidone) or within one hour for drugs administered intramuscularly. Their mechanisms of action are similar to haloperidol, but instead of blocking primarily dopamine, they affect a variety of other neurotransmitters including
noradrenaline, serotonin, histamine and acetylcholine. In contrast to haloperidol, the atypical antipsychotics usually cause few side effects. Although weight gain, hypotension and dysglycaemia are not uncommon, the risks of extrapyramidal symptoms or neuroleptic malignant syndrome are lower. The drugs variably contribute to sedation and suppression of the respiratory drive. In early 2005, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration issued an alert that atypical antipsychotic medications are associated with a mortality risk among elderly patients. However, no such generalization to patients treated with antipsychotics for delirium is warranted in 2008.

### Paralysis

**Overview**

Prolonged paralysis of patients in the ICU has come under increased scrutiny in the last decade. Historically, the most common reported indication for prolonged use of neuromuscular blockade agents (NMBAs) in ICU patients has been facilitation of complex mechanical ventilation (e.g. pressure control or inverse ratio ventilation, permissive hypercapnia, or high levels of positive end-expiratory pressure), where muscle paralysis is intended to minimize lung injury and optimize ventilation and oxygenation. It is known, for example, that patients may actively contract expiratory muscles to oppose the volume-recruiting effects of positive end-expiratory pressure, so it makes logical sense that preventing the active contraction could improve clinical outcome. Expressed reasons for using paralytic agents are listed in Table 8.4.

While frequency of paralytic use prior to the early 1990s is unknown, in 1991 most U.S. academic critical care practitioners routinely used NMBAs in up to 20% of ventilated patients. Following the 1995 publication of the SCCM guidelines, use of NMBAs declined. However, at enrolment into the ARDS Network trial of low versus high tidal volume ventilation during the late 1990s, 1 in 4 patients received NMBAs and 1 in 7 were still receiving NMBAs after as many as 14 days of mechanical ventilation for ARDS. Overuse of paralytic agents persists among ventilated ICU patients.

Three problems associated with the routine use of NMBAs are well known: lack of demonstrable efficacy, difficulty in monitoring level of sedation and degree of paralysis and poor risk:benefit ratio because of adverse effects. Much attention will be given in this chapter to the myriad adverse effects of NMBAs. Most adverse effects are avoidable, given that appropriate attention is paid to sedation and analgesia in mechanically ventilated patients and that paralytic agents are only used in short-term rescue, when necessary. For those patients in whom paralysis is necessary, determination of safest practice based on patient and pharmacologic factors, using the lowest possible dose and establishing local practice guidelines on monitoring is paramount.

### Monitoring

Monitoring paralysis is necessary to minimize the potential for adverse events. Careful adherence to a protocol for monitoring sedation and analgesia (see the appropriate sections of this chapter for

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 8.4 Indications for therapeutic paralysis among ventilated ICU patients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Facilitation of complex mechanical ventilation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Intra-operative muscle relaxation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Reduction of oxygen consumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Prevention of physical injury and preserving adequate ventilation and haemodynamic stability in patients with status epilepticus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Minimization of shivering during post-operative rewarming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Prevention of muscle spasm and rigidity in those with neuromuscular agent poisoning, tetanus or neuroleptic malignant syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Minimization of transient increases in intracranial pressure because of coughing or agitation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
monitoring in sedation and analgesia) is of foremost importance. Patients interviewed after their ICU stays who remember being ventilated frequently describe it as stressful or unpleasant. Meanwhile, attention must be paid to the host of potential adverse effects of NMBA use. These are discussed in further detail below and include appropriate eye care and deep venous thrombosis prophylaxis. A combined approach of objective bedside assessment along with tests such as peripheral nerve stimulation has been recommended as central to monitoring paralysis.\[25\]

Bedside assessment by a critical care practitioner is important partly because of the uniqueness of paralytic agents and partly because of the imperfection of presumably more objective tests to determine the level of paralysis. The diaphragm, larynx and laryngeal adductor muscles require higher concentrations of NMBA at the neuromuscular junction to prevent neuromuscular transmission than other skeletal muscles. Patient–ventilator asynchrony, tachypnea, diaphoresis, lacrimation, hypertension, tachycardia and occasionally overt agitation with facial or eye movements indicate incomplete, or awake, paralysis. Bedside evaluation of skeletal muscle and respiratory effort for any of these findings in a patient receiving a NMBA is essential. However, because the diaphragm tends to be paralysed only at high levels of paralysis, reliance upon simple observation (such as of spontaneous ventilatory effort) to titrate NMBAs is unreliable.

Increasingly in the last few years, peripheral nerve stimulation, particularly train-of-four (TOF) testing, has been recommended to estimate the extent of paralysis. TOF is a painless technique where four bursts of electrical current are administered in 0.5 seconds from a handheld device, then the magnitude of contraction of the adductor pollicis or orbicularis oculi muscle is assessed for each of the electrical bursts. No response elicited is thought to correspond to >90% blockade of receptors, while response to all four bursts indicates <50 to 75% blockade of receptors. Although recommended by the SCCM for monitoring of all patients receiving paralytic agents, the TOF is imperfect and, sometimes, clinically confusing. Moreover, it does not predict the development of adverse effects of NMBAs such as myopathy.

Clinical assessment on withholding paralysis not infrequently demonstrates that continued paralysis is unnecessary. Therefore, the most practical method of monitoring paralysis, when required, is to allow the patient to move prior to administering additional, intermittent doses of NMBA. This approach permits assessment of undiscovered medical conditions (including lack of adequate sedation or analgesia) and does not require special training or equipment.

**Neuromuscular blocking agents (NMBAs)**

Neuromuscular blocking agents (NMBAs) have historically been administered by continuous infusion. However, intermittent dosing of paralytic agents might result in a lower occurrence of perhaps the most common adverse effect of NMBA use: acute myopathy and/or neuropathy. De Lemos et al.\[26\] prospectively assigned 30 patients to receive either continuous or intermittent pancuronium in order to assess the incidence of neurologist-proven residual muscle weakness. The investigators noted a 30% absolute risk reduction during their study in incidence of severe muscle weakness favouring the intermittent paralysis group, yet the small sample size did not permit statistical significance to be achieved. Although lacking in statistical and methodological rigor, the study is analogous to the randomized daily interruption of sedation and spontaneous awakening trials performed by Kress et al.\[12\] and as with interrupted use of sedatives, intermittent use of paralytic agents appears superior to continuous infusion in the incidence of acute myopathy. Due to the difficulty of monitoring paralysis, the true effect is likely to be larger than that which is
measured. Also, intermediate-acting agents such as cisatracurium or vecuronium might demonstrate an even greater degree of difference in the incidence of myopathy.

Another concern with use of paralytic agents has to do not so much with the difficulty in monitoring but in determining the effectiveness of paralysis in obtaining the stated goal of NMBA use. The level of evidence among patients in whom the goal of NMBA use was treatment of muscle spasms or reduction of intracranial pressure does not rise above that of retrospective case reports. At a meeting of representatives from 11 international medical organizations, the summary statement reads, in part, ‘When appropriately utilized, NMBAs may improve chest wall compliance, prevent respiratory dyssynchrony, and reduce peak airway pressures. Muscle paralysis may also decrease the work of breathing.’ Yet, paralysis has not been shown as effective in achieving two of the purported goals for the use of paralytic agents; decreasing oxygen consumption or improving oxygen delivery in severe sepsis. Instead, despite achieving adequate sedation and paralysis and improving lung compliance among 18 ventilated patients with severe sepsis in a randomized, placebo-controlled trial, Freebairn et al. in 1991 demonstrated that vecuronium was not associated with reduction of oxygen consumption or improvement in oxygen delivery. The authors concluded that routine use of NMBAs for the purpose of reducing oxygen consumption ‘should be abandoned’. There have been no placebo-controlled trials of NMBAs for the express purpose of facilitating mechanical ventilation (e.g. permissive hypercapnia, inverse ratio ventilation, etc.) to date, and despite frequent use of paralytic agents in patients who receive newer modes of ventilation such as high-frequency oscillatory ventilation, the superiority of that mode of ventilation, let alone the need for paralysis as opposed to adequate sedation and analgesia, has not been established.

While the absence of data need not ‘paralyse’ critical care practitioners, a thoughtful consideration of the risk:benefit ratio has come to suggest a new guideline for use of NMBAs. Regardless of the paucity of data supporting efficacy of paralysis, and irrespective of the inability to unequivocally monitor when a patient is paralysed, the use of paralytic agents has deservedly come under scrutiny in recent years. Evidence of a mounting number of adverse effects, from awake paralysis to sustained paralysis or critical illness myopathy after discontinuation of paralysis, are the most concerning aspects of NMBA use, even if paralysis proves to be manageable and worthwhile.

**Mechanism of action**

Normal physiology involves conduction of neural impulses to the neuromuscular junction, provoking the release of acetylcholine from pre-synaptic vesicles into the junctional space. From there, acetylcholine binds to specific receptors on the post-synaptic membrane (e.g. on the skeletal muscle), causing sodium–potassium flux and depolarization. The ability of muscle to contract repeatedly is achieved by a combination of acetylcholine reuptake and degradation by acetylcholinesterase, both ‘true’ acetylcholinesterase and pseudocholinesterase which has the additional capability of metabolizing acetylcholine-like molecules. Depolarizing NMBAs stereochemically resemble acetylcholine and so bind and activate acetylcholine receptors; however, they are not degraded by acetylcholinesterase and so cause persistent depolarization (preventing repolarization of the motor endplate) until the agent diffuses out of the synaptic cleft. Non-depolarizing NMBAs block acetylcholine receptors without activating them. Because a sustained decrease in acetylcholine binding results in a compensatory increase in the number of acetylcholine receptors, only depolarizing NMBAs will have increased responsiveness to this up-regulation of receptors. The muscle will, in fact, become relatively resistant
to non-depolarizing NMBAs as a consequence of this same up-regulation. This difference in mechanism of action has important consequences not only for pharmacologic and pharmacokinetic properties of the medications but also for potential adverse effects. Most importantly, the mechanism of action of NMBAs confirms their paralytic properties as well as their lack of sedative or analgesic properties.

**Depolarizing agents**
The only depolarizing agent in current use is succinylcholine, and it is no longer used to maintain continuous paralysis. The agent has a rapid onset of action (in seconds) and brief duration of action (<10 min) as a result of rapid degradation by pseudocholinesterase. In fact, so rapid is this degradation that only a minority of the administered dose (typically 1 mg.kg\(^{-1}\)) reaches the neuromuscular junction, where it results in skeletal muscle depolarization and fasciculation. With this, potassium is released from muscles. Plasma concentrations can rise as much as 1 mmol.L\(^{-1}\) in patients with rhabdomyolysis, multiple trauma, burns, neuromuscular disease or peritonitis and thus represent a life-threatening complication. Hypothermia is particularly well-known to decrease metabolism of succinylcholine, resulting in sustained paralysis. Frequently, the administration of succinylcholine results in a sympathomimetic response; subsequent histamine release and hypotension are particularly common in combination with barbiturates. Because of its rapid onset, succinylcholine is a useful agent for rapid sequence intubation. However, prolonged use results in vagal stimulation and bradycardia. Malignant hyperthermia is a rare but potentially lethal and adverse effect of use, especially in genetically susceptible individuals. It is characterized by intractable jaw muscle spasm, hyperventilation, tachycardia, labile blood pressure, fever, severe acidosis, hyperkalaemia and rhabdomyolysis. While the paralytic effects of succinylcholine are pharmacologically irreversible, dantrolene may be used to treat malignant hyperthermia.

**Non-depolarizing agents**
Non-depolarizing NMBAs are most conveniently grouped according to pharmacologic properties (Table 8.5), including duration of action, route of metabolism and excretion, propensity to release histamine (resulting in hypotension and bronchospasm) and propensity of vagolysis (resulting in tachycardia). Classically, the benzylisoquinolinium agents are associated with histamine release but not vagolytic properties, while aminosteroid agents are more commonly associated with vagolysis rather than histamine release. The following brief review of common non-depolarizing NMBAs focuses on newer agents, which typically have fewer of the deleterious properties than did the original drug identified in each class. They also are less commonly reversible than depolarizing agents. The ideal agent would have a rapid onset of action, fairly short recovery period, no dependence upon renal or liver clearance or metabolism, no associated hypotension or tachycardia and would be inexpensive.

**Benzylisoquinolinium NMBAs**
Cisatracurium is an intermediate-acting benzylisoquinolinium NMB that causes few cardiovascular effects, in part because it does not cause significant histamine release. Because it is degraded in the blood by Hoffman elimination independent of organ function, it does not need to be adjusted for renal or hepatic dysfunction. It has been compared to vecuronium and atracurium in non-randomized, prospective trials of a broad spectrum of ICU patients. Each trial utilized either clinical endpoints or TOF. Similar clinical effects to vecuronium and atracurium were demonstrated,\(^{29,30}\) although recovery of TOF > 0.7 may occur more quickly with cisatracurium than with vecuronium.

Like cisatracurium, atracurium is an intermediate-acting agent with minimal cardiovascular adverse
effects and is degraded in the bloodstream. Unlike cisatracurium, atracurium is associated with dose-dependent histamine release. In patients with multi-organ system failure, liver failure and brain injury, atracurium has proven safe for use for more than one week. It may have several niches: (1) patients with renal failure because the drug is not cleared by the kidney, (2) older patients because its termination is not impaired by advanced age or (3) patients with cardiovascular or haemodynamic instability. However, tachyphylaxis may occur with long-term use, and the drug has a metabolite, laudanosine, that is thought to lower the seizure threshold or directly excite the brain in patients who have liver failure or who have received high NMBA doses. Also, although a class effect is thought to exist, atracurium has specifically been associated with protracted paralysis after discontinuation.\(^\text{[31]}\)

Doxacurium\(^5\) is a potent, long-acting NMBA not associated with cardiovascular effects. Its use in elderly patients and those with renal failure may result in significantly prolonged duration of paralysis. In a randomized, double-blind controlled trial with pancuronium intended to facilitate mechanical ventilation or to lower intracranial pressure, patients receiving doxacurium had significantly shorter and more reliable length of recovery time on discontinuation of the NMBA.\(^\text{[32]}\) The drug’s long duration of action, longer time to onset and excretion by the kidney, however, limit its clinical utility.

**Aminosteroidal NMBA**

Introduced in 1972, pancuronium is one of the oldest NMBA. It is a long-acting agent. As one of the least expensive NMBA, its widespread use in ventilated patients is appealing. However, it is almost uniformly vagolytic (>90% of ventilated patients are reported to have a rise in their pulse by \(>10\text{ beats.min}^{-1}\)).\(^\text{[32]}\) may cause histamine release and has been associated with prolonged effects in patients with either renal or liver dysfunction due to production of active metabolites. The increased heart rate frequently results in avoidance of use in cardiovascular ICUs.

\(^5\) Only available in North America.
Vecuronium, an intermediate-acting aminosteroid NMBA, is an analogue of pancuronium devoid of its vagolytic properties. Together with a brief onset of action and relatively short duration, the absence of vagolytic properties makes vecuronium useful for rapid sequence intubation in the ICU. However, metabolism of the parent drug by the liver results in prolonged duration of action in patients with liver dysfunction. Owing to the accumulation of a toxic metabolite that is 50% as active as the parent drug, vecuronium use in patients with renal failure may be detrimental because of prolonged duration of action. The longer duration of recovery using TOF compared with cisatracurium, accumulation by the liver and poor clearance in renal failure suggest the reasons for its occasional replacement with pancuronium, cisatracurium or rocuronium in ICU practice.

The newest agent reviewed, rocuronium, was first introduced in 1994 as an intermediate-acting agent (similar to vecuronium) with more rapid onset and shorter duration of recovery than vecuronium. Its use is similarly limited in patients with liver but not always renal failure.

Adverse effects from non-depolarizing NMABs are common and require careful monitoring. All nondepolarizing NMABs are capable of being reversed, although careful cardiac and haemodynamic monitoring is warranted when using edrophonium, neostigmine or pyridostigmine for this purpose.

**Adverse effects**

Clinical outcomes related to use of NMABs have recently been elucidated among an international cohort of 5183 adult patients from 361 ICUs in 20 countries who received mechanical ventilation for more than 12 hours.\(^{[33]}\) Paralysis was employed in 13% of patients for a median of 2 days.\(^{[34]}\) Use of NMABs was associated with prolonged durations of mechanical ventilation, weaning, and ICU stay (all \(p < 0.001\)). Their use independently increased the odds of mortality by nearly 40% (\(p < 0.001\))\(^{[34]}\) at least partly reflecting the fact that NMABs were used (in accordance with SCCM guidelines) as a final option in severely ill ventilated patients.

Many dangers of paralysis, ranging from cough suppression to awake paralysis to life-threatening weakness and, rarely, to malignant hyperthermia, have been identified. Difficulty in recognizing inadequate sedation makes awake paralysis a feared complication of paralysis. The detrimental effects of inadequate sedation with paralysis were documented again in 2006 in a descriptive case series of 11 patients who vividly recalled fear, loss of control, and a sense of ‘almost dying’.\(^{[35]}\) Unrecognized ventilator malfunction, arterial line dysfunction, or even extubation can be fatal in paralyzed patients regardless of sedation level. Corneal erosions or ulcerations may result from the absence of diligent eye care and hydration. Nerve compression syndromes leading to contractures or paresis are possible without careful attention to frequent repositioning and padding, although these are now standard care in most ICUs. Not surprisingly, NMABs predispose patients to formation of deep venous thrombi and to muscle atrophy. While standard ICU care currently prevents many complications, other serious adverse effects continue to occur. For instance, paralytic agents prevent patient communication and conceal such time-sensitive physical signs of distress as intra-abdominal catastrophe from lack of abdominal rigidity, hypoglycaemia, seizures, angina and stroke.

Numerous medications and medical conditions can impact the effect of NMABs as a result of impaired ability to assess the patient, complications of prolonged immobility, reduction in protective reflexes and respiration, and consequences from adverse effects of NMABs (e.g. protracted neuromuscular weakness, neuroleptic malignant syndrome and neuropsychiatric distress). A special clinical situation is that of oedema, whereby an
Increased volume of distribution may initially make paralysis more difficult to achieve. Eventually the large reservoir of accumulated drug in oedema fluid prolongs recovery. Prolonged paralysis may be related to genetic or acquired (e.g. through advanced age or pregnancy) cholinesterase deficiency, varying pharmacologic properties of NMBAs, metabolic conditions or drugs that potentiate drug effects, or accumulation of metabolites due to failed excretion. Up to 5% of patients are heterozygous for plasma cholinesterase deficiency while <0.04% of patients are homozygotes. Avoidance in patients at known risk is prudent. Myopathy was once thought to be more common in NMBAs with a steroid base (e.g. vecuronium, pancuronium) because of their extensive hepatic metabolism and creation of active metabolites; however, this conventional wisdom is no longer thought to be unique to the amino-steroids. Tachyphylaxis to both classes of NMBAs has been reported and may reflect saturation of neuromuscular junctions and compensatory increase in acetylcholine receptor expression. Increasing the dose of a given NMBA subjects patients to increased risk of adverse effects, and guidelines recommend that patients should receive a different drug if paralysis is still required.

**Acute quadriplegic myopathy syndrome**

A syndrome of often profound quadriplegic muscle weakness, acute quadriplegic myopathy syndrome (AQMS), is characterized by symmetric weakness of extremities and trunk muscles while sparing facial muscles and cranial nerves. Often obscured early in the course of recovery from paralysis and then requiring differentiation from prolonged paralysis, AQMS becomes apparent as weakness once paralytic agents are weaned. In most cases, AQMS occurs in patients who have received mechanical ventilation for severe airflow obstruction and who have usually been treated with corticosteroids and NMBAs concomitantly. However, AQMS can occur in the absence of either or both agents, and the effect of an interaction between corticosteroids and NMBAs remains unproven. Although prolonged neuromuscular paralysis may not be the sine qua non for development of AQMS in patients who receive steroids while undergoing mechanical ventilation, it seems reasonable to conclude that NMBAs markedly increase the risk of myopathy.

AQMS likely encompasses a collection of syndromes, including critical illness myopathy associated with sepsis, thick filament myopathy related to use of corticosteroids and NMBAs, and necrotizing myopathy. A series of 107 mechanically ventilated asthmatic patients demonstrated similar prevalence of AQMS for patients treated with atracurium (35%) and vecuronium (31%). The exact incidence is not known, partly because of overlap of the syndromes clinically, electrophysiologically and pathologically. A recent suggestion to use the term ‘critical illness myopathy’ might avoid confusion. Diagnostic findings on examination include diminished deep tendon reflexes, preserved sensation and muscle atrophy. Frequently, but not always, creatine kinase levels are elevated. Diagnosis is confirmed electromyelographically in most cases.

When it occurs, critical illness myopathy is a serious complication of NMBA use resulting in prolonged ventilation, ICU stay, and hospital stay, prolonged rehabilitation (up to four months), potentially diminished quality of life (especially in those with permanent deficits), and increased costs. Avoidance of critical illness myopathy should be a priority for all critical care practitioners because no specific treatment exists. Unfortunately, as stated by Marinelli and Leatherman, ‘it may not be possible to prevent this complication in patients with severe sepsis and multiorgan failure or with severe, protracted status asthmaticus that requires use of corticosteroids and either prolonged deep sedation or neuromuscular paralysis’. As such, avoidance of paralytic agents may be the best preventive strategy available.
Analgesia

Overview

Prompt, initial attention to analgesia when considering how best to ‘sedate’ a mechanically ventilated patient is prudent. Narcotic-based sedation has been proposed as an alternative to or replacement for traditional benzodiazepine-based sedation strategies among the ventilated critically ill. In fact, despite widespread use of benzodiazepines for sedation and exposure to adverse cardiopulmonary, neurologic and other effects, analgesia is underutilized. Reasons for the under use of analgesics are likely to be multifactorial. First, relief of pain has been traditionally minimized, perhaps because of fear that the history or examination might not reveal new symptoms or signs. Second, decreased bowel motility, cardiopulmonary instability (at least when combined use of narcotics and NMBAs was more commonplace) and other adverse effects have discouraged their use. Finally, over-reliance on benzodiazepines and other sedatives, where monitoring with sedation scales is more widely accepted, has tilted the scales toward a focus on anxiolysis rather than analgesia. Unfortunately, unrelieved pain creates numerous complications in its own right. Basal pulmonary atelectasis from abdominal splinting may impair oxygenation and pain discourages activity, thereby promoting deconditioning and deep venous thrombosis formation. Indeed, as more cumulative adverse effects of benzodiazepines become known, the risk to benefit balance favours more liberal use of analgesia.

Monitoring

To date, relatively little work has been done to identify appropriate analgesia scales. In a 2006 prospective cohort study measuring the impact of systematically evaluating pain and agitation along with sedation (using the RASS) in 230 patients in a medical–surgical ICU, incorporation of the protocol resulted in significantly decreased incidences of both pain (and severe pain) and agitation (p = 0.002 for both). Further study, particularly with appropriate randomization of patients, is warranted.

Many patients monitored with sedation scales concomitantly receive both benzodiazepines and narcotics. As such, studies of valid, reliable sedation protocols have included patients receiving narcotics for analgesia, and narcotics are often used with the express purpose of sedation or treating agitation at times when benzodiazepines are avoided. Yet pain among hospitalized and ICU patients is prevalent, and its long-term effects to date not well characterized. Six months after experiencing severe pain while hospitalized, patients are more than four times as likely to report continued pain than patients who had the least pain. Establishing an analgesic scale akin to the RASS that is appropriate for use among frequently non-verbal ICU patients is appropriate for future investigation. Such scales will hopefully be validated in the near future among the critically ill.

Analgesic medications

OPIOID AGONISTS

Acting centrally at stereospecific opioid receptors, opioid agonists result in predictable dose-related sedation in addition to blocking pain nociception. Titration to patient response is advisable, as it is essential to maintain a balance between the patient’s comfort and level of awareness. Minimizing opioid complications involves using the lowest effective dose (as with sedatives), using slow administration rates, and adequately repleting intravascular volume prior to administration. Commonly used opioids and their properties are outlined in Table 8.6.

Morphine is the best-recognized opioid. A pure opioid receptor agonist, morphine induces both
sedation and euphoria within minutes that lasts for two to three hours. It may be administered by the oral, intramuscular, subcutaneous, intrathecal, epidural, or intravenous routes. Of these, the intravenous route is unaffected in cases of impaired absorption and is most commonly employed in ventilated ICU patients. Analgesia is associated with dose-dependent respiratory depression. In large doses, or when administered as a large (>10 mg) intravenous bolus, analgesia may cause cardiopulmonary complications to occur. Otherwise, constipation, urinary retention, nausea, vomiting and bronchial constriction may complicate therapy. Histamine release seems causative in some of these adverse effects. A reduction in dose at less frequent intervals is prudent in patients with renal, hepatic or cardiac failure.

Fentanyl, a lipophilic synthetic opioid receptor agonist, is a more potent analgesic than morphine. Its extremely rapid onset of action when administered intravenously is mitigated somewhat by initial redistribution to inactive tissue sites such as muscle and fat. Transient profound chest wall rigidity has been noted anecdotally, particularly in elderly patients administered large intravenous doses. Administered either by intravenous or transcutaneous route (a patch), fentanyl avoids histamine release and is thus thought to be associated with less hypotension or myocardial depression than morphine. The drug accumulates with repeated administration. As with morphine, a reduction in dose and increase in dosing interval is prudent in patients with liver or kidney disease.

Pethidine is a phenylpiperidine opioid agonist with minimal potency relative to morphine and fentanyl and numerous adverse effects. Historically used to induce sedation and for short procedures, pethidine causes histamine release (i.e. hypotension, nausea and vomiting), myocardial depression, delirium and tachycardia. The active metabolite, norpethidine, is epileptogenic, and seizures in patients with impaired excretion of norpethidine are not uncommon. Pethidine use should generally be avoided in ICU patients.

A newer synthetic opioid agonist, remifentanil, may prove useful as a continuous infusion sedative and analgesic. It reportedly does not require adjustment in patients with liver or renal failure because it is metabolized in the plasma by non-specific esterases. Remifentanil also avoids histamine release and only causes hypotension via

---

### Table 8.6 Pharmacologic properties of selected opioids used for analgesia in mechanically ventilated ICU patients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Morphine</th>
<th>Fentanyl</th>
<th>Pethidine</th>
<th>Remifentanil</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intermittent dosing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onset</td>
<td>1–3 min</td>
<td>&lt; 30 sec</td>
<td>5–15 min</td>
<td>1–3 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elimination half-life</td>
<td>2–3 h</td>
<td>3–4 h</td>
<td>3–4 h</td>
<td>10–20 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metabolism</td>
<td>Hepatic</td>
<td>Hepatic</td>
<td>Renal</td>
<td>Plasma/tissue esterase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excretion</td>
<td>Renal</td>
<td>Renal</td>
<td>Renal</td>
<td>Renal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active metabolites</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reversible</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serious complications</td>
<td>Hypotension ± Bradycardia</td>
<td>Hypotension</td>
<td>Muscle rigidity</td>
<td>Muscle rigidity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 Called meperidine in North America.
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bradycardia. The drug does not appear to accumulate over time, minimizing the duration of ‘off time’ upon discontinuation that might otherwise prolong mechanical ventilation. It also lacks anxiolytic or amnestic properties and enables rapid neurologic assessment. Preliminary investigation suggests it may not cause as much delirium as other medications, at least in part because of its short ‘off’ time. Because of favourable pharmacodynamic and pharmacokinetic properties, remifentanil may prove to be a key component of sedation and analgesia regimens in coming years pending controlled trials.

Reversal of opioids is achieved using the antagonist naloxone. In intravenous doses of 0.4 to 2.0 mg, naloxone reverses respiratory suppression and, if administered in repeated low doses or a slow infusion, can do so without reversing analgesia. This property suggests that naloxone may be most useful in chronic narcotic users thought to have unintentionally oversedated themselves. A single dose is likely to be insufficient in reversing respiratory suppression in patients who accumulate drug in tissues during long-term narcotic infusions. Conversely, use of naloxone in remifentanil may be unnecessary given the rapidity of reversal of respiratory suppression with remifentanil.

ACETAMINOPHEN
Combining oral acetaminophen with opioids has been shown to exert analgesic synergism.

NON-STERoidal ANTI-INFLAMMATORY DRUGS (NSAIDS)
Combining NSAIDs with opioids may result in decreased opioid requirements. Oral ibuprofen, in particular, is thought to exert synergistic analgesia when used with opioids, though this effect likely extends to aspirin and COX-2 inhibitors also. All NSAIDs are given orally with the exception of rectal liquid ibuprofen (limited use due to perceived risk) and intravenous ketorolac (expensive).

As noted below, concern about adverse effects may be exaggerated among ICU patients.

Adverse effects

OPIOID AGONISTS
Long-term infusion of narcotics may result in an accumulation of drug and thus an accumulation of adverse events. These effects vary by drug and according to the amount of histamine release (vasodilatation), but they do include suppression of spontaneous ventilation, decreased gastrointestinal motility, cardiopulmonary compromise, peripheral vasodilatation and cognitive abnormalities (including delirium). Cardiopulmonary compromise is exacerbated when large doses are administered in the context of hypovolaemia. Impaired gastrointestinal mobility, while often multifactorial, is frequently exacerbated by opioids and may result in decreased or impaired absorption of enteral nutrition or medications. Concern about rare biliary spasm with opioid use (less so with pethidine) is generally unwarranted. Also, while addiction is conceivable, fear of narcotic addiction among ventilated ICU patients with real pain and no history of substance dependence is unjustified. However, there is a clear risk of narcotic withdrawal in patients who receive large doses of narcotics over long periods of time when their infusion is abruptly discontinued. Narcotic withdrawal frequently mimics infection or systemic inflammation in ICU patients and may require weaning.

ACETAMINOPHEN
There is real risk of hepatotoxicity associated with acetaminophen, particularly in those with pre-existing hepatic dysfunction or those inadvertently receiving multiple sources of acetaminophen simultaneously. While the effectiveness of acetaminophen to diminish hyperthermia is exaggerated in the ICU, its pain-relieving properties support its use in selected patients able to tolerate oral or rectal medication.
NSAIDs
Well-known complications of NSAIDs, such as gastrointestinal bleeding, renal impairment, and platelet inhibition, have historically resulted in preferential use of opioids and their attendant risks. COX-2 inhibitors are purported to cause less gastrointestinal irritation, yet the severity and frequency of adverse events associated with NSAIDs are emerging. Renal dysfunction is frequently multifactorial, and attributing the cause to NSAIDs may be challenged and perhaps incorrect. Platelet inhibition, moreover, is not uniformly detrimental. More frequently, the use of NSAIDs, if selective, may be appropriate.
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Introduction
Respiratory failure and the need for mechanical ventilation brought about by a variety of medical, surgical and traumatic events makes the optimum nutritional requirements of this group of patients difficult to determine. Nonetheless, nutritional support is an important adjunct to the management of patients in the intensive care unit, mechanically ventilated patients being especially vulnerable to complications of under- or over-feeding. This chapter will consider the nutritional requirements, route and timing of nutritional support, and complications associated with feeding mechanically ventilated, critically ill patients.

Nutritional status and outcome
The metabolic response to critical illness, which features a rise in circulating levels of the counter-regulatory hormones and pro-inflammatory cytokines, is characterized by insulin resistance, increased metabolic rate and marked protein catabolism. The loss of lean body mass impairs function, delays recovery and rehabilitation and, at its most extreme, may delay weaning from artificial ventilation. The degree of catabolism and its impact on outcome depends on the duration and severity of the inflammatory response.

Anthropometric techniques routinely used to measure changes in body mass and composition are inaccurate in the presence of excess fluid retention and therefore the assessment and monitoring of the nutritional status in critically ill patients is difficult. A pre-illness weight and weight history may provide useful information on pre-existing malnutrition, but once admitted to the intensive care unit (ICU), acute changes in body weight largely reflect changes in fluid balance. Assessment of nutritional status should in such cases be based on clinical and biochemical parameters.

Malnourished critically ill patients are consistently found to have poorer clinical outcomes than their well-nourished counterparts, and up to 80% of ICU patients are malnourished. Complications occur more frequently in these patients resulting in prolonged ICU and hospital length of stay and a greater risk of death.

Nutritional requirements
Despite the negative impact of malnutrition on outcome, evidence that nutritional support actually influences clinically important outcomes is difficult to obtain. Therefore, the optimum nutritional requirements of critically ill patients remain unknown.

Energy requirements
Resting energy expenditure of the ICU patient is variable, influenced by the impact of the illness and its treatment, but requirements rarely exceed...
2000 kcal per day.[2] Indirect calorimetry is considered the gold standard method for determining energy expenditure despite having several limitations in the ICU setting.[3] Routine use of indirect calorimetry can be impractical due to the cost of the device and time taken to calibrate equipment and perform measurements. Therefore, most institutions lack this methodology and must estimate nutritional goals based on predictive equations, of which there are more than 200. There are essentially two types of predictive equation. The first involves calculating basal metabolic rate, using equations previously derived from healthy subjects (e.g. Harris Benedict), then adding a stress or correction factor to account for the illness or injury.[4] The addition of stress factors is very subjective and may introduce substantial error into estimates of energy expenditure. Typically, stress factors between 1.2 and 1.6 have been used for mechanically ventilated ICU populations. The second type of predictive formula is multivariate regression equations. These include an estimate of healthy resting energy expenditure or parameters associated with resting energy expenditure plus clinical variables that relate to the degree of hyper-metabolism. The Ireton–Jones equations are perhaps best known in the ICU and use categorical stress modifiers which take into account diagnosis, obesity and ventilator status.[5] Some studies have shown that these equations correlate well with measured energy expenditure.[6] An alternative and simpler method for estimating energy expenditure is to use a ‘calorie per kilogram’ approach. The American College of Chest Physicians recommend using 25 kcal.kg\(^{-1}\) to estimate the energy requirements of ICU patients.[2] Since all of these equations use body weight, fluid retention during critical illness may make it difficult to assess true body weight and thus increase the inaccuracy of these equations. Ideally, a pre-morbid weight should be used when calculating energy needs.

Comparison of these different approaches with indirect calorimetry show that no single prediction equation is suitable in all patients and may be dependent on age, adiposity and type of illness.[4,6] There is no evidence that achieving a positive energy balance in critically ill patients can prevent the loss of lean body mass or consistently improve clinical outcome; therefore, the level of accuracy provided by prediction equations in estimating energy expenditure may be sufficient to guide short-term nutritional support strategies. In the long term, however, more precision may be required if the complications associated with prolonged under- and over-feeding are to be prevented.

**Over-feeding**

Over-feeding critically ill patients can negatively affect respiratory function. Any excessive intake, particularly excessive carbohydrate load, results in a significant increase in carbon dioxide production.[7] In order to expel excess carbon dioxide and to maintain normal blood gas concentrations, the body increases alveolar ventilation (i.e. minute ventilation). This compensatory mechanism is limited in patients whose ventilatory response is impaired and is further restricted in those whose response is controlled with mechanical ventilation. These patients are therefore at risk of hypercapnia from over-feeding. This can result in prolonged requirement for mechanical ventilation or even precipitate respiratory failure in the marginally compensated patient.

Enteral formulations have been marketed with reduced carbohydrate and increased lipid contents, specifically for patients with respiratory compromise, but their use is rarely indicated provided that over-feeding is avoided.

**Hypocaloric feeding**

Weight-based predictive equations, used to estimate energy expenditure, increase the risk of under-feeding in overweight and obese patients.[6] With increasing evidence that a positive energy balance will not improve outcome from critical illness,
Hypocaloric feeding has been proposed as a means of providing sufficient energy to facilitate nitrogen retention without compromising organ function or outcome.

Nitrogen retention increases with higher energy intakes but the effect is blunted as energy delivery increases above 60% of actual requirements. It has therefore been argued that providing energy intakes greater than 60% does not improve the efficacy of nutritional support. Hypocaloric regimens aim to provide 50% to 60% of target energy intakes but 100% of protein requirements. The theory is that in overweight or obese patients the energy deficit caused by restricting energy intake will be compensated for by the mobilization of endogenous fat.

Hypocaloric regimens in obese ICU patients, providing 50% of measured energy expenditure, have been associated with reduced ICU length of stay, decreased duration of antibiotic therapy and a trend towards a decrease in the number of days of mechanical ventilation. In the absence of indirect calorimetry, it has been suggested that the ideal body weight or an adjusted body weight be used in predictive equations to avoid over-feeding. There is concern that using the ideal body weight of morbidly obese patients in equations will result in significant under-feeding (<50% of energy requirements) and therefore an adjusted body weight may be more appropriate.

To date, no reports in the literature have found any adverse effects with hypocaloric feeding, although some have failed to show benefit. It appears safe in overweight and obese patients but would be contraindicated in malnourished patients with little or no body fat reserve.

**Protein requirements**

The primary goal of nutritional support in critical illness is to preserve lean body mass and function. However, seemingly adequate nutritional support, in the presence of a severe illness or injury, only attenuates the breakdown of lean tissue.

Total body protein losses of 12.5% (1.5 kg) have been reported in severely septic patients during the first 10 days of the illness. Approximately 70% of protein losses came from muscle, which has serious implications for patient recovery and rehabilitation. A retrospective study comparing different protein intakes in ICU patients demonstrated that lean tissue losses were minimized with a protein intake of 1.2 g.kg\(^{-1}\) pre-morbid body weight. Protein intakes of 1.2 g.kg\(^{-1}\).d\(^{-1}\) should be the aim in the general ICU population, but intakes >1.5 g.kg\(^{-1}\).d\(^{-1}\) may be needed in patients in negative energy balance or those with pre-existing malnutrition. In patients requiring continuous renal replacement therapy, higher protein intakes are needed to compensate for nitrogen losses via the filtering process. Intakes up to 2.5 g.kg\(^{-1}\).d\(^{-1}\) have been suggested.

**Practical aspects of feeding critically ill, mechanically ventilated patients**

Once a patient’s nutritional requirements have been established, regardless of whether they were measured or estimated, consideration must be given to the timing, delivery route and type of feed that best meets the patient’s needs. Nutritional support is not without adverse effects and risk, particularly in vulnerable critically ill patients. Enteral nutrition is associated with a significantly higher incidence of under-feeding, gastrointestinal intolerance and an increased risk of aspiration pneumonia. Parenteral nutrition has been associated with over-feeding, hyperglycaemia and an increased risk of infectious complications. Various factors influence the choice of enteral or parenteral nutrition, one of which must be the estimate of treatment benefit and risk of harm.

**Timing**

The optimal timing of nutritional support is unclear. There is increasing evidence that early feeding (<48 hours after ICU admission) may be beneficial,
Table 9.1 Patients who may benefit from early nutritional support

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk Factors</th>
<th>Early (within 72 hours)</th>
<th>Delay (within 7–10 days)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Children</td>
<td>Adult</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnosis</td>
<td>Chronic</td>
<td>Acute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity of illness</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nutritional status</td>
<td>Malnourished</td>
<td>Adequate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight loss</td>
<td>Acute (Unintentional)</td>
<td>Slow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous nutritional intake</td>
<td>&lt; 50% of normal</td>
<td>50%–75% of normal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adapted from Planas and Camilo[42]

although it is generally accepted that feeding should be deferred until patients are adequately resuscitated and haemodynamically stable (Table 9.1).

Early enteral nutrition during ICU admission (within 48 hours) has been associated with reduced hospital length of stay and a reduction in hospital mortality.[14] In addition, nutritional end-points are significantly improved when feeding is commenced early. Energy and protein intakes, percentage goal achieved and nitrogen balance are better if feeding is commenced at an early stage.

Feeding route

Enteral nutrition is the ‘preferred’ route for nutritional support in patients with a functioning gastrointestinal tract in the ICU. It is cheaper and more physiological but, more importantly, the presence of enteral nutrition within the gut may help preserve its immunological health and integrity.

Parenteral nutrition is the accepted standard of care for patients with a non-functioning gastrointestinal tract or severe ileus. Although the indication for parenteral nutrition appears to be clearly defined, in the intensive care setting it is often difficult to establish whether the gut is functioning adequately. The frequency of gastrointestinal dysfunction is variable but it is consistently associated with a reduction in the delivery of enteral nutrition and can lead to significant under-feeding.[15]

Enteral versus parenteral route

Woodcock et al.[16] compared enteral and parenteral nutrition in an acute hospital population, 60% of whom were in the ICU. To avoid the inappropriate use of parenteral nutrition in patients with a functioning gastrointestinal tract, only those in whom intestinal function was in doubt were randomized. Over-feeding was avoided and enteral nutrition and parenteral nutrition feeding regimens were isonitrogenous and isocaloric. No statistically significant difference in the incidence of septic complications between those given parenteral nutrition or enteral nutrition was found.[16]

Non-septic complications occurred more frequently in patients receiving enteral nutrition. These included complications related to the delivery system, of which displacement of the feeding tube was most common, and feed-related complications, such as diarrhoea and large nasogastric aspirates. It was therefore concluded that there was no evidence to confirm an advantage of enteral nutrition over parenteral nutrition in terms of septic morbidity.[16]

Evidence-based guidelines for nutritional support in mechanically ventilated critically ill adults[17] recommend that in patients with an intact gastrointestinal tract, enteral nutrition should be used in preference to parenteral nutrition. This is based on the fact that, when compared with parenteral nutrition, enteral nutrition was associated with a reduction in infectious complications, although the literature showed no difference in mortality between critically ill patients fed either enterally or parenterally.

Enteral nutrition plus parenteral nutrition

The reduction in infectious complications associated with enteral nutrition lead many ICUs to completely avoid the use of parenteral nutrition.
In short-stay, adequately nourished ICU patients, this change in practice was probably of little consequence. However, in critically ill patients fed exclusively via the enteral route, under-feeding is common, and in patients who remain on the ICU for prolonged periods or have poor nutritional status, under-feeding will undoubtedly impact their nutritional status and outcome. It has been suggested that the administration of small volumes of enteral nutrition supplemented by parenteral nutrition, may enable the protein and energy requirements of critically ill patients to be better met.[16] A study using a combination of enteral nutrition and parenteral nutrition to meet patients’ nutritional requirements showed that nutritional markers (pre-albumin and retinol binding protein) corrected more rapidly, but that short-term clinical outcomes (ICU morbidity or length of stay) did not improve.[18] In contrast, Heyland et al.[19] reported a significant increase in mortality rate in patients receiving a combination of enteral nutrition and parenteral nutrition. This difference in mortality remained even when data of patients who had been over-fed – which is one possible explanation for the difference – were excluded. They recommended that parenteral nutrition not be started in critically ill patients until all strategies to maximize enteral nutrition delivery have been attempted.[17]

**Pre- versus post-pyloric enteral nutrition**

Intragastric feeding is the principle route of feeding in most ICUs. It is considered the simplest, least invasive and least expensive way to initiate early enteral nutrition. Despite gastrointestinal dysfunction contributing to under-feeding in patients receiving enteral nutrition, Heyland et al.[20] reported that 67% of mechanically ventilated patients were able to tolerate early intragastric feeding. However, there is some evidence of an association between the site of enteral feeding and nosocomial pneumonia,[21] though a causal relationship remains unproven.

Post-pyloric enteral feeding is often considered an effective way of reducing regurgitation and aspiration and therefore the risk of pneumonia. However, studies to support this assumption are limited. A meta-analysis, aggregating the data from seven randomized controlled trials, failed to demonstrate any significant clinical benefits with early post-pyloric feeding.[22] There was no difference in mortality, the proportion of patients with aspiration or pneumonia, the length of stay in ICU, the amount of nutrition delivered or the time to achieve feeding targets.[22] It has been recommended that in units where obtaining small bowel access is feasible, small bowel feeding should be used routinely.[17]

However, the most recent meta-analysis suggests that there is no advantage to small bowel feeding as primary prophylaxis against nosocomial pneumonia, especially in patients with no evidence of impaired gastric emptying.[22]

**Feeding protocols**

Many ICUs use a feeding protocol to promote early and safe enteral feeding. Heyland et al.[23] confirmed the benefit of enteral feeding protocols when they reviewed the adequacy of nutritional support provision following the introduction of evidence-based feeding guidelines. ICUs that used such a feeding protocol had a higher adequacy of enteral nutrition than ICUs that did not. Their use has been shown to increase the number of patients receiving enteral nutrition and reduce the number receiving parenteral nutrition or not being fed at all. In a multi-centre study, their use was associated with a reduction in hospital stay and decrease in hospital mortality rate.[14]

**Gastric residual volumes**

The majority of enteral feeding protocols rely on frequent checking of gastric residual volumes, which act as a marker of tolerance to feed. Elevated gastric residual volumes are assumed to reflect intolerance and have been associated with an increased
risk of pulmonary aspiration and the development of pneumonia.[21] However, it has recently been suggested that gastric residual volumes may have very little clinical meaning.[24] Determination of the true risk of aspiration of enteral feed is difficult. Although some degree of aspiration undoubtedly occurs with enteral nutrition in critically ill patients, aspiration of oropharyngeal secretions occurs at least as often if not more frequently than that of gastric contents.

There has been much debate over the level of aspirate that should be used to determine tolerance and many protocols use 150 to 250 mL as an arbitrarily designated cut-off value. However, cut-off values of this magnitude are well within the range of what would be expected for normal physiology[25] and undoubtedly lead to inappropriate cessation of enteral feeding. McClave et al.[24] compared the success of enteral feeding and the risk of aspiration and regurgitation in ICU patients using either a 200- or 400-mL aspirate cut-off in their feeding protocol. The incidence of aspiration and regurgitation was similar between the groups. Recommendations were that feeds should not be stopped for gastric residual volumes below 400 to 500 mL in the absence of other signs of intolerance and that clinicians should be encouraged to look for a trend of gradually increasing gastric residual volumes, with abrupt cessation of feeds being reserved for those patients with overt regurgitation and aspiration.[24]

### Table 9.2 Most-frequently reported reasons for cessation of enteral feeding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reason</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GI intolerance (e.g. high GRVs and vomiting)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airway management (e.g. tracheostomy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedures (investigations and surgical intervention)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problems with enteral access (e.g. tube blockage or removal)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GRV: gastric residual volume

clopramide should be used as a first line therapy because there are concerns that the routine use of erythromycin may result in antibiotic resistance.

### Interruptions to feed

Unintentional under-feeding is common in the ICU. The unpredictable nature of critical illness and the medical management of these patients frequently lead to disruption in the delivery of nutritional support, especially enteral nutrition (Table 9.2).

As a result of these frequent interruptions, patients may receive as little as 40% of their prescribed feed.[19] The negative energy balances that accumulate during these interruptions in feeding have been associated with increased rates of infectious complications, although a recent study failed to demonstrate any significant impact on clinical outcome (i.e. length of stay and mortality).[27] Two-thirds of feed cessations have been attributed to avoidable causes.

### Immunonutrition

The optimum energy and protein intakes of critically ill patients are unclear, so attention has focused on the quality of nutrients provided rather than the overall quantity. Several nutrients (e.g. glutamine, arginine and omega (n)-3 fatty acids) have been shown to influence immunologic and inflammatory responses in humans. The inclusion of these nutrients, singly or in combination, in nutritional support regimens is referred to as ‘immunonutrition’.
Glutamine

Glutamine is a conditionally essential amino acid during periods of stress and is essential for maintaining intestinal function, immune response and amino acid homeostasis. It is also an important metabolic fuel for intestinal enterocytes, lymphocytes and macrophages and for metabolic precursors such as purines and pyrimidines. Glutamine is normally abundant in plasma, but during critical illness demand exceeds supply and plasma and tissue levels are readily depleted. A low plasma glutamine concentration on admission to the ICU is an independent risk factor for mortality. Recent mechanistic research reveals that glutamine serves as a vital signalling molecule in critical illness, regulating the expression of many genes related to metabolism, signal transduction, cell defence and repair and to activate intracellular signalling pathways. In a comprehensive meta-analysis, glutamine supplementation in surgical patients was associated with a significant reduction in infectious complications and shorter hospital stay. In critically ill patients, glutamine supplementation was associated with a statistically significant reduction in mortality in critical illness. These data show that the greatest benefits are seen in patients receiving higher dose glutamine (>0.3 g·kg\(^{-1} \cdot \text{d}^{-1}\)) administered via the parenteral route. Glutamine given via the enteral route appears to have only modest treatment effects and then only in specific patient groups. On this basis, North American guidelines recommend that enteral glutamine should only be considered in trauma and burn patients, and that there is insufficient evidence to support routine glutamine supplementation in other critically ill patients. Intravenous glutamine is recommended for patients requiring parenteral nutrition support.

Arginine

Arginine, like glutamine, is a conditionally essential amino acid. Arginine supplementation has been shown to accelerate wound healing and improve nitrogen balance, up-regulate immune function and modulate vascular flow. It promotes the proliferation of fibroblasts and collagen synthesis and is important in maintaining the high-energy phosphate requirements for ATP synthesis. It is also an important component of the urea cycle. The exact mechanisms are not known, but it promotes the secretion of anabolic hormones such as insulin and growth hormone and is the substrate for nitric oxide synthesis.

Omega-3 fatty acids

The type and amount of dietary lipid has been shown to modify the immune response during critical illness. The lipid component of commercially available enteral and parenteral feeding formulas has traditionally been based on soybean oil, which is rich in the n-6 fatty acid called linoleic acid. Linoleic acid is the precursor of arachidonic acid which, in cell membrane phospholipids, is the substrate for the synthesis of biologically active compounds (eicosanoids) including prostaglandins, thromboxanes, and leukotrienes. These compounds can act as mediators in their own right, but they also act as regulators of processes such as platelet aggregation, inflammatory cytokine production and immune function. In contrast, fish oils containing long chain n-3 fatty acids, such as eicosapentaenoic acid and docosahexaenoic acid, have been shown to have anti-inflammatory effects. When fish oil is provided, n-3 fatty acids are incorporated into cell membrane phospholipids, partly at the expense of arachidonic acid. Fish oil decreases production of pro-inflammatory prostaglandins such as PGE\(_2\) and of leukotrienes such as LTB\(_4\). In so doing, n-3 fatty acids can potentially reduce platelet aggregation and can modulate inflammatory cytokine production and immune function.

A large number of studies incorporating fish oil into enteral formulae have been conducted in intensive care and surgical patients. In a randomized controlled multicentre trial, patients with adult
respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS), who received an enteral formula supplemented with n-3 fatty acids and high levels of anti-oxidants (Oxepa; Abbott Laboratories, Illinois, USA), demonstrated a reduction in the numbers of leukocytes and neutrophils in the alveolar fluid and improvements in arterial oxygenation and gas exchange. Consequently, the duration of mechanical ventilation and ICU length of stay were both reduced. In addition, fewer patients in the intervention group developed new organ failures although there was no difference in overall mortality. 

The benefit of intravenous fish oil supplementation in a mixed ICU population has also recently been reported. This was an open-label multi-centre trial in which patients received parenteral supplementation with a 10% fish oil emulsion (Omegaven; Fresenius-Kabi AG, Homberg, Germany). Dose-dependent effects on survival, length of ICU and hospital stay, and antibiotic usage were evaluated. Benefits were both dose- and primary diagnosis-dependent. Mortality was reduced in patients with abdominal sepsis, multiple trauma and head injury at fish oil doses between 0.1 and 0.2 g.kg\(^{-1}\).d\(^{-1}\). There was an inverse relationship between fish oil dose and length of stay. In patients with abdominal sepsis or peritonitis, 0.23 g fish oil.kg\(^{-1}\).d\(^{-1}\) was associated with the shortest length of stay. Antibiotic usage was reduced with fish oil supplementation between 0.15 and 0.2 g.kg\(^{-1}\).d\(^{-1}\).

**Immune modulating mixes (IMM)**

Several immune modulating mixes (IMM), which contain a combination of n-3 fatty acids, arginine, glutamine, anti-oxidants and nucleotides, are currently commercially available. Unfortunately, before the development of these formulas, extensive pre-clinical and clinical trials of each nutrient as a single dietary supplement were never performed. In addition, studies to examine the possible interactions between these nutrients, which were once combined in IMM, are lacking. Despite the absence of this seemingly essential information, various IMMs were developed and have been used in clinical trials in critically ill patients. One consistent finding of these studies is that IMM do not appear to benefit all patient groups.

This may be explained by the heterogeneity in the immune response mounted by critically ill patients. The response to severe illness or injury typically features both pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory components, and the predominance of one of these components over the other may be associated with adverse outcomes. Thus, in a heterogeneous critically ill population, n-3 fatty acids may be beneficial in those with excessive pro-inflammatory responses, whereas arginine alone might even be harmful. In patients with immune dysfunction, an immunostimulant like arginine might be beneficial. In patients with a balance of pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory immune responses, a combination of immunonutrients may be most appropriate.

When a meta-analysis of studies using IMM in critically ill patients was performed, the overall treatment effect was consistent with no effect on mortality, infectious complications or length of stay. Based on the available evidence, clinical practice guidelines recommend that diets supplemented with arginine and other immunonutrients not be used in critically ill patients. At present, research is insufficient to make absolute recommendations regarding the amount and use of specific micronutrients and macro-nutrients in critically ill patients. This suggests that the way forward is to test single nutrients in large-scale, well-designed, randomized trials of homogenous patient populations. Prior to doing so, we first need to understand the optimal dose of such nutrients in different disease states.

**Intensive insulin therapy**

An acute state of insulin resistance characteristically accompanies the metabolic derangements
associated with sepsis and injury, although the exact mechanisms precipitating this response remain unclear. Insulin resistance and hyperglycaemia often occur secondary to raised endogenous production or exogenous provision of insulin antagonists (e.g. noradrenaline, adrenaline, cortisol and glucagon). Pro-inflammatory cytokines are also thought to play a key role in the development of insulin resistance. Insulin resistance can be correlated directly with the severity of illness and determines the speed of recovery.

Van den Berghe et al. produced a significant reduction in ICU morbidity and mortality by the aggressive use of insulin to maintain normoglycaemia. Favourable outcomes were attributed to the tight control of blood glucose levels between 4.4 and 6.1 mmol.L\(^{-1}\) compared with a control group where the target blood glucose was 10.0 to 11.1 mmol.L\(^{-1}\). Benefits were greatest in patients who remained on the ICU for more than five days. Van den Berghe et al. reviewed their data and concluded that the favourable effects of good blood glucose control on outcome were related to the glucose control itself and not to the effects of insulin.

On the basis of this study, it has been recommended that glycaemic control with intensive insulin therapy become the standard of care for the critically ill. However, the study has several limitations, not least that patients were recruited from only a single centre and there was a predominance of cardiac surgery patients in the study population. More recently a similar study was reported in medical ICU patients. Compared with conventional insulin therapy, intensive insulin therapy was associated with improvements in renal function, duration of mechanical ventilation and discharge from ICU and from the hospital. Again, benefits were greatest in those remaining on the ICU for more than five days. In contrast to the findings in surgical ICU patients, intensive insulin therapy did not decrease bacteraemia or reduce mortality in the medical population. It is not entirely clear why insulin therapy was less beneficial in medical patients. Compared with the surgical cohort, the medical patients were sicker, and since both studies show that the benefits of intensive insulin therapy accumulate over time, higher early mortality might be expected to dilute any potential mortality benefit. In addition, sepsis is a frequent cause of admission to a medical ICU and may explain why intensive insulin therapy was unable to reduce the incidence of bacteraemia in the medical patients studied.

Despite the many benefits associated with intensive insulin therapy, some authors argue that there is insufficient evidence to make a grade A recommendation for its routine application in ICU patients and that the results of ongoing, larger, multi-centre studies should be awaited. In the clinical setting, the increased incidence of hypoglycaemia associated with intensive insulin therapy is of great concern and undoubtedly hinders the widespread acceptance of intensive insulin therapy protocols. Indeed, in their medical cohort, Van den Berghe et al. found the incidence of hypoglycaemic morbidity (mean blood glucose concentration of 1.8 mmol.L\(^{-1}\)), was increased during intensive insulin therapy. Using logistic regression analysis, hypoglycaemia was identified as an independent risk factor for death. In a recent editorial, Cryer concluded that until a favourable benefit-to-risk relationship is established in rigorous clinical trials, euglycaemia is not an appropriate goal during critical illness.

**Conclusion**

Critically ill, mechanically ventilated patients are difficult to feed, not least because their optimum macronutrient and micronutrient requirements have yet to be determined. Despite the lack of definitive trials demonstrating clinically meaningful benefit from nutritional support, there is strong evidence that malnutrition is associated with a worse outcome. In addition, under-feeding and over-feeding have had undesirable consequences.
The use of various ‘immune enhancing nutrients’, particularly glutamine and the tight control of blood glucose using insulin, may represent novel therapies to improve the nutritional support and outcome of our sickest patients.
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Introduction
Mechanical ventilation of the patient with severe asthma or chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) has unique problems not routinely encountered in the more common critically ill patient without significant airflow obstruction (Table 10.1). These problems can lead to ventilator-induced morbidity and mortality if not recognized or managed appropriately. Improved out-patient management of both asthma and COPD and more widespread use of non-invasive ventilation (NIV) have resulted in a decreased requirement for invasive mechanical ventilation for both asthma and COPD. This has resulted in both the selection of more difficult patients who require mechanical ventilation and a decreased familiarity with the problems associated with ventilation of patients with severe airflow obstruction.

Safe patient management requires understanding of the mechanism of these problems and strategies to avoid and manage them.

Pathophysiology of airflow obstruction during mechanical ventilation
The majority of critically ill patients do not have significant asthma- or COPD-related airflow obstruction and therefore have complete exhalation of their inspired tidal volume during the expiratory time available, usually two to four seconds. As a result, at the end of expiration, the lungs return to their passive relaxation volume referred to as the functional residual capacity (FRC). In such patients, the FRC is at or below the normal volume because varying degrees of lung collapse are usually present (Figure 10.1). An expiratory reserve capacity is present by actively continuing expiration after passive exhalation is complete. The minimum achievable lung volume is determined by chest wall mechanics, with all ventilated lung units still communicating with the central airways.

This is not true in patients with airflow obstruction where the lungs are subject to both static and dynamic hyperinflation. In both asthma and COPD, airway narrowing predominates in the intra-pulmonary airways where the airway calibre is proportional to the lung volume. Because of this, airway diameter is increased at high lung
Figure 10.1 Comparison of lung volumes in patients with normal lungs, acute lung injury, and severe airflow obstruction both spontaneously ventilating and during mechanical ventilation.

In normal lungs, normal FRC is reached at the end of tidal ventilation (Vt), no further lung volume reduction occurs with prolonging expiratory time and a significant expiratory reserve capacity (ER Cap) remains available for expiratory effort to reach the minimum achievable lung volume (Min Vol). In acute lung injury (ALI), all these volumes are present but reduced. In severe airflow obstruction (Severe AO), end-tidal lung volume is elevated above FRC by trapped gas (Vtrap) that could be exhaled if a longer expiratory time (1–2 minutes) could occur to reach the Min Vol. This Min Vol (the FRC in severe AO) is also significantly elevated by airway closure. During spontaneous ventilation (spont vent) in severe AO, tidal ventilation cannot exceed the normal total lung capacity (TLC) but during mechanical ventilation, increased minute ventilation and ventilatory pattern can easily elevate end-inspiratory lung volume well above TLC.

volumes but diminishes progressively as lung volume decreases until the airways eventually close. Two consequences follow from this.

First, gas remains trapped in the lung by this airway closure at the end of prolonged expiration (up to two minutes) when all expiratory airflow has ceased, causing an increase in FRC that is referred to as static hyperinflation. In practice, such prolonged expiration can only be achieved with a period of apnoea during mechanical ventilation with the patient paralyzed.[2,3] In severe airflow obstruction, this elevation of static FRC may be up to 50% above normal (Figure 10.1). The degree of static hyperinflation depends primarily on the severity of airflow obstruction.

Second, slow expiratory airflow results in an inability to complete exhalation of the inspired tidal volume during the expiratory time available (Figure 10.1), resulting in a progressive increase in the volume of gas trapped in the lungs by the onset of each successive breath,[2,3] a phenomenon referred to as dynamic hyperinflation. This causes a progressive increase in lung volume until an equilibrium point is reached where all the inspired tidal volume can be expired in the expiratory time available. This equilibrium point occurs because, as lung volume increases, so too does elastic recoil pressure and small airway calibre, both of which increase expiratory airflow. During spontaneous breathing, this equilibrium point cannot exceed total lung capacity because the patient is incapable of inspir- ing above this volume (Figure 10.1). However, during mechanical ventilation total lung capacity can easily be exceeded, with a significant risk of
hypotension and pneumothorax. Dynamic hyperinflation depends primarily on three factors: the severity of airway obstruction, the inspiratory tidal volume and the time allowed for expiration. Expiratory time obviously depends both on respiratory rate and I:E ratio.

Both static and dynamic hyperinflation will occur in proportion to the severity of airflow obstruction, and both will decrease as airflow obstruction improves. In addition, dynamic hyperinflation is dependent on the ventilatory pattern, so the ventilator settings can directly influence the risk of dynamic hyperinflation arising.

Clinical presentations

Asthma. Precipitators of an exacerbation of asthma leading to mechanical ventilation include allergen exposure, anxiety, and viral or bacterial lower respiratory tract infection. Up to 40% of exacerbations have no clear precipitant. Bacterial lower-respiratory tract infection is an uncommon precipitant of acute severe asthma and antibiotics are usually not required.

Two clinical patterns of presentation have been recognized: acute severe asthma and hyperacute asthma. Patients presenting with acute severe asthma are presenting as an acute deterioration on a background of poorly controlled asthma. It is not uncommon for the deterioration to have occurred over a number of days, or longer, and the patients may have had prior medical presentations during that period. They usually have significant airflow obstruction when stable and are therefore deteriorating from a poor baseline. Because of the significant component of chronic disease, these patients commonly respond slowly to bronchodilators and steroids and require mechanical ventilation when they become exhausted.

Hyperacute asthma is a less common presentation that is seen predominantly in males who have relatively normal baseline respiratory function with minimal airflow obstruction but marked bronchial hyperreactivity. These patients may have a striking allergy history (e.g. nuts, seafood, food colourings or medications) that they may have unknowingly consumed to precipitate their bronchospasm. They may progress from baseline to fulminant asthma requiring ventilatory support over hours and sometimes minutes. Left untreated, these patients are at risk of a cardiorespiratory arrest but may also respond rapidly over hours to bronchodilator therapy.

Acute asthma can also be usefully classified on the basis of the degree of airflow obstruction into mild, moderate and severe categories (Table 10.2).

COPD. Patients with COPD who require ventilatory support usually have significantly compromised lung function (e.g. FEV₁ < 50% of predicted) that is longstanding with a worsening of airflow obstruction or lung function precipitated by a lower respiratory tract infection, pneumonia, heart failure, a pulmonary embolus, surgery or a chest or abdominal injury that interferes with sputum clearance. These patients present with increasing dyspnoea and wheeze, with or without fever, and increased sputum production. On examination, the clinical signs include accessory muscle use, pursed lipped breathing, tachypnoea, and respiratory distress. Hypercapnia may be present.

Smoking is the most common risk factor for COPD as well as being a potent risk factor for atherosclerosis and, consequently, stroke and ischaemic heart disease. Patients with COPD who have ischaemic heart disease commonly have systolic heart failure, while those without ischaemic heart disease commonly have diastolic dysfunction, secondary to hypoxic and tachycardia-induced
ventricular stiffness, as well as respiratory ‘tamponade’.\(^{11}\) Patients with COPD are also prone to life-threatening tachyarrhythmias.\(^{12}\)

### Medical management

In both asthma and COPD, full active management with bronchodilators and adjunctive therapies should be undertaken to avoid or minimize the need for ventilatory assistance.

### Standard therapy

Oxygen delivered by face mask to achieve arterial haemoglobin saturations of 94% to 96% is appropriate in patients without evidence of chronic hypercapnia, which would include most patients with asthma and some with COPD. In patients with chronic hypercapnia or where oxygen-induced hypercapnia is known or suspected (usually those with severe chronic COPD), arterial haemoglobin saturations of 88% to 94% are safer. Oxygen may induce hypercapnia in a number of ways,\(^ {13}\) including (1) loss of hypoxic respiratory drive, (2) increased dead space,\(^2\) (3) anxiolysis and promotion of sleep with a resultant reduction in minute ventilation, and (4) the Haldane\(^3\) effect. Furthermore, if oxygen is delivered to the patient using a variable performance mask or nasal cannulae, the reduction in peak inspiratory flow that accompanies a reduction in respiratory drive results in an increase in the fractional inspired oxygen concentration, creating a positive feedback loop for the suppression of respiratory drive by the mechanisms previously mentioned.

Inhaled salbutamol and other short-acting beta-2 adrenergic agonists are routinely used to alleviate bronchoconstriction. They are more effective in asthma than COPD. Inhaled salbutamol can be delivered by metered-dose inhaler via a ‘spacer’ device if the asthma severity is mild to moderate or,  

---

**Table 10.2 Classification of asthma on clinical criteria. Pulsus paradoxus when present indicates severe asthma but is an unreliable clinical sign**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conscious state</th>
<th>Mild Alert and relaxed</th>
<th>Moderate Anxious</th>
<th>Severe Difficulty sleeping, agitated, delirious</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Speech</td>
<td>Sentences</td>
<td>Phrases</td>
<td>Words</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessory muscles</td>
<td>Nil</td>
<td>Mild</td>
<td>Significant sitting upright</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheeze</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Loud</td>
<td>Loud or silent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse rate (beats.min(^{-1}))</td>
<td>&lt;100</td>
<td>100 to 120</td>
<td>&gt;120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak expiratory flow(^a)</td>
<td>&gt;80%</td>
<td>60 to 80%</td>
<td>&lt;60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PaCO(_2) (kPa)</td>
<td>&lt;6</td>
<td>&gt;6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\): Percent predicted for height and age.

---

\(^2\) Blood flow to poorly ventilated lung units is normally minimized by hypoxic vasoconstriction. Supplemental oxygen increases the alveolar oxygen tension in these poorly ventilated lung units, reversing the hypoxic vasoconstriction and thus allowing a larger proportion of the pulmonary blood flow to pass through these poorly ventilated lung units.

\(^3\) Although only 7% to 8% of the carbon dioxide in mixed venous blood is transported in chemical combination with haemoglobin (see Chapter 7), this fraction delivers just over 30% of the carbon dioxide released into alveolar gas. The reason for this is that oxyhaemoglobin is less able to buffer hydrogen ion than deoxyhaemoglobin, and therefore as the haemoglobin becomes oxygenated in its passage past the alveolus, hydrogen ions are released by the haemoglobin. These hydrogen ions then react with the chemically combined carbon dioxide (held as carbamate) to release carbon dioxide. The reverse of this process, the conversion of oxy-haemoglobin to deoxy-haemoglobin in the tissue capillaries, allows the deoxy-haemoglobin to ‘pick up’ comparatively large quantities of carbon dioxide. However, if less haemoglobin becomes deoxygenated in its passage through the tissues because the patient is receiving supplemental oxygen, less carbon dioxide will be transported away from the tissues, causing the partial pressure of carbon dioxide in the tissues to rise.
if severe, can be delivered as a nebulized aerosol.\(^4\)

In patients with severe airflow obstruction, salbutamol is commonly given hourly or even continuously in very severe cases, reducing to four-hourly as the clinical state improves or in clinically mild cases. In asthma, high-flow oxygen can be used, but in COPD, high-flow air is usually required to avoid oxygen-induced hypercapnia. Because narrowing of the small airways is due to the triad of smooth muscle contraction, mucosal oedema and mucus plugging, salbutamol can only reverse one factor. This explains the ‘ceiling effect’ to the salbutamol dose-response, where an increase in dose fails to yield further bronchodilatation but increases the risk of adverse effects such as lactic acidosis.

Inhaled anti-cholinergic drugs such as ipratropium bromide cause bronchodilatation by reducing vagal tone on the airways and by reducing mucus production. They are more effective in COPD than asthma but are routinely used in both conditions in severe cases. As with salbutamol, anti-cholinergic drugs can be delivered by metered-dose inhaler and spacer device or nebulizer, can be combined with salbutamol, and delivered using high-flow oxygen or air.

Intravenous steroids are used routinely in both disorders to reduce inflammation, and associated mucosal oedema. Although intravenous steroids are commonly used early in both conditions, there is little evidence that they are more effective given intravenously than orally; however, their onset of action may be more prompt when commenced intravenously. In asthma, they should be continued until the patient’s wheeze has largely abated and their lung function, as reflected in measurement of peak flow, has returned to normal. In COPD steroids should be continued for 3 to 10 days. There appears to be no benefit of continuing steroids for longer than 10 days in patients with COPD, at which point the risk of their adverse effects, such as insulin resistance, myopathy and peptic ulcer disease, outweigh their benefit. Inhaled steroids have been shown to be effective in long-term management of both asthma and COPD and are commonly used after an acute exacerbation. Their role in acute exacerbations is less clear, although it is likely that they may facilitate dose reduction of parenteral steroids and thereby reduce side effects. Budesonide 1 mg nebulized 12-hourly can be commenced in the first 24 hours in ventilated patients.

**Lactic acidosis**

Lactic acidosis is a recognized complication of moderate to high dose intravenous beta-2 adrenergic agonist therapy, although it may very occasionally be seen with inhaled therapy as well. Lactic acidosis commonly arises during the first 4 to 24 hours of salbutamol infusion, with plasma concentrations of lactate reaching 10 to 12 mmol.L\(^{-1}\) when high dose infusions (>10 \(\mu\)g.min\(^{-1}\)) are used. The appearance of a low or decreasing blood bicarbonate concentration is suggestive of lactic acidosis, which should be confirmed by the measurement of blood lactate concentrations. Lactic acidosis can compound a respiratory acidosis or worsen acidosis when PaCO\(_2\) values are improving. Lactate levels usually fall rapidly when the infusion rate is reduced or ceased. Also, high lactate levels will usually resolve during the second 24 hours of continued infusions. Lactic acidosis does not usually occur with intermittent nebulized salbutamol but can occur with continuous nebulized salbutamol over several hours.

Lactic acidosis does not appear to be harmful in its own right, but it can compound respiratory acidosis, increase dyspnoea, respiratory distress and fatigue and has been reported to precipitate respiratory failure.\(^{[14]}\) In patients with cerebral oedema from ischaemic brain injury as a result of respiratory arrest, it can increase intracranial pressure.

The mechanism by which these drugs cause an increase in the blood concentration of lactic acid is
not clear, but it is not thought to be the result of tissue hypoxia. Fortunately, the development of lactic acidosis does not have prognostic implications in asthma.

**Optional therapies**

The rationale for adding intravenous salbutamol infusion to continuous or frequently inhaled salbutamol is based upon the premise that some lung units may be so bronchoconstricted that inhaled salbutamol cannot reach them. In practice, and based upon clinical trials, the addition of intravenous salbutamol, or adrenaline, is rarely additive.

The theoretical advantages of aminophylline in COPD or asthma are an augmentation of cardiac and respiratory muscle strength and diuresis. However, because it is a relatively weak bronchodilator with significant side effects such as nausea, tachyarrhythmias and insomnia, and a narrow therapeutic window, its use is frequently limited and there is little advantage to be had.

In patients with unresponsive airflow obstruction due to asthma, 1.2 to 2.0 g of magnesium sulphate infused over 20 minutes is worth considering. Correction of any additional electrolyte disturbance is also important.

The oral cysteiny1 leukotriene modifiers zafirlukast, montelukast and pranlukast block the breakdown of arachidonic acid and prevent the formation of bronchoconstrictors leukotriene C4, D4 and E4 in mast cells and eosinophils. They are particularly helpful in patients with aspirin-induced asthma, and as protection from exercise-induced asthma and asthma related to eosinophilic inflammation. Their role in acute life-threatening asthma is not known.

Sodium cromoglycate and nedocromil sodium are inhaled preparations which appear to block IgE-mediated mediator release. Their effect in severe life-threatening asthma is minimal. They are usually used as a steroid-sparing agent in children.

### Table 10.3 Contra-indications to non-invasive ventilation

- Inadequate airway protection (decreased level of consciousness or unconscious)
- Vomiting
- Sputum retention and inadequate cough
- Hypoxia not responding to CPAP and high-flow O2

### Non-invasive ventilation (NIV)

In acute exacerbations of COPD, non-invasive ventilation (NIV) has been shown to reduce the requirement for mechanical ventilation, decrease hospital stay and reduce mortality (see Chapter 3).

NIV has a well-established role in COPD and is now used more frequently than invasive mechanical ventilation.[15] NIV is also very effective in acute cardiogenic pulmonary oedema[16] which may coexist with COPD (which will be discussed later).

Although there is good observational evidence for the use of NIV in acute severe asthma[17] and a brief randomized trial in acute mild to moderate asthma,[18] its role in acute severe asthma has never been established in randomized trials. With improvements in the community management of asthma, which has resulted in a sharp decline in the need for ventilatory assistance, it is unlikely that the role of NIV in asthma will ever be established in randomized trials. Despite this, its use in severe asthma is widely accepted.

The indications for the use of non-invasive ventilation in the two conditions are similar, namely (1) acute hypercapnia, (2) respiratory distress due to airflow obstruction or (3) hypoxia refractory to mask oxygen. Contra-indications to NIV are presented in Table 10.3.

NIV may be delivered by nasal mask, face mask, circumferential face mask or by a ventilation hood. In acute exacerbations, face or circumferential masks are usually preferred rather than nasal masks because higher pressures can be used. Importantly, it should be appreciated that circuits for NIV have
Table 10.4 Usual setting for non-invasive ventilation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IPAP (cm H₂O)</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPAP (cm H₂O)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**IPAP:** inspiratory positive airway pressure. **EPAP:** expiratory positive airway pressure. Referred to as positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) during conventional mechanical ventilation or continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) if there is no inspiratory assistance.

A single limb, with expired gases being vented from a small orifice at the patient end of the circuit (see Chapter 3).

The choice and fit of interface are important factors in determining how well NIV is tolerated because these factors contribute directly to comfort, the risk of skin injury, the extent of air leak and the generation of claustrophobia. Masks that allow supplemental oxygen, nebulizer administration and concurrent nasogastric feeding are preferable.

Although continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) alone reduces the work of breathing in airflow obstruction, additional inspiratory pressure support is commonly used. In practice, the maximum inspiratory pressure that can be consistently achieved is rarely much more than 20 cm H₂O with 5 cm H₂O expiratory positive airway pressure (EPAP) (see Table 10.4).

Although NIV could theoretically increase lung volumes to unsafe levels, in practice hypotension and pneumothorax are very uncommon. This is probably because significant negative intrathoracic pressures are still generated during inspiration, offsetting any reduction in venous return, and maximum airway pressures remain below a safe limit (25 cm H₂O). Mask leak usually occurs with pressures above 25 cm H₂O.

EPAP and inspiratory positive airway pressure (IPAP) should be titrated to maximize patient comfort and reduce work of breathing. Oxygen should be titrated to a peripheral haemoglobin oxygen saturation (SpO₂) target of 94% to 96% or 88% to 94% when chronic hypercapnia is present. The probability of chronic hypercapnia is increased in the presence of moderate to severe obesity, cor pulmonale, previous hypercapnia or elevated blood concentrations of bicarbonate on presentation in the absence of diuretic use.

NIV is usually used for short-term ventilatory support (2 to 48 hours) to allow time for bronchodilators and other therapies to improve lung function and reduce the work of breathing. Invasive mechanical ventilation should be considered in patients who fail to show signs of improvement after 24 to 48 hours.

**Mechanical ventilation**

Mechanical ventilation is not usually instituted until aggressive medical therapy and NIV have failed, or in patients for whom NIV is contra-indicated. In both asthma and COPD, invasive mechanical ventilation is also indicated where there is an inability to adequately clear lower respiratory secretions with or without NIV, usually in patients with COPD.

**Asthma.** An experienced clinician should, if possible, undertake intubation in patients with severe asthma as the risks of an adverse outcome are increased in anxious and inexperienced hands. Intravenous access, if not already established, is required to administer hypnotics and muscle relaxants but is also essential for the volume resuscitation that is almost invariably required. Induction of anaesthesia should be achieved using judicious doses of drugs, with consideration given to the use of ketamine in preference to propofol because ketamine causes less hypotension and has the added advantage of causing bronchodilatation. It shouldn’t be forgotten that prolonged or aggressive administration of beta-2 adrenergic agonists can cause significant hypokalaemia, which if circumstances allow should be corrected before endotracheal intubation. In patients with severe asthma,
severe hypercapnia as well as high levels of respiratory distress and respiratory drive are usually present both before and after intubation. Because of airflow obstruction, high peak airway pressures are commonly also present after intubation. For these reasons, a high minute ventilation to reduce hypercapnia and satisfy the patient’s respiratory drive, and long inspiratory times to reduce inspiratory flow rates and reduce airway pressures seem logical. However, these ventilatory settings can cause major adverse effects in the patient with severe asthma. Both high minute ventilation and short expiratory times contribute to dynamic hyperinflation with the risk of hypotension and pneumothoraces and has been shown in case series to be associated with a higher mortality.[19] However, although a very low minute ventilation, to minimize dynamic hyperinflation, will eliminate these problems this is usually at the expense of heavy sedation and paralysis, with a high risk of severe prolonged myopathy.[4] Thus a balance between these two approaches should be attempted (Figure 10.2).

At the commencement of ventilation high levels of sedation are often required with or without 1 or 2 bolus doses of a neuromuscular blocking agent (NMBA) to safely establish mechanical ventilation.[4] Ventilation should be initiated with a low tidal volume (≤8 mL.kg\(^{-1}\)) and a low respiratory rate (8 to 10 breaths.min\(^{-1}\)) to ensure that minute ventilation remains ≤115\(^{[2,3,4]}\) mL.kg\(^{-1}.\)min\(^{-1}\) (≤8 L.min\(^{-1}\) for a 70-kg adult). The inspiratory flow rate should be ≥80 L.min\(^{-1}\) with an inspiratory time no greater than one second to allow at least four seconds for expiration. The plateau pressure should be measured during a 0.4-second pause following a single breath only. If the blood pressure is low or the central venous pressure high, the effect of disconnection from the ventilator for one minute or two minutes ventilation with a marked rate reduction should be observed. If the plateau pressure is greater than 25 cm H\(_2\)O or there is a significant haemodynamic improvement with the manoeuvres described, then the baseline ventilation rate should be decreased. If the plateau pressure is low and blood pressure is satisfactory, then ventilatory support can be increased by either a modest increase in the tidal volume or a modest reduction in the expiratory time, or both.

High peak airway pressures are a consequence of airflow obstruction and high inspiratory flow rate and do not reflect alveolar pressures. Decreasing the inspiratory flow rate with a constant tidal volume and ventilatory rate will decrease peak airway pressure, but the associated reduction in expiratory time will promote dynamic hyperinflation and cause an increase in alveolar pressures that may be unsafe.[2]

Arterial blood gas analysis should be performed regularly. The ventilator rate or tidal volume should not be increased in response to hypercapnia because this also can lead to dynamic hyperinflation. Creatine kinase levels should be measured daily to alert to possible muscle injury (discussed later).

Either volume- or pressure-controlled ventilation may be used as long as the above criteria are met, although in our practice volume-controlled ventilation is preferred. During volume-controlled ventilation with a short inspiratory time, high peak inspiratory pressures are generated by the high inspiratory flow rates. This is of no concern providing the plateau pressure remains below 25 cm H\(_2\)O\(^{[3,20]}\) to minimize dynamic hyperinflation. A plateau pressure...
above 25 cm H₂O should prompt a reduction in either tidal volume or ventilator rate, or both, to reduce minute ventilation and dynamic hyperinflation. High peak inspiratory pressures should not be treated by reducing inspiratory flow rate as this will exacerbate dynamic hyperinflation and may cause a dangerous rise in plateau pressure.[2]

In the presence of severe airflow obstruction and a short inspiratory time, pressure-controlled ventilation set to a conventionally ‘safe’ airway pressure limit of 25 to 30 cm H₂O will deliver unnecessarily small tidal volumes. If the pressure limit is set above this to ensure the delivery of more reasonable tidal volumes, then as the airflow obstruction improves this will result in the delivery of excessively large tidal volumes and dangerously high alveolar pressures.

Positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) should not be used during controlled ventilation as high levels of intrinsic PEEP will be present and extrinsic PEEP will further increase lung volume.[21]

When airflow obstruction improves, dynamic hyperinflation and plateau pressure will decrease and the ventilatory rate can be increased safely to reduce hypercapnia. At this stage, sedation can be reduced and spontaneous ventilation with low-level pressure support (≤15 cm H₂O) can be commenced.

**COPD.** Patients with severe COPD can have all the complications of dynamic hyperinflation and myopathy; however, unlike patients with severe asthma, patients with an exacerbation of COPD usually only require a moderate amount of ventilatory support. Most can be commenced in volume- or pressure-controlled synchronized intermittent mandatory ventilation (SIMV) mode at a ventilator rate of 6 to 12 breaths.min⁻¹ with minimal sedation and no paralysis to allow spontaneous ventilation (Table 10.5). Spontaneous breathing can usually be commenced soon after intubation and should be encouraged by reducing the ventilator rate, adding pressure support of 8 to 16 cm H₂O and PEEP of 5 to 8 cm H₂O to reduce the work of breathing.

Work of breathing is high for many reasons in airflow obstruction. One reason is that sufficient inspiratory effort must be made to negate the positive alveolar pressure present at the end of expiration (intrinsic PEEP) before inspiratory flow can commence. CPAP is used to reduce that effort by providing a positive airway pressure approximately equivalent to the intrinsic PEEP so that inspiratory flow will commence earlier and with less effort. For this reason, it may be valuable to measure intrinsic PEEP (the airway pressure during transient end-expiratory airway occlusion) and setting the extrinsic PEEP to a similar level. Some patients with severe airflow obstruction have a rapid inspiratory flow requirement that may exceed the ventilator’s delivery during pressure support on

---

**Table 10.5 Suggested initial mechanical ventilator settings for patients with asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Asthma</th>
<th>COPD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mode</strong></td>
<td>VCV</td>
<td>SIMV a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rate (breaths.min⁻¹)</strong></td>
<td>8 to 10</td>
<td>10 to 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>V T (L.kg⁻¹)</strong></td>
<td>≤8</td>
<td>≤8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>V E (L.min⁻¹.kg⁻¹)</strong></td>
<td>≤115</td>
<td>≤115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>V I (L.min⁻¹)</strong></td>
<td>70 to 85</td>
<td>70 to 85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>I:E</strong></td>
<td>&gt;1:3</td>
<td>&gt;1:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>T E (s)</strong></td>
<td>≥4</td>
<td>≥4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pplat (cm H₂O)</strong></td>
<td>&lt;25</td>
<td>&lt;25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PEEP b (cm H₂O)</strong></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5 to 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sedation</strong></td>
<td>Usually heavy</td>
<td>Usually mild</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NMBA c</strong></td>
<td>Minimize*</td>
<td>Rarely required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spontaneous ventilation</strong></td>
<td>Discourage</td>
<td>Encourage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Course</strong></td>
<td>Await improvement</td>
<td>CPAP d ASAP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* a: Synchronized intermittent mandatory ventilation.
  b: Positive end-expiratory pressure.
  c: Neuromuscular blocking agents.
  d: Continuous positive airway pressure.
standard settings. Such patients may benefit from an increased rise time.

**Acute necrotizing myopathy**

Acute necrotizing myopathy is now a well-recognized complication of patients requiring mechanical ventilation for acute severe asthma,[22,23] and is occasionally seen in patients with COPD. It is believed to be due to the combination of neuromuscular blocking agents and parenteral steroids. While neuromuscular blocking agents are believed to be primarily responsible, it has also been reported in patients with severe asthma receiving steroids and very deep sedation.[24] Acute necrotizing myopathy presents as weakness that usually becomes apparent when neuromuscular blockade is discontinued and sedation weaned. Weakness is both proximal and distal, with reduced or absent reflexes and intact sensation. Weakness can involve both facial and respiratory muscles. The consequences can range from mild weakness to functional quadraparesis. Acute necrotizing myopathy can commence in the first 24 hours, delay weaning from mechanical ventilation, prolong ICU and hospital stay and require rehabilitation. Although weakness will eventually resolve in most patients, patients with very severe myopathy can remain significantly disabled at 12 months.

Acute necrotizing myopathy can be recognized early by rising creatine kinase levels which may range from normal to 10 000 U.L⁻¹. Electromyography is always abnormal. It shows a myopathic pattern, but experience is required for its interpretation because some features can suggest neuropathy. Muscle biopsy is usually not required but if performed will show a characteristic pattern of severe non-uniform myonecrosis with vacuolation and a striking absence of inflammatory infiltrate that is commonly seen in other types of myositis.

There is no specific treatment, and avoidance is the best approach. Neuromuscular blocking agents should be avoided or confined to one or two bolus doses. Infusions should only be used in exceptional circumstances. Steroids should be used in conservative doses, commencing with hydrocortisone 200 mg every 6 hours for a 70-kg adult, with dose reductions commencing after 24 to 48 hours. Inhaled steroids should commence during the first 24 hours to aid reduction of the parenteral steroid requirement. Nutrition and active mobilization should commence as soon as possible.

Clinical assessment of patients with post-ventilation myopathy can be difficult, because many are bed-bound with tracheostomies following a prolonged period of ventilatory support, muscle disuse, high-dose steroids, muscle relaxants, co-existent medical illness and infection or inflammation. Weaning from ventilatory support via a tracheostomy may be dependent upon muscle strength (Table 10.6).

**Circulatory collapse**

When dynamic hyperinflation is excessive, resulting in end-inspiratory lung volumes near or above total lung capacity, mild hypotension is common. Because lung volumes are large in asthma, unlike acute lung injury, alveolar pressures as low as 25 cm H₂O can significantly elevate mediastinal pressures and cause mild cardiac tamponade, especially if mild hypovolaemia is present.[20] Hypotension is associated with elevated oesophageal and central venous pressure.[2,20] Elevated pulmonary

---

**Table 10.6 Assessment of muscular function**

- Peripheral muscle strength parallels the respiratory muscle strength. Observing a patient’s capacity to move limbs against gravity is a useful bedside test.
- Assessing the duration of time a patient is capable of maintaining independent ventilation is helpful.
- Assessing a patient’s capacity to cough independently is useful (even with tracheostomy).
- Most patients suitable for weaning can raise their limbs against gravity, maintain ventilation independently for >30 minutes and can cough effectively.
vascular resistance due to increased alveolar pressure may also be contributory. In a smaller number of patients severe hypotension, or circulatory collapse with apparent electromechanical dissociation, may occur. This may be due to (1) excessive minute ventilation,\textsuperscript{[25]} (2) unusually severe airflow obstruction so that even ‘safe’ ventilation causes excessive dynamic hyperinflation,\textsuperscript{[26]} or (3) pneumothorax either as a primary cause of hypotension or as a consequence of 1 or 2 above.

The most common cause of hypotension in a patient with airflow obstruction is dynamic hyperinflation, especially shortly after commencing or changing mechanical ventilation. Whether mild or severe hypotension is present, dynamic hyperinflation can be diagnosed or excluded as a cause by the ‘apnoea test’, which involves disconnection from the ventilator for at least one minute, followed by resumption of ventilation at a much lower rate\textsuperscript{[26]} (Table 10.7).

### Pneumothorax

In patients with severe airflow obstruction, pneumothoraces can arise as a result of (1) excessive dynamic hyperinflation, (2) insertion of central venous access, especially subclavian, or (3) needle thoracostomy for suspected pneumothorax. During mechanical ventilation, such pneumothoraces are always under tension in severe asthma and usually under tension in COPD. This is because the lung does not collapse and the airflow obstruction itself acts as a one-way valve. Small airways expand during inspiration allowing continued air leak and collapse during expiration. This often results in considerable tension with hypotension despite only small or moderate lung collapse on chest radiograph. On occasion, large cysts or bullae are evident on plain chest radiograph and their differentiation from a pneumothorax may be difficult. Concave attachment of the pleura to the chest wall and a similar appearance before and after mechanical ventilation suggest a bulla rather than a pneumothorax, but this may require confirmation with high resolution computerized tomography.

During volume-controlled ventilation, a tension pneumothorax on one side will redistribute ventilation to the contra-lateral lung, thereby worsening its dynamic hyperinflation and risking bilateral tension pneumothoraces with potentially fatal consequences. Clinical diagnosis is often difficult because a tension pneumothorax can be hard to distinguish from excessive dynamic hyperinflation. Both result in hyperinflated, hyper-resonant, lungs with poor air entry. Tracheal shift and asymmetry of breath

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 10.7 Management of haemodynamic instability in patients with severe airway obstruction who require mechanical ventilation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tidal volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspiratory time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expiratory time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluid loading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inotropic support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:

- Persistent hypotension or high ICP as a result of hypercapnia consider helium/oxygen mixture\textsuperscript{[32]} or extra-corporeal membrane oxygenation\textsuperscript{[33]} (ECMO).
- EMD: electro-mechanical dissociation
sounds may also be difficult to diagnose with confidence.

With mild to moderate hypotension, the best course of action is to reduce the ventilatory rate to reduce dynamic hyperinflation and protect the contralateral lung, initiate modest fluid loading and request an urgent chest radiograph. If the radiograph confirms a pneumothorax, a small intercostal catheter should be inserted using blunt dissection only.

A similar course of action is appropriate with severe hypotension, although the intercostal catheter should be placed on the side of the suspected pneumothorax without waiting for radiographic confirmation. Insertion of an intravenous cannula through the chest wall to relieve a suspected tension pneumothorax is hazardous. If a tension pneumothorax is not present, the needle will penetrate the hyperinflated lung and will cause a tension pneumothorax.

If a patient in extremis requires or has had intravenous cannulae inserted through the chest wall, then intercostal catheters should be inserted as soon as possible because pneumothoraces will be present.

Subclavian central venous catheters should be avoided in patients with severe airflow obstruction.

Follow-up
Mechanical ventilation for asthma or an exacerbation of COPD is a life-threatening event and identifies the patient with a high risk of a future deterioration that could result in a repeated episode of mechanical ventilation or death.\cite{27,28} For this reason, patients with either asthma or COPD should receive maximal medical therapy\cite{29} and pulmonary rehabilitation\cite{30} following an episode of mechanical ventilation. Regular follow-up should include regular spirometry, a plan for the management of deterioration and the institution of prevention strategies.

Conclusion
Prevention, early active medical therapy and NIV remain the best ways to manage severe airflow obstruction. Mechanical ventilation should be avoided unless it is unsafe not to do so. If mechanical ventilation is required, care should be taken to assess and minimize excessive dynamic hyperinflation, its complications, myopathy and lactic acidosis.
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Blast injuries
The recent increase in terrorist bomb attacks on urban civilian targets in Europe and the USA has emphasized the need for all relevant health provision team members to become familiar with the pathophysiology and treatment of the resulting injuries. Despite this, many surgeons and intensivists have little direct experience treating blast lung injuries.[1]

The physics of explosions
Explosive devices instantaneously transform the explosive material into a highly pressurized gas, releasing energy at supersonic speeds (high order explosives) or subsonic speeds (low order explosives). High order explosives include Semtex, trinitrotoluene (TNT) and dynamite. Low order explosives include pipe bombs, petrol bombs or blasts caused by aircraft or motor vehicles used as missiles. The net result of any explosion, however, is the blast wave that travels out from the epicentre of the blast.[2]

The blast wave rapidly reaches a peak (3 to 5 atmospheres) and then slowly (2 to 3 minutes) declines to sub-atmospheric pressure. The physical characteristics of the blast wave may be described in terms of velocity, wavelength and amplitude. It is the amplitude of the blast wave that principally determines the severity of the resulting lung injury. When compared with an explosion in an open space, an explosion within a confined space, such as inside a bus or a train, will have a blast wave that is amplified and more prolonged, resulting in injuries of greater severity and mortality.

The blast wind should be distinguished from the blast wave. The former is the flow of superheated air from the explosion site and can cause superficial burns and internal scalds to the upper airways.

Moving outward from the radius of the explosive, three areas of diminishing primary blast injury have been described (Figure 11.1). The area nearest to the explosion where all victims are instantly killed is called ‘the lethal zone’. Beyond this is the ‘L-50’ limit where 50% of victims will be instantly killed and beyond this is the injury zone in which death does not occur as a result of the primary blast wave, although victims may still sustain significant injury. It is the victims of the L-50 and injury zones who are likely to suffer from blast lung injury[3] (Figure 11.2).

Primary, secondary, tertiary and quaternary injuries

PRIMARY INJURY
As the high-pressure blast wave expands outward at the speed of sound, it interacts with the body, particularly air-containing pockets causing rapid
compression. As the blast wave passes, there is rapid expansion of these compressed gas pockets causing secondary ‘explosions’ within gas-containing organs such as the lung, ear and bowel.[2]

As far back as the eighteenth century, respiratory problems were noted among sailors in the British navy who were thought to have been standing too close to a firing cannon. The condition was attributed to an adverse effect arising from ‘the wind of the shot’. Following World War I, ‘air concussion’ was described as a specific condition affecting blast victims, although its pathophysiology was not understood.

If the pressure wave hits fluid-containing tissue such as alveolar capillaries, which are relatively non-compressible compared with the relatively compressible gas-filled alveoli, this leads to a pressure differential between the alveolar capillaries and the alveolar spaces and causes fluid to move from the high pressure within the capillaries to the lower pressure within the alveoli. Fluid and blood accumulate within the alveolar spaces, a process which is further enhanced by breaches in alveolar capillary integrity caused by the blast wave itself. Massive rupture of capillaries and extravasation of red cells leads to release of haemoglobin that is subsequently oxidized to methaemoglobin. This interacts with lipid hydroperoxides to produce ferryl-haemoglobin. This potent oxidant induces tissue damage directly by peroxidation reactions and indirectly by depleting intra-pulmonary antioxidant reserves (ascorbate, vitamin E, glutathione). By these and other mechanisms, the clinical picture of worsening respiratory distress rapidly develops.

Tears in small airways under immense pressure may lead to a unique form of air embolism due to alveolar pulmonary venous fistulae through which air passes directly to the pulmonary veins and rapidly to the systemic circulation. Air emboli in the coronary circulation can cause ischaemic changes on the ECG, arrhythmias and sudden death. Indeed, victims who die close to the scene of an explosion may have minimal outward injury but may have succumbed to a coronary artery air embolism. Air embolism of the cerebral vessels may contribute to transient neurological deficit and initial confusion in blast victims.[2]

SECONDARY INJURY
This refers to injuries sustained by the blast wind propelling solid matter into the patient. For example, dust and falling masonry may be blown into the patient’s airways causing initial life-threatening obstruction.

TERTIARY INJURY
If the patient is caught in the blast wave and blown into solid matter, tertiary injury may ensue.

QUATERNARY INJURY
This refers to scalds caused by flames, heat or hot gases. This includes external burns or internal burns to upper airway caused by the blast wind.[4] This chapter focuses on blast injuries.

Diagnosis of blast injuries
Blast injury is a clinical diagnosis based on the presence of respiratory difficulty and hypoxia.
with or without obvious external injury to the chest.

*The incidence of blast injuries*

The wide range in reported incidence of blast injuries among survivors of bombings (see later discussion) reflects the effects of the environment in which the blast took place and the characteristics of the blast wave. In a review of the published literature addressing 220 bombing incidents worldwide between 1969 and 1983, there were 3357 casualties and 2934 immediate survivors (87%), of whom 881 (30%) required hospitalization. Of the immediate survivors, 18 (0.6%) had blast lung and 40 (1.4%) ultimately died. Among those who survived the initial blast but then died in hospital, only 3.7% had blast lung, with 52% of these deaths being mainly attributed to head injury.[5] In contrast to this all-inclusive survey of explosions, bomb blasts in an enclosed space generate a higher amplitude of blast wave and result in a higher incidence of blast injuries. Thus a bus explosion had an incidence of acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) of 33% in immediate survivors,[6] and in a series of bombings in Israel (one in a shopping centre and two in buses) 5.6% of victims presented with blast injuries.[7] Similarly, following a terrorist bomb attack in a packed waiting room of a train station in Bologna, Italy, 9 of 107 bomb victims (8.4%) sustained blast injuries.[8] It should be remembered that variation in the reported incidence of blast injuries may be reflected in the definition of *victim*. For example, in an analysis of 1532 victims of terrorist bombings, only two primary blast lung injury cases were found,[9] but many of these ‘victims’ suffered emotional trauma only, with
the result that the proportion of patients with blast injuries seemed small. Nevertheless, the increasing trend in recent years for bombs being detonated within an enclosed space highlights the importance of early diagnosis and treatment of blast injuries in survivors.

Blast injuries may present as acute hypoxia on admission or may develop over 12 to 24 hours following injury.

Primary blast injuries may cause injuries requiring urgent intervention in the emergency room. Unilateral or bilateral pneumothoraces should be suspected and treated. These arise from disruption of the alveolar integrity by the blast wave.\[2\] For example, of 15 patients who survived explosions in 2 buses in 1986, 7 presented with bilateral pneumothoraces and 2 with unilateral pneumothorax.\[6\] A clinically detectable pneumothorax with severe dyspnoea or signs of tension pneumothorax should not await chest radiography before chest drain insertion.

A sucking chest wound also requires immediate care. Disruption of the chest wall leads to an immediate pneumothorax. A conscious patient may discover that breathing is easier if he or she holds her arm over the defect. Emergency treatment involves a square dressing placed over the defect taped down on three edges to allow egress of air but not ingress of air during inspiration, thus allowing negative intra-pleural pressure during inspiration and lung expansion of the affected side. Definitive treatment requires emergency surgical repair of the chest wall.

A bronchopleural fistula may become apparent in the emergency room if a chest drain continues to bubble with expiration in the spontaneously breathing patient. In these patients a bronchopleural fistula is often self-limiting, but it may be persistent in those requiring mechanical ventilation. In one series, a clinically significant bronchopleural fistula occurred in 33% of patients with blast injuries.\[6\]

All victims of blast injury should have a chest radiograph. However, in a mass casualty situation clinical findings may have to guide treatment if the hospital radiography resources are overwhelmed. When a chest radiograph is available, bilateral lung opacities are common and have been reported in up to 80% of patients.\[1,6\] This may frequently have a ‘butterfly’ pattern that can arise from direct pulmonary parenchymal injury caused by the blast wave.\[1\]

The severity of the blast injuries on presentation to the emergency room has been graded into mild, moderate and severe injury based on an initial evaluation of alveolar arterial oxygen gradient, presence of chest radiograph infiltrates and evidence of barotrauma (Table 11.1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PaO₂:FiO₂ ratio (kPa)</th>
<th>Mild</th>
<th>Moderate</th>
<th>Severe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&gt;20</td>
<td>8 to 27</td>
<td>&lt;8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lung infiltrates</td>
<td>Localized</td>
<td>Diffuse (unilateral or bilateral)</td>
<td>Bilateral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pneumothorax</td>
<td>No[5]</td>
<td>Yes/No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All patients of blast lung injuries should have a chest radiograph. However, in a mass casualty situation clinical findings may have to guide treatment if the hospital radiography resources are overwhelmed. When a chest radiograph is available, bilateral lung opacities are common and have been reported in up to 80% of patients.\[1,6\] This may frequently have a ‘butterfly’ pattern that can arise from direct pulmonary parenchymal injury caused by the blast wave.\[1\]

The severity of the blast injuries on presentation to the emergency room has been graded into mild, moderate and severe injury based on an initial evaluation of alveolar arterial oxygen gradient, presence of chest radiograph infiltrates and evidence of barotrauma (Table 11.1).

**Presenting signs of blast injuries**

As with all trauma situations, the basic principles of immediate resuscitation apply.\[1\] However, in addition, the admitting physician should be aware of transient myocardial ischaemic changes and neurological deficits with confusion linked to air embolism. Common respiratory symptoms may include shortness of breath, chest pain (anginal or pleuritic), cough (secondary to inhaled dust and debris) or haemoptysis reflecting lung parenchymal or tracheo bronchial injury.\[2\]

\[1\] Well described in the American Trauma and Life Support (ATLS) courses.
Immediate examination should be made for signs of cyanosis, breach of chest wall integrity, asymmetrical breathing pattern or loss of breath sounds.

Tube thoracostomy for relief of tension pneumothorax or dyspnoea due to bilateral pneumothorax should not await a chest radiograph. Nevertheless, at an opportune time a chest radiograph will help grade the severity of the blast lung injury.\textsuperscript{[2]}

**Treatment**

There are four key elements to the immediate management of blast lung injury (Table 11.2). All patients with actual or suspected blast injuries should have supplemental oxygen provided as soon as practicable. Airway problems arise frequently in the emergency room, such as from loss of consciousness secondary to injury or air embolism, from airway oedema secondary to internal burns or scalds, or from haemoptysis.

Insertion of a chest drain – that is, tube thoracostomy – is mandatory in the setting of pneumothoraces. It is recommended prior to general anaesthesia or air transport to avoid tension pneumothorax in an environment where such a complication may be difficult to treat.

Mechanical ventilation may be required if ventilatory failure is imminent but may be unavoidable in patients who require general anaesthesia for treatment of other bomb-related injuries such as limb surgery. The decision to ventilate the patient should be weighed against the immediate risk of alveolar rupture and air embolism. Accordingly, if intubation and mechanical ventilation is required, it is important to avoid excessive airway pressures.

**Table 11.2 Key elements in the immediate management of blast lung injury**

- High-flow oxygen
- Airway management
- Tube thoracostomy
- Mechanical ventilation

**Table 11.3 Some causes of the acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Direct lung injury</th>
<th>Indirect lung injury</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pneumonia</td>
<td>Sepsis/SIRS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspiration</td>
<td>Pancreatitis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Near-drowning</td>
<td>Transfusion-related</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inhalation of smoke/chemicals</td>
<td>Severe burns or trauma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blast injury</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Long-term ventilatory strategy**

The emergency conditions attending a response to a bomb blast injury, as well as the stresses on the team caring for multiple victims, make highly impractical the possibility of carrying out randomized controlled trials to assess optimal ventilatory strategy in such emergency situations. Information on optimal ventilatory modes in such patients relies on reports from centres that have cared for such patients. Nevertheless, advances in recent years in optimizing ventilatory modes of patients with acute lung injury (ALI) and ARDS has guided ventilation management in blast injuries patients.

We will therefore consider recent advances in ventilation strategies for ALI/ARDS and describe how this has been applied in the treatment of the severe blast injuries patient.

**Ventilation in ARDS**

The acute respiratory distress syndrome is a severe form of acute lung injury in which there are diffuse, bilateral pulmonary infiltrates on chest radiography and the PaO\textsubscript{2}/FiO\textsubscript{2} (PF) ratio is less than 26.7 kPa. The chest radiograph appearance can be identical to that of cardiogenic interstitial pulmonary oedema, so the clinician must be confident that he is not dealing with left ventricular failure. ARDS may result from direct or indirect lung injury (Table 11.3).

**Principles of ventilation in ARDS**

Although chest radiographs in ARDS patients tend to show widespread lung disease, high-resolution
CT scanning has demonstrated areas of normal, consolidated and over-distended areas of lung. The consolidated areas do not participate in gas exchange and are mostly situated in the dependent areas of the lung. It has been demonstrated that some of these consolidated areas can be recruited using positive pressures with a resulting improvement in gas exchange. This can be maintained with the use of an adequate positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP).

The ARDS lung typically has a markedly reduced compliance, such that the patient must work hard to breathe spontaneously and the clinician must ventilate at higher pressures to maintain normal gas exchange. Ventilation at higher pressures will unfortunately cause damage to the normal or over-distended areas of lung. These areas will then become abnormal, overall gas exchange will be worsened and lung compliance reduced even further.

The physician’s difficulty in the management of the ARDS patient is to balance protection of the normal or over-distended lung with recruitment of the collapsed and consolidated areas. Another problem is that the high concentrations of oxygen required for these patients may be damaging to the ARDS lung. Studies have been carried out looking at protective modes of ventilation in ARDS.

**Modes of ventilation in ARDS**

Studies of ARDS patients undergoing mechanical ventilation have looked at various combinations of low-volume ventilation with normal or elevated PEEP. The importance of lung recruitment was shown by Amato et al. in 1998.[10]

The ARDSNet trial[11] looked at two groups of patients with ARDS. The first group was ventilated with tidal volumes of 12 mL.kg\(^{-1}\) predicted body weight with plateau airway pressures under 50 cm H\(_2\)O. The second group was ventilated at tidal volumes of 6 mL.kg\(^{-1}\) predicted body weight with plateau pressures under 30 cm H\(_2\)O. Survival was significantly greater in the second group, and the trial was stopped early. This study changed the practice of physicians around the world, but its findings have been challenged as the control group patients were not ventilated according to widespread practice at the time. However, other studies failed to show benefit with low-volume, low-pressure ventilation in ALI/ARDS.[12, 13, 14] These seemingly contradictory findings were the subject of a meta-analysis by Eichacker et al. in 2002.[15] These authors looked at five studies where ALI/ARDS patients were randomized to either a low-pressure, low-tidal volume group or a higher-pressure, higher-tidal volume control group and compared the results. Two studies, referred to as the beneficial studies,[10, 11] showed benefit with the lower tidal volume, lower pressure treatments as compared with the controls. In contrast, three of the studies, referred to as the non-beneficial studies, found no benefit with the lower-pressure, lower-tidal volume treatments, with an insignificant decrease in survival odds ratio in the lower-tidal volume groups.[12, 13, 14] Eichacker showed that the apparent disparity in outcomes could be attributed to the widely differing levels of tidal volume and airway pressures in the so-called ‘higher-pressure, higher-tidal volume, control group’ used in the five studies. In particular, in the two studies claiming benefit for low-volume, low-tidal volume treatments, the control groups were subjected to a tidal volume of 10 to 12 mL.kg\(^{-1}\), which is higher than most centres would now routinely use. This prompted the suggestion that the survival benefit observed with the lower tidal volumes (5 to 7 mL.kg\(^{-1}\)) merely reflected an increased mortality in the control group rather than an improvement with the lower-tidal volume group. By contrast, in the three ‘non-beneficial’ groups, the control patients were subjected to what are the routinely used tidal volume levels in ALI/ARDS patients (8 to 9 mL.kg\(^{-1}\)), while the treatment group was subjected to very low tidal volumes of 5 to 7 mL.kg\(^{-1}\). Failure of benefit in the very low-tidal volume group compared with 7 to
9 mL·kg\(^{-1}\), they argued, may show that lowering tidal volumes to less than 7 mL·kg\(^{-1}\) requires further evidence before widespread application because the increased arterial partial pressure of carbon dioxide (PaCO\(_2\)) and decreased pH may lead to haemodynamic disturbances and a need for muscle relaxation and sedation to ensure patient comfort, interventions that could be unhelpful in long-term care.

These observations led Eichacker to advance the hypothesis that plateau pressures between 28 and 32 cm H\(_2\)O are optimal for ALI/ARDS patients, with mortality increasing in patients ventilated below or above these ventilatory parameters. However, mortality seems to increase more markedly with pressures over 32 cm H\(_2\)O than under 28 cm H\(_2\)O.

More recently, Hager and Krishnan found that inspiratory plateau pressures of 30 to 35 cm H\(_2\)O are not safe, although they could not identify a safe upper limit for plateau pressures in patients with ALI/ARDS\(^{[16]}\).

With regard to the use of PEEP, physicians have been worried that the adverse cardiovascular effects of increased PEEP outweigh the benefits. The ARDSNet group studied the effects of low versus high PEEP and found no difference in outcomes between the two groups\(^{[17]}\). However, Amato \textit{et al}\(^{[10]}\) and Villar \textit{et al}\(^{[18]}\) found significant improvement in mortality by using low-tidal volume ventilation with PEEP set 2 cm H\(_2\)O above the lower inflection point of the patient’s compliance curve (plotted using a super-syringe or by serial ventilator measurement at different tidal volumes). It should be noted that the study by Villar \textit{et al.} had a sicker cohort of ARDS patients. A summary of the steps to be taken in setting a ventilator for a patient with ARDS is set out in Table 11.4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 11.4 A summary of steps to be taken in setting a ventilator for the patient with the acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Recruit the lung to open collapsed or consolidated areas.(^{[19]})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Set PEEP at an appropriate level for that particular patient’s lung as determined by compliance curve assessment (see earlier). This will usually be between 10 and 18 cm H(_2)O.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Set the FiO(_2) to the minimum required to produce a PaO(_2) above 8.5 kPa or SaO(_2) above 90%.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Set the ventilator so that the tidal volume or inspiratory pressure are such that plateau pressures do not exceed 32 cm H(_2)O.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

How these methods have been used successfully in blast injuries patients

Many patients with blast injuries go on to develop ARDS. In the Pizov series, 33% of patients developed ARDS\(^{[12,6]}\). It is reasonable therefore to treat all patients with moderate to severe initial blast injuries as at high risk of ARDS and use lung protective ventilation methods, as described above, by reducing lung pressures and tolerating a degree of hypercapnia. Several reports highlight the usefulness of this\(^{[1,7]}\).

As far back as 1998, Sorkine \textit{et al.} highlighted the importance of avoiding high peak inspiratory pressures (PIP), allowing permissive hypercapnia in severe blast injuries. They managed a series of 17 severe blast injuries patients (10 enclosed space and 7 open space explosions), using volume-controlled, synchronized intermittent mandatory ventilation such that

- If PIP exceeded 40 cm H\(_2\)O, the tidal volume was decreased to maintain PIP under 40 cm H\(_2\)O.
- Once arterial pH fell below 7.2, the respiratory rate was increased in increments of 2 breaths·min\(^{-1}\) until the arterial pH exceeded 7.25. At pH greater than 7.2, no attempt was made to control PaCO\(_2\).

Four patients required increased ventilator rate because of pH less than 7.2. They had PaCO\(_2\) tensions of 12.4 ± 1.6 kPa. There was no evidence that the respiratory acidosis arising from such permissive hypercapnia had contributed to renal, hepatic or haematological abnormalities.
Overall, this therapy was effective. Although all patients had low PF ratios as well as pulmonary compliance on admission to the ICU, the PF ratio as well as pulmonary compliance increased gradually up to day six.

Although the authors reported some evidence of ventilator-induced pulmonary barotrauma, the overall survival rate of 88% (15/17) suggested that limiting PIP in a volume-controlled mode is beneficial in blast injuries.[7]

Other methods employed in severe blast injuries include high-frequency jet ventilation, independent lung ventilation, nitric oxide and extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO). In the ECMO patients, mortality is high.[6]

Judicious fluid administration is an essential component in the management of blast lung injury.[2, 6] In particular, alveolar membranes damaged by the blast wave have increased capillary permeability with the result that over-zealously administered fluid will readily accumulate in the alveolar spaces, further compromising lung function. This is a particular hazard in patients requiring fluid resuscitation for other injuries such as severe limb trauma. In such patients, the initial butterfly pattern of the chest radiograph seen on presentation may over several hours become more pronounced.[1]

Systemic effects of blast injuries
An overall inflammatory response may ensue with electrolyte and coagulation disturbances. In five patients with severe blast injuries in a bus explosion, three out of five developed disseminated intravascular coagulation and four out of five developed significant hypokalaemia (2.2 to 2.9 mmol.L\(^{-1}\)) that was responsive to emergency replacement therapy.[20]

Outcomes from blast injuries
Most patients survive mild and moderate blast injuries with severe blast injuries carrying a high mortality.[6] Timely diagnosis and correct treatment result in excellent outcome, at least in the mild to moderate severity group.[11] It is quite remarkable that for those who survive long term, sequelae are rare, with one 12-month post-injury survey of 11 blast injury survivors showing no pulmonary abnormality.[21] The patients were aged 28 ± 9.8 years and sustained multiple injuries in addition to the lung injury for which 10 required mechanical ventilation and 6 required chest drainage with ICU admissions lasting 11.8 ± 9 days and overall hospital stay of 32.4 ± 27.3 days. One year later, physical examinations, lung function tests and progressive cardiopulmonary exercise examinations showed that none had any pulmonary-related disability.[21]

Burns
Smoke, hot gas, or chemical inhalation injury are the most common cause of acute deterioration in lung function in burn injury patients and should always be suspected. Usually, such injuries are of chemical origin, and if these patients are compared with burn injury patients who did not sustain smoke inhalation injury, a 20% to 70% increased mortality in the smoke inhalation patient is observed.[22]

Incidence and pulmonary complications
A review of clinical and radiological findings in 64 smoke inhalation victims without cutaneous burns indicated that initial clinical signs help predict severity of injury and ICU course.

For example, if at initial presentation to the emergency room there were soot deposits in the oropharynx, or the presence of dysphonia or rhonchi, then there was a significant prolongation of ICU stay.

Moreover, dysphonia and rhonchi correlated with positive bacteriological sputum sampling in the first 24 hours, which in turn correlated with prolonged mechanical ventilation. Interestingly, initial chest radiograph signs did not correlate with severity of the clinical course.
Of the 64 patients, 35 required mechanical ventilation (mean 101 hours; range 8 to 648 hours) with 3.1% eventually dying from progressive respiratory failure.[23]

As with internal burns incurred in the blast wind as discussed earlier,[4] upper airway obstruction may rapidly evolve requiring acute intervention to secure the airway. This should be particularly suspected if burn marks are seen in the internal mucous membrane of the mouth and nose. If a blast injury is not involved, then concerns of air embolism attending immediate intubation and ventilation of the blast-injured patient are less pronounced.

If the burn involves the chest wall, care should be taken not to compromise chest wall compliance due to overly tight bandaging of the area. Later, as chest burn healing commences, scar tissue with contraction of body surface tissues can reduce lung expansion with risks of secretion retention and chest infection.

Patients with large burns sustain a massive inflammatory response that can be associated with systemic capillary leakage involving alveolar membrane leakiness. This, in combination with hypoalbuminaemia, can be associated with a rapidly evolving acute lung injury superimposed on any direct injury caused by smoke or chemical inhalation.[22]

### Treatment

The principle of ventilatory management of the burn injury patient involves providing oxygen therapy for all burn patients and observing for the occurrence of upper airway obstruction. Should there develop acute upper airway obstruction or deterioration in oxygenation then intubation and ventilation are required. Adequate fluid resuscitation and prevention and treatment of infection are indirect measures that preserve pulmonary function.

Outcomes are improved with rapid resuscitative treatments. This should begin in the pre-hospital environment on arrival at the scene of the emergency crew. Gueugniaud described a care pathway for such patients beginning at the pre-hospital environment (Table 11.5): on arrival in the local hospital the patient should be stabilized, followed by transfer to the specialist burns unit where definitive treatment is carried out.[24] If burns patients develop ALI/ARDS, the ventilatory strategies discussed earlier apply.
Chest trauma

Pathogenesis
Pulmonary contusion is a common lesion occurring in patients sustaining severe blunt chest trauma. Alveolar haemorrhage and parenchymal destruction are maximal during the first 24 hours after injury and then usually resolve within 7 days.

Diagnosis
The diagnosis of traumatic lung injury is usually made clinically with confirmation by chest radiography. The chest computed tomography scan is highly sensitive in identifying pulmonary contusion and may help predict the need for mechanical ventilation. Respiratory distress is common after lung trauma, with hypoxaemia and hypercapnia greatest at about 72 hours. Although management of patients with pulmonary contusion is supportive, pneumonia and adult respiratory distress syndrome with long-term disability occur frequently.[25]

Ventilation in blunt thoracic trauma
Blunt thoracic trauma can result in significant morbidity in injured patients. Both chest wall and the intrathoracic visceral injuries can lead to life-threatening complications if not anticipated and treated. Blunt thoracic trauma is also a marker for associated injuries, including severe head and abdominal injuries.[26]

LUNG CONTUSIONS
The passage of a shock wave through the pulmonary tissue leads to microscopic disruption at the alveolar–air interface. Alveolar haemorrhage and pulmonary parenchymal damage ensues, becoming maximal at 24 hours and usually resolving over the following week. Severe pulmonary contusion may rapidly lead to respiratory dysfunction due to ventilation perfusion mismatch in the injured area of lung. Complications include pneumonia, ARDS and empyema.

A ventilatory strategy aimed at reducing risk of ARDS in these patents is important and applies as described earlier for blast and burn injuries. However, in 2002 the addition of lung recruitment manoeuvres (open lung concept) was suggested as being helpful.[27] Later, Schreiter applied in chest trauma patients low tidal volumes ($\leq 6 \text{ mL.kg}^{-1}$) and positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP, 5 to 17 cm H$_2$O) together with briefly applied high inspiratory pressures (mean 65, range 50 to 80 cm H$_2$O) for opening up collapsed alveoli. Then, external and internal PEEP was used to keep open the recruited lung units. Intrinsic PEEP was maintained by pressure-cycled high-frequency inverse-ratio ventilation and maintained for 24 hours. At that time, the authors assessed the suitability of commencing ventilatory weaning by temporarily reducing respiratory rate to allow a fall in total PEEP. If, following this intervention, the PF ratio was less than 40 kPa, weaning was deferred, but if the ratio was greater than 40 kPa, weaning commenced. The authors described how lung recruitment significantly increased PF ratios as well as decreased atelectasis.[28]

Some centres use bronchoscopically guided bronchoalveolar lavage as a routine treatment in patients with severe traumatic lung contusions. The rationale is that this clears blood clots and secretions reducing infective and inflammatory related secondary lung injury.
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Ventilatory support: extreme solutions

ALAIN VUYLSTEKE

Introduction

One of the extreme solutions for the management of ventilatory failure is to replace the lungs altogether, either by transplantation or by the use of machines. Once the transplant has been completed, the means used to support the new lungs are little different from those used for any other patient. This statement will be a surprise to some because the transplanted lung has necessarily suffered many injuries during transplantation: in practical terms, the question of how best to ventilate a sick lung encompasses the field of lung transplantation. However, transplantation can only be offered to a few patients with the highest chance of survival in order to avoid the waste of precious resources. In the context of severe respiratory failure, other solutions are therefore necessary to provide ventilatory support, either as a bridge to recovery or transplantation, or as long-term support in an increasingly elderly Western population. These solutions are based on various mechanical means that take over some of the lung functions. Despite great advances in technology, these new methods are at present only temporary, intensive and laborious in their implementation and are usually accompanied by a high morbidity and mortality.

This chapter will review some of the key clinical questions concerning the ventilation of the lung transplant recipient and mechanical support of the failing lung.

Lung transplantation

Lung transplantation involves removing one or two lungs from the thoracic cavity and replacing them with similar-sized lungs obtained either from a deceased person or sometimes, in the case of a living donor, only one lung or even part of one. It can be done at the same time as a heart transplant or even as part of a multiple solid organ (lung, heart, liver, kidney, gut) transplant.

As long as the heart is left in place, such operations can be performed without extracorporeal circulation. In this case, the anaesthetist has the problem of conducting single-lung anaesthesia in which the remaining lung is, by definition, poorly functioning and which during part of the operation will be the only means by which to effect gas exchange. The perioperative technique is very similar to that used for pneumonectomy but with a number of important exceptions. First, it may not actually be possible to maintain gas exchange using the remaining sick lung. Second, mechanical ventilation of the diseased lung(s) can cause major haemodynamic instability, most commonly by air being trapped in emphysematous lungs, leading to a decrease in the venous return and loss of cardiac output.
In the immediate post-transplant period, concern is often focused on right ventricular function because of the potential for a significantly increased pulmonary vascular resistance from peri-transplant lung trauma and consequent right ventricular failure. In addition, an inflammatory response to transplantation can lead to the development of all grades of acute lung injury that may affect post-operative recovery. Finally, starting at the time of transplantation, pharmacological immunosuppression has to be continuously adjusted to balance the risks of infection or rejection.

**Spontaneous breathing after lung transplant**

In the post-transplant period, mechanical ventilation is not usually a problem, providing the large airway anastomoses remain intact and blood is not permitted to accumulate in the pleural cavity. Spontaneous ventilation, however, can be challenged by pain, sedation, diaphragmatic paralysis, or the presence of either a haemo- or pneumothorax. Both continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) and non-invasive ventilation (NIV) are commonly used in the early stages of recovery. The work of breathing is reduced by keeping the alveoli open, which is helpful if poor organ protection during transfer leads to impaired surfactant production or during episodes of rejection or infection.

Denervation of the lung affects some classical reflexes of interest to the physiologist but has little, if any, impact on clinical management.

**Challenges of transplantation**

Lung transplantation is a challenging process for both clinician and patient alike. The clinician is challenged by pathophysiological derangements to the graft and the management of immunosuppression, which remains more art than science. The patient, on the other hand, is challenged not only physiologically by a major surgical procedure, but also by psychological aspects of transplantation peculiar to the lung. Strong social support is an important contributor to a successful outcome.

Despite careful selection and the utmost care, an acute lung injury type response is not uncommon and may arise in a number of ways, including poor mechanical ventilation of the donor, surgical injury during harvesting, poor organ perfusion or protection during transport, or surgical injury during implantation. One of the principle sources of parenchymal damage to the graft arises from acute lung injury arising from the process of lung retrieval. In this respect, new techniques are continuously being evaluated to reduce graft ischaemia between harvest and implantation, which include transportation of the lung on a rig which provides continuous ventilation and perfusion.

**Suture lines in the main airway**

The large airway anastomoses – inter-bronchial in the case of a single lung transplant and inter-tracheal in the case of double lung transplantation – are at significant risk of ischaemia because the surgeon has to peel away the surrounding vessels in order to place the stitches. Positive pressure ventilation is therefore not usually to blame for causing an airway anastomosis leak in the first place but undoubtedly contributes to making a leak larger. If the patient is well enough to breathe spontaneously, mechanical support should be discontinued as soon as possible, but this might be impossible to achieve. Spontaneous closure of an anastomotic leak is unlikely to occur in the presence of positive airway pressure, whatever mode of ventilation is used. Under these circumstances, surgical repair is required, which includes wrapping the defect with a vascularized flap of muscle.

A more common response to perioperative injury than anastomotic break-down or dehiscence is

---

1 For example, some patients may find it quite difficult to cope with the thought that they might be producing ‘someone else’s’ phlegm.
anastomotic stenosis. This usually occurs several weeks after transplantation and requires treatment with dilation or stenting. While asymptomatic in some, in others this presents as respiratory distress as well as increasing the risk of distal infection.

**Pleurodesis**

When the donor lungs are well size-matched to the recipient’s thoracic cavity, the lungs eventually adhere to the recipient’s thoracic cavity. Nevertheless, it is not uncommon for the donor lungs to be oversized, and a lung reduction (i.e. lobectomy) can be performed without affecting the outcome. The main issue in a size mismatch between donor and recipient is the relative diameters of the airways that need to be anastomosed because this renders the operation even more challenging. If the lungs are too small, an increase in pulmonary resistance is likely to occur and the right ventricle may ultimately suffer. The visceral pleura also commonly weep, either as a result of surgical trauma, an inflammatory response, or left ventricular failure; and pleural effusions are not uncommon.

**Immunosuppression**

Because the entire cardiac output passes through the pulmonary microcirculation, the recipient of a lung transplant is more exposed to foreign antigens borne on the graft than in any other form of solid organ transplant. To avoid developing an immune response to these foreign antigens and rejecting the transplant, the recipient must be given a potent cocktail of immunosuppressant drugs (Table 12.1). Unfortunately the suppression of the immune system is not specific to graft antigens, rendering the recipient uniquely vulnerable to a wide range of pathogenic viruses, bacteria, fungi and protozoa. The management of the patient’s immunosuppression is therefore a fine and continuous balance between too little, risking rejection, and too much, risking infection. To further complicate the issue, the clinical and laboratory features of infection and rejection overlap to a significant degree, making it very difficult to distinguish between the two with confidence.

| **Table 12.1 Some of the immunosuppressant drugs used to prevent rejection in lung transplantation** |
|------------|--------------------------------------------------|
| Drug       | Effect                                                                 |
| Methylprednisolone | Inhibits T-cell proliferation by rendering Th cells unresponsive to interleukin-1 and therefore unable to produce the T-cell growth factor interleukin-2 |
| Rabbit-derived anti-thymocyte globulin (R-ATG) | Antibodies directed against human T cells |
| Cyclosporine or tacrolimus | Calcineurin inhibitors that interfere with both T-lymphocyte signal transduction and interleukin-2 transcription |
| Mycophenolate mofetil | Inhibits inosine monophosphate dehydrogenase, the enzyme that controls the rate of synthesis of guanine monophosphate in the de novo pathway of purine synthesis used in the proliferation of B and T lymphocytes |
| Basiliximab or daclizumab | Monoclonal antibodies directed at the interleukin-2 receptors on T cells, which then prevent T-cell activation |

**Aspiration**

A striking finding in patients dying after a prolonged stay in critical care following lung transplantation is the high incidence of gastric content aspiration, often characterized as ‘chronic’. This is readily distinguished from fatal large-volume aspiration on the basis of post-mortem histology. Short of feeding all these patients through a jejunostomy or equivalent, the only effective measure likely to decrease
the incidence of this problem is to nurse the patient in as upright a position as possible at all times.

**Double or single**

Mechanical ventilation following single lung transplantation can be tricky because the native and transplanted lungs are likely to have a very different compliance and pulmonary vascular resistance. The simplest solution is to allow the patient to breathe spontaneously as soon as possible and then extubate them. If the patient cannot be allowed to breathe spontaneously – for example, because of surgical bleeding or poor pain control – then special techniques can be used. However, the need to resort to these techniques is strongly associated with a poor outcome.

**Independent lung ventilation**

By using a double-lumen endotracheal tube with the bronchial extension usually introduced in the native lung to avoid pressure on the fragile anastomosis, one can use two ventilators to ventilate each lung separately. Some ventilators afford this function as part of their complex software, in which case the two ventilators are connected to each other by a special communication cable with one ventilator designated as the ‘master’, to control and synchronize breath onset and termination, and the second designated as the ‘slave’. Each ventilator can then be independently programmed to deliver different oxygen concentrations and different tidal volumes and can have different end-expiratory pressures. The rates will usually be similar or coupled, and this is termed *synchronous* independent lung ventilation. When the respiratory rate, tidal volume, inspiratory flow, positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP), FiO₂ or ventilatory mode is different between the two lungs, the term *asynchronous* independent lung ventilation is applied. Asynchronous independent lung ventilation does not require specialized software packages and is considered to be less complicated than synchronous independent lung ventilation. Outcome and safety are similar between the two techniques and, in practical terms, independent lung ventilation can be performed with any two machines² as long as the pressure can be regulated.

**Right ventricular failure**

While the lungs are at high risk of failure for multiple reasons, the astute clinician knows that the right ventricle (RV) is particularly at risk. A failing RV will be reflected in a decrease in cardiac output and increase in venous pressure, leading to multiorgan impairment. There is little evidence that any one particular technique of mechanical ventilation can alter the strain on the RV. Conversely, injurious ventilation can both precipitate and exacerbate RV failure.

Treating RV failure usually requires the use of a vasodilator to decrease both RV pre-load and after-load. The effect of positive pressure ventilation or PEEP on RV after-load, expressed as pulmonary vascular resistance, is unpredictable because of the complex interaction between alveolar pressure, hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction and oxygenation. Increased airway and alveolar pressures can lead to thinning and compression of pulmonary capillaries resulting in distension of the lung, decreased perfusion and increased pulmonary vascular resistance, ultimately impairing RV function. PEEP may also increase pulmonary vascular resistance. However, if expiration is prolonged, the decreased pulmonary perfusion may be offset by normal thoracic venous return during expiration with no effect on pulmonary vascular resistance. In the presence of lung injury and hypoxia, pulmonary vascular resistance will increase because of pulmonary hypoxic vasoconstriction. Mechanical ventilation may open up vasoconstricted capillary beds by improving oxygenation and therefore

² Including high-frequency oscillatory ventilation or high-frequency jet ventilation on one side.
improving pulmonary perfusion and pulmonary vascular resistance. When functional residual capacity is decreased at low lung volume, applying PEEP can potentially open up collapsed alveoli, recruiting intra-parenchymal vessels and in turn improving V/Q matching. Therefore, in some patients positive pressure increases pulmonary vascular resistance, whereas in others its causes pulmonary vascular resistance to fall.

Intravenous vasodilators, such as glyceryl trinitrate or sodium nitroprusside, can worsen the situation by obtunding the hypoxic vasoconstrictive response and worsening hypoxia, leading to poorer RV function due to the resulting ischaemia. The ensuing vasodilatation can also decrease systemic blood pressure and coronary perfusion, leading to further RV ischaemia, despite a decrease in RV strain by a decrease in pulmonary vascular resistance. Inhaled vasodilators, however, reduce RV after-load without causing a deterioration in V/Q matching because they are, by definition, only delivered to alveoli that are ventilated. Inhaled vasodilators often lead to a transitory improvement in V/Q matching as observed by improved gas exchange. While nitric oxide was the ‘gold standard’, it appears that it might do more harm than good, and other agents such as nebulized iloprost are now preferred. It is important to realize that initiating inhaled nitric oxide usually means prolonging ventilation times because it takes time to wean the nitric oxide off, and it can’t be given effectively in an extubated patient.

Attention to detail is paramount in these situations, and there is no definite recipe for success. Understanding the mechanism in a specific patient is greatly facilitated by the use of both a pulmonary artery catheter, allowing measurement of pulmonary vascular resistance, and echocardiography, allowing evaluation of ventricular contractility and ventricular filling. Further adjustments include monitoring and evaluating the need to maintain the acid-base equilibrium within physiological limits. Acidosis will impair cardiac function and decrease the effectiveness of inotropic support. Respiratory acidosis might have to be accepted as part of the ventilatory strategy or as an inevitable result of the underlying disease impairing carbon dioxide removal. Metabolic acidosis can be a result of low perfusion or oxygenation. Correction with bicarbonate can be beneficial in some situations, but if ventilation is impaired, the additional bicarbonate will combine with plasma hydrogen ions and increase carbon dioxide production. If the carbon dioxide is retained, the acidosis will only get worse.

Other methods of lung support

**Extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO)**

When the lungs have failed, and new ones are not immediately available, or a transplant is not suitable, it is possible to use extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO). By diverting the blood outside the body and passing it through a device that allows gas exchange, gas exchange can be controlled relatively precisely. In the past, oxygen was simply bubbled through the blood. This was shown to be unsatisfactory because of problems including protein denaturation, blood trauma, coagulation defects and microembolization. Nowadays, gas exchange is affected across gas-permeable membranes with a surface area of 0.5 to 3 m². While the large surface area permits efficient gas exchange, it also provides a large surface for activating both inflammatory and haemostatic responses. Modern membranes have been designed to minimize these problems. Nevertheless, despite these technological advances, systemic anticoagulation is still required. Although these modern membranes are much more efficient than they were even 10 years ago, they still require very large blood flows to

---

3 A synthetic analogue of prostaglandin PGI₂, more commonly referred to as prostacyclin, prepared as a solution for inhalation.
provide the necessary gas exchange, especially when the patient’s metabolic demands have been increased by stress and sepsis. These large blood flows require very large efferent and afferent cannulae, with an inherent risk of bleeding at the insertion site and vessel wall damage.

The risks linked to the insertion of the cannulae, which in most cases can be inserted percutaneously, and the fact that these techniques work best in ‘expert’ hands, usually limits their availability to centres versed in cardiopulmonary bypass for surgical purposes. To date, these are usually only used as rescue therapies, and it is still unknown if ECMO is indicated in the treatment of adult patients. Major trials are under way to assess the efficacy of ECMO in adult patients. The answers may be as complex as the questions, and several trials will probably be required to ascertain if ECMO should or should not be offered and to define whether it should be introduced early or late in new therapeutic algorithms.

**Interventional lung assist**

Conventional ECMO uses pumps to draw blood from a large central vein, push it through the membrane oxygenator and return it under pressure to the patient’s arterial circulation. A much simpler form of ECMO uses the patient’s own blood pressure to provide the driving force, drawing blood from the patient’s arterial system and returning it to their venous system. This has been made possible by advances in material engineering resulting in highly efficient membranes with very low resistance to blood flow, such as the Novalung®.

These systems are easier to use than the classical ECMO circuit, but have a number of significant drawbacks. First, they offer only partial exposure of the blood to the gas flow and, although equipped with highly efficient membranes, can only be used to remove carbon dioxide, rather than oxygenate. Second, because the device acts as a massive arteriovenous shunt it makes significant demands on the patient’s cardiac reserve. This makes it unsuitable for patients with haemodynamic instability or those whose cardiac reserve is limited by poor left ventricular function or valve problems. Finally, the need for large-bore cannulae in the femoral artery and vein carries the risk of venous thrombosis and leg ischaemia. Anticoagulation or platelet inhibition is advisable in using these devices, and the manufacturer’s recommendations should be adhered to. There have been reports of patients surviving with these devices in cases where anticoagulation was contra-indicated.

These systems can be used as a short-term measure in specific cases and initial results are encouraging, mainly when patients need to be transported. They have been used successfully to transport military casualties. Studies are however needed to confirm their benefit because controversy regarding their true efficiency is emerging.

**What to do with ventilation of the lungs during extracorporeal support**

The best form of mechanical ventilation when using extracorporeal circulation has not yet been identified. Ideally the lung should be rested, but how to achieve this efficiently has not been established. In partial support, the lung still needs to participate in gas exchange. Great care must be taken in not further injuring lungs which are already very sick, but the means to achieve this are still controversial. Using low-pressure, low-tidal volumes and maintaining (some) alveoli open is a valuable objective.

**Artificial lungs**

The quest for an artificial lung is ongoing. So far, various attempts have resulted in the development of devices, either intravascular or para-corporeal, that are efficient at removing carbon dioxide but very poor at oxygenation. These devices may be important for the growing number of older people.

---

4 Inserted into large central veins, such as the inferior vena cava.

5 Inserted into the aorta or both femoral arteries.
presenting with chronic lung conditions, but their use is limited for patients with acute lung disease. Technology is however catching up, and the first devices capable of both carbon dioxide removal and oxygenation have now been designed. However, challenges remain and are mainly related to the anatomical constraints of placement in the body or in major blood vessels.

**Partial liquid ventilation**

A fascinating, if unconventional, mode of ventilation is liquid ventilation. Partial liquid ventilation, on which much of the existing research has concentrated, requires a partial filling of the lungs with perfluorocarbons (PFCs) and ventilation with conventional mechanical ventilators. PFCs are compounds derived from hydrocarbons by replacement of hydrogen atoms with fluorine. Short chain PFCs are gases, but longer chain PFCs are volatile liquids that are denser than water. PFCs are not absorbed from the lung but remain in the alveoli, splinting them open. Their high solubility for oxygen and carbon dioxide allows gas exchange to occur at the air–liquid interface as well as the alveolo-capillary membrane. Total liquid ventilation is equivalent to immersion in the PFC and has been demonstrated to be viable in animals. It is not as practical in humans because it requires a liquid-filled tube system that contains pumps, heater and membrane oxygenator to deliver and remove tidal volume aliquots of conditioned perfluorocarbons. The lungs are usually filled with a volume equivalent to functional residual capacity and ventilated with standard equipment.

The physico-chemical properties of PFCs, such as stability, biological inertness, low diffusion rate and high gas solubility make them ideal agents. However, there may be an issue of environmental contamination because PFCs are exhaled unchanged and remain inert for a very long time. In babies, some studies have shown that partial liquid ventilation can result in a dramatic improvement in lung compliance and oxygenation with a reduction in mean airway pressure and oxygen requirements. It has shown promise for lung lavage procedures, pulmonary image enhancement and pulmonary administration of drugs. There are no long-term side effects reported in the baby.

There is no evidence from randomized controlled trials to support or refute the use of partial liquid ventilation in adults or children with ALI or ARDS, and adequately powered, high quality randomized controlled trials are still needed. Clinically relevant outcome measures should be assessed, especially duration of respiratory support, length of hospital stay and hospital survival, as well as long-term cognitive function, quality of life and survival. It is intriguing that these studies have not yet been done because PFCs have been around for many years.

**SUMMARY**

Extreme solutions to ventilation support include lung transplantation and the use of mechanical devices. Sadly, none of these are providing a good solution as (1) transplantation is only available to a few, and (2) mechanical support is still facing many technological and physiological challenges.

Standard manoeuvres to support the failing lungs are required in supporting those patients, and there is to date no ‘magic recipe’ to save them all.
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Heliox, a mixture of helium and oxygen, was used by Barach in New York for the first time in the treatment of asthma and upper airway obstruction after its introduction to deep sea diving. Since then it has been used not only as a rescue medication in emergency situations for spontaneously breathing patients with airway obstruction but also as the driving gas for mechanical ventilators. The increasing interest in heliox is indicated by the rising number of publications in recent years (Figure 13.1). In this chapter, theoretical considerations, the application of heliox in non-intubated (e.g. with upper and lower airway obstruction) as well as in ventilated patients will be outlined, followed by a brief overview of potential risks, costs and future applications.

Theoretical considerations

In a medical setting, the inhaled gas mixture usually consists of air with a variable oxygen content up to a fractional inspired oxygen concentration ($F_{\text{I}O_2}$) of 1.0 and in some cases with the addition of nitric oxide (NO) or other medications in small amounts. Heliox is a commercially prepared mixture of helium and oxygen. Helium is a non-toxic, tasteless and odourless gas with a low solubility in fatty tissue. It can be used up to a fractional inspired helium concentration ($F_{\text{I}He}$) of 0.79 with an $F_{\text{I}O_2}$ of 0.21. Helium was first discovered in 1868 by the French astronomer Janssen and later that year identified by the Englishman Lockyer in the spectrum of the sunlight before its identification as an element in natural gas in 1895 by the British chemist Ramsay. Natural gas still remains the only source of today’s helium supply. Its separation from other components of natural gas and its purification for use in patient care makes it expensive when compared with oxygen. Helium possesses physical properties that make it specifically suitable for an application in certain medical conditions like airway obstruction.

The flow pattern of a gas is dependent on the Reynolds number (RN):

$$\text{Reynolds number} = \frac{4}{\pi} \cdot \frac{\rho \cdot \dot{V}}{\mu}.$$

Where $\rho$ is the density of the inspired gas, $\dot{V}$ is gas flow, $\mu$ is gas viscosity, and $D$ is the airway diameter. Under conditions in which the RN is below 2000, gas flow will most likely be laminar; with an RN between 2000 and 4000, the gas flow will have turbulent components (transitional gas flow); and with an RN above 4000, turbulent gas flow will prevail. With gas flow in a tube of a specific diameter, Equation 13.1 tells us that the RN, and therefore the chance of turbulent flow, is proportional to the...
density and flow of the gas but inversely proportional to the viscosity. In comparison to nitrogen, helium is seven times less dense (Table 13.1); this lower density reduces the chance of turbulent gas flow when heliox is used instead of air. Using special techniques, the profile of a turbulent gas flow can be visualized. This shows areas where flow is directed perpendicular or even at 180° to the principle axis of gas flow, thereby causing friction and hindering flow. Because a turbulent gas flow needs a higher driving pressure than a laminar one, the use of heliox will reduce the work of breathing in both ventilated and spontaneously breathing subjects alike and is therefore potentially rewarding. This concept only holds true when a turbulent gas flow can be changed to a transitional or even laminar flow by reducing its RN. The large airways down to the 5th or 6th generation are the most likely points where a turbulent gas flow is prevalent at all times. Currently, it is not known if the transition from turbulent to laminar flow occurs at this point or if it only occurs after the inspired gas has entered the bronchioles (after the 11th airway generation). If the latter is the case, the application of heliox in small airway disease, such as asthma or chronic obstructive lung disease (COPD), would be without benefit, which has been found by some[2] but not others,[3] possibly for different reasons. The branching pattern of the airways, the influence of age-dependent factors on airway diameter and respiratory rate, and an incomplete understanding of the fluid dynamics make it difficult to predict the dominant gas flow pattern in an individual patient. Therefore, benefit from the use of heliox is also difficult to predict. Taking only the reduction in RN into account, conditions resulting in upper airway obstruction such as post-extubation laryngeal swelling, croup, or epiglottitis appear to benefit most from the application of heliox.

Besides its influence on RN, the density \( \rho \) of a gas also affects the driving pressure for a given gas flow under turbulent conditions[4,5]:

\[
\Delta P = C_t \cdot \rho \cdot \dot{V}^2, \quad (13.2)
\]

where \( \Delta P \) is the pressure gradient driving gas flow, \( C_t \) is a constant, \( \rho \) is the density of the inspired gas, and \( \dot{V} \) is the gas flow. This means that even with an entirely turbulent gas flow, a reduction in the density of the inspired gas mixture requires a smaller driving pressure to achieve the same inspiratory gas flow.[4]

Heliox also provides other benefits. For example, heliox-driven nebulizer treatment has been shown to improve the delivery of inhaled medications into small airways[6] due to optimal aerosol particle formation and deposition. Heliox has also been shown to enhance the elimination of carbon dioxide.[7] These additional factors may contribute to the effectiveness of heliox in patients with small airway disease. In summary, heliox can reduce the

**Table 13.1 Density and viscosity of different medical gases**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gas</th>
<th>Density, ( \rho ) (kg.m(^{-3}))</th>
<th>Viscosity, ( \mu ) (N.s.m(^{-2}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oxygen</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>( 20.1 \times 10^{-6} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitrogen</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>( 17.9 \times 10^{-6} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helium</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>( 19.4 \times 10^{-6} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20% oxygen, 80% nitrogen</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>( 18.3 \times 10^{-6} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40% oxygen, 60% nitrogen</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>( 18.8 \times 10^{-6} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20% oxygen, 80% helium</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>( 19.5 \times 10^{-6} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40% oxygen, 60% helium</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>( 19.7 \times 10^{-6} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
driving pressure needed to move a gas flow across the airways due to its low density. Further factors might also play a role in its effectiveness in small airway disease.

**Application in non-intubated patients**

Until recently, heliox was mainly viewed as a rescue medication in certain conditions affecting the upper and lower airway in which the gas could be delivered via face mask or nasal cannulae from a gas tank at the bedside in order to avoid mechanical ventilation. In general, disease originating from the calibre of the airways seems to be more amenable for the application of heliox than conditions that affect the pulmonary parenchyma. Because heliox is supplied in fixed proportions, the addition of oxygen for patients with increased oxygen requirements has usually required the modification of available gas blenders. Recently, commercially available blender devices have made it possible to add oxygen to achieve a controlled and accurate concentration of oxygen in heliox ranging from 21% to 99%. Physicians now have the option to titrate $F_i\text{He}$ to the need of the patient or to obtain maximum effect with minimal usage of gas.

As described earlier, heliox use in non-intubated patients seems to be of particular benefit in conditions affecting the larger airways. A large body of literature can be found with respect to the use of heliox in patients with upper airway obstruction, e.g. post-extubation stridor or viral croup.[8]

For lower airway obstruction, the literature is divided, with some authors finding evidence of benefit[6,7,9–11] and others not.[3,12,13] Since the effects of heliox are short-lived, some authors feel that a ‘trial and error’ approach is warranted, especially when performed in an intensive care setting where the adequate monitoring of vital signs is readily available.[14]

When using heliox in respiratory disorders, it is important to bear in mind the potential end-point. For example, if a condition is likely to respond rapidly to therapeutic manoeuvres such as corticosteroids or irradiation for an anterior mediastinal lymphoma or an airway stent in a patient with a bronchial tumour, a clear indication for a trial of heliox can be seen. However, if intubation and mechanical ventilation seem unavoidable – for example, in a patient with respiratory failure because of a severe pulmonary infection or because of a defective respiratory drive – the use of heliox is unlikely to avoid the need for intubation and mechanical ventilation if those are the intended end-points of its use.

Besides the location of the airway obstruction, another crucial consideration is the mode of delivery to non-intubated patients. Since entrainment of room air will dilute the effective component, a tight-fitting non-rebreathing face mask[15] or even a face mask in combination with non-invasive ventilation system seems desirable. In certain circumstances, such as with non-co-operative patients or small children, this approach is not feasible and therefore heliox must be delivered by nasal cannula or head hood. According to some authors, an increased oxygen requirement ($F_i\text{O}_2 > 0.4$) is considered a contra-indication for the use of heliox even though prospective studies addressing this issue are lacking.[5] However, this may not be the case because heliox has been shown in a number of reports to reduce the $F_i\text{O}_2$ required to maintain high pulse-oximetry saturations.[16]

**Application in ventilated patients**

Since the care of ventilated patients necessitates the use of a ventilator, certain issues involved in the use of heliox as a component of the inhaled gas mixture have to be taken into account. First, since patients with oxygenation problems might need a higher $F_i\text{O}_2$ than provided by heliox, the addition of supplemental oxygen will be needed at times. This gas mixture is analogous to the blending of oxygen in air during regular mechanical ventilation,
and indeed heliox is often delivered to the ventilator through the air inlet. The FiHe can vary between the maximum of 0.79 down to 0 in a patient with a large oxygen requirement. It is important to realize that the density of the resulting gas mixture will vary depending on the exact proportion of helium and oxygen.

Second, it should be remembered that because of the effect of helium in reducing the density of the inhaled gas mixture, the driving pressure required to deliver a given tidal volume will be less than when using oxygen in air (see Equation 13.2). Consequently, in a pressure-controlled mode of ventilation the delivered tidal volume will increase when switching from an air/O2 mixture to a heliox/O2 mixture, with the increase being proportional to the FiHe.

Third, ventilators using either a Fleisch-type pneumotachograph or a hot wire anemometer to measure gas flow and delivered tidal volume2 will either under- or over-estimate both flow and volume⁴ when using a heliox/O2 mixture (Table 13.2). When the fraction of helium (FiHe) and oxygen (FiO2) are known, and therefore the density of the gas mixture is known, the correct tidal volume can be calculated. Some ventilators with a pneumotachograph have such an algorithm incorporated into their software. Most ventilators, however, do not have such an automated algorithm and the use of heliox with these machines puts the patient at risk of receiving higher tidal volumes than intended, possibly leading to volutrauma.

Finally, in most ventilators the delivered FiO2 is calculated from the relative flows of the gases in mesh. The pressure drop, however, is also dependent on the density of the gas mixture. With a heliox/O2 mixture, the pressure drop across the mesh is much less than it would be for an air/O2 gas mix at the same flow rate because of the much lower density of the heliox/O2 mixture, causing the pneumotachograph to under-estimate the gas flow. A hot wire anemometer estimates gas flow by measuring the electrical resistance of heated wire. Because resistance is proportional to temperature and the temperature of the wire is inversely proportional to the gas flow (which cools it), gas flow can be estimated by changes in the electrical resistance of the wire. However, helium’s thermal conductivity is six times higher than that of either oxygen or nitrogen and therefore a mixture containing helium will cool the wire much more effectively at any given flow, causing the hot wire anemometer to over-estimate the gas flow.

---

2 By real-time calculation of the area under the flow/time profile.

3 The Fleisch pneumotachograph estimates gas flow by measuring the pressure difference on either side of a fine mesh. The pressure drop, however, is also dependent on the density of the gas mixture. With a heliox/O2 mixture, the pressure drop across the mesh is much less than it would be for an air/O2 gas mix at the same flow rate because of the much lower density of the heliox/O2 mixture, causing the pneumotachograph to under-estimate the gas flow. A hot wire anemometer estimates gas flow by measuring the electrical resistance of heated wire. Because resistance is proportional to temperature and the temperature of the wire is inversely proportional to the gas flow (which cools it), gas flow can be estimated by changes in the electrical resistance of the wire. However, helium’s thermal conductivity is six times higher than that of either oxygen or nitrogen and therefore a mixture containing helium will cool the wire much more effectively at any given flow, causing the hot wire anemometer to over-estimate the gas flow.

---

Table 13.2 The effect of heliox as the driving gas in different ventilators on displayed FiO2 and Vt

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ventilator</th>
<th>Company</th>
<th>FiO2 delivered/ FiO2 set</th>
<th>Vt delivered/ Vt set</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Servo 900C</td>
<td>Maquet</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&gt;1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Servo 300</td>
<td>Maquet</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>~1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Servo-i</td>
<td>Maquet</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veolar FT</td>
<td>Hamilton</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&gt;1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galileo</td>
<td>Hamilton</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&gt;1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evita 2</td>
<td>Drager</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>&gt;1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evita 4</td>
<td>Drager</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>&gt;&gt;1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puritan-Bennett 7200</td>
<td>Nellcor/Tyco</td>
<td>=&gt;1</td>
<td>&lt;&lt;1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspiration</td>
<td>eVent Medical</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&gt;1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bird VIP</td>
<td>Bird/Viasys</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&gt;&gt;1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bird VIP Gold</td>
<td>Bird/Viasys</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&gt;&gt;1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bear 1000</td>
<td>Bear Medical/Viasys</td>
<td>=&gt;1</td>
<td>&gt;&gt;1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avea⁶</td>
<td>Viasys</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

⁶ Information provided by Viasys Healthcare.
Table 13.3 Clinical trials of heliox in ventilated patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and asthma

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First author</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Ventilator</th>
<th>Study duration</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jolliet[24]</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Veolar</td>
<td>&lt;1 hr</td>
<td>RR ↓, Vt ↑, PaCO₂ ↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaber[25]</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Horus</td>
<td>&lt;1 hr</td>
<td>WOB ↓, pH ↑, PaCO₂ ↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tassaux[10]</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Servo 300, Veolar</td>
<td>2 hrs</td>
<td>iPEEP ↓, trapped gas ↓, P peak ↓, CO ↔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jolliet[26]</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Servo 300</td>
<td>2 hrs</td>
<td>iPEEP ↓, P peak ↓, V/Q ↔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diehl[27]</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>2 hrs</td>
<td>iPEEP ↓, P peak ↓, WOB ↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jolliet[18]</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>Servo 300, Veolar</td>
<td>2 hrs</td>
<td>ICU and hospital LOS ↓, fewer intubations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee[28]</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Servo 300</td>
<td>2 hrs</td>
<td>iPEEP ↓, trapped gas ↓, PP ↓, CO ↑</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Status asthmaticus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First author</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Ventilator</th>
<th>Study duration</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Schaeffer[9]</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Servo 900c</td>
<td>1.5 hr</td>
<td>Aa-gradient ↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abd-Allah[29]</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Servo 900c</td>
<td>71 hr</td>
<td>P peak ↓, pH ↑, PaCO₂ ↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watremez[30]</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Servo 900c</td>
<td>&lt;1 hr</td>
<td>WOB ↓, P peak ↓, V/Q ↔, pH ↓, PaCO₂ ↑</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Aa-gradient: alveolar–arterial partial pressure of oxygen gradient; CO: cardiac output; LOS: length of stay; PaCO₂: arterial partial pressure of carbon dioxide; P peak: peak inspiratory pressure; PP: pulsus paradoxus; V/Q: pulmonary ventilation and perfusion; Vt: tidal volume; WOB: work of breathing.

the inspired gas mixture, rather than measured with a Clark type polarographic electrode. When heliox is used instead of air, the flow of heliox contributing to the gas mixture cannot be measured correctly (for the reasons mentioned earlier), leading to the calculated FiO₂ being either too high or too low. Table 13.2 summarizes bench studies of the ventilators that can deliver heliox and shows that most display incorrect values for Vt and FiO₂. Currently, only a few delivery systems are equipped with software that automatically corrects for the errors mentioned earlier, some of them being equipped for the ventilation of intubated patients (Avea® by Viasys, Inspiration® by eVent Medical) and two for non-invasive ventilation (Aptaér®-Heliox by GE Healthcare, Helontix® by Linde Gas Therapeutics). Other companies (Hamilton, Maquet, etc.) will enter the market with ventilators equipped to use heliox in 2008.

With the problems mentioned earlier and the hazards in mind, it is surprising that several authors using heliox with different ventilators could show positive short-term effects on different pulmonary and haemodynamic variables. A number of studies are summarized in Table 13.3. The focus in these studies was patients with lower respiratory disease with different degrees of bronchial obstruction. Among these studies is also one publication that could demonstrate the cost-effectiveness of heliox. Taken together, the studies that used heliox in ventilated subjects uniformly show positive effects on physiological parameters as well as clinical outcome, in contrast to the studies in non-intubated patients. This view is further supported by an animal study of acute lung injury that demonstrated a reduction in the inflammatory response using heliox compared with a nitrogen/O₂ mixture.[16] This study suggests that further work is required on the use of heliox, not only in diseases with airway obstruction but also in conditions with primarily injured lung tissue.

Potential risks and side effects

A major hazard associated with heliox is its use in the ‘wrong’ patient, either because of an inappropriate end-point (see earlier) or in a disease process in
which airway obstruction is not the main problem, such as in a patient with a depressed respiratory drive. Especially in the latter case, both time and money can be wasted by not pursuing the correct therapeutic strategy.

Another risk that can be associated with the use of heliox is hypoxia. Therefore, when heliox is used it is mandatory to be able to deliver an accurately blended heliox/O₂ mixture and to monitor the patient for adequate oxygenation in an intensive care environment. Separation of helium and oxygen in a heliox cylinder has been reported as a potential hazard, but we could not find any evidence of separation when measuring the oxygen content of heliox cylinders over several months (unpublished data). Nevertheless, it seems only reasonable to measure F₁O₂ for example with an inline polarographic electrode between the delivery system and the patient.

The thermal conductivity of heliox is much higher than any other medical gas. Therefore, both the cooling of non-intubated patients or the overheating of intubated patients supplied with heated gas humidification should be considered as potential hazards. These problems have already been reported in deep sea divers but have yet to be reported in the medical literature.

Another theoretical risk that has yet to be published is the delivery of too much bronchodilator when heliox is used as the driving gas for aerosol nebulization.

Taken together, the potential hazards of heliox appear to be rather small if certain precautions are taken, such as admission in an intensive care environment, and if careful monitoring is provided.

---

4 The thermal conductivity, κ, of air, nitrogen and oxygen is around 25 mW.m⁻¹.K⁻¹, whereas κ for heliox is just over six times higher at 153 mW.m⁻¹.K⁻¹.

5 Commercial divers who dive at great depths breathe a mixture of helium and oxygen in order to de-nitrogenate their bodies and avoid the risks of nitrogen narcosis.

6 Converted from the original figure of $275.
However, Jolliet et al.[18] demonstrated in their randomized controlled trial in adult patients with an acute exacerbation of COPD that heliox can actually help to save money if days on mechanical ventilation, re-intubation rate and length of stay are reduced. In their study, the savings amounted to £1 663 per patient,7 with expenditure being lower in the heliox arm of the study.

Future prospects

Currently, the use of heliox in patients with respiratory problems has not been widely adopted despite a number of recent publications that show benefit in patients with upper and lower airway disease. Heliox inhalation in non-intubated patients is relatively simple but its use in ventilated patients is hampered by the lack of ventilators that can deliver heliox safely. Future developments should focus on ways to routinely apply heliox during mechanical ventilation, for example, as a commercially available add-on feature to conventional ventilators. Since its use can add significantly to healthcare costs, guidelines which give recommendations on the indications and use of helium-oxygen mixtures should be developed and rigorously evaluated. Hopefully, results such as those of Nawab et al.[16] could then be translated into benefits for patients. Moreover, in order to contain ICU costs, a heliox recycling system similar to the ventilatory circuits used during anaesthesia would be desirable. Currently, several companies are moving into the market. This might accelerate both technical and guideline development and could potentially reduce helium prices in the near future.
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Adverse effects and complications of mechanical ventilation

IAIN MACKENZIE AND PETER YOUNG

The adverse effects and complications of mechanical ventilation may arise from the artificial airway or from positive pressure ventilation and the drugs required to facilitate this. The occurrence of complications cannot be completely eliminated, but an appropriately managed intensive care unit will monitor the occurrence of complications and use this information to look for trends, to learn from the lessons that each complication can teach and as a quality assessment and quality assurance tool.

Intubation and the artificial airway

Immediate complications

Airway management and intubation in the operating department are performed under ideal circumstances with anaesthetists working in familiar, well-equipped surroundings supported by competent assistants on patients who, in the vast majority of cases, have been assessed and prepared for the procedure. Consequently, the complication rate is very low (Table 14.1). In contrast, airway management away from the operating department is often performed by non-anaesthetists, in more challenging locations, with little or no help, and on patients who, for the large part, need urgent airway management because of their poor or deteriorating condition. Not surprisingly, the complication rate in these patients is considerably higher (Table 14.1).

A significant contributory factor to the increased incidence of complications is the frequency of difficult intubation reported in these patients (Table 14.2), which is caused by the interaction between inexperienced operators and difficult circumstances (Figure 14.1).

Hypotension, hypoxia, cardiac arrest and death

The commonest reported immediate complications of intubation away from the operating department are severe hypotension and severe hypoxia, which occur in up to one in four patients. Hypovolaemia may be masked in patients with significant adrenergic drive arising from pain or fear. In these patients, the combination of a vasodilating hypnotic agent such as thiopentone, together with the loss of sympathetic tone brought about by unconsciousness, rapidly lead to profound hypotension.\(^1\) In the elderly, who may have a slow circulation, inexperienced operators may be tempted into giving repeated doses of hypnotic in the mistaken belief that the initial dose has failed to have an effect, resulting in severe drug-related hypotension. In this regard etomidate is a reasonable choice even though it reduces adrenocortical steroid production for up

\(^{1}\) It is said that on December 7, 1941 at Pearl Harbor more men lost their lives to thiopentone than were killed by the Japanese.
### Table 14.1 Incidence (%) of immediate complications of endotracheal intubation performed inside or outside the operating department

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complication</th>
<th>Intubation in operating department</th>
<th>Intubation outside operating department</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Severe hypotension</td>
<td>0.03(^\text{[47]})</td>
<td>26(^\text{[48]})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe hypoxia</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>4.5(^\text{[49]}), 26(^\text{[48]})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oesophageal intubation</td>
<td>0.3(^\text{[50]}, 0.5(^\text{[51]}))</td>
<td>4.6(^\text{[48]}), 8(^\text{[53]}), 9(^\text{[54]}), 10(^\text{[49]})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intubation of RMB</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>2(^\text{[52]}, 2.5(^\text{[48]}, 54)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dental injury</td>
<td>0.03(^\text{[55]}, 0.06(^\text{[51]}))</td>
<td>1.7(^\text{[49]}, 2.5(^\text{[48]}), 4(^\text{[53]}), 8(^\text{[52]})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspiration</td>
<td>0.03(^\text{[56]}, 0.05(^\text{[57]}))</td>
<td>1.6(^\text{[48]}), 2(^\text{[49]})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pneumothorax</td>
<td>Case reports only</td>
<td>0.13(^\text{[49]}), 0.4(^\text{[48]}), 3(^\text{[53]}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiac arrest</td>
<td>0.03(^\text{[4]})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Death</td>
<td>None(^\text{[47], [50], [51]})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Cases                          | 1005\(^\text{[50]}\), 17903\(^\text{[51]}\)) | 150\(^\text{[54]}\), 226\(^\text{[52]}\), 253\(^\text{[48]}\), 297\(^\text{[53]}\), 3035\(^\text{[49]}\) |

a: No data on 302 laryngoscopies
b: In 270 patients with a recordable blood pressure at the time of intubation.
RMB: right main bronchus.

### Table 14.2 Incidence (%) of difficult endotracheal intubation depending on whether this was performed inside or outside the operating department

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complication</th>
<th>Intubation in operating department</th>
<th>Intubation outside operating department</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serious difficulty</td>
<td>0.2(^\text{[47]}, 0.8(^\text{[50]}, 1.8(^\text{[51]}))</td>
<td>8(^\text{[53]}), 9(^\text{[54]}), 12(^\text{[48]}), 28(^\text{[49]})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure to intubate</td>
<td>None(^\text{[50]}, 0.06(^\text{[47]}, 0.3(^\text{[51]}))</td>
<td>None(^\text{[48], 53}, 54), 0.4(^\text{[49]})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abandoned</td>
<td>None(^\text{[50]}, 0.16(^\text{[51]}))</td>
<td>None(^\text{[48], 53}, 54)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cases</td>
<td>1005(^\text{[50]}), 17903(^\text{[51]}))</td>
<td>150(^\text{[54]}), 253(^\text{[48]}), 297(^\text{[53]}), 3035(^\text{[49]})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ketamine, which is as cardiovascularly forgiving as etomidate without the effect on steroidogenesis, is under-used in this setting. This may be because the onset of unconsciousness is not as clear cut as with more commonly used hypnotics. The use of a muscle relaxant is desirable because it improves the conditions for intubation and abolishes the risk of coughing, straining or bucking, which can result in regurgitation as well as causing intracranial and intra-ocular pressures to increase. Suxamethonium is considered the drug of choice because of its rapid onset and short duration of action,\(^\text{[2]}\) but has complications of its own. Muscle fasciculation causes elevation of intra-ocular and intra-abdominal pressure. The former can result in the extrusion of ocular content in patients with a penetrating eye injury; the latter can result in regurgitation of gastric content. Suxamethonium should be avoided in patients with a penetrating eye injury. Muscle depolarization is normally associated with a rise in plasma potassium concentration of less than 240.
than 0.5 mmol.L$^{-1}$, but this effect may be significantly exaggerated in patients with either over-expression, or extra-junctional expression, of skeletal muscle acetylcholine receptors.$^{3}$ Rarely, muscle fasciculation can be followed by a failure of skeletal muscle relaxation, particularly in patients with myotonic dystrophy, which can make it impossible to open the patient’s mouth. Following successful intubation, hypotension may then be aggravated by the reduction in venous return caused by positive pressure ventilation. Intubation-related hypotension can largely be prevented by ensuring that large-bore venous access has been secured beforehand, that fluid resuscitation is in progress before the administration of any hypnotic and by using the appropriate drugs in measured doses.

While hypoxia may be the clinical problem that has precipitated the need for intubation, severe hypoxia at the time of intubation is almost invariably the consequence of poor manual ventilation with bag-valve-mask or prolonged attempts at intubation. Providing the risk of aspiration can be controlled with cricoid pressure and ventilation can be achieved non-invasively, the vast majority of patients can be supported until intubation has been successfully achieved or until help arrives. Failing to maintain adequate oxygenation during intubation also deprives the intubating clinician of noticing hypoxia that develops after intubation as a result.

---

$^{3}$ Upper and lower motor nerve lesions, cerebral palsy, muscular dystrophy, tetanus, and three weeks to three months after severe burns.
of inadvertent oesophageal or endobronchial intubation, or less commonly from a pneumothorax. Correct placement of the tube in the trachea is best achieved by noting its passage through the glottic opening. However, this is not always possible, so it is mandatory to confirm intratracheal placement by other means (Table 14.3).

Oesophageal intubation can occasionally be mimicked in patients with severe bronchospasm, following intubation of the right main bronchus, or with unilateral pulmonary pathology, but all of these should produce a normal end-tidal carbon dioxide trace. Following emergency intubation, particularly when an uncut endotracheal tube has been placed, the tip of the endotracheal tube may enter the right main bronchus in up to 10% of cases. This causes an acute intra-pulmonary shunt with resultant hypoxaemia. If not rapidly recognized, this leads to left-sided lung collapse and right-sided hyperinflation with the risk of pneumothorax. The cuff portion of the tube should be passed only 3 to 5 cm beyond the cords. The tip of the tube should be at least 3 cm above the carina to prevent carinal stimulation or intermittent endobronchial intubation with ventilation. If there is any doubt as to the location of the tube, it should be removed and the patient re-intubated. The final confirmation of correct tube positioning is by inspection of a plain chest radiograph to ensure that the tip of the tracheal tube is midway between the carina and the larynx.

Table 14.3 Signs to confirm correct placement of the endotracheal tube

- Low resistance to inflation
- Normal end-tidal carbon dioxide trace
- Normal and symmetrical movement of the chest wall
- Bilateral breath sounds on auscultation

Table 14.4 Risk factors for pulmonary aspiration

- Reduced level of consciousness from any cause
- Acute abdominal pathology
- Obesity
- Pregnancy

The combination of hypoxia and hypotension, particularly the former,[1] contribute significantly to the 100-fold increased incidence of cardiac arrest, from which the outcome is often poor. The mortality associated with intubation outside the operating department is between 0.1% and 3%.

Regurgitation and aspiration

In general, aspiration of regurgitated gastric material is about 100-fold more common in patients who are intubated outside the operating department and occurs in 2% to 4% of cases, although there are specific patient groups who are particularly at risk (Table 14.4). This increased incidence is partly attributable to the patients, who by definition will be much more likely to have material in their stomachs. However, gastric insufflation by over-enthusiastic bag-valve-mask ventilation, together with poorly applied cricoid pressure, also make a substantial contribution. Correctly applied, cricoid pressure also serves to prevent the regurgitation of stomach content into the oropharynx.

The consequences of aspiration depend on the quantity and quality of the material aspirated.[2] Patients who are elderly, debilitated, or have been unwell for more than a couple of days are much more likely to have an altered oropharyngeal and stomach flora, which will then include respiratory tract pathogens such as *Staphylococcus aureus*, *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* and other Gram-negative enteric organisms. These patients are more likely to develop an aspiration pneumonia, and immediate therapy with empirical broad-spectrum antibiotics is appropriate. Younger, fitter patients whose illness is of sudden onset, such as with a drug overdose, are

4 This is more likely to occur in women, perhaps because of a shorter tracheal length.
likely to have sterile gastric content. The injury in these patients arises from the acidity of the gastric content that causes a chemical burn of the tracheobronchial tree, an aspiration pneumonitis.\(^5\) Only about 50 mL need be aspirated to cause significant injury, provided the material is sufficiently acid. In these patients, pulmonary function can deteriorate in a matter of minutes with pulmonary oedema and severe hypoxaemia (Figure 14.2). Initially, antibiotic therapy is not indicated in aspiration pneumonitis, although this should be considered in patients whose condition does not start to improve within 48 to 72 hours. Corticosteroids are of no benefit in either aspiration pneumonitis or aspiration pneumonia.

**Other complications**

There is no information on the incidence of direct patient injuries arising from intubation outside the operating department other than for dental damage that is reported to be between 50 and 80 times more common (Table 14.1). It is likely that the same applies to the incidence of other soft tissue injuries that are known to occur during intubation, such as injuries to the lips, tongue, fauces and pharynx. Although uncomfortable, these injuries are relatively minor, have no long-term sequelae and rarely lead to patient complaint. Damage to the larynx is the commonest site of injury during intubation that leads to litigation.

Oesophageal and tracheal perforations are fortunately rare and usually associated with difficult intubation or the use of rigid endotracheal tubes. This type of injury commonly presents with cervical surgical emphysema, but may progress to infection of the peri-tracheal fascia and mediastinitis. Tracheal perforations or tears that are less than 3 cm in length, situated in the upper half of the trachea, partial thickness, and not associated with evidence of mediastinitis can be managed conservatively by placing the cuff of the endotracheal tube distal to the injury, minimizing airway pressures and empirical antibiotic therapy. Early surgical repair is indicated in all other cases. Oesophageal tears may initially be overlooked if mask ventilation applied after the injury is low-pressure and only produces small volumes of surgical emphysema. As with tracheal injuries, oesophageal tears can be managed conservatively or surgically, although the best approach remains controversial.

Damage to the cervical spine may occur during intubation in the operating department in non-trauma patients who have atlanto-axial instability, most notably patients with rheumatoid arthritis or Down’s syndrome. The potential to cause cervical spinal cord damage during intubation is more keenly appreciated in trauma patients in whom the risk of causing serious injury is not merely theoretical.\(^3\) Three steps are required to avoid causing serious spinal cord injury during tracheal intubation. First, the potential for instability of the cervical spine must be recognized. In the vast majority of cases, the history of trauma is evident and will often be advertised by the fact that the patient is wearing some form of cervical collar. The dangerous cases, however, are those where the trauma is not appreciated (Box 14.1). Second, proper preparation for tracheal intubation must be made, which includes assembling the right people and the right equipment. Third, the correct technique must be used, which consists of a rapid-sequence induction with cricoid pressure, removal or opening of the collar once the patient is immobilized and careful intubation using manual in-line stabilization without flexion or extension of either the head or neck. This is a challenging procedure and, where possible, should be performed by a senior anaesthetist with a particular interest in this type of problem.

The nasal route has largely fallen out of favour in the UK except for short-term use in very specific circumstances. Nasal intubation not

---

5 Also referred to as Mendelson’s syndrome.
Chapter 14: Adverse Effects and Complications of Mechanical Ventilation

Day of mechanical ventilation

100-Aa difference ( )

Day 1

ALI

ARDS
A young woman was admitted with a significant overdose of a tricyclic antidepressant and was therefore intubated and ventilated overnight. The following morning the sedatives were discontinued and she was extubated. However, instead of her level of consciousness gradually increasing, it gradually fell, and within an hour of extubation she had a generalized seizure, vomited and then had a cardiorespiratory arrest. She was immediately re-intubated, and although there was almost no residual material in her tracheobronchial tree, her pulmonary condition rapidly deteriorated. The figure shows the changes in her alveolar–arterial oxygen tension difference (subtracted from 100, see Chapter 6) over the six days she spent on intensive care together with a chest radiograph taken immediately prior to extubation (left) and a second radiograph taken within an hour of her aspiration (right).

**Box 14.1**

A 67-year-old man was admitted following a cardiac arrest at home that had complicated an acute myocardial infarction. He was intubated at the scene during the course of a relatively brief and successful resuscitation, and was admitted to intensive care for further management. After 48 hours of elective ventilation, the sedation was discontinued and although the patient was able to self-ventilate in a triggered mode of ventilation, he remained very poorly responsive, which was assumed to be the result of a severe hypoxic brain injury. Five days into his admission, one of the residents noticed that the patient was able to follow movements around the foot of the patient’s bed with his eyes. A neurological examination confirmed intact cranial nerve function but complete absence of motor or sensory response in the limbs. A plain radiograph of the patient’s neck showed a fracture dislocation of C2 on C3. On further enquiry, it emerged that the patient was found lying on the floor at the foot of a flight of stairs, which he had been descending when he had collapsed.

 uncommonly provokes bleeding from trauma to the inferior turbinates, as well as causing abrasions to the posterior nasopharynx. In patients with basal skull fractures, nasal intubation can penetrate the skull base and enter the brain.

**Reduction of immediate complications**

Restricting acute airway management to staff who have the appropriate training, skill and experience reduces the risks of acute airway management problems. Acute airway management in critically ill patients should never be used as a training opportunity for staff who do not already possess this skill in straightforward cases, under optimal conditions. Apart from the operator, complications are also minimized by appropriate preparation in terms of both equipment and staff. Intensive care nurses only occasionally prepare for, and assist in, the process of intubation because the majority of patients admitted to intensive care have already been intubated. Familiarity with the process, drugs and equipment can be maintained by ensuring that all intensive care unit (ICU) staff receive regular refresher training in the operating theatre (Box 14.2).

**Complications arising in the medium and long term**

**Injuries to the face, lips and oropharynx**

In the absence of due care, prolonged intubation results in trauma to the lips or cheeks from the tube tie (Figure 14.3) and can provoke peri-oral herpes. Injuries to the tongue occasionally occur, particularly if the tongue becomes trapped between the endotracheal tube and the lower teeth. Pressure injuries to the palate and oropharynx are very uncommon.
Box 14.2 Scheme for minimizing complications during intubation outside the operating department

- Take your own equipment and drugs to the patient, including equipment to manage the difficult airway.
- If possible, take experienced help with you.
- If the patient has stridor, immediately call for senior anaesthetic help, and DO NOT ATTEMPT TO INTUBATE THE PATIENT YOURSELF unless the patient has stopped breathing.
- Establish large-bore venous access and initiate volume resuscitation unless there is unambiguous evidence of fluid overload (e.g. pulmonary oedema)
- Pre-oxygenate the patient.
- Establish appropriate monitoring.
- Call for help sooner rather than later if the patient looks like they may be difficult to intubate.
- In patients with hypotension consider giving 3 to 6 mg of ephedrine or 1 mg of metaraminol before administering the hypnotic.
- Always assume the patient has a full stomach. Use a rapid-sequence technique with the application of cricoid pressure.
- Use measured doses of hypnotic agents that have little or no hypotensive effect, such as midazolam, etomidate or ketamine.
- Use suxamethonium except in patients who might have hyperkalaemia, or within 1 and 6 weeks of severe burns or a neurological insult resulting in motor weakness.

Figure 14.3 Abrasions to the face caused by endotracheal tube ties.
The arrows indicate abrasions caused by the tube ties.

Maxillary sinusitis and middle ear effusions
Maxillary effusions have been shown to develop in just over 20% of patients during 7 days of mechanical ventilation, even when both the endotracheal and gastric tubes are placed orally,[4] with the incidence increasing to 47% when the gastric tube is placed nasally,[5] and up to 95%[4] when both tubes are placed nasally. The positive association between effusion and a trans-nasal tube suggests that the former is related to the latter, although direct physical obstruction of maxillary sinus drainage is unlikely as the maxillary ostium lies in the hiatus semilunaris under the middle concha. Between 45%[4] and 71%[6] of these effusions become secondarily infected, most commonly with Gram-negative enteric organisms, and may contribute to the development of ventilator-associated pneumonia (see later discussion).

Middle ear effusions have been noted in up to 29%[7] and, as with sinus effusions, a proportion of these (22%) are infected. If these studies reflect the true incidence of middle ear effusion, which are likely to produce some degree of hearing impairment, this might contribute to the generation of
fear, confusion and delirium in elderly intubated patients.

**Pharyngo-laryngeal dysfunction**

Post-extubation throat discomfort occurs in about 40% of patients and is similar regardless of the duration of intubation. Hoarseness, however, is reported in 52% of patients following short-term intubation but is reported in 70% of patients following prolonged intubation, an effect that is presumably related to the incidence of glottic oedema. These symptoms usually resolve within 24 to 48 hours. More prolonged symptoms would warrant direct inspection of the larynx. Injuries to the recurrent laryngeal nerve have been reported, but are extremely rare.

Swallowing is a complex reflex that depends on intact oral and pharyngeal sensation as well as motor control of the muscles of the pharynx, larynx and upper oesophagus. Even relatively short periods of orotracheal intubation result in significant slowing of the reflex mechanism (Figure 14.4) that remains abnormal for over 7 days. In one study, 13 of 82 (15.8%) patients who had been intubated for at least 4 days did not have a gag reflex on the day of extubation. An abnormal swallowing reflex puts the patient at risk of aspiration. This was seen to occur at post-extubation FEES\(^6\) examination in 36% of younger patients\(^9\) (mean age 50 years) and 52% of elderly patients (mean age 75 years) intubated for at least 48 hours. Moreover, the incidence of silent aspiration was 20% in the younger patients and 36% in the older ones.\(^9\) Repeated examinations showed that these abnormalities improved more rapidly in the younger patients. The optimum diagnostic strategy for detecting these swallowing disorders remains unclear because the sensitivity of FEES appears to be operator dependent, but is a more practical investigation than a videofluoroscopic contrast swallow, which is the ‘gold standard’. However, for a proportion of patients, there is little doubt that the early detection of post-extubation aspiration followed by appropriate dietary modifications or ‘nil by mouth’ would be life-saving.

Swallowing problems in patients with tracheostomy are discussed in Chapter 17.

**Laryngeal injuries**

Despite the fact that the most common types of endotracheal tube are made from thermolabile polyvinyl chloride (PVC) and soften at body temperature, the posterior margin of the glottis remains at risk for developing ulcers. Studies in dogs suggest that the risk of glottic injury increases during the first seven days of intubation, but then loses any particular relation with time. Simply on the basis

\(^6\) FEES, fibreoptic endoscopic evaluation of swallow.
of anatomy, it is unclear whether a canine model can adequately reproduce the situation in man, and in patients there are additional factors that may contribute to the risk of injury, such as co-existent shock, sepsis, or hypoxia. Prospective evaluation in 82 patients intubated for at least 4 days has shown that the vast majority of patients (94%) acquire some degree of glottic injury by the time they are extubated or receive a tracheostomy. In 93% of cases, ulcers were present on either side of the posterior commissure where the endotracheal tube exerts pressure against the cartilaginous part of the true vocal folds (Figure 14.5), and in 51% of cases, this was accompanied by moderate or severe swelling of adjacent structures. Of those with laryngeal damage, 63% were healed by 4 weeks, and 82% by 8 weeks, but up to 6% of these lesions may result in stenosis of the posterior commissure. Quite distinct from either healing or scarring, these ulcers can also give rise to granulation tissue. Granulomas have been reported to occur in 7% of patients intubated for four or more days, although the incidence may be higher in patients who have failed attempts at extubation.

**Tracheal injuries**

Tracheal damage from prolonged cuff over-inflation is believed to be much less of a problem with the introduction of high-volume, low-pressure cuffs in the late 1960s, although analysis of the cumulative caseload at a single academic cardiothoracic centre in the US would seem to belie this contention (Figure 14.6). Certainly severe tracheal damage continues to be reported, but in the absence of thorough, systematic, prospective studies, the true incidence of mild and moderate tracheal injuries remains speculative. There is little question that concerns about tracheal injury have largely subsided, and despite the clear evidence implicating cuff pressure in the aetiology of tracheal injuries, the routine measurement of cuff pressure in UK intensive care practice is still not universal. Mild injuries such as tracheal ulcerations, oedema and sub-mucosal haemorrhages are likely to be quite common but
usually resolve without complications. The incidence of tracheal dilatation is unknown but appears to be both relatively uncommon and associated with prolonged intubation. Tracheal stenosis is potentially the most severe complication although this depends on whether the stenosis is clinically apparent or not. Very rarely an early stenosis may be the cause for persistent extubation failure, but these lesions usually become apparent some time after extubation as the patient's clinical condition improves. The stenosis may arise at the site of the cuff (50%) or at the site of the tracheostomy (35%), but in the remaining 15%, the cause of the stenosis is unclear. When the stenosis is less than 5 mm in diameter, patients present with stridor at rest, but those with less severe lesions only develop stridor or dyspnoea on exertion. As a significant proportion of the patients who develop this problem will have pre-existing cardiorespiratory disease, these symptoms may be ascribed to the latter, causing a substantial delay in the diagnosis (Figure 14.7). The diagnosis may be confirmed by computed tomography, but bronchoscopy is always needed to confirm the nature and extent of the lesion and to plan the optimum management strategy. While many patients require tracheal reconstruction, with a 2.4% mortality in one very large series, this is not an option in those that remain ventilator-dependent or who have severe intercurrent disease. In these patients, conservative management with repeated bronchoscopic dilatation, laser treatment, cryotherapy or placement of a self-expanding metallic stent may be an option.

**Unplanned extubation**

Unplanned extubation describes any episode in which the tracheal tube is unintentionally withdrawn from the trachea and includes both self-extubation, where the tracheal tube is dislodged or removed by the patient, and accidental extubation, where the tracheal tube is dislodged by members of staff. The incidence of self-extubation is about 8%, while that of accidental extubation is just over 1% of all ventilation episodes. These events are quite distinct because they occur for different reasons in

---

**Figure 14.6** Incidence of tracheal stenosis.
Cumulative number of patients treated for tracheal stenosis at the Department of Thoracic Surgery of the Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, USA, between 1965 and 1994.

**Figure 14.7** Plot showing the cumulative number of patients diagnosed with tracheal stenosis with the passage of time following extubation.
In a series of 59 patients diagnosed with post-tracheostomy tracheal stenosis, 50% of the cases were diagnosed within 1 month of de-cannulation and 90% of the cases were diagnosed within 6 months. Some cases, however, remained undetected for 2 years. From Andrews MJ and Pearson FG. *Br J Surg*. 1973;60(3):208–12.
different types of patients and therefore have quite different consequences. Self-extubation is associated with both agitation and physical restraint and is more likely to occur in patients whose sedation is being reduced as part of a weaning strategy. As a consequence, these patients are much less likely to require re-intubation. However, accidental extubation is an event that occurs during patient care or transfer, without any association with weaning. As a consequence, these patients are much more likely to require immediate re-intubation. Overall, patients who have an unplanned extubation spend longer in both the ICU and the hospital, but a recent case-controlled study has shown that those who require re-intubation have a significantly increased ICU and hospital mortality.[12]

It is not at all evident that self-extubation is a negative event, as it often appears to be a mechanism by which a patient who is ready for extubation can bring this fact to the attention of the staff. This suggests that clinical judgement is poor at predicting a patient’s readiness for extubation, and even objective predictors of successful extubation have been shown to have poor sensitivity and a high false-negative rate.

The consequences of accidental extubation, although less common, are much more serious and much more likely to result in cardiac dysrhythmias, pulmonary aspiration, severe hypoxia, cardiac arrest and death. In patients with tracheostomy tubes, accidental de-cannulation is particularly serious as the problem may not be immediately apparent to the staff (see Box 17.1). Covert extubation can also occur in patients with an endotracheal tube, but the consequences of delayed detection are much less severe because the dislodged tube can still ventilate the patient, albeit with a significant leak. There is no data on the risk factors specifically associated with accidental extubation, but given the negative patient outcome, further study in this area is clearly desirable.

**Pulmonary complications of mechanical ventilation**

**Barotrauma**

Rupture of the respiratory epithelium during positive pressure ventilation allows gas to escape into the lung parenchyma or pleural space. Gas entering the lung parenchyma tracks centrally along the bronchovascular sheath (pulmonary interstitial emphysema) to accumulate in the mediastinum (pneumomediastinum) from where the gas may enter the pericardium (pneumopericardium), the retroperitoneal space (pneumoretroperitoneum) or the peritoneal space (pneumoperitoneum; see Figures 14.8 and 14.9). If gas escapes from the distal airway and enters the pleural space, this results in a pneumothorax (Figure 14.10). Collectively these manifestations of escaped airway gas are referred to as *barotrauma*, a term which implies that excess airway pressure is fundamental to the mechanism, which is not always the case. Breach of the respiratory epithelium resulting in any of the manifestations of barotrauma can arise from trauma, iatrogenic or otherwise, and can also arise spontaneously in susceptible individuals (Table 14.5). It should not be forgotten that pneumomediastinum could also arise from damage to the oesophagus.

In the absence of extrinsic trauma or intrinsic failure of the lung tissue, ventilator-associated barotrauma is usually the result of the alveolar epithelium being over-stretched, which cannot occur in the absence of high airway pressures. However, high
Figure 14.9 Radiographic appearance of barotrauma.

White arrows indicate subcutaneous gas, which is apparent clinically as ‘surgical emphysema’. Pink arrows show mediastinal structures that have been delineated by the presence of gas, indicating pneumomediastinum. Black arrows delineate the pericardium, which normally cannot be distinguished from the cardiac silhouette, indicating the presence of gas within the pericardial cavity (pneumopericardium). On the left, this is quite subtle, and therefore easily missed. On the right, this is so gross that it too might easily be missed. Blue arrows, only present on the radiograph on the right, show gas delineating the fibres of pectoralis major muscle.

Airway pressures do not necessarily result in overstretching. Neither high pressures nor alveolar overdistension are required when the alveolar epithelium disintegrates as part of a pathological process, for example with necrotizing pneumonia or pulmonary vasculitis.

With the exception of pneumothorax, which is discussed later, none of the other manifestations of barotrauma are of particular clinical significance, although very occasionally surgical emphysema can threaten an unprotected airway and pneumomediastinum or pneumopericardium can lead to haemodynamic compromise. Active management is not necessary in the majority of cases, which resolve spontaneously. Where active decompression is thought to be indicated, there are reports that this can be achieved by the subcutaneous placement of either conventional chest tubes or, more elegantly, using large-bore intravenous cannulae with spirally placed side-holes.

The incidence of pneumothorax in patients receiving mechanical ventilation is now (2006) about 3% having been 14% in 1992, with just under half (44%) from mechanical ventilation alone. In many cases, pneumothorax is detected by routine radiology in high-risk patients, such as those with trauma or following central venous cannulation. However, small, stable and clinically silent pneumothoraces run the risk of being overlooked because of the subtlety of the radiographic appearances. This is particularly true of anterior pneumothoraces in the supine or semi-recumbent patient that are only visible as a reduction in the radiographic density in the affected hemi-thorax. Alternatively, a pneumothorax may be detected in the course of investigating a deterioration in respiratory function. About 30% of pneumothoraces continue to accumulate gas and develop sufficient pressure to cause significant cardiorespiratory compromise or collapse (Table 14.6), a ‘tension’
Figure 14.10 Pneumothorax before (left) and after (right) insertion of chest drain.

On the left, the presence of a right-sided pneumothorax is indicated by the visible lung edge (white arrows) lateral to which there are no lung markings. Although the right hemi-thorax is clearly less dense (darker) than the left, the lucency of the lung-free margin is less than normal because (1) the radiograph was taken in the prone position and (2) there was a considerable amount of fluid in the right hemi-thorax. Note the very horizontal position of the ribs, especially of the right hemi-thorax, indicating the presence of significant tension. This patient was in peri-arrest.

After needle decompression of the tension pneumothorax, a large-bore right-sided chest drain was inserted (white arrow) which drained 500 mL of serous fluid. The right lung has not quite fully expanded (black arrow), and from the angulation of the horizontal fissure (pink arrow) it is now evident that the right upper lobe is partially collapsed. The left hemi-thorax remains uniformly denser (whiter) than the right, suggesting the presence of a significant pleural effusion, as there was on the right.

pneumothorax. Under these circumstances, needle decompression should not be postponed for radiological confirmation (Box 14.3), and this should then be followed by insertion of a chest drain (Box 14.4). It is currently recommended that in patients receiving positive pressure ventilation, all radiologically confirmed pneumothoraces should be drained to avoid the risk of tension pneumothorax, although there is no data on the risk of this happening with small pneumothoraces detected as an incidental finding on routine radiology. Small-bore wire-guided catheter drainage is likely to be adequate for a simple pneumothorax, with the drain angled to run posteriorly into the apex of the pleural cavity. In patients who also need blood or fluid drained from the pleural cavity or who may have a substantial air leak a large-bore drain is preferable, and in this case, the drain should be angled basally. Correct intra-pleural placement is suggested by bubbling in the underwater seal system and respiratory swings of the water level within the drain tip but should be confirmed by radiography. In most cases, lung expansion is completed within 48 hours of insertion, and provided that there is no air leak, the drain will stop bubbling but continue to swing. After a further 24 hours, the drain can be removed without clamping.

If 48 hours after chest drain insertion the lung has not fully re-expanded or the drain continues to bubble, the patient is considered to have a bronchopleural fistula. In this situation, a narrow-bore catheter should be replaced by a larger drain, and the drainage system connected to low-pressure (<20 cm H₂O) high-volume suction. At the same time, the ventilation strategy should be altered to minimize the pressure gradient across the leak.
Table 14.5 Causes of barotrauma

- Thoracic trauma
  - Penetrating thoracic injuries (knife, bullet, shrapnel, glass, etc.)
  - Deceleration injuries → tracheal or bronchial transection
  - Blunt thoracic trauma → rib fractures → penetration of lung
  - Blast injuries
- Iatrogenic thoracic or airway trauma
  - Central venous access insertion
  - Chest drain insertion
  - Surgery to the lung or major airways
  - Intubation
  - Trans-bronchial biopsy
  - Surgery to the mouth (dental extractions), throat (tonsillectomy) or nose (sinus surgery)
  - Brachial plexus nerve block
- Excess airway pressure
- Failure of lung parenchyma
  - Bullous emphysema
  - Necrotizing pneumonia
  - Pulmonary vasculitis
  - *Pneumocystis jirovecii* pneumonia
  - Spontaneous pneumothorax
- Oesophageal damage
  - Spontaneous rupture (Boerhave’s syndrome)
  - Iatrogenic perforation
  - Foreign body
  - Ulcer or chemical burns

Table 14.6 Clinical features of tension pneumothorax

- Hypoaxaemia
- Increased airway pressure in volume-targeted ventilation or decreased tidal volume in pressure-targeted ventilation
- Decreased air entry into affected side associated with hyper-resonance on percussion
- Tracheal deviation away from the affected side
- Hypotension, tachycardia, raised central venous pressure and decreased cardiac output

(Table 14.7). In leaks that show no sign of abating after a further 48 to 72 hours, particularly in patients with inflammation or necrosis at the leak, consideration should be given to more specific techniques for reducing the leak, such as independent lung ventilation (see Chapter 12), targeted bronchial obstruction, or high frequency oscillation (see Chapter 6). Tissue repair is maximized by ensuring optimum nutrition and the aggressive treatment of pulmonary and pleural sepsis. In some patients, surgical closure may be an option and these very difficult cases are best managed in collaboration with respiratory physicians and thoracic surgeons.

**Ventilator-associated pneumonia (VAP)**

Contrary to what might be expected from a device that provides an ‘air-tight’ seal, the cuff of a high-volume, low-pressure, tracheal tube does not provide a water-tight seal (see Figure 4.13) and allows repeated micro-aspiration of material that accumulates above the cuff in the subglottic space (see Figure 4.19). Initially, this material will contain typical upper respiratory tract flora, but within
**Preparation:** Consider the sedation and analgesic requirements and correct coagulopathy or platelet defects. Consider antibiotic prophylaxis in trauma. Review the chest radiograph or CT scan (except in the case of tension pneumothorax) and consider the differential diagnosis (1) between a pneumothorax and bullous disease and (2) between collapse or consolidation and a pleural effusion.

**Drain size:** Many clinicians now use small catheters (10 to 14 F) because these are often as effective as larger bore tubes and are better tolerated by the patient. If the air leak exceeds the capacity of the catheter then a larger bore tube should be inserted. Large bore tubes (28 to 30 F minimum) are required for an acute haemothorax to assist in the assessment of continuing blood loss.

**Positioning:** Position supine and slightly rotated, with the ipsilateral arm behind the patient’s head to expose the ‘safe triangle’ in the axilla bordered by the anterior border of the latissimus dorsi, the lateral border of the pectoralis major muscle, a line superior to the horizontal level of the nipple and an apex below the axilla. The most common site for chest tube insertion is in the mid-axillary line through the ‘safe triangle’ to avoid the internal mammary artery. For apical pneumothoraces, the second intercostal space in the mid clavicular line may be chosen. If a loculated pleural collection requires drainage, the position of insertion will be dictated by the site of the locule as determined by imaging and the procedure should be performed by an experienced operator, for example, a thoracic surgeon.

**Insertion:** Use aseptic technique. Air or fluid should be needle aspirated and if none is forthcoming then further imaging is required (such as bedside ultrasonography). The incision should be made just above and parallel to a rib and should be slightly bigger than the tube.

(1) Blunt dissection (large-bore drains): A Spencer-Wells clamp is used to dissect a path through the chest wall by opening the clamp, thereby separating the muscle fibres. This track should be explored with a finger into the thoracic cavity to ensure there are no underlying organs that might be damaged at tube insertion.

(2) Seldinger technique (small-bore drains): A needle and syringe are used to identify air or pleural fluid. A guidewire is then passed and the tract enlarged using dilators. A small-bore tube is then passed into the thoracic cavity along the wire.

Briefly disconnect from the ventilator prior to insertion to avoid lung injury.

Insertion of a chest tube should never be performed with substantial force since this risks sudden chest penetration and damage to intrathoracic structures.

**Tip Position:** This should be aimed apically for a pneumothorax or basally for fluid; however, an effectively functioning drain should not be repositioned because of its radiographic position.

**Secure drain:** Connect to drainage system. Use ‘1’ silk and avoid purse string sutures. Support the tube to prevent kinking. Perform a chest radiograph.
### Table 14.7 Manoeuvres to reduce air leak across a bronchopleural fistula

- Minimize minute ventilation (decrease tidal volume and respiratory rate)
- Minimize inspiratory time (increase inspiratory flow rate, increase I:E ratio)
- Encourage spontaneous ventilatory effort
- Minimize positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP)
- Exploit positional reductions in leak
- Minimize resistance to expiratory gas flow (bronchoconstriction, bronchial mucosal oedema)

### Table 14.8 Clinical criteria for the diagnosis of ventilator-associated pneumonia

- New or progressive radiological infiltrate and
- Two of the following:
  - Fever over 38 °C
  - White cell count < 4 or >11 × 10⁹ cells.mm⁻³
  - Purulent tracheal secretions

Micro-aspiration can lead to ventilator-associated pneumonia.

Data from 38 prospective cohort and non-randomized studies collated by Safdar and colleagues (Figure 14.11) suggests that the risk of developing VAP increases with time, being around 6% at the onset of mechanical ventilation and increasing to 20% in those ventilated for 72 hours or more. Pooled data from case-controlled studies suggests that each episode of VAP lengthens the duration of intensive care by 6.1 days at an estimated additional cost of £4,996 per case. The effect on outcome is less evident, although it is likely that VAP doubles the risk of death in the intensive care unit but not thereafter.

### Diagnosis

The diagnosis of VAP is usually considered when there are signs of systemic sepsis, such as fever and raised inflammatory markers, together with evidence implicating the lungs, such as an abnormal chest radiograph, purulent tracheal aspirates and an elevated alveolar–arterial oxygen difference (Table 14.8). Unfortunately, this combination of features is not uncommon in mechanically ventilated patients and can arise from a wide range of clinical conditions other than VAP. Using stricter clinical criteria risks missing the diagnosis in some patients, while using more relaxed criteria will inevitably result in the inappropriate administration of antibiotics with the risk of generating antibiotic resistance. Examination and culture of lower

---

5 days of hospitalization the oropharynx becomes colonized by atypical bacteria, including antibiotic resistant strains of *Staphylococcus aureus*, *Pseudomonas aeruginosa*, Acinetobacter or Enterobacter species. In the context of a patient who is immunocompromised by severe intercurrent illness and who cannot cough effectively to clear secretions, this

---

7 Calculated from the original figure of $10,019.00 US, equivalent to 7,378.85 Euros.
Table 14.9 Quantitative criteria for the diagnosis of ventilator-associated pneumonia from respiratory tract samples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>New antibiotics in previous 72 hours?</th>
<th>Endotracheal aspirate</th>
<th>Bronchoalveolar lavage</th>
<th>Protected brush sample</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>≥10⁶ cfu.mL⁻¹</td>
<td>≥10⁴ cfu.mL⁻¹</td>
<td>≥10³ cfu.mL⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>≥10⁴ cfu.mL⁻¹</td>
<td>≥10³ cfu.mL⁻¹</td>
<td>≥10² cfu.mL⁻¹</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

cfu: colony-forming unit.

respiratory tract samples not only confirms the diagnosis, but also allows therapy to be appropriately focused. These samples can be obtained either by endotracheal aspiration, bronchoalveolar lavage or protected brush sampling, and these should be accompanied by the culture of blood in all patients and pleural fluid in those with an effusion. Where possible, these investigations should precede empirical antibiotic therapy. Microbiological analyses of the respiratory tract samples are reported either semi-quantitatively or quantitatively, depending on the resources and enthusiasm of the local microbiology department (Table 14.9). However, semi-quantitative reports differentiate poorly between colonization and infection, resulting in the overuse of antibiotics. To some extent, this can be redeemed if the antibiotic therapy is reviewed in the light of the patient’s response following 72 hours of treatment (Figure 14.12). Careful post-mortem examination of the lungs of patients with VAP show that foci of infection are frequently multiple and heterogeneous in both physical location and ‘maturity’, with a predilection for dependent lung zones. This explains the lower sensitivity of protected brush sampling, which can only draw material from a single sub-segmental bronchus. In contrast, bronchoalveolar lavage allows material to be sampled from a much larger volume of lung. Where the skills necessary to perform bronchoscopic sampling are not available, both bronchoalveolar lavage and protected brush sampling can both be performed ‘blindly’ but at the expense of a reduction in sensitivity. Invasive approaches, blind or otherwise, are associated with temporary deteriorations in gas exchange but with few other complications of note.

Figure 14.12 Management strategy for suspected cases of ventilator-associated pneumonia (VAP).


Treatment

In the absence of risk factors for infection caused by an antibiotic-resistant pathogen (Table 14.10), initial treatment with a single agent active against
the most likely organisms such as *Streptococcus pneumoniae*, *Haemophilus influenzae*, *Staphylococcus aureus* and antibiotic-sensitive Gram-negative enteric bacilli is indicated. Suitable agents might include a third-generation cephalosporin or a quinolone. Where there is a chance that the infection might be due to a resistant organism such as meticillin-resistant *Staphylococcus aureus* (MRSA), *Pseudomonas aeruginosa*, *Klebsiella pneumoniae* or species of Acinetobacter, triple therapy with an agent active against MRSA, such as vancomycin, and two broad-spectrum agents such as an anti-pseudomonal carbapenem or beta-lactam together with either an aminoglycoside or an anti-pseudomonal fluoroquinolone should be considered. The specific choice of agent will depend on the local sensitivity patterns, and if these are not known by the prescriber, then a discussion with the local microbiologists is likely to be helpful. After 48 or 72 hours of treatment, the management strategy should then be reviewed in light of the patient’s response, and the specific antibiotic sensitivities of the organisms isolated (Figure 14.12).

- Table 14.10 Risk factors for antibiotic-resistant infection
  - Residential care
  - Antibiotic therapy in preceding 90 days
  - Home wound care
  - Family member with antibiotic-resistant organism
  - Chronic dialysis
  - High local prevalence of resistant organisms
  - Two or more days as an in-patient in previous 90 days
  - Five or more days in hospital this admission
  - Immunosuppressed

- Figure 14.13 Contamination routes for the lower respiratory tract in the acquisition of ventilator-associated pneumonia.
  A: The para-cuff route, with endogenous contaminants pooling in the secretions above the cuff in the sub-glottic space arising from the oropharynx, stomach, nose and sinuses.
  B: The trans-luminal route, with exogenous contaminants coming from the surfaces of the endotracheal tube, catheter mount, suction equipment, nebulizer equipment, and ventilator circuit.

**Prevention**

The presence of a cuffed tracheal tube has the dual effect of allowing pathogens originating from either the patient’s oropharynx (endogenous) or the internal surfaces of the endotracheal tube and ventilator circuit (exogenous, Figure 14.13) increased entry to, as well as decreased clearance from, the lower respiratory tract. Both routes have been shown amenable to strategies aimed at reducing the risk of VAP, and these are discussed later (Table 14.11). Of course, one of the most obvious ways of reducing the risk of VAP is to avoid tracheal intubation in the first place, and indeed in selected patients non-invasive ventilation is an option that should be exploited. For the majority, intubation is unavoidable. As discussed previously, intubation away from the operating department environment is associated with a significant risk of aspiration, and indeed it has been suggested that prophylactic antibiotics should be prescribed after these intubations. Rather than treating possible aspiration with antibiotics, which is not endorsed by either the American or European guidelines, it is preferable to reduce the chances of...
### Table 14.11 Measures for preventing ventilator-associated pneumonia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avoidance of intubation or re-intubation</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-intubation antibiotics</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular cuff pressure measurement</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New cuff design</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-glottic suction</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoidance of supine position</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoiding transfers</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinetic beds</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sucralfate for stress ulcer prophylaxis</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selective decontamination of the digestive tract</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoidance of gastric distension</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral decontamination</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral intubation</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orogastric tubes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand hygiene and infection control</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohorting of staff</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isolation of patients with multi-drug-resistant pathogens</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoid understaffing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoid overcrowding</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breathing circuit changes weekly or less</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Yes(^{15})</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closed suction systems</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Yes(^{16})</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoidance of hot water humidification systems</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevention of circuit condensate entering airway</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reducing the duration of mechanical ventilation</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early tracheostomy</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoidance of neuromuscular blocking agents</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microbiological surveillance</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

–: not discussed.

NR: no recommendation possible on the available evidence.


IDSA: Infectious Disease Society of America.

ESICM: European Society of Intensive Care Medicine.

---

aspiration, and other intubation-related complications, by having this procedure performed under optimum conditions as discussed above. Within the intensive care unit itself, two of the most common reasons for urgent tracheal intubation are following accidental or failed extubation. Because both of these are the consequence of staff actions and can be reduced by the implementation of appropriate practices and procedures, their incidence should be routinely monitored as a measure of quality assurance.

**Endogenous route**

The current design of high-volume, low-pressure tracheal tube cuffs develop folds when inflated within the tracheal lumen that allow liquid

\(^{15}\) In fact, the Canadian guidelines recommend a circuit change if it becomes visibly soiled.

\(^{16}\) On the basis of cost.
material to seep through into the lower airway[16] (see Figure 4.13). The aspirated material may arise from a number of sources, including the oropharynx, stomach, mouth, nose and sinuses, and accumulates above the cuff in the sub-glottic space (see Figure 4.19). In a multivariate analysis of large case series, the failure to maintain cuff pressure above 20 cm H₂O was independently associated with an increased risk of VAP[17] (relative risk 4.23, 95% confidence interval 1.12 to 15.92), and regular measurement of cuff pressure has been recommended by a number of organizations. Despite this, and the simplicity of the intervention, routine measurement of cuff pressures is still not performed in some intensive care units in the UK. Continuous automated cuff pressure controllers are available and in a recent study reduced clinical VAP from 29% to 22%, although this did not reach statistical significance. Two new designs of cuff have recently been introduced aimed at eliminating cuff folds. The Microcuff™ endotracheal tube[18] has a very thin polyurethane high-volume cuff which is cylindrical in shape and in a laboratory evaluation effectively eliminated leakage past the cuff.[18] The LoTrach™ tube[19], in contrast, has a low-volume low-pressure silicone cuff that has been calibrated to deliver a tracheal wall pressure of 25 to 30 cm H₂O when the internal cuff pressure is maintained at 74 to 79 cm H₂O using a constant-pressure inflation device. The LoTrach tube has been shown to significantly reduce leakage past the cuff in both laboratory and clinical evaluations. The impact of either of these new cuff designs on the incidence of VAP has yet to be evaluated.

Some models of endotracheal and tracheostomy tubes[20] allow material collected above the cuff to be aspirated through additional suction channels. A recent meta-analysis of 5 randomized studies showed that sub-glottic suction reduced the incidence of VAP by almost 50%, although the effect was most evident for pneumonia occurring within the first week of intubation.[19] Excluding one study, in which the mean duration of mechanical ventilation was less than 48 hours, sub-glottic suction also resulted in a reduction in the duration of both mechanical ventilation and length of stay in the intensive care unit.

Because aspiration of gastric content is believed to be a contributory mechanism to the development of VAP, a number of interventions have been aimed at reducing both the risk of regurgitation as well as the bacterial load in the regurgitated material. Nursing

---


18 Kimberley-Clark Health Care, Roswell, Georgia, USA. See www.kchealthcare.com/microcuff/.

19 LMA International SA, Henley, UK.

20 Hi-Lo™ Evac (Mallinckrodt). LoTrach (LMA International)
the patient with the torso at 45° to the horizontal has been shown to reduce the incidence of VAP, but achieving this accurately and persistently in clinical practice is almost impossible for a number of reasons. First, it appears not to be widely appreciated that the angulation that matters is that between the patient’s torso and the horizontal rather than that between the head of the bed and the horizontal. These are not equivalent. Second, clinical staff have been shown to significantly overestimate the angle achieved, and so tend to aim for a torso position that is 50% too supine. Third, maintaining a 45° angle is difficult, especially in a patient who is restless. Nevertheless the avoidance of a supine position is one of the few unanimous recommendations of the American,[14] Canadian[20] and European[15] guidelines.

There are occasions when it is necessary to lay the patient completely supine, such as for diagnostic or therapeutic imaging and surgical procedures. These are the situations most commonly associated with patient transfer, which has been shown in two studies to be independently associated with an increased risk for VAP. Whether this association is causal or not is unclear, but clearly unnecessary patient transfers should be avoided wherever possible.

A number of studies have looked at the effect of beds that provide continuous side-to-side tilt, also known as kinetic therapy. A recent meta-analysis has confirmed a significant effect of this on reducing the incidence of VAP[21] (odds ratio 0.38, 95% confidence interval 0.28 to 0.53). Kinetic therapy is suggested as a consideration in the Canadian guidelines. However, these beds are not suitable for some patients, not tolerated by others, and have significant cost implications.

Gastric content in health is normally maintained relatively sterile by the low gastric pH, but the stomach is rapidly colonized by Gram-negative enteric organisms following hospitalization, and all the more so if gastric pH is increased by histamine receptor antagonists or proton pump inhibitors administered as stress ulcer prophylaxis. In the case of stress ulcer prophylaxis, there is a choice between agents that increase gastric pH and therefore the risk of VAP, but which are more effective at reducing stress-related gastric haemorrhage, or sucralfate that is less effective at preventing bleeding but which increases the risk of VAP. Neither the European[15] nor the American[14] guidelines make a recommendation, although there is some evidence that the outcome from gastric haemorrhage is poorer than that from VAP, favouring agents that increase gastric pH.[22] An alternative approach is to administer powerful broad-spectrum but non-absorbable antibiotics into the gastrointestinal tract to eliminate the potentially pathogenic organisms, often referred to as selective decontamination of the digestive tract (SDD). Where the background incidence of multi-drug-resistant organisms is low, this approach has been very effective in reducing both the incidence and consequent mortality of VAP, and indeed is an approach endorsed by the European guidelines.[15] However, in many countries the background incidence of highly resistant organisms such as MRSA, vancomycin-resistant enterococci and certain strains of Acinetobacter baumanii, Klebsiella pneumoniae and Pseudomonas aeruginosa is high (such as the UK and the US). In this context, SDD rather than reducing VAP may encourage the emergence of these strains and should only be used in selected populations. As gastropharyngeal reflux is thought to be a contributing mechanism to the generation of VAP, it seems logical to minimize the chances of this happening, which might reasonably include measures to avoid large gastric volumes such as reducing the use of opiates and anticholinergic agents, use of prokinetic agents and post-pyloric feeding. However, none of these interventions has been evaluated for efficacy and they are not mentioned in any of the recent guidelines.

Besides the stomach, endogenous contamination of aspirated material can arise from organisms that
colonize the mouth, nose and sinuses. Although dental plaque is estimated to harbour about 500 species of micro-organism at a density of $10^8$ per mm$^3$, respiratory tract pathogens are rarely isolated from healthy adults. In contrast, about 60% of patients have respiratory pathogens in their dental plaque on the day of admission to intensive care. Under normal circumstances, both plaque load and the prevalence of respiratory pathogen colonization increase with the duration of mechanical ventilation. In up to 76% of cases of VAP, the pathogens identified in plaque are also cultured from the lung. There are three possible sources for these organisms. First, it is possible that respiratory pathogens are in fact normal members of plaque flora but suppressed to undetectable numbers by a number of mechanisms operating in good health, such as the secretion of saliva, which contains numerous antibacterial proteins$^{21}$ and maintains an elevated oral pH, normal processes of oral hygiene, and substrate competition by the normal non-pathogenic oral flora. Second, these pathogens may reach the mouth by sequential colonization from the lower gastrointestinal tract, eventually reaching the mouth in material regurgitated from the stomach. Third, they may enter the mouth from the hospital environment as contaminants on the surface of equipment or on the hands of caregivers. While not all cases of VAP are derived from the aspiration of pathogens from the mouth, oral disinfection with chlorhexidine has been shown to reduce the incidence of VAP (relative risk 0.56, 95% confidence interval 0.39 to 0.81) in a recent meta-analysis,$^{[23]}$ but the data on oral antibiotics remains inconclusive.

Infected nasal secretions are another source of pathogens that can reach the lower respiratory tract following micro-aspiration. The risk of developing radiological maxillary sinusitis (RMS) after 7 days of ventilation is much greater in patients with nasotracheal intubation compared to orotracheal intubation$^{[4]}$ (odds ratio 73.5, confidence interval 7.42 to 728.2), a finding that also applies to feeding tubes. However, the relationship between radiological maxillary sinusitis and VAP is unproven because the only randomized controlled trial (RCT) to date failed to control for the presence of RMS at randomization, later shown to be present in 59% of patients on admission to ICU.$^{[4]}$ Although the incidence of VAP in patients randomized to nasotracheal intubation was greater, this did not reach statistical significance (odds ratio 2.03, 95% confidence interval 0.88 to 4.72).$^{[24]}$ Rouby and colleagues’ finding of a significantly increased risk of VAP with infectious maxillary sinusitis (IMS) compared to sterile maxillary sinusitis (SMS) (odds ratio 2.7, 95% confidence interval 1.17 to 6.24)$^{[4]}$ is consistent with this as the risk of IMS presumably increases in proportion to the risk of RMS.

**Exogenous route**

Undoubtedly, horizontal transmission$^{22}$ is a significant source of VAP in mechanically ventilated patients with the introduction of pathogens either into the mouth or nose, or into the airway itself by contamination of the breathing circuit or other respiratory equipment. This route of transmission tends to become highlighted during outbreaks involving organisms with memorable names,$^{23}$ or memorable antibiograms,$^{24}$ but occurs constantly. Simple infection control measures, such as hand

$^{21}$ Such as lysozyme, lactoferrin, lactoperoxidase, immunoglobulins, proline-rich proteins, cystatins, histatins, Von Ebner gland proteins, secretory leukocyte proteinase inhibitor, fibronectin and chromogranin A.

$^{22}$ Patient-to-patient transmission of pathogens by caregivers.

$^{23}$ For example, *Burkholderia cepacia*.

$^{24}$ The antibiogram is the pattern of antibiotic sensitivity that is reported by the microbiology laboratory when a pathogen has been isolated. Fortunately, resistance to multiple antibiotics remains the exception rather than the rule, and certain species of bacteria are typically resistant to certain types of antibiotic only. A broad or unusual resistance pattern makes a particular strain of organism uniquely recognizable, briefly exposing the otherwise occult occurrence of horizontal transmission.
hygiene, are endorsed by the North American and European guidelines, but these documents largely overlook the important contribution that can be made by other measures, including the cohorting of staff, isolation of infected patients and the avoidance of both understaffing and overcrowding.

Opening of the breathing circuit contributes to the development of VAP in two ways. First, the loss of positive end-expiratory pressure significantly accelerates the leak of material past the cuff, increasing the risk of endogenous infection. Second, it allows the inner surfaces of the circuit and endotracheal tube to become contaminated, increasing the risk of exogenous infection. A number of interventions require that the breathing circuit be opened, including breathing circuit changes, and tracheobronchial suction using an open technique. The evidence from both prospective randomized trials and cohort studies suggests that reducing the frequency of breathing circuit changes certainly does not increase the risk of VAP and indeed may very well reduce it. Circuits should therefore only be changed when visibly soiled; if routine changes are felt necessary, these should be no more often than weekly, or even less often. In contrast, the type of suction system does not appear to have an impact on the incidence of VAP, although in patients who are dependent on positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP), the closed system may be preferable.

The warming and humidification of inspired gases is important in preventing both heat loss and the inspissation of tracheobronchial secretions but there have been concerns that hot-water humidifiers might increase the risk of VAP compared to heat-and-moisture exchange filters. Ten randomized trials comparing the incidence of VAP between the two humidification techniques have been published since 1990, of which eight were available for the meta-analysis in 2005 which concluded that the risk was indeed lower for the heat-and-moisture exchange filters\textsuperscript{[25]} (relative risk 0.69, 95% confidence interval 0.51 to 0.94), especially for patients requiring 7 or more days of mechanical ventilation. However, in two subsequent studies that randomized 750 patients between them, the benefit in favour of heat-and-moisture exchange filters is not significant, and adding these data to the previous studies broadens the confidence interval to include 1 (relative risk 0.83, 95% confidence interval 0.67 to 1.03). Bearing in mind the large difference in cost between the two systems, it would seem prudent to reserve the use of hot-water humidifiers to situations where aggressive humidification is indicated.

Regardless of the type of humidification, the internal surface of the endotracheal tube rapidly becomes colonized with upper respiratory flora and coated with expectorated sputum. Both the sputum coating and a bacterially-derived biofilm, secreted under certain conditions, form a protective environment that can harbour large numbers of bacteria. These can then be transferred to the lower respiratory tract with each ventilator cycle or during suctioning. Physical removal of this biofilm has been achieved with an inflatable silicone rubber ‘razor’, and clinical evaluation is awaited. More conventionally, the efficacy of antibacterial coatings on the endotracheal tube surface, such as chlorhexidine or silver, are currently being evaluated in patients.

The risk of developing VAP is particularly high during the first week of ventilation when it increases by 3% per day, but then the risk only increases by 2% per day for the second week, and then 1% per day thereafter\textsuperscript{[26]} (Figure 14.14). This would suggest that techniques designed to reduce the duration of mechanical ventilation might reduce the risk of developing VAP. This has been hard to prove because the studies evaluating techniques for reducing the duration of mechanical ventilation, such as protocols and sedation breaks, have not enrolled sufficient patients to detect the expected reduction in VAP rate. Nevertheless, minimizing the duration of mechanical ventilation is common sense, and is recommended in the North American
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Figure 14.15 Change in arterial partial pressure of oxygen expressed as a percentage of baseline in patients undergoing surgical procedures under general anaesthesia with positive pressure ventilation.

The left panel is from nine patients ventilated with ‘normal’ tidal volumes, resulting in arterial partial pressures of carbon dioxide (PaCO₂) at the top end or just above the reference interval, shaded in green. The arterial partial pressure of oxygen (PaO₂) falls in these patients by a mean of 16.8% (SD 5.7%).

The right panel is from nine patients receiving supra-physiological tidal volumes, resulting in a PaCO₂ at the bottom end or just below the reference interval, shaded in green. The PaO₂ falls in these patients by a mean of 4.8% (SD 2.3%).

Both the initial and final PaCO₂ are significantly different between the groups (ANOVA, p = 0.005 and 0.0003 respectively), as is the PaO₂ drop (ANOVA, p < 0.0001). Figure and statistics based on data presented in Bendixen HH, Hedley-White J, Laver MD. N Engl J Med. 1963;269:991–6.

guidelines.[14] Where prolonged tracheal intubation is required, a tracheostomy may reduce the risk of developing VAP, although the evidence on this is conflicting. A more definitive answer is likely to be provided by the UK TracMan study.

Ventilator-associated lung injury

Although the first commercially available, integrated, blood gas analyser was not marketed until 1973, the measurement of blood pH, and blood oxygen (PO₂) and carbon dioxide (PCO₂) tension at the bedside, rather than as a laboratory technique, became possible with the development of electrochemical methods of measurement at the end of the 1950s. Shortly afterward, in 1963, a group at the Massachusetts General Hospital in Boston measured arterial blood gases in patients undergoing surgical procedures under general anaesthesia with positive pressure ventilation, and found that patients that had been ventilated with supra-physiological tidal volumes maintained their oxygenation, while patients ventilated with ‘normal’ tidal volumes did not[27] (Figure 4.15). They concluded ‘large tidal volumes, by providing continuous hyperinflation, protect against an increase in the variable shunt’. Aware of the dangers of hyperoxia (see later discussion) and uncertain of the role of PEEP, large tidal volumes became established as a method of maintaining oxygenation in patients receiving mechanical ventilation. Indeed, they became such an established method that during the mid to late 1960s, reports emerged of

---

25 ABL1, Radiometer, Copenhagen.
complications from hypocapnia and respiratory alkalosis including cardiac dysrhythmias, shock, seizures, and neurological disturbances. Rather than reduce tidal volumes, solutions proposed included the addition of 5% carbon dioxide to the inspiratory gas mixture, nomograms for the addition of equipment deadspace, and the invention of devices to provide variable deadspace. Concerned that these high inspiratory pressures might be damaging, Webb and Tierney published a paper in 1974 that examined the effect of peak inspiratory pressures of up to 45 cm H₂O on the lungs of normal rats. Much to their surprise, they found that mechanical ventilation with these pressures, which were in common use in patients at the time (Figure 14.16), was in fact rapidly lethal in rats. Although their findings had a significant impact on their own clinical practice, it remained largely ignored by other clinicians but did provoke further work on the subject in animals. However, the accumulating animal data were sufficiently convincing to cause a group of clinicians in Christchurch, New Zealand, to adjust their clinical practice in the latter part of 1980s. By 1990, they were able to show an unexpectedly low mortality in their patients ventilated with limited inspiratory pressures, which seems to have sparked much more widespread interest in the issue (Figure 14.17). By the end of the decade, the effect of high inspiratory pressures had been examined in four prospective randomized controlled trials, although without reaching a common conclusion. The issue was largely settled in 2000 with the publication of the ARDSnet study, a collaborative study involving a consortium of 20 academic institutions in the United States. In this study, patients with acute lung injury requiring mechanical ventilation were randomized to a ‘traditional’ tidal volume of 12 mL·kg⁻¹ (n = 429) with plateau pressures ≤50 cm H₂O or ‘low’ tidal volumes of 6 mL·kg⁻¹ (n = 432) with a plateau pressure ≤30 cm H₂O. Recruitment was terminated early because of a significant difference

26 Acute respiratory distress syndrome network (ARDSnet), a consortium of North American hospitals collaborating on clinical trials of ARDS therapies.
27 Body weight predicted by sex and height.
in hospital mortality (31% versus 39.8%) in favour of the low-tidal volume group ($p = 0.007$). This study has established that mechanical ventilation has an impact on outcome; in this case, as a result of pulmonary damage from excess tidal volumes.

**Volume or pressure?**

Although the ARDSnet study was framed primarily in terms of a target inflation volume and it is now clear that the mechanism of damage is longitudinal stress on over-inflated pulmonary tissue, ventilation to a target volume, however small, does not guarantee that damage is not being done. This is because the lungs of patients with lung injury are not homogenous, but have areas of normal lung, areas of consolidation and areas of recruitable lung (Figure 14.18). This means that the volume of lung available for ventilation cannot be estimated on a mL.kg$^{-1}$ basis or even by ensuring that the end-inspiratory lung volume is kept within normal limits; the prevention of over-distension can only be guaranteed by ensuring that inspiratory pressures are maintained at values that would not cause over-distension in lung tissue of normal compliance (Figure 14.19).

**Pathophysiology**

The pathophysiological details of ventilator-induced lung damage have largely been investigated in animal models, for obvious reasons. Two distinct processes have been identified, which occur initially in sequence: an acute phase characterized by interstitial and pulmonary oedema and surfactant dysfunction, followed by a sub-acute phase characterized by inflammation.

Acute oedema occurs through the combined effects of increased filtration and increased permeability. The transcapillary hydrostatic pressure, which is the pressure responsible for driving fluid out of the extra-alveolar pulmonary vessels, is increased in two ways. First, it is increased by a drop in the interstitial pressure around the extra-alveolar vessels resulting from (1) increased surface tension secondary to surfactant dysfunction, and (2) stretching open of the interstitial space by the lung over-inflation (Figure 14.20). Second, it is increased by an increase in extra-alveolar hydrostatic pressure which occurs in response to the decreased calibre of intra-alveolar vessels caused by the raised alveolar pressure.

Surfactant dysfunction arises from a number of possible mechanisms. In the short term, surfactant release from type 2 alveolar cells is enhanced by high-volume ventilation, but the increased surface area changes of the alveoli increases the rate at which surfactant is ‘milked’ into the conducting airways and eventually exceeds the rate of production. In addition, high tidal volume ventilation increases the conversion of ‘large aggregate’ surfactant into...
Figure 14.19 Effect of inspiration of a ‘normal’ tidal volume on alveolar wall stress.
Panel A depicts a lung with normal end-expiratory lung volume (EELV) and low alveolar wall tension into which is delivered a ‘normal’ volume breath, resulting in a ‘normal’ end-inspiratory lung volume (EILV) with modestly increased alveolar wall tension.

In panel B, a proportion of the lung units are not available for ventilation, but have not collapsed. This means that at the normal EELV the wall tension in the functional alveoli is not raised. However, in this situation a ‘normal’ tidal volume is now delivered into fewer alveoli. This means that although the EILV is still ‘normal’, the functioning alveoli are over-expanded and have excess wall tension.

In panel C, which represents the more usual situation, the non-functioning lung units have collapsed. In this situation if the EELV is to remain ‘normal’, the functional lung units have to be larger than usual, and even at end-expiration have increased wall tension. Now a normal tidal volume results in a gross increase in alveolar wall tension, even though the EILV is ‘normal’.

the inactive ‘small aggregate’ form. Finally, residual surfactant is rapidly inactivated by plasma proteins that leak into the alveoli.

The permeability of both the capillary endothelium and the alveolar epithelium is increased by a number of mechanisms, ranging from the generation of both intracellular and intercellular gaps, which is separation of these cells from the underlying basement membrane, to complete loss of capillary endothelial cells and alveolar type 1
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Figure 14.20 Effect of surfactant degradation and alveolar over-inflation on interstitial pressure.

The diagram on the left represents a pulmonary interstitial space with a central blood vessel surrounded on three sides by air spaces lined by surfactant. Under conditions of over-inflation (right) the interstitial pressure is reduced by being ‘stretched’ open by the adjacent air spaces, as well as a significant increase in the air space surface tension caused by surfactant degradation.

epithelial cells. Ultimately, the basement membrane itself may give way, leading to alveolar haemorrhage. Alveolar type 2 cells, which usually occupy the alveolar corners appear to be relatively spared in this process.

Increases in intracellular calcium concentration arising from breaches in the cell membrane provoke the mobilization, coalescence and exocytosis of intra-cytoplasmic ‘patches’ of lipid vesicles at the site of damage to the cell membrane. Cellular deformation is sensed by molecules that are positioned at the junction between the cell’s cytoskeleton and the trans-membrane connectors to adjacent cells and tissues, and which trigger a number of other processes involved in cellular remodelling and repair. These include the activation of genes involved in paracrine signalling, resulting in the production of factors such as transforming growth factor (TGF-β1) and basic fibroblast growth factor, as well as genes involved in the synthesis of fibronectin, collagen and matrix metalloproteinases.

Whether the responses mentioned previously are also directly responsible for the activation of pro-inflammatory genes, or whether their activation arises secondary to cell necrosis and the exposure of basement membrane, or whether both mechanisms operate, remains to be elucidated. Regardless, it is now clear that the sub-acute response to stretch injury is an inflammatory response that draws neutrophils to the lung parenchyma and macrophages to the alveolar air spaces, and that this process is exacerbated by hyperoxia. The inflammatory process produces cytokines that can be detected in lung lavage, which may then ‘spill over’ into the systemic circulation to cause organ damage at other sites. It has been suggested, but remains to be proved, that ventilation-induced pulmonary-derived inflammatory mediators might be responsible for the multiple organ failure seen in patients with severe lung injury.

The role of lung mechanics

Detection of the end-inspiratory lung pressure or volume at which over-distension is occurring would be useful, as it would allow clinicians to set the upper pressure or volume limits for non-injurious mechanical ventilation. Inspection of the static inflation pressure-volume curve from functional residual capacity to vital capacity, which can now be measured on some modern ventilators, often shows an upper inflection, which is said to mark the end of alveolar recruitment or the beginning of lung over-distension (Figure 14.21). However, the exact significance of the upper inflection point is not known, the pressure-volume curves are awkward and
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Figure 14.21 Static inflation (blue) and deflation (green) pressure-volume curves.

The blue line indicates paired measurements of inflating pressure plotted against lung volume from functional residual capacity (FRC) to total lung capacity (TLC). In order to avoid the effect of resistance to gas flow, the measurements should be made by the sequential introduction of a small, known, volume of gas (50 to 100 mL) followed by a brief pause to allow the airway pressure to settle to its true value. Mechanical ventilators actually measure the quasi-static inflation pressure/volume curve because they measure pressures during a constant low-flow insufflation and ignore the effect of resistance to gas flow. An ‘ideal’ inflation pressure-volume has a lower inflection point (LIP) and an upper inflection point (UIP), but in practice these points cannot always be identified. The physiological significance of the LIP and UIP remain disputed.

The deflation limb (green) of the pressure-volume traces a different contour, reflecting the fact that the lung has hysteresis. As with the inflation limb, an ideal deflation limb has an inflection which is known as the expiratory inflection point (EIP), and which is said to represent the onset of alveolar collapse.

time-consuming to measure, and there is no evidence that using the upper inflection point is any more effective than using the lowest possible inflating pressure. At the low-volume end of the static inflation pressure-volume curve is the lower inflection point28 (LIP, Figure 14.21), which for a long time was thought to represent the end of alveolar recruitment. Besides the fact that there is now good evidence that alveolar recruitment occurs throughout the inflation phase, there remains consider-

able uncertainty about the events at a cellular level which constitute ‘alveolar recruitment’ and that are responsible for the transition from a lower compliance to higher compliance state. The currently accepted view regards this to be due to the opening of alveoli, predominantly in the dependent parts of the lung, that have collapsed under the combined effects of the weight of overlying oedematous lung, and of surfactant degradation. However, this view has been challenged. Studies in animals suggest that ventilation in which the LIP is repeatedly crossed is injurious, and this damage can be avoided by setting PEEP above the LIP. In fact, evidence that this is the case in humans is lacking. Thus the ARDSnet comparison of high PEEP versus low PEEP, in which there was no outcome difference between the groups, did not select the high PEEP on the basis of the LIP, and the two clinical studies that have selected high PEEP on the basis of the LIP also used lower tidal volumes in the high PEEP group, making it impossible to isolate the effect of the higher PEEP from that due to the lower tidal volume. Besides the LIP, which is on the inspiratory limb of the pressure-volume curve, there is also an inflection on the deflation limb that is sometimes called the ‘expiratory inflection point’ or ‘closing volume’ that often occurs at a lower pressure than the LIP, but at a greater lung volume (Figure 14.21). On the basis that this inflection is caused by an increase in the rate of alveolar collapse, it is believed by some that PEEP should be set at or above the EIP following a recruitment manoeuvre, although to date the EIP has been substituted for optimal SpO2 in clinical studies.

Although not formally recognized as such, recruitable lung is in fact present in two forms: a tidally recruited form and a potentially recruitable form. The potentially recruitable lung is that part of the lung which is not opened by the pressure excursions of normal ventilation but which can be opened by a high-pressure ‘recruitment manoeuvre’. Many such manoeuvres have been

28 Sometimes referred to in the literature as ‘Pflex’.
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Table 14.12 Questions that remain to be answered about recruitment manoeuvres and positive end-expiratory pressure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recruitment Manoeuvres</th>
<th>Positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Which recruitment manoeuvre is best, and does it depend on the lung pathology?</td>
<td>How should we set PEEP?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What proportion of patients are recruitable when they are first intubated?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does this depend on the lung pathology?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does a patient’s ‘recruitability’ change with time? If this is so, does this also depend on the lung pathology?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How often does a patient need to be recruited, and what does this depend on?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does maintaining a patient optimally recruited alter the course of their lung disease?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is lung recruitment harmful? Are there any patients who should not have their lungs recruited?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

described in the literature, and have been shown in both animals and man to improve lung mechanics and oxygenation. Furthermore, identifying the critical closing pressure on the deflation limb of the pressure-volume curve (Figure 14.21) allows PEEP to be set at a pressure that is often lower than the LIP. Because many questions remain to be answered about recruitment manoeuvres (Table 14.12,) they should be used selectively, but routine use cannot yet be endorsed.

Ventilator-induced diaphragmatic damage (VIDD)

Diaphragm inactivity caused by mechanical ventilation results in a significant reduction in diaphragmatic strength that arises independently of the effects of anaesthetic agents and neuromuscular blocking drugs, and worsens with the duration of mechanical ventilation. Atrophy, remodelling of fibres, structural injury and oxidative stress have all been implicated as potentially causative. Attenuation of VIDD has been achieved by anti-oxidant treatment, which reduces proteolysis, and by use of a triggered mode of ventilation rather than continuous mandatory ventilation in order to maintain muscle activity. VIDD may contribute to the many factors causing failure to wean in patients undergoing mechanical ventilation.

Oxygen toxicity

The survival benefit of mechanical ventilation with lower tidal volumes demonstrated by the ARDSnet study[34] serves as a useful reminder that clinical interventions may be contributing to both morbidity and mortality. The potential for harm is formally acknowledged for drug therapy in the ‘therapeutic ratio’, which is the ratio between toxic and therapeutic concentrations. In this sense, oxygen is no different from any other drug. Oxygen’s toxicity to both plant and animal life was appreciated very shortly after its discovery in the 1770s but was not systematically investigated until Paul Bert’s work in the 1870s and J. Lorrain Smith’s work in the late 1890s. From animal studies, it is evident that oxygen’s toxicity is a function of both the inhaled partial pressure and the duration of exposure. In a hyperbaric environment, pure oxygen causes seizures, but at atmospheric pressure it has effects on the lung and circulation. Normobaric hyperoxia has also been shown to suppress erythropoiesis and decrease systemic oxygen consumption. All of these effects can be reproduced in
Table 14.13 Markers of oxygen damage in patients with the acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS)

- Increased hydrogen peroxide in exhaled gas
- Increased lipid peroxidation products in exhaled gas
- Decreased plasma concentrations of thiol groups
- Increased carbonyl formation in plasma proteins
- Increased oxidized glutathione in lung lavage fluid
- Oxidatively modified α-1-proteinase inhibitor in lung lavage fluid

animals, and indeed the smaller (or younger) the animal, the more susceptible they are to oxygen toxicity. The prior presence of pulmonary inflammation renders the animal even more sensitive. Evidence supporting the hypothesis that oxygen’s toxicity is mediated by the generation of free radicals comes from experiments in which the formation of free radicals has been either enhanced or suppressed, with the effect of either accelerating or delaying, respectively, the animal’s death.

There is little direct evidence of pulmonary oxygen toxicity in patients receiving high inspired oxygen concentrations because of respiratory failure. However, given the fact that toxicity has been demonstrated in normal animal and human lungs, and animal data has shown that pulmonary inflammation sensitizes the lung to oxygen’s toxic effects, it is likely that a similar effect would be seen in humans. Indeed, there is plenty of indirect evidence of significant oxidant damage in patients with ARDS (Table 14.13). Hyperoxia increases the activity of nuclear factor κB (NF-κB), which, in turn, increases the expression of many key mediators of inflammation such as IL-1β, IL-6, IL-8 and TNFα. Conversely, the anti-oxidant N-acetyl-L-cysteine reduces the activation of NF-κB and the neutrophilic alveolitis in a lipopolysaccharide model of acute lung injury.

Unnecessary oxygen therapy has been shown to increase the mortality in patients following mild to moderate stroke[37] and in patients with myocardial infarction there was a tendency for both a higher mortality and more tachydysrhythmias.[38] In critically ill patients, a number of outcome prediction models such as APACHE II,29 MPM30 and SAPS II31 have found that outcome is negatively correlated with the ratio of the arterial partial pressure of oxygen (PaO₂) to the fractional inspired oxygen concentration (FiO₂), the so-called P:F ratio. Similarly, analysis of the distribution of PaO₂ and FiO₂ in survivors and non-survivors of ICU admission from the British Intensive Care Society’s APACHE II data base shows no significant difference between the two groups in terms of PaO₂ but a significantly higher FiO₂ in those who died[39] (Figure 14.22). Of course, proof of association is not proof of causation, and a reasonable explanation for these observations is that patients with more severe lung disease, who are therefore more likely to die, require a higher FiO₂ to achieve clinically acceptable oxygenation. However, interventions that have yielded significant improvements in oxygenation, such as inhaled nitric oxide, prone ventilation, or increased PEEP, have all failed to deliver a survival benefit, perhaps because of the negative effects of hyperoxia.

So what is safe?

Studies in healthy human subjects have failed to detect any harmful effects from the normobaric inhalation of 50% oxygen. However, there is no data on the ‘safe’ concentration of oxygen in patients with lung disease, and on the basis of the effect that pulmonary inflammation has on oxygen toxicity in animals (see earlier discussion), it would be reasonable to conclude that this would be less than 50%. In view of this, it is probably more useful to consider any oxygen concentration above 21% as potentially toxic in patients with lung inflammation in order

29 Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation II.
30 Mortality Prediction Model.
31 Simplified Acute Physiology Score II.
to encourage the delivery of an $F_iO_2$ that just meets clinically acceptable oxygenation targets.

Of course, in this context the next question is, ‘What is the lowest acceptable arterial oxygen saturation or $PaO_2$?’ Although there is no clear answer to this question, it is interesting to note that humans are able to live permanently at altitudes in the region of 5500 metres, where the arterial partial pressure of oxygen would be around 2.9 kPa. Although some of the effects of this low $PaO_2$ would be offset in the long term by physiological adaptations, this nonetheless suggests that the traditional view that a $PaO_2$ under 8 kPa is unacceptable is probably not appropriate. For each patient, the clinician will need to balance the harm of too little oxygen against the harm of too much, perhaps titrating the $F_iO_2$ down until it is no more than 30% or there is functional evidence of hypoxia, such as confusion or a rising blood lactate concentration.

---

32 Increased haematocrit, increased red cell concentrations of 2,3-diphosphoglycerate, increased respiratory rate, increased renal bicarbonate loss and increased organ capillary density.

33 In neonatal practice it is not unusual to manage infants with saturations of around 60%.

---

Figure 14.22 Distribution of the lowest arterial partial pressure of oxygen (left) and highest fractional inspired oxygen concentration (right) in the first 24 hours of intensive care between survivors and non-survivors to hospital discharge.

Data from the UK’s APACHE II database. Figure adapted from Young JD. Hypoxemia and mortality in the ICU. In: Vincent J-L, ed. Yearbook of Intensive Care and Emergency Medicine. Berlin: Springer-Verlag; 2000:858.

---

**Extra-pulmonary effects of mechanical ventilation**

**Cardiovascular system**

During positive pressure ventilation, the pressure excursions within the airways, alveoli, lung parenchyma, pleural cavity and mediastinum are opposite to those that occur during normal breathing. As the heart lies within the mediastinum, the pressures within the cardiac chambers are influenced by fluctuations in airway pressure (although this is attenuated to varying degrees by the compliance of the intervening tissues of the lung parenchyma, mediastinal pleura, mediastinum and pericardium) and this has a detectable effect on cardiac performance.

**Venous return**

The flow of blood from the extrathoracic systemic veins to the right atrium is passive and depends on the steepness of the pressure gradient between the two. During both spontaneous ventilation and positive pressure ventilation, the increase in thoracic
volume compresses the abdominal contents, causing intra-abdominal pressure to rise and with this, the pressure within the large intra-abdominal veins. Although this has no effect on the pressure within the extrathoracic veins above the diaphragm, the overall effect on the extrathoracic systemic veins is to cause a small increase in pressure during inspiration (Figure 14.23). However, intrathoracic pressure, and therefore right atrial pressure, falls during inspiration in spontaneous ventilation but rises during positive pressure ventilation. The result is that inspiration increases venous return during spontaneous ventilation but decreases venous return during positive pressure ventilation.

Although mean right atrial pressure is increased during positive pressure ventilation, the pressure difference between the cavity of the right atrium and the tissue surrounding it, known as the transmural pressure, actually falls, because of the even greater increase in the pressure around the right atrium (Figure 14.24). Because atrial transmural pressure is one of the physiological mechanisms for estimating intravascular volume, the fall in atrial transmural pressure is interpreted as an abrupt loss of volume, activating compensatory mechanisms, which include a sharp reduction in the release of atrial natriuretic peptide, and increases in the circulating concentrations of vasopressin, renin, angiotensin and aldosterone. Together with the reduction in cardiac output that is also caused by positive pressure ventilation (see later discussion), these mechanisms combine to produce reductions in renal blood flow, glomerular filtration rate and urine output, together with increases in the renal re-absorption of sodium and water.

**Right ventricular performance**

As a consequence of the reduction in venous return with positive pressure ventilation, right ventricular stroke volume also falls. Right ventricular performance is also dependent on the right ventricular after-load represented by the pulmonary vascular resistance, which is affected by lung volume.

**Pulmonary vascular resistance**

Lung volume has a strong influence on pulmonary vascular resistance through two independent mechanisms, one physical, the other physiological. On the physical side, the pulmonary vessels are thin-walled compared to systemic arteries, and their diameter depends on the pressure that surrounds them. Smaller pulmonary arterioles, capillaries and venules run within the alveolar septa and can effectively be considered as intra-alveolar vessels that are exposed to alveolar pressure. The remaining vasculature is effectively extra-alveolar and sits within the pulmonary parenchyma where it is subject to the distending tension normally present at normal lung volumes. At high lung volumes, the extra-alveolar vessels are held widely open by the increased stretching force within the pulmonary parenchyma, but the intra-alveolar vessels are compressed by the high alveolar pressures, resulting in an increase in pulmonary vascular resistance (Figure 14.25). At low lung volumes, the parenchymal stretch diminishes, allowing the extra-alveolar vessels to narrow and pulmonary vascular resistance to increase. In addition, at low lung volumes the physiological mechanism also becomes effective through alveolar closure and atelectasis. As the alveolar partial pressure of oxygen falls within the poorly ventilated lung units, which is in contrast to systemic arterioles under these conditions, pulmonary arterioles constrict as a means of optimizing ventilation and

---

34 The rise in vascular pressures caused by positive airway pressure is proportional, but not identical, because of the dissipation of pressure between the two compartments caused by the compliance of intervening tissue. Even in patients with normal respiratory system compliance, only 20% to 25% of the airway pressure is transmitted to the vascular compartment. Thus the addition of 12 cm H₂O of PEEP, for example, would only be expected to cause a 3-cm H₂O water rise in central venous pressure, at most. In patients with poor respiratory system compliance, who might require high levels of PEEP, the proportional transmission of airway pressure to the vascular compartment will be much less and may be undetectable.
perfusion. Thus at low lung volumes, extra-alveolar vessels narrowing is compounded by intra-alveolar vasoconstriction in response to local hypoxia, with both contributing to an increase in pulmonary vascular resistance (Figure 14.25).

**Left ventricular performance**

The reduction in right ventricular stroke volume that accompanies the institution of positive pressure ventilation inevitably results in a fall in left ventricular stroke volume and cardiac output. However, the increase in intrathoracic pressure transmitted to the left ventricle results in an increase in the end-diastolic ventricular pressure. Therefore, the difference between the left ventricular end-systolic and end-diastolic pressures is reduced, and with it the work-load imposed on the left ventricle (Figure 14.26). In patients with normal cardiac function, the reduction in cardiac pre-load has a predominating effect, resulting in a marked fall in cardiac output (Figure 14.27). In patients with cardiac failure, however, the reduction in pre-load and after-load can result in significant improvements in cardiac function.
The atrial transmural pressure, which is the difference between the pressure in the right atrial cavity and the pressure of the tissue surrounding the right atrium (intrathoracic pressure), determines right atrial distension. During spontaneous ventilation, right atrial pressure is low, but the mean intrathoracic pressure around the right atrium is negative. In contrast, during positive pressure ventilation, the mean intrathoracic pressure rises considerably more than the right atrial pressure, which means that although the right atrial pressure increases, the atrial transmural pressure actually decreases, and the volume of the right atrium falls.

Gastrointestinal system

MOUTH, OESOPHAGUS, STOMACH AND SMALL INTESTINE

Physical damage to the mouth and oesophagus have been discussed earlier, as have the changes to the oral flora. Erosive oesophagitis has been found in 30% to 50% of patients ventilated for more than 48 hours, and together with duodenal ulceration is the most common cause for significant upper gastrointestinal haemorrhage. Although gastric tubes contribute to the damage, both by facilitating gastroesophageal reflux and causing mechanical irritation, gastroesophageal reflux occurs even in the absence of a gastric tube because of the high prevalence of very poor lower oesophageal sphincter tone. Both opiates and adrenergic agonists undoubtedly contribute to this. While acid-suppression therapy may reduce oesophagitis caused by acid reflux, it will not prevent the oesophageal damage caused by duodenogastroesophageal reflux, which in one study was detected in 48% of the patients examined. In the absence of gastric acid, reflux of duodenal content may cause oesophageal damage through the action of trypsin, which is normally inactivated by gastric acid or by unconjugated bile acids generated from their conjugated form by gastric bacterial overgrowth. It is perhaps not coincidental, therefore, that bacterial colonization of the stomach is more likely in patients with gastric stasis, and in this study the severity of oesophagitis was correlated with the gastric residual volume. The degree to which duodenogastric reflux or disturbances of gastric and bowel motility can be ascribed to mechanical ventilation or associated therapy as opposed to any of the myriad associated conditions requiring mechanical ventilation, remains to be clarified. However, opioids and adrenergic agonists are almost invariably prescribed in mechanically ventilated patients for patient comfort, sedation and bronchodilation, and are known to interfere with gastrointestinal motility, as are oedema and electrolyte disorders which arise in response to signals generated by increased intrathoracic pressure. The strong independent association between positive pressure ventilation and upper gastrointestinal haemorrhage

35 See ‘Other complications’ under ‘Intubation and the artificial airway’ in this chapter.
36 See ‘Endogenous route’ under ‘Ventilator-associated pneumonia, Prevention’ in this chapter.
from gastric erosions or ulcers is likely to be due to a combination of factors, including stress, and decreased gastric mucosal protection secondary to a fall in splanchnic blood flow.

**Large bowel**

Constipation and abdominal distension are commonly associated with patients receiving positive pressure ventilation and are most likely to be caused by the same factors that cause motility problems in the small bowel.

**Liver and gallbladder**

The liver is unique in having a dual blood supply, with 50% to 55% of the oxygen supply coming from the portal venous blood and 45% to 50% coming from the hepatic artery. As discussed above, positive pressure ventilation causes a reduction in cardiac output that is further reduced by PEEP. While the cerebral and renal circulations are able to autoregulate, this is not so for the splanchnic circulation as a whole, and so reductions in cardiac output result in proportionally greater reductions in portal venous flow. However, reductions in portal flow are compensated by increases in hepatic arterial flow in a manner described as the ‘hepatic arterial buffer response’, which attempts to maintain total hepatic perfusion. In addition, the liver is sensitive to ‘downstream’ pressure changes in the right atrium and supra-hepatic inferior vena cava, and hepatic engorgement has been documented in animals following the institution of positive pressure ventilation with PEEP. Prolonged periods of positive pressure ventilation with high mean intrathoracic pressures have been associated with venous ischaemia, resulting in elevations in serum transaminases and hyperbilirubinaemia. This is unlikely to be seen where lung-protective ventilation strategies are used. Nevertheless, even with an intact hepatic arterial buffer response and reasonable tidal volumes, mechanical ventilation is able to reduce hepatic blood flow sufficiently to cause measurable reductions in drug clearance.

**Renal function**

In addition to a renal response to the reduction in cardiac output and mean arterial pressure described previously, the institution of mechanical ventilation
is also immediately accompanied by a reduction in urine output as a result of the fall in the transmural pressure of the right atrium. This causes a reduction in the secretion of atrial natriuretic peptide and activation of both the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system and pituitary vasopressin secretion.

**Neurological function**

**Acute effects**

The cerebral circulation is sensitive to the arterial partial pressure of carbon dioxide (PaCO₂), responding to hypocapnia by vasoconstriction and to hypercapnia by vasodilatation. Cerebral vasoconstriction reduces cerebral blood flow, and by reducing the intra-cerebral blood volume results in a fall in intra-cerebral pressure. In patients at risk of raised intra-cranial pressure, deliberate hyperventilation to achieve a PaCO₂ of around 4 kPa can therefore be used as an additional control measure. In these patients, inadvertent hypoventilation leading to intra-cranial hypertension may result in either a poorer neurological outcome, or in some cases might actually precipitate trans-tentorial herniation and death. The benefits of hyperventilation on intra-cranial pressure must be balanced with the detrimental effects on blood flow of cerebral vasoconstriction with excessive PaCO₂ reduction.

Although PEEP is transmitted to the central venous pressure and therefore contributes to a reduction in cerebral perfusion pressure, only a modest fraction of the applied PEEP is actually transmitted in patients with normal pulmonary compliance (20% to 25%), and even less in patients with poor pulmonary compliance. In truth, the impact that positive pressure ventilation and PEEP has on cerebral perfusion is mediated through the reduction in cardiac output rather than any increases to venous pressures and is readily corrected by an increase in circulating volume or, where necessary, the use of vasopressors.

**Sleep**

Normal sleep involves two quite distinct brain states: light and deep non-rapid eye movement (NREM) sleep and rapid eye movement (REM) sleep. On average, an adult is asleep for about 8 hours during which the brain cycles between sleep states with periods of REM sleep occurring every 90 to 120 minutes. Overall, about 50% of the total sleep time (TST) is spent in stage 2 NREM, 25% in REM sleep and 10% to 15% in deep (stages 3 and 4) NREM, also called slow-wave sleep (Figure 14.28). Although the function of sleep is still unknown, both the quality and quantity of sleep are important. Sleep deprivation and sleep fragmentation in both animal and human studies cause a range of adverse effects including accelerated protein catabolism, defects in lymphocyte and neutrophil function, loss of the normal circadian rhythm of neurohypophyseal secretion, and carbohydrate intolerance, in addition to the neuropsychiatric side effects including daytime somnolence, poor mood and reduced motivation. Although total sleep time may not be universally decreased in mechanically ventilated patients, sleep architecture is grossly disturbed, with loss of the diurnal sleep/wake cycle and significant reductions in the duration of deep NREM and REM sleep with little or no sleep consolidation (Figure 14.29). While critical illness and the intensive care unit environment have to take some of the blame, there is little doubt that mechanical ventilation, per se, is also responsible (Table 14.14).

**Psychological morbidity**

The intrinsically unpleasant nature of tracheal intubation and positive pressure ventilation inevitably require the administration of sedatives or analgesics or both, and occasionally neuromuscular blocking agents. The neurological complications of these drugs, particularly when used by continuous

37 Known colloquially as ‘coning’.
38 Cerebral perfusion pressure = mean arterial pressure – central venous pressure.
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Figure 14.28 Duration of total sleep time and sleep stages in adults by age, and mechanically ventilated patients.
infusion, include prolonged sedation, delirium, and neuromyopathy, which are discussed in Chapter 8, as well as withdrawal syndromes and an increased risk for long-term psychological disturbance, which are discussed later.

Repeated or continuous administration of some drugs can induce tolerance or dependence, or both. Tolerance to a drug is said to occur when progressively larger doses of the drug are required to achieve the same clinical end-point and may arise because of the induction of drug clearance mechanisms (pharmacokinetic tolerance), or because of decreasing effector-site activity because of receptor down-regulation, sub-cellular adaptation or induction of counter-regulatory mechanisms (pharmacodynamic tolerance). Dependence describes the triggering of a reproducible and characteristic constellation of effects (the withdrawal syndrome) following drug withdrawal or dose reduction that may be either psychological or physical. Benzodiazepines and opioids both induce tolerance and dependence, and prolonged use of either drug is associated with a characteristic withdrawal syndrome (Table 14.15). In one small study in adults, withdrawal syndrome occurred in 32% of the patients who spent more than seven days in intensive care. These patients were younger, received mechanical ventilation for longer, had received higher mean doses of opioids and benzodiazepines and were more likely to have received propofol and neuromuscular blocking drugs.[43] Withdrawal syndromes are thought to be less likely with potent, short-acting opioids, but in fact have been reported for fentanyl, sufentanil and remifentanil. Indeed, in one hospital where remifentanil has largely replaced both propofol and morphine in order to provide ‘analgesia-based’ comfort, expenditure on clonidine to treat agitation has risen proportionately to the increased expenditure on remifentanil (Figure 14.30). There is very little information on the adverse consequences of the withdrawal syndrome in patients receiving mechanical ventilation, although it is likely that these might include re-introduction of the offending drug, leading to a prolongation of the need for ventilatory support, self-extubation, seizures (benzodiazepines) and cardiac consequences from the combination of tachycardia and hypertension in vulnerable patients. As the withdrawal syndrome evolves...
to opioids is associated with rises in the plasma concentrations of β-endorphin, met-enkephalin, adrenocorticotropic and cortisol, it is possible that changes in these hormones could be used to provide more information on the incidence and consequences of withdrawal.

The fact that mechanical ventilation, and in particular essential coincidental issues such as the tracheal tube, suctioning, communication problems and ventilator dependence, are believed to be unpleasant is based on an intuitive assessment corroborated by patients’ reports. The traditional response has been to prevent patients from becoming aware of these events through the liberal use of sedatives, supplemented, where necessary, by analgesics. However, evidence is emerging that the incidence of unpleasant psychological sequelae of mechanical ventilation, such as anxiety, depression and the post-traumatic stress disorder, is actually increased in patients who have been prevented from laying down factual memories, even though the recollections are for unpleasant events.[44] One approach is to reduce ‘sedative saturation’ with daily sedation breaks, which has been shown not only to reduce the duration of mechanical ventilation,[45] but may also reduce the incidence of post-traumatic stress disorder.[46] An alternative approach is to switch the emphasis from sedation to analgesia, with the aim of increasing awareness and recollection, while minimizing or eliminating discomfort, so-called ‘analgesia-based’
sedation. Remifentanil, a potent and ultra-short acting 4-analidopiperidine\(^{39}\) agonist at the \(\mu\)-opioid receptor, is rapidly hydrolysed by plasma esterases to almost inactive metabolites. In combination with its potency, this theoretically gives the drug two important properties: organ-independent elimination and non-accumulation. This makes it the ideal opioid for providing analgesia-based sedation. However, specifically with respect to the psychological sequelae of mechanically ventilation, it is unlikely that an opioid-based regime will deliver the intended benefits because of the combined effects of dysphoria and the interference with the laying down of long-term memory caused by opioid-induced disruption of deep NREM and REM sleep.
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Chapter 15

Mechanical ventilation for transport

TERRY MARTIN

Introduction
The number of transfers of critically ill patients within and between hospitals has been continuously increasing throughout the entire evolution of intensive care medicine. This is mostly due to the development of highly technical and non-portable diagnostic devices, the escalating complexity of healthcare, the concentration of skills into specialized regional centres and, not uncommonly, a shortage of intensive care beds. The transfer or transport of critical care patients offer the most difficult challenges and require detailed planning, preparation, skill, knowledge and teamwork to achieve success. Even the transport of patients between two departments in one hospital can be hazardous. Arguably, the highest risk is that of ensuring a patent airway and adequate ventilation. This chapter discusses the process of transferring ventilated patients and examines portable ventilators in some detail.

Basic overview of ventilation for transfer or transport

Indications and contra-indications for transfer
Almost invariably, critical care patients are transferred or transported either to a higher level of clinical care or to a diagnostic procedure that will help direct future clinical management. The indications for transfer are therefore clinical and have the ultimate aim of delivering the patient to the most appropriate care or delivering the most appropriate care to the patient. On occasion, the number of patients requiring intensive care exceeds the number of beds available and a less critical patient may need to be transferred to create ‘care space’ for a new and unstable patient who is less fit for transport. Clearly, this transfer has no direct advantage for the patient, and under these circumstances the balance of risks and benefits is totally one sided. These ‘non-clinical’ transfers are often not easy to justify and present the most difficult ethical dilemmas. Contra-indications to transfer are presented in Table 15.1.

Risks and hazards of transportation
Critically ill patients have deranged physiology and require organ support and invasive monitoring. They tolerate poorly the effects of movement and vibration or changes in body temperature, and complications are not uncommon (Table 15.2). Audits suggest that 15% of patients arrive at the destination hospital with detrimental hypoxia or hypotension, and 10% have injuries or other problems not detected before transfer.

A study of 191 incident reports from intra-hospital transfers in Australia\cite{1} found that 39% of incidents identified problems with equipment and

---

Table 15.1 Contra-indications to transfer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inability to</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maintain and protect a patient’s airway during transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide adequate oxygenation or ventilation during transport using either manual (bag-valve) ventilation or the available portable ventilator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintain acceptable haemodynamic performance during transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adequately monitor patient cardiopulmonary status during transport</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 15.2 Specific hazards and complications of transporting the mechanically ventilated patient

- Hyperventilation during manual ventilation may cause respiratory alkalosis, cardiac dysrhythmias and hypotension.
- Loss of PEEP or CPAP may result in hypoxaemia.
- Position changes may result in hypotension, hypercarbia or hypoxaemia.
- Tachycardia and other dysrhythmias have been associated with transport.
- Movement may cause disconnection from ventilatory support and respiratory compromise.
- Movement may result in accidental extubation.
- Movement may result in accidental removal of vascular access.
- Loss of oxygen supply may lead to hypoxaemia.
- Equipment failure can result in inaccurate data or loss of monitoring capabilities.
- Inadvertent disconnection of intravenous pharmacologic agents may result in haemodynamic instability.

61% identified patient management issues. Serious adverse outcomes occurred in 31% of these reports. These included major physiological derangement (15%), prolonged hospital stay (4%), physical or psychological injury (3%) and death (2%). Communication problems, inadequate protocols, inadequate servicing and poor training were prominent factors in equipment-related incidents. Errors of problem recognition and judgement, failure to follow protocols, inadequate patient preparation, haste and inattention were common management-related incidents. The authors conclude that intra-hospital transport poses an important risk to ICU patients and that it is reasonable to expect that inter-hospital transfers would offer even more opportunities for error and the sub-optimum performance of both equipment and staff.

**Assessing the need for transfer**

The need for the transfer should be assessed by the consultants in charge of the patient so that the risks of transport can be weighed against the potential benefits from the planned diagnostic or therapeutic procedure to be performed. In making the decision, the question arises: ‘will information from this diagnostic procedure actually change the patient’s management?’ A number of authors[2,3] have suggested that nearly two thirds of all transports for diagnostic studies fail to yield results that affect patient care, but these studies are now out of date and the current situation is unclear.

**Equipment and procedures**

The desirable characteristics of equipment for intra-hospital transfer are the same as those for inter-hospital transfers (Table 15.3).

The standard of patient monitoring during the transfer is essentially the same as that prior to transfer, although in some cases it may actually require increasing the monitoring. Modalities monitored depend on the condition of the patient and the likelihood of any deterioration. Minimum standard
Table 15.3 Criteria for transport equipment

- Robust
- Lightweight
- Portable
- Failsafe
- Battery powered with mains charging
- Fully compatible and modular
- Illuminated displays
- Visible and audible alarms
- User friendly

Table 15.4 Minimum standard monitoring modalities for a ventilated patient

- Pre-transfer blood gas analysis (long distance transports may require ‘bedside’ analysers)
- Pre-transfer NIBP ‘cuff’ pressure (to cross-check the invasive BP)
- Ventilator settings
  - Ventilation mode
  - Ventilation rate
  - Delivered tidal volume
  - Peak airway pressure
  - Peak end-expiratory pressure
- Oxygen saturation (pulse oximetry)
- End-tidal capnography
- Heart rate and electrocardiogram
- Blood pressure (preferably using arterial cannulation)

Preparing the patient

From the perspective of ventilatory support, the simplest patients to prepare for transfer are those

1 BS 5682, updated in 1984.
that already have definitive airway management in place, either in the form of a trans-laryngeal tube or tracheostomy, and are receiving a mandatory mode of ventilation. Regrettably, these conditions are often lacking in one or other respect prior to many transfers, and therefore decisions need to be made about securing the airway or changing the mode of mechanical ventilation for the transfer.

Tracheal intubation is the safest and most effective technique for (1) providing respiratory support, (2) maintaining an open airway, (3) protecting the airway from aspiration, and (4) providing tracheo-bronchial toileting. If there is any chance that the patient may need to have any of these benefits of tracheal intubation during the transfer, then it is essential that this is performed prior to transfer where the conditions are optimum and additional help is available (Box 15.1).

Infection control
Universal precautions should be rigorously observed\(^4\) and all equipment should be disinfected between patients. Published recommendations (e.g. from the US Center for Disease Control and
Prevention) for control of exposure to tuberculosis and droplet nuclei should be implemented when a patient is known or suspected to be immunosuppressed, is known to have tuberculosis or has other risk factors for the disease.[5]

Intermediate information on transport ventilators

Oxygen supplies

The recent development of new lightweight portable oxygen cylinders made of carbon fibre\(^2\) has been of great benefit to patient transportation. As well as being lighter than conventional metal cylinders, they are strong and resistant to corrosion. Cylinder technology is very important in long distance transfers, especially in aeromedical transportation. For instance, cylinders used in commercial aircraft must be approved and stored separately from the aircraft emergency oxygen supplies. It is vital to calculate the patient’s oxygen requirements because, although taking too little can be a catastrophe, taking too much can be an expensive and greatly inconvenient error. Cylinder weight, even the new carbon fibre cylinders, and bulk are potential problems. It is therefore essential that all the cylinders carried are as near to full as possible at the start of the journey. Clearly, in aeromedical practice, cylinders need to be changed more frequently than in a hospital setting. In a hospital, it may be reasonable to allow a cylinder to get as low as to a quarter of its full contents before changing it, whereas in an aircraft the difficulty with cylinder changes in flight, as well as the bulk and weight issues, means that they are often changed on the ground if they are below three quarters full.

To address these issues, some air ambulance systems use oxygen concentrators or liquid oxygen containers when undertaking long distance transfers. The issues that apply to aircraft oxygen systems also apply to medical oxygen systems. Oxygen is classed by aviation authorities around the world as dangerous air cargo, and special arrangements must be made to carry or use it in flight.

With liquid oxygen (LOX) stores, it is now possible to provide flow rates sufficient enough to power ventilation equipment and suction devices without the need for heavy reducing valves and regulators. One litre of LOX stored at \(-180^\circ C\) will yield over 800 litres of gaseous oxygen. This expansion rate is almost seven times greater than can be achieved with pressurized gas in conventional cylinders at 1800 psi. LOX converters are lightweight insulated containers which may contain up to 25 litres of liquid. Insulation is never perfect and, as temperature rises, if oxygen is not being used, more gas is formed and pressure within the container increases. A relief valve will eventually vent this excess but, when calculating oxygen requirements, adjustments must be made to compensate for the fall in oxygen content which starts to occur about 10 hours after LOX cylinders are filled.

An alternative method of obtaining high concentrations of oxygen is to generate oxygen on board the aircraft. The best method involves the use of zeolite molecular sieve technology to adsorb nitrogen in compressed air. This effectively enriches the oxygen content as nitrogen is removed. Almost 100% inspired oxygen concentration can be achieved, but flow rates are not sufficient for gas-driven devices. The need for faster flow rates and the danger of compressor failure disrupting the major oxygen supply will always necessitate the carriage of supplemental oxygen cylinders or LOX stores.

Transport ventilators

The ideal transport ventilator should have the features listed in Table 15.6. Clearly, the best ventilator is the one that will reproduce the ventilatory needs of the individual patient in the intensive care unit. However, a compromise is almost always inevitable in the quest for portability, ruggedness, and power.

\(^2\) Sabre\(^\text{TM}\) Full Wrap cylinders.
or gas consumption. This ‘quest for the best’ has inevitably spawned a wide range of potential models as technology has progressed in recent years. In fact, the choice is so great now and the technical abilities and limitations of each so complex that the potential customer needs help in making a choice. These items are expensive and should last for several years, so it is important to make the right choice before making a purchase. Ventworld is a valuable resource with good data summaries of many of the modern ventilators.3

Simple mechanical ventilators, such as the original Dräger Oxylog and the Pneupac series (Ventipac, Parapac, etc.), require no electrical power supply because the motive force is supplied by pressure from the oxygen cylinder. This clearly has a great advantage in terms of negating the risk of electrical failure or battery exhaustion, but the disadvantages include inadequate alarms and the lack of more complex ventilatory modes, as well as greatly increased gas consumption. Primary missions, when patients are delivered from the site of injury or illness direct to hospital, do not require complex ventilatory modes. The same can be said for the majority of intra- and inter-hospital transfers. In such cases, a patient requiring ventilation can be sedated (and preferably paralysed) and a mandatory mode, such as intermittent positive pressure ventilation (IPPV), can almost always be used. The main exception might be severe asthma where IPPV struggles to provide adequate inflation. Hand ventilation may then be the only suitable alternative en route.

In the tertiary transfer of a patient who may be partially weaned from a ventilator, it may be useful to have other ventilatory modes available. The commonest of these is continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP),4 triggered modes such as pressure support (PS) or hybrid modes such as synchronized intermittent mandatory ventilation (SIMV). The other requisite feature is the ability to provide positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) with any mode. This can be done in some cases by use of extra circuit valves separate to the ventilator. It seems likely that the use of non-invasive ventilation, and in particular the use of mask CPAP, will become increasingly common modalities of support during transport. Mask CPAP can be particularly useful


4 The only pure spontaneous mode. See Chapter 5.
for the cardiac pulmonary oedema patient and, of course, in paediatrics. At the time of this writing, there are several ventilators on the market which offer a good range of ventilatory modes, as well as durability, robustness and varying degrees of power economy and gas consumption.

In essence, transport ventilators can be divided into two basic groups. The first group is pneumatically driven ventilators that require high-pressure oxygen to drive the ventilator. No electrical power source is required. These ventilators tend to consume at least one litre of oxygen per minute to drive the ventilator. This one litre per minute of oxygen flow is lost for patient use and can add up to a substantial amount of oxygen during long distance transport.

The second group of ventilators generates tidal volume with electrically powered internal compressors. The benefit is that low-flow oxygen can be tapped into the ventilator inlet or directly into the patient circuit. These ventilators are the only ventilators that can be used on routine commercial airlines. It is important to know that most airlines will not allow these ventilators to be plugged into the aircraft electrical system. Sufficient source of external portable power is therefore essential during patient transport. Because of possible electromagnetic emissions generated by power-driven ventilators, operators of air ambulances and some aviation authorities will have an approved list of safe ventilators.

**Examples of transport ventilators**
The Breas PV403, Pulmonetic LTV1000, Newport HT50, Uni-Vent 754 and Puritan Bennett LP10 have been reviewed and compared in a recent study by an Australian aeromedical retrieval service.[6] Three of the most commonly used examples are compared here and in Table 15.7.

**Pulmonetic LTV1000**
The Pulmonetic LTV1000 is a popular modern electrically powered, computer-assisted transport and bedside ventilator. It is the size of a laptop computer and weighs only 5.7 kg. A useful interface makes the ‘push-and-turn’ operation of the LTV1000 easy to use and understand. Its sophisticated technology allows comprehensive management of ventilated breaths. The main cause of concern most often reported is the short battery life and the total and abrupt loss of ventilation and memory when power is lost.

**Dräger Oxylog 3000**
The ubiquitous Dräger Oxylog 3000 is a user-friendly, portable, time-cycled, volume-constant, pressure-controlled ventilator that can provide a number of ventilation modes (Table 15.7). It also has the benefits of inspiratory hold, a gas consumption display, 100% oxygen breaths and a simple self-check system with easy on-screen instructions.

**Uni-Vent Eagle TM754**
After a three-year study involving the transport of 125 ventilated patients by air ambulance with an average duration of transport of 10.6 hours, an unpublished report confirms the Uni-Vent Eagle TM754 ventilator fulfills all the recommended criteria for a transport ventilator.

**Manual Ventilation**
Most anaesthetists who are given the option to ventilate manually would probably prefer to use a Waters bag (Mapleson C circuit) because of the ‘feel’ this allows the operator and the presence of a manually adjustable exhaust valve which can be used to add variable amounts of PEEP (Figure 15.1). However, the Waters system does not have a self-inflating bag and separate reservoir, hence its non-inflating bag also acts as a reservoir but empties quickly as it requires high oxygen flow to meet the needs of peak inspiration. In effect, the self-inflating bag-valve-mask or airway adjunct (e.g. the AmbuTM

---

Table 15.7 Comparison of three popular transport ventilators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pulmonetic LTV1000</th>
<th>Dräger Oxylog 3000</th>
<th>Uni-Vent Eagle TM754</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>6.1 kg</td>
<td>4.9 kg</td>
<td>5.8 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensions</td>
<td>30 x 25 x 8 cm</td>
<td>28.5 x 18.4 x 17.5 cm</td>
<td>22 x 29 x 11.5 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC supply</td>
<td>90 to 240 V ac</td>
<td>100 to 240 V ac</td>
<td>110 to 240 V ac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC 12 volt compatible</td>
<td>11 to 15 V dc</td>
<td>10 to 32 V dc</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal battery life</td>
<td>2 hours</td>
<td>4 hours</td>
<td>5 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating temp</td>
<td>+5 to +40 °C</td>
<td>−20 to +50 °C</td>
<td>−60 to +60 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display</td>
<td>LED</td>
<td>Electro-luminescent LCD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FiO₂ range</td>
<td>0.21 to 1.0</td>
<td>0.4 to 1.0</td>
<td>0.21 to 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tidal volume</td>
<td>50 to 2000 mL</td>
<td>50 to 2000 mL</td>
<td>Full range possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tidal volume stability at altitude</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Up to 15 000 feet</td>
<td>Up to 25 000 feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory rate settings</td>
<td>2 to 80</td>
<td>2 to 60</td>
<td>1 to 150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak inspiratory flow rate</td>
<td>≤60 L.min⁻¹</td>
<td>≤60 L.min⁻¹</td>
<td>≤60 L.min⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEEP</td>
<td>0 to 20 mbar</td>
<td>0 to 20 mbar</td>
<td>0 to 20 mbar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure support</td>
<td>0 to 60 mbar</td>
<td>0 to 35 mbar (relative to PEEP)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spontaneous mode (CPAP)</td>
<td>0 to 20 mbar</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triggered mode</td>
<td>Yes, volume (ACV)</td>
<td>Yes, pressure</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid mode(s)</td>
<td>SIMV</td>
<td>SIMV, BIPAP</td>
<td>SIMV, ACV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandatory mode(s)</td>
<td>IPPV</td>
<td>IPPV</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehensive alarm system</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 mbar = 0.1 kPa = 1.0197 cm H₂O

Advanced topics in difficult transfer and transport scenarios

As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, inter-hospital transfers are becoming increasingly common, and outside of the hospital environment, there are few, if any, opportunities to make good any deficiencies that arise in transit. While a number of eventualities are unpredictable, running out of oxygen is not among them and can be avoided by some relatively straightforward calculations (Box 15.2).

Intra-hospital transfers to MRI scanners

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is becoming commonplace in UK hospitals, and seriously ill and injured patients are often transferred from the emergency department or intensive care unit for urgent imaging. With the advent of magnets of increasing

Figure 15.1 The Waters circuit.

resuscitators and their many ‘me-too’ copies) is the safest option because in the event of oxygen failure at least ventilation can continue using ambient air. This is not possible for the Waters system.
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**Box 15.2 Calculating the amount of oxygen in litres required during transport**

Flow rates depend on which ventilator is being used. For example, the original Dräger Oxylog 2000 uses a minimum of 1 L.min\(^{-1}\) plus 50% of the set minute volume in the ‘air mix’ mode (FiO\(_2\) of 0.6) or 1 L.min\(^{-1}\) plus the set minute volume in the ‘no air mix’ mode (FiO\(_2\) of 1.0).

Using the Uni-Vent 754 ventilator without use of a modified circle system, a flow rate of 2 L.min\(^{-1}\) can provide a FiO\(_2\) of 0.38. A flow rate of 4 L.min\(^{-1}\) can provide a FiO\(_2\) of 0.58. By using the modified circle system, a flow rate of 2 L.min\(^{-1}\) can provide a FiO\(_2\) of at least 0.8.

To calculate the number of oxygen cylinders required, calculate the patient’s minute volume (\(\dot{V}\)):

\[
\dot{V} = V_T \times f, \quad (15.1)
\]

where \(V_T\) is the tidal volume in litres and \(f\) is the respiratory rate in breaths.min\(^{-1}\). Then do the following:

- add 1 L.min\(^{-1}\) for pneumatically driven ventilators,
- estimate the journey time (TJ) in minutes as accurately as possible and
- check the type of oxygen cylinders available for the journey and look up the volume of oxygen (litres) available in a full cylinder (see Figure 15.2 and Table 15.8).

Use the FiO\(_2\) calculated or set on the ventilator.

Multiply the calculation by 1.5 to add a 50% reserve in case of unexpected delays or an increase in oxygen demand.

Round the answer up.

For pneumatically driven ventilators, use the following:

\[
\text{Number of cylinders} = \frac{1.5 \times (\dot{V} + 1) \times TJ \times FiO_2}{\text{Cylinder volume}}.
\]

For electrically driven ventilators, use the following:

\[
\text{Number of cylinders} = \frac{1.5 \times (\dot{V} \times TJ \times FiO_2)}{\text{Cylinder volume}}.
\]

**Example.** How many D-size oxygen cylinders (see Table 15.8) are required using the LTV 1000 (electrically driven) for a journey time of six hours in a patient with a tidal volume of 0.6 litres ventilated at 10 breaths per minute with an FiO\(_2\) of 0.4?

\[
\text{Number of cylinders} = \frac{1.5 \times (0.6 \times 10 \times 360 \times 0.4)}{340} = 3.8.
\]

Answer: It will take four full D-size cylinders.

---

strength, medical and other health workers have the potential for increased exposure to specific MRI hazards and concerns have also been expressed over patient safety, not least from equipment and items used or taken in to the scanner room.

There are three types of magnetic fields produced by MRI. Switched gradient fields and radiofrequency fields only exist within the confines of the magnet and present no real hazard. However, static fields extend beyond the confines of the magnet and
Table 15.8 Oxygen cylinders available in UK hospitals (See also Figure 15.2.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Weight (empty, kg)</th>
<th>Contents (litres)</th>
<th>Valve outlet pressure (bar)</th>
<th>Valve outlet connection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AZ</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>Pin-index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>Pin-index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6 mm firtree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Schraeder/6 mm firtree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>Bullnose 5/8&quot; BSP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Schraeder/6 mm firtree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>Pin-index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>680</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>Pin-index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>1360</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>Bullnose 5/8&quot; BSP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HX</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>2300</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Schraeder/6 mm firtree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZX</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>3040</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Schraeder/6 mm firtree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>3400</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>Bullnose 5/8&quot; BSP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>68.9</td>
<td>6800</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>Pin-index (side spindle)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 15.2 Comparative sizes and silhouettes of oxygen cylinders available in UK hospitals.

give a greater cause for concern. The field strength depends on the configuration and shielding of the magnet and decreases rapidly as the distance from the magnet increases.

The intense static magnetic field can be demonstrated by the attraction of ferromagnetic metals towards the bore of the scanner. Apart from the obvious dangers of being injured by unrestrained objects or by the movement (or malfunction) of any MRI incompatible implants within the body, short-term exposure represents no known health risk. There are, however, limitations on the types of equipment that can be used, including the ventilator. Therefore, the patient must be moved from the transfer ventilator to one which is free of ferromagnetic components and hence is safe in the MRI environment. Penlon (Nuffield) manufacture an MRI compatible device. It is a time-cycled unit powered by medical air or oxygen at 340 to 410 kPa and has preset volume and flow rate for adult or paediatric patients.

Limitations on equipment that can be used safely in the scanner, and difficulty with monitoring consciousness level and the adequacy of airway patency when patients are in the bore of the scanner (especially from a remote location) all have major safety implications.

Aeromedical transportation

As discussed earlier, there are two major logistical issues that require important consideration when transporting ventilated patients over long distances. These are oxygen supply to the patient and power supply to the electrical equipment. When using a dedicated air ambulance, neither are real issues because most aircraft carry large stores of oxygen on board and have electrical systems that allow 110- to 240-volt power supply from the aircraft for the electrical equipment. However, the transport of ventilated patients on commercial airlines can offer considerable cost savings compared with transport on dedicated air ambulance aircraft,
though oxygen supplies and power sources are limited. Most commercial airlines that do provide supplemental oxygen for patient transport can only supply continuous oxygen at fixed flow rates of 2 or 4 L.min\(^{-1}\). Most airlines will limit the number of cylinders that they supply on any one flight due to availability of cylinders and limited storage space inside the cabin during a full flight. The total amount of oxygen provided and the maximum F\(_{\text{IO}_2}\) obtained at these limited low-flow rates may become limiting factors that prevent safe transport of stable ventilated patients on commercial airlines.

Practical solutions to the problem of reducing overall oxygen consumption and methods to increase the maximum F\(_{\text{IO}_2}\) delivered to the patient by using a modified version of the circle system\(^6\) have been recently published.\(^6,7\) The challenge when transporting ventilated cases over long distances is determining the amount of oxygen required to maintain adequate oxygenation for the whole duration of the journey. In order to do this, it is necessary to (1) know the predicted F\(_{\text{IO}_2}\) required at the cabin altitude to maintain a saturation above 90% and (2) have knowledge of the ventilator settings, breathing circuit setup and flow rates to deliver the required F\(_{\text{IO}_2}\). Finally, once the volume of oxygen required is known, it is important to check with the airline that this volume of oxygen can be supplied.

Calculating altitude-equivalent PaO\(_2\) and F\(_{\text{IO}_2}\) requirements during transport

Helicopters and some smaller fixed-wing air ambulances are unpressurized, which means that the crew, passengers and patients on board are all subjected to the ambient pressure at the altitude the aircraft is flying. Commercial airliners and medium to large fixed-wing air ambulances are pressurized as they climb through the atmosphere. Pressurization systems are designed to offer a compromise between the physiological demands of the occupants and
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\(^6\) A circle system is a breathing circuit commonly employed during general anaesthesia in which the patient re-breathes their exhaled gas but with the carbon dioxide removed by passage through granules of soda lime. Because only a small proportion of the oxygen delivered in each breath is absorbed, a circle system only requires a very small oxygen supply to maintain a constant F\(_{\text{IO}_2}\). This makes a circle system very efficient.
the engineering demands of efficient and economic flight at higher altitudes. Modern pressurized aircraft therefore provide a ‘normal’ cabin pressure equivalent to an altitude of 6000 to 8000 feet above sea level. This is called the ‘cabin altitude’. Healthy occupants of the aircraft will cope easily with a ‘normal’ cabin altitude, but oxygen dependent patients will require a higher FiO2 to maintain an acceptable saturation. The more expensive option is to request that the cabin pressure is increased to a lower ‘altitude-equivalent’ pressure, but requesting a ‘sea level’ pressure has severe penalties on aircraft cruise altitude, speed, duration of flight and fuel consumption. Inevitably, an aircraft forced to fly at sea-level cabin altitude will take much longer to reach its destination and may even be delayed further by extra refuelling stops.

Due to increased altitude and subsequent decrease in ambient partial pressure, oxygen dependant patients will require a higher FiO2 at normal pressurized cabin altitude to maintain an acceptable saturation. The minimal acceptable oxygen concentration might arguably be that which would give an alveolar PO2 equivalent to that found at 8000 ft (2440 m), since normal individuals are unaware of any symptoms at that altitude. However, patients will generally have higher oxygen demands because of their pathology or treatment. The aim must therefore be to maintain alveolar PO2 at their sea level equivalent, probably in the range 10.7 to 13.3 kPa (Figure 15.3).
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Introduction
This book is intended for an audience whose main preoccupation is the care of adults, but it seems very appropriate to include a chapter on children. Until the early 1990s, it was not unusual for children in the United Kingdom to be managed on intensive care units for adults. With the development of neonatal intensive care units (NICUs), and more recently paediatric intensive care units (PICUs), this situation is now extremely rare. However, neither NICUs nor PICUs are available in every hospital, and children will continue to become ill, occasionally critically so, wherever they happen to be. Staff may therefore be called upon to manage infants or children with respiratory failure, often unexpectedly, at almost any time. In this chapter we will attempt to outline the major differences that need to be considered when faced with neonates and children who require mechanical ventilation. It is not a comprehensive text but more of a taster, looking at the anatomy, physiology and some particular examples of paediatric care.

Anatomy
Lung development occurs early in gestation, but maturation of the alveoli and surfactant production only commence in the third trimester, and this generally limits respiratory viability to infants of 23 weeks gestation or more. At this stage, the lungs are in the canalicular stage (17 to 27 weeks gestation), and the acinar gas exchange units are just beginning to form at the end of each terminal bronchiole. Production of surfactant only starts at 20 to 24 weeks gestation. Between 27 and 35 weeks gestation (saccular stage) alveolar development and septation occurs, increasing the pulmonary surface area considerably. However, compared to the adult lung, surface area remains greatly reduced. In the infant at term, surface area is about 3 m² compared to 70 m² in the adult, with only one tenth the number of small airways found in the adult.

When lungs in the early proliferating stages of development are forced prematurely into use, the incompletely formed thick-walled acinar units are much less compliant than the terminal airways, leading them to become over-distended. The junction between the terminal airway and alveolar duct is susceptible to shear stress and tearing, resulting in complications such as interstitial emphysema and pneumothoraces. In addition, the majority of babies that weigh less than 1500 grams develop a degree of respiratory distress syndrome, with surfactant deficiency leading to alveolar collapse and ventilation/perfusion mismatch. Both higher oxygen concentrations and higher alveolar opening pressures are needed to prevent hypoxia and metabolic acidosis in the baby. Over a few hours, cellular debris from injured lung epithelium and oedema
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Figure 16.1 Comparative anatomy of the upper airway.

from capillary leak line the terminal bronchioles and alveolar ducts, further impeding alveolar oxygen uptake. The damage caused by oxygen toxicity and ventilation of immature lungs probably contributes to the altered lung structure seen in those that go on to develop chronic lung disease.

The upper airway

At birth, the shape and position of structures in the upper airway is quite different from that in adults. The head is proportionately much larger in the infant and child than in the adult and head control is, of course, poor in the infant. The tongue is relatively large and in a small mouth this can obstruct any view of the larynx. Once past the tongue, the epiglottis is also positioned differently. In the newborn, it lies at the level of the first cervical vertebra, higher and more anterior than in adults. It is also softer, ‘U-shaped’ and more prone to collapse from external pressure (Figure 16.1).

In practical terms this leads to a number of difficulties. Getting a good view of the larynx can be very difficult. In infants up to 12 months old, a laryngoscope with a straight blade and no side-flange is often preferred. It is advanced in the midline over the back of the tongue and over the anterior lip of the epiglottis. Pulling up then exposes the vocal cords by pulling the epiglottis forwards. In larger children and adults, the tip of the laryngoscope is placed in the vallecula in front of the epiglottis, which is pulled forwards. The soft larynx in the infant means that over-extension of the neck is likely to kink the airway and needs to be avoided; the head should be kept in the neutral position when examining the infant airway.

Moving down the airway, the shape of the larynx in the child below the age of about eight years is conical, with the narrowest part lying at the level of the cricoid cartilage. This is unlike the adult or older child where the shape is cylindrical, with the narrowest part therefore lying at the level of the vocal cords. As mentioned previously, it lies three to four cervical vertebrae higher than in the adult, giving a much more acute angle between the oropharynx and the glottis.

In older children and adults, foreign bodies passing beyond the vocal cords will pass down into the right or left main bronchus, allowing ventilation of the opposite lung. In small infants, however, objects can occlude the main airway at the cricoid cartilage and for this reason care must be taken not to push foreign bodies past the vocal cords. Finger sweeps of the mouth should not be undertaken in suspected foreign body aspiration (Figure 16.2). This is also one of the reasons that un-cuffed endotracheal (ET) tubes are used in small children, because the cuff would lie at the level of the cricoid, causing irritation and a risk of subsequent sub-glottic injury.

Chest wall

Chest wall mechanics comprise another important difference from adults. The newborn infant, especially if pre-term, has a much more compliant chest wall than an adult. This will tend to collapse inward during forced inspiration, reducing the effectiveness of the breath, and increasing the work of breathing.
Infant diaphragms may be more resistant to muscle fatigue than adults, but significant chest wall deformity during breathing can add considerable work and can contribute to lung collapse during expiration, again increasing the work required to re-inflate them.

In children who have yet to learn to walk, the ribs are aligned horizontally relative to the spine and only develop a caudal slope once the child is walking. This means that the intercostal muscles cannot increase lung volume, and the infant’s inspiratory effort is entirely dependent on its diaphragm.

The development of muscle fatigue is an important cause of respiratory failure in infants and children with significant pulmonary disease, such as severe bronchiolitis. Recognition of chest distorsion, and thus the greater risk of fatigue, is important. Reduced energy stores (low glycogen and fat stores) may cause infants to collapse rapidly as fatigue develops.

**Cardiovascular system**

There are also several important differences in the cardiovascular system. Before birth, oxygenation occurs in the placenta with only minimal blood flow through the lungs. At birth, the infant has a high pulmonary vascular resistance. As placental flow drops, systemic resistance rises. Increasing arterial partial pressure of oxygen causes a fall in pulmonary vascular resistance and closure of the ductus arteriosus that connects the pulmonary trunk to the descending aorta. These changes occur rapidly, probably over a period of hours in the normal infant. In some infants, particularly those that are pre-term, those with significant cardiac disease, or infants with a diaphragmatic hernia, these changes are interrupted. In these situations, pulmonary vascular resistance remains high, causing deoxygenated blood to cross the atrial septum from right to left. The ductus arteriosus may also stay open allowing for a significant shunt, usually from left to right. Significant cardiac disease will also alter blood flow.

In respiratory terms, the most significant problem seen here relates to persistent pulmonary hypertension of the newborn (PPHN). This is discussed later, but it can cause very substantial difficulties in ventilation and gas exchange. A number of congenital cardiac abnormalities may also present with pulmonary hypertension, and these infants will require specialist care from a cardiac centre.

**Physiology**

The most obvious physiological difference between adults and children is their size. This has implications for many aspects of respiratory support, but in practical terms it means that the child’s size has to be incorporated into calculations of drug dosages, fluid volumes, tidal volumes, and endotracheal tube sizes, among others. There are several
Table 16.1 Some physiological comparisons between infants and children. Values given are approximate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Neonate (term)</th>
<th>Infant (~1 year)</th>
<th>Child (~8 years)</th>
<th>Formula for calculation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>3.5–4 kg</td>
<td>~10 kg</td>
<td>~25 kg</td>
<td>(Age + 4) × 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ET tube size</td>
<td>3.0–3.5 mm</td>
<td>4.0–4.5 mm</td>
<td>6.0 mm</td>
<td>Age/4 + 4 (after 1 year)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily fluid require</td>
<td>Day 1: 60 mL.kg⁻¹</td>
<td>~1000 mL.d⁻¹ (40 mL.hr⁻¹)</td>
<td>~1600 mL.d⁻¹ (64 mL.hr⁻¹)</td>
<td>For first 10 kg: 100 mL.kg⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Day 5: 120 mL.kg⁻¹</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>For second 10 kg: 50 mL.kg⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>For rest: 20 mL.kg⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tidal volume (mL)</td>
<td>20–30</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>4–6 mL.kg⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart rate (beats.min⁻¹)</td>
<td>110–150</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory rate</td>
<td>40–60</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20–25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systolic blood pressure (mm Hg)</td>
<td>&gt;60</td>
<td>80–90</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>90 + (2 × age)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

formulae and tables designed to help with these calculations (Table 16.1).

Size has important implications in the lungs as well. Airway resistance follows Poiseuille’s law,

\[
R = \frac{8 \cdot l \cdot \eta}{r^4}
\]

(16.1)

from which it follows that resistance (R) is inversely proportional to the fourth power of the radius (r) of the airway; halving the airway diameter will therefore increase resistance by 16-fold. It is important to recognize also that a 1-mm reduction in a 4-mm diameter airway (whether from oedema or the insertion of an endotracheal tube) will increase resistance three-fold, whereas in an adult a similar reduction in an 8-mm airway would only increase resistance by a factor of 1.7. This has significant implications in the small child who develops upper airway disease or requires intubation. For example, laryngotracheobronchitis (croup) causes swelling of the larynx and upper trachea, and in the older child this has little effect. In the infant it can give rise to a substantial increase in the work of breathing and may lead to fatigue and respiratory failure. Similarly, for the small infant who is intubated, the endotracheal tube can itself provide a noticeable increase in airway resistance, and therefore small infants (certainly those under one year of age) require support, usually in the form of pressure support, when spontaneously breathing through an endotracheal tube.

Control of breathing

The infant’s control of breathing is less developed than in the older child. The newborn is thought to be relatively insensitive to carbon dioxide,[1] particularly the pre-term infant, and this is important in the immediate post-natal period when respiration is primarily driven by hypoxia. However, this effect only lasts for about 15 minutes before the drive diminishes. The respiratory response to the arterial partial pressure of carbon dioxide is flatter in the newborn, and hypoxia shifts the curve to the right, as opposed to a left shift in adults.[2] This early hypoxic drive is importantly blunted by hypothermia, emphasizing the importance of warmth at this time. By three weeks of age, a pattern of sustained respiratory drive in response to hypoxia is seen. However, patterns of breathing remain more erratic. The pre-term infant will often display periodic breathing[1] with occasionally prolonged periods of apnoea that respond to treatment with

---

1 Periodic breathing is a pattern of breathing where the depth of each breath will increase to a peak and then diminish. Each cycle of breaths (commonly about 10–15 breaths) will end in a brief pause of 2–10 seconds before the cycle repeats.
Figure 16.3 Infant receiving nasal continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP).

Caffeine. Even the neonate at term may develop apnoea following anaesthesia. Infants less than 44 weeks corrected gestation\(^2\) have an increased risk of post-operative apnoea of around 20% to 40% within the first 12 hours following anaesthesia. This risk is increased by anaemia and again, reduced by caffeine.\(^3\) Apnoea is also seen in older infants with viral infections, particularly bronchiolitis and pertussis. There is some limited evidence that caffeine may help older infants with bronchiolitis.\(^4\) In this condition, the apnoeas usually only occur during the first 48 hours and so ventilation may be avoidable if caffeine is administered.\(^4\) Similarly, less invasive support, such as nasal continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP), may tide the child over until recovery begins (Figure 16.3).

**Lung mechanics**

The lung mechanics of children also differ from adults. Infants are unable to breathe through their mouths for the first weeks of life. Obstruction of the nose, whether through disease, such as choanal atresia, or obstruction from secretions or tubes placed through the nose, can cause significant difficulties for the self-ventilating infant.

Compared to adults, small children have a disproportionately small tidal volume of about 4 to 6 mL.kg\(^{-1}\) and together with a higher basal metabolic rate this gives them a significantly increased demand for alveolar minute volume (Table 16.1). This means that dead space ventilation is increased. Chest wall compliance is high in the newborn and gradually falls over the first two years of life to reach adult values.

Practical implications relate to the setting up of ventilation in children and the need for positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) in most clinical settings. A combination of the proportionately increased dead space ventilation, which makes the measured minute volume less closely related to the alveolar minute volume, and the increased metabolic demands per kilogram of weight of the child means that ventilation is usually set up by determining the tidal volume and adjusting the rate rather than setting a particular minute volume. A tidal volume of 5 to 8 mL.kg\(^{-1}\) is usually used, and the rate adjusted to control carbon dioxide elimination. The same concerns about volutrauma damage to the paediatric lung apply as they do in adults, and the tidal volume should be restricted wherever possible.

Because of their increased chest wall compliance, infants up to the age of about nine months maximize functional residual capacity (FRC) by shortening the expiratory time (T\(_e\)) and ‘braking’ expiration, which may be heard as an expiratory grunt. Their faster respiratory rate also contributes to the maintenance of functional residual capacity. Mechanical ventilation abolishes these mechanisms, and maintenance of end-expiratory lung volume requires the use of PEEP.

One important difference is the relationship between FRC and closing volume, which is the lung volume at which airway collapse occurs. In children up to the age of about four years, closing volume is greater than FRC, which means that if a child makes a forced expiratory effort, as in screaming, part of
the lung is able to collapse, creating a shunt and rapidly leading to cyanosis. This is the physiological basis of ‘breath holding attacks’, where small children can develop rapid cyanosis after minor injuries.

Ventilation and perfusion matching also varies between children and adults. Although the distribution of blood flow within the lung follows a similar pattern to adults, being primarily determined by gravity, ventilation patterns are different. As in the adult, ventilation is greater in the lower part of the lung, when upright, but in the supine or lateral position the non-dependent lung is better ventilated in children up to the age of about eight years.[5]

Consequently, manoeuvres to position a child ‘good lung down’ to improve ventilation/perfusion matching as would be reasonable in adults may worsen gas exchange in children. However, in children with acute lung injury there may still be benefits in prone positioning, as is seen in adult practice, in those that develop interstitial pulmonary oedema, although this was not supported by a recent randomized study.[6]

Specific situations

Neonatal
Neonatologists encounter a variety of pathological lung conditions including incompletely developed lungs, surfactant deficiency, pneumonia, meconium aspiration, congenital structural anomalies and bronchopulmonary dysplasia (chronic lung disease). Many of the current concepts in neonatal ventilation attempt to minimize damage to the delicate neonatal lung and can be applied to most babies with respiratory failure, regardless of their underlying lung disease.

General concepts
Several basic concepts can be applied to neonatal ventilation. First, the minimum support that results in adequate gas exchange is provided. Second, the baby’s work of breathing is minimized in order to optimize comfort and to free energy expenditure for growth and lung repair. Third, attention is focused on limiting sudden shifts and extremes of the arterial partial pressures of oxygen (PaO₂) and carbon dioxide (PaCO₂). Hypocapnia causes cerebral artery vasoconstriction and decreases oxygen delivery to the brain, while hypercapnia causes cerebral artery vasodilatation and increased cerebral blood flow that may contribute to intraventricular haemorrhage. While the above concepts are generally accepted to reduce lung and brain injury in the neonate, other approaches to ventilation such as the preferential use of continuous positive airway pressure in babies with the respiratory distress syndrome,[7] preferential use of high frequency oscillatory ventilation over conventional mechanical ventilation and use of the newer modalities of conventional ventilation remain controversial.

Permissive hypercapnia
Maintaining gas exchange with lower tidal volumes and higher ventilatory rates, while accepting PaCO₂ levels above the normal range of 4.5 to 5.8 kPa, should reduce the risk of ventilator-induced lung injury. It may also be of potential benefit in conditions like congenital diaphragmatic hernia in which there is lung hypoplasia. A Cochrane review[8] has compared a hypercapnic with a normocapnic strategy. Their data suggest that mild permissive hypercapnia, 6 to 8 kPa, was not associated with adverse outcome, but the benefits seen in clinical trials appear small, and a recent meta-analysis of neonatal ventilator strategies suggests the data remain ambivalent.[9]

Non-invasive ventilation and CPAP
By applying a constant distending pressure to the alveoli, CPAP recruits collapsed alveoli, increases lung volume, maintains FRC above the closing volume and results in a more regular pattern of breathing in the pre-term neonate.[10] CPAP is delivered
Pressure support is important in neonatal practice. Endotracheal tubes are very small, have a high resistance, and dead space is proportionately very high. Support pressures of 8 to 10 cm H₂O are often needed to overcome the added work of breathing. Respiratory rates are usually set at around 60 breaths a minute, with a short inspiratory time to prevent gas trapping and over-distension of the lungs.

**Choanal atresia**

This congenital condition may be caused by complete bony obstruction of the nasal choanae, or by membranous stenosis or obstruction. In severe cases, newborn infants (who are obligate nose breathers) develop respiratory distress shortly after birth. The diagnosis is often considered when attempts to pass a nasogastric tube are unsuccessful. It can be a medical emergency, and oral intubation followed by referral to a paediatric ear, nose and throat (ENT) surgeon is needed.

**Congenital diaphragmatic hernia**

In congenital diaphragmatic hernia, a developmental defect in the diaphragm allows displacement of the viscera into the chest. The severity of the lesion depends upon the extent of the muscular defect and the gestational timing of the intestinal herniation. Pulmonary hypertension is nearly always a feature of the disease process and the condition carries a high mortality rate.

Typically, only a rudimentary lung remains on the side of the defect and survival thus depends upon the degree of hypoplasia of the opposite lung. A mediastinal shift caused by the displaced intestine exacerbates the situation by compressing viable lung. Post-natal management of a baby with a known diaphragmatic hernia begins with placing an endotracheal tube as soon as possible after delivery to limit distension of the intestinal lumen by air. Ventilator management in the past focused on targeting alkaloic blood gas parameters in the range of pH 7.4 to 7.5, but the higher pressures required
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3 Tidal volumes of only 3 to 4 mL may be needed for very small infants!
resulted in ventilator-induced lung injury. An approach to ventilation using lower tidal volumes and permissive hypercapnia has since been advocated by many referral centres. Routine administration of surfactant is not recommended in term newborns with congenital diaphragmatic hernia.[14] Surgery is usually delayed for a few days after birth until the pulmonary vascular bed is less reactive.

**Persistent pulmonary hypertension**

A rapid decrease in pulmonary vascular resistance mediated by lung expansion, oxygen, and endothelial factors, is central to the process of transition from fetal to extrauterine life. Failure of the pulmonary vasculature to dilate at birth is termed persistent pulmonary hypertension of the newborn (PPHN). PPHN can be a feature of a number of neonatal disorders, including lung hypoplasia, meconium aspiration syndrome, perinatal asphyxia, congenital diaphragmatic hernia (see earlier) and pneumonia. Even in the absence of these conditions, abnormalities in muscularization of the pulmonary arterioles or defects in endothelial function can trigger PPHN. A constricted pulmonary vascular bed causes right ventricular cardiac pressures to remain high which in turn leads to the shunting of blood across the foramen ovale and ductus arteriosus. The resulting profound hypoxia can sometimes make it difficult to differentiate between PPHN and right-sided heart defects.

The treatment goals in PPHN are to manage any concurrent parenchymal lung disease and to selectively lower the pulmonary vascular resistance (Table 16.2). Therapies proven to improve the clinical course in PPHN include oxygen, fluid and inotropic support of cardiac output, normalization of ionized calcium, and inhaled nitric oxide. Because proteinaceous alveolar exudates may inactivate native surfactant in both pneumonia and meconium aspiration syndrome, treating this subset of newborns with surfactant is advisable. High frequency oscillatory ventilation may be of benefit to neonates with PPHN by optimizing lung volumes and thereby improving oxygenation.[15] Although alkalosis induces pulmonary vasodilatation, hyper-ventilation and continuous alkali infusions have

### Table 16.2 Treatment strategies for persistent pulmonary hypertension

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Proven therapies</th>
<th>Potentially beneficial therapies</th>
<th>Unproven therapies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pulmonary treatments</td>
<td>Oxygen surfactant for RDS, pneumonia, meconium aspiration syndrome</td>
<td>High frequency ventilation</td>
<td>Respiratory alkalosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Alkali infusion, tolazoline, other intravenous vasodilators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacologic treatments</td>
<td>Inhaled nitric oxide</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiac support</td>
<td>Support of cardiac output with dopamine, fluid normalization of ionized calcium</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental strategies</td>
<td></td>
<td>Avoidance of noise, reduced light</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rescue treatments</td>
<td>Inhaled nitric oxide, extracorporeal membrane oxygenation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a* Efficacious in well-designed randomized trials

Table from Fanaroff and Martin,[27] with permission.
not been proven to be of benefit in clinical trials. In practice, maintaining a pH between 7.4 and 7.45 for most newborns with PPHN seems reasonable. However, in conditions such as congenital diaphragmatic hernia in which there is significant lung hypoplasia, this practice may actually be detrimental. The use of intravenous vasodilatory drugs should be avoided since they cause systemic vasodilatation in addition to pulmonary vasodilatation, increasing the risk of compromised tissue perfusion.

The criterion for initiating inhaled nitric oxide is a failure to improve pulmonary vasodilatation despite ventilating with high concentrations of oxygen. A trial of inhaled nitric oxide is often considered when the oxygenation index\(^4\) surpasses 20 or when the PaO\(_2\) is less than 4 to 5.3 kPa on a fractional inspired oxygen concentration (FiO\(_2\)) of 1. In neonates, inhaled nitric oxide is usually started at a concentration of 20 parts per million (ppm). The potential toxic side effects of nitric oxide include increased blood concentrations of both methaemoglobin and nitrogen dioxide. Inhaled concentrations of nitric oxide of 80 ppm have been associated with oxidative injury to the pulmonary membranes. Neonates usually respond to nitric oxide within 30 to 60 minutes of commencing inhalation and the mean improvement in PaO\(_2\) is 7 kPa. Unfortunately, around 40% of treated infants fail to respond to inhaled nitric oxide therapy.\(^{16}\)

**Conclusion**

Unlike the use of surfactant, which has been proven to decrease neonatal mortality, many ventilatory approaches have not been conclusively shown to decrease either chronic lung disease or mortality. The overall incidence of chronic lung disease in the neonatal population has remained about the same, but it now occurs in smaller babies than previously survived.

---

**The older child**

**Bronchiolitis**

One of the commonest conditions that leads to a need for ventilation in small children is bronchiolitis, which can be caused by a number of viruses but is usually caused by respiratory syncitial virus (RSV). Every single infant within the first two years of life acquires an RSV infection and most develop mild symptoms of an upper respiratory infection. Approximately 0.5% require hospitalization and each winter around 2% to 5% of these will require admission to a PICU. As its name suggests, it is characterized by inflammation of the small airways, causing an obstructive problem and a wheezy child. Response to either salbutamol or ipratropium bromide may be limited, and respiratory support may be required for exhaustion or for apnoeas, which are not uncommon (Figure 16.4).

The first line treatment, especially for those infants with apnoea as the major feature, is often non-invasive nasal ventilation. This can be delivered
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\(^4\) Mean airway pressure (cm H\(_2\)O) \(\times 100 \times \text{FiO}_2/\text{post-ductal PaO}_2\) (in mm Hg).
by specific devices (such as the Flow Driver), but effective nasal ventilation can also be delivered using a short endotracheal tube positioned in the back of the throat and above the cords through which gas is delivered using pressures of 5 to 10 cm H₂O (nasal CPAP). CPAP acts by holding the upper airways open, thereby reducing airway resistance and also stimulating respiratory effort. A Cochrane review of the technique in neonatal practice has demonstrated an advantage in the ‘two prong’ delivery systems. In patients where non-invasive ventilation is inadequate, intubation may be needed. The ventilation strategy at this stage should be focused on adequate lung recruitment, limiting the inspired oxygen to below 60%, if possible. Despite the wheeze, infants usually respond better to moderate levels of PEEP (5 to 8 cm H₂O) because there is often associated atelectasis. There is some evidence that surfactant may be of benefit in severely ill children with bronchiolitis. Paralysis may be needed, but many infants can be managed with sedation alone.

**High frequency oscillatory ventilation**

High frequency oscillatory ventilation (HFOV) is well established in neonatal practice having been in use for over two decades. In marked contrast to conventional ventilation, HFOV applies a high mean airway pressure (allowing lung recruitment), which is then oscillated at a rate between 3 and 15 Hz (180 to 900 breaths per minute). Pressure excursions at the tracheal tip (around 4.3 kPa or 44 cm H₂O) drop to around 0.5 kPa (~5 cm H₂O) in the trachea and proximal airway. Not surprisingly, the oscillation consequently only produces a tiny tidal volume. Gas exchange does not depend, therefore, on traditional tidal ventilation, but instead occurs between two streams of gas moving slowly in opposite directions: a peripheral stream, or sleeve, which is moving out of the lung, and a central stream, or core, which is moving into the lung. This form of gas exchange is known as ‘augmented diffusion’. The major advantage of HFOV probably lies in the ability to recruit non-compliant lung while minimizing volutrauma. HFOV is now well established in neonatal practice, especially in the management of infants with diaphragmatic hernia, and on PICU, and a number of adult studies are now appearing as HFOV is used in conditions such as acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS).

Criteria for instituting HFOV are varied. For children or adults, a mean airway pressure > 18 to 20 cm H₂O, an FİO₂ > 0.60 and a peak inspiratory pressure > 35 cm H₂O should prompt consideration of the technique. Neonatal practice tends to have lower thresholds. In brief, patients being transferred from conventional ventilation are generally started on HFOV using a mean airway pressure slightly higher than that being used on conventional ventilation at the time. The intention is to recruit atelectatic alveoli so that the lung moves on to the steep part of the compliance curve. The frequency used depends on patient size (Table 16.3) although considerable variation may be used. The size of the excursions of each breath (the ‘power’) is set as the ΔP and this is adjusted to ensure visible chest vibration, and then according to the PaCO₂. Mean airway pressure is generally increased until the FİO₂ required to achieve the target PaO₂ drops

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Initial frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;2 kg</td>
<td>15 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2–12 kg</td>
<td>10 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13–20 kg</td>
<td>8 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21–30 kg</td>
<td>7 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31–50 kg</td>
<td>6 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;50 kg</td>
<td>5 Hz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 Pronounced ‘delta’ P.
below 0.60, indicating alveolar recruitment. A chest radiograph is often advisable after a few hours to ensure that the lungs are not over-distended. Once lung recruitment has been achieved, inspired oxygen requirements will often fall dramatically, but care must be taken not to reduce mean airway pressure too fast as de-recruitment can occur. Suction is usually managed using inline devices, and limited to avoid volume loss. Weaning may be managed on HFOV or by transferring back to conventional ventilation.

The results of high quality studies on the benefits of HFOV are contradictory. In situations where HFOV has been used as rescue therapy, there is limited evidence of clear benefit, although there is an increasing tendency to use HFOV electively and therefore earlier in certain cases.[21]

### Ventilation for non-respiratory conditions

#### The critical upper airway

For many years the commonest cause of acute life-threatening airway obstruction in children was epiglottitis, but the development of a vaccine for *Haemophilus influenzae* type b has had dramatic effect on the incidence of this disease, which is now very rarely seen.[22] Although occasional cases of vaccine failure can occur, the commonest causes of acute airway obstruction now include severe laryngotracheobronchitis (croup) or trauma. Congenital causes, including laryngeal stenosis or web and tracheal stenosis, or acquired conditions (e.g. subglottic stenosis) are rare. In a patient with visible haemangioma elsewhere, consideration of a laryngeal haemangioma is warranted.

In a critical situation, airway control is clearly the priority. The patient should be transferred (locally) to an environment suitable for intubation, preferably by an anaesthetist together with an ENT surgeon in case a tracheostomy is required. Induction of anaesthesia may be hazardous.

Where there is critical upper airway obstruction, the initial response should be to administer oxygen by face mask and keep the child calm and in a comfortable position. An experienced anaesthetist and ENT surgeon should be present, ideally in a theatre environment. Securing the airway is of paramount importance and should not be delayed while further procedures or investigations are performed. Direct examination of the epiglottis in the emergency department is not recommended because it may worsen airway obstruction in the case of epiglottitis. In addition, any painful procedure may distress the child and precipitate sudden loss of airway.

Once in theatre, the child is often most comfortable sitting on a parent’s lap. The child is gently anaesthetized by administering slowly increasing concentrations of volatile anaesthetic agent in oxygen. Muscle relaxants are avoided to allow the child to continue breathing spontaneously and therefore to maintain his own airway. Once deeply anaesthetised, laryngoscopy can be performed and the trachea intubated. If it is not possible to intubate the trachea, the ENT surgeon should immediately perform a surgical airway.

### Head injury

Following a head injury, children may require intubation or ventilation for several different reasons. Children with a reduced conscious level⁶ may need a CT scan. Some children may have a depressed respiratory drive secondary to the head injury or to the administration of sedatives or analgesics. There may of course be associated lung injury, and for patients with raised intracranial pressure, control of PaCO₂ is an important part of maintaining adequate cerebral perfusion pressure, which should be kept in the low to normal range.[23] In the latter patient, PEEP is often not used in adult practice but is an important element of paediatric care.

---

⁶ In our practice, a Glasgow Coma Score below 13.
**Sepsis**

In the severely ill child with sepsis, cardiovascular collapse is a major component of the presentation,[24] creating a high requirement for fluids (Figure 16.5). This, coupled with the capillary leak that these patients develop, means that they are at significant risk of developing pulmonary oedema. In this situation, patients will often become hypoxic and require ventilation. As with an adult in this condition, high PEEP may be needed to reverse the pulmonary oedema.

However, many guidelines on the management of severe sepsis in children now recommend elective intubation in any child who requires more than 40 mL.kg⁻¹ resuscitation fluid. This will in part act as a precaution against the development of pulmonary oedema. It also helps off-load the heart, by allowing paralysis (and so reducing muscle metabolic demands) and sedation (similarly reducing cerebral demands).⁷

---

**Muscle weakness**

There are a number of conditions in children that lead to muscle weakness, both in infants (e.g. spinal muscular atrophy) and older children (e.g. Duchenne muscular dystrophy). Children may therefore present with hypercapnia and require ventilation. Wherever possible, discussion with the child’s paediatrician is important before instituting mechanical ventilation as in some cases this may be inappropriate. In many others, no such discussion is appropriate or possible. Non-invasive ventilation using a mask, or cuirasse ventilation, is often worth attempting because the chest is usually very compliant, and the technique can avoid intubation and a prolonged stay on PICU. Increasing numbers of these patients are receiving long-term non-invasive ventilation at home or in hospital.[25]

---

**Mechanical and technical considerations**

Humidification is the most important technical aspect of ventilation in children that may vary from adult practice. There is compelling evidence that a lack of humidification can increase the risk of tube obstruction and impair mucociliary clearance. Given the importance of maintaining maximal airway diameter and limiting any potential obstruction, humidification for all ventilated infants and children is essential.

---

**Social aspects – families and consent**

As with patients of all ages, a good understanding of consent issues is essential. In children this can be complicated in several ways. In the normal situation, consent will be given for ‘minors’ (children under the age of 16) by their parents. Increasingly, parents may be separated or divorced, and this needs to be considered when taking consent. Estranged fathers (and occasionally mothers) may or may not have legal rights to give consent for their children, and it is advisable to involve both

---

parents wherever possible in the discussions. Children who are in care or who are fostered can give rise to particularly complex problems because the legal guardianship may lie with a variety of people, including Social Services, who are often not present when the child is brought in and may be difficult to contact.

Children who are ‘Gillick competent’ (and have a clear and mature understanding of the issues at stake and are able to make an informed choice) may also make decisions and give consent. If this consent conflicts with that of their parents, then the child’s opinion will often take precedence, and this can give rise to very complicated situations. Clearly, it is best if consensus can be achieved from all parties.

Staff involved in the ventilation of children also need to be aware of child protection issues. Recognition of features that may be seen in non-accidental injury such as a torn frenulum or other mouth trauma, and unusual bruises (e.g. external laryngeal bruising) should give rise to discussion about possible causes. Equally, any injuries caused during line insertion or intubation should be carefully documented so that an appropriate explanation is clearly stated.

**SUMMARY**

Although the majority of children who require mechanical ventilation are now seen in units that specialize in such care, many staff who may deal predominantly with adults may come across such children, especially in the acute situation. Understanding the physiological differences between adults and children, and knowing some of the common illnesses that precipitate such problems can help improve the care of these children. Children are not just small adults, but at the same time principles of care for the adult, put into practice with an understanding of the anatomical and physiological differences in the child, are usually appropriate and sensible. Good links with a supportive NICU or PICU are also invaluable in establishing sensible and safe guidelines.
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Tracheostomy

Introduction
Although some authorities have suggested that Egyptian stone tablets from around 3600 BC depict tracheostomy, this remains speculative; however, indirect evidence of sporadic attempts at tracheostomy are suggested by Coelius Aurelianus’s comment, writing in the fifth century AD, that it was a ‘futile and irresponsible idea’. By the early seventeenth century, little had changed as Hieronymus Fabricius ab Aquapendente,1 an anatomist and surgeon in Padua, called the operation a ‘scandal’. Despite the use of tracheostomies by Marco Aurelio Severino2 to save a number of lives during the 1610 diphtheria epidemic in Naples, there were only 28 successful procedures recorded between 1500 and 1833. Towards the end of this period, Pierre Bretonneau3 published a description of diphtheria and reported the successful use of tracheostomy to relieve asphyxiation. By the 1850s, a survival rate of 27% was considered a success, and in Morrell Mackenzie’s 1880 textbook on laryngology the issue of how a surgeon must determine ‘whether the symptoms are sufficiently urgent to render the operation necessary’ is addressed (Figure 17.1). Chevalier Jackson described the modern surgical tracheostomy in 1909, and until the introduction of positive pressure ventilation for respiratory failure as opposed to anaesthesia, tracheostomy remained a surgical procedure for bypassing glottic or supraglottic airway obstruction, or was required as a consequence of laryngectomy.

This situation was transformed by the development of physician-led units specializing in the provision of respiratory support that arose from the polio epidemics of the late 1940s and early 1950s (see Chapter 20). For patients requiring respiratory support without general anaesthesia, translaryngeal intubation of the trachea was intolerable and the only intravenous sedative available in the early 1950s was thiopentone, which was awkward to administer by infusion.4 For these patients, therefore, tracheostomy was a prerequisite for the provision of positive pressure ventilation.

Nowadays, most patients tolerate short-term trans-laryngeal tracheal intubation with few, if any, complications. For those who require more prolonged intubation, a tracheostomy may provide a number of advantages. This chapter outlines indications, timing, complications and techniques of tracheostomy.

1 1537–1619.
2 1580–1656.
3 1778–1862.
4 Hydroxydione was introduced in 1955, propanidid in 1956 and methohexitone in 1957. The first benzodiazepine, chlordiazepoxide, was not introduced until 1961.
### Table 17.1 Indications for tracheostomy

- **Primary**
  - Trauma or surgery in the face/neck region
  - Severe glottic or supraglottic airway obstruction where trans-laryngeal intubation is considered too dangerous or too difficult (trauma, infection, malignancy), or where the airway obstruction is unlikely to resolve in a matter of days

- **Secondary**
  - Aid to weaning from assisted ventilation
  - Tracheal access to remove thick pulmonary secretions
  - Prevention of pulmonary aspiration (cerebrovascular accidents, Parkinson’s disease, severe brain injury)
  - Long-term or life-long respiratory support (Guillain-Barré syndrome, tetanus, botulism, paralytic poliomyelitis, tick paralysis, cervical spinal cord injury, motor neurone disease, polymyositis, spinal muscular atrophy)
  - Long-term or life-long bypass of glottic or supraglottic airway obstruction (laryngeal or sub-glottic stenosis, bilateral recurrent laryngeal nerve palsy, severe sleep apnoea)

### Figure 17.1 Percutaneous tracheostomy set from the last century.

#### Indications

A minority of patients are admitted to intensive care with a tracheostomy already in place, and in the majority of these cases the tracheostomy is sited in the operating theatre as a routine part of a surgical procedure involving the neck, oropharynx or face (Table 17.1). Much less commonly, patients present with life-threatening or rapidly worsening upper airway obstruction and require immediate management (Table 17.2). These cases are usually best managed in the operating theatre by an experienced anaesthetist who will decide whether trans-laryngeal intubation can be attempted (Figure 17.2).

More commonly, patients initially receive their ventilatory support via a trans-laryngeal tube and the decision to convert to a tracheostomy is based either on the obvious need for prolonged intubation, or when repeated attempts to wean from mechanical ventilation or multiple trials of extubation have been unsuccessful (Figure 17.3). Unfortunately, it is not always obvious in advance into which category a patient belongs (Table 17.3).

#### Risk:benefit ratio and timing

Trans-laryngeal and tracheostomy tubes provide exactly the same functions, namely (1) a tracheal seal for positive pressure ventilation, (2) a means of maintaining a patent airway, (3) a means of

### Table 17.2 Immediate management of life-threatening upper airway obstruction

1. Ensure that you, and those around you, remain calm. Patient distress can precipitate loss of the airway. Ensure that someone takes responsibility for summoning appropriate help and alerts the operating theatres.
2. If available, give the patient a helium/oxygen mixture to breathe.
3. Establish if the patient has any drug allergies.
4. Establish intravenous access as quickly and painlessly as possible. Do not give opiates or sedatives. If the airway obstruction might have an inflammatory component, give corticosteroids (hydrocortisone 100 mg or dexamethasone 8 mg) and antihistamines (chlorphenamine 10 mg), and consider giving nebulized and intramuscular adrenaline.
5. Transfer to the operating theatre for further management.

---

3 Anaphylaxis, infection, burns.
Severe or life-threatening upper airway obstruction

- Unable to speak
- Unable to swallow saliva
- Inaudible breath sounds
- Upright posture
- Wide-eyed stare
- Inter-costal recession

Transfer to operating theatre

Can the airway be secured with trans-laryngeal intubation?

Probably YES

Attempt trans-laryngeal intubation with inhalation induction of anaesthesia or awake fibre-optic intubation

Success? NO

Is the airway obstruction likely to resolve in a few days?

Probably YES

Leave with trans-laryngeal intubation

Probably NO

Surgical tracheostomy

Probably NO

Tracheostomy or cricothyroidotomy under local anaesthetic

Figure 17.2 Airway management for life-threatening upper airway obstruction.
**Table 17.3** Likelihood of requiring prolonged intubation once ventilated

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Definitely NOT</th>
<th>Maybe</th>
<th>Definitely</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elective post-operative ventilation, uncomplicated procedure</td>
<td>Refractory asthma</td>
<td>Guillain–Barré syndrome</td>
<td>Severe but survivable head injury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncomplicated drug overdose</td>
<td>Acute left ventricular failure</td>
<td>Tetanus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seizures in a known epileptic</td>
<td>Drug overdose with aspiration</td>
<td>Botulism</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overwhelming illness likely to be rapidly fatal</td>
<td>Perforated ulcer</td>
<td>Cervical spinal cord injury</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Biliary peritonitis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pneumonia in young fit adult</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pancreatitis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Faecal peritonitis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Meningitis or encephalitis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pneumonia in elderly or infirm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Trans-laryngeal intubation**

**Indication for long-term intubation?**

- NO: Don’t know
- YES:
  - Irreversible or slowly reversible need for:
    - Ventilatory support (neuromuscular failure)
    - Airway protection (bulbar or pseudo-bulbar palsy, depressed conscious level)
    - Airway stenting (airway obstruction)
    - Airway toileting

**Attempt to wean and extubate**

- NO
- YES:
  - Success?
    - NO
    - YES

**Tracheostomy**

**Figure 17.3** Decision tree for elective tracheostomy.

Assisting with tracheobronchial toileting and (4) a moderately effective means of preventing pulmonary aspiration. Both have advantages and disadvantages (Table 17.4) that have evolved with the passage of time, influenced by developments in the materials used in the construction of the tubes, their design and the development of percutaneous techniques for performing tracheostomy at the bedside (Figure 17.4). Thus, in the 1950s, when the need for prolonged ventilatory support was first identified, trans-laryngeal intubation was used, if at all, simply as a short-term bridge prior to definitive airway management in the form of a tracheostomy, as described in a 1957 *Lancet* editorial.[1]

In America a metal tracheotomy tube is used and the patient nursed in a tank respirator with a special device to hold the collar away from the tracheotomy tube. In Europe, however, most people favour a cuffed rubber tube, and convenient tubes have been designed for this purpose. Artificial respiration is then provided through it by intermittent positive pressure – the method introduced by Lassen.
Table 17.4 Pros and cons of tracheostomy compared to trans-laryngeal intubation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Trans-laryngeal intubation</th>
<th>Tracheostomy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Insertion</td>
<td>Simple, very cheap, very</td>
<td>Not simple, more expensive, very low risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>low risk</td>
<td>low risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouth care</td>
<td>More difficult</td>
<td>Easier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access for tracheobronchial toilet</td>
<td>Reasonable</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk of secretion obstruction</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk of VAP</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comfort</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requirement for sedation and analgesia</td>
<td>Low/none</td>
<td>Low/none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk of damage to supraglottic structures</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk of damage to larynx and vocal cords</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk of damage to trachea</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency of accidental extubation</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Lower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consequences of unplanned extubation</td>
<td>Low risk</td>
<td>Moderate risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient communication</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Easier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phonation</td>
<td>Impossible</td>
<td>Possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work of breathing</td>
<td>Higher</td>
<td>Lower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobilization</td>
<td>Never</td>
<td>Sometimes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-operation with physiotherapy</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Easier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral intake</td>
<td>Rare</td>
<td>Sometimes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entry-site problems</td>
<td>Only for nasal route</td>
<td>Common</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neck scarring</td>
<td>Never</td>
<td>Uncommon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can be managed in non-ICU setting</td>
<td>Rare</td>
<td>Frequently</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VAP: ventilator-associated pneumonia

At this early time, prolonged trans-laryngeal intubation was not an option for two reasons. First, the cuffed endotracheal tubes that were available were made of red rubber, which provoked an inflammatory reaction in the airway when used for prolonged periods. Second, the technology and pharmacology for providing continuous intravenous sedation was not available.

In 1964, Portex introduced the first polyvinyl chloride (PVC) endotracheal tube with an integral cuff for anaesthesia, but the cuff was as thick as contemporary rubber cuffs, and even by 1966 one author tellingly commented: ‘A word should also be added about special situations such as barbiturate poisoning where unconsciousness may last less than 48 hours. Here, tracheostomy may be avoided and respiration maintained through an orotracheal tube’.[2] However, the 1960s witnessed an inexorable increase in the number of patients requiring prolonged mechanical ventilation and with this came a mounting catalogue of tracheostomy-related complications. Kirby in 1970 commented: ‘The use of tracheostomy and prolonged intermittent positive pressure ventilation (IPPV) in the care of patients with respiratory insufficiency has been accompanied by an increasing incidence of tracheal mucosal erosion, bleeding and tracheoesophageal fistula’. [3]

In the 1970s a range of strategies were evaluated in an effort to reduce these complications, including regular cuff pressure measurement, intermittent cuff deflation,[3] alternate inflation of double-cuffed tubes,[4] and the use of high-volume, low-pressure cuffs that had originally been
described by Lomholt.\textsuperscript{[5]} However, the pressure to proceed to tracheostomy was relieved to a significant extent by the availability of a number of intravenous sedatives and analgesics, including diazepam,\textsuperscript{6} etomidate and althesin.\textsuperscript{7} The addition of evidence that early tracheostomy increased airway colonization and the duration of intubation,\textsuperscript{[6]} and reports of the safety of prolonged trans-laryngeal intubation,\textsuperscript{[7]} meant that by the end of the decade the pendulum was swinging in favour of delayed tracheostomy. Indeed, by 1981 one group of authors concluded that ‘the value of tracheotomy when an artificial airway is required for periods as long as three weeks is not supported by data obtained in this study’\textsuperscript{[8]} As the tide was turning against tracheostomy, investigators began to explore the feasibility of prolonged nasotracheal intubation\textsuperscript{[9]} as a way of making trans-laryngeal intubation more bearable, as was common in paediatric practice. Popularized in the early 1980s, it only took five years before reports started to emerge of serious problems associated with prolonged nasotracheal intubation in adults, most notably maxillary sinusitis.\textsuperscript{[10]} This, combined with Ciaglia’s description of a simple and elegant percutaneous technique,\textsuperscript{[11]} a number of indisputable advantages to tracheostomy (Table 17.4) and a powerful

\textsuperscript{6} First used in 1966.
\textsuperscript{7} Both introduced into clinical practice in 1973.
financial incentive to perform tracheostomy in the United States\(^8\) has meant that the last 15 years have been a period of uncertainty. A systematic review in 2005\(^{13}\) could only identify five prospective clinical trials comparing early versus late tracheostomy, of which two were only quasi-randomized. Meta-analysis of the data from these studies was unable to confirm an effect of early tracheostomy in reducing the risk of either pneumonia or death, but did find a significant effect on the duration of mechanical ventilation and the length of stay in intensive care.\(^{13}\) It is hoped that a prospective randomized trial being conducted in the UK (TracMan) between 2004 and 2009, which is aiming to recruit 1200 patients allocated to either early (days 1 to 4) or late (\(>\) day 10) tracheostomy will provide more definitive data on timing.

Complications

Complications of tracheostomy can be classified into perioperative, early and late (Table 17.5), with both the type and incidence of specific complications differing between surgical and percutaneous techniques.

Perioperative

As with any procedure the risks of intra-operative complications are as much a reflection on the training and supervision of the operator as they are of the procedure itself, and untangling these issues from the available literature is not straightforward. Furthermore, the risk of reported complications has to be applied to a specific clinical context where local expertise may be notable for its presence, or otherwise.

In many centres in the UK, surgical tracheostomy may only be performed in the operating theatre,\(^9\) which inevitably requires that the patient be transferred there and back. Any intra-hospital transfer exposes the mechanically ventilated patient to additional risk. In the majority of patients, this additional risk is small, but becomes significant in the presence of complicating factors such as morbid obesity. With a surgical approach, intra-operative bleeding, either minor or major, is not usually a problem providing the surgeon is sufficiently experienced. In some centres, however, routine tracheostomy for ventilator-dependent patients is viewed as an ideal training opportunity, increasing both the duration of the procedure and the risk of surgical misadventure. Bleeding is generally less of a problem with percutaneous tracheostomy, although a number of fatal haemorrhages have been reported.

Cardio-respiratory arrest, prolonged or irretrievable loss of the airway, and death are all recognized complications of both surgical and percutaneous tracheostomy. Analysis of reports describing the surgical and percutaneous approaches suggests that these very serious perioperative events are very uncommon in patients undergoing percutaneous tracheostomy (<1%), but ten times less common in patients undergoing surgical tracheostomy.\(^{15}\) While these data are indisputable, it is possible that these rates of serious adverse events have been influenced by early experience with the percutaneous technique, as suggested by Dulguerov et al.\(^{14}\)

A definitive answer to this question will require prospective long-term national audit.

Puncture of the endotracheal cuff can occur during either surgical or percutaneous tracheostomy

---

\(^8\) In 1987 the Health Care Financing Administration of the United States, the body responsible for determining rates of reimbursement through the Prospective Payment System, added two new Diagnosis-Related Groups (DRGs) which applied to Major Disease Category 4: Respiratory System (MDC4). These DRGs applied to patients receiving mechanical support via a tracheostomy (474) or endotracheal tube (473), and added a reimbursement weighting of 11.9 and 3.2, respectively. Two years later the following comment was made: ‘the weighting factor for DRG 474 was so high that there might be undue pressure placed on physicians to perform tracheostomies prematurely on these critically ill patients’\(^{12}\)

\(^9\) In Dulguerov et al.’s 1999 review,\(^{14}\) surgical tracheostomy was performed at the bedside in 66% of cases, while percutaneous tracheostomy was performed in the operating theatre in 16% of cases.
# Table 17.5 Complications of tracheostomy performed for ventilatory support

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Surgical</th>
<th>Percutaneous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Perioperative (within 48 hours)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risks associated with move to OR</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minor bleeding</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major bleeding</td>
<td>Uncommon</td>
<td>Very rare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ET tube cuff puncture</td>
<td>Uncommon</td>
<td>More common</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needle damage to bronchoscope</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Common</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ventilation problems</td>
<td>Uncommon</td>
<td>More common</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intracranial pressure</td>
<td>May rise</td>
<td>May rise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracheal damage</td>
<td>0.06%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oesophageal damage</td>
<td>Extremely rare</td>
<td>Rare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creation of paratracheal passage</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pneumothorax/pneumomediastinum</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airway obstruction due to blood clot</td>
<td>Very uncommon</td>
<td>Rare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convert to surgical</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>4.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiorespiratory arrest</td>
<td>0.06%</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Death</td>
<td>0.03%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Early postoperative (up to day 5)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgical emphysema</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tension pneumothorax</td>
<td>Very uncommon</td>
<td>Rare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persistent bleeding</td>
<td>Less common</td>
<td>Very uncommon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dislodgement of tracheostomy tube</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Late postoperative (day 6 onwards)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minor bleeding</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major bleeding</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stomal site infection</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty swallowing (TT in place)</td>
<td>Common</td>
<td>Common</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty swallowing (de-cannulated)</td>
<td>Common</td>
<td>Common</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subglottic/tracheal stenosis</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracheo-oesophageal fistula</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracheomalacia</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persistent tracheo-cutaneous fistula</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tethering of the trachea</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Uncommon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsightly scar</td>
<td>1 to 5%</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data from Dulguerov et al.\(^{[14]}\) and Durbin.\(^{[15]}\)

| Very common | common | less common | uncommon | very uncommon | rare | very rare | extremely rare |
|>25% | ≥15% | ≥5% | ≥1% | ≥0.1% | ≥0.01 | ≥0.001 | <0.001 |

and providing the operator has correctly identified the anatomical landmarks in the neck, responsibility lies with the person managing the airway. This problem can be averted by vigilance, timely retraction of the trans-laryngeal tube or, for patients undergoing percutaneous tracheostomy, by exchange of the trans-laryngeal tube for a laryngeal mask airway.\(^{[16]}\) Endoscopic assistance during the procedure may reduce the incidence of posterior tracheal wall damage and tube misplacement and in many centres is regarded as mandatory, but there is insufficient published data to support this
assertion. Moreover, the presence of an endoscope risks poorer ventilation, increasing the risk of hypoxia and hypercapnia, as well as needle damage to the instrument. While the latter is of no consequence to the patient, repairs are expensive. It should be appreciated that bleeding, distortion of structures and obstruction of the visual field with larger dilators may prevent visualization of damage until after it has occurred and the section of trachea adjacent to tracheostomy tube cannot be easily visualized after tube insertion. An alternative approach includes the use of a rigid metal cased, small-diameter scope, such as a Bonfils laryngoscope[17] or an optical stylet (Figure 17.5).

Tracheal damage is more common with percutaneous tracheostomy, including rupture or displacement of the tracheal rings, particularly in elderly patients with heavily calcified tracheal cartilage. Tear of the posterior tracheal wall is another serious complication which may lead to the formation of tracheo-oesophageal fistula or mediastinitis. While reported as a complication of surgical tracheostomy this appears to be more common with certain types of percutaneous technique, such as the PercuTwist® and Ciaglia-pattern serial dilators. Experiments in cadavers suggest that a significant risk factor for this complication is retraction of the guidewire into the dilator, allowing the latter to dig into the posterior tracheal wall.[18] Both guidewire retraction and guidewire misplacement, which causes the creation of false passages, are effectively prevented by bronchoscopic visualization of the procedure.

Early and late

Pneumothorax and surgical emphysema usually become apparent within 24 to 48 hours of the procedure, are slightly more common in percutaneous tracheostomies and do not usually cause a significant problem. Persistent bleeding, however, tends to be a feature associated with surgical tracheostomies, perhaps related to the fact that coagulopathy is a relative contra-indication for the percutaneous approach, and the stoma is bigger so no tamponade around the tube occurs.

A more common problem in the early post-tracheostomy phase is unplanned de-cannulation, especially if this is not immediately recognized (Box 17.1). With complete de-cannulation the airway problem is obvious and should be managed by occluding the stoma and securing the airway using standard upper airway techniques, including bag-valve-mask ventilation or re-intubation of the trachea with an oral tube. Attempts to re-cannulate the tracheal stoma are almost certainly doomed to failure this soon after purcutaneous tracheostomy, because a definitive stoma tract will not have formed. Considerably more dangerous, particularly for the unwary, is unrecognized de-cannulation, which can occur when a patient with a large neck has a tracheostomy inserted that is too short. The combination of a significant increase in airway pressures, poor air entry and worsening surgical emphysema are pathognomonic for a displaced tracheostomy tube, which should be immediately removed. Removing the tracheostomy tube and reverting to standard airway management will inevitably solve the problem if the tracheostomy tube is displaced, may solve the problem if the
Box 17.1

A 63-year-old lady with a background history of non-insulin-dependent diabetes, obesity and smoking-related chronic pulmonary disease was admitted with a severe community-acquired pneumonia. After 12 days of mechanical ventilation, she underwent a surgical tracheostomy and was returned to the intensive care unit with size 8 Portex Blue-line tracheostomy tube, where ventilation was continued with synchronized intermittent mandatory ventilation (SIMV). In the early hours of the following morning, the nurse was alerted by the ventilator’s alarm, which indicated high airway pressures and a low minute volume, and this was shortly followed by the monitor alarm, indicating low peripheral haemoglobin oxygen saturation. The nurse disconnected the patient from the ventilator and attempted to manually ventilate the patient with a self-inflating bag attached to the patient’s tracheostomy, only to find that the tracheostomy appeared to be blocked. Help was summoned, and assuming that the tracheostomy tube had become blocked by blood from the recent tracheostomy, an attempt was made to remove the obstruction by suction. The suction catheter could only be passed with great difficulty, and did not aspirate blood or secretions or relieve the airway. An anaesthetic trainee arrived shortly after and was able to ventilate the patient with extreme difficulty, at which point it was noted that the patient was developing progressively worsening surgical emphysema. At this point, the consultant was called in from home. By the time the consultant arrived 15 minutes later, the surgical emphysema was so severe that the patient’s mouth could not be opened to insert a laryngoscope, and the patient died. A post-mortem examination revealed that the tip of the tracheostomy tube, which was too short to lie in the correct position, was lying anterior to the tracheal lumen.

The tracheostomy tube is blocked (the blockage may be below the tracheostomy) and reduces the differential if neither of these are the case.

Stomal infections are common following surgical tracheostomy and may produce significant quantities of purulent secretions that can cause maceration of adjacent skin. In patients with an adjacent surgical wound, such as a median sternotomy, the stomal infection can spread to involve the sternum or mediastinum, resulting in significant morbidity, mortality and a prolonged hospital stay. For this reason, many cardiothoracic surgeons prefer their patients to have a percutaneous tracheostomy.

Tracheo-innominate artery fistula is an uncommon but life-threatening complication that is usually fatal unless treatment is instituted immediately. Many causes have been implicated including pressure necrosis from high cuff pressure, tracheal wall trauma and perforation from a mal-positioned tube tip, low tracheal incision and prolonged tracheostomy. Any significant or repeated bleeding occurring from three days to six weeks after tracheostomy should be considered to be a tracheo-innominate artery fistula unless proven otherwise. Smaller herald bleeds may precede this complication and should prompt formal exploration in the operating theatre in case a major bleed is precipitated. Immediate control of the haemorrhage may be achieved by over-inflation of the tracheostomy cuff, or by compressing the artery between a gloved finger and the deep surface of the manubrium. Definitive treatment requires median sternotomy and bypass of the artery.

Damage to the posterior tracheal wall either during tracheostomy or as a consequence of cuff pressure can cause a tracheo-oesophageal fistula, and should be excluded in patients with

10 Also called the brachiocephalic artery.
persistent bronchorrhoea, repeated aspiration pneumonia, persistent failure to pass a swallowing assessment or symptoms of aerophagia. The diagnosis can be made by careful bronchoscopic examination of the de-cannulated trachea together with oesophagoscopy. Surgical repair is required as without this the condition is invariably fatal.

While long-term complications appear to be uncommon, the incomplete follow-up and lack of consistent definitions of outcome measurements in the available randomized controlled trials make conclusions difficult to draw. However, uncontrolled studies have found that clinically relevant tracheal stenosis is uncommon in percutaneous tracheostomy when performed by experienced operators.[19,20] Tracheal stenosis can occur at, or either side of the stoma, at the level of cuff, and at the tip of the tube. The main reason for development of stenosis appears to be mucosal ischaemia. Most stenoses tend to be asymptomatic unless they reduce the tracheal lumen by more than 50%. Tracheal stenosis caused by percutaneous tracheostomy may be significantly closer to the vocal cords compared to surgical tracheostomy making tracheal resection and end-to-end anastomosis very difficult.[21] This provides a strong argument for ensuring appropriate levels of stoma formation using endoscopy during percutaneous tracheostomy. The introducer needle should be ideally passed between the second and third tracheal rings or one space lower. However, needle insertion below the fourth tracheal ring poses a risk of tube erosion into adjacent blood vessels.

The ability to swallow without aspirating depends on an intact swallowing mechanism that has both neural and muscular components. The swallowing reflex is initiated by the sensation of food or fluid against the oropharynx, which causes the reflex contraction of pharyngeal muscles which serve to close the nasopharynx, lift the trachea, close the glottis and drop the epiglottis over the laryngeal inlet. At the same time, the cricopharyngeal sphincter relaxes, allowing the passage of the bolus into the proximal oesophagus. Aspiration can result from disorders of sensory or motor nerves, central processing, neuromuscular transmission, muscle function or loss of movement of glottic structures. With a tracheostomy, tracheal elevation may be restricted, preventing the epiglottis from descending over the laryngeal inlet and allowing contamination of the piriform recesses and laryngeal ventricles. Furthermore, while the cricopharyngeal sphincter may relax appropriately, the bolus may be prevented from dropping into the proximal oesophagus by the presence of the tracheostomy tube and its cuff. There is little data on the frequency of swallowing disorders in patients with a tracheostomy; the information available suggests a rate of 7% in the short term[22] (up to 10 days), and 50%[23] in the long term (over 1 month), but the frequency in the medium term (10 days to 1 month) is unknown. Clinical evidence of aspiration (coughing) is likely to be an insensitive indicator, and although risk factors for aspiration have been identified, there has been no attempt to formulate a predictive tool for identifying these patients. Currently, the ‘gold-standard’ evaluation is a video-fluoroscopic swallow, but this can usually only be done in the radiology department. Bedside evaluation depends on clinical assessment by a speech and language therapist[11] supplemented, where available, by a fibreoptic endoscopic evaluation of swallow (FEES). Many centres attempt to evaluate swallowing with a variant of the ‘Evans blue dye test’, in which blue food dye is added to orally presented food or fluid. While the value of a positive test is clear, the value of a negative test is uncertain because there is evidence of a high false-negative rate. Patients who require positive airway pressure[12] have to be evaluated with an inflated tracheostomy

11 A speech pathologist in the USA.
12 Either in the form of continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP), or inspiratory support.
Table 17.6 Comparison between surgical and percutaneous tracheostomy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Administrative hindrance</th>
<th>Surgical</th>
<th>Percutaneous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Delay between decision and procedure</td>
<td>Moderate to high</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skilled intensivists</td>
<td>Not required</td>
<td>Required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absolute contra-indications</td>
<td>Haemodynamic instability</td>
<td>Severe hypoxaemia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Severe hypoxaemia</td>
<td>Severe coagulopathy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative contra-indications</td>
<td>Recent median sternotomy</td>
<td>Children under 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Difficult anatomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Previous neck surgery or radiotherapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Difficult intubation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cervical spine injury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Raised intracranial pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Infection or burn at the insertion site</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

tube cuff, whereas other patients should be evaluated with their cuff deflated.

**Tracheostomy techniques**

Since 1985, clinicians have been able to choose between surgical or percutaneous tracheostomy and these techniques are compared in Table 17.6. As experience with the percutaneous approach increases, the list of contra-indications is being constantly eroded, and there are now reports in the literature describing the successful use of this approach in patients with obesity, coagulopathy or even as an emergency procedure. Ultrasound imaging of the neck prior to tracheostomy (Figure 17.6) allows the anatomy of the anterior neck structures to be identified, particularly the location of blood vessels and the depth and angulation of the trachea.[24] This information may contribute to the risk to benefit analysis between surgical and percutaneous tracheostomy.

**Surgical tracheostomy**

Conventional surgical tracheostomy is usually performed by ear, nose and throat (ENT), or maxillofacial surgeons, although in some centres cardiothoracic or neurological surgeons routinely perform the procedure. A transverse skin incision is made between the lower border of the cricoid cartilage and suprasternal notch. The strap muscles are retracted laterally to expose the underlying thyroid isthmus and the trachea (Figure 17.7). The thyroid isthmus is either retracted cephalad or divided exposing the tracheal rings. A window is made in the trachea that is most commonly centred on the third tracheal ring (Figure 17.8). An alternative is the so-called Björk flap. A flap incision hinged to
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Figure 17.7 Sagittal section of the neck.
Note that the trachea does not lie parallel to the surface of the neck, but is angled posteriorly as it enters the thorax. Note also the close relationship of the brachiocephalic trunk (innominate artery) just above the manubrium.

the fourth tracheal ring is created. The flap is then sutured to the skin, thereby creating a clear path from skin to the trachea. It is supposed to create a safe track if accidental de-cannulation occurs, but

may cause problems if the suture pulls out or if the stoma is too deep for the flap to reach the skin. Flaps floating free will cause problems and if pushed into the trachea may heal as a stenosis and should therefore be removed or resutured. The tracheostomy tube is then placed under direct visualization. The open technique at the bedside performed in some institutions does not differ in any way to open technique in the operating theatre. This procedure done at the bedside is more difficult because lighting, operating on a wide bed and other facilities are suboptimal.

Percutaneous tracheostomy
Although originally described in 1955[25] percutaneous tracheostomy was never a serious alternative to the formal surgical technique until Pasquale Ciaglia described his dilatational technique in 1985,[11] since then a number of alternative techniques have been described (Table 17.7). All of the techniques use a guidewire to guide dilatation of the anterior tracheal wall either from outside in or from inside out (trans-laryngeal). A tracheostomy tube loaded over a loading dilator is then inserted through the stoma. Several clinical trials have compared these techniques without any method being shown to be conclusively superior.[26] Operator experience and patient selection are crucial determinants of complications.

PRACTICALITIES
Two operators are required, one to perform the tracheostomy and the other to provide general anaesthesia, manage the airway, and handle the endoscope. The procedure should ideally be performed during normal working hours to ensure the supervision and support from senior staff members and other specialists if required.

At least 30 minutes prior to the procedure, nasoenteric feed should be stopped, the stomach emptied by aspiration and the nasogastric tube left on
free drainage. Following the induction of general anaesthesia, the patient is given a single dose of muscle relaxant and ventilated in a mandatory, volume controlled, mode with 100% oxygen. The patient is positioned supine so that the chin and sternal notch are in a straight line, with the head extended by removing the pillow and placing a soft roll under the patient’s shoulders. The superior and inferior borders of the thyroid cartilage, cricoid cartilage and first three tracheal rings are identified by palpation and marked. The skin is prepared with antiseptic solution and the neck draped to maintain a sterile field. The area of incision is infiltrated with up to 20 mL of lidocaine 1% with adrenaline 1:200 000. The second operator then aspirates the trachea, mouth and oropharynx, and under direct laryngoscopy aspirates the laryngopharynx and glottic opening. An assistant deflates the cuff of the trans-laryngeal tube, which is then either withdrawn so that the cuff lies immediately subglottic and the cuff is re-inflated, or the tube is exchanged for a laryngeal mask airway. The patient is then reconnected to the ventilator. The second operator then visualizes the cricoid cartilage with the endoscope. At this point, it is sometimes instructive to dim the room lights and check that the light from the endoscope can be seen trans-illuminating the patient’s neck.

A small transverse incision is made in the midline of the patient’s neck over the space between the first and second or the second and third tracheal rings. The subcutaneous tissue is bluntly dissected using a pair of curved forceps. An introducer needle with cannula is inserted midline into the trachea, between the 2nd and 3rd tracheal rings, ideally under endoscopic guidance. Intratracheal needle position can also be confirmed by air aspiration or capnography when endoscopy is not available.

A ‘J-tipped’ guidewire is passed through the cannula after the introducer needle has been removed. A guide catheter is advanced over the guidewire, followed by dilatation of the stoma by a series of plastic dilators, a single dilator or forceps. Finally, the tracheostomy tube, pre-loaded onto a dilator of the appropriate size, is advanced over the guidewire and guide catheter into the tracheal lumen. The latter two are removed, leaving the tracheostomy tube in place. The distal airway is aspirated with a sterile suction catheter to remove any blood, then the cuff is inflated until no air leak is heard. The cuff pressure should not exceed 25 cm H₂O (18 mmHg).

---

13 Commonly atracurium at 0.5 mg.kg⁻¹.

14 Between 11 mm for a size 6 tube, and 17 mm for a size 10.
It is important that this is checked regularly to prevent complications of tracheal mucosal damage, stenosis and tracheo-oesophageal fistula. The tube should be tied in securely.

**SINGLE DILATOR TECHNIQUES**

In an attempt to minimize the risk of tracheal damage, a number of manufacturers have introduced a single-step dilatation technique based on Ciaglia’s original method. The single dilator (Figure 17.9) has a hydrophilic coating which, when wet, reduces friction and thus allows smooth, rapid, dilatation of the tracheal stoma. This minimizes the time during which dilators obstruct the airway, reducing the risk of hypercapnia and hypoxia. Moreover, the dilator tapers to a more flexible tip, which will bend at the required angle to follow the direction of the guidewire down the trachea (Figure 17.10). Use of this technique avoids the aerosolization of blood and secretions as dilators are changed, and the continuous tamponade effect reduces bleeding during the procedure.

**Choice of tracheostomy tube**

There is a wide range of tracheostomy tubes commercially available that vary with respect to material (polyvinyl chloride, polyurethane, silicone or metal), cuff (none, standard, low-profile or high-volume), length, inner cannula, fenestrations and other special features. The anatomy of a tracheostomy tube is shown in Figure 17.11.

**MATERIAL**

The commonest type of tracheostomy tube is made from polyvinyl chloride (PVC), which is cheap, inert, smooth and becomes malleable at body temperature (thermolabile). Polyurethane tubes are generally a little more expensive, but do not lose their rigidity at body temperature. With both PVC and polyurethane tubes, the lengths of the neck, bending section and stem are fixed, and with these tubes it is important to ensure that the patient is fitted with the right size of tube (Figure 17.12).

Silicone tubes are very flexible, invariably presented with a reinforcing metallic spiral embedded in the wall of the tube, and usually longer than standard tubes. Being flexible along their entire length, these tubes have no pre-defined bending section and therefore conform to any variation in tracheal depth or tracheal anatomy. In addition, the flanges on these tubes can usually be moved to any position along the neck of the tube. The silicone has a slightly ‘sticky’ surface and these tubes do not allow...
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Figure 17.11 Anatomy of a tracheostomy tube.

A. The stem, also called the distal or vertical section.
B. The neck, also called the proximal or horizontal section.
C. The bending section.

The angle between the axis of the neck and stem is referred to as the bending angle, and in many designs of tube this is 90°. Because the axis of the trachea is not parallel to the skin surface of the neck (see Figure 17.12), a larger bending angle bending (100° to 110°) allows the axis of the stem to lie in the same axis as the trachea with the flange held flat against the skin of the patient’s neck.

Fixed-length tracheostomy tubes are available in a range of sizes defined, for endotracheal tubes, by the internal diameter (ID). There is a variation in the length and curvature of a particular manufacturer’s tubes as the ID changes. There is also considerable variation between manufacturers. Thus if difficulty is experienced with malposition of a tracheostomy tube, then there should be consideration of a change in size (ID) or tube type.

The easy passage of a bronchoscope. Unfortunately, adjustable flange tracheostomy tubes do not have the advantage of inner cannulae.

Silver tubes (e.g. silver Negus) are used by patients with long-term or permanent stomas and can be custom-made. These tubes do not have a cuff but may have a low-profile inner cannula with or without an integral flap that acts as a speaking valve. An inner cannula with a standard 15 mm catheter mount connector is available for patients who require intermittent (nocturnal) respiratory support. These tubes offer the airflow advantages of thin walls and theoretically the antibacterial effect of silver. With the general move to disposable equipment and reports of tube fractures these are now less frequently used.

CUFF

Cuffed tubes provide a degree of airway protection and facilitate intermittent positive-pressure ventilation. Disadvantages are risk of excessive cuff pressure, difficulty in swallowing and inability to phonate. High-volume, low-pressure cuffs reduce the incidence of cuff-related mucosal damage by providing a wider surface area of the trachea for the pressure to be dissipated. The cuff pressure should not exceed 25 cm H₂O (18 mmHg) to reduce the risk of complications. Some long-stemmed
Figure 17.12 Incorrect tube sizing.

On the left, the neck length of the tracheostomy tube is too long for the tracheal depth, forcing the anterior rim of the tube tip against the anterior tracheal wall. Note the close approximation of the brachiocephalic trunk (innominate artery). This position may result in the tube eroding into the artery, with catastrophic consequences.

On the right, the neck length of the tracheostomy tube is too short for the depth of the stoma, forcing the posterior rim of the tube tip against the posterior tracheal wall. In this position the patient is at risk of developing a tracheo-oesophageal fistula.

Tracheostomy tubes are fitted with two cuffs, which are meant to be inflated alternately. This is designed to reduce the incidence of cuff-related tracheal damage, but has yet to be validated. In contrast to endotracheal tubes,\textsuperscript{15} uncuffed tubes are commonly used in self-ventilating patients who need assistance with secretion clearance, and may be used in combination with a speaking valve to allow speech and improve the cough. Uncuffed tubes may occasionally be used to provide some degree of respiratory support (even though they have a large leak) but do not protect the airway from aspiration.

**LENGTH**

Tubes with a pre-formed bending section can be lengthened at either the neck or stem sections (Figure 17.13), or may have a flange that can be positioned at any point along the tube for patients whose trachea is deeper than usual below the skin and soft tissues in the neck (e.g. obese patients). The depth of the stoma should be considered at the outset, during the insertion procedure and by visualizing the tube position within the trachea at endoscopy via the glottis and through the tube. It should be appreciated that standard tubes have a relatively short neck.

**DOUBLE CANNULA**

Many manufacturers now provide a replaceable inner cannula to enable regular cleaning of the lumen. This reduces the likelihood of blockage and reduces re-inoculation of this material into the tracheobronchial tree with inspiration and with the

\textsuperscript{15} In adults. Uncuffed tubes are standard in paediatric practice.
passage of suction catheters. Tracheostomy tubes with an inner tube may remain in place up to 30 days or more.

**FENESTRATIONS**

A fenestration is a single large hole or series of smaller holes situated in the outer curve of the bending section of the tracheostomy tube that allows the free passage of gas between the laryngeal inlet above and the tracheobronchial tree below. The tracheostomy tube should be of the appropriate size for the patient so that the fenestration lies completely in the trachea. Incorrectly positioned fenestrations can cause subcutaneous emphysema. These tubes may be cuffed or un-cuffed. If the tracheostomy tube has an inner cannula, there may be a choice (dependent on manufacturer) of having a fenestrated inner cannula or an un-fenestrated inner cannula. Thus a cuffed, fenestrated tracheostomy tube with a choice of fenestrated or non-fenestrated inner cannula can be used with the cuff inflated or deflated (effectively cuffless) and as a fenestrated or non-fenestrated tube.

**SPEAKING VALVES AND CAPS**

In the process of weaning from mechanical ventilation, it is desirable for patients to breathe across their larynx and pharynx. This may help to normalize mucosal sensation and may improve swallowing. By allowing apposition of the vocal cords, it also enables the patient to clear their own secretions by coughing. In patients with sufficient strength, coughing is a more effective mechanism to mobilize secretions from the chest than blind tracheal suctioning. Simply deflating the cuff (following the cuff deflation guidelines described earlier) and capping the tracheostomy tube permits ventilation around the tube, albeit at the expense of increased resistance to inspiration and expiration. A speaking valve is a simple light-weight, one-way valve that can be used instead of a cap. With the cuff deflated, the patient draws breath through the tracheostomy valve and then exhales around the deflated cuff and through the fenestrations, through her glottis and out through her mouth and nose in the normal way. Although the patient can cough and speak, the tracheostomy partially obstructs tracheal gas flow and adds to the work of breathing. Because the upper airway is bypassed on inspiration, patients should receive warmed, humidified gases via a tracheostomy mask when a speaking valve is used.

**Role of cricothyroidotomy or mini-tracheostomy**

A small diameter (4 mm ID), un-cuffed tube can be inserted percutaneously via the cricothyroid membrane following skin infiltration with local...
anaesthetic. This facilitates treatment of sputum retention by providing an access for regular suction of respiratory secretions. This technique has also been used in the emergency management of upper airway obstruction. Limitations of the mini-tracheostomy kit include small-bore suction, inability to provide CPAP and positive-pressure ventilation. There is no cuff to provide airway protection.

Aftercare
Meticulous skin care at the stoma site has been suggested to decrease bacterial contamination and the inflammatory response leading to granulation tissue. Adequate humidification, tracheal suctioning and physiotherapy are essential to avoid obstruction of tracheostomy tubes (see Chapter 4). The obstruction of tracheostomy tubes can be static because of thick tenacious secretion or dynamic because of partial obstruction by the membranous posterior wall encroaching on the tracheostomy tube lumen. The degree of dynamic obstruction appears to increase when the intrathoracic pressure increases. Dynamic obstruction can be prevented by a properly designed tube with optimum length and angle to ensure tracheostomy tube positioning within the trachea.

For tracheostomy tubes with inner cannulae, regular removal for cleaning is important to maintain tube patency. Tubes without inner cannulae should be exchanged every 7–14 days, or more frequently if secretions build up, to avoid the risk of progressive hypoxia and possibly cardio-respiratory arrest. Removal of the tracheostomy tube may be required if suctioning fails to clear the obstruction. In the short term, spontaneously breathing patients will usually manage to breathe through their own airway. If the tracheostomy is more than one week old, the stoma is generally well established to allow early tube replacement, if required.

For patients dependent on assisted ventilation, re-intubation by the oral route may be needed in the interim if difficulties occur in replacing the tracheostomy tube.

When caring for a tracheostomy patient, appropriate airway equipment should always remain with the patient (Table 17.8). De-cannulation is discussed in Chapter 18.

### Table 17.8 Mandatory bedside equipment for patients with a tracheostomy

- Tracheostomy tubes (same size as in situ and one size smaller)
- Tracheal dilators
- Suction unit, catheters and gloves
- Self-inflating bag-valve-mask device and tubing
- 10-mL syringe for cuff inflation or deflation
- Standard intubation equipment
- An oxygen supply
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Weaning, extubation and de-cannulation

Although mechanical ventilation is a life-saving intervention, it is associated with a number of complications and has its own mortality (see Chapter 14). Because the risk of complications increases with the duration of mechanical ventilation, it is important not to prolong the duration of mechanical ventilation unnecessarily. The process of withdrawing mechanical ventilation is commonly referred to as ‘weaning’, but in the literature the term has acquired two distinct meanings, having been described as either (1) the process of gradually decreasing ventilatory support to return the work of breathing back to the patient or (2) a means of determining when patients have the ability to be safely liberated from the ventilator. Much of the available literature on weaning in fact refers to the second definition; furthermore, much of this work is difficult to interpret because successful extubation has been used as the end-point to assess ventilator independence. These are not synonymous because it is possible for a patient to be capable of self-ventilation without being ready for extubation. In this chapter, therefore, the term ‘weaning’ refers only to the process of returning the work of breathing back to the patient. Determining readiness for extubation or de-cannulation is dealt with as a separate issue.

The majority of patients admitted to a general ICU do not stay very long and their stays account for only a small proportion of the bed-days (Figure 18.1). Conversely, patients who require prolonged periods of mechanical ventilation may be in the minority, but they consume a large part of the unit’s capacity. The proportion of this time that is spent weaning is often quoted as 40%,[1] but this figure is deceptive. For patients requiring short periods of mechanical ventilation, for example 24 or 48 hours, weaning and extubation can often be accomplished in less than an hour, which represents between 2% and 4% of the total duration of mechanical ventilation. Patients who require more than seven days of mechanical ventilation will often spend many days or even weeks in the process of weaning. For this small group of patients, weaning accounts for a much larger proportion of the total duration of mechanical ventilation, perhaps as much as 60% to 70%. For this reason, a small decrease in the duration of mechanical ventilation in these patients, resulting from more effective weaning, can generate significant and very worthwhile resource savings.

When should weaning be initiated?

For most patients, who require only short periods of mechanical ventilation, the time at which weaning is initiated has little or no impact on the duration of weaning. For the remainder, in whom prolonged support is anticipated because of the severity of their condition or the nature of their co-morbidities, weaning has traditionally been delayed until the
patient’s physiology has returned to normal. In a few of these patients, such as those with severe hypoxic respiratory failure, suppression of the patient’s respiratory efforts with deep sedation or neuromuscular blockade can sometimes be the only way to achieve acceptable oxygenation, particularly if high-frequency oscillation or prone ventilation are required. However, in the absence of such a clear indication (Table 18.1) the wisdom of prolonged respiratory muscle ‘rest’ is now open to question. Diaphragm inactivity caused by mechanical ventilation results in a significant reduction in diaphragmatic strength that worsens with the duration of mechanical ventilation and has been referred to as ‘ventilator-induced diaphragmatic dysfunction’ (VIDD; see also Chapter 14). VIDD is attenuated by the use of a triggered mode of ventilation rather than continuous mandatory ventilation. These data suggest that the return of spontaneous respiratory activity, using either a hybrid or triggered mode of ventilation, should be attempted as early as possible (Box 18.1).

What is the first stage of weaning?

Un-assisted spontaneous ventilation has two indispensable requisites: firstly, the ability to initiate

---

**Figure 18.1** Length of stay per patient (green) and cumulative proportion of bed days (blue) for patients admitted to a mixed medical and surgical intensive care unit who required mechanical ventilation.

Of the 355 admissions that required mechanical ventilation, 79.3% stayed in the intensive care unit for 7 days or less but only accounted for 29.8% of the total bed-days. The remaining 20.7% of the admissions stayed in the ICU for between 8 and 129 days, but accounted for 70.2% of the bed-days.

Data from the John Farman Intensive Care Unit, Addenbrooke’s Hospital, Cambridge, for the period 9 Jan 2005 to 31 Aug 2006.
### Table 18.1 Indications for suppressing respiratory activity with deep sedation, muscle relaxants or hyperventilation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. Severe hypoxic respiratory failure requiring</th>
<th>Deep sedation</th>
<th>Muscle relaxation</th>
<th>Hyperventilation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) High-frequency oscillation</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>(✓)</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Prone ventilation</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>(✓)</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Permissive hypercapnoea</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>(✓)</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) Inverse-ratio ventilation</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>(✓)</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Severe bronchospasm requiring</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) Long expiratory time</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>(✓)</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Permissive hypercapnoea</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>(✓)</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Raised intracranial pressure requiring</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) Therapeutic hyperventilation</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Therapeutic hypothermia</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Therapeutic suppression of muscle contraction or movement because of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) Unstable spinal injury</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Reconstructive surgery that could be disrupted by movement</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Tetanus</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) Rabies</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Unilateral lung pathology requiring independent lung ventilation</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>(✓)</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Bronchopleural fistula requiring high frequency oscillation</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>(✓)</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

rhythmic inspiratory effort, and secondly the muscular strength and stamina to maintain tidal ventilation. Although both are required, spontaneous ventilation is impossible in the absence of a respiratory rhythm generated by the brain and an intact neural connection between the brain and the respiratory muscles (Figure 18.2). For weaning to start, therefore, every patient must first demonstrate the ability to generate rhythmic inspiratory effort. The establishment of a spontaneous

### Box 18.1 What’s wrong with suppressing respiratory effort?

Anyone who has had a leg immobilized for a couple of days will appreciate how quickly unused muscles weaken and atrophy. The same, it would appear, holds true for respiratory muscles. Although the currently available evidence is derived from animals (rats, rabbits, piglets, baboons), it is evident that mechanical ventilation results in both disuse atrophy, which causes a reduction in the cross-sectional area of the muscle fibre, as well as a reduction in intrinsic strength. These effects are synergistic and result in a significant reduction in the maximum force that the respiratory muscles can generate. This has an immediate impact on a patient’s capacity to self-ventilate because susceptibility to fatigue is inversely related to maximum force.\[\text{7}\] The animal data suggest that the duration of ventilation required to elicit this effect depends on the animal species studied, being only one day in rabbits but three days in piglets.
Figure 18.2 The neuromuscular control of ventilation.

The respiratory centre in the brain stem generates signals that are transmitted to the respiratory muscles (diaphragm and intercostals muscles) along upper motor neurons that run down the spinal cord, synapse with the cell bodies of lower motor neurons, then travel as peripheral nerves terminating at the neuromuscular junction. Failure to generate inspiratory effort can arise at any point between the respiratory centre in the brainstem and the neuromuscular junction, and the causes may be divided between those due to pathology or those due to clinical interference. Pathological causes are uncommon and in the vast majority of cases suppression of spontaneous respiratory effort arises from clinical manipulation, either deliberate or inadvertent. (Italics indicate least common causes, bold indicates most common causes.)

respiratory rhythm can be challenged in three ways:

1) Failure to generate any respiratory effort (primary post-ventilation apnoea)
2) Failure to sustain an acceptable minute ventilation
   a. Poor tidal volumes
   b. Failure to trigger – patient-ventilator dys-synchrony (PVD)
3) Repeated periods of apnoea (secondary apnoea).

**Primary post-ventilation apnoea**

If there was an absence of central or peripheral nervous system pathology at the time that mechanical ventilation was initiated, the most common cause of apnoea is central respiratory depression. This may be caused by sedatives and opiates given for
Figure 18.3 Assessment of neuromuscular function.

The usual method of peripheral nerve stimulation uses a battery-powered device which is applied over the ulnar nerve at the wrist with the cathode (negative electrode, black) positioned distal to the anode (positive electrode, red). The device applies a depolarizing voltage to the ulnar nerve at the cathode, which is transmitted both up and down the nerve. The depolarization terminates at the anode proximally and the neuromuscular junction distally, causing contraction of the thenar and hypothenar muscles, which causes the thumb to twitch towards the palm of the hand. A ‘train-of-four’ involves four discharges applied at 500-ms intervals. With complete blockade of the ulnar nerve, no twitches of the thumb can be felt (a). As the neuromuscular blockade fades, one (b), two (c), three (d) and four (e) twitches can be felt, with ‘fade’, and eventually four twitches without ‘fade’ (f).

patient comfort either alone, or together with a respiratory or metabolic alkalosis. If neuromuscular blocking drugs have been used or might have been used,¹ normal neuromuscular transmission should be demonstrated (Figure 18.3) before attempting to restore a respiratory rhythm. In the operating theatre, where rapid reversal of neuromuscular blockade is desirable, the process can be accelerated by the administration of an anticholinesterase, neostigmine, together with an anti-cholinergic, glycopyrrolate, to prevent bradycardia. This is not usually necessary in the ICU, where a brief delay in the return of neuromuscular conduction is less important. In the presence of normal neuromuscular transmission, respiratory drive can usually be restored by suspending or reducing the infusion of hypnotic and analgesic agents and reducing minute ventilation.

¹ For example, in a patient recently returned from the operating theatre.
In patients who have received mechanical ventilation for relatively short periods of time, up to 72 hours, return of a normal respiratory rhythm should occur within 30 to 60 minutes, depending on the magnitude of the reductions in minute ventilation, sedation, analgesia and the specific pharmacokinetics of the drugs used. Patients who have required full mechanical ventilation for more than 72 hours are at risk of prolonged respiratory depression (hours to days), particularly under some circumstances (Table 18.2). In the absence of any risk of acute cerebral injury, normal cranial nerve reflexes, and the presence of one or more of the factors in Table 18.2, brain computed tomography (CT) is unnecessary. Conversely, any focal neurological deficit, particularly involving the cranial nerves, deserves further investigation with cerebral CT, lumbar puncture and electro-encephalography (EEG). Respiratory depression caused by benzodiazepines or opiates can be present for many days in susceptible individuals and can be confirmed by the administration of small doses of flumazenil\textsuperscript{2} or naloxone.\textsuperscript{3} In the long term, the incidence of drug-related apnoea can be reduced with the use of targeted sedation using a rational and well validated measure such as the Richmond Agitation and Sedation Score (RASS).\textsuperscript{2,3} daily sedation breaks and the use of intermittent opiate administration titrated to objective pain scores or, where possible, regional analgesia (see Chapter 8).

Metabolic alkalosis, a common biochemical abnormality in the ICU, may arise in a number of ways (Table 18.3) and buffers the respiratory stimulant effect of carbon dioxide on the respiratory centre. In the absence of central respiratory depression from other causes, metabolic alkalosis is not usually sufficient to cause primary apnoea, but may contribute to the delay in the return of normal respiratory drive. In patients who are also sodium and water depleted, the defect can be corrected by the administration of 0.9% sodium chloride, while in patients who are fluid over-loaded, acetazolamide\textsuperscript{4} will produce an alkaline diuresis.

**Poor tidal volumes**

Following the return of spontaneous respiratory effort by reductions in both mandatory minute ventilation and depth of sedation, most patients will tolerate the switch to a triggered mode, such as pressure support ventilation (PSV), which has no mandatory component. A few patients,

---

\textsuperscript{2} Initially, 0.3 mg iv, repeated as necessary.
\textsuperscript{3} Initially, 0.04 to 0.08 mg iv, repeated as necessary.
\textsuperscript{4} 250 mg every eight hours via the nasogastric tube.
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Low respiratory system compliance

High inflation pressure

+ normal ramp = high peak flow

Activation of pulmonary receptors

Increased respiratory drive

Low tidal volume

Hypoxia

Hypercapnia

Discomfort

Activation of expiratory muscles

Decreased sedation and opioid analgesia

Reflex shortening of Tinsp

+ long ramp = normal peak flow

Discomfort

Figure 18.4 Factors in patients with low respiratory system compliance that interact to reduce the toleration for pressure-support ventilation.

However, do not tolerate this transition, becoming hypoxic, hypercapnic, agitated, tachycardic, hypertensive and sweaty – all signs of acute respiratory distress. Failure to tolerate PSV is usually the consequence of both low respiratory system compliance and discomfort (Figure 18.4). These patients require high inflation pressures to achieve reasonable tidal volumes, but at the expense of high peak inspiratory flow. Activation of pulmonary receptors as well as high peak flows lead to shortening of neural inspiratory time, shortening the duration of inspiration and reducing the inspiratory tidal volume. Significant increase in respiratory drive may also be accompanied by the recruitment of expiratory muscles, further reducing the compliance of the respiratory system, and consequently the inspiratory tidal volume. In addition, reduction or suspension of sedatives and opioids to reduce central respiratory depression can result in patient discomfort and anxiety. Occasionally, the patient can be stabilized in PSV by reducing the inflating pressure or prolonging the ramp to reduce the peak inspiratory flow, or both, reducing the flow threshold for expiratory cycling to increase the duration of inspiration, increasing PEEP to improve oxygenation, and carefully re-introducing an opioid to reduce discomfort and respiratory drive. Most patients in this situation, however, require the use of a hybrid mode, where the transition from mandatory to spontaneous ventilation can be achieved by gradual reductions in the mandatory ventilation rate.

Very occasionally, low tidal volumes are caused by inspiratory-flow induced cough. In such cases, reducing peak inspiratory flow or nebulized local anaesthetic may help.

Patient-ventilator dys-synchrony (PVD)

Patients with abnormally small airways, such as those with asthma or emphysema, are at risk of developing intrinsic positive end-expiratory pressure (iPEEP, Box 18.2 and Figure 18.5). Before gas will flow into the lungs, which is necessary to trigger the ventilator, the patient has to generate a negative intrapleural pressure to counteract the iPEEP and must then generate further negative intrapleural pressure to create a pressure gradient from upper airway to alveoli in order to cause inspiratory gas flow (Figure 18.6). During acute exacerbations, these patients may also have weakened respiratory muscles. In addition, the process of trapping air flattens the diaphragm, putting it in a mechanically disadvantaged position and further compromising their inspiratory effort (Figure 18.7). Together, these effects can make it very difficult for patients with significant iPEEP to trigger the ventilator as often as they would like. This can be seen by careful inspection of the pressure profile on the ventilator where, between each patient-initiated breath, a number of unsuccessful inspiratory efforts can be seen as small downward deflections (Figure 18.8). As the ventilator is unable to meet the patient’s ventilatory demand, both hypoxia and hypercapnia worsen. This then causes an increase in the patient’s respiratory drive and (attempted) respiratory rate, often accompanied by signs of marked distress such as hypertension, tachycardia, sweating and agitation; this is recognized as the patient ‘fighting’

5 This is not possible on all makes or models of ventilator.

6 1 or 2 mL of 2% lidocaine or 0.5% bupivacaine.
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Figure 18.5 The development of gas trapping in volume-targeted or pressure-targeted ventilation.

The figure shows the relationship between lung volume (shown on the y-axis) and airway pressure (x-axis) for a patient receiving either volume-volume (left) or pressure-volume (right) ventilation in whom gas trapping has occurred. In volume-targeted ventilation the inspiratory tidal volume remains constant ($V_1$), but there is a progressive increase in end-expiratory lung volume ($EELV_1$ to $EELV_2$) until the difference between end-inspiratory and end-expiratory pressure increases sufficiently ($\Delta P_1$ to $\Delta P_2$) to expel the inspired tidal volume in the time available. In pressure-volume ventilation, the inflating pressure remains constant ($P_2$), but there is a progressive increase in end-expiratory lung volume ($EELV_1$ to $EELV_2$) until the inspiratory tidal volume falls sufficiently to be expelled by the falling difference between end-inspiratory and end-expiratory alveolar pressure ($\Delta P_1$ to $\Delta P_2$). In both modes of ventilation, $P_3$ is the value of the intrinsic PEEP, not the end-expiratory pressure set on the ventilator.

the ventilator. In an acute situation where there is a significant risk of the patient coming to harm, the most effective remedy is to re-establish full control by deepening the sedation and re-instituting mandatory mechanical ventilation. Occasionally a single dose of muscle relaxant might also be required. Where the situation is judged not to be quite so dangerous, a number of approaches can be used to reduce the degree of gas trapping (Table 18.4).

Box 18.2

The expiratory phase of the ventilatory cycle is passive, but even with high respiratory rates, expiratory gas flow is normally complete before the onset of the next breath. The duration of exhalation is determined by (1) the elastic recoil of the lungs and chest wall, (2) the diameter of the small airways, (3) the resistance to expiratory gas flow (laminar versus turbulent) and (4) the volume of gas to be exhaled. The time available for expiratory gas flow is determined by (1) the respiratory rate and (2) the I:E ratio. Emphysema reduces the natural elasticity of lung tissue, and both emphysema and asthma cause a narrowing of the small airways. These factors combine to make exhalation in these conditions slower than in normal individuals. The result is that there is insufficient time to expel all of the inhaled gas at normal lung volumes, before the start of the next breath, resulting in a phenomenon known as ‘gas trapping’. This process results in a progressive increase in the end-expiratory lung volume (called dynamic hyperinflation). The increased end-expiratory volume indicates significant residual end-expiratory intra-alveolar pressure, which is known as intrinsic PEEP or auto-PEEP. This situation is exacerbated by high respiratory rates\textsuperscript{[8, 9]} and a short I:E ratio.
Figure 18.6 Effect of intrinsic positive end-expiratory pressure on ventilator triggering.

Illustration depicting the pressure gradient (represented by the brown plank) between the upper airway and alveoli in a patient with significant intrinsic positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP). At the onset of inspiration the patient first has to generate a negative pleural pressure of the same magnitude as the intrinsic PEEP to bring alveolar pressure down to the upper airway pressure. Then the patient has to generate further negative pleural pressure to create a pressure gradient between the upper airway and the alveoli in order to draw gas (represented by the blue ball) into the lungs in order to trigger the ventilator.

Figure 18.7 Effect of increased functional residual capacity (end-expiratory lung volume) on the disposition of the diaphragm.

In the normal lung (left), inspiration results in a widening of both the front-to-back and side-to-side diameter of the thorax, which pulls the diaphragm down a little into the abdomen (blue arrows). In this position, diaphragmatic contraction (red arrow) results in a further increase in thoracic volume.

In lungs with a significant increase in functional residual capacity (right), inspiration causes a modest increase in thoracic diameter and a draws the diaphragm even flatter (blue arrows). In this position contraction of the diaphragm (red arrows) makes a small additional increase in vertical thoracic volume, but now reduces the front-to-back and side-to-side diameter of the lower thorax.

SECONDARY APNOEAE

The respiratory centre, based on information received from both central and peripheral receptors, governs tidal volume and respiratory rate which, in turn, influence arterial PaCO₂, pH and PaO₂. This forms a chemical feedback system in which natural oscillations are minimized by regulation of the gain at each point in the cycle and by ensuring that under normal circumstances the signal and its feedback are never completely out of phase. When the signal and its feedback are 180° out of phase, a negative feedback system becomes a positive feedback one, exaggerating oscillations rather than damping them. In the respiratory system, this is recognized as periodic respiration, or Cheyne-Stokes breathing (Figure 18.9). The respiratory centre controls alveolar minute volume by modulating tidal volume when awake but respiratory rate

7 Carotid bodies.
Table 18.4 Manoeuvres for reducing airtrapping

1) Measures to increase the diameter of the small airways
   a. Relax airway smooth muscle with $\beta_2$-adrenergic agonists or methylxanthines.
   b. Reduce airway inflammation with either intravenous or inhaled corticosteroids.

2) Measures to reduce the resistance to expiratory gas flow
   a. Reduce the expiratory pressure gradient by matching intrinsic PEEP with extrinsic (ventilator applied) PEEP.
   b. Convert turbulent to laminar flow by using a gas mixture with a lower density such as a helium/oxygen mixture.

3) Measures to improve the mechanics of respiration
   a. Increase respiratory muscle contractility with methylxanthines.
   b. Increase the elastic recoil of the chest wall with an elasticated corset.

4) Measures to increase the trigger sensitivity of the ventilator to the patient’s inspiratory efforts
   a. Use flow trigger instead of pressure trigger.

5) Measures to increase the time for the expiratory phase
   a. Reduce the patient’s respiratory rate with drugs that cause respiratory centre depression, such as opiates.
   b. Shorten the duration of inspiration by using a short ramp time and a high threshold for expiratory cycling.

Table 18.5 Strategies for reducing or eliminating secondary apnoeas

1) Reduce system gain
   a. Reduce inflation pressure

2) Reduce CNS response time
   a. Avoid nocturnal use of drugs which depress respiratory drive
   b. Use respiratory stimulants at night

3) Shorten circulation time
   a. Ino-dilators (milrinone)

Figure 18.9 Periodic respiration in mechanically ventilated patients.

A: The respiratory rate (output) is normally controlled by the respiratory centre (processor) based on feedback signals (input) from sensors in the floor of the fourth ventricle responding to the pH of cerebrospinal fluid. Although there are small delays at each of these three steps, feedback occurs sufficiently rapidly to minimize the oscillations in respiratory rate.

B: When processing at any or all of the three steps in the loop is slowed, either by drugs or damage, and the loop is further prolonged by the interposition of the ventilator, feedback can become ‘out of phase’ with the signal being processed. Rather than damping oscillations in the system, this actually amplifies the oscillations in the system, resulting in ‘periodic respiration’ or Cheyne-Stokes breathing.

The patient spending prolonged periods of time in ‘apnoea ventilation’, which will suppress spontaneous respiratory effort and result in VIDD and delayed recovery.
What is the second stage of weaning?

Having re-established a normal respiratory rhythm, the second stage of weaning involves transferring the work of breathing from the ventilator back to the patient. In the majority of patients admitted to intensive care who require ventilatory support for less than three or four days, this process can be completed in minutes, because it is unlikely that there has been any detectable deterioration in respiratory muscle function in this short time. This does not necessarily apply to patients whose capacity to self-ventilate was at its limit beforehand and in whom even tiny deteriorations can render them ventilator dependent until this loss of function has been regained. The critical balance is that between the work required to self-ventilate and the work available to do so (Figure 18.10). In order to restore a patient’s capacity to self-ventilate, it is necessary to understand the factors that increase the work of breathing on the one hand (the cost) and, on the other hand, the patient’s ability to do this work. These factors can then be manipulated, where possible, to the patient’s benefit.

Determinants of the work of breathing

There are six components to the work of breathing. Five determine the work required per breath: the elastic properties of the lungs and chest wall (elastance), the resistance to inspiratory gas flow, the inertia of the lungs and chest wall, the friction of tissue deformation (Figure 18.11), and the tidal volume. The sixth, the respiratory rate, determines the rate at which this work is done.

INCREASED ELASTANCE

The lungs have elastic properties that are derived from (1) the lung tissue itself and (2) the effect of alveolar surface tension. Coating the alveolar surface is a special mix of phospholipids (‘surfactant’), synthesized by type II alveolar cells, which reduces alveolar surface tension in a concentration-dependent manner. This means that as the surface area of the alveolus falls (for example during exhalation), the concentration of the surfactant on the surface increases and surface tension is reduced even further. This combined source of lung elastance means that lung elastance varies with lung volume (Figure 18.5), being high (stiff) at lung volumes near functional residual capacity, falling with an increase in lung volume, and then increasing again as the lung approaches vital capacity. Lung elastance increases with any process that (1) increases the tissue stiffness of the lungs or chest wall, (2) increases the end-expiratory lung volume to a less compliant part of the lung’s pressure/volume or (3) reduces surfactant activity (Table 18.6). A separate source of elastance arises from the work that needs to be done in expanding the chest and pushing away the abdominal contents during inspiration. The majority of this elastance arises from static properties of the chest wall and abdomen, such as the weight and elasticity of the tissues, but some may arise from the contraction of chest wall and abdominal muscles during inspiration either as a response to pain or through dys-coordination. Some of the determinants...
Figure 18.11 Contributors to the work of breathing.
An illustration of the work of breathing using an analogy between the respiratory system and a pump constructed of a cylinder and piston. Outward movement of the piston draws gas into the cylinder (inspiration) which is made more or less difficult depending in the size of the orifice through which gas is sucked in (resistance), the stiffness of the springs within the cylinder (elastance), the mass of the piston (inertia) and the friction between the piston and the cylinder.

of increased respiratory system elastance, such as lung fibrosis, are not easily reversed and some, such as alveolar consolidation, resolve with time. There remain, however, a number of opportunities to reduce total respiratory system elastance. The methods for doing so are described next.

Pulmonary vascular congestion, interstitial pulmonary oedema and alveolar oedema. Fluid movement in and out of capillaries (flux) is governed by the ‘leakiness’ of the capillary wall to fluid (the filtration coefficient, $k_f$) and colloid (called the reflectance coefficient, $\sigma$) and the balance between two
Table 18.6 Causes of increased elastance of the lungs, pleura, chest wall and abdomen

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Increased tissue elastance of lungs and pleura</th>
<th>Problem</th>
<th>Solution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fibrotic lung disease&lt;sup&gt;9&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Corticosteroids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alveolar collapse or consolidation</td>
<td>Positive end-expiratory pressure, sighs or bi-level ventilation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interstitial and alveolar pulmonary oedema</td>
<td>Even or negative fluid balance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pleural effusion, thickening, scarring or calcification</td>
<td>Inotropes (dopamine, dobutamine, milrinone, enoximone, amrinone)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low respiratory rate</td>
<td>After-load reduction (nitrates, angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitors, angiotensin II receptor antagonists, α-adrenergic receptor antagonists)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Skeletal deformity (scoliosis, ankylosing spondylitis)</td>
<td>Pre-load reduction (nitrates, diuretics)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increased weight/volume (obesity, ascites, oedema, bowel obstruction, ileus)</td>
<td>Colloid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Supine or prone position</td>
<td>Diuretics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Decreased tissue elasticity (scar tissue, fibrosing conditions of the skin&lt;sup&gt;10&lt;/sup&gt;, ectopic calcification)</td>
<td>Increased alveolar fluid clearance (β&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;-adrenergic receptor agonists)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pain-induced muscle contraction (peritonitis, abdominal incisions, fractured ribs, pleurisy)</td>
<td>Thoracocentesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>None, other than corrective surgery</td>
<td>Surgical decortication (Respiratory stimulants)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Manage ileus aggressively</td>
<td>None, other than corrective surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Drain ascites</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased tissue elastance of chest wall and abdomen</td>
<td>Pleural effusion, low respiratory rate, skeletal deformity (scoliosis, ankylosing spondylitis)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increased weight/volume (obesity, ascites, oedema, bowel obstruction, ileus)</td>
<td>Supine or prone position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Decreased tissue elasticity (scar tissue, fibrosing conditions of the skin&lt;sup&gt;10&lt;/sup&gt;, ectopic calcification)</td>
<td>Decreased tissue elasticity (scar tissue, fibrosing conditions of the skin&lt;sup&gt;10&lt;/sup&gt;, ectopic calcification)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pain-induced muscle contraction (peritonitis, abdominal incisions, fractured ribs, pleurisy)</td>
<td>Pain-induced muscle contraction (peritonitis, abdominal incisions, fractured ribs, pleurisy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>None, other than corrective surgery</td>
<td>None, other than corrective surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Manage ileus aggressively</td>
<td>Manage ileus aggressively</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Drain ascites</td>
<td>Drain ascites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nurse in head-up position</td>
<td>Nurse in head-up position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Escharotomies</td>
<td>Escharotomies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Good analgesia, preferably regional</td>
<td>Good analgesia, preferably regional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased end-expiratory lung volume</td>
<td>Asthma, emphysema, bronchospasm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Short expiratory time</td>
<td>Bronchodilators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(See also Table 18.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Opiates to reduce respiratory drive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

opposing forces: (1) the net hydrostatic pressure between inside (P<sub>i</sub>) and outside (P<sub>o</sub>) the capillary and (2) the net osmotic pressure inside (π<sub>i</sub>) and outside (π<sub>o</sub>) the capillary, summarized in the Starling

<sup>9</sup> Fibrosing alveolitis, usual interstitial pneumonia, viral pneumonitis, rheumatoid lung disease, polymyositis/dermatomyositis, extrinsic allergic alveolitis, radiation damage, bleomycin toxicity.

<sup>10</sup> Nephrogenic fibrosing dermopathy/nephrogenic systemic fibrosis, systemic sclerosis.
equation:

\[
Flux = [k_f (P_i - P_o) - \sigma (\pi_i - \pi_o)].
\] (18.1)

Under normal circumstances, fluid continuously seeps out of the pulmonary capillaries into the pulmonary interstitial space where it returns to the circulation via the pulmonary capillaries and lymphatics. A little fluid also seeps into the air spaces, but these are kept dry by Na\(^+\)-K\(^+\)-ATPase pumps on the basal membrane of type I and type II alveolar cells that create a sodium gradient between the alveolar fluid and cell interior. Sodium is drawn into the alveolar cells through apical sodium channels down its concentration gradient, followed electrostatically by chloride ions and osmotically by water. When the rate of pulmonary capillary leak exceeds the capacity of the drainage system, fluid accumulates in the interstitial space as interstitial pulmonary oedema. Eventually it spills into the alveolar air spaces as alveolar pulmonary oedema.

The causes of oedema can therefore be divided into those related to (1) increased capillary hydrostatic pressure, (2) a fall in the capillary reflectance coefficient (i.e. increased leakiness) or (3) changes in plasma oncotic pressure (Table 18.7). Regardless of aetiology, pulmonary oedema causes a significant increase in lung elastance. A conservative fluid regime\(^3\) or a negative fluid balance\(^4\) have been shown to reduce the duration of mechanical ventilation\(^3,4\) and improve outcome.\(^3\) In the absence of overt alveolar pulmonary oedema associated with hypoxaemia or radiographic changes, it is difficult to know whether pulmonary vascular congestion is contributing to the work of breathing. Trans-pulmonary thermal dilution provides information on the extravascular lung water (EVLW) and total intrathoracic blood volume (TIBV) and has been used to examine the relationship between EVLW and outcome, but it has not been used to examine the effect of EVLW on the duration of weaning. A potentially attractive alternative would be measurement of plasma concentrations of B-type natriuretic peptide (BNP), which can help to discriminate between respiratory and cardiogenic dyspnoea in the emergency room setting. Although in acutely ill patients BNP concentrations were not correlated with pulmonary artery wedge pressure, they were significantly higher in patients who failed a weaning trial,\(^6\) as was dynamic pulmonary elastance. In practice, where pulmonary vascular congestion is thought to be contributing to the work of breathing, a therapeutic trial of agents to improve cardiac function,\(^1\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 18.7 Causes of increased fluid efflux from the pulmonary capillaries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Increased pulmonary capillary hydrostatic pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) Fluid overload</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Iatrogenic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Fluid retention (cardiac, hepatic or renal failure)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Diastolic heart failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Mitral valve dysfunction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) Hypertension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Acute, endocrine-mediated (phaeochromocytoma, thyroid storm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Head injury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Renal artery stenosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Decreased pulmonary capillary reflectance coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) Systemic inflammation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Sepsis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Pancreatitis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Multiple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Pulmonary inflammation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Pulmonary infection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Chemical damage (aspiration of acid, chemicals, smoke, amniotic fluid embolus)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Immune-mediated damage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Physical damage (ventilation-induced lung injury)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Decreased plasma oncotic pressure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^3\) For example, digoxin, dopamine, dobutamine, milrinone.
reduce after-load\textsuperscript{12} and reduce pre-load,\textsuperscript{13} is warranted. In patients with ARDS, the combination of albumin supplementation and diuretics was more effective than diuretics alone in reducing EVLW, and this is likely to apply to patients who are weaning. More recently, it has been shown that intravenous infusion of $\beta_2$-agonist (salbutamol), which up-regulates the epithelial basal sodium pump, is effective in reducing EVLW in patients with ARDS,\textsuperscript{[7]} and this may be a useful additional manoeuvre.

**Pleural disease.** By reducing end-expiratory lung volume and reducing the compliance of the thoracic cage, pleural effusions serve to increase the elastance of the respiratory system, which is reversed by thoracentesis. Pleural effusion may also be a sign of significant pulmonary vascular congestion that may benefit from therapy. Infected and organized pleural effusions which have formed an empyema and which are hindering the weaning process require surgical clearance, either with open or videoscopically assisted decortication.

**Pain relief.** If inspiration causes the patient discomfort because of fractures of the ribs or sternum, pleural inflammation, recent abdominal surgery, or other painful abdominal pathology, then this will have two significant effects. First, reflex contraction of expiratory muscles during inspiration will cause significant increases in respiratory system elastance. Second, distress and anxiety will cause activation of the sympathetic nervous system, increases in blood pressure, heart rate and respiratory rate, as well as agitation and restlessness. All these responses result in increased carbon dioxide production and consequently the alveolar minute volume necessary to maintain a constant PaCO\(_2\). These effects work together to increase significantly the work of breathing and, in some patients, can cause respiratory failure or even cardiac failure. Whenever possible, regional nerve blocks or epidural analgesia are preferable, because these have the combined benefit of providing the best quality of pain relief as well as avoiding the need for systemic opiates. Unfortunately, these techniques require skill to site, effort to maintain and are all too often neglected in favour of systemic analgesics, especially opiates.

**Reduction of abdominal distension.** When increased abdominal girth and raised intra-abdominal pressure are not due to obesity or compounded by other contributing factors, these can be corrected and will result in worthwhile reductions in the elastance of the respiratory system. Constipation, for example, which is associated with weaning problems, should be identified early and treated aggressively, ascites should be drained, and other causes of abdominal distension sought and treated.

**Correct posture.** The benefit of nursing patients with the head of the bed elevated to 30 degrees or more for reducing the risk of ventilator-associated pneumonia is well recognized (see Chapter 14), but seems difficult to translate into clinical practice. Posture is particularly relevant for patients with a large abdominal girth, in whom the work of breathing needs to be minimized. In these patients, elevating the head of the bed can significantly improve respiratory system mechanics, but only provided that the patient is not allowed to slide down the bed so that the axis of elevation rises to the thoraco-lumbar region (Figure 18.12).

**Alveolar recruitment.** Alveolar collapse reduces respiratory system compliance that can be recovered by an alveolar recruitment manoeuvre (Figure 18.13). While the ideal recruitment manoeuvre for any given situation remains to be identified, it is more commonly applied to patients with severe hypoxic respiratory failure who are paralysed or deeply sedated. In patients with minimal or no sedation in whom recruitment manoeuvres are unlikely to be well tolerated, alveolar collapse can be reduced by appropriate levels of PEEP, attention to the management of secretions,
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Figure 18.12 Effect of enlarged abdominal girth and posture on respiratory system elastance.
For the sake of simplicity, the abdominal contents can be considered to consist of water, which exerts an increasing pressure against the diaphragm the further from the anterior abdominal wall this is measured (A). With an enlarged abdominal girth (obesity, oedema, ascites), this pressure is increased (B), causing a reduction in end-expiratory lung volume and adding to the load on the diaphragm during inspiration. Elevation of the head of the bed reduces the pressure on the diaphragm and thereby the respiratory system elastance (C). Changing the axis of elevation from the hips (C) to the thoraco-lumbar region (D), which is where the axis tends to end up when the patient slides down the bed, results in respiratory system embarrassment that is even worse than when the patient was flat.

Figure 18.13 Change in lung compliance with alveolar recruitment.
While receiving pressure-targeted mechanical ventilation with an inflating pressure of 15 cm H₂O during an open cholecystectomy, PEEP was increased from 5 to 30 cm H₂O in steps of 5 cm H₂O and then reduced from 24 to 3 in steps of 3 cm H₂O. The graph shows the mean compliance at each PEEP value during both incremental (A to B) and decremental (B to C) PEEP changes and shows the effect on compliance of alveolar recruitment.

Correct posture and the appropriate management of abdominal distension.

Gas trapping. Gas trapping (see Box 18.1) results in an increase in end-expiratory lung volume (EELV) and intrinsic PEEP. Gas trapping contributes to the work of breathing by increasing EELV, pushing the respiratory cycle onto a less compliant portion of the lung’s pressure/volume curve (Figure 18.5), while narrowed airways increase the work of breathing by increasing the resistance to gas flow. The management of narrowed airways and gas trapping is discussed later.

Increased resistance
When gas flow is laminar, the resistance to flow is proportional to the length of the tube and the viscosity of the gas, but inversely proportional to the radius of the tube, raised to the power of 4:

\[
\text{Resistance} = \frac{8 \times l \times \mu}{\pi \times r^4},
\]

(18.2)
where \(l\) = length, \(\mu\) = viscosity and \(r\) = radius. This equation is useful because it emphasizes the dramatic effect that changes in airway have on resistance. For example, a 10% reduction in the diameter of an airway causes the resistance to increase by just
over 50%. However, when gas flow is turbulent, the resistance to gas flow actually increases with flow:

$$\Delta P = 2.4 \times (flow)^{1.3}.$$  \hfill (18.3)

Whether gas flow is laminar or turbulent depends on the Reynolds number:

$$\text{Reynolds number} \propto \frac{\text{velocity} \times \rho}{\mu},$$  \hfill (18.4)

where $\rho = \text{gas density}$, and $\mu = \text{gas viscosity}$. With a Reynolds number above 1500, flow is entirely turbulent; with a Reynolds number under 1000, flow is entirely laminar, while between 1000 and 1500, flow is a mixture of the two. Equation 18.4 indicates that turbulence becomes more likely with increasing gas flow rates and density, but less likely with increasing viscosity.

Resistance to laminar gas flow can be minimized by maximally dilating the small airways, while replacing the nitrogen in inspired gas with helium can reduce the risk of flow becoming turbulent and has been shown to reduce significantly the work of breathing. Turbulence-related resistance can be minimized by reducing both the flow and velocity of gas movement, maximizing the diameter of the airways and, where possible, reducing the gas density.

**INERTIA AND FRICTION**

The power consumption required to overcome inertia is related to the weight of the lungs, the average speed of lung tissue movement and lung acceleration (see Box 18.3) and in adults with normal lungs, which only weigh about 125 g each, is traditionally regarded to be negligible. Patients who are having trouble weaning from mechanical ventilation are likely to have considerably increased inertial power consumption because each of the contributory factors is altered to the patient’s disadvantage. Lung weight, for example, may be increased by anything up to ten- or twenty-fold. The lungs of patients dying of acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) usually weigh in excess of 1000 g each. In addition, these patients tend to have high respiratory drive, with associated elevations of both respiratory rate and peak inspiratory flow, increasing both the average speed of lung movement and lung acceleration. In a patient in whom the latter two factors each increase only two-fold, and assuming a modest five-fold increase in lung weight, the inertial power consumption would increase by no less than twenty-fold, making it likely that inertial power consumption is important in patients weaning from mechanical ventilation.

**RESPIRATORY RATE AND TIDAL VOLUME**

Removal of carbon dioxide by the lungs is principally determined by the alveolar minute volume ($\dot{V}_A$), which is a function of the respiratory rate ($f$), tidal volume ($V_T$) and dead space ($V_D$):

$$\dot{V}_A = f \times (V_T - V_D).$$  \hfill (18.8)

Under normal circumstances, the respiratory centre determines the rate and depth of breathing so that the rate of carbon dioxide clearance in exhaled gas matches its rate of production in the tissues, thus maintaining the steady state. The respiratory centre is only indirectly sensitive to the arterial partial
pressure of carbon dioxide; in fact, it responds primarily to the hydrogen ion (pH) concentration of the cerebrospinal fluid and secondarily to the partial pressure of oxygen detected by the carotid bodies. The alveolar minute volume necessary to achieve homeostasis is determined in the first instance by the rate of carbon dioxide production, though it may also be driven by metabolic acidosis or even, occasionally, hypoxia (Figure 18.14). Both rate and tidal volume contribute to the work of breathing but by different mechanisms, the former through resistance and the latter through elastance. Regardless of the relationship between tidal volume and respiratory rate, a decrease in the demand for minute volume will decrease the work of breathing, and therefore presents an opportunity to optimize the situation in the patient’s favour.

**Respiratory quotient.** Metabolic energy (measured by ATP) is largely generated aerobically by the oxidation of carbohydrates and fats, with carbon dioxide and water as by-products. In the metabolism of carbohydrate, one mole of carbon dioxide is generated for each mole of oxygen consumed, giving a respiratory quotient\(^\text{14}\) of 1. Fat, however, has a different molecular structure and a respiratory quotient of about 0.6, depending on the type of fat in question. Clinical trials comparing isocaloric diets with a normal fat:carbohydrate ratio against one with a high fat:carbohydrate ratio have shown that this is an effective way of reducing carbon dioxide production, but whether this translates into more rapid weaning is unknown. In selected patients with borderline respiratory reserve, this may be a reasonable additional strategy.

**Agitation and anxiety.** With the discontinuation or lightening of sedation, delirium is found in up to 83% of patients depending on case mix and diagnostic methodology, with a minority of delirious patients (40%) having normal levels of arousal. Many of the risk factors for delirium in elderly general medical patients are shared by patients in intensive care (Table 18.8). Targeted interventions significantly reduce the incidence and duration of delirium in elderly general medical patients.\(^\text{[8]}\) It is possible that the same might be true of ICU patients. While delirium has been shown to increase the duration of ICU stay as well as both morbidity and mortality, few intensive care units routinely look for it, despite current recommendations. Agitated delirium is likely to result in a number of complications that delay weaning, including a requirement for

\(^{14}\) Respiratory quotient = moles of carbon dioxide produced/moles of oxygen consumed.
further sedation, self-extubation, poor co-operation and increased energy expenditure.

With the return of cognitive function the vast majority (75% to 85%) of patients report anxiety,[9] with 60% to 80% rating this as moderate and up to 20% as severe.[9] Dyspnoea and tachypnoea are generated by fear and anxiety as well as being signs of task failure in the weaning patient, creating a vicious cycle in susceptible patients that culminates in weaning failure before objective muscular fatigue can be detected.[10] A number of stressors make patients vulnerable to fear and anxiety in this setting, including a high prevalence of fatigue, depression and disturbed sleep (Figure 18.15). Cognitive behaviour therapy is not a realistic option and treatment, if any, usually relies on benzodiazepines (diazepam, lorazepam) or antidepressants.15 There is no information on the efficacy of newer drugs such as pregabalin16 or buspirone17 in the ICU setting or atypical antidepressants such as tianeptine. More recently, a number of other potential targets have been identified for the treatment of anxiety, including receptors for glutamate, GABA-A, corticotropin-releasing factor 1 (CRF-1) and the endo-cannabinoids, as well as neuronal voltage-gated potassium channels.18 Somatic symptoms of anxiety respond to adrenergic receptor antagonists, and, while β-blockers are the drug of choice in an outpatient setting, in critically ill patients labetolol offers the combined advantages of heart rate control and after-load reduction, and is probably underutilized. Psychological support in the form of biofeedback or hypnosis have been shown in specific cases to accelerate weaning, while a number of studies have shown that music therapy is effective in reducing anxiety in ventilator-dependent patients. Depression and

For example, selective serotonin re-uptake inhibitors (SSRI) such as sertraline, citalopram, paroxetine or fluoxetine; selective noradrenaline re-uptake inhibitors (SNRI) such as venlafaxine; tricyclic antidepressant drugs such as amitriptyline or monoamine oxidase inhibitors (MAOI) such as phenelzine or tranylcypromine.

16 An anticonvulsant which inhibits the release of excitatory neurotransmitters by binding to the α2-δ sub-unit of the voltage-gated calcium channel which is also licensed in the UK for the treatment of generalized anxiety disorder.
17 An agonist at the 5-HT1A receptor.
18 Retigabine.
Table 18.9 Causes of hyper-metabolism

1) Over-feeding
2) Systemic inflammation
   a. Burns
   b. Sepsis
   c. Erythroderma (drug rash, psoriasis, eczema, Sezary syndrome)
3) Hyperthyroidism
4) Catecholamines
   a. Exogenous (i.e. therapeutic administration)
   b. Endogenous (phaeochromocytoma)
5) Hyper-pyrexial disorders
   a. Malignant hyperthermia
   b. Neuroleptic malignant syndrome
   c. Serotonin syndrome
   d. Central anti-cholinergic syndrome
6) Seizures
7) Drugs
   a. Amphetamines and ecstasy
   b. Theophylline
8) Mania
9) Hyperactive delirium

Hopelessness respond more quickly to psychostimulants\(^{19}\) than traditional antidepressants. Sleep disturbance is associated with loss of both a normal sleep/wake cycle and circadian patterns of melatonin secretion, as well as a significant reduction of rapid eye movement (REM) sleep. Both the intensive care unit environment and drugs contribute to sleep disturbance. This may be amenable to exogenous melatonin supplementation, although a recent placebo-controlled evaluation showed no benefit.\(^{[11]}\)

**Hormonal state or inflammation.** An increased metabolic rate can be caused in a number of ways (Table 18.9) and will impose an additional burden on the respiratory system. With the exception of over-feeding, sepsis, and exogenous catecholamines, most are uncommon and, if present, unlikely to be overlooked.

\(^{19}\) Such as methylphenidate.

---

**Figure 18.16 Increase in alveolar minute ventilation required to maintain a pH of 7.35 as the base deficit increases.**

In the absence of a metabolic acidosis (base excess of zero) the alveolar ventilation only needs to be 0.9 of the normal (i.e. modest hypoventilation) to maintain a pH of 7.35, which is at the bottom end of the normal range. Once the base deficit has fallen to \(-10 \text{ mmol.L}^{-1}\), which represents a significant metabolic acidosis, alveolar ventilation has to increase to 1.6 times normal (i.e. a 60% increase) to maintain this pH. When the base deficit has fallen to \(-12.4 \text{ mmol.L}^{-1}\), alveolar ventilation needs to double to maintain this pH.

The graph is calculated on the basis of an adult producing 200 mL.minute\(^{-1}\) of carbon dioxide, a normal plasma bicarbonate concentration of 22.4 mmol.L\(^{-1}\), a normal pH of 7.4 and a normal arterial partial pressure of carbon dioxide of 5 kPa.

**Metabolic acidosis.** Non-respiratory acidosis in the ICU patient usually arises in one of two ways, tissue hypoperfusion or renal impairment. Patients with a metabolic acidosis from tissue hypoperfusion are usually too unwell for this phase of weaning. The vast majority of patients in this situation will have a metabolic acidosis from renal impairment. This adds considerably to the patient's respiratory workload (Figure 18.16). In patients who remain dependent on renal replacement therapy (RRT), the acidosis can be treated by increasing the duration or frequency of RRT or by using a more...
efficient technique, such as dialysis. For patients recovering from a renal insult and in whom there may be reasons for wanting to avoid RRT, the acidosi can be buffered by the administration of alkali, for example sodium bicarbonate.

**Dead space.** The proportion of each breath that does not come into contact with gas-exchanging tissue is called dead space. It is composed of gas that enters alveoli with no blood supply (physiological dead space), gas that sits in conducting airways such as the bronchi and distal trachea (anatomical dead space), and gas that sits in any equipment distal to the Y-piece of the ventilator circuit such as the tracheal tube and catheter mount (equipment dead space). Because dead space does not contribute to gas exchange, it is compensated for by an increase in either tidal volume or respiratory rate, either of which will add to the work of breathing. Relatively small apparent changes in equipment dead space, for example, in changing from ventilation through a tracheostomy tube to ventilation through the normal anatomical airway, can have significant (+30%) effects on the work of breathing.\[12\] Unnecessary increases in equipment dead-space, such as heat-and-moisture exchange filters or extended catheter mounts, should be avoided in patients who are difficult to wean.

For a given minute volume \( \dot{V} = V_T \times f \), tidal volume and respiratory rate are inversely related (Figure 18.17), and with increasing respiratory rate the work of breathing due to resistance increases, while that due to elastance (tidal volume) falls. Total work of breathing, which is the sum of the two components, thus describes a U-shaped curve with a minimum value in normal individuals falling between 12 and 15 breaths per minute (Figure 18.18, Panel A). An increase in resistance has the effect of causing the most efficient respiratory rate to drop (Figure 18.18, Panel B), while an increase in elastance has the opposite effect (Figure 18.18, Panel C).

**Figure 18.17** Relationship between respiratory rate and tidal volume with a constant minute volume.

**Figure 18.18** Relationship between respiratory rate (x axis) and total work of breathing (red line) for a given alveolar minute volume.

Total work is composed of elastance work (tidal volume, blue dotted line) which falls as the respiratory rate increases and resistance work (respiratory rate, yellow dotted line) which rises with the respiratory rate. The most efficient respiratory rate depends on the balance between resistance and elastance work (see text for details).

**Determinants of the capacity to supply the work of breathing**

In simple terms, the capacity to supply the work of breathing depends on two factors: the strength of the respiratory muscles to provide the desired tidal volume and the endurance to provide this tidal volume.
Repeatedly at a rate that can provide the required alveolar minute volume.

Like nerves, muscle cells at rest are normally polarized, with the inside of the cell about 70 mV more negative than the outside. The arrival of a neural impulse at the motor end-plate causes the release of acetylcholine which rapidly diffuses across the neuromuscular junction to bind with acetylcholine receptors in the post-synaptic membrane of the muscle fibre. Activation of the acetylcholine receptors causes sodium channels in the muscle cell membrane to open briefly, allowing sodium to rush in to the muscle fibre. If enough acetylcholine receptors have been activated, enough sodium is able to enter the muscle cell to cause the intracellular voltage to rise above the trigger threshold, which then causes voltage-gated calcium channels to open in the membrane surrounding an intracellular calcium store (the sarcoplasmic reticulum), allowing calcium ions to flood into the muscle cell. The rise in free intracellular calcium concentration activates the actin-myosin complex, resulting in muscular contraction, though it is limited by the rapid re-uptake of free intracellular calcium back into sarcoplasmic reticulum. The force (Newtons, N) that a single muscle fibre is able to generate naturally depends on its cross-sectional area (m²), but thereafter depends on the overlap between actin and myosin (pre-contraction length), the frequency with which the nerve impulses arrive (impulses per second, Hz), and the velocity of contraction (m.s⁻¹; see Figure 18.19), as well as its intrinsic contractility (strength). In whole muscles, which are composed of groups of muscle fibres that share a common motor neuron (motor units), the strength of contraction is further controlled by the sequential recruitment of additional motor units under both reflex and voluntary control, a process termed ‘recruitment’ (Figure 18.20). While complete disruption of any of the links in the neuromuscular chain of command (Figure 18.2) will prevent any patient-initiated respiratory effort at all, partial disruption at any point will reduce the patient’s capacity to supply the work of breathing and will appear as respiratory muscle weakness and effort intolerance.

CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
In practice previously unrecognized central nervous system pathology (CNS; Figure 18.2) is very unusual as a cause of impaired respiratory performance following a period of mechanical ventilation, although it should not be overlooked in patients for whom no other cause can be found. In most patients CNS pathology is recognized prior to the onset of mechanical ventilation and, in cases where this is the cause of the respiratory failure, the decision whether or not to institute respiratory support is made very difficult because of the irreversibility of the majority of these conditions and the low probability of successful extubation (4% in motor neuron disease, 20% in dense hemispheric infarction, 50% in multiple sclerosis). Covert high cervical cord trauma either where the presenting clinical problem distracts the clinicians from looking for cervical trauma (see Box 18.4), or where the injury is sustained by a patient with unknown or overlooked atlanto-axial instability during tracheal intubation, is an unusual cause of acquired CNS damage resulting in respiratory muscle weakness.

Late recovery of respiratory function has been reported following some forms of CNS damage but for the majority of patients this is an irreversible cause of respiratory failure.
Figure 18.20 Recruitment as a mechanism for modulating the strength of contraction.

The diagram represents a motor nerve (left) with a section of the motor neurones shown in detail (pink circle), and the muscle that this nerve supplies (right). Increasing strength of contraction from top to bottom is mediated, in part, by the recruitment of additional motor neurones (red, then green, then blue) and their associated motor units.

requiring long-term mechanical support (see Chapter 19).

PERIPHERAL NERVE
As with pathology of the central nervous system, pre-existing pathology of the peripheral nerves, which can cause difficulty with weaning, is not common, although modest degrees of neuropathy may be a contributory factor in some patients with diabetes, malnutrition or alcohol abuse. With the exception of Guillain–Barré, other causes of peripheral neuropathy (Table 18.10) that cause or
A 56-year-old man was admitted to the intensive care unit following an out-of-hospital cardiac arrest associated with a myocardial infarction. After 2 days of mechanical ventilation all sedative medication was discontinued, but after a further 48 hours the patient remained completely unresponsive to peripheral stimuli and showed no signs of respiratory effort. Initially, it was assumed that the man had suffered a severe hypoxic brain injury. Later, a neurological examination revealed that the patient had intact cranial nerve reflexes associated with flaccid tetraplegia, highly suggestive of a cervical cord lesion. A lateral radiograph of the patient’s neck revealed a fracture-dislocation of C5 on C6. Review of the ambulance records showed that the man had been found on the floor at the bottom of a flight of stairs.

Injury to the phrenic nerves has been reported following surgery to the neck or thoracic inlet, interscalene nerve block and central line insertion, but by far the commonest setting is following cardiac surgery, where the incidence may be as high as 10%. The commonest mechanism during cardiothoracic surgery is thermal injury from the ice slush used to cool the heart during cardiac bypass, although direct damage may occur during the harvesting of the internal mammary arteries for coronary artery grafting or in the removal of tumours involving the nerves. Sensitive detection of phrenic nerve damage requires special techniques such as a diaphragmatic electromyography, phrenic nerve conduction studies or diaphragmatic ultrasonography: this is because traditional techniques such as plain radiography or paradoxical diaphragm movement demonstrated by fluoroscopy during a sniff, are neither sensitive nor specific. The impact that phrenic nerve dysfunction has on the capacity to self-ventilate depends on the degree of dysfunction (partial versus complete or unilateral versus bilateral) and the presence of co-existing pulmonary pathology, and can range from very modest prolongation of the weaning process to long-term dependence on ventilatory support.

Neuropathy acquired during the course of critical illness was originally described in 1983 as a mixed or pure motor axonal polyneuropathy. Prospective studies on patients requiring mechanical ventilation for more than 7 days suggest that this ‘critical illness polyneuropathy’ (CIP) occurs in up to 41% of patients, while in patients selected on the basis of sepsis and multiple organ failure an incidence of between 53% and 100% has been reported. In high-risk patients CIP has been detected within a few days of ICU admission and is found in up to 78% of patients who are difficult to wean. There is reasonable evidence that the risk of CIP appears to contribute to respiratory failure are rare. In contrast, neuropathy, acquired after the onset of mechanical ventilation, is much more common, has the potential to be overlooked, and falls into two main categories: physical injury to the phrenic nerves and critical illness polyneuropathy.

Table 18.10 Peripheral motor (± sensory) neuropathy associated with respiratory failure present before the institution of mechanical ventilation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trauma – Neck stabbing, chiropractic manipulation, blunt neck trauma.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viral infections – Herpes zoster, West Nile virus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacterial infections – Diphtheria, Lyme disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vasculitis – Systemic lupus erythematosus, Wegener’s disease, polymyositis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immune-mediated – Guillain–Barré, neuralgic amyotrophy, paraneoplastic, chronic idiopathic demyelinating polyradiculoneuropathy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other – Diabetes, alcoholism, malnutrition, lead poisoning, porphyria, sarcoidosis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

20 Looking for a raised hemi-diaphragm in unilateral phrenic nerve palsy.
to increase with both the duration and severity of illness, while the role of neuromuscular-blocking drugs, corticosteroids, aminoglycosides, hypoalbuminaemia and female sex is less clear. A role for hyperglycaemia in precipitating CIP has been suggested both directly and indirectly, which is supported by the finding that intensive glycaemic control significantly reduces the incidence of CIP.\textsuperscript{[15]}

The severity and duration of weakness secondary to immune-mediated demyelinating neuropathies, such as Guillain–Barré syndrome, can be reduced by early aggressive immunosuppression with plasma exchange and methylprednisolone. Established demyelination and axonal neuropathies have no specific therapy, but do improve with the passage of time. Traumatic neuropathies related to cardiac surgery are best avoided by avoiding the use of ice slush for cardioprotection.

**NEUROMUSCULAR CONDUCTION**

Although occasionally reported, the chance of a previously undiagnosed neuromuscular disorder, such as myasthenia gravis or Eaton–Lambert syndrome, causing difficulty weaning is very small. Similarly, patients presenting with a respiratory failure associated with botulism, tick paralysis or organophosphate poisoning are likely to present with a history that suggests the diagnosis. Prolonged post-operative neuromuscular blockade can occur in patients who are unable to metabolize these drugs, either through deficiency of plasma cholinesterase (suxamethonium, mivacurium), or impaired hepatic (vecuronium, rocuronium, pancuronium) or renal function (vecuronium), but normal neuromuscular function usually returns within a day or two at the most. Neuromuscular transmission can also be reduced by therapeutic use of magnesium and other drugs including gentamicin, procainamide, neomycin and quinine. In general, however, impaired neuromuscular transmission is not a significant cause of prolonged weaning.

The synthesis of antibodies directed at components of the pre-synaptic (Eaton–Lambert), or post-synaptic (myasthenia) apparatus, which interfere with neuromuscular conduction, can sometimes be reduced by removal of the inciting tumour or by immunosuppression with corticosteroids, with residual impairment often responding to treatment with long-acting anti-cholinesterases such as pyridostigmine. Drug-mediated interference with neuromuscular conduction resolves as these drugs are metabolized, providing that continued administration is avoided.

**MUSCLE FUNCTION**

The majority of inherited disorders of muscle function, such as the myopathies, muscular dystrophies\textsuperscript{[21]} or myotonic\textsuperscript{[22]} disorders, present during childhood or early adulthood and in a similar way to the progressive neurological disorders may present ethical dilemmas when respiratory failure supervenes. These are only very rarely diagnosed in the course of prolonged weaning. Late-onset acid maltase deficiency and facio scapulo humeral dystrophy are unusual causes of respiratory failure arising in middle-aged adults. None of these myopathies have specific treatments. Acquired myopathies that can result in respiratory failure include polymyositis and dermatomyositis, as well as those caused by electrolyte imbalance (hypokalaemia, hypophosphataemia, hypocalcaemia, hypermagnesaemia or hypomagnesaemia), endocrine disorders (hyperthyroidism and hypothyroidism, hypercortisolism and Addison’s disease), and drug-related myopathies. Although not reported as a cause of respiratory failure, it is likely that systemic causes of myositis and rhabdomyolysis will involve the respiratory muscles and in some cases contribute to respiratory muscle weakness. This would apply to patients

\textsuperscript{21} Duchenne, Becker, facioscapulohumeral limb-girdle

\textsuperscript{22} Myotonic dystrophy.
requiring mechanical ventilation with heat stroke, viral\textsuperscript{23} or bacterial\textsuperscript{24} myositis and toxic rhabdomyolysis. All of these problems are much more likely to present with weakness rather than arising as insidious causes of weakness following ICU admission. There are, however, two distinct conditions that are acquired during periods of critical illness requiring mechanical ventilation that specifically interfere with respiratory muscle function, namely ventilator-induced diaphragmatic dysfunction and critical illness myopathy.

**Ventilator-induced diaphragmatic dysfunction (VIDD).** Diaphragm inactivity caused by mechanical ventilation results in a significant reduction in diaphragmatic strength that worsens with the duration of mechanical ventilation and which is reduced by the use of a triggered mode of ventilation rather than continuous mandatory ventilation. See Chapter 14 for further details.

**Critical illness myopathy (CIM).** A number of myopathies have been described under the general rubric of CIM, and it is currently unclear whether these are distinct disorders or different views of the same condition that reflect a selection bias in the patients studied. Given that critically ill patients are almost certain to receive the support of mechanical ventilation, it is highly likely that most patients will develop some degree of VIDD (see earlier). In addition to this, but completely independently of VIDD, systemic inflammation results in significant reductions in diaphragm strength and endurance. A reduction in diaphragmatic function is also seen in hyperoxia. Attenuation of this phenomenon by a range of free radical scavengers indicates a significant causative role for the oxidant damage. This is also the mechanism suspected in VIDD. Mechanical unloading of the diaphragm by artificial ventilation abrogates, to some extent, the damage under these circumstances perhaps by reducing oxygen influx.

Either as an exaggerated form of this myopathy, or as a distinct entity, others have described a form associated with rises in creatine kinase concentrations in patients receiving high doses of corticosteroids either with or without non-depolarizing muscle relaxants, the so-called *acute necrotizing myopathy*. Finally, a third form, the *thick filament myopathy*, has been described where electron microscopy reveals loss of myosin.

Clinical features cannot distinguish between the variants of CIM, or even between CIM and CIP. All of these conditions are characterized by flaccid weakness. Deep tendon reflexes may be normal or depressed. In contrast to myositis, myalgia is unusual in CIM, and the plasma concentration of creatine kinase may be normal. In contrast, a modest increase in the plasma concentration of creatine kinase, not unusual in critically ill patients, may be found in patients with CIP. Finally, needle electromyography cannot distinguish between CIP and CIM in unconscious or sedated patients in whom the distinction can only be made by muscle biopsy or measurement of compound muscle action potentials from direct muscle stimulation. Studies which have used these more invasive techniques suggest that CIM is even more common than CIP.\textsuperscript{16}

**Fatigue.** Fatigue is defined as the inability to sustain a muscular work rate (power output) and is limited by features of the entire chain of command illustrated in Figure 18.2, from brain to muscle. In normal subjects the maximum sustainable muscular power output is limited in three specific ways. First, it is limited by the sustainable power output of the muscle itself, referred to here as *intrinsic* fatigue.\textsuperscript{25} Second, it is limited by the capacity of the neuromuscular junction to transmit impulses, thereby reducing oxygen influx.

\textsuperscript{23} Influenza, coxsackie, dengue, cytomegalovirus, West Nile virus, HIV.
\textsuperscript{24} Leptospirosis, mycoplasma.
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Figure 18.21 Loss of force with time in a muscle fibre stimulated at 80 Hz (red) or 20 Hz (blue).

referred to here as neuromuscular transmission fatigue. Third, it is limited by neural fatigue which has two components, (1) the number of motor units that are activated and the rate of motor neuron firing (Figure 18.19, panel B), referred to here as spinal fatigue, and (2) central nervous system drive, which is a function of complex emotional factors, and which is referred to here as central fatigue.

Intrinsic fatigue can be differentiated into high- and low-frequency types on the basis of the stimulation frequency that results in contractile failure (Figure 18.21). High-frequency fatigue arises rapidly, recovers rapidly, and is caused by a failure of t-tubule depolarization, decreased calcium release from the sarcoplasmic reticulum and failure of excitation-contraction coupling. Low-frequency fatigue arises more slowly, requires prolonged rest for recovery and was thought to arise from the inhibition of actin-myosin interaction by intracellular lactic acidosis and elevated concentrations of inorganic phosphate, a view based on experiments performed at room temperature. More recently, it has been shown that the effects of both acidosis and inorganic phosphate are markedly attenuated at 37°C but that reductions in myofibrillar calcium sensitivity are caused by reactive oxygen species. Low-frequency, but not high-frequency, fatigue can be reduced in both skeletal and respiratory muscles by prior administration of N-acetylcysteine, which enhances the availability of intracellular cysteine and glutathione (Figure 18.22).

There is no question that the normal human diaphragm can become intrinsically fatigued under experimental conditions, that it occurs when tidal forces above 40% of the maximum inspiratory force are required, and that recovery to normal contractility takes many hours. However, in the clinical situation, intrinsic fatigue of respiratory muscles does not appear to contribute to weaning failure[10] because of the intervention of more proximal mechanisms.

Spinal fatigue is thought to arise from a fall in the frequency of action potentials generated by the anterior horn cells of the spinal cord as a reflex to prevent complete contraction failure. Although the force of muscle fibre contraction is determined by the frequency of stimulation (Figure 18.19 panel B), the sustainability of a contraction is inversely proportional to firing frequency (Figure 18.21). On the basis that the pattern of force loss in peripheral skeletal muscle during a maximal voluntary contraction can be mimicked by stimulating the motor nerve with a gradually reducing stimulating frequency, it has been assumed that this phenomenon is mediated centrally (perhaps at spinal level) in order to prevent fatigue arising from high-frequency stimulation, a phenomenon referred to as ‘central wisdom’.[17] Central fatigue describes an involuntary and subconscious reduction of motor drive that has been shown to account in some studies,[18] but not in others,[19] for a significant proportion of the fall in diaphragmatic force during prolonged inspiratory loading. In the clinical situation, it has been suggested that central fatigue protects against the development of intrinsic fatigue in patients whose
work of breathing is excessive. Both central and spinal fatigue appear to be mechanisms designed to protect the organism from developing either intrinsic fatigue or exceeding the cardiovascular system’s ability to supply substrate. So, for example, limited exercise tolerance in patients with stable congestive cardiac failure was not associated with intrinsic diaphragmatic fatigue, despite significant functional limitation. The central governor is therefore able to limit neural drive to ensure a balance between demand and supply, even where the latter has been compromised by hypoxia, anaemia or heart failure. Respiratory fatigue, by whatever mechanism, is accompanied by an increase in sympathetic drive and even more so if accompanied by hypoxia. The increased cardiac after-load and heart rate increase myocardial oxygen demand just when the oxygen supply may be limited by hypoxaemia and global oxygen consumption increased, causing the mixed venous saturation to fall. Compromised left ventricular function causes left atrial pressure to rise, leading to a fall in pulmonary compliance and an increase in the work of breathing. This is a potentially fatal downward spiral. Acute myocardial ischaemia during weaning is associated with weaning failure which has been reversed by inotropes, angioplasty and coronary artery bypass surgery.

**IMPROVING RESPIRATORY MUSCLE FUNCTION**

Having established that weakness is due to myopathy by consideration of the history, appropriate clinical examination, laboratory and neurophysiological investigations, the differentiation between VIDD and CIM with muscle biopsy does not provide additional information that might benefit the patient. What is required are strategies for enhancing muscle bulk, contractility (strength), endurance and effort
tolerance in order to improve respiratory muscle performance.

In the first instance, as discussed earlier under ‘When should weaning be initiated?’, VIDD and respiratory muscle wasting should be minimized by converting to a patient-triggered mode of ventilation as soon as possible.

**Training.** Muscle training occurs as a physiological adaptation to stress, with the pattern of adaptation (strength or endurance) being determined by characteristics of the stress imposed. Respiratory muscle responds to training in exactly the same way as skeletal muscle, resulting in significant performance enhancement in both normal individuals and patients alike, and has been successfully used to aid weaning from mechanical ventilation. The normal principles of muscular training established by sports physiologists apply to the respiratory system and require that an adequate load is applied for a sufficient length of time and that sufficient rest is allowed. However, there is evidence that loads capable of inducing *intrinsic* fatigue can induce muscle damage with the extent of damage being proportional to the load. Respiratory system load (power output) may be expressed as the tension–time index (Figure 18.23), which is a function of the maximum inspiratory pressure with respiratory fatigue occurring with a tension–time index above 0.15.\(^{[20]}\)

Clinical training sessions have generally only lasted 10 to 30 minutes, been performed on 5 to 7 days per week, and required an estimated tension–time index of between 0.1 to 0.3. The world of elite competitive sport has had a long-standing interest in the use of strategies in addition to training for enhancing performance (Table 18.11), but only some of these have been used to assist in the weaning process.

**Muscle mass.** Male patients requiring prolonged mechanical ventilation have been shown to have low blood concentrations of testosterone, with the potential that this might be interfering with muscle function. Androgen therapy in the presence of documented hypogonadism is not controversial. Supraphysiological doses of androgens increase muscle mass and strength in normal men, with an effect that is mediated through insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF-1). Pharmacological androgen therapy has been used with some success in patients with chronic wasting disorders, such as the acquired

---

**Table 18.11 Non-training strategies for enhancing physical performance**

1) Increase muscle mass  
   a. Anabolic steroids (nandrolone, testosterone, dihydrotestosterone, androstenedione, dehydroepiandrosterone, clostebol)  
   b. Human chorionic gonadotrophin (males only)  
   c. Luteinizing hormone (males only)  
   d. Growth hormone  
   e. Insulin  
   f. Insulin-like growth factor  
2) Increase contractility  
   a. Methylxanthines (e.g. caffeine)  
   b. Amphetamines  
   c. Cocaine  
   d. β-adrenergic agonists  
3) Increasing oxygen delivery  
   a. Erythropoietin  
   b. Blood transfusion  
4) Psychological approaches  
   a. Stress reduction (alcohol, cannabinoids, hypnotism, music therapy)  
   b. Motivation
immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS), but in a small trial in surgical ventilator-dependent patients, androgen therapy was associated with increased mortality.\cite{21} Reversal of muscle catabolism with growth hormone has been attempted, but despite being able to promote a positive nitrogen balance, the use of synthetic growth hormone appears to increase mortality.\cite{22} Growth hormone therapy is associated with a significant deterioration in glycaemic control and evidence that this alone might increase mortality in critically ill patients is accumulating.\cite{15,23} It is quite possible, therefore, that with adequate glycaemic control growth hormone therapy may be beneficial.

**Contractility.** The methylxanthines, and in particular aminophylline, have been used clinically for the relief of bronchospasm since the mid-1950s. Suspicion that the clinical benefits of aminophylline seemed disproportionate to its potency as a bronchodilator prompted an investigation into the effects of aminophylline on diaphragmatic contractility. Aminophylline improves diaphragmatic contractility both in vitro and in vivo and a number of other studies have shown a significant effect in both volunteers\cite{24} and patients.\cite{25} Successful weaning has been credited to aminophylline-induced improvement of diaphragmatic function.\cite{26} Despite the lack of evidence, the use of methylxanthines may be warranted in selected patients.

**Oxygen delivery.** Exercise tolerance and performance is related to haemoglobin concentration in patients with heart failure just as much as in elite athletes, and correction of anaemia may allow some patients to wean successfully.

**Motivation.** The effect of motivation on physical performance is beyond question, and motivation, or lack of it, is an integral component of the psychological response to weaning (Figure 18.15). Motivation is a complex psychological phenomenon\cite{27} and optimizing a patient’s motivation is unlikely to be achieved simply by exhortations to ‘try harder’. This is an area that is in desperate need of further work.

**CONDUCTING THE SECOND STAGE**

The second stage of weaning can start when 100% of the patient’s minute-volume is generated by patient-triggered breaths in either a hybrid or triggered mode of mechanical ventilation. At this point, the balance between load and capacity is unknown. Investigators have used a huge range of static and dynamic tests of lung mechanics and respiratory muscle strength, either singly or in combination, in order to try to predict which patients can tolerate unassisted ventilation,\cite{26} but unfortunately none of these work well enough. The conclusion, therefore, from recent consensus guidelines\cite{28} is that this point can only be determined by daily assessments using a spontaneous breathing trial (SBT) of between 30 and 120 minutes where ‘failure’ is measured by a combination of objective and subjective criteria (Table 18.12). It does not appear to make any difference whether the SBT is conducted with a T-piece, a CPAP circuit (5 cm H\(_2\)O) or pressure support (<7 cm H\(_2\)O) and PEEP, but there does not appear to be any benefit from conducting more than one SBT per day.\cite{29} Failure of the first SBT should prompt a systematic evaluation and correction of factors that might be contributing to the work of breathing or to neuromuscular weakness, while failure of a further two or three should lead to consideration of tracheostomy.

Hesitation about the timing of tracheostomy has, to some extent, been based on the perception that a surgical procedure of this nature is not a trivial undertaking and the benefits need to clearly outweigh the risks. The increasing popularity of percutaneous techniques together with careful patient selection and a better appreciation of the risks and

\footnote{26 Unfortunately, a number of these studies have used successful extubation as the end-point, overlooking the fact that a patient might be perfectly capable of self-ventilating without being able to tolerate extubation or de-cannulation.}
benefits (see Chapter 17), such as reductions in the work of breathing, sedation requirements, risk of ventilator-associated pneumonia and the duration of mechanical ventilation, have made early tracheostomy a much more acceptable option.

Between each daily SBT, the patient should be returned either to a non-fatiguing mode of ventilation with either a constant level of support or support that is only slowly and modestly reduced.

A number of ventilator manufacturers offer modes of ventilation that are automatic in the sense of providing a variable level of pressure support depending on patient effort, for example Adaptive Support Ventilation (Hamilton Medical) and SmartCare (Draeger). The latter has recently been evaluated in a prospective multicentre randomized controlled trial[30] and was shown to result in more rapid weaning than traditional physician-guided weaning.

**PROTOCOLS**

Failure to wean efficiently may be caused either by a failure to pursue the best strategy or to pursue an agreed strategy. These failings are minimized in units that are managed by specialists in intensive care medicine and when steps are taken to promote continuity of management. The extent to which the introduction of a protocol is able to accelerate the weaning process is therefore a measure of the deficiencies of the existing clinical management system as well as the ability of the particular protocol to correct them. Of the four prospective randomized trials of protocol-driven weaning, which were all conducted in the US, three showed significant reductions in the duration of mechanical ventilation[31, 32, 33] and one did not,[34] with the latter conducted in a ‘closed’, academic and highly protocol-driven unit. The benefit of protocols, which have been endorsed by the American College of Chest Physicians, the American Association of Respiratory Care and the American College of Critical Care Medicine[28] are likely to be most significant in units in which patients are primarily managed by doctors who are not intensive care specialists or where the continuity of care is jeopardized by frequent changes in leadership and in the absence of a commonly agreed-upon approach.

---

### Table 18.12 Criteria used to terminate a spontaneous breathing trial

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SpO2</td>
<td>&lt;90%</td>
<td>&lt;90%</td>
<td>≥140</td>
<td>&gt;140 or ±20% or arrhythmias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PaO2</td>
<td>&lt;6.7 kPa</td>
<td>&lt;7.32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH</td>
<td>&lt;7.32</td>
<td>&gt;140 or ±20%</td>
<td>&lt;90 or &gt;180</td>
<td>&lt;80 or &gt;160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR</td>
<td>±20%</td>
<td>≥140</td>
<td>&gt;35</td>
<td>&gt;35 min or +50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP</td>
<td>±20%</td>
<td>&gt;35 min or +50%</td>
<td>&gt;35 min</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR</td>
<td>Agitation or ↓LOC</td>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>Agitation, anxiety or ↓LOC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental condition</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>ände286</td>
<td>Chest pain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discomfort</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweating</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 18.13 Factors that determine a physician’s clinical management strategy

1. Training and education
   - Undergraduate
   - Post-qualification
2. Experience
   - Length of service
   - Primary specialty
3. Personality and outlook
Table 18.14 Criteria for extubation or de-cannulation

1) An artificial airway is not required to maintain the patency of the patient’s upper airway.
2) The patient has sufficient neurological function to protect their airway and any increased risk to the airway has subsided or has been treated.
3) The patient has the strength, coordination and laryngeal function to expectorate their pulmonary secretions.
4) The patient has the strength and endurance to breathe on their own.

There are, however, significant obstacles to the introduction and implementation of clinical protocols which have been recognized by those with internationally recognized expertise in the subject, and which have met reluctance by clinicians to accept the need for change or to adapt to changes following implementation. Successful implementation is assisted by the provision of feedback and by locally obtained evidence of the impact of the protocol on relevant outcomes. Furthermore, it is accepted that protocols should not be considered as static constructs, but should be adapted or improved as part of a continuous Plan-Do-Study-Act (PDSA) cycle.

Extubation and de-cannulation

Removal of the endotracheal tube, extubation, or tracheostomy tube, de-cannulation, is appropriate provided that four conditions are met (Table 18.14).

AIRWAY PATENCY

Upper airway obstruction from external compression, intrinsic inflammation or a mass is an uncommon indication for intubation or tracheostomy (Figure 18.24). In these cases, neurological or muscular dysfunction is almost never an issue. Extubation or de-cannulation can only be contemplated when the airway obstruction has resolved, which may require surgical intervention or some other form of treatment such as antibiotics, steroids, topical vasoconstrictors, chemotherapy or radiotherapy. If definitive relief of the obstruction with surgery is not appropriate, resolution of the obstruction must be gauged clinically and radiologically. If the cuff of the tracheal tube is at the site of the obstruction, an increase in airway diameter will be heralded by a spontaneous cuff leak. However, if the cuff of the tracheal tube is distal to the site of the obstruction, resolution will occur without generating a cuff leak (Figure 18.25). In this situation, the condition of the airway can be intermittently tested by listening for the presence of a leak around the tracheal tube during complete deflation of the cuff. Once a cuff leak has been detected, resolution of the airway obstruction can be assessed more accurately by computerized tomography. If this confirms sufficient resolution to contemplate extubation, this is best performed in the operating theatre under deep inhalational anaesthesia and in the presence of an experienced ENT surgeon.

Upper airway narrowing can also arise as a consequence of intubation and occurs in 5% to 10% of patients. Post-extubation stridor is more common in females, patients who have been intubated for more than 36 hours and in patients who have been intubated with an oversized tube. Assessment of the degree of laryngeal swelling can be made by quantitative measurement of the cuff leak, which can be expressed either as an absolute volume or as a proportion of the tidal volume. In a recent study, only 2.7% of patients with a cuff leak greater than 110 mL per breath required treatment for post-extubation stridor, making this quite a useful test for ruling out the presence of significant laryngeal oedema. However, only 13.8% of

27 Mediastinal lymph nodes, thyroid mass.
28 Acute tracheitis, bacterial epiglottitis, pharyngitis, tonsillitis Ludwig’s angina, Vincent’s angina, burns, anaphylaxis, angioneurotic oedema.
29 Tumour, abscess or haematoma within the tissues of the airway wall (trachea, larynx, pharynx, tongue).
Figure 18.24 Airway compression by mediastinal lymphoma.
The antero-posterior chest radiograph (left) shows a large upper mediastinal mass (blue arrows). Computerized tomography (CT) shows a normal tracheal diameter in the neck above the clavicles (right, top) indicated by the yellow arrow. CT slices just below the clavicles (right, middle) and just above the aortic arch (right, bottom) show progressive narrowing of the trachea (yellow arrows).

Figure 18.25 The position of upper airway obstruction in relation to the cuff of the tracheal tube.
A: Cuff sited at the point of airway obstruction.
B: Cuff sited below the point of airway obstruction.

those with a cuff leak less than 110 mL had stridor, making this test a weak predictor of post-extubation stridor.[35] A number of studies have examined the value of corticosteroids in reducing the incidence of post-extubation stridor in adults. In three studies, in which a single pre-extubation dose was given, this did not reduce the incidence of either stridor or re-intubation (Figure 18.26). In three more recent studies in which corticosteroids were given every 4 to 6 hours for between 12 and 24 hours prior to extubation, there was a significant reduction in the incidence of both stridor and re-intubation (Figure 18.27). Of these three later studies, two were performed in ‘high risk’ patients selected on the basis of cuff leak criteria. In these two studies, the re-intubation rate in control patients was 12%. The largest of the three studies was performed in unselected patients ventilated for at least 36 hours, and the re-intubation rate in control patients was only 7.5%. These data suggest that patients intubated for over 36 hours who have a cuff leak less than 110 mL or 24% of the tidal volume should be treated.
with corticosteroids for 12 to 24 hours prior to extubation. In those in whom post-extubation stridor develops, nebulized adrenaline may prevent the need for re-intubation. The value of heliox in this setting has yet to be established.

### AIRWAY PROTECTION

Tracheal intubation to prevent airway contamination arises in a limited number of situations (Table 18.15). With the exception of those associated with brain dysfunction (brain injury, variceal haemorrhage) airway protection is only needed in the short term and the patients can be safely extubated with the return of consciousness, or once the bleeding has been controlled. Tracheostomy is indicated in those with neurological dysfunction that may resolve only slowly, if at all.

### SECRETION CLEARANCE

Without an effective cough to expectorate pulmonary secretions they accumulate in the tracheobronchial tree and result in a number of complications. These include partial or complete bronchial obstruction, increased work of breathing, infection

#### Figure 18.26 Forest plot for three studies of single-dose corticosteroid prior to extubation.

Table 18.15 Indications for acute airway protection

1) Acute reduction in conscious level
   a. Drug overdose
   b. Seizures
   c. Acute brain injury (cerebrovascular accident, traumatic brain injury, cardiac arrest)
2) Acute aspiration risk
   a. Massive upper gastrointestinal bleed
   b. Massive epistaxis
3) 1 and 2 together
   a. Variceal haemorrhage

and ultimately hypoxia and acute respiratory failure. A patient’s capacity to prevent the accumulation of pulmonary secretions depends on three main factors (Table 18.16). First, it depends on the ability to appreciate that the airway needs to be cleared. Second, it depends on the strength to expel the secretions. Third, it depends on the endurance to prevent the accumulation of airway secretions or aspirated material in the airway.

The effect of impaired airway sensation has yet to be studied, but patients with impaired neurological function are much more likely to require reintubation. In one study, a Glasgow Coma Score
Table 18.16 Factors required for clearing respiratory secretions

1) Appreciation of the need to cough  
   a. Intact upper airway sensation  
   b. Intact cortical processing
2) Strength to cough the secretions out of the airway  
   Patient  
   a. Closed abdominal cavity  
   b. Intact abdominal muscle function  
   Neuromuscular conduction  
   Muscle strength  
   Uninhibited by pain  
   c. Ability to close glottis.
3) Endurance to cough the volume of secretions produced  
   Patient  
   a. Endurance

(GCS) under 8 increased the risk three-fold\(^{[36]}\) (95% confidence interval 1.8 to 4.7) while in a separate investigation the inability to obey four simple commands\(^{[30]}\) increased the risk by 4.3 times\(^{[37]}\) (1.8 to 10.4).

Successful expectoration not only depends on the patient’s ability to cough, but is also determined by the physical characteristics of the sputum. Cough ‘strength’ can be estimated in intubated patients either quantitatively, by measuring the peak expiratory flow rate (PEFR), semi-quantitatively with the ‘white card test’, or qualitatively. A peak expiratory flow rate of 60 L.min\(^{-1}\) or less increases the risk of re-intubation 4.8- to 5.1-fold.\(^{[37, 38]}\) The ‘white card test’ simply involves holding a piece of card 1 to 2 cm from the end of the patient’s tracheal tube and asking them to cough. The patient is deemed to have passed the test if they can project airway secretions onto the card. A negative white card test increases the risk of re-intubation three-fold\(^{[39]}\) (95% confidence interval 1.8 to 8.9). In de-cannulated patients cough strength is also critically dependant on airtight closure of the tracheostomy stoma. A stoma dressing that bulges or leaks when the patient coughs is inadequate, and puts the patient at risk of needing re-cannulation. In patients with large stomas, it may be necessary to use a series of progressively smaller stoma stents\(^{[31]}\) to help to keep the stoma plugged as it closes. A weak cough may also be caused by laryngeal dysfunction. Although this is more likely to occur in patients who have been extubated rather then de-cannulated, the actual incidence in either group of patients is unknown. Besides cough strength, sputum viscosity and viscidity also determine the effort required to clear secretions. Mucus management is discussed in Chapter 4.

Over time, the patient’s ability to maintain their airway clear of secretions depends on the balance between, on the one hand, their endurance, and on the other, the volume of secretions produced. As discussed above, anaemia impairs stamina, and in one study the risk of re-intubation was over 5.3-fold higher\(^{[39]}\) in patients with a haemoglobin under 10 gm.dL\(^{-1}\). Unfavourable respiratory system mechanics are often associated with a high respiratory rate and a small tidal volume, which can be expressed as f/V\(_{t}\), otherwise known as the rapid shallow breathing index\(^{[40]}\) (RSBI). A number of studies have shown that a high RSBI is associated with the risk of re-intubation, with thresholds for failure varying from 100\(^{[38]}\) or 105\(^{[40]}\) to as little as 57.\(^{[41]}\) Respiratory system mechanics improve naturally during the diuretic phase of recovery from acute illness, which heralds the return of a normal capillary reflectance co-efficient and the mobilization of tissue fluid. Patients who are in this phase and

---

30 Open your eyes, follow my hand with your eyes, squeeze my hand, stick out your tongue.

31 These are available in a range of designs from a number of companies including Hood Laboratories (Pembroke, Massachusetts), Natus Medical (San Carlos, California), Bentec Medical (Woodland, California), Boston Medical Products (Westborough, Massachusetts), and Koken (Tokyo).
passing more than 500 mL of urine per six hours or have a negative fluid balance over the preceding 24 hours have a significantly reduced risk of re-intubation. Conversely, a number of studies have confirmed that the volume of secretions is important. For example, moderate or copious secretion production, as judged by the nurse, was associated with an 8.7-fold increased risk of re-intubation (95% confidence interval 2.1 to 35.7). In another study, the production of more than 2.5 mL.hr\(^{-1}\) of sputum was associated with three-fold increased risk of re-intubation (95% confidence interval 1 to 8.8). Finally, using suction frequency as a proxy measure for the volume of sputum production it has been shown that patients who require to be suctioned more than once every two hours are 16-fold more likely to require re-intubation (95% confidence interval 2.2 to 116).

**INDEPENDENT VENTILATION**

Successful completion of a spontaneous breathing trial (SBT) is currently the best evidence that a patient is capable of supplying the work of breathing, as discussed earlier.

**EXTUBATION**

Extubation is most commonly performed during the earlier part of the day for a number of reasons. First, this is a time when there are plenty of staff available, especially medical staff, who can help to manage any problem that may arise. Second, visibility is high, which means that the patient’s post-extubation progress can be easily monitored from a distance. Third, it gives the patient plenty of time to deteriorate during ‘office hours’ when staff and visibility are at a premium. In case the patient should need immediate re-intubation, steps should be taken to ensure that the patient’s stomach is empty at the time of extubation. Patients receiving enteral nutrition via a small-bore tube should have this discontinued four to six hours prior to extubation. Patients being fed through a large-bore nasogastric tube (12 Fr or more) whose stomachs can be emptied by suction can probably continue to be fed up to one or two hours prior to extubation, although the safety of this approach has not been tested. Facilities for re-intubation should be at hand and an appropriate face mask for delivering oxygen should be assembled ready for use. The extubation procedure should be explained to the patient clearly and calmly. The head of the bed should then be elevated to 30 to 45 degrees and the patient’s mouth gently but thoroughly suctioned. If a large-bore nasogastric tube is present, this too should be suctioned to ensure that the stomach is empty. The upper airway should also be cleared of secretions by suction. Finally, the tracheal tube tie should be released, the tracheal cuff slowly deflated while the suction catheter is in the trachea to catch sub-glottic material and the tracheal tube removed smoothly in one movement.

**DE-CANNULATION**

Unlike extubation, the process of de-cannulation is frequently performed using a number of intermediate steps (Table 18.17) over a number of days, although the appropriate sequence and specific advantages are undocumented. While some of these steps may appear to be sensible, they are in fact associated with significant increases in the work of breathing, either through effects on inspiratory or expiratory resistance or by interfering with cough strength. For most patients, these intermediate steps do not in themselves cause any problems other than for delaying definitive de-cannulation by a couple of days. For some patients, however, the additional burden imposed can precipitate respiratory distress, with an inevitable return to mechanical ventilation. Without careful, consistent and courageous management these patients may spend prolonged periods cycling between low levels of supported ventilation in a triggered mode and an intermediary form of de-cannulation. These patients are then put at significant risk of developing a ventilator-associated
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Table 18.17 Characteristics of intermediate steps in de-cannulation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Inspiratory resistance</th>
<th>Expiratory resistance</th>
<th>Dead space</th>
<th>Cough strength</th>
<th>Speech</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plain tube, cuff down</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plain tube, cuff down + speaking valve</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fenestrated tube, cuff up + speaking valve</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fenestrated tube, cuff down + speaking valve</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plain tube, cuff down, capped</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small un-cuffed tube, capped</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stoma button</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De-cannulation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+±</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pneumonia. This cycle can be broken by appreciating the significant physiological advantage of proceeding more directly to full de-cannulation or de-cannulation with placement of stoma button.

Failed Extubation

Between 5% and 15% of patients require reintubation because of respiratory difficulties. Patients who require reintubation are significantly more likely to develop ventilator-associated pneumonia (OR 5.94, 95% confidence interval 1.27 to 22.71), spend longer in both the ICU and hospital, and are significantly less likely to survive. Two studies have looked at the value of non-invasive ventilation (NIV) to ‘rescue’ patients who develop respiratory distress following extubation. In the first study, which randomized 39 patients to NIV and 42 patients to standard medical therapy, there was no significant difference in reintubation rate (72% versus 69%), duration of ICU stay, or either ICU or hospital survival. In the more recent study, which randomized 114 patients to NIV and 107 patients to standard medical therapy, there was no difference in the reintubation rate (48% in both) but there was a significantly increased ICU mortality in patients randomized to NIV (25% versus 14%). One explanation for this difference was that the delay to reintubation was significantly longer in patients randomized to NIV. A number of studies have looked at early transition to NIV in patients with acute-on-chronic respiratory failure who fail one or more SBTs. A meta-analysis of five such trials in adults concluded that this approach resulted in a significantly shorter duration of mechanical support, a reduced incidence of ventilator-associated pneumonia, reduced ICU and hospital length-of-stay and, perhaps most importantly, reduced mortality (relative risk 0.41, 95% confidence interval 0.22 to 0.76). Finally, two trials have evaluated the use of NIV in reducing the incidence of failed extubation in high-risk patients who pass their SBT. Combined, these two studies show a significant reduction in the risk of reintubation (odds ratio 0.36, 95% CI 0.18 to 0.72) and in the ICU mortality (odds ratio 0.22, 95% CI 0.08 to 0.59).
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Historical introduction

The polio outbreaks that affected the developed world in the early and mid-twentieth century are of particular historical importance. They acted as an impetus to the development of intensive care as a place where ‘life support’ could be provided while awaiting recovery from critical illness. Second, as survival in those who developed respiratory failure occurred, particularly following the introduction of positive pressure ventilation, significant numbers then required long-term respiratory support.

Depending upon the severity of an outbreak, there was the need to provide artificial ventilation to relatively large numbers of polio patients. Most at risk were children and young adults, who had not acquired ‘herd’ immunity. Providing such emergency care was to present major logistic problems for the hospitals at that time. Few ventilators were available before 1940, and even in the 1950s hospitals could easily be overwhelmed. In the healthcare service of today, it is easy to forget the devastating impact of the polio epidemics. Throughout the 1950s, over 3000 died in the US each year and, in the 1952–3 Copenhagen outbreak, one hospital was required to provide mechanical ventilation for 31 patients over the course of 3 weeks. Today, nearly 60 years after effective vaccination brought the epidemics under control, over 100 000 long-term survivors remain alive in the US and up to 30 000 in the UK.

The ability of negative pressure ventilation to sustain life had been established in animal experiments as early as 1670. When redeveloped in the early twentieth century for use in man, ventilation was achieved by encasing the chest and abdomen in a cuirass or, alternatively, the whole body was enclosed in a tank ventilator with air being drawn into the lungs by leaving the head outside of the tank. The demonstration that the provision of artificial ventilation during the peak paralytic phase was life saving led to the rapid manufacture of ‘iron lungs’ in the US and, by the late 1930s, elsewhere in the world. The images of converted school halls with 30 or 40 polio patients treated in rows of iron lungs is iconic of this era (Figure 19.1). However, the mortality rate in bulbar cases was still around 80%. Lassen and colleagues in Sweden are credited with appreciating the reason for failure was negative pressure ventilation.[1] While the cuirass or tank was effective in spinal polio, those with bulbar involvement were at risk from both inadequate support of breathing and from aspiration. The former arose because of collapse of the upper airway, the result of a combination of bulbar muscle weakness and negative intrathoracic pressure promoting upper airway obstruction in similar fashion to the pathophysiology...
of obstructive sleep apnoea. Aspiration was an additional complication, especially as tank ventilation necessitated lying supine. If a tracheostomy with positive pressure ventilation was employed, aspiration still remained a risk until cuffed tubes were developed.

In 1952–1953, during a particularly severe outbreak in Copenhagen, the superiority of positive-pressure ventilation was established with additional protection from aspiration with the innovation of the cuffed tracheal tube. This was an exciting and important time in the history of mechanical ventilation. The developments necessary for treating polio patients led on to the concept of care being provided in specialized areas of a hospital, the predecessor of the modern intensive care unit (ICU). For more historical details on these developments, see Chapter 20.

The concept of intermittent respiratory support
During the Copenhagen outbreak, overwhelmed by the number of patients requiring mechanical ventilation, medical students were organized into teams to ventilate patients continuously by hand for up to 24 hours a day. The technique of cuffed tube positive-pressure ventilation dramatically reduced the fatality rate in spino-bulbar
disease. It was rapidly introduced throughout the world and was to produce survivors with very limited respiratory reserve who would previously have died. Many, however, regained respiratory muscle function within weeks and the first description of ventilatory weaning date from this era. It was also appreciated that spontaneous ventilation might be inadequate at night, even if sufficient by day. However, for some survivors sufficient recovery of respiratory muscle function failed to occur. Such individuals were destined to remain in hospital for many years, because only here was it possible to provide sufficient expertise in the use of iron lungs and other devices.

Accordingly, before effective vaccination reduced the impact of polio, the epidemics were to produce an increasing number of individuals with ‘stable’ neuromuscular disease dependent on long-term ventilatory support. Even if recovery occurred, those affected by polio in infancy might again develop respiratory failure as scoliosis developed during adolescent growth. For these patients, and increasingly for others with different causes for respiratory pump failure, sleep began to be recognized as associated with a reduction in alveolar ventilation and the potential to develop chronic respiratory failure. Importantly, it became appreciated that such patients could be treated by intermittent ventilatory support. By providing intermittent treatment (‘tank ing at night’), chronic hypercapnia could be controlled, leaving the affected person independent of ventilatory support by day.

The mechanisms by which intermittent support can restore health, correct abnormalities in blood gases and reverse both the pulmonary hypertension and the associated episodes of cor pulmonale continue to be investigated. Of prime importance is the restoration of central respiratory drive. By reducing the compensatory renal retention of bicarbonate, any tendency to hypoventilation will result in a greater stimulus to the brain stem chemoreceptors. More recently, the restorative effect of improved sleep quality and quantity has come to be recognized. An effect upon the pulmonary mechanics, with an increase in residual lung volume, may contribute by reducing the load upon the respiratory pump. Changes in pulmonary haemodynamics and a reduction in the degree of pulmonary hypertension are probably dependent upon correction of severe nocturnal hypoxia. Although sleep is the obvious risk period, it may not be critical that alveolar ventilation is protected during sleep. For instance, Schonhofer and colleagues have suggested that if hypercapnia is adequately corrected at any stage in the day, similar benefit is obtained whether provided in sleep or when awake.

Whatever the mechanisms involved, the recognition that intermittent support was effective led to the application of overnight ventilatory support in a variety of causes of chronic respiratory failure. This was most commonly achieved with non-invasive negative pressure devices and, as ventilation units were established to manage such dependent polio patients, those with other causes of ‘pump’ failure became users of non-invasive ventilation. These included idiopathic scoliosis, patients with surgical thoracoplasty in the treatment of tuberculosis and the ‘stable’ or slowly progressive neuromuscular conditions such as the adult onset muscular dystrophies.

**The early development of home mechanical ventilation (HMV)**

Throughout the latter half of the twentieth century, centres with expertise in providing long-term ventilation were established in Europe, Australasia and America. Development was largely haphazard and dependent upon enthusiasts. Treatment was largely by negative pressure devices and the units were often established in or near isolation hospitals. Alternative negative pressure techniques, such as the thoraco-abdominal cuirass (Figure 19.2) or the poncho wrap were less technically demanding and could therefore be used more easily in the
home. The rocking bed, which exploits gravitational pull on the abdominal organs to ‘drive’ respiration, had the attraction of minimal technology while glossopharyngeal breathing (‘frog breathing’) gave patients additional independence from machines. The latter involves repeated ‘swallowing’ or ‘gulping’ of small packets of air and progressive retention by intermittent glottic closure. In the experienced patient, frog breathing can more than double vital capacity and provide a sufficiently augmented inspiration to allow an effective cough. Simple mandatory positive pressure volume-controlled ventilators could also be used to ‘breath stack’ and were often employed as physiotherapy aids. Negative pressure and the physical methods are less effective than non-invasive positive pressure at augmenting tidal volume, and early on, progression to invasive tracheostomy ventilation was necessary as muscle weakness or spinal deformity progressed.

In the UK, Geoffrey Spencer was one of the pioneers in the provision of home ventilation. He had trained in anaesthesia and was involved in the early establishment of critical care. Recognizing the needs of ventilator-dependent patients, he developed the Phipps Respiratory Unit as a long stay facility at St. Thomas’ Hospital in 1968. He went on to develop the concept of home care for what was coined ‘responauts’. These were ventilator-dependent individuals whose return to home was enabled by the provision of trained carers. Through
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a landmark initiative, funded by the Department of Health, carers were trained to look after patients at home. The demonstration that this was both desired by patients and cost effective established the case. Given the era of protest in the 1960s and the need to grab political attention and stimulate media interest, marches were organized to secure the rights of ventilated individuals to live at home (Figure 19.3). Similar developments were to occur elsewhere in the world, such as at the Austin unit in Melbourne and the Rancho Los Amigos in California.

By the end of the twentieth century, many countries in Europe had established ventilator units to support home care. Usually, this was through central government funding. In France, Antadir had been established as a national charitable organization during the polio period. Subsequently, it was contracted by the French government to organize a service for home mechanical ventilation (HMV). Antadir employs medical and nursing staff and, with the support of technicians, is able to give comprehensive care for patients at home. The organization provides routine and emergency home visits and, because it also supervises the provision of oxygen and nebulizer services, it is able to provide a comprehensive system of care for the ventilator-dependent individual. HMV patients are able to

Figure 19.3 Protest march in London to demand funding for home care in ventilator-dependent patients.
travel within France and get support from the local centre wherever they are in the country. Antadir defined the conditions that qualify for treatment, deals with the ventilator manufacturers, sets the standards for care and provides holiday centres for patients and their families. Similar organizations exist in Germany, Switzerland and the Scandinavian countries but have yet to be established in the UK and some other European countries. Acting as patient advocate, these national ventilator organizations have been able to promote the expansion of HMV, leading to a growth of paediatric provision and the treatment by both NIV and tracheostomy ventilation of progressive neuromuscular diseases such as Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) and motor neuron disease (MND). In contrast, the development in other countries has been less well organized. The provision of HMV in the European Union has recently been audited with interesting variation in both the number of patients treated and the relative proportion of different disease categories. In northern European countries, where national HMV organizations are common, more patients are treated, but there is a lower proportion in whom chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is the cause of respiratory failure (Figure 19.4).


The positive pressure revolution
The initial use of non-invasive positive pressure ventilation (originally termed NIPPV but now conventionally shortened to the abbreviation NIV) was in acute episodes of respiratory failure complicating COPD. As such patients can outnumber the availability of ICU provision, the widespread uptake of NIV in hospitals was assured when shown to reduce progression to the need for intubation and, in more severe cases, reduce mortality compared with conventional intubation.

It was quickly appreciated that the HMV patient using physical or negative pressure devices could benefit from the new technology. The new ventilators were lightweight and portable, powered by electrical turbines that needed little servicing and, compared with negative pressure machines, more easily applicable to those with skeletal deformity. With a general expansion of interest and experience of non-invasive positive-pressure ventilation, there was a further expansion of provision and a widening of the indications for HMV treatment throughout the 1990s. This was because the new technology was more acceptable to patients, because the cost was lower and because of a change in medical and societal perception. In particular, those patients with progressive neuromuscular disease, formerly not considered for treatment, began to be treated.
There was, therefore, an expansion in the use of NIV to diseases such as MND, spinal muscular atrophy and the childhood metabolic syndromes. HMV was also extended to patients with intrinsic lung disease such as COPD, bronchiectasis and cystic fibrosis.

The development of NIPPV was dependent on the technology used to treat obstructive sleep apnoea (OSA). Instead of using continuous positive pressure (CPAP), ventilators capable of sensing inspiration, and providing pressure support to spontaneous breathing, were developed. Positive pressure during inspiration is often combined with a lower level of expiratory pressure (EPAP) to provide bi-level pressure support (BiPAP). Such ventilators employ single ventilator tubing and are interfaced with the patient through a face or nose mask. Exhalation valves to reduce re-breathing of exhaled carbon dioxide are therefore necessary, the additional value of expiratory pressure being to flush exhaled air through an exhalation port.

While detecting inspiration and augmenting tidal volume with pressure support is effective in patients with adequate respiratory effort, such triggered modes may be ineffective in patients with profound respiratory muscle weakness. Furthermore, significant mask leak interferes with detection of inspiration. In these circumstances, a timed (or assist control) mode is required in which a mandatory number of breaths are delivered. As with invasive ventilation, such mandatory breaths can be synchronized with spontaneous breathing. Most modern NIV ventilators employed in non-dependent patients (conventionally defined as a need for support for less than 14 to 18 hours per day) therefore now use a triggered mode with a back-up rate of mandatory breaths should triggering be undetected or true apnoea occur. Con conventionally, volume-controlled ventilators were employed, particularly in mainland Europe. The advantage of pressure-controlled devices, when used non-invasively, is a more consistent augmentation of spontaneous breathing. This will be relatively independent of mask leak (so-called 'leak compensation') unless excessive. Additionally, the technical simplicity of microprocessor-controlled turbines accounted for a rapid switch to pressure rather than volume-controlled devices when used non-invasively. It was, however, argued that in patients with high respiratory impedance (those with chest wall disease or the morbidly obese) volume-controlled ventilation would be required as pressure generators would be unable to produce the high pressure and flow rates required. As the power of modern turbines has increased, volume ventilators are no longer necessary when used non-invasively.10,11

With triggered breathing, the glottis is open as the ventilator increases airway pressure. With mandatory ventilator delivered breaths, partial glottic closure, as occurs at the end of spontaneous expiration, will reduce the effectiveness of ventilatory support. While such asynchrony undoubtedly occurs, it rarely appears to be significant. In any case, ventilator and patient synchrony has markedly improved with better interface design, reducing leak and flow rather than pressure triggers. The need for controlled modes may therefore be questioned (except in the tracheostomy ventilated patient). Most patients can be treated by an appropriately adjusted pressure support mode with back-up mandatory breaths should apnoea occur (termed S/T mode on some machines). Patients seem to prefer pressure support. New modes that combine pressure with a volume guarantee (e.g. AVAPS, Respironics, USA) have been developed but it is unclear whether this will prove a useful mode or just an interesting technical gadget.12

For ventilator-dependent patients with a tracheostomy, either volume- or pressure-controlled machines can be employed. As spontaneous breathing is inadequate in such users, machine-timed (mandatory) breaths will be required and safer ventilator alarms are needed. Often, such patients have significant locomotor disability and are wheelchair-dependent. In these circumstances, the lower power
requirement of a volume generator may be an advantage. A fuller description of these technical aspects is beyond the brief of this chapter.\[8\]

**Who benefits from home mechanical ventilation?**

The effectiveness of NIV might suggest the question should now be posed in reverse. In what disease or patient groups is it not now accepted practice to offer NIV when chronic respiratory failure develops? While the long-term value of domiciliary NIV in COPD and bronchiectasis remains uncertain, those with respiratory ‘pump’ failure resulting from chest wall or neuromuscular disease clearly gain benefit.\[4, 8\] This can be measured by reversal of abnormalities in blood gases, improved sleep quality and daytime cognition, the reversal of pulmonary hypertension and improved survival.\[13\] Remarkably few randomized studies have been conducted. Until recent years, studies have used an untreated historical cohort as the control group rather than being prospective. None has involved many patients, and a variety of diagnostic groups and of different methods of NIV provision have been employed. Despite suggestions that better randomized controlled trials (RCT) are necessary, the obvious benefit in chest wall and stable neuromuscular (NM) disease now make such studies unethical. The evidence for the effectiveness of NIV has instead been better investigated in the progressive NM diseases and in COPD.

**Chest wall and neuromuscular causes of respiratory failure**

Comparison between different medical conditions historically treated with HMV, using continued use as a surrogate for survival, have demonstrated greater benefit in chest wall disease (such as scoliosis, thoracoplasty and arthrogryphosis) and stable neuromuscular disease (such as old polio and the late onset myopathies e.g. acid maltase deficiency, myotonic dystrophy or limb girdle dystrophy) than in intrinsic lung disease or the more progressive NM diseases such as DMD.\[4, 8, 13\]

The use of NIV in progressive NM disease has been more contentious. Doubt was expressed that NIV would improve quality of life because of the technical difficulties of providing effective mask ventilation when there is facial muscle weakness (because of leak) or bulbar disease (because of glottic obstruction and aspiration). Interestingly, while bulbar involvement reduces the effectiveness of NIV in MND,\[14\] it is less of a problem in the muscular dystrophies when NIV usually remains effective even when bulbar dysfunction requires the institution of gastrostomy feeding.\[8\]

The timing of initiation of NIV is important. Delaying until daytime respiratory failure has developed, rather than starting treatment at an earlier stage when there might be evidence of nocturnal hypoventilation but the daytime arterial partial pressure of carbon dioxide ($\text{PaCO}_2$) remains normal, appears to make a difference. One study in DMD that employed NIV before the onset of daytime respiratory failure reported a higher mortality in the treated group.\[15\] Various explanations for this unexpected result have been made. For instance, patients on NIV and their families might have been falsely reassured at times of intercurrent illness and so remain at home while untreated patients were admitted to hospital. In a more recent study, patients were randomized to start NIV when there was evidence of nocturnal hypoventilation or NIV was delayed until daytime respiratory failure had developed.\[16\] Outcome was better in the former group as judged by emergency need for admission and the majority of patients in the delayed group required to start NIV within six months. The improved survival observed in recent decades in DMD is largely due to the impact of NIV,\[8\] although prophylactic spinal surgery before severe scoliosis develops will delay the onset of respiratory failure. The increasing use of angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors
and β-blockers in the treatment of cardiomyopathy is expected to further improve prognosis.

In MND, early studies suggested a better survival in NIV-treated patients and this has been confirmed by a recent RCT.[14] Patients with an early onset of diaphragm failure, as suggested by orthopnoea, or a history of sleep disturbance should be assessed for NIV, although this option may still not be being raised in discussion.[17] Unless evidence of sleep-disordered breathing is sought there is the danger of presentation with acute respiratory failure. Once intubated, such patients can rarely be successfully weaned with the resulting difficulty of returning such patients to home with tracheostomy ventilation.[18]

**Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease**

The use of NIV in managing episodes of acute respiratory failure in COPD is now well established. Problems remain in the provision of a high quality acute NIV service because this requires considerable investment in training. Indications include early use to prevent progression to the need for intubation, later use as an alternative to intubation, use as a bridge to support spontaneous breathing following extubation and proactive use to shorten the period of ventilatory weaning. Further details of acute NIV are considered in Chapter 3.

The value of NIV in the long-term management of stable chronic respiratory failure is more contentious.[19] Early trials of non-invasive ventilation employed negative pressure and were carried out in the 1980s, a time when the concept of chronic respiratory muscle fatigue through excessive workload was fashionable. No benefit was found and the suggestion that chronic respiratory muscle fatigue is important has largely been disproved.[20] Appreciation of the frequency of sleep disturbance, with recurrent nocturnal hypoventilation contributing to a reduction in respiratory drive during wakefulness, has led to a re-examination of NIV in stable COPD. Case series suggested benefit, such as reduced hospitalization, and one crossover RCT found quality of life, daytime PaCO₂ and sleep quantity to be improved in comparison with overnight oxygen therapy.[21] Two recent larger RCTs have, however, been negative for the outcome measures of mortality and hospitalization rate. A recent meta-analysis of chronic NIV in COPD concluded that there was insufficient evidence to support its use.[22]

Despite such trial evidence, in a 2001 survey that identified more than 2000 HMV users in England and Wales, it was found that COPD was the most frequent indication particularly by units, or hospitals, that treated few home care patients (Figure 19.5). Similar findings were reported in a European-wide survey where COPD was a common indication particularly in southern countries (Figure 19.4). Why then are clinicians behaving differently from trial evidence? In the French and Italian RCTs, the trial design excluded patients with an overlap syndrome of COPD with OSA or COPD with obesity-hypoventilation syndrome (OHS). As a result, most patients enlisted had very advanced emphysema with significant daytime CO₂ retention but little in the way of sleep disordered symptoms. Clinicians, however, employ chronic NIV when the degree of respiratory failure (indicated by the PaCO₂) is out of proportion to the severity of airflow obstruction (that is, when an overlap syndrome is likely).

COPD patients are less compliant with home ventilation than in neuromuscular or chest wall disease.[23] Whether this relates to greater difficulty in adequately unloading the respiratory muscles without interfering with sleep is unclear. It is possible that greater care in titration of the EPAP and adjustment of the degree of pressure support, rise time and trigger sensitivity is required for effective HMV in COPD. These aspects remain to be explored.

In the absence of clear trial evidence in COPD, a consensus of expert opinion has proposed guidelines for the use of chronic NIV in the USA.[24] These have since been made more restrictive and require exclusion of OSA and evidence of both hypercapnia
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Figure 19.5 Results of the HMV-UK census of 2100 patients identified in England and Wales receiving home mechanical ventilation.

and significant oxygen desaturation, despite oxygen therapy, during the night. In addition a three-month trial of ventilatory assistance without a back-up rate i.e. using a triggered bi-level pressure support machine must exclude OSA as contributing to hypercapnia. This process has been driven by reimbursement and, in particular, a lower charge for triggered mode ventilators. Nevertheless, they do provide some guide to treatment that is, at least, pragmatic.

Our own policy is to consider home NIV when severe COPD patients have
- recurrent admissions caused by acute hypercapnia correctable by NIV,
- overlap syndromes with symptoms of sleep disordered breathing, or
- symptomatic hypercapnia with long-term oxygen therapy.

A positive response to a trial of NIV at home should include evidence of effectiveness (better sleep quality, improved quality of life, and a fall in PaCO₂) and a reasonable degree of compliance, for example more than three hours use per night.

If commissioning of HMV develops in the UK, such outcome measures will be a minimum requirement. Meanwhile, the result of further RCTs under way in Germany and Australia are eagerly awaited. Their importance is evidenced by the rapid increase in use of NIV in COPD in Europe and the fact that COPD is a much more common cause of chronic respiratory failure than neuromuscular and chest wall disease.

Obesity-hypoventilation syndrome (OHS)

Because obesity is a risk factor for both OSA and OHS, it is not surprisingly it has become an emerging cause for domiciliary NIV. A combination of upper airway obstruction, hypoventilation through excessive load on the respiratory muscles in the recumbent position and central apnoea is often found. There may in addition be associated asthma or COPD. An acute hypercapnic presentation following sedation for minor surgery or non-pneumonic respiratory tract infection is common. NIV is effective therapy but can be subsequently switched to simple CPAP in many cases. Reversal of hypercapnia is also reported after weight loss, particularly the more significant weight reduction that follows bariatric surgery.

The pathophysiological role of the neuro-hormone
Table 19.1 Comparison of non-invasive ventilation (NIV) and invasive home mechanical ventilation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Non-invasive ventilation</th>
<th>Tracheostomy HMV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Home care easily provided with relatively low cost equipment. Little training required. Relief of symptoms of sleep disordered breathing with better daytime functioning and improved sleep quality. Patient empowerment: disease ‘ownership’. Ventilator portability (e.g. holidays, university or school). Reduced need for hospital admission (e.g. with respiratory infection).</td>
<td>Increased safety. Ability to access lower airways (suctioning).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increased safety.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential problems</td>
<td>No access to lower respiratory tract. Less effective if bulbar function poor. Interface problems when NIV need &gt; 12 hours. Potential danger from non-specialist provision</td>
<td>Increased home care costs. Carer training and safety issues. Complications of tracheostomy. Suctioning and increase in sepsis. Disease progression: ‘locked in’ condition</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

leptin, in which central resistance to its normal appetite suppressing effect is seen, is also thought to contribute to respiratory failure. A fall in leptin in parallel with an increase in CO₂ drive has been reported.[29]

While simple bi-level pressure support is adequate when OSA predominates, the low total respiratory system compliance of the massively obese and the potential of volume assured ventilation² (AVAPS, Respironics, USA) to more effectively maintain tidal volume than conventional pressure support has been investigated. While trans-cutaneous PCO₂ control was better, this did not provide clinical benefit in terms of sleep quality or quantity, or quality of life scores.[12]

Comparison of invasive and non-invasive techniques

There are numerous advantages of NIV compared with invasive ventilation. As listed in Table 19.1, these are largely related to the lower requirement for specialist knowledge by carers or families and as a result lower cost.

² Pressure-controlled, volume-targeted. See Chapter 5.

A high quality of life is possible, despite total ventilator dependency, but requires the ability to direct personal care and to demand treatment despite disability (Figure 19.6). There are, however, some disadvantages with a high degree of ventilatory dependency. While NIV may still be capable of adequately supporting ventilation at times of intercurrent respiratory illness, impaired cough and an inability to clear secretions may result in the need for specialist physiotherapy in hospital. The recognition of this has led to the development of a variety of cough assist devices.[13, 30, 31] We have been using an insufflation-exsufflation device (Emerson, Massachusetts, USA) for acute hospital care for some years and our practice is to now provide this for home care following more than one admission if the patient’s cough is ineffective. Unscheduled hospital admission has been reduced by such a policy.

In the patient with high ventilatory dependency, usually defined as the need for NIV >18 hours per day (although >12 hrs is very significant dependency), the use of NIV can become intrusive on quality of life. Facial skin ulceration may be avoided by rotating the use of interfaces (full face and
Figure 19.6 Patient with 24 hour ventilator dependency for 59 years. The London Eye, 2006.

nasal or different manufacturer) and by employing a combination of modes.[32] Air swallowing can become a problem and providing adequate nutrition may require a gastrostomy as nasogastric tubes will interfere with NIV delivery. Eventually, the question of conversion to tracheostomy MV arises in progressive NM disease. When considering this, apart from ensuring that patients are fully informed (as well as their relatives), it is important to involve the community service providers and to plan the training of carers. It is certainly better to arrange conversion as an elective procedure. We have found that a mini-tracheostomy, by allowing suctioning at times of crisis, can delay or even prevent the need to convert to invasive ventilation.

For the home user, an un-cuffed tracheostomy is preferred but may not be possible if bulbar function is poor. It makes tube changes easier and the absence of a cuff impairs swallow less than a cuffed tube and probably causes less tracheal injury. It is also a safer option as spontaneous breathing is possible in the case of ventilator failure (another reason for patients to learn frog breathing). For additional safety such patients need a battery back-up for power failure and a spare ventilator.

Recurrent stomal infection and socially unacceptable leak is more likely with surgical tracheostomies, and we therefore use the dilator technique used in intensive care. The frequency of bronchial sepsis is higher in the months following tracheostomy, and this persists if care continues in hospital or intermediate facility, presumably because of the risk from the environment in such locations. Other complications, such as tracheal stenosis or minor bleeding (and major from innominate artery erosion), occur with long-term invasive ventilation.

An important consideration is progression of the associated NM disease to a point where life
quality is unacceptable. This requires a considerable amount of sensitivity in discussion and time. Patients rate the ability to communicate effectively as of paramount importance. Insertion of a one-way valve (Passey Muir) in the ventilator tubing is often needed as the respiratory muscle weakness progresses. Increasing the pressure during expiration can also be effective. However, as bulbar function fails, voice quality deteriorates and aspiration increasingly occurs, which further impacts on quality of life with an increasing need for and frequency of invasive suctioning. Considerable ethical issues arise in progressive NM disease, especially when intellect is impaired or competency is in doubt. Further consideration of these aspects, including advance directives and terminal care arrangements, are beyond the scope of this chapter.

What are the targets of therapy with HMV?
The initial reason for introducing NIV is symptom control. The onset and progression of symptoms is however gradual. Unlike OSA, where the Epworth sleepiness scale is a good indicator of the severity of sleep disturbance, acclimatization to fatigue or assigning it to disease progression or depression may result in unrecognized hypoventilation. Following adjustment to nocturnal NIV, the majority of patients, who have developed daytime hypercapnia by the time they start, notice a marked improvement in daytime functioning and report more restorative sleep. Arterial blood gases improve with a return towards normal levels of carbon dioxide and normalization of arterial oxygen (shunt reversal and a fall in the alveolar–arterial oxygen tension gradient). Improved survival and lower morbidity are equally important goals, but it is unclear which surveillance indicators should be used to guide treatment. Some experts aim for simple symptom control plus satisfactory overnight oximetry, using the latter as a surrogate for adequate ventilatory support. Others aim for normalization of daytime PaCO₂ plus satisfactory overnight capnography, adjusting ventilatory pressures or mode accordingly. However, there is the danger of increasing daytime dyspnoea by lowering the PaCO₂ too far and we aim for a high normal value. In some European countries, polysomnography is employed to titrate NIV. Interestingly, more sleep disturbance seems to occur with too rigid a control of overnight capnography. Maximal unloading of the diaphragm by titrating the degree of pressure support and adjusting the expiratory pressure during sleep has been investigated. Excessive EPAP was found to be a common problem in NM disease. Awake titration for maximal comfort is the more commonly used method with further investigation and adjustment if symptoms persist or oximetry is poor.

In COPD and the progressive neuromuscular diseases, symptom control remains the first priority and, as the benefit of NIV probably arises from provision of restorative sleep, these are simply measured. In obesity hypoventilation, reversal of ‘disease’ with weight loss following surgery has been demonstrated. Providing NIV in this condition probably impacts on life expectancy, but unless it is offered within a total care package in this difficult ‘life-style illness’ it can only really be expected to ameliorate symptoms.

Organization of HMV
Different organizational systems have developed throughout the world, often as a result of local innovators and enthusiasts and depending upon the healthcare provision in the country. Across Europe, Lloyd-Owen et al. have described marked variation in provision, partly influenced by political and medical restraints. As national organizations throughout the European Union become more regulated and centrally organized, there is the potential for linkage of provision and greater opportunities for patients to travel.

One issue is the convenience of local provision versus the advantages of specialist centres. With
greater familiarity in the use of NIV acutely, more hospitals are able to provide support to local HMV users. Larger specialist centres have the benefit of greater experience and of offering a wider range of equipment. They are better able to support patients with out-of-hours care, technical support and emergency admission. While many stable patients are best supported by shared care arrangements, those with progressive NM disease often require additional expertise in orthotics, wheelchair provision, environmental controls and communication aids. These can be best provided in ventilation centres. Co-morbidity and the occasional need for operative intervention may also require services that can only be coordinated through such units.

Emergency care is often the most difficult issue for patients who live at a distance from a ventilator unit. Clear guidelines for local hospitals are useful. Provision of emergency intubation as a life saving measure, and later transfer to the central unit for assisted extubation or tracheostomy weaning can then follow.

In recent years, the plight of the critical care patient that has failed to wean from respiratory support has increasingly been appreciated. Weaning centres have developed in the US for economic reasons while a weaning service running alongside the other activities of a home ventilation unit has been more common in Europe. Our own experience[36] has been that many such patients need ongoing NIV at hospital discharge, usually because of underlying NM disease (Figure 19.7).

### Future issues

As detailed earlier, the indications for HMV in COPD remain controversial. Surveys throughout Europe show this, and obesity hypoventilation, as the diagnostic groups associated with increased provision. The results of RCTs in COPD being carried out in Germany and Australia are eagerly awaited. The best balance between local versus specialist centre provision will require co-operation between providers. The value of national organizations to oversee service development has already been established. The outcome measures of primary importance remain uncertain. The question remains about the importance of PaCO₂ control versus improved sleep quality and the control of recurrent arousal and sympathetic stimulation. The value of additional oxygen therapy and the role of recurrent uncontrolled hypoxia in the development of accelerated pulmonary hypertension that may develop after years of apparent stability remain to be established. Greater emphasis on patient-centred care, the value of patient self-help groups and the provision of information through the internet will also shape future provision.
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The history of mechanical ventilation

IAIN MACKENZIE

Prehistory
The essential connection between breathing and life has been recognized since biblical times at least:

. . . the Lord God formed the man from the dust of the ground and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life, and the man became a living being.1

The importance of a clear airway in permitting breathing has also long been appreciated. There are, for example, possible illustrations of therapeutic tracheostomy in ancient Egyptian tablets dating from the First Dynasty (3600 BC) and the procedure is also mentioned in a book of Hindu medicine, the Rig Veda, which may have been written as early as 2000 BC.

Some authors have interpreted a passage from the Old Testament as a description of artificial expired air ventilation:

. . . And he went up and lay upon the child, and put his mouth upon his mouth, and his eyes upon his eyes, and his hands upon his hands: and he stretched himself upon the child; and the flesh of the child waxed warm . . .and the child opened his eyes . . .2

However, clear evidence of forced tidal ventilation as a means of sustaining or restoring life is lacking until the mid-sixteenth century when Andreas Vesalius (Figure 20.1), the Brussels-born anatomist and professor of medicine at Padua, clearly describes expired air ventilation through an intratracheal reed to keep a dog alive:11

But that life may in a manner of speaking be restored to the animal, an opening must be attempted in the trunk of the trachea, into which a tube of reed or cane should be put; you will then blow into this, so that the lung may arise again and the animal take in air. Indeed, with a slight breath in the case of this living animal the lung will swell to the full extent of the thoracic cavity, and the heart become strong and exhibit a wondrous variety of motions.

and later,

. . . and as I do this and take care that the lung is inflated at intervals, the motion of heart and arteries does not stop . . .

Credit for the first mechanical (rather than expired air) ventilation in order to sustain life goes to Robert Hooke, who used a pair of bellows to ventilate a dog via a tracheostomy during a demonstration to the Royal Society in London in 1664:

In prosecution of some enquiries into the nature of respiration in several animals, a dog was

1 Genesis 2:6–8.
2 Kings II 4:34–5.
dissected, and by means of a pair of bellows, and a
certain pipe thrust into the wind-pipe of the dog,
the heart continued beating for a very long while
after all the thorax and belly had been opened . . .

By this time, Harvey had largely corrected the
Galenic concept of the circulation of the blood in
his book *Exercitatio Anatomica de Mortu Cordis et San-
guinis in Animalibus* in 1628, and the work Hooke
was performing, in association with Richard Lower,
resulted in the latter publishing *Tractatus de Corde*
in 1669, which more clearly explained the rela-
tionship between the lungs, the heart and the cir-
culation. While progress continued to be made in
an ever deeper scientific understanding of human
form and function, the rational application of this
knowledge in a clinical context lagged far behind.
Nevertheless, attempts to use mechanical ventila-
tion to restore (rather than sustain) life in humans
began in the mid-eighteenth century on an empir-
cal basis, slightly ahead of the discovery of car-
bon dioxide (Joseph Black, 1752), oxygen (Joseph
Priestley, 1774) and an explanation of the role of
these two gases with respect to metabolism and
the lungs by Antoine Lavoisier in 1789. Thus the
first documented occurrence of effective mouth-
to-mouth resuscitation was recorded by William
Tossach in 1744,[2] later followed by descriptions
of Hooke-style bellows mechanical ventilation by
John Hunter in 1776[3] (Figure 20.2). This tech-
nique was still being recommended in medical texts
of the early nineteenth century:

Dr Monro, for this purpose, recommends a
wooden pipe fitted at one end for filling the
nostril, and at the other end for being blown into
by a person’s mouth, or for receiving the pipe of a
pair of bellows.[4]

Such resuscitation activities were encouraged and
reported by the Humane Societies which sprang
up throughout Europe between 1767 (Amsterdam)
and 1790 (Glasgow) and which were dedicated
to the assistance of victims of drowning and sud-
den death.[5] These philanthropic organizations
reflected a growing social awareness that had begun
in the earlier part of the century, driven by emerg-
ing industrialization and urban poverty and marked
by the opening of numerous hospitals in London
and the provinces\(^3\) for the free treatment of the ‘deserving’ poor. It is in the context of unconscious victims of drowning or asphyxiation that the first attempts at orotracheal intubation are recorded, made desirable by the unfortunate complication of gastric inflation that accompanied enthusiastic use of bellows. John Hunter suggested that pressure on the larynx might prevent this problem (a manoeuvre described 200 years later by Sellick):

If during this operation the larynx be gently pressed against the oesophagus and spine, it will prevent the stomach and intestines being too much distended by the air . . .

These early attempts at mechanical ventilation were brought to an end in the 1830s by Leroy’s studies in France\(^6\) in which he showed in both animals and cadavers that overenthusiastic inflation, especially if exhalation was neglected in favour of inflation, resulted in serious lung damage or death. Based on these results and the report presented to the French Academy of Sciences in 1829, the French authorities counselled against positive-pressure ventilation – advice that was rapidly accepted throughout Europe. Thereafter, artificial ventilation in adults was attempted by a whole family of eponymous postural methods assisted by movement of the arms (the ‘Sylvester’ technique) or compression of the abdomen (the ‘Leroy’ technique), amongst many others. For neonates, however, the demise of positive-pressure ventilation for resuscitation from birth asphyxia was only short-lived, being itself revived in 1845 by the French obstetrician Depaul.

Even with the pioneering use of ether by Crawford Long (Figure 20.3) in Jefferson, Georgia, (1842) and William Morton in Boston (1846), which heralded the birth of anaesthesia, the demand for methods to provide sustained support of ventilation in the nineteenth century were very limited.

**Anaesthesia and the sealed airway**

Until the introduction of the intravenous anaesthetic agent thiopentone in 1934, both anaesthesia and survival depended on spontaneous ventilation and a clear airway. Continued spontaneous ventilation was readily achieved providing the patient was not anaesthetised too deeply and the pleural space was left intact, page 392. Maintenance of a clear airway was also relatively easy, particularly for those who could position the patient to their advantage or who had no need to go near the face or airway. These conditions, however, discriminated against surgeons whose work involved the throat, mouth, nose or face and who had to use their ingenuity to keep their patients both anaesthetized and alive. Of the few who succeeded in this endeavour, each solved the problem for himself by developing tracheal tubes placed percutaneously\(^7\) or orally\(^8,9\) and rendered water-tight by

---

\(^3\) Five hospitals in London (Westminster 1720, Guy’s 1724, St George’s 1733, the London 1740 and the Middlesex 1745) joined St Bartholomew’s and St Thomas’ which had been founded in the middle ages, and hospitals were founded in Edinburgh (1729), Winchester (1737), Bristol (1737), York (1740), Exeter (1741), Bath (1742), Northampton (1743), Cambridge (1766), Oxford (1770).

---

**Figure 20.3** Commemorative stamp of Crawford Long. Image courtesy of the The Health Sciences Historical Collections, the University of Tennessee Health Sciences Library. Memphis, TN.
pharyngeal packing\cite{8} or with an inflatable cuff\cite{7,9} (Figure 20.4). For the majority of surgeons, however, the anaesthetic technique was of little interest and was determined by the experience of the available assistant rather than a specifically trained and dedicated medically qualified practitioner.

As a consequence, aspects of orotracheal intubation were repeatedly re-invented during the early years of the twentieth century, such as the cuffed tube (Dorrance, 1910,\cite{10} Guedel and Waters, 1928\cite{11}), but these rigid wide-bore cuffed endotracheal tubes failed to become popular because in the hands of those recruited to administer the anaesthetic they were very hard to place, even with the help of Chevalier Jackson’s laryngoscope. Instead, the technique of ‘insufflation’ anaesthesia held sway between 1910 and 1926. This involved the constant delivery of an anaesthetic gas mixture into the trachea via a thin flexible catheter. With the help of a laryngoscope and appropriately designed forceps, these insufflation catheters were much easier to place, and gas escaping from the laryngeal inlet prevented, to some extent, the ingress of material into the airway. This was therefore the prevailing technique in 1919 when an Irish graduate, Ivan Magill, started work as ‘anaesthetist’ to the Queen’s Hospital in Sidcup, having given a handful of anaesthetics as a student and in his previous post at Barnet War (now General) Hospital (Figure 20.5). He and his fellow anaesthetist Stanley Rowbotham were immediately faced with the problem of maintaining anaesthesia in patients whose faces were in the surgical field (Figure 20.6). With insufflation
anaesthesia, they found that both the surgeon and the operative field were sprayed with blood and debris blown out of the pharynx, and so adapted to a technique involving two translaryngeal catheters, one for fresh gas, and the second for exhaled gas, an arrangement which also allowed the pharynx to be packed. Although an improvement, this two-catheter arrangement was cumbersome, and with the later adoption of nitrous oxide and oxygen for the maintenance of anaesthesia (which resulted in a much better post-operative condition of the patients), it was also expensive. Accordingly, Magill and Rowbotham substituted a single wide intratracheal catheter placed blindly through the nose, and sealed in the trachea with either pharyngeal packing or an inflatable cuff, together with a low-flow, semi-closed to-and-fro breathing circuit.

The complete demise of the insufflation technique was eventually precipitated by the introduction of cyclopropane as an anaesthetic agent in 1934. With vastly superior properties, it rapidly replaced both ether and chloroform, but its expense demanded the adoption of very low gas flows to minimize cost. Such a technique was already in existence, having been described by Waters in 1924,[12] but required a completely sealed airway. Thus by the mid-1930s, Magill had developed the techniques, specialization in anaesthesia had provided the skill base, and cyclopropane had provided the impetus to establish endotracheal intubation with a cuffed tube (the sealed airway) as a standard anaesthetic technique.

Anaesthesia and the pneumothorax problem
Although from inception anaesthesia significantly improved the conditions for surgery (for both patient and surgeon), it depended, as mentioned earlier, on the patient being able to self-ventilate. Incursion into the chest was inevitably accompanied by the collapse of one or both lungs, respiratory compromise, and almost invariably death.

**Figure 20.7** Fell-O’Dwyer apparatus for anaesthesia with positive-pressure ventilation.

This was referred to as the ‘pneumothorax problem’, which for the majority of surgeons rendered the chest an absolute ‘no-go’ zone. As with the sealed airway, a few surgeons with a specific interest in thoracic surgery successfully addressed the ‘pneumothorax problem’ as early as 1896.[13] The technique described in the United States by Rudolf Matas was an adaptation of the Fell-O’Dwyer apparatus, which was originally designed to provide respiratory support for victims of opiate overdose. The Fell-O’Dwyer apparatus (Figure 20.7) was O’Dwyer’s combination, in 1893, of his intralaryngeal tube, which he described in 1880 as a

---

4 Matas R. Intralaryngeal insufflation for the relief of acute surgical pneumothorax. Its history and methods with a description of the latest devices for this purpose. *JAMA* 1900; 34:1371–5, 1468–73.

5 Reported as O’Dwyer J. Intubation of the larynx. *NY Med J* 1885;8:145–7 in Goerig M, Filos K, Ayisi KW. George Fell and
means of providing an airway in cases of laryngeal obstruction (most commonly caused by diphtheria), with Fell’s bellows-powered positive-pressure ventilator.

However, these techniques were not widely adopted for exactly the same reasons that endotracheal intubation remained a peculiar art – there were no specifically trained practitioners and little need. For most operations, muscular relaxation was not required, the patient’s own ventilation was maintained, and even for intra-abdominal surgery the abdominal muscles could be adequately relaxed with spinal anaesthesia, or deep inhalational or insufflation anaesthesia. In Europe, thoracic surgeons were drawn to Sauerbruch’s solution to the ‘pneumothorax problem’ because it did not depend on skilled assistance, but used a negative-pressure chamber similar to a giant ‘iron lung’ to ventilate the patient. The patient was placed in an airtight operating chamber positioned with the head through an opening, which was sealed around the patient’s neck. Outside the chamber an assistant at the patient’s head administered the anaesthetic, while the surgeon was in the chamber with the rest of the patient (Figure 20.8). On exactly the same principle as an iron lung, ventilation was achieved by rhythmic changes in the air pressure within the chamber, effected by a large set of bellows. Brauer described a slightly less cumbersome version the following year (1905), in which the arrangement was reversed, the patient lying with the head enclosed in a positive-pressure ventilating chamber, and Tiegel’s subsequent arrangement remained the most popular solution until the end of the 1930s. Even in the United States, Matas’ combination of intubation and positive-pressure ventilation was supplanted by insufflation anaesthesia as described by Meltzer and Auer in 1909.\[14\]

This left positive-pressure ventilation to the physiologists and the Swedish surgeon KH Giertz, one of Sauerbruch’s assistants at Breslau,\(^6\) who was dissatisfied by the differential-pressure method and was convinced by his experimental work in animals that artificial ventilation was a significantly better technique. Under the influence of Giertz, Paul Frencner, a university lecturer in ENT surgery, developed a range of cuffed endotracheal tubes and, together with Anderson, an engineer from

---

\(^6\) Now Wroclaw, Poland.

---

Figure 20.8 Left: Sauerbruch’s differential pressure ventilating chamber. Right: Brauer’s positive-pressure ventilating head container.
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Figure 20.9 Left: Frenckner’s 1934 Spiropulsator. Right: The commercially produced Spiropulsator of 1940 designed by Frenckner, Anderson and Crafoord.

the Swedish gas company AGA, developed the first positive-pressure mechanical ventilator in 1934—
the Spiropulsator (Figure 20.9). Later, the tho-
racic surgeon Clarence Crafoord joined the project
and contributed to the design of the first commer-
cial model in 1940. Positive-pressure mechan-
ical ventilation with a cuffed endotracheal tube
thus became established in Scandinavia but was
vigorously resisted in North America for many
years, so much so that in 1952 Henry Beecher,
wrote

It has been repeatedly advocated that respiratory
failure be produced by deliberate overventilation
of patients under anesthesia and that this be
followed by artificial (‘controlled’) respiration by
the anesthetist . . . For several reasons we do not
believe that this technic [sic] is usually necessary
or advisable.

In the UK, where low-flow anaesthesia using cuffed
endotracheal tubes was commonplace after the
mid-1930s, manual hyperventilation and apnoea
were easily achieved and introduced into clinical
practice in 1936. The replacement of manual by
mechanical ventilation required the intervention of
a man who was neither medically qualified nor for-
mally trained in anaesthesia.

John Blease (1906–1985)

Born on the Wirral in 1906, John Blease (Figure
20.10) left school at the age of 14 and started
his working life as a butcher’s boy. His mechan-
ical deftness soon led him to repairing tractors
before eventually setting up a car repair business
with his brother in the mid 1920s. His self-taught
engineering skills and sharp mind are reflected
in the fact that in the 1930s he was able to
build his own 1000cc motorcycle with which he
won many amateur races competing against com-
mercial machines. His neighbour at that time,

7 Almqvist E. Technological changes in a company: AGA – the first 80 years. This branch of the AGA Corporation later became part of Siemens-Elema.
Dr Henry Roberts, who as a general practitioner provided anaesthetic services to the Liverpool Dental Hospital, commissioned the production of some pieces of anaesthetic equipment from Blease. Rather bizarrely, Blease, following Roberts’ sudden death in 1937, took over his anaesthetic duties at the Liverpool Dental Hospital and was therefore quite a proficient anaesthetist when he was pressed into service as an anaesthetist at Birkenhead General Hospital, following the heavy air raids on Merseyside in the first week of May 1941. It was during this period that Blease conceived of the idea of a mechanical device to provide the ‘controlled ventilation’ required during prolonged thoracic surgery, producing a prototype that was demonstrated in 1947 and produced commercially in 1950 – the Blease Pulmoflator. By the beginning of the 1950s, there was sufficient demand for mechanical ventilation during anaesthesia to support four commercial producers – The Blease Anaesthetic Equipment Company and Schonander Elema in Europe and Puritan-Bennett and Emerson in the United States (Figure 20.11).

Negative-pressure ventilation by physicians

The realization that tidal ventilation could be achieved by reducing the extrathoracic pressure, rather than increasing the intrathoracic pressure, is credited to John Mayow in the early 1670s, but a serious attempt to apply this to man did not occur for over 150 years. In 1832, the Scottish physician John Dalziel developed an upright box to provide negative-pressure ventilation (NPV), and although the device was warmly praised by one observer,[15] the concept never caught on. Barrington Baker[16] has suggested that Dalziel’s invention was a victim of the medical establishment’s reaction to Leroy’s studies,[6] as mentioned previously, but a more pragmatic reason might be the difficulty in demonstrating the efficacy of a resuscitation device which could not be taken to those requiring it and for which the need was modest and unpredictable. With the same purposes in mind, Dalziel’s tank NPV was repeatedly
‘re-invented’ in the last quarter of the nineteenth century by others, including Alfred Jones in 1864, Ignez von Hauke in 1874 and Eugene Woillez in 1876. An alternative to the tank was a negative-pressure ventilator that only covered the abdomen and chest, a design which came to be known as a cuirass. The first cuirass NPV was designed by Waldenberg\[17\] in 1880 and as with the tank NPV suffered numerous re-inventions (Alexander Graham Bell, Eisenmenger) until its eventual adoption into clinical practice in a number of commercially available guises, such as the Stille, Kiřa, Fairchild-Huxley, London County Council and Monaghan.

During the course of the nineteenth century, however, circumstances gradually changed. The impact of the Industrial Revolution had a profound effect on urban demographics, with London expanding from a population of 600,000 in 1700 to 1 million in 1800 and over 2 million by 1850. The population explosion and changing socio-political environment increased awareness of, and concern for, the un-sanitary conditions of the urban poor, saw life expectancy at birth increase from 36 years in 1801 to 47 in 1900. An ironic and unexpected consequence of the improved living conditions was the emergence of polio as a much-feared disease of childhood. Possibly described as early as 1789,\[18\] poliomyelitis became much more easily recognized during the latter part of the nineteenth century and early twentieth century. Acquired in infancy, the impact of the disease was imperceptible against a background of an appallingly high infant mortality, but with more sanitary conditions reducing environmental exposure to the virus in infancy, acquisition of the disease was delayed to childhood and early adulthood when a paralytic illness was much more difficult to overlook. During the first half of the twentieth century, large epidemics of poliomyelitis culminated in the final re-inventions of the tank NPV by Stewart and Rogoff in 1918 and then by Philip Drinker and Louis Shaw in 1927 (Figure 20.12). Evidence confirming the clinical success of long-term negative-pressure ventilation was published in 1929,\[19\] and by 1931 there were over 70 adult-sized and 12 infant-sized Drinker Respirators across North America, which had been used in the respiratory support of 198 patients, including 100 cases of poliomyelitis.\[20\]

In the UK, Siebe Gorman and Company in London manufactured the Drinker Respirator and the first of these ‘iron lungs’ was installed at Great Ormond Street in 1934. Unfortunately, the Drinker Respirator was very expensive, and during the polio epidemic of 1937–8, the need for these machines far exceeded their supply. In Australia, Edward and Donald Both who ran a small business making scientific and medical equipment were commissioned to design and build a cheap, lightweight version of the Drinker respirator at their small Adelaide factory. The following year, Edward Both was in
London promoting a portable electrocardiograph when he heard a plea on BBC radio for a respirator for a patient with poliomyelitis. Edward contacted the South Australian Agent-General and within a week or two had constructed a Both respirator in a hired garage which was accepted by the health department of the London County Council. Edward made two other respirators, one put on display in London and the second lent to the Radcliffe Infirmary in Oxford where a film was made of it in operation. Lord Nuffield, whose wealth from the manufacture of Morris motor cars at Oxford had allowed him to endow the chair of anaesthesia at Oxford, was shown the film by Robert Macintosh, the first Professor of Anaesthesia at Oxford. In November 1938, Lord Nuffield agreed to manufacture the Both Respirator in Oxford and offered to donate a Both Respirator to any hospital in the commonwealth that wanted one. Despite fierce criticism from some quarters (having been described as a ‘wanton waste of private benevolence’),[21] by March 1939 there were 965 Both Respirators in use which formed the nucleus of respiratory units across the UK and elsewhere, dealing for the most part with patients paralysed by polio.

Scandinavia 1949 to 1952

During an epidemic of poliomyelitis in Stockholm in 1949 and 1950, Carl-Gunnar Engström, an epidemiologist at the Stockholm Hospital for Contagious Diseases, observed a series of patients with respiratory failure treated with tracheostomy and negative-pressure ventilation, a technique recently imported from the US by Sjöberg.[22] Although this treatment was life saving for many, for the unfortunate minority with both respiratory and bulbar paralysis, survival was rare. Engström’s study of respiratory function in these patients, which included blood gas analysis, led him to conclude that these patients were dying of inadequate ventilation[23] rather than the poliomyelitis itself, as was believed at the time. He therefore designed and had built a prototype of a mechanical positive-pressure ventilator, which guaranteed the delivery of a set tidal volume rather than inspiratory pressure. This device was presented at conferences in both Copenhagen and Stockholm[24] in the autumn of 1951 and in December was successfully used in the treatment of a patient with polio-related chronic respiratory failure.

The following autumn, Copenhagen was struck by a polio epidemic that was unprecedented in three respects: the number of victims, the proportion of victims developing paralysis, and the unusually high proportion developing both respiratory and bulbar paralysis. Patients with poliomyelitis in the metropolitan area of the Danish capital were admitted to the 500-bed Blegdam Hospital for communicable diseases, which possessed one tank and six cuirass respirators. In the period between 1934 and 1944, this hospital had managed 76 cases of acute respiratory failure from poliomyelitis in cuirass ventilators, with a mortality of 80%.[25] In contrast, in the first three weeks of the 1952 epidemic 31 patients with polio required respiratory support (of just over 80 admissions), of whom 27 died – a mortality rate of 87%. Concerned by the flood of admissions, the unusually high proportion and pattern of paralytic cases and the appalling mortality, Henry Lassen, the chief of the service and Professor of Epidemiology, sought advice. Mogens Bjørneboe suggested they involve Bjorn Ibsen, a young anaesthetist who had helped Bjørneboe manage a case of tetanus neonatorum earlier in the year. On that occasion, Ibsen had used curare for muscle relaxation and positive-pressure ventilation via a tracheostomy, and, although the infant eventually died, this did not occur until they returned to the traditional management for these cases using intravenous barbiturate. Reluctantly, Lassen called a meeting in his office on Monday August 25 which included Bjørneboe, Ibsen, and the head of the
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Clinical chemistry laboratory, Poul Astrup, amongst others. Reviewing one of the fatalities up to that point, Lassen and the other physicians were puzzled by the normal appearance of the 12-year-old boy’s lungs together with ante-mortem hypertension and a serum bicarbonate of 44 mmol.L$^{-1}$, the hallmarks of hypercapnia. It suddenly occurred to Ibsen that the cause of death must have been chronic hypoventilation, the same conclusion that Engström had reached the year before in Stockholm. Despite receiving tracheostomies, which were cannulated with uncuffed metal tubes, the accumulation of tracheobronchial secretions was preventing the negative-pressure ventilators from delivering adequate tidal volumes. The hypoventilation was occult because the accompanying hypoxia responded to the administration of additional oxygen. Despite reservations from Lassen and the other physicians, it was eventually agreed to let Ibsen take over the management of one of the patients. The following day Ibsen, Bjørneboe and Astrup met at the laboratory to agree a plan and collect the equipment required. On Wednesday, August 27, they took over the care of Vivi, a 12-year-old girl who was in extremis and not expected to survive. A tracheostomy was performed at her bedside under local anaesthetic, but despite the presence of a cuffed tracheostomy tube, the combination of bronchospasm and atelectasis made it almost impossible for Ibsen to ventilate her with the Waters circuit. He gave her 100 mg of thiopentone, allowing him to suction her airway and ventilate her properly. Measurements of exhaled carbon dioxide using a Brinkman carbovisor and oximetry using a Millikan oximeter allowed him to demonstrate the simultaneous presence of severe hypercapnia and normal arterial saturation, as well as the disappearance of the signs of hypercapnia (hypertension, sweating) with positive-pressure ventilation. With the rapid reduction in arterial carbon dioxide content, Vivi became quite hypotensive but responded to a blood transfusion, and she was then placed in a cuirass ventilator. Almost immediately, the signs of hypoventilation returned, accompanied by a rise in blood carbon dioxide content. Convinced by this demonstration, Lassen directed that the management of respiratory failure was to change immediately, but because there were no commercially available positive-pressure ventilators, the work had to be done by hand. All 26 or so of Copenhagen’s anaesthetists were recruited to the task, and they in turn trained and supervised about 450 medical and dental students who worked in teams of 4 to 6, each team hand-ventilating a patient around the clock (Figure 20.13). With this new strategy, the case-fatality rate plummeted during September, despite a sharp rise in the number of new cases.

On hearing of the epidemic in Copenhagen, Engström sent his ventilator to the Blegdams Hospital, where it underwent successful clinical evaluation. With a certain degree of foresight, the Swedish
Figure 20.14 Time-line of the development of mechanical ventilation.
Figure 20.15 Commercial development of ventilator technology.
health authorities decided to have the Engström ventilator commercially manufactured by Mivab Elektro-Medicinska Apparater in Stockholm, just in time for their own polio epidemic the following year. Bjorn Ibsen went on to become chief anaesthetist at the Kommunehospital in Copenhagen in 1954 where he established the first intensive care unit in a general hospital.

The last 50 years
Given the events of 1952, it is not surprising that there was an explosion in the number of positive-pressure ventilators designed in 1953, including the Bang,[26] Clevedon,[27] Beaver[28] (manufactured by BOC), Pask[29] and Radcliffe[30] (later Penlon) in anticipation of further polio epidemics. Respiratory support units were established in large hospitals throughout Europe to cope with these patients, as well as the small numbers with other causes of respiratory failure. During the decade, however, the incidence of polio was dramatically reduced by the introduction of mass vaccination programmes resulting from the work of, first, Salk in 1955 and then Sabin in 1956. As the numbers of polio patients plummeted through the second half of the decade, many of the respiratory units in the US were closed, while in Europe they continued to operate as general intensive care units.

The events in Copenhagen in 1952 mark the real beginning of mechanical ventilation in that the technique had become sufficiently accepted to support commercial production of the machines, at least in Europe. The market for intensive care ventilators in Europe was shared by a number of manufacturers, including Mivab Elektro-Medicinska Apparater (Engstrom) and Aga Medical Division (Pulmospirator) in Scandinavia, and Blease, the British Oxygen Company (Beaver) and East & Co (East-Radcliffe) in the UK (Figure 20.15). The European bias was for machines that were volume targeted and would provide a guaranteed tidal volume in the face of variable pulmonary compliance, the basis of Engstrom’s life-saving hypothesis. In contrast, adoption of non-anaesthetic mechanical ventilation in the United States was both delayed and short-lived. When the demand for non-anaesthetic mechanical ventilation eventually materialized in the US in the early 1960s, the machines were based on technology developed during the war for high-altitude bombing and were therefore largely pressure controlled (Emerson, Bird, and Bennett Respiratory Products).

Early machines were mechanical or electromechanical, could only deliver either volume-targeted or pressure-targeted breaths – depending on how they were constructed, and lacked alarm systems. Subsequent developments of the mechanical ventilator have largely been driven by the combination of advances in technology and commercial pressure, without substantial departure from the original concepts. The exceptions to this generalization are the forms of high-frequency ventilation that were developed in the 1970s and the brief interest in ventilators controlled by fluidics.

The first major evolutionary step of the purely pneumatic and mechanical ventilators of the 1950s and 1960s came with release of Bennet’s MA1 in 1967, which controlled the mechanical gas delivery using electronics. This division between electronic ‘control’ and mechanical ‘muscle’ was then taken a step further in 1971 with the Servo 900 series. The final step into the current generation of ventilators was the development in the 1980s of microprocessor-controlled machines such as the Siemens’ 900C (1981), the Ohmeda CPU-1 (1982) and the Puritan-Bennett 7200 (1983). With these machines, the intrinsic link to the mechanism driving inflation was broken completely with the ability to target breaths to either volume or pressure using a flow profile that could be finely controlled, together with a sophisticated array of alarms.
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\( \Delta P \). See Inflating pressure.

A. Physiological symbol for alveolar gas.

a. Physiological symbol for arterial blood.

Aa gradient. The calculated difference between the alveolar and arterial partial pressure of oxygen, i.e. \( P_{A\text{O}_2} - P_{a\text{O}_2} \), with units of kPa or mm Hg. This is a more rigorous but much less user-friendly gauge of the lung’s capacity to take up oxygen than the ‘PF ratio’ (see \( P_{a\text{O}_2}/F_{\text{I\text{O}_2}} \) ratio), which tends to be used clinically.

Airway pressure-release ventilation (APRV). A hybrid mode of ventilation in which the airway pressure intermittently drops from a higher level to a lower level. Two distinctions can be drawn between APRV and bi-level ventilation. First, in APRV much longer time is spent in \( P_{\text{high}} \) than \( P_{\text{low}} \), effectively reversing the I:E ratio. Second, in APRV the mandatory breaths are interspersed with triggered (e.g. supported) breaths, while in bi-level ventilation mandatory breaths are interspersed with spontaneous (e.g. unsupported) breaths.

APRV. See Airway pressure-release ventilation.

Apnoea. The absence of spontaneous respiratory effort. Primary: Failure to develop a spontaneous respiratory rhythm following a period of mandatory mechanical ventilation. Secondary: The development of apnoeic episodes, usually during sleep, arising after the restoration of a spontaneous respiratory rhythm in patients who have received mechanical ventilation.

Assist-control ventilation (ACV). A hybrid mode of ventilation in which the mandatory breaths, traditionally volume-controlled (V-ACV), are suppressed by patient-triggered breaths that receive the same support. If the mandatory rate is set below the patient’s own respiratory rate then all the breaths delivered are triggered. On some more recent ventilators, this mode can be set to deliver pressure-controlled breaths (pressure assist-control ventilation, P-ACV).

Atmospheric pressure. Synonym: barometric pressure. Pressure exerted by the air, which at sea level is defined as one atmosphere (= 101.325 kPa or 100 mbar). Atmospheric pressure falls with increasing altitude.

Auto-PEEP. See Intrinsic PEEP.

Barometric pressure. See Atmospheric pressure.

Bi-level ventilation. A form of ventilation in which the airway pressure cycles between two levels of CPAP. The patient can breath spontaneously during both \( P_{\text{high}} \) and \( P_{\text{low}} \) phases, and only receives inspiratory assistance during the low–high transition. When the term ‘bi-level ventilation’ is applied correctly, the rate of phase cycling only contributes minimally to the patient’s minute volume, which is mainly
determined by the patient’s spontaneous breaths.

**Bi-level positive airway pressure (BiPAP™).**
Synonym: *variable positive airway pressure*. A proprietary term owned by Respironics describing non-invasive ventilation with some similarities to *bi-level ventilation*. In contrast to true bi-level ventilation, BiPAP™ phase cycling accounts entirely for the patient’s minute volume. In BiPAP™ $P_{\text{low}}$ is referred to as the expiratory positive airway pressure (EPAP) and $P_{\text{high}}$ is referred to as the inspiratory positive airway pressure (IPAP). The inflating pressure is calculated as IPAP–EPAP.

**Biphasic Positive Airway Pressure (BIPAP).** A proprietary term used by Draeger to refer to a *hybrid mode* of ventilation with pressure-controlled mandatory breaths. When supplemented by pressure-controlled triggered breaths, this mode becomes ‘BIPAP plus’.

**BIPAP.** see *Biphasic Positive Airway Pressure*.  
**BIPAP Plus.** see *Biphasic Positive Airway Pressure*.  
**BiPAP™.** see *Bi-level Positive Airway Pressure*.  
**Bradypnoea.** An abnormally slow respiratory rate.

**Closing volume.** The expiratory lung volume at which terminal airways begin to collapse, preventing the expiration of any more alveolar gas from the lung units distal to the collapse. The closing volume increases with age, as the lung loses its elasticity. In children and young to middle-aged adults the normal pulmonary end-expiratory lung volume exceeds the closing volume. In middle- to old-age, the closing volume exceeds the end-expiratory lung volume.

**Continuous Positive Airway Pressure (CPAP).** Externally applied positive end-expiratory pressure during spontaneous breathing where the inspiratory breaths are not supported is traditionally called ‘continuous positive airway pressure’ (CPAP). This is in contrast to externally applied positive end-expiratory pressure during triggered (supported) or mandatory breaths, which is traditionally referred to as ‘positive end-expiratory pressure’ (PEEP). The distinction between the two terms is less significant, and indeed confusing, in modes of ventilation in which spontaneous, triggered and mandatory breaths co-exist, such as in some forms of APRV.

**CMV.** *Control(led)-mode ventilation* or *continuous mandatory ventilation*, see also *Intermittent Positive Pressure Ventilation*.  

**Compliance.** Describes the ease with which a material can be stretched (floppy, stretchy, elastic, expandable). In mathematical terms, it is expressed as the volume change per unit change in pressure: $C = \frac{\Delta V}{\Delta P}$. Compliance is the opposite (reciprocal) of elastance.

**Continuous Mandatory Ventilation (CMV).** See *Intermittent Positive-Pressure Ventilation*.  
**Controlled ventilation.** See *Intermittent Positive-Pressure Ventilation*.  
**Control-mode ventilation (CMV).** See *Intermittent Positive Pressure Ventilation*.  

**Cycle time (Tc).** The time between the start of inspiration of two consecutive breaths, which is the sum of the inspiratory time ($T_i$) and expiratory time ($T_e$):

$$T_c = T_i + T_e.$$  

(1)

The cycle time is also determined by the respiratory rate ($f$):

$$T_c = \frac{60}{f}.$$  

(2)

Combining Equations (1) and (2), you get

$$T_i + T_e = \frac{60}{f}.$$  

(3)

**Dead space ($V_d$).** The volume of gas in each breath that does not participate in gas exchange, either because the gas enters non-perfused alveoli (alveolar dead space, $V_{dA}$), or remains in either the conducting airways (anatomical dead
space, $V_{D_{\text{anat}}}$) or airway equipment (equipment dead space, $V_{D_{\text{eqpt}}}$):

$$V_D = V_{D_A} + V_{D_{\text{anat}}} + V_{D_{\text{eqpt}}}.$$  

The sum of the alveolar and anatomical dead spaces are referred to as the physiological dead space.

**De-cannulation.** The process of removing a tracheostomy tube (see also extubation).

**Delta P** ($\Delta P$). See Inflating pressure.

**DUOPAP.** A proprietary term used by Hamilton to refer to a hybrid mode of ventilation with pressure-controlled mandatory breaths which may, if desired, be supplemented by pressure-controlled triggered breaths.

**Duty cycle.** The inspiratory time expressed as a proportion of the cycle time:

$$\text{Duty cycle} = \frac{T_I}{T_C} = \frac{T_I}{T_I + T_E}.$$  

**Elastance.** Describes the difficulty with which a material can be stretched (stiffness, inelasticity, rigidity). In mathematical terms, it is expressed as the pressure change per unit change in volume: $E = \frac{\Delta P}{\Delta V}$. Elastance is the opposite (reciprocal) of compliance.

**ECCO2R.** See Extracorporeal CO$_2$ removal.

**ECMO.** See Extracorporeal membrane oxygenation.

**End-expiratory lung volume.** See Functional residual capacity.

**Endotracheal tube.** See trans-laryngeal tube.

**EPAP.** Expiratory positive airway pressure. See Bi-level positive airway pressure.

**Exhaled minute volume** ($\dot{V_e}$). The total volume of gas exhaled by the patient in one minute, measured at body temperature, sea level, and fully saturated with water vapour.

**Expiratory time** ($T_e$). The time between the onset of expiratory gas flow and the start of the next breath.

**Extracorporeal CO$_2$ removal.** A system which removes carbon dioxide from either venous or arterial blood using an extracorporeal semi-permeable membrane and then returns the treated blood to the patient. The systems can either be pumped (veno-venous or veno-arterial) or pumpless (arterio-venous). Due to the relatively small surface area of the membrane and oxygen’s poor solubility, these systems are unable to effectively oxygenate the blood, in contrast to extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO) systems.

**Extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO).** A system which draws venous blood from the patient and pumps it past a semi-permeable membrane with a very large surface area. This membrane allows carbon dioxide to diffuse out of the blood and oxygen to diffuse into the blood, exactly mimicking the lungs. The blood is then returned to the patient’s arterial system under pressure.

**Extubation.** The process of removing a trans-laryngeal tube, as opposed to de-cannulation, which refers to the removal of a tracheostomy tube. **Accidental:** Unplanned extubation arising from actions taken by members of staff. **Self:** Unplanned extubation effected by the patient themselves, either voluntarily or involuntarily. **Unplanned:** Inadvertent removal of the endotracheal tube either by the patient (self-extubation) or staff (accidental extubation).

**f.** See Respiratory rate.

**Functional residual capacity.** The physiological term for the volume of gas that remains in the lung immediately prior to the onset of inspiration. This is also called the end-expiratory lung volume.

**Gas-trapping.** See Hyperinflation.

**Glottic opening** (also glottis opening). The space bounded by the vocal cords.

**HFOV.** See High-frequency oscillatory ventilation.

**High-frequency oscillatory ventilation.** (HFOV) A system of ventilation which uses respiratory rates between 300 and 900 breaths per minute.

**Hybrid mode.** A ventilator mode that combines ventilator-initiated (mandatory) breaths and
patient-initiated (triggered) breaths. In some forms of hybrid mode, the mandatory breaths may be suppressed by triggered breaths.

**Hydrophilic.** A molecule, or section of a molecule, that readily associates with an aqueous environment by possession of electrically charged ions or radicals at its surface. At the macroscopic level, a hydrophilic substance will either dissolve in pure water (solids) or mix evenly with water (liquids).

**Hydrophobic.** A molecule, or part of a molecule, that repels water by lacking any surface charge. At the macroscopic level, a hydrophobic substance will not dissolve in water (solids) or will not mix with water (liquids).

**Hypercarbia.** See Hypercapnia.

**Hypercapnia.** A partial pressure of carbon dioxide that is above the upper limit of the reference range. Synonymous with, but preferred to, hypercarbia.

**Hyperinflation.** Synonym: gas-trapping. An increase in the end-expiratory lung volume caused by a loss of the lung’s elasticity and narrowing of the small airways. **Dynamic:** An increase in the end-expiratory lung volume caused by tachypnoea, which reduces the expiratory time and prevents the completion of expiration before the onset of the next inspiration.

**I:E ratio.** The ratio between inspiratory time (Ti) and expiratory time (Te), which as a ratio has no units. The normal I:E ratio is 1:2. If absolute value of either component is required, this must be calculated as follows:

\[
T_i = \frac{T_i}{T_i + T_e} \times T_c \tag{4}
\]

\[
T_e = \frac{T_e}{T_i + T_e} \times T_c \tag{5}
\]

where Tc is the cycle time, and which itself can be calculated from the respiratory rate (see **Cycle time**).

**Inflating pressure.** Synonyms: Delta P, ΔP; Pressure-support above PEEP, PSAP. In a pressure-controlled breath, the inflating pressure is the difference between the end-expiratory or baseline airway pressure and the end-inspiratory airway pressure. All other things being equal, the inflating pressure in a pressure-controlled breath determines the inspiratory tidal volume. Care must be taken when setting the parameters for pressure-controlled breaths. The user-determined variables for pressure-controlled breaths may either be set as the PEEP and the inflating pressure, or alternatively as the PEEP and the end-inspiratory pressure. In high-frequency oscillatory ventilation with the SensorMedics machines, delta P refers to the amplitude of the pressure excursions above and below the mean airway pressure.

**Inspiratory time** (T_i). The time in seconds between the start of inspiration and the start of exhalation.

**Intermittent Positive-Pressure Ventilation** (IPPV). Synonyms: control(led)-mode or continuous mandatory ventilation, CMV; intermittent positive-pressure breathing, IPPB. A mandatory volume-controlled mode of ventilation.

**Intrinsic PEEP.** Synonyms: auto-PEEP, gas-trapping. Alveolar pressure is positive relative to atmospheric pressure during expiration, and normally falls to atmospheric pressure prior to the onset of the next inspiratory phase. If the flow of expiratory gas is limited, alveolar pressure is still positive at the start of the next inspiratory phase, thus constituting intrinsic positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP).

**Intubation.** The process of placing a tube into the trachea either via the nose (nasotracheal intubation) or the mouth (orotracheal intubation).
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Inverse-ratio ventilation. (IRV). Synonym: pressure-controlled inverse-ratio ventilation (PCIRV). Ventilation in which the inspiratory time exceeds the expiratory, in contrast to normal ventilation in which the opposite pertains.

IPAP. Inspiratory positive airway pressure. See Bi-level positive airway pressure.

IPPB. Intermittent Positive-Pressure Breathing (anachr.) see Intermittent Positive-Pressure Ventilation.

IPPV. See Intermittent Positive Pressure Ventilation.

IRV. See Inverse-ratio ventilation.

Laryngeal inlet. The space bounded anteriorly by the epiglottis, posteriorly by the arytenoid and corniculate cartilages and between them the interarytenoid notch, and laterally by the aryepiglottic folds.

Mandatory. ~breath. A ventilator-initiated breath; ~ mode. A ventilator mode in which all the supported breaths are ventilator-initiated. In some mandatory modes, the patient may take their own breaths, but these are not supported by the ventilator and are termed spontaneous breaths.

Maximum airway pressure. Synonyms; $P_{\text{peak}}$, peak airway pressure), the maximum measured pressure in the ventilator circuit during volume-controlled ventilation. $P_{\text{max}}$ is attained at the end of inspiration and is generated by the combination of tidal volume, pulmonary compliance and airway resistance. In the presence of an end-inspiratory pause, the resistive component of $P_{\text{max}}$ dissipates, allowing the airway pressure to fall to the component that is solely due to tidal volume and pulmonary compliance, known as the plateau pressure. In pressure-controlled breaths, the maximum airway pressure, which is a parameter set by the operator, is referred to as $P_{\text{high}}$ or $P_{\text{insp}}$.

Mean airway pressure ($P_{\text{maw}}$). The time-averaged airway pressure.

Minute volume. The volume of gas delivered to the patient each minute, calculated by multiplying the tidal volume by the respiratory rate. See also Exhaled minute volume. Alveolar: The volume of gas delivered to the alveoli each minute.

Nasotracheal tube. An endotracheal tube that passes through the nose, nasopharynx and oropharynx to enter the upper trachea through the glottic opening.

NIV. See Non-invasive ventilation.

Neural respiratory rate. The respiratory rate generated by the respiratory centre in the brain stem, as opposed to the observed respiratory rate.

Non-invasive ventilation. (NIV). Ventilatory support that partially or totally supplies the work of breathing but without the use of a tracheal tube. Most commonly, the patient interface involves a tight-fitting facial or nasal mask, but the term NIV can equally well be applied to forms of ventilatory support that have no patient interface, such as negative-pressure ventilation (‘iron lung’), cuirass ventilation or rocker beds.

Orotracheal tube. An endotracheal tube that passes through the mouth and oropharynx to enter the upper trachea through the glottic opening.

$P_{\text{aCO}_2}$. The partial pressure of carbon dioxide in alveolar gas.

$P_{\text{aO}_2}$. The partial pressure of oxygen in alveolar gas.

$P_{\text{aCO}_2}$. The partial pressure of carbon dioxide in arterial blood.

$P_{\text{aO}_2}$. The partial pressure of oxygen in arterial blood.

$P_{\text{aO}_2}/F_{\text{I}_\text{O}_2}$ ratio. This is not, strictly speaking, a ratio because the numerator and the denominator have different units. The arterial partial pressure of oxygen (in kPa or mmHg) divided by the fractional inspired oxygen concentration is used
by clinicians as a rough gauge of the lung's capacity to take up oxygen and is often referred to in speech as the ‘PF ratio’. A more accurate but more cumbersome way of expressing the same concept is to calculate the difference between the alveolar and arterial partial pressures of oxygen, i.e. $P_{A\text{O}_2} - P_{A\text{O}_2}$ expressed in kPa or mmHg. See also $Aa$ gradient.

$P_{aw}$. See Mean airway pressure.

$P_{High}$. See Maximum airway pressure.

$P_{Insp}$. See Maximum airway pressure.

$P_{max}$. See Maximum airway pressure.

$P_{peak}$. See Maximum airway pressure.

$P_{plateau}$. See Maximum airway pressure.

PAV. Proportional assist ventilation. See also Proportional pressure support.

PCIRV. Pressure-controlled inverse-ratio ventilation. See also Inverse-ratio ventilation.

Partial. $\sim$ pressure. The fraction of total gas pressure ($P_{\text{tot}}$) that is contributed by one gas in a mixture of gases, which is determined by the proportional concentration of that gas in the mixture. Thus where $P_{\text{tot}}$ is the total gas pressure in a mixture of 3 gases ($x$, $y$ and $z$) with volumes of $Vol_x$, $Vol_y$ and $Vol_z$, the partial pressure of gas $y$ ($P_y$) is given by the following:

$$P_y = \left(\frac{Vol_y}{Vol_x + Vol_y + Vol_z}\right) \times P_{\text{tot}}.$$

$\sim$ ventilation or $\sim$ ventilatory support. A hybrid mode of ventilation.

Peak pressure. See Maximum airway pressure.

PEEP. See Positive end-expiratory pressure.

PEEP$_l$. See intrinsic PEEP.

PF ratio. See $P_{A\text{O}_2}/F_{\text{I\text{O}_2}}$ ratio.

Plateau (airway) pressure ($P_{\text{plateau}}$). In volume-controlled breaths with an end-inspiratory pause, the plateau airway pressure is the end-inspiratory pressure that remains when the resistive component has dissipated. See also Maximum airway pressure.

Positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP). Externally applied pressure that maintains a positive airway pressure during expiration in patients receiving ventilatory support with triggered and mandatory breaths. During spontaneous breaths this is called continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP).

PPS. See Proportional Pressure Support.

Pressure-controlled inverse-ratio ventilation (PCIRV). See Inverse-ratio ventilation.

Proportional Assist Ventilation (PAV). Proprietary term owned by the University of Manitoba. See Proportional pressure support.

Proportional Pressure Support (PPS). Synonyms: proportional assist ventilation. A triggered mode similar to pressure support except that the degree of support varies according to patient effort such that with increasing patient effort more support is provided.

Ramp. See Rise time.

Respiratory rate (f). The number of breaths in one minute. See also neural respiratory rate.

Rise time. Synonym; ramp. The time taken from the start of inflation for airway pressure or flow to reach the maximum. This is normally about 200 ms in adults. In some make/models of ventilator rise time is also expressed as a percentage of the cycle time.

SIMV. Synchronized Intermittent Mandatory Ventilation.

Spontaneous. $\sim$ breath. A breath in which inspiration is determined solely by the patient and for which the patient receives no inspiratory support. Compare with triggered breath. $\sim$ mode. A ventilator mode in which the patient initiates all inspiratory activity and receives no inspiratory assistance with the work of breathing. Compare with triggered mode.

Supported. $\sim$ breaths; $\sim$ mode. See under triggered, which is the preferred term.

T$_1$. See Inspiratory time.
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**Te.** See *Expiratory time.*

**Tachypnoea.** An abnormally fast respiratory rate.

**Tracheal tube.** A tubular airway that provides a conduit for ventilatory gases that terminates in the trachea, passing either through the larynx (trans-laryngeal tube), or entering the trachea through a tracheostomy (tracheostomy tube).

**Trans-laryngeal intubation.** See *Intubation.*

**Trans-laryngeal tube.** A tube designed to provide respiratory gases to a patient’s lungs by passing through the nose (nasotracheal tube) or mouth (orotracheal tube), passing through the patient’s larynx, and ending in the mid-trachea. The distal end may have an inflatable cuff with which to provide an air-tight seal with the trachea, in which case this is referred to as a ‘cuffed’ tube. Trans-laryngeal tubes are commonly referred to as ‘endotracheal’ tubes, but this term fails to distinguish this type of tube from a tracheostomy tube, which also sits within (endo-) the trachea (-tracheal).

**Tidal volume** (*V*<sub>t</sub>). The volume of gas that is either inhaled, or exhaled in one breath. Inspiratory tidal volume is rarely the same as expiratory tidal volume because, (i) gas is inspired at room temperature, but in the body is warmed to body temperature and therefore expands, (ii) inspired gas may not necessarily be fully saturated with water vapour, but exhaled gas is, (iii) the composition of inspiratory and expiratory gases are not the same.

**Triggered. ~ breath.** A patient-initiated breath which receives inspiratory support, either pressure-controlled (pressure support ventilation, PSV; pressure assist-control ventilation, P-ACV), or volume-controlled (assist-control ventilation). Triggered breaths can be part of a *hybrid mode*, where they are permitted in the interval between mandatory breaths (SIMV, PCV, IPPV+) and either suppress, (SIMV, IPPV+) or occur in addition to (PCV), the mandatory component. Triggered breaths should be distinguished from *spontaneous* breaths, which do not receive inspiratory assistance; ~ *mode.* A mode of ventilation in which all the breaths are triggered, that is patient-initiated and each receives inspiratory assistance with the work of breathing. Compare *spontaneous*.

**Ve.** See *Exhaled minute volume.*

**Vt.** See *Tidal volume.*

**Ventilating pressure.** See *inflating pressure.*

**Ventilatory rate.** The rate that is set on a ventilator at which mechanical breaths are delivered to the patient in either a *mandatory* or *hybrid mode.*

**Weaning.** The process of transferring the work of breathing from the mechanical ventilator to the patient, defined as starting when the patient is able to initiate inspiratory effort.
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